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EDITORIAL NOTE.

The volume now issued finishes Volume II. of the original, of which

a portion appears in Volume III. of the English Translation. The first

chapter of this volume corresponds to Chapter VII. of Volume II. of

the original, which treats of the Divinity of Christ. The remaining third

volume of the German Edition will occupy three volumes in the English

Translation, making seven volumes in all.

A. ^. BRUCE.
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CHAPTER L'

THE DOCTRINE OF THE HOMOUSIA OF THE SON OF GOD

WITH GOD HIMSELF.
"

Is the Divine which appeared on the earth and has made
its presence actively felt, identical with the supremely Divine

that rules heaven and earth? Did the Divine which appeared

on the earth enter into a close and permanent union with

human nature, so that it has actually transfigured it and raised

1 Vide Preface.

- See the 0pp. Athanas., and in addition the works of the other Church

Fathers of the fourth century, above all, those of Hilary, the Cappadocians and

Jerome ; the Church Histories of Sulpicius, Rufinus, Socrates, Sozomen, Theodoret,

Gelasius, the Vita Constantini of Eusebius, the Pauarion of Epiphanius, and the

Codex Theodosiauus ed. Hsenel; on the other side, the fragments of the Church

Histoiy of Philostorgius ; of the secular historians, Ammian in particular. For the

proceedings of the Councils see Mansi Collect. Cone. v. II. and III. ; Hefele, Con-

ciliengesch. 2nd ed. v. I, and II. ; Walch, Historie der Ketzereien v. IL and III.
;

Münscher, Ueber den Sinn der nicän. Glaubensformel, in Henke's Neues Magazin,

VI., p. 334 f.; Caspari, Quellen zur Gesch. des Taufsymbols, 4 vols., 1866 ff.;

Hahn, Bibliothek der Symbole, 2nd ed. 1877; Hort, On the Constantinop. Creed and

other Eastern Creeds of the fourth century, 1876 ; Swainson, The Nicene and Apostles'

Creeds, 1875; Bright, Notes on the Canons of the first four General Councils, 1882:

my art. "Konstantinop. Symbol" in Herzog's R.-Encykl., 2nd ed. Besides the

historical works of Baronius, Tillemont, Basnage, Gibbon, Schröckh, de Broglie,

Wietersheim, Richter, Kaufmann, Hertzberg, Chastel, Schiller, Victor Schultze, and

Boissier, above all, Ranke, (also Löning, Gesch. d. deutschen Kirchenrechts, vol. I.)

and others, the references in Fabricius-Harless, the careful biographies of the

Fathers of the fourth century by Böhringer, and the Histories of Dogma by Peta-

vius, Schwane, Baur, Dorner (Entw. Gesch. d. L. v. d. Person Christi), Newman
(Arians of the fourth century), Nitzsch, Schultz, and Thomasius may be consulted.

On Lucian: see my article in Herzog's R.-Encyklop. v. VIII. 2, and in my Alt-

christl. Lit. Gesch. vol. I. On Arius: Maimbourg, Hist. del'Arianisme, 1673, Travasa,

Storia della vita di Ario, 1746; Hassenkamp, Hist. Arianae controversise, 18455
Revillout, De TArianisme des peuples germaniques, 1850 ; Stark, Versuch einer
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it to the plane of the eternal? These two questions necessarily

arose out of the combination of the incarnation of the Logos

and the deification of the human nature (See Vol. III., p. 289 ff.)

Along with the questions, however, the answers too were given.

But it was only after severe conflicts that these answers were

able to establish themselves in the Church as dogmas. The
reasons of the delay in their acceptance have been partly already

indicated in Vol. III., pp. 167 ff. and will further appear in

what follows. In the fourth century the first question was

the dominant one in the Church, and in the succeeding cen-

turies the second. We have to do with the first to begin with.

It was finally answered at the so-called Second Oecumenical

Council, 381, more properly in the year 383. The Council of

Nicaea (325) and the death of Constantine (361) mark off tiie

main stages in the controversy.

I. FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE CONTROVERSY TO THE
COUNCIL OF NIC/EA.. .

At the great Oriental Council which met at Antioch about

the year 268, the Logos doctrine was definitely accepted,

Gesch. des Arianism, 2 vols., 1783 f.; Kölling, Gesch. der arianischen Häresie, 2

vols., 1874, 1883; Gwatkm, Studies of Arianism, 1882. On Athanasius : Möhler,

Äthan, d. Gr., 1827; Voigt, Die Lehre d. Äthan., 1861 ; Cureton, The Festal

Letters of Äthan., 1848; Larsow, Die Festbriefe des hl. Äthan., 1852; Sievers,

Ztschr. f. d. hist. Theol., 1868, I. ; Fialon, St. Athanase, 1877 ; Atzberger, Die

Logoslehre d. hl. Äthan., 1880 (on this ThLZ., 1880, No. 8) Eichhorn, Athan.de

vita ascetica, 1886. On Marcellus : Zahn, M. von Ancyra, 1867: Klose, Gesch. d.

L. des Marcel and Photin, 1837. Reinkens, Hilarius, 1864; Krüger, Lucifer, 1886,

and in the Ztschr. f. wiss. Theol., 1888, p. 434 ff.; Klose, Gesch. und Lehre des

Eunomius, 1833; Rode, Gesch. der Reaction des Kaiser Julian, 1877 (also the

works of Naville, Kendall and Mücke); Ullmann, Gregor v. Naz., 2nd ed. 1867;

Dräseke, Quaest. Nazianz. Specimen, 1876; Rupp, Gregor v. Nyssa, 1834; Klose,

Basilius, 1835; Fialon, St. Basile, 2nd edit. 1869; Rade, Damasus, 1882; Förster,

Ambrosius, 1884; Zöckler, Hieronymus, 1875; Güldenpenning and Ifland, Theo-

dosius d. Gr., 1878; Langen, Gesch. d. röni. Kirche, I. 1881. In addition the

articles on the subject in Herzog's R.-Encykl. (particularly those by Möller) and

in the Diet, of Christ. Biogi-aphy, and very specially the article Eusebius by Light-

foot. The most thorough recent investigation of the subject is that by Gwatkin

above mentioned. The accounts of the doctrines of Arius and Athanasius in

Böhringer are thoroughly good and well-nigh exhaustive. The literary and critical

studies of the Benedictines, in their editions, and those of Tillemont form the basis

of the more recent works also, and so far they have not been sui-passed.
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Avhile the " Homoousios " on the other hand was rejected,'

The most learned man whom the East at that time possessed,

Lucian (of Samosata ?) took up the work of the excommunicated

metropohtan, Paul of Samosata. First educated at the school

of Edessa, where since the days of Bardesanes a free and

original spirit had prevailed, then a follower of Paul, he got

from the latter his dislike to the theology of "the ancient

teachers", and with this he united the critical study of the

Bible, a subject in which he became a master. He founded

in Antioch an exegetical-theological school which, during the

time of the three episcopates of Domnus, Timaus and Cyril,

was not in communion with the Church there, but which after-

wards, shortly before the martyrdom of Lucian, made its peace

with the Church.

This school is the nursery of the Arian doctrine, and Lucian,

its head, is the Arius before Arius. Lucian started from the

Christology of Paul, but, following the tendency of the time,

and perhaps also because he was convinced on exegetical

grounds, he united it with the Logos Christology, and so

created a fixed form of doctrine. " It is probable that it was

•only gradually he allowed the Logos doctrine to have stronger

influence on the Adoptian form. This explains why it was not

till towards the end of his life that he was able to bridge over

his differences with the Church. He was revered by his pupils

both as the teacher par excellence, and in his character as

ascetic; his martyrdom, which occurred in the year 311 or 312,

increased his reputation. The remembrance of having sat at

the feet of Lucian was a firm bond of union amongst his

pupils. After the time of persecution they received influential

•ecclesiastical posts. ^ There was no longer anything to recall

1 See Vol. iii., pp. 40, 45.

- It is extremely probable that Lucian's study of Origen too had convinced him

of the correctness of the Logos doctrine. We have to regard his doctrine as a

combination of the doctrines of Paul and Origen. Lucian and Origen are classed

together by Epiph., H. 76, 3, as teachers of the Arians.

^ Amongst Lucian's pupils were Arius, Eusebius of Nicomedia, Menophantus of

Ephesus, Theognis of Nicaa, Maris of Chalcedon, Athanasius of Anazarbus (?),

the sophist Asterius, and Leontius, afterwards bishop of Antioch, and others. In Syria

the pupils of Dorotheus—namely, Eusebius of Caesarea and Paulinus of Tyre were
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the fact that their master had formerly been outside of the

Church. These pupils as a body afterwards came into conflict

more or less strongly with the Alexandrian theology. So far

as we know, no single one of them was distinguished as a

religions character ; but they knew what they wanted ; they

were absolutely convinced of the truth of their school-doctrine,

which had reason and Scripture on its side. This is what
characterises the school. At a time when the Church doctrine

was in the direst confusion, and was threatening to disappear,

and when the union of tradition, Scripture, and philosophical

speculation in the form of dogma had been already called for,

but had not yet been accomplished, this school was conscious

of possessing an established system of doctrine which at the

same time permitted freedom. This was its strength. ^

The accounts of Lucian's Christology which have been handed

down are meagre enough, still they give us a sufficiently clear

picture of his views. God is One ; there is nothing equal to

Him; for everything besides Him is created. He has created

supporters of Arius, as were also many of Origan's admirers. As regards tlae other

partisans of Arius who are known to us by name, we do not know whether they

were pupils of Lucian or not. Egypt and Libya are i-epresented by Theonas of

INIarmarica, Secundus of Ptolemais and the presbyter Georgius of Alexandria, and

further, according to Philostorgius, by Daches of Berenice, Secundus of Tauchira,

Sentianus of Boräum, Zopyrus of Barka and Meletius of Lykopolis. In other provinces'

we have Petrophilus of ScythopoJis, Narcissus of Neronias, Theodotus ofLaodicea,

Gregorius of Berytus and Aetius of Lydda. Philostorgius further mentions others,

but he also reckons as belonging to his party those old bishops who did not live

to see the outbreak of the controversy and who accordingly have been claimed by

the orthodox side as well; see Gwatkin 1. c, p. 31. For other names of presbyters

and deacons at Alexandria who held Arian views, see the letters of Alexander in

Theodoret, I. 4, and Socrates, I. 6.

* These pupils of Lucian must have displayed all the self-consciousness, the

assurance, and the arrogance of a youthful exclusive school (ex x^c a,liTv,c; 'hv^hviT^-

fiou (Pfccrpixz, says Epiphanius in one place, H. 69, 5), haughtily setting themselves

far above the "ancients" and pitying their want of intelligence. Highly characteristic

in this respect is the account of Alexander, their opponent, after making all

allowance for the malevolent element in it ; see very specially the following

passage, Theodoret, H. E.T. 4) : o't ouSe räv xpx^'^^ rivxQ trvyicpivBiv ixvrotz xttoviriv^

ovSs olt; yji-is7t; ex ttxiSojv wiJ.t?^vji7X(.i,Bv St^xa-axKoi^ stio'ova-öxi «v£%ovTa;;' «AA' oi/Ss

rcSv vvv TTxvrxxo^ irvÄÄsirovp'yüJv rivx sit; (MSTpov ao^plxt; viyovvrxr fjiovot a-o<pot y.xi

xx.Tvi(j.ovsi; Kx) Soyi^xTCiiv svpsTXi ^eyovTBq slvxi, KXi xlro~i<; x7ro>iB>cxfiV<p6xi ixovoiq,

«xfp oi/Ssvt rajv vtto tov l^Äiov sTspca Trsipvxsv sÄSe7v sii; svvoixv. One may further

compare the introduction to the Thalia.
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the Logos or Wisdom—who is to be distinguished from the

inner divine Logos—out of the things that are not (i^' ohy. hroov),

and sent him into the world. ^ This Logos has taken a human

body though not a human soul, and accordingly all the feelings

and spiritual struggles of Christ are to be attributed to the

Logos. Christ has made known the Father to us, and by being

man and by his death has given us an example of patience.

This exhausts his work, by means of which—for so we may
complete the thought—he, constantly progressing, has entered

into perfect glory. It is tl^e doctrine of Paul of Samosata,

but instead of man it is a created heavenly being who here

becomes "Lord", Lucian must have put all the emphasis

on the "out of the things that are not" (i4" ohx hroo'J) and

on the "progress" {-jvpo'/.o-avi). The creaturehood of the Son,

the denial of his co-eternity with the Father, and the unchange-

ableness of the Son achieved by constant progress and constancy,

constitute the main articles in the doctrine of Lucian and his

school. Just because of this he refuses to recognise in the Son

the perfectly equal image of the ousia or substance of the

Father (Philost. II. 1 5). " There can be no doubt as to the

' He is thus a created " God."

- For the proofs of what is here said regarding Lucian see my article " Lucian "

in Herzog's R.-Encykl., and ed. Vol. VIII. Here I give merely the following. For

the close connection between Arius and Lucian we possess a series of witnesses.

Alexander of Alex, says expressly in his letter to Alexander (Theodoret H. E. I. 4)

that Arius started from Lucian. Arius himself in his letter to Eusebius of Nicomedia

describes himself and his friend as SvAAot/«<«v^o-Ti|?5 Philostorgius enumerates the

pupils of Lucian, whom he regards as the friends of Arius (II. 14), and lets us

see (II. 3, 13— 15 and III. 15) that at the beginning of the fifth century I^ucian

was still regarded as the patriarch and teacher of the Arians. Epiphanius (Heer.

43. I) and Philostorgius (I. c.) inform us that Lucian was revered by the Arians

as a martyr. Epiphanius and Marius Victorinus call the Arians " Lucianists " (see

also Epiph. H. 76. 3). Sozomen relates that the Fathers of Arian or semi-Arian

views assembled in Antioch in the year 341 accepted a confession of faith of

Lucian's (III. 5). This confession is, it is true, given by Athanasius (de synodis-23),

Socrates (II. 10) aad Hilaiy (de synod. 29) without any statement as to its having

originated with Lucian ; but Sozomen informs us that a semi-Arian synod which
met in Caria in 367 also recognised it as Lucianist (VI. 12). According to the

author of the seven dialogues on the Trinity, who was probably Maximus Confessor,

the Macedonians did the same (Dial. III. in Theodoreti 0pp. V. 2, p. 991 sq., ed.

Schnitze and Nöss). The semi-Arians also at the synod of Seleucia in 359 seem

to have ascribed the Confession to Lucian (see Caspari, Alte und ireue Quellen zur
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philosophy to which Lucian adhered. He worked with the

means supplied by the critical and dialectic philosophy of

Aristotle, although indeed his conception of God was Platonic,

and though his Logos doctrine had nothing in common with

the teaching of Aristotle. His opponents have expressly informed

us that his pupils turned to account the Aristotelian philosophy. '

If one recollects that in the third century the Theodotian-Adop-

tian Christology was founded by the help of what was supplied

by Aristotelianism, and that the Theodotians were also given

to the critical study of the Bible, " the connection between

Arianism and Adoptianism thus becomes clear. It is incorrect

to trace the entire opposition between the Orthodox and the

Arians to the opposition between Platonism and Aristotelianism,

incorrect if for no other reason because a strong Platonic

element is contained in what they possess in common—namely,

the doctrine of God and of the Logos ; but it is correct to say

that the opposition cannot be understood if regard is not had

to the different philosophical methods employed. * /;/ Ljiciaits

teaching Adoptiatiism is combined ^ tvitli the doctrine of the

Logos as a creature {zr ir!-f/,oi), and tJiisform of doctrine is developed

by the aid of the Aristotelian philosophy ajtd based 07i the

Gesch. d. Taufsymbols, p. 42 f., n. 18). Since Sozomen himself, however, questions

the correctness of the view which attributes it to Lucian, and since, moreover, other

reasons may be alleged against it, we ought with Caspari to regard the creed as

a redaction of a confession of Lucian's. This fact too shews what a high reputation

the martyr had in those circles. That Lucian's school was pre-eminently an exegetical

one is evident amongst other things from Lucian's well-known activity in textual

criticism, as well as from Philostorg. (IIL 15).

1 See on Arius, e.g.^ Epiphan. H. 69 c. 69, on Aetius, who was indirectly a pupil

of Lucian (Philostorg. III. 15), the numerous passages in the Cappadocians and

Epiphanius H. 76 T. III., p. 251, ed. Oehler. Besides, in almost every sentence of

what is left us of the writings of Aetius we see the Aristotelian. Philostorgius testifies

to the fact that he specially occupied himself with Logic and Grammar 5 see above

all, the little work of Aetius in 74 theses, which Epiphanius (H. 76) has preserved

for us. In his application of Aristotelianism Aetius, however, went further than Arius,.

as is peculiaidy evident from the thesis of the knowableness of God.

2 See Vol. III., p. 24.

3 CoiTectly given in Baur, L. v. d. Dreieinigkeit I., p. 387 fif.— not at all clear

in Dorner op. cit. I., p. 859.

•• It is self-evident that this combination deprived PauPs system of doctrine of

all the merit which it contained.
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critical exegesis of the Bible. Aristotelian Rationalism dominated

the school. The thought of an actual redemption was put in

the background. The Christian interest in monotheism is

exhausted by the statement that the predicate " underived

"

attaches to one single being only. This interest in the " un-

begotten begetter", and also, what is closely connected with

it, the ranging of all theological thoughts under the antithesis

of first cause or God, and creation, are also Aristotelian.

Theology here became a "Technology", that is, a doctrine of

the unbegotten and the begotten ' which was worked out in

syllogisms and based on the sacred codex.

A pupil of Lucian named Arius, perhaps a Lybian by birth,

became when already well up in years, first deacon in Alexan-

dria, and afterwards presbyter in the church of Baukalis. The
presbyters there at that period still possessed a more indepen-

dent position than anywhere else. ' Owing, however, to the

influence of the martyr bishop Peter (+311) a tendency

had gained ascendency in the episcopate in Alexandria, which

led to Christian doctrine being sharply marked \ off from the

teachings of Greek philosophy {!/.ocö-/i!/.x7X r-A 'E'/J.-zi'mzy,:;

0tXo7O^lx?) the presence of which had been observed in

Origen, and in general shewed itself in a distrust of

1 According to Theodoiet (Haer. fab. IV. 3) it was Aetius himself who called

theology '-technology." Perhaps the most characteristic example of how this technology

treated purely religious language is to be found in the benediction with which

Aetius concluded one of his works (Epiphan. H, 76. T. III., p. 222, ed. Oehler).

Eppwizsvovg y.xi IppoonsvciQ vfzxQ 6 lav xvTcyivvyiTog 0fO?, nxt (iovoii x^iiQivbi; ©fo?

TTpovxyopsv^s'it; vtto rov XTroffTxAsvTOQ ''ly^trov Xpirrrov^ vttoo-txvtoi; re x^'/i^äi Trpb

xiwvwv Kxi '6vT0(; x^yjSäit; yevvt^rviq inzotrrxaSMC,, Sixryip^a-st xtto t>5? xa-eßsixi;, ev

Xpia-TU 'lif(70V TW HUpi03 Vlf-tÜV, St'' OO TTXTX Soix TW VXTpi KXt VVV KXI XSt KXI

sti; Toiiz xtuvxQ Tuv xiuvciiv. ^Afz^v. This reminds us mtitatis imitandis of the

benediction of the modern rationalistic preacher, '•'The gi-ace of our Lord Jesus

Christ, the great teacher and friend of men, be with you all." I am glad further

to see that Rupp too (Gregor von Nyssa, p. 137) has connected the conception of

asyevvsjo-/«, as being a central one in Eunomius, with the Trpwxov y.ivovv xkivvitov

of Aristotle.

" Spite, however, of what we know of the INIeletian schism in Alexandria and

of the temporary connection of Arius with it, (cf. also the schism of Colluthus) it

is not very clear if the outbreak of the Arian controversy is connected with the

opposition between episcopate and presbyterate (against Bohringer). The Alexandrian

Presbyters were at that time actual Parochi. There are some obscure references in

the letter of Alexander (Theodoret I. 4), see Gwatkin, p. 29.
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"scientific" theology, while at the same time the thought

of the distinction between the Logos and the Father was

given a secondary place. ^ Arius nevertheless fearlessly advanced

the views he had learned from Lucian. The description we
get of him is that of a man of grave appearance and a strict

ascetic, but at the same time affable and of a prepossessing

character, though vain. He was highly respected in the city

;

the ascetics and the virgins were specially attached to him.

His activity had been recognised also by the new bishop

Alexander who began his episcopate in 313. The outbreak of

the controversy is wrapped in obscurity, owing to the fact

that the accounts are mutually contradictory. According to the

oldest testimony it was an opinion expressed by Arius when
questioned by the bishop on a certain passage of Scripture, and

to which he obstinately adhered, which really began the con-

troversy, " possibly in the year 318. Since the persecution had

ceased, the Christological question was the dominant one in the

Alexandrian Church. Arius was not the first to raise it. On
the contrary he was able later on to remind the bishop how
the latter had often both in the Church and in the Council of

Presbyters [iy fyJ^ryj tyi szy-XyiTicf. xx) Tvys'^picc 7r?,£i7rxyjg) refuted

the Valentinian Christology, according to which the Son is an

emanation,—the Manichsean, according to which the Son is a

consubstantial part of the Father {yJpog of/.oov(jioy roii Trxrpog),

—the Sabellian, according to which the Godhead involves the

identity of the Son and Father {viOTTiZrccp),—that of Hieracas,

according to which the Son is a torch lighted at the torch of

the Father, that Son and Father are a bipartite light and so

on,—and how l.e, Arius, had agreed with him. * It was only

after considerable hesitation and perhaps vacillation too, that

1 See Vol. III., p. 99 fif.

' See Constantine's letter in Euseb., Vita Constant. II. 69; the notices in the

Church historians and in Epiphanius (H. 69. 4) can hardly be reconciled with it.

Along with Constantine's statements the account of Socrates is specially worthy of

consideration (I. 5).

3 Ep. Arii ad Alex, in Athanas. de synod. 16 and Epiphan. H. 69. 7. According

to Philostorg. I. 3, the exertions of Arius had very specially contributed to bring

about the election of Alexander as bishop, although he could then have become

bishop himself.
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A.lexander resolved on the excommunication of Arius. It took

place at a Synod held in 321 or 320 in presence of about

one hundred Egyptian and Lybian bishops. Along with Arius

some presbyters and deacons of Alexandria, as well as the

JLybian bishops Theonas and Secundus, were deposed. This

did not quieten Arius. He sought and forthwith found support

amongst his old friends, and above all, got the help of Eusebius

of Nicomedia. This student-friend had an old cause of quarrel

with Alexander, ' and, contrary to ecclesiastical law, had been

transferred to Nicomedia by Berytus, the most influential bishop '

at the court of the Empress, a sister of Constantine. Arius,

driven out of Alexandria "as an atheist", had written to him

from Palestine. ^ He was able to appeal to a number of eastern

bishops, and above all, to Eusebius of Caesarea; in fact he

asserted that all the eastern bishops agreed with him and had

on this account been put under the ban by Alexander (?).

Eusebius of Nicomedia espoused the cause of Arius in the most

energetic fashion in a large number of letters. ^ Alexander on

his part also looked about for allies. He wrote numerous letters

to the bishops, two of which have been preserved—namely, the

Encyclica, i.e., the official report of what had occurred, ^ and

the epistle to Alexander, Bishop of Constantinople. (?)
^ In the

1 Ep. Alexandri in Socr, I. 6 on Eusebius. Tj^v otäA«; yap c/.liroZ kxkövoixv riiv

Xfövtfi (Ti(ii7rij5s7a-xv vvv Six tovtuv (by letters) xvxvsäaxi ßovÄÖf^Bvot;, o'X'i^iMXTi'^srxi

(MSV W? ÜTgp TOVTCaV ypXipülV SpyCil Ss §£tliVV(TlV, WS" OTl VTTSp SXVTOV O-TTOvSx^UV

TovTO Tois7. His lust of power is characterised by Alexander in the woi'ds (1. c.)

V0(J.i(7XC; STT^ XVTti KSla-^Xt TX TV\Q \y.V.KV\(7'tX!i.

• He is supposed to have been related to the Emperor. According to a letter

t of Constantine's of a later date (in Theodoret. H. E. I. 19) he remained faithful

1 to I.icinius and had before the catastrophe worked against Constantine.

f 3 Theodoret H. E. I. 5, Epiph. H. 69 6.

^ See the letter to Paulinus of Tyre—which is put later by some—in Theodoret,

iji H. E. I. 6. In this letter Eusebius praises the zeal of the Church historian Eusebius

11' in the matter and blames Paulinus for his silence. He too ought to come to the

'f help of Arius by giving a written opinion based on the theology of the Bible.

"p There is a fragment of a letter of Eusebius to Arius in Athanasius, de synod. 17,

1^ where there are also other letters of the friends of Arius.

P 5 See Socrat. H. E. I. 6 and Athanas., Opp. I., p. 313 sq. (ed. Paris, 1689,

p. 397 sq.).

6 Theodoret, H. E. I. 4. The address is probably incorrect ; the letter is written

to several persons.
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latter letter, which is written in a very hostile tone, Alexander

sought to check the powerful propaganda of Arianism. He
appealed to the bishops of the whole of Egypt and the Thebaid

and further to the Lybian, Pentapolitan, Syrian, Lycio-Pam-

phylian, Asiatic, Cappadocian, and other bishops. Arius betook

himself to Nicomedia and from there addressed a conciliatory

epistle to the Alexandrian bishop which we still possess. ' He
also composed at that time his " Thalia," of whose contents which

were partly in prose and partly in verse, we cannot form any

very correct idea from the few fragments handed down to us

by Athanasius. His supporters thought a great deal of this

work while his opponents condemned it as profane, feeble, and

affected. '" A Bithynian Synod under the leadership of Eusebius

decided for Arius, ^ and Eusebius of Caesarea entered into-

communication with Alexander of Alexandria in the character

of mediator, in order to induce him to take a more favourable

view of the doctrine of the excommunicated presbyter. ^ It

may have been, more than anything else, the political state of

things which allowed Arius to find his way back once more

to Alexandria. Under the patronage of some distinguished

bishops with whom he had entered into correspondence, but

who were not able to bring about any amicable arrangement

with Alexander, Arius resumed his work in the city. ^ In the

autumn of 323 Constantine, after his victory over Licinius, be-

came sole ruler in the Roman Empire. The controversy had
already begun to rage in all the coast-provinces of the East,

Not only did the bishops contend with each other, but the

common people too began to take sides, and the dispute was
carried on in such a base manner that the Jews scoffed at the

1 See note 3, p. 8.

- On the Thalia see Äthan., Orat. c. Arian I. 2— 10; de synod. 15. Philostor-

gius II. 2 tells us that Arius put his doctrine also into songs for sailors, millers,

and travellers etc., in order thus to bring it to the notice of the lower classes.
.

Athanasius also mentions songs. We can see from this that Arius made no distinc-

tion between faith and philosophical theology. He followed the tendency of the

time. His opponents are for him "heretics.'

^ Sozom. I. 15.

* The letter is in the Acts of the .Second Niceue Council, Mansi XIII., p. 315.

* So7,om. I. 15.
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thing in the theatres, and turned the most sacred parts of the

doctrine of the Church into ridicule. ' Constantine forthwith inter-

fered. The very full letter which he sent to Alexander and

Arius, - in 323—24, is one of the most important monuments of

his religious policy. The controversy is described as an idle

wrangle over incomprehensible things, since the opponents are,

he says, at one as regards the main point. "' But the letter had no

effect, nor was the court-bishop, Hosius of Cordova, who brought

it, and who as an Occidental appeared to be committed to neither

side, able to effect a reconciliation between the parties. In all

probability, however, Hosius had already come to an under-

standing ^ in Alexandria with Alexander, and the latter shortly

1 Euseb., Vita Const. II. 61 : Socrates I. 7 ; Theodoret I. 6 : the discoid extended

even into families.

2 Vita Const. II. 64—70.

2 Constantine wrote the letter not as a theologian, but as Emperor, which ought

in fairness to be reckoned to his credit. The introduction is very skilfully worded

:

the Emperor trusted that he would be able with the help of the Eastern bishops

to compose the Donatist schism, and now he sees the East torn by a far more

destructive schism. He offers his services as mediator and accordingly takes up an

absolutely impartial position. " Alexander should not have asked the questions and

Arius should not have answered them; for such questions lie outside the "Law";
and above all, care ought to have been taken not to bring them to the notice of

the people. The opponents, who at bottom presumably had the same convictions,

ought to come to an agreement and compose their differences ; this is what is done

in the schools of philosophy; those who attend them dispute, but they afterwards

formulate terms of agreement upon a common basis. It is only the common people

and ignorant boys who quarrel about trifles." The close of the letter expresses the

very great anxiety felt by the Emperor lest the grand work of restoring peace and

unity entrusted to him by Providence should be hindered. He accordingly most

earnestly urges peace, even if they cannot actually agree. /;/ iiecessariis tinitas^ in

diibiis libertas and—reserve, is thus the watchword of the Emperor; in faith in

Providence and in the conception of the Supi-eme Being they are certainly one:

for the upholder of all has given to all a common light; differences of opinion

on separate points are unavoidable and are perfectly legitimate when there is

Radical unity in dogma. "Restore to me my peaceful days and my undisturbed

jiights and do not allow me to spend what remains of my life in joylessness."

ifhe close is once more very effective: he had already started, he says, for Alexandria,

•5ut had turned back when he heard of the split; the combatants may make it

:)ossible for him to come by becoming reconciled. This letter can hardly have

)een written under the influence of Eusebius of Nicomedia; still Nicomedia had

ilready before this been the starting-point of a movement for bringing about

anion, as the conciliatory epistle of Arius and the pacific letter of his friends prove.

^ If according to Socrat. III. 7, he at tliis time agitated in Alexandria the
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after took a journey to Nicomedia, thoroughly completed the

understanding, talked over some other bishops there, and so

prepared the way for the decision of the Council of Nicaea.
'

The Emperor was won over by Hosius after he perceived the

fruitlessness of his union-policy. ^ He now summoned a General

Council to meet at Nicsea, apparently on the advice of Hosius,
'^

and the latter had the main share also in determining the

choice of the formula proposed. ^

But before we take up the Council of Nicaea, we must get

some idea of the doctrines of the contending parties.

We still know what were the Christological formulae of Bishop

Alexander which were attacked by Arius. ^ They were the

words : 'Af) Qeoc^ a-s) v'ldc, a.[/.x ttxt'Jip, xfy^x v'tiq, ivrjTrtipxsi o

vloc d'/syyJjTccc " rx ösS:, scsiysv/j:, xysvyiToysTJ^:, cvr"" eTrivoix, our''

question about ova-ix and {jTzotyrc/.frtc,^ it must have been in the western-orthodox

sense. On the other hand, it is said (1. c.) that Hosius when in Alexandria

endeavoured to refute the doctrine of Sabellius. He might thus, as a matter of

fact, regard himself as a mediator, namely, between the Arian and Sabellian

doctrinal propositions; see on this below. It is probable that a Synod was held

in Alexandria during his stay there.

1 This, it is true, is the account only of Philostorgius (I. 7), but there is no

reason for mistrusting him.

- In Egypt the tumults were so serious that even the image of the Emperor

was attacked (Vita Const. III. 4).

•* This is the account given by Sulpicius Severus, Chron. II. 40 ;
" Nicaena synodus

auctore Hosio confecta habebatur."

^ Äthan, hist. Arian. 42 5 oZroc, Iv iN/xa;/« xia-Tiv s^sSsro. On Hosius see the

lengthy article in the Diet, of Christ. Biogr. The life of this important and influential

bishop covers the century between the death of Origen and the birth of Augustine.

* From the letter of Arius to Eusebius of Nicomedia.

'' Lightfoot (S. Ignatius Vol. II., p. 90 fif.) has published a learned discussion

on xysvi^Toi; (underived) and xyswiiTOi (unbegotten) in the Fathers up till Athana-

sius. Ignatius (Eph. 7) called the Son as to His Godhead " aygi'vijTo;." In the

first decades of the Arian controversy no distinction was made between the words,

i.e., the difference in the writing of them was not taken account of, and thi^-

produced frightful confusion. Still Athanasius saw clearly from the first that though

the conception of generation might hold good of the Son, that of becoming or

derivation did not; s. de synod 3: tov Trxrepix iiövov cevxpx"'" 'ovrx xxt ayevi/ijTO^

'yiyevvyitcsvxi xveipiHTCtii; Kcet ttxo'iv XKXTxKviTrrcac; dt§xi/.ev tov Se ütbv yeysvvv\(r^xi

vpb xiävwv Kcci (j,\^ksti 6(jL0iii)i tS> vxrpi xyivvt^rov slvxi ax) xvrdv, «AA' xpx^^

sx^tv TOV ysvvi^a-xvTX TTxrspx. Spite of this he could say (1. c. c. 46) : rovro re

%vofJ.x—seil. xyivv^TOt;, as if it were identical in form with xyevviTO^—Six(popx'exs'

TX a"iii/,xtv6(j.evx. xxt 01 (iev, ro b'v fitv /zi^re Ss yevvyi5ev, I^^tb 'd^cot; exov tov x'itiov.
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xröiJyjp riv) Trpoxysi b hoc rov vtoii, xii Ösoc, dh vioc, ft xvrov rob

Ö£Oj b vloc; always God, always Son, at the same time Father,

at the same time Son, the Son exists unbegotten with the

Father, everlasting, uncreated, neither in conception nor in any

smallest point does God excel the Son, always God, always

Son, from God Himself the Son.

ÄsyoutTiv xysvvyiTov, oi Ss to xktkttov; see also the tiresome distinctions in the

work '-de decret. synod. Nie." 28 sq. The distinction in fact between yevvSvjy/y-

vsaSxi, KTi^eiv was not yet itself a definite one. At a later period thei^e was no

hesitation in asserting that the Son both as God and as Man is ysw^Toi; -, s. Joh.

Damasc. 1. S : XP^ 7^P ^'^^vxt, on rb xyivt^rov. Six roC ivbi; v ypx^dizsvov, to

xKTiiTTOV VI TO jU>} yevöfMvov <j-vj(j.xrjei, to $s xyevvt^Tov, §tx tcSv Svo v ypx^ofx-svov,

dyiÄo7 TO (iij yswyi^sv. From this he infers that the Father only is xysvvijTot;, while

the Son as God is ysvv/iTot; and indeed i^dvoc ysvvi^Täti. One can see from the

ivonderful word of Alexander's, xysv^^Toysvvji;^ what difficulties were created at first for

he orthodo.K by the xyevly^y^Toi;. Athanasius would have preferred to banish entirely

he fatal word and not to have used it even for the Father. That it, as is the case

.vith ofjioovtrioc; also, was first used by the Gnostics and in fact by the Valentinians

is evident from the striking passage in the letter of Ptolemäus to Flora c. 5, which

das hitherto escaped the notice of those who have investigated the subject. Ptole-

mäus is there dealing with the only good primal God, the primal ground of all

Being and all things, with the true demiurge and Satan. He writes amongst other

things: kx} 'sittxi (0 Syii^iovpyo^) //.ev KXTxSssa-TepoQ tov teAs/ov @sov, xts S>i y.xi

yevvtiTOQ uv xxi ovh xysvvyjTOi—-eT? yxp sittiv xyivwiTOc; 6 TtXTVtp, l| oi/ tx ttxvtx . . .

f^ei^wv $s XXI xvpiMTSpoi tov xvTiy.stiJ.ivov ysvvi(7STXt xxi STspx:; oiitnxQ ts xxt

^U(7Sül(; TTSipVXOilt; TTXpX TifV SXXTSpCÜV TOVTCllV OVITtXV . . . TOV $€ TTXTpOi; TMV OÄOOV TOV

xysw/jTov—that is thus the characteristic!

—

vi ovcrlx ka-Tiv x^$xp<j-ix tb xx), (^mc,

oiVTOOV, XTtXovv Te y.x) (aovosiSsQ, ii Ss TOVTOV (seil. TOV Siti-ciovpyov) ova-ix SiTTijv fzev

Tivx Svvxfxiv jrpoviyxysv, xvtoc; Se tov xpsiTTOvöi ia-Ttv slxäv. (mviSs as tx vvv tovto

iopvßsiTW, SsAovaxv ij.xis7v. Trait; xtto iu.ixt; xpx^i tüv o^^mv oua^it; ts xxi 6(J.o>,oyov-

usv/jt; i]iitv vLx). •7?s'7:if7Tsv{j.sv^c,^ TiiQ xysvvviTOv xxi xipäxprov xxi xyxd^i;, <rvvs<TTVt<TXV

y.xi xvTxt xl (pvtrsit;, (j ts tv\c; (piopxi; xxi ii xi}? izsa-ÖTijTOQ, xvofioovirioi xvtxi xxasa-

Twaxi, TOV xyxiov ipvtriv sxovtoi; tx oi-ioix ixvTio xxi 6iJ.oovt7ix ysvvxv ts yxi Trpo-

^spstv (j.x^vja-1^ yxp e|i5? xxi tviv tovtov xpx^v ts xxi ysvvyfo-iv. This is how Ptolemäus

wrote c. 160. His words already contain the ecclesiastical terminology of the future !

We also already meet with the term "(70<p/x xvvTröa-TXTOt;" in a passage of his

I. c. c. 1. Many passages prove, moreover, that not only the words employed later

on, but also the ideas from which sprang the Church doctrine of the immanent

Trinity in its subsequent form, were present in the writings of the Valentinians,

is, e.^., the following from Hipp. Philos. VI. 29 (Heracleon) : iiv o'Aw; ysvvijTOv

jvSsv, TTXTijp Ss ijv f/,6voi; xysvvviTOi . . . STrei Ss vjv ydvii/.ot;, sSo^sv ccvtm ttots to

^^ÄitTTOv xxi TS^SüiTXTov, slxsv sv xvTu, ysvv)i(7xi xxi 7rpoxyxys7v <ptÄspy![/.OQ

y.p oiix vjV 'AyxTTyi yxp, (pyitr/v, ijV oÄoc,, if Ss xyxTcv^ ovx sa-Tiv xyxTrvj, hxv (iij ij to

i'XToij(jLSvov . . . TSÄsiÖTspog Ss 6 TTXTvjp, oTi xysvvi^TOt; wv [jlovo^. In what follows

•e whole discussion is conditioned by the problem that the begotten ^^ons are

I their nature indeed oiu-oova-toi with the Father, but that they are imperfect as

evvvjToi and are inferior to the (movo^ xyivvt^TOC. Here therefore the field for the
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Alexander thus maintains the beginningless, eternal co-exist-

ence of Father and Son : the Father is never to be thought of

without the Son who springs from the Father. It is not im-

probable that Alexander was led thus to give prominence to

the one side of the Logos doctrine of Origen, owing to the

influence of the theology of Irenaeus or Melito. ' The doctrine

which Arius opposed to this is above all dominated by the

thought that God, the Only One, is alone eternal, and that

besides Him there exists only what is created, and that this

originates in His will, that accordingly the Son also is not

eternal, but a creation of God out of the non-existent. "' From
this thesis there necessarily follows the rejection of the predi-

cate o[/,oc'J7icc for the Son. Arius and his friends already before

the Council of Nicaea give expression to it, incidentally indeed,

but without ambiguity. *

The doctrine of Arius is as follows:^

Arian-Athanasian controversy is already marked out. But it is to be noticed further

that the three terms, /.tovoyevij?, TrpuTOroKog, and sikmv contain and define the entire

Valentinian Christology, which is of an extremely complicated character. (See Heinrici,

die Valentin. Gnosis, p. 120). In the fourth century, however, they became the

catchwords of the different Christologies.

1 It is impossible to come to any certain decision on this point, so long as it

is not proved that the pieces which are ascribed to Alexander are really his, and

at the same time so long as it is uncertain if the sentences from them which also

bear the names of Irenseus and Melito really belong to these writers and have

been made use of by Alexander. See on this question Cotterill, Modern Criticism and

Clement's Epp. to the Virgins, 1884, on this ThLZ., 1884, p. 267 f; Pitra, Ana-

lecta Sacra T. IV. pp. 196 sq., 430 sq. On this Loofs, ThLZ. 1884, Col. 572 f.,

and very specially Krüger, Ztschr. f. wiss. Theol. 1888, p. 434 ff. ; Melito of Sardes

and Alex, of Alexandria. Socrates asserts (I. 5) that Arius believed that Alexander

wished to introduce the doctrinal system of Sabellius. But the Christology of Ire-

naeus has also been understood in a '' Sabellian " sense. The important address

of Alexander on soul and body, in which he also treats of the Incarnation, is

to be found in Migne T. 18.

- This was the original point of dispute. Aiwxöi^sSx, writes Arius to Eusebius,

oTi s'lTToi^ev, 'Ap%>}v i'%E< w/o'?, 6 Ss ©fo? avocpxÖQ etrri. Aix rovro $icüii6i/.e6x., kxI

on e'lTrofiev, 'eS ovk wtwv htrriv.

3 See the fragment fi'om the Thalia in Äthan, de synod. 15, the letter ofj

Eusebius of Nicomedia to Paulinus, also that of Arius to Alexander.

» The fragments of the Thalia and the two letters of Arius which have been

preserved are amongst the most important sources: cf. also the confession of faith

of Arius in Socr. I. 26 (Sozom. II. 27). Then we have the statements of his earliest

opponents, very specially the two letters of Alexander and the verbal quotations
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{a) God, the Only One, besides whom there is no other, is

alone unbegotten, without beginning and eternal ; He is in-

expressible, incomprehensible, and has absolutely no equal.

These are the notes which express His peculiar nature. He
has created all things out of His free will, and there exists

nothing beside Him which He has not created. The expression

*' to beget" is simply a synonym for "to create". If it were

not, the pure simplicity and spirituality of God's nature would

be destroyed. God can put forth nothing out of His own
essence; nor can He communicate His essence to what is

created, for this essence is essentially uncreated. He has

accordingly not been Father always; for otherwise what is

created would not be created, but eternal.
'

of the propositions of Arius in Athanasius ,• see especially ep. ad episc. /Egypt 12

and de sentent. Dionys. 23, also the Orat. c. Arian. In the third place, we can

adduce the propositions laid down by the earliest Arians, or by the patrons of

Arius. Opponents made little difference between them and Arius himself, and the

.actual facts shew that they were justified in so doing ; see the letter of Eusebius

of Nicomedia to Paulinus and the fragments of Arian letters in Athanas. de synod.

1 7, also the fragments from Asterius. Finally, we have to consider what the Church

historians and Epiphanius have to tell us regarding the doctrinal propositions of

Ai-ius. There was no "evolution" of Arianism, we can only distinguish different

varieties of it. Even Eunomius and Aetius did not ''develop" the doctrinal system,

but only gave it a logically perfect form. Lucian had already completed the entire

system, as is specially evident from the letter of Eusebius of Nicomedia to Paulinus;

see also the introduction to the Thalia in Äthan., Orat. c. Arian. I. 5, which, more-

over, presents the character of Arius in an unfavourable light : y.ot,TX 5r/a-T/v iK^e^iTüv

@eov, (rvveruv @eov, TrcetSiav dytuv, opSoTOi^cov, xytov @eov Trvev/^x Äxßövrwv, rxSe

£lx.xiov eyoüys vtto tcSv toi^I^^ fzere xovtmv, ximtuiv, SsoSiSxktwv, xxtxtxvtx s'0<püjv

T£" TovToiv xxt' 'ixvot; yjÄSov iyu ßxivuv 6(j.o^6%iiic; 6 Tspix^vTOi;, 6 ttoAAä TTxiuv

Six rifv @sou So^xv, VTTO re @sov izxiotiv a-o(ptxv text yvätrtv eyw syvwv.

' In the doctrine of God as held by Arius and his friends two main ideas appear

all through as those upon which everything depends: (i) that God alone is xysv-

y^Toi;; (2) that all else has been created out of nothing by God's free will. In

accordance with this they get rid of everything designated as TrpoßoÄüi xysvv>iroi;,

spvyif, yivvif^fix, lispoi; 6[Jt,oovTiov, s% xTroppolx^ tSj? olerixz, fiovx^ 7r^xrvv^it<j-x, 'iv st^

Svi Siifipijiisvovj etc.; even the old pictorial expressions "Light of Light", "Torch

L
ofi'fl'orch" are rejected, and they will have nothing to do with the transformation

a^o 1 1 originally impersonal eternal essence or substance in God into a personally

bsi^^ rting essentiality; see the epp. Arii ad Euseb. et Alexand. E< ro; 'Ek

xS^/syo'.'Oi, 1x1 TO' 'Ek TTXTpbi; l|j}Aäov Koct J?xw, WS l^ipoi rov ofioovs-iov xxt ut;

. ^fOßoÄij VTTÖ TIVÜJV VOS^TXt, tTOvisTOt; 'ifTTXl 6 TTÄTJJP X.x'i SlXtpSTOC^ XXI TpETTÖ?

/xi a-üf-tx . . . XXI Tx xxoÄovSx <ru(jixrt T«a-%ft;v 6 xa-ui-iXTOi; 0fo?; It was
•ilusebius Nie. specially in his letter to Paulinus, who developed the thought

ihat "to beget" is equal to "to create" and he, for the rest, allows that if
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{d) Wisdom and Logos dwell within this God as the powers

(not persons) which are coincident with His substance, and are

by their very nature inseparable from it ; there are besides

many created powers. '

{c) Before the world existed, God of His free will created an

independent substance or hypostasis {oiktIx, vTrofrriza-ig) as the

instrument by means of which all other creatures were to be

created, since without it the creatures would not have been

able to endure the contact of the Godhead. This Being is

termed in Scripture Wisdom, also Son, Image, Word; this

Wisdom, which, compared with the inner divine Wisdom, is

called Wisdom only in a loose sense, has like all creatures

been created out of nothing. It originates in God only in so

far as it has been created by God ; it is in no sense of the

substance or essence of God. It has had a beginning; it

accordingly did not always exist, there was a time in which it

was not. That the Scriptures use the word "begotten" of this

Substance does not imply that this is peculiar to it any more

than is the predicate "Son"; for the other creatures are like-

wise described here and there as "begotten," and men are

called "sons of God"."

the Son were begotten out of the substance of the Father the predicate xysvviiTOt;

would attach to Him, and He would possess the ravTOTfig rvn <pva-su(; with the

Father. In laying down their doctrine of God, Arius and his friends express them-

selves with a certain amount of fervour. One can see that they have a genuine

concern to defend monotheism. At the same time they are as much interested in

the negative predicates of the Godhead as the most convinced Neo-platonists. On
TTXTi^p see the Thalia in Äthan., Orat. I. c. Arian c. 5 : ol/x xbi 6 Osbi; Trxritp yiv,

«AA' yjV 'ore 6 ©go? (iovoi; i^v kxi ovTrai Trxriip ^'^> tJCTSpov Ss eTriysyove TTXTVjp.

1 Thalia 1. c. : ^vo ero(piocc; ilvai. (Jiicxv //gv rifv tS/av xxi avvinrcipxovo-civ rci ©göj,

Tov Se vibv ev rxvr^ Tjj i70<piy. yeyevi^a-Scci aou rxvnji; (/.erixovrx uvo(j.x(7Öxt fj-ovov ^^

a-otpixv Kxi Äoyov ii a-ocp/x yap r^ a-o<pix vTriipts aoipou @£ov flsAi^o-g;. Ot/V&i >cx} ^6yo\ -^^

'irepov slvxt ?^sysi Trxpx tov vIov sv tSi 0£w xxi tovtov (Msrexovrx tov vlov uvoi/,xa-6c

TTx^iv KXTX x^9'^ fiOyov xxt vi'ov . . . HoÄÄxi SvvxiJ,ei<; eia-t, xxt i) [msv (mix tov 0s,K[„g

ea-Tiv iSix (pva-Si axl ai'i^ioi;, 6 Ss Xpia-TOt; vx^iv ova 'ia-Ttv xÄyjStvi; ^vvxjj.11; tov O, ^

«AA« fJ-lX TÖÜV ?i£y0(X.£VMV SvVXIJ.eMV i<7Tt xxt xllTOi, CllV filX KXI VI XXpiQ >

, , V ~ , ,, . V
letter of

2 See the foregoing note and Thalia 1. c. : oi/k xel ^v vio^, ttxvtwv yxp

fiSVUV l| ol/K 'OVTÜIV XXI TXVTUV 'ÖVTÜIV KTtaiiXTWV XXt TTOtiJI^XTCllV ySVOI^SVOIV, X

ai/Tog 6 TOV @sov ^oyog s% olx 'ovtoov yiyove, xxi ijv Trore ots oiix ^v, xx} ovy. ^...

5rp<v ysvifTxi, «AA' xpxijv tov xti^so'Sxi so-X^ "*' xiiTog. . . 'Hv (j,6vog @£oi; v.
-y

ovTTca ^v 6 ?\6yoz nxi it <70<pix, sJrx Ss^yiaig yil^xt; ^t^iJ.tovpyvjO'xt^ tots hi) 7rs7roi>iKS >
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{d) As regards his Substance, the "Son" is consequently an

unrelated and independent being totally separated from, and

different from, the substance or nature of the Father. He has

neither one and the same substance together with the Father,

nor a nature and constitution similar to that of the Father. If

he had, then there would be two Gods. On the contrary, like

all rational creatures he has a free will and is capable of change.

He might consequently have been good or bad ; but he made

np his mind to follow the good, and continued in the good

without vacillation. Thus he has by means of his own will

come to be unchangeable. '

'dvx Tivx y.xt uvof^xo'sv xiiTov ^oyov xxt a'0<pixv Kxt viov, 7vx yji-t-xi; Si' xiiTov Sinziovp-

y^a-{j. Ep. Arii ad Euseb. : Tlpiv ysvsjfl^ i^To; xthtS^ ytrot optaS^ tj osizsMuiif,, ovx

yjv, xyivvjTO^ yxp oIk vjv. Since the Son is neither a part of the Father nor IS

vvoaeifJLevov rtvoi;, he must be l| ovk 'övrcav ; SeAT^i^XTt xxi ßovXPi vTrsa-T*! Trpb xpövuv

y.xi TTpo xiuvuv 6 vi'ÖQ. Ep. Arii ad Alex : . . . ysvvi^a-xvrx vtov (zovoysvvi xpo ;^p(^vft)i/

xioivoiiv, Si" ov Kxi Tovi; xtävxQ axt rx 'öÄx TrsTTotyixs . . . KTi(Tf/.x tov @sov tsäsiov . . .

Se^-^jzxTt TOV ®sov Trpb X9°^'^'^ ''^' ""po xiwvuv ktioSsvtx, xxi to ^i^v xxi to sivxi

-TTXpX TOV TTXTpbi; Sl^i^ipOTX Kxl TXQ Soix^ (TVVV770(rTVI(7XVT0(; Xt/TU TOV fTXTpO^. Oil

yxp 6 vxriip Sovi; xvtoi ttxvtcijv t^v KÄiipovo(j,ixv sa-Tspi^a-iv sxvtov Sv xysvvvjTOOc;

iX^' ^^ ixvTtp. TTyiyii yxp S(TTt TrxvTwv, itxTTS Tpslq £i(riv v'JTovTXiretz . . . 'O vioq

xxpovooc, yswyi^Bit; ova ijv Tepb tov yevvyjSjivxi oi/Ss yxp so-tiv xi'Siot^ vi a-vvx't'hoi; •/!

<7VVXyev\^T0i TW TTXTp} OvSi XIMX Tci TTXTpi TO SlVXt £X^' • 'Ap^jf XVTOV SlTTlV

-©£0?, «p%£7 yxp XVTOV w? ®£oi; xutov icxi Trpo xvtov um. Ep. Euseb. ad Paulin. :

y.TiTTOM ilvxi xxi 6£i/,eÄ(WTbv xxi ysvyjTbv tP; ovirix, according to Proverbs 8 : . . .

OvSev ea-Tiv kx ri?? oif(Tixt; tov @£0v, ttxvtx Se ßovfiVi(x.XTi xvtov ysvofMevx. Ep.

Euseb. Nie. ad Arium. : to 7rs7roiyii/.svov ovx yjv Trpiv ysvsa-Sxt, to ysvof^svov Ss xpx^i'-'

sx^' "^0^ slvxi. Äthan. Nazarb., ep. ad. Alex. :
" Why do you blame the Arians

because they say that the Son xt'ktiix TtsTroiviTxi i% ovx 'ovtuv xxi sv tüv ttxvtuv

s7Tiv} We are to understand by the hundred sheep of the parable all created

teings, and thus the Son too is included." Georg. Laod. ep. ad. Alex. :
'•' Don't

blame the Arians because they say vjv ttots ots ovx vjv 6 vtbt; tov @sov, Isaiah too

came later than his father." Georg. Laod. ep. ad. Arianos. " Don't be afraid to allow-

that the Son is from the Father ; for the Apostle says that all things are from
;^
God, although it is certain that all things are l| ot/x b'vTwv." Thalia (de synod. 15):

jp'< i^ovxi; vjv, if Svxi; Ss ovx §v 5rp<v t/9rap|£/. Arius for the rest seems to have considered

jvfce creation of this " Son " as simply a necessity, because God could not create

o{irectly, but required an intermediate power.

a.v' ' Ep. Euseb. ad Paulin. : "Ev to xysv^Tov, iv Sb Tb wtt' xvtov xÄyiScSi; xxi ovx

\)<iv< TJfs ova-txc, XVTOV ysyovoi;, xx^o^ov tviq (pva-sut; rij? xysvt^TOv //>j /.i£T£%ov, aiAAa;

,^a'eyovbi cÄoxip^i STspov rjj (pvtrst x. t^ Svvxiisi. The txvtotviii tsJc cpva-siat; is

Ejected. Ep. Arii ad Alex. : vibv v7:o<7tv\<txmtx ISica ÖsA-^/zät/ xtpstttov xxi xvxÄ-

/.ciüiTOv. Who says, therefore, that the Son is in everything like the Father in-

troduces two " xysvvyjToi." Thalia : Tf, (msv <pva-st wVxep ttxvtsi; ovtoo §e xvTot; 6 ^,6yo:

£<Tri rpsTTTo;, tSi Se iSiui xvTStova-tui, sui; ßcvÄSTXi, nsvsi xxäSi;- ots i^lsv toi de^Bi

2
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(e) Since the Son is, as regards his substance, unrelated to

the Godhead, ' he is not truly God, and accordingly has not

by nature the divine attributes ; he is only the so-called Logos

and Wisdom. As he is not eternal, neither is his knowledge

in any sense perfect; he has no absolute knowledge of God,

but only a relative knowledge, in fact he does not even know

his own substance perfectly, accordingly he cannot claim equal

honour with the Father.

"

(/) Still the Son is not a creature and a product like other

creatures; he is the perfect creature, ztItij^x rb.siov^ by him

everything has been created ; he stands in a special relation

to God, but this is solely conditioned by grace and adoption

;

the bestowal of grace on the other hand, is based on the stead-

fast inclination of this free being to the good which was fore-

SvvxTXi TpeTrea-äaci xxi auxo? ua-rep y.xi iii^sH^, TpfTrri?; uv (Pva-eui; ... As all things so far

as their substance is concerned are unrelated to God and unlike Him, so too is the Logos

«AAOT/!/0? Xxi XVOIJLOIOZ XXTX TTXVTCt T^? TOV TTXTp'o^ OVITIXQ y.Xt <5<0T>JT0?. M£lZ£ptl7lZS)iXl

ry\ (pvo'Si Kx) xvs^svwfievxi scxi xxstrxotvKTfJ.svxi Hxi xXKorpioi xx} xizstoxoi sItiv

x?\f^vihoiiv XI ova-ixt TOV ttxt^oc; kxi tov vioO xxi rov xyiov Trveoizxrot;., they are

even xvöix.0101 Trxf-cTrxv «AAi^Awv rx7i; te ohirixii; xxi So^xiq ett' xTrsipov. rov yovv Koyov

<f/yj(TtV sit; ÖliOlOTi^TX ho^^C; xxi OIKTIX^ XXÄOTpiOV SlvXt TTO^VTS^COQ SKXTSpCilV TOV TS

TXTpb^ KXt TOV xyiov TTvevi-iXTOQ. 6 vidi; Si^pyii/,evoi ea-Tiv xxi^ sxvtov xxi xfiSTOXo^

XXTX '7TXVTX TOV TTXTpoQ. Thalia (de Synod. 15): "Appt^TOi; ©eo? la-ov ovSe of-ioiov ovx

6ix.6So^ov £%£/. vioQ 'iSiov oi/Ssv e%e< tov ®eov xxS' ifKÖVTXiriv iSioTyiTot; ovSl yxp

STTiv Itroc; äAA' oii^s ofj-oovtrioi; xvtZ. The Triad is not of 6iJ.oixii; So^xii; : xvsttii^ixtx

ixvTx7i; bI(tiv xi v7roi7Txa-eii; xvtcSv, (/.ix rij? ij.ix(; evSotoTSpx So^xig stt' xTrsipov. Zsvoi

TOV viov xxT^ ova-ixv 6 TTXTvip, oTt xvxpxo? vTTxpx^'- According to the letter of

Eusebius to Paulinus it looks as if Eusebius held the unchangeableness of the

Son to belong to his substance ; he probably, however, only means that it had come
to be his substance. At a later date many Arians must have attributed to the Son

an original unchangeableness as a gi'ft of the Father, for Philostorgius mentions

as a peculiarity of the Arian bishop Theodosius that he taught (VIII. 3) : Xpia-Tot;

TpsTCTOz I'Cev T^ ye (pva-si rfj otxstx.

1 Because of this sundering of the Father and the Son the Arians at a later date

are also called " Diatomites " (Joh. Damasc. in Cotellier, Eccl. Gr. monum. I., p. 298).

" Thalia (Orat. c. Arian I. 6) : ovSs ©so? xK^iivoi; so-tiv 6 Äöyot;. He is only

called God, but he is not truly God, xxi tu vim 6 TrxTijp xopxTOi; v^rcipx^' ><*' oVts

Spxv ovTS yiyvwiTxeiv TS^e/ut; xxi xxpißüi; Svvxtxi Äoyoi; tov sxvtov TXTspx, xXh.x

xxi Ö yiyvuia-xei xxt ßhixsi xvx^öyco^ toIi; i$ioti //.sTpoii; ol§s xxt ß?jTei, wuTrsp xxi

vtlisli yiyvct)a-xoi/.ev xxtx t^v iSixv Svvxij.iv. 'O vidi; t^v sxvtov ova-ixv ovx olSs.

Euseb. Cses. ep. ad Euphrat. : Xpia-TO^ ovx 'so-tiv xaj^Sivoi; @s6i;. The conviction

that the Son is not truly God, and that all lofty predicates attach to hini only in

a nuncupative sense, that he does not know the Father, is very strongly expressed

in the fragment of the Thalia de synod. 15.
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seen by God. Through God's bestowal of grace and by his

own steady progress he has become God, so that we may now
call him " only- begotten God", "strong God" and so on.'

{£) All that Scripture and tradition assert in reference to the

incarnation and the humanity of this being holds good; he

truly took a human body {7iy,x x'<pvp(^oy) ; the feelings shewn
by the historical Christ teach us that the Logos to whom they

attach—for Christ had not a human soul— is a being capable

of suffering, not an absolutely perfect being, but one who
attains by effort absolute perfection. "

[A) Amongst the number of created powers (^yvi,af;^) the Holy
Ghost is to be placed beside the Son as a second, independent

Substance or Hypostasis, [ovtIx, -jTro^Txai:) ; for the Christian

believes in three separate and different substances or persons,

{ov(j-ixi, vTroijrxasiq) ; Father, Son and Spirit. Arius apparently,

like his followers, considered the Spirit as a being created by

the Son and subordinate to him. ^

1 Arii Ep. ad Eiiseb. : 7rhvjf\^i; ®eoi; liovoyevvii;, «i/«AAo/wto? (in virtue of his will).

Arii ep. ad Alex. ; vlov (Movoysvvi . . . ktio-ij-x tow ®soü ts^siov, «AA' olx ^i 's" "''*''

KTio'iJ.xrbiv, yevviiizx, ^AA' 011)^ wq ev tcSv 'ysvvii(/,XTaiv . . . Tlxriip Soiii; xlrSi Trxvrbiv

TijV K?iitpOVOIX.tXV ... 'O Vtog IZOVO^ VTTO (JiOVOV TOO TTXTpO^ t/T£(7T;j. Thalia : TOV viov

sv TxuTy, r^ a-o^/y. yeyevvjv^xt yxi TXVTVjii i^erexovrx uvoiixaSxi (movov a-o(pixv kxi

^oyov . .. Aix rovro y.xl Trpoyiyvwa-xwv 6 0£o; S(TSit$xi kx^ov xvtov, Trpo^xßuv xiirZ

TXVTVIV TIfV So^XV SsSuKSV^ i)V XvipUTTO^ Kx) iK xif? XptTV[^ '^<^X^ fiSTX TxtlTX' M<m
i% 'ipyuv XVTOV, wv Trpoeyvu 6 ©£05, toiovtov xvtov vvv ysyovevxt ttsttoiviks . . . Me-

TOX^ XXpiTOt; (üiTTTSp KXI Ot X>.Xoi TXVTei; OVTM KXI XVTOi; ^SySTXl Ovd/jiXTI fiOVOV

©fo? . . . ©eo? eveyy.ev sit; vibv ixvTia tovSs TSKVOTToivta-xZ' ''i§tov ovSsv £%£< tov ®sov

y.x^' vTTÖa-Txo-tv iStÖT-^Tog . . . The Son is Wisdom, Image, Reflection, Word ; God
cannot produce a greater than He ; ®sov äsÄi^crei 6 vtot; vjAiMt; y.xi oa-og sffTiv, l|

ÖTS y.xi xcp'' ov y.xl xtto tots sh tov ®eov vTritTTv^, l<TX^p6(i ©eo? wv, but he extols

the greater Father. Arius ap. Äthan. Orat. I. c. Arian. 9 : (/.STOXyi >««' xvtoi; eiso-

TToivj^i^. It is evident from Alexander's letter to Alexander that Arius strongly

emphasised the ttpokott-^^ the moral progress of the Son.

- Owing to the general uncertainty regarding the extent of the " humanity

"

which prevailed at the beginning of the controversy, the latter assertion of the

Arians was not so energetically combatted as the rest. That the limitation of the

humanity ot Christ to a body originated with Lucian, is asserted by Epiph. Ancorat. 33.

^ In the writings of Arius ova-tx and v7roa-TX<rii; are used as synonymous terms.

The impersonal Spirit (Logos, Wisdom) indwelling in God the Father as Power^

was naturally considered by the Arians to be higher than the Son. On this point they

appeal like the old Roman Adoptianists to Matt. XII. 31 (see Vol. III., p. 20 ff.). It

is indeed not even certain whether Arius and the older Arians when they speak

of a Trinity, always included the Holy Spirit. According to Athanasius de synod.
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Alexander expressly notes that the Arians appeal to Scrip-

ture in support of their doctrine, and Athanasius says that the

Thalia contained passages of Scripture. ' The passages so

frequently cited later on by the Arians ; Deu't. VI. 4, XXXII.

39; Prov. VIII. 22; Ps. XLV. 8; Mt. XII. 28; Mk. XIII. 32;

Mt. XXVI. 41, XXVIII. 18; Lk. II. 52, XVIII. 19; John XI.

34, XIV. 28, XVII. 3; Acts II. 36; I Cor. L 24, XV. 28;

Col. I. 15; Philipp. II. 6 f.; Hebr. I. 4, III. 2; John XII. 27,

XIII. 21; Mt. XXVI, 39, XXVII. 46, etc., will thus already

have been used by Arius himself. Arius was not a systema-

tiser, nor were his friends systematisers either. In this respect

their literary activity was limited to letters in which they stirred

each other up, and which were soon put together in a collected

form. The only one amongst them before Eunomins and Aetius

who undertook to give a systematic defence of the doctrinal

system, was the Sophist Asterius, called by Athanasius the

advocate {7uyij'/opoi;) of the sects. He was a clever, clear-headed

man, but he was quite unable to wipe out what was in every-

body's eyes the blot on his character, his denial of the Faith

during the time of persecution. " There were various shades of

15, we may conclude that their Trinity consisted of the following hypostases: (l)

God as primordial without the Son; (2) God as Father; (3) the Son. Still this is

not certain.

1 Orat. I. c. Arian. 8.

2 On Asterius see Äthan., Orat. c. Arian. I. 30—33 ; II. 37 ; III. 2, 60 ; de decret.

syn. Nie. 8, 28—31; de synod. 18, 19, 47. Epiphan. H. 76, 3; Socrat. I. 36;

Philostorg. II. 14, 15 ; Hieron. de vir. inl. 94. Marcellus of Ancyra wrote against

the principal work of Asterius, see Zahn, p. 41 ff. Athanasius attacked a a-vvrxy-

fMurtov of his. One of the main theses of this book was that there are two xyivvjTX.

Asterius also discussed i Cor. I. 24, and indeed he took the correct view. His

explanation too of the passage John XIV. 10, is worthy of note : et/^tjAov on §ix

rovTO sipyixev ioivTov i^ev ev tS Trxrpi, hv ixvTci Ss ttxaiv tov Trxrepx, sttei i^^ts

Tov Äoyov, b'v Sie^^px^TO, sxvtov (pyjo-iv shxi, xÄ?^x rov 7rxTpot;SeSciiK6TOi rifv SvvxiJ.iv.

Upon this passage Athanasius i-emarks (Orat. III. 2) that only a child could be

pardoned such an explanation. It is a point of great importance that Asterius, like

Paul of Samosata, reckoned the will as the highest thing. Accordingly, to create of

His free will is more worthy of God too than to beget (1. c. III. 60). Athanasius

says that Arius himself made use of the work of Asterius, and in this connection

he gives us the important statement of Asterius (de decret. 8) that created things

are not able riiq xapxrov x^'P^'^ '^"^ xysvv^rov hpyxa-ixv ßx/rrti^xi, and that on

account of this the creation of the Son as an intermediary was necessary. (See

Orat. c. Arian II. 24.)
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opinion amongst the followers and supporters of Arius. In Arian-

ism in its more rigid form the tradition of Paul of Samosata

and Lucian predominated, in its milder form the subordination

doctrine of Origen. Both types were indeed at one as regards

the form of doctrine, and the elements traceable to Origen

won over all enlightened "Conservatives". We may count

Asterius too amongst the latter, at all events the unbending

Philostorgius was not at all pleased with him, and Asterius

subsequently approached near to the Semiarians.

Previous to the Council of Nicsea, the letters of the bishop

Alexander are, for us at all events, the sole literary manifestos

of the opposite party. The Encyklica already shews that the

writer is fully conscious he has got to do with a heresy of the

very worst type. The earlier heresies all pale before it ; no

other heretic has approached so near to being Antichrist. Arius

and his friends are the enemies of God, murderers of the

divinity of Christ, people like Judas. Alexander did not enter

into theoretical and theological explanations. After giving a

brief but complete and excellent account of the Logos doctrine

of Arius, he sets in contrast with the statements contained in

it, numerous passages from the Gospel of John and other quota-

tions from Scripture. ' The sole remarks of a positive kind he

makes are that it belongs to the substance or essence of the

Logos, that he perfectly knows the Father, and that the supposi-

tion of a time in which the Logos was not, makes the Father

xXoyos zx) xToCpos. The latter remark, which for that matter of

it does not touch Arius, shews that Alexander included the

Logos or Son ?';/ t/ie siibstance of the Father as a necessary

element. The second epistle goes much more into details, " but

it shews at the same time how little Alexander, in solving the

1 John I. I, 13, 18, X. 15, 30, XIV. 9, io;Hebr. I. 3,11. io,XlII. 8;Ps. XLV. 2;

ex. 35 Mai. III. 6. The passages contuiued to be regarded by the orthodox as the

most important.

" Theodoret I. 4. E.xaggerations and calumnies of the worst kind are not wanting

in this writing. The reproach, too, that the Arians acted like the Jews is already

found here. Of more importance, however, is the assertion that the Arian christology

gave countenance to the heathen ideas of Christ and that the Arians had also in

view the approval of the heathen. Ebion, Artemas (see Athanas., de synod. 20)

and Paul are designated their Fathers.
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problem, was able definitely to oppose fixed and finished for-

muljE to those of the Arians. The main positions of Arius are

once more pertinently characterised and refuted.

Alexander is conscious that he is contending for nothing less

than the divinity of Christ, the universal Faith of the Church,

when he refutes the statements that the Son is not eternal, that

He was created out of the non-existent, that He is not by

nature {Cpv7£i) God, that He is capable of change, that He went

through a moral development {7:-pozo7ry!), that He is only Son

by adoption, like the sons of God in general, and so on. ' He

not only adduces proofs from the Bible in large numbers, '" he

has unmistakably in his mind what is for him a central, religious

thought. Christ must belong to God and not to the zuor/d, be-

cause all other creatures require such a being in order to attain

to God and become the adopted sons of God. In order to make

clear the possibility of such a being, Alexander uses by preference

for the Son the expression which had been already preferred

by Origen—"the perfect image," "the perfect reflection." But

even this expression does not suffice him ; it gains deeper meaning

by the thought that the Son as the image of the Father at the

same time first clearly expresses the peculiar character of the

Father. In the Wisdom, the Logos, the Power, the " Son is made

known and the Father is characterised. To say that the reflection

of the divine glory does not exist is to do away also with the

archetypal light of which it is the reflection ; if there exists no

impress or pattern of the substance of God, then he too is done

away with who is wholly characterised by this pattern or express

image:"

—

yvocpl^sra.i b vTog zx) b TrccTvip xxpccxrvipitsroii. To ykp

a,7rocv'/iX'j[/,x Ti^c Sc'ifjfc [jJ/i sJvxi pJysiy dvvxvxipsl '/.x) to TrparorvTroy

0cüi;, ov £7riv a.irx.üyx.TiJ.x ... tx {j,^ slvxi rou r>jc vTro^rxasccg rou

1 The two last theses are rejected in a specially emphatic manner. Alexander

repeatedly complains in this connection of the procedure of Arius in taking from

the Holy -Scriptures only such passages as have reference to the humiliation of the

Logos for our sakes, and then referring them to the substance of the Logos. "They

omit the passages which treat of the divinity of the Son. Thus they arrive at the

impious supposition that Paul and Peter would have been like Christ if they had

always persisted in the good."

2 John I. 1—3, I. i8, X. 30, XIV. 8, 9, 28; Matt. III. 17, XL 27; i John V. i
;

Coloss. I. 15, 16; Rom. VIII. 32; Heb. I. 2 f.; Prov. VIII. 30; Ps. II. 7, CX. 3

XXXV. 10: Is. LIII. 8.
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€i£OJ x^pxy,r-?ipx o-jyxyxtps'irxi zxzsho:, ttxvtcc: yrxp" xvroi) %^pÄX-

ry,:i^ö,u£vos. While in laying down this thesis and others of a

similar kind, e.g.. that the Son is the inner reason and power

of the Father Himself, he approaches " Sabellianism," the latter

doctrine is repudiated in the most decided and emphatic way.

But on the other hand again, not only is the supposition of two

unbegottens {xys-j[j]y-x) rejected as a calumny, but he repeatedly

emphasises in a striking fashion the fact that the begetting of

the Son is not excluded by the application to Him of the

predicate always (if/), that the Father alone is unbegotten, and

that He is greater than the Son. ' Alexander thus asserts both

things—namely, the inseparable unity of the substance of the

Son with that of the Father" and their difference, and yet the

one is held to be unbegotten and the other to be not unbe-

gotten. In order to be able to maintain these contradictory

theses he takes up the standpoint of Irensus, that the mystery

of the existence and coming forth of the Son is an inexpressible

one even for Evangelists and angels, and is no proper object of

human reflection and human statement. Even John did not

venture to make any pronouncement regarding the x'jsy^iyiy/iro:

'j7T07rx7i: TCÜ [j.oycys'^ov: ©fsD, ^—the ineffable substance of the

only begotten God. " How could anyone waste his labour on the

substance of the Logos of God, unless indeed he were afflicted

with melancholy?" YIS:: xy T^spispyx^xiro ti: r-^v tc'j ®£0j y.iyz-j

'j7ro7TX7iv, £ZTo: si ,u,-/i !/,£},X'yx,^}.izy, '^ixUysi /.y,cp^£): tv/xx^oi.
^

1 Fi-om this it is plainly evident that the real point in dispute was not as to

subordination and coordination, but as to unity of substance and difference of

substance. That the archetype is greater than the type is for Alexander a truth

that is beyond doubt. He goes still farther and says: ovkovv t5 xyevv^rcfi vxTpt

oiKs7ov ih'ciii^x <pv?iXy.T£ov, /x-^Jgv« rov slvxt xi/rui rov x.'tiov xiyovTXQ, tw Je t/Zw t^v

apfioXovirxv T£/-tijv Ä7rov5/-4)fTeov, t>)v xvxpxov xiirii yrxpx rev Trxrpbi ysvvifa-tv xvxrtSsvTXt;.

" The expression "
öij.006^10^

" does not occur in Alexander.

3 On this expression, which was used by Arius, see Hort, Two Dissertations, 1876.

» The respective passages in the letter have so many points of contact with expressions

of Irenseus (see Vol. II., pp. 230 f., 276 f.) as to make the supposition, which also

commends itself for other reasons, veiy probable (see above, p. 14, note i), that

Alexander had read Irenseus and had been strongly influenced by him. That Irenseus

was known in Alexandria, at least at the beginning of the third century, follows

from Euseb., H. E. VI. 14. (Strange to say it has undoubtedly not been proved

that Athanasius ever quotes from Irenseus.) Alexander shews that he is not throughout

dependent on Origen.
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Alexander's actual standpoint is undoubtedly plainly expressed

here. He does not wish to speculate ; for the complete divinity

of Christ is ^ifor him not a speculation at all, but a judgment

of faith, and the distinction between Father and Son is for him
something beyond doubt. But he sees that he is under the

necessity of opposing certain formulae to the doctrine of Arius.

These are partly vague and partly contradictory:' "The Son
is the inner reason and power of God," "Father and Son are

two inseparable things" {^vo tx^^ccpiTrx Trpxyfj.xTx), "Between
Father and Son there is not the slightest difference" (S/iyT/^/y-;^),

"not even in any thought" [ouV Jj%/3/ rivoq svvolxc), "There is

only one unbegotten," "The Son has come into being in con-

sequence of a yavsuii; zx) 7roly,7ic'' (an act of generation and

production), "The Son has, compared with the world, an ineffable

substance peculiarly his own" i^i^iorpoTrog ocvsv^f/iyyiTc: •j7ro7rx7i;),

"He is [j.ovo'ye-jyig Qsoq'' (only begotten God), "His Sonship is

by its nature in possession of the deity of the Father" {y.xrx

^U7iv T'jyxxvovjx, rviz vrxrpizi^g ösÖTyjToc), " " Father and Son

are two natures in the hypostasis" (r^j vxc7txtsi ^vo Cpüosig^),

between the Underived and he who has come into being out

of the non-existent there is a f/.so-irsvovo-tz Cpvcrig [j.ovoysvv^g (the

Son) 5/' vfi? roc oKx> i^ ovz ovrocv eTro'iyi^s'j o vrxri^p tov ©wD Xoyov,

•^ £^ avroii Tov ovrog Tnzrpog ysyhwiTxi,'' (a mediating only begotten

nature by which, the Father of the God-Logos has made all

things out of the non-existent, and which has been begotten

out of the existent Father), " The Son has not proceeded out of

the Father y.x.roc Txq roöv (tccimxtccv oy.oiört^rxg^ rxlg ro'j.xlg >i rxlg

ix^ixipi^scüv xTToppoixig (in the manner in which bodies are formed,

by separation or by the emanation of parts divided off)
;

"

1 Alexander made no distinction between ohuice, vxötj-rxai^, (pva-it;.

" "Ov TpoTTCv yxp VI xppvjTO^ xvTOv vTrocTTXtrti; xffvyafiria vTrspox^ sSsiX^tj VTsp- I

Keifj-ivil Tixvrciiv ol^ xi/Toi; rb slvai e%Äp/(r«TO, o'vrioc; kxI vi vtorvit; xutov xxrx cpva-iv

Tf'y;gÄVot>o-« TJj? 7rxrpi>i^(; ösöniTOt; xäektcü vxepox^ SixCpspsi tüv St'' xvrov isirei

vIorsSsvTWv.

3 On John X. 30: ovsp (pi^ah 6 y.vpioi; oh TTxripx exvrov xvxyopsöciiv ovSs rx:; rP

v'TToa-rxa-si Svo (pvasii i-iixv ilvxi axipvjvi^ciiv, äAA' on rijv TTXTptxiiv kizCpspiixv xxpißüt;

7r£<pvx£v i7iii^iiv 6 vibi; tov Trxrpö?, rijv xxtx ttxvtx ohoiotvitx xhrov Iv. (pva-eaii;

x7rofJ.x%xiJ.evo(; Kxi XTrxpxhf^xaroi; stKOJv tov TrxTpoi; Tvyxxvaiv axi tov TrpaiTOTVTrov

fXTl/TO; X^^pXKTVip.
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Still we may speak of a fatherly generation! {7rxr:iy,-/j osoyo'/ix)

which certainly is beyond the power of human reason to grasp."

"The expressions y,y, xs), etc., (was, always), used of the Son, are

undoubtedly too weak, but on the other hand, they are not

to be conceived so as to suggest that the Son is unbegotten

{x'/evv/iTog) ; the unbeginning genesis from the Father [xyxpx^^

ysw/iTic TTxpx Toxj TTXTpoc) is his,—"the Father is greater than

the Son, to Him honour in the strict sense {ohsTov x^ioo[^x) is

due,- to the Son the dignity that is fitting {Ti[jJ/i xpf/J^ov7x)."
*

These confused thoughts and formulae contrast unfavourably

with the clear and definitely expressed statements of Arius.

Alexander's opponents had a better right to complain of the

chameleon-like form of this teaching than he had of that of

theirs. When they maintained that it offered no security against

dualism (two unbegotten, [xyhvirx]), " or against Gnostic emana-

tionism {TTpcioc?.-/;, xrroppcix), or against Sabellianism {•jioTTxrap), or

against the idea of the corporeality of God, and that it contained

flagrant contradictions, ^ they were not far wrong. But they

cannot have been in the dark as to what their opponents meant

to assert, which was nothing else than the inseparable, essential

unity of Father and Son, the complete divinity of Christ who
has redeemed us and whom every creature must necessarily

have as redeemer. Along with this they taught a real distinc-

tion between Father and Son, though they could assert this

distinction only as a mystery, and when they were driven to

describe it, had recourse to formulae which were easily refuted.

1 In the Confession of Faith which Alexander had put at the close of his letter,

the Spirit, the Church, and so on, are mentioned. According to x\lexander, too, the

Logos got only a body from Mary, who, for the rest, is called Ssotökoi; (see

Äthan. Orat. III. 29, 33). Möhler and Newman (Hist. Treatises, p. 297) consider

Athanasius as the real author of Alexander's encyclical epistle. Their arguments,

however, are not convincing.

2 Hence the reproach so frequently brought against this doctrine, that according

to it Father and Son are "brothers"; see, e.g., Orat. c. Arian I. 14. Paul of Samo-

sata had already brought this reproach against aU the adherents of the Logos

doctrine. The Arians sought to make a rediictio ad absurdum of the doctrine that

the Son is the perfect image of the Father, by pointing out that in this case the

Son too must beget as well as the Father (Or. c. Arian. I. 21).

3 See some of those adduced by them in Orat. c. Arian. I. 22: they are said

to have pointed them out to children and women.
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We may at this point give an account of the doctrine of

Athanasius ; for although it was not till after the Nicene Council

that he took part in the controversy as an author, ' still his

point of view coincides essentially with that of Bishop Alexander.

It underwent no development, and considered from the stand-

point of technical theology it partly labours under the same
difficulties as that of Alexander. Its significance does not lie in

the nature of his scientific defence of the faith, but solely in

the triumphant tenacity of the faith itself. His character and his

life are accordingly the main thing. The works he composed,

like all the theological formula; he uses, were wrung out of

him. The entire Faith, everything in defence of which Athanasius

staked his life, is described in the one sentence : God Himself
has entered into humanity.

^-

The theology and christology of Athanasius are rooted in

the thought of Redemption, and his views were not influenced

by any subordinate considerations. ^ Neither heathenism nor

Judaism has brought men into fellowship with God, the point

on which everything turns. It is through Christ that we are

transported into this fellowship ; He has come in order to make

1 That he took an active interest in the Nicene Council is undoubted; see

Theodoret I. 26, Sozom, I. 1 7 fin., but, above all, Apol. Äthan, c. Arian. 6 and the

work '"de decretis." The Arians drew special attention to the influence exercised by

Athanasius, when deacon, on his bishop Alexander, and Athanasius did not contradict

their statements; see also Gregor Naz. Orat. 21, 14.

2 His chief works against the Arians are the four Orationes c. Arian—his most

compreliensive work, containing mainly his refutation of the Arian Bible exegesis

;

the fourth Oration is, however, either merely a sketch, or else it is not in its proper

place along with the others ; further, the treatises de decret. Nie. synodi, de

sentent. Dionys. Alex., historia Arian. ad monachos, apologia c. Arian., apologia ad imp.

Constantium, de synodis Arimini et Seleuciaa habitis, the Tomus ad Aniioch., and

in addition the festival-orations and some lengthy letters, ^.^., that ad Afros episcopos.

s To prove this it would be necessary to quote hundreds of passages. In none

of his larger works has Athanasius omitted to base his anti-Arian christology on

the thought of redemption, and wherever he gives this as the basis one feels that

he is adducing what is his most telling argument. The manner too in which he

was able, starting from this as the central point of his whole view of the subject,

to justify what were purely derivative formulae by referring them back to it, is

well worthy of notice ; cf the Orat. c. Arian., espec. II. 67— 70. The fact that

his knowledge of scientific theology was slender is hinted at by Gregor Naz.,

Orat. 21. 6.
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lis divine, i e., to make us by adoption the sons of God and

gods. But Christ would not have been able to bring us this

blessing if He Himself had possessed it merely as a gift secundwn

participationem, for in this case He only had just as much as

He needed Himself and so could not proceed to give away

what was not His own. ' Therefore Christ must be of the sub-

stance of the Godhead and be one with it. Whoever denies that

is not a Christian, but is either a heathen or a Jew. " This is

the fundamental thought which Athanasius constantly repeats.

Everything else is secondary, is of the nature of necessary con-

troversy. In the Son we have the Father; whoever knows the

Son knows the Father. ^ This confession is at bottom the entire

Christian confession. The adoration of Christ, which according

to tradition, has been practised from the first, and which has not

been objected to by their opponents, already, he says, decides

the whole question. God alone is to be adored ; it is heathenish

to worship creatures. * Christ therefore shares in the divine

1 Specially striking is what he says de synod. 5 1 : Christ could not make others

gods if He himself had, to begin with, been made God ; if He possessed His god-

head merely as something bestowed upon Him, He could not bestow it, for it

would not be in His own power, and He would not have more than He needed

Himself. Similarly Orat. I. 39, I. 30 : Ow ccfx y.xrxßxz sßs>.Tiuäii äAA« (j.x\>^ov

ißeÄTtciia-sv xiirof; rx Ssö/zsvx ße^Tiuirstii^- ycx) si rov ßs^Tiä<7Xt %ip<v y.xTxßsßifxsv,

cvy. xfx (jLitr^ov 'e<TX^ to Aey£o-äiZ<, t//o? kxI ©eo?, «AAjs i/,xääov xItoi; viovoiyjo-sv vt(Mxi;

Tii TTxrpi y.xi sieoTToiyi<T£ toik; xvSpaiTTovt; ysvof-ievot; xi/rbi; «vflpw^ro?. Ovx xpx xvipuTroi;

A)v Va-TSpov ysyove ©so'?, «AA« ©eo? aiv va-Tspov ysyovev xv^puiftOQ, Yvx fj-xWov vii^xt;

^soTToivjfry,. 11. 69, I. 16 : ccvtov rov viov (/.erexovTsg rov ®eov (/.erix^i'^ ÄeyofieSx,

y.xi TOVTÖ siTTiv 2 sÄsyev 6 Tlirpoi; 'ax yevyia-$e äs/xi; xotvwvoi (pva-sui;.

- The frequent designation of the Arians as Jews and heathen, and together

with this the designation " Ariomanites," were employed by Athanasius in a really

-serious sense; see de decret. i—4, 27; Encycl. ad. ep. yEgypt. et Lib. 13, 14;

Orat. I. 38, II. 16, 17, III, 16, 27 sq. '' Abomination of the impious" XI. Festbrief,

p. 122 (Larsow).

3 Orat. I. 12: To the demand of Philip, "Shew us the Father," Christ did not

reply: /3Ae9re tjjv y.rta-tv, but "He who sees me, sees the Father." Orat. I. 16: rov

•jiov ijLeTsxovTi^ rov @so<J /z£Te%E/y ?^syöiJ.s6x ... 1^ rov viov 'hvoix kxi xxrxf^yi'ln^

yvcSo-ii i<rri Trspi rov TTxrpoQ, Six rb ex riji; oi/irixz xiirov ISiov sivxi yivvv^i-LU.. I. 21.

* This is a point which is very frequently emphasised; see Orat. I. 10, II. 20,

24, but chiefly III. 16: /lixri oZv 0/ ''Apeixvol roixvrx Aoyil^oi^evoi xxi voovvrei ov

7V'^xpi^ljL0v<7-tv ixvrovQ fisrx rüv 'EÄÄi^vuv ; xxi yxp xtx.KStvoi, cc<77rsp y.xi oi/rot, rp

y.rivei Äxrpsvovtri Trxpx rov y.ria-xvrx rx Trxvrx ®e6v «AAä to /zev 'ovof^x ro 'EAA»f-

viy.ov cpsvyovtri. Six rifv ruv xvo^ruv xTTxr^v, tjjv Sb oijloixv hy.eivoii Sixvoixv vxo-

y.pi'vovrxi. y.xi yxp y.x] rb <TOipbv xürüv, oTTsp eiwixs'iv Ksyn-j, ov >^iyo[j.VJ Svo xysvvifrx.
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substance. Athanasius did not draft any system of theology or

christology. The real point at issue appeared to him to be quite

simple and certain. We have to put together his doctrinal

system for ourselves, and the attempts to construct such a

system for him is not something to be entered upon lightly.

A body of theoretical propositions resulted solely from the

polemic in which he was engaged and also from his defence of

the "
'0/z53'J5-/c^." Throughout, however, his thought in the final

resort centres not in the Logos as such, ' but in the Divine,

which had appeared in Jesus Christ. He has no longer any in-

dependent Logos doctrine, on the contrary he is a Christologist.

We accordingly give merely some of the main lines of his

teaching.

I. To acknowledge that the substantial or essential element

in Christ is "God," is to assert that there is nothing of the

creature in this, that it does not therefore belong in any sense

to what has been created. Athanasius insisted as confidently as

Arius on the gulf which exists between created and uncreated.

This constitutes the advance made by both in clearness. ' Arius,.

however, drew the dividing line in such a way that with him

(pxivovTxt TTpog acTTXT^v TCÜV xKspxioüv /isyovTEi;- cpx(7K0vTei; yxp- " oil ^eyoj/.ev ovo

xysvvyjTX," Äsyova-t Svo Oeoi/^ xxt tovtovi; oixcpöpovi; exovTx:; rxi; <pv<7eit;, to f-tsv

yevvjTviv, TO §s xyevviTOi. E/ he oi {zsv "'Ehhvivsz hi xysvvjTM kxI ttoAAoT? ysvvfTolc,

ÄXTpsvova-iv, oÜTOi Se ivi xysvv\Tijfi Kxi ivt yevyiTSi, ovS' ovtoo Sixipspovtriv 'EAAvjvwv.

This was the view of it which was still held at a later period also. The expression

in tlie Vita Euthymii (Cotel. Monum. II., p. 201) c. 2, is full of meaning: I'oO

'EAAi^v/o-z/oC ^i^^xvToi; 6 tov 'Apeixvi(ri4,ov TroÄeiioi; lo-x^päi; ixpxTSi.

1 It is very characteristic of Athanasius' way of looking at things that with him

the Logos in general retii-es into the background, and further that he expressly

declines to recognise or to define the divine in Christ from the point of view of

his relation to the world or in terms of the predicate of the eternal. Image, Reflec-

tion and Son are the designations which he regards as most appropriate. See, e.^-.y

Orat. III. 28: ou TOirovTov sk tov xiS/ov yvupi^erxi xvpiog, birov oti vioi ho'Ti tcv

@SOV- vidi y^P WV XXO^P't^'TOi; S(TTt tov TTXTpOt; . , . KXI SlKCbV Xxi X77XVyX<TIJ.X MV TOV

TTXTpbi iX^' '''*' 'r^" XiSlOTi^TX TOV TTXTpO^.

' Beyond Origen and the Origenists, who, though they too ceilainly make a

sharp distinction between the Godhead and the creation, attribute with Philo an

intermediate position to the Logos. The Eusebians held fast to this, and that is

why Athanasius always treats them as Arians; for in connection with this main I

point the maxim in his opinion held good "Whosover is not with us is against us."

See Orat. IV. 6, 7; Encycl. ad ep. ^gypt, et Lib. 20; de decret. 6, 19, 20; ad

Afros 5, 6, and the parallel section in the work "de synodis."
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the Son belongs to the world side, while with Athanasius He,

as belonging to God, stands over against the world.

2. Since the Divine, which has appeared in Christ, is not

anything created, and since there can be no " middle " substance,^

it follows, according to the reasoning of Athanasius, that this

Divine cannot in any sense be postulated as resulting from the

idea of the creation of the world. God did not require any

agent for the creation of the world ; He creates direct. If He
had required any such intervening agent in order to effect a

connection, with the creature that was to come into existence,

this Divine could not have supplied Him with it, for it itself

really belongs to His substance. In this way the idea of the

Divine, which in Christ redeemed men, is severedfrom the world

idea; ' the old Logos doctrine is discarded; Nature ajtd Revela-

tion 710 longer continue to be regarded as identical. The Logos-

Son-Christ is at bottom no longer a world principle, but, on the

contrary, a salvation principle.^

1 Orat. I. 15 : If the Son is Son then that wherein He shares is not outside of

the substance of the Father : tovto Ze 'tzu.Xiv kxv srepov v] Trxpx rifv ova-txv roxi viov

TO ((70V XTOTTOV X%XVTV\(7Sl^ (MSrOV TTXXlV SV pKrXOfZSVOV TOVTOV SX TOV -TTXTpO^ XXl rVjC,

oiiaixc, TOV vtov., ifrii; ttots ss-ri. la putting it thus Athanasius corrected not only

an incautious expression of Bishop Alexander (see above p. 24 f-)i but very specially

the thesis of the Origenists of "The image and reflection which sprang from and

was created out of the will " (see e.g.^ Euseb. Demonstr. IV. 3). But Arius himself,

spite of all his efforts to avoid it, also arrived at the idea of a "middle substance"

between the Godhead and the creature, because according to him God had necessarily

to make use of such a being in order to be able to create at all.

- In contrast to this it holds good of the Arians that rbv S-^fnovpybv rüv Öhui-j

Toic, "Koiv^itxiTt (TV)ixpi^{J.vi(r!aat (Orat. I. c. Arian. T. I., p. 342).

It is this which constitutes the most significant advance made by Athanasius,

the real fruit of his speculation which took its start from the thought of redemp-

tion. The Logos of the philosophers was no lofiger the Logos whom he kfiew and
adored. The existence of the Logos who appeared in Christ is independent of the

dea of the world. The creation of the world—abstractly speaking—-might even

ive taken place without the Logos. This is the point in which he is most strongly

pposed to the Apologists and Origen. No traces of this advance are to be found

\ yet in the works '^c. Gent" and "de incarnat." See, on theother hand, Orat. II.

^, 25 : oil y.xiMMSi 6 ®sdg vpoa-TXTTbiv, ovSs xa-^evst Trpbc xjjv räv TrxvToiv spyxirixv,

^'. TOV i^sv VIOV (jLOvoz i/,övov y.TicT^,^ slq 51 Tijv TÜV x^^wv Sin^iovpy/xv vTrovpyov XXl

^iiov XP^'^^ ^XV '"'"^ VIOV. ovSs yxp ovSe vTrepha-iv 'sx^i, ovsp xv UsÄ-^a-i^ yevsa-ßxi,

WiX (j.6vov i^^i^vjo-e xxi VTrsa-Tii tx ttxvtx, y.xt tSi ßovÄ.i^ijLXTi xvtov ovSe}^ xvSss't>iks.

ijoz ovv 'ivey.x ov yiyove tx ttxmtx vxpx /zdvov tov ®sov tm 7rpo<TTxyiixri^ w yiyove

y 6 1//0'?
. . . x^oyix (/.iv ovv xxtrx Tzxp' xi/Toii' ipxo-i Ss oi^ait; 77spi tovtov, wi; xpx
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3. Scripture and tradition know of only one Godhead; they,

however, at the same time pronounce Christ to be God : they

call the Divine which has appeared in Christ, Logos, Wisdom
and Son ; they thus distinguish it from God, the Father. Faith

has to hold fast to this. But in accordance with this we get

the following propositions

:

(a) The Godhead is a unity {(j^ovx:;). Therefore the Divine which

appeared in Christ, must form part of this unity. There is only

one underived or unbegotten principle ; this is the Father. '

(b) The very name Father imphes, moreover, that a second

exists in the Godhead. God has always been Father, and who-

fleAwv ®soc, rifv yswirifv y.ria-ai <pu(nv, sTTitSij iaipx (/.if Svvxizsv^v xi/riiv fzeTxtrxi^''

TVjQ TOÜ TTXTpbi; XUpXTOV X^'P^i '<^' "^^i Tap' XUTOV SiiljUOVpyiXg, TTOlSt y.xi HTt^SC

xpuru^ (Mvov evx y.xi xasAer tovtov viov xxi Xoyov, 't'vx tovtov (iivov ysvojzsvov

ovTtiig ÄoiTTOv HXt Tx TTxvTX St xuTov yivia^xi Svvijßyi' rxxjTX ou (iovov BlpviKxatv^ XÄÄX

Hxi ypx'^xi TST0?^iJ.viKx<7tv Ev<7sßiöi; re xxi 'Aps/o? nxi 6 iva-x^ 'AaTspioz. As against this

view Athanasius shews that God is neither so powerless as not to be able to create the

creatures nor so proud as not to be willing to create them (e< SI uq xttx^iuv 6

0eos Tx äAA« epyxa-xa-Sxi, tov /xIv viov (/.övov slpyxcxro, tx $x a.KKx t& viw xvi-

X^tpio'ev fti? /3osj(35- xxi tovto iziv xvx^tov @soxJ- ovx so'ti yxp ev Ösü Tv<poi)'j he shew'i

further from Matt. X. 29, VI. 25 f. that God cares for all things in the most direct

way, and therefore has also brought them into existence. The same proof is given

in de decret. 8. Athanasius thus did away with the latent dualism between the

godhead and the creature which had existed in Christian theology since the time

of Philo. God is creator m ike directest way. This, however, implies that the Logos

is discarded. If spite of this Athanasius not only retained the name, but also

recognised the function of a mediator of creation and type of all rational beings,

the reason was that he understood Scripture as implying this, and because he was

not able wholly to free himself from the influence of tradition. But the Divine in

Christ is no longer for him the world-reason, on the contrary it is the substance

of the Father which—accidentally, as it were—has also the attributes of creative

power and of the reason that embraces and holds ideas together. For Athanasius,

in fact, the Son is the substance of the Father as the pri/tciple of redemption and

sanctification. The most pregnant of his formulae is in Orat. III. 6. in support of

which he appeals to 2 Cor. V. 19 : to Y^/ov t»}? tov 'Kctrpoc, ovaixz sa-rtv 6 vtoi;,

iv
I'fi it KTia-ti Trpbi; tov Oebv y,XT^^>\X(r<T£TO.

' That the Godhead is a unity, is a thought which Athanasius emphasised ij

the strongest way over and over again {i/,ovxi tvic, dsÖTtjTOi;), (2) also that there a

not two underived or unbegotten principles {xpz«'), and finally (3) that the Fath

is the xpx^l, which because of this may be identified with the jzovxi; also. He reto.

the charge of Polytheism brought against him by the Arians ; they, he says, ad(j

two gods (see above, note 4, p. 27). The best summary of his view is in Oi'.

IV. I : izovxSx Tije QsoT^TOi; xSixipsTov nxi xo-xi^tov Af^fls/)^ ///« xpx*l SeÖT^Tot; .^

OV SvO XpXOil oSsv HVpiW^ xxi lJ.0VXpX'<* H5"T/V.
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1

ever calls Him Father posits at the same time the Son ; for

the Father is the Father of the Son, and only in a loose sense

the Father of the world and of men ; for these are created, but

the divine Trinity is uncreated, for otherwise it might either

decrease again, or further increase in the future.
'

(cj This Son, the offspring of the Father [yhv/ifji^x rev Trxrpog),
'

was not, however, begotten in a human fashion as if God were

corporeal. On the contrary. He has been begotten as the sun

begets light and the spring the brook; He is called Son,

because He is the eternal, perfect reflection of the Father,

the image ^ proceeding from the substance of the Father

;

1 Orat. III. 6 : '^xrspx olx civ tk; iiyrot, i-tij v7rxpx,^vT0Q vi'ov- 6 (/.l-j rot tto/ijt^v

Äeyiiiv TCv ©£0v 01/ txvtüji; kxi tx ysvöi/.svx S>i?^o7' sitti yxp kxi xpo tüv Trotyiijixroiv

TTOIiJTJ^i' 6 Ss TTXTSpX hsyPlV BvSuQ I^ETX TOV TTXTpOQ (T1^\J.xi')Sl XXl Tijv TOV Vl'ov VTTXp^lV.

Six TOvTo y.ou 6 TTivrsvdiv e/? tov viov elq tov TrxzBpx Triirzsvsf eiQ yxp to 'iStcv t>5s

TOV TtxTpoc; oviTixi; via-revei, xxi ovtoi^ (zix strriv ii 7ri(TTiQ e<5 svx ©eo'v. II. 41. De
decret. 30 fin- • ^^"/cvtsq /iflv yxp ixelvot tov ®ecv xyiv^TOv Ik twv yivo(j.ivi>iv xiiTov

5ro<jjT>jv ßövcv ?i.iyov<Tiv^ 'ivx xxi tov Äöycv Ttoi'm/.x a-tti^xvwa-t kxtx tijv ISi'xv vjSovi^v 6

Se TOV 0£Ov TTxTspx ^syuv si/öi/t; sv xItm kxi tov uibv <j-t^ij.xivst. The Son is a second

in the Godhead, see Orat. III. 4 : Svo fitv ela-iv, 'oti vxTiip •rrxTvip sa-ri xxi oiix

xuTOi; viot; ea-Tf kxi 6 vtoc; vio^ ha-Ti kxi oi/x xi/Toi; 'TtxTvjp ha-Tf fj.ix Se vj tpva-i(.

IV. I : wo-re Svo (iev elvxi TZXTspx kxi viov, fiovxSx Ss flfOT>jTO? xSixipsTcv. The
idea that the Triad must be from all eternity and be independent of the world,

if it is not to be increased or diminished, is developed in Orat. I. 17. There is a

strong polemic against the Sabellians in Orat. IV.

2 In the theoretical expositions of his teaching Athanasius uses the expression

yivvvjiJix in preference to v/o$, in order to exclude the idea of human generation.

3 "Reflection", "Image", "God of God", are the expressions which always

appeared to Athanasius to be the most appropriate. He preferred the first of these

in order to exclude the thought that the Son proceeded from the will of the

Creator. The light cannot do otherwise than lighten, and it always shines or

lightens, otherwise it would not be light. The archetype projects its type necessarily.

Following Origen he puts the whole emphasis on the eternal (Orat. I. 14: xiSioi;

is-Tiv 6 vidi; xxi a-vvuTrocpx^t tSi TrxTpt) and necessary. If the Son were begotten by

the will of the Father, He would be something contingent, a creation, and would

have a beginning : though certainly He was not, on the other hand, begotten contrary

to this will, as the Arians charge their opponents with believing (Orat. III. 62, 66),

nor from some necessity superior to God, nor does the blessed Godhead undergo

any kind of suffering (Orat. I. 16), on the contrarj' He proceeded from the substance of

God ov TTxpx yvufjiyiv. Only the expression ex xi)? oi/crix^ suffices, as Athanasius over

and over again makes plain; any intervention of the will here degrades the Son;

for " the substance is higher than the will." See the characteristic passage Orat.

III. 62: öia-TTSp XVTlKSITXI Tpj ßovhVfVSl TO TCXpX yVCUf-iyiV^ OVTUC, VTTSpKSITXI KXITTpOil-

yslTxi TOV ßovMvea-Sxi to kxtx (pviriv. oixixv ij.\v oZv ti^ ßovMvöi^i-JOi; kxtxo-ksvx^si.
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He is called Wisdom and Logos not as if the Father were

imperfect without Him, ' but as the creative power of the

Father. ' "To be begotten" simply means completely to share

by nature in the entire nature of the Father, implying at the

same time that the Father does not therefore suffer or undergo

anything. '^

(d) Consequently the assertions of the Arians that the Son

is God, Logos, and Wisdom in a nominal sense only, that there

was a time in which the Son was not, that He has sprung from

the will of the Father, that He was created out of the non-

existent or out of some other substance, that He is subject to

change, are false. ^ On the contrary He is (i) co-eternal with the

k/ov Z\ ysvvx KXTx (pv<7tv. Kxt TO (isv ßov^vjCTet HXTceTKSvx^oiJ-evov 'ifp^xTO yivsar^xt

xxl s^wSh £i7T( Tov T^otouvTOi^' 6 Ss vlo? VJ/ov s<7ri Ti?? outTixz TOv TTXTpo^ yswyjizx

KXl OVK g(7T/V S^CllilM XVTOV' SlO OvSs ßoU^SVSTXl TTepi xItOV, 7vX l-tij XXt TTSpt ixVTOV

SoK^ ßov^svscj-^xr o(TM ovv ToO KTitriMXTOc; 6 viot; vTTspy.etTXi, toctovtu KXt T«? ßov

^viasMi; TO TO nxrx (pva-iv. The Father wills the Son in so fai' as He loves Him and

wills and loves Himself (Orat. III. 66), but in so far as "willing" involves t^v Ix

ccij.tp<a poTTvi-j, i.e.^ includes the ability not to will, the Son is not from the will of

the Father.

1 Alhanasius rarely repeats the unguarded utterances of Bishop Alexander and

others belonging to the orthodox party. The Father is for him, on the contrary, in

and for Himself—if one may so put it—personal; He is vovc; and He is rvn iSix(;

vTToa-rxG-EWi; fleAijT)^;. In one passage in his later writings (de decret. 15) he has,

however, curiously enougli, argued that the Father would be aAoyo; and äu-oi^oi;, if

the Logos were not from all eternity.

" In order to give meaning to the expressions " Logos "," Wisdom ", Athanasius

could not avoid describing the divine in Christ as the wisdom, prudence, strength,

might, creative power in God, see Orat. I. 17, III. 65. Still he rarely has recourse

to these terms.

^ After the beginning of the Arian controversy, though not before it (see c

Gent. 2), Athanasius made a thorough distinction between "to beget" and "to

create." " Begetting " held good of the Father only in reference to the Son, It

means the pi-oduction of a perfect image of Himself which, while originating in

His substance, has by nature a share in the entire substance. That the Son shares

in the entire substance of the Father is a thought which was constantly repeated

by Athanasius, Orat. I. 16: to o'Aw? {J.ersx^'^^oct tov ®sbv la-ov la-Ti ^iysiv oti kxI

ysvvx. The begotten is thus ''i$io-j tvj(; oiiaixc, tov ®sov yevv^iJ.x (Orat. II. 24), which

cpviret 'ixei. ti^v 7:xTpii(.viii oiia-ixv and in fact ts^sixv. That God does not in consequenc<;!

of this suffer or undergo anything, and that there is here no question of an emano/i

tion, are points which he urges as against the Valentinians.

1 The refutation of these propositions given by Athanasius takes a great numb T

of forms ; we may distinguish the religious-dogmatic, the dialectic-philosophic, t >t!.

patristic and the biblical refutations (see Bohringer, Athanasius, pp. 210

—

2^
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Father and (2) He is of the substance of the Father, • for other-

wise He would not be God at all, (3) He is by His own nature

in all points similarly constituted as the Father, and finally He is

all this, because He has one and the same substance in common

with the Father and together with Him constitutes a unity,
*

For Athanasius himself the religious and biblical argument is the chief thing. Be-

sides numerous passages from the Gospel of John, Athanasius quotes specially

I John V. 20; Rev. I. 4; Matt. III. 17, XVII. 5; Rom. I. 20, VIII. 32, IX. 5;

Hebr. I. 3, XIII. 8; Ps. II. 7; XLV. 2, CIL 28, CXLV. 13; Is. XL. 28. Matt.

XXVIII. 19 had for him supreme importance. Amongst the theses laid down by

the Arians he had a special objection to that of the 77poy.oT-/i of the Logos.

Hence the strong emphasis he lays on the «TpfTrro?.

1 ' From the Father,'' as Athanasius says in several passages, would be sufficient

if it were not possible to say, using the words in an improper sense, that every-

thing is from God because it has been created by God. It is because the Eusebians

make capital out of this that we must avow: Ix Ti?^ ohtrixq rov ;r«Tpo$; see de

decret. 19; de synod. 33 sq.: ad Afros 5. He entirely rejects the idea of a mere

unity of feeling or doctrine between the Father and the Son [,e.g.^ Orat. III. 11)

for this would mean the disappearance of the Godhead of the Son.

" The word "01^.010^" means something more than our word "resembling" and

something less than our woi^d "similar"; our'' similarly constituted " comes nearest

it. The "o'i^oioq" alone did not satisfy Athanasius, because it implicitly involves a

difference and, above all, a distinction^ and he says, moreover, that even dog and

wolf, tin and silver are '6{j.oi». He, however, certainly applied the word in connec-

tion with substance {(^ikti^ ov<rix) or with " y.xT» ttxvtx " {e-g-, de decret. 20) to

the relation between Father and Son {6iJ.oia>(Tti; rov vioC Trpbt; rbv Trserspx Kxrx t^v

ova-iccv Kxi kxtx rijv (pva-iVj de synod. 45). But still he found it necessary as a

rule, at least at a later date, expressly to emphasise the svaV'-j?—where he expresses

himself in a less strict way we also find öi^oiöryit; alone—and in opposition to the

Homoiousians was driven to add "sh tj)? ova-txi;"' to " ofioiova-toQ" in order to

iDanish any idea of separateness. (de synod. 41). Vet he recognised at the same time

(1. c. c. 53 sq.) that oiiotoi is really an unsuitable word; for it cannot be used of

substances, but only of o-%*.|/m«t« kx) TroioryiTi:;. In connection with substances we
say rxvTÖTif^. Men resemble each other in general outline and character, but in

substance they are 6izo<pve7i;; vice versa, man and dog are not unlike, but yet they

are irspo<pvs7i;. Thus ciu.oipv£i; and oizoovirtov match each other, and in the same

way iT£po(pvs<; and srspoova-icv. The phrase o(J.otoz zät' ol<rixv always suggests a

(/.BTowtx ; TO yxp oizoicv TotoTiti; eiTTrj^ '^Tiz Tpj oiifricf. '^potrysvoiT' xv. Thus it is

correct to say of created spiritual beings that they resemble God, not however in

substance, but only in virtue of sonship. 'OiJ-owva-ioi; is in fact nothing, and

when used of the real Son is consequently either nonsense or false.

3 This is the key to the whole mode of conception : Son and Father are not a duality,

but a duality in ttnity^ i.e.^ the Son possesses entii"ely the substance which the Father

is; He is a unity with the unity which the Father is. Athanasius did not defend the

idea of the co-ordination of the two as opposed to a subordination view, but the unity

-and inseparability as opposed to the theo:y of difference and separateness. He, however,
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but "substance" in reference to God means nothing else than

"Being-." ' It is not the case that the Father is one substanceo

expresses this as follows: in substance Father and Son are one 5 or, the Son lias one and

the same substance with the Father. Thus the expression ''/z/a 4"^^'?" is often used for

both; and so we have : owit/ä 'iv iimv «vro? yevv^^o-«? äi-tov TTiatri^p (de synod. 48). The

Son has the evs'tjj? Trpo^ rov Tnxrepix (de decret. 23) ; He constitutes with Ilim a aSixipero!;

fvoT;};; there subsists between both evoti^s oixoioKrewq xxrx rijv ova-ixv kxi kxtcc xijv

i^va-tv. He expresses his meaning most plainly in those passages in which he attaches

the TÄüTOT^? to Father and Son without prejudice to the fact that the Father is the

Father and not the Son. Identity of substance, as Athanasius (de synod. 53)

explains, is Tast/roTifi;. Thus he says (Orat. I. 22): f/o? e%e< ix rov TrxTpOQ riiv

TxvTorijTX. In a passage of earlier date he had already said (c. Gent. 2): Soi/c

Tii VIM xoci Ttj? Ihixc, xidiOTi^TOZ 'ivvoixv yxl yvucrtv, 7vx rifv txvtotvitx trai^wv >«.t./.

Later on, (de decret. 23): ivxyxyi kxI sv tovtm rtjv TxvrÖTijTX Trpbt; rbv sxvtov

xxTSfx a-di^stv, 20: //»J i^ovov o[iOiov TOv vibv «AA« rxiirbv ryj 6jJ.otu}s-et en rov

Txrpoq slvxi ... oi/ [jlovov otioioi; x^Xx xxi xSixiperoQ hirri r^t; rov Trxrpdi; ova-ixi;,

KXi sv IJ.6V siatv xiiroi; x«/ 6 'Trxrvip. 24: ivorvji xxl ipva-txij IStOTiji; . . . tjjv ivsT-^rx.

rvfi (fiv(7sui; nxi rijv rxvTÖTvirx rov (puTOi; (/.ii Sixipüi^sv. Orat. IV. 5 (and else-

where): TXT>!p Iv TÖJ viii, vidi; ev tw Trxrpi... y rov viov osoryji; rov TrxrpoQ so'ti . . .

VI äsÖTi]!; y.xi yf iSioTijc rov Trxrpo^ rb slvxi rov vi'oO strrt. Thus o(j.oioi; is unsatisfactory

not only because it does not express complete likeness, but, above all, because it

'

does not express the unity upon which everything depends. The Son cannot, like

human sons, go away from the Father, (de decret. 20) for He is in a more intimate

relation to Him that a human son is to his father; He is connected with the

Father not as an accident of which we might make abstraction (1. c. 12), but as

TO 'ßiov T>5? TTxrptKvtc, v7ro<7rx(T£ui; (Orat. III. 65) or as to 'iSiov rvfc, ova-i'xt; rov

TTxrpöi (frequently in de decret. Orat. I. 22), or as 'iSiov t»j; ova-ixi; rov @eov

yhvyiiJ.x. Athanasius uses the words '''t'Sio^", ''yv^irtoc" frequently; they give the

conception of Son a more extended meaning than it naturally has, so that the Son

may not appear as eSwflev xttacS^ b'l^oio^ and consequently as irepoova-ioi; (de decret.

23). TAe substantial unity of Father and Son is the Jtindainental thought of
Athanasius. Atzberger therefore correctly says (op. cit. p. 117) "There can be no

doubt but that Athanasius conceived of the unity of the Father and the Son as a

numerical unity of substance." In Orat. III. 3 ff. where he puts himself to great

trouble to state the problem that two are equal to one, he says: Ei Kx^erspöv ha-nv

ut; yivwiiMX 6 vt'oi;, xKKx rxlröv strriv w? ©eo?" xxi iv eicriv xvrbi; hxi 6 Trxriip r^

iSioryiri kxi oiKssoniTt t>5? (pva-sui; axi r^ rxvrori^ri TiJ? (jLiXi $i6r>iro^. We cannot

therefore help being astonished (with Zahn p. 20) to find that Athanasius decline.'^

to use the word \j.ovoov(rioc, of the Son (see Expos, fidei 2: ovri vtoTrxropx <Ppo-

voC/x£v w; 01 2a!/3eAA/o/, Kiyovrsi; iMOvoovaiov kxi ovx oiu-oova-tov y.xi ev rovru xvxip-

ovvrei; ro slvxi vtbv); still he always says: jjCixv o'lSxizsv xxi (mov^v ^eoryrx rov

Txrpot;. If the question is raised as to whether Athanasius thought of the Godhead

as a numerical unity or as a numerical duality, the answer is: as a mimericai

unity. The duality is only a relative one—if we may write such an absurdity—

the duality of archetype and type. That the Arians called the Catholics "Sabel-

hans" is expressly stated by Julian of Eclan. (August., op. imperf. V. 25).

1 ®s6rvi(;, ov(rix, vvoa-rxa-i^, ISiorvji; rviQ oIkt'ixc,, ohBionii; rvji; ovarixi; (vTroa-rxa-san;]

are all used by Athanasius in reference to the Godhead as perfectly synonymous.

repe;
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by itself and the Son another substance by itself and that these

two are similarly constituted. This would do away with the

unity of the Godhead. On the contrary, the Father is the

Godhead ; this Godhead, however, contains in it a mystery which

can only be approximately conceived of by men. It conceals

within itself in the form of an independent and self-acting

product something which issues from it and which also possesses

this Godhead and possesses it from all eternity in virtue, not of any

communication, but of nature and origin,—the true and real Son,

the image which proceeds from the substance. There are not two

divine ousias, not two divine hypostases or the like, but one ousia

and hypostasis, which the Father and the Son possess. Thus the

Son is true God, inseparable from the Father and reposing in the

unity of the Godhead, not a second alongside of God, but simply

reflection, express image. Son within the one Godhead which cannot

He had no word by which to describe Father and Son as different subjects, and

indeed he never felt it necessary to seek for any such word. We cannot call

lliorvic, rvic, oia-ixc; anything special; for Athanasius by the very use of the word

ISiöryii asserted the unity of the Father and .Son. 'TxoVtäo-/? and oi/tr/x are

repeatedly described by him as identical; see de decret. 27: de synod. 41; ad

Afros 4; vj $e vTroo'Txaa; ola-ix. S(rrt, xxi oiiSsv «AAo (TiJiJ.xiv6iJ.svov ex^' ^ xi/to to

ov, oTTsp 'IspsiJixt; in?xf%iv ovoijci^si Äsyuv .../! yxp iiTToa-rxo-it; xxi •/! oiia-ix vTrxp^iQ

so-Tiv (so still in the year 370). Tom. ad Antioch. 6: i/toVtao-zv ij.ev /.eyoijsv

•/lyovfj.svoi Txi/Tov slvxi sIttsiv {/tcöo-txo-iv kxi oIktixv. The divine substance is, how-

ever, nothing other than to '6v (pure Being); see ad Afr. I.e. and the decret. 22;

(jodhead is the oIktix xy.xTxÄ>}7rT0Q . . . to- ©ho?, ovSlv STSpov >j rijv ova-ixv xutou

Tov 'ovToi; <rvi(j.xivBi. As opposed to this (pva-t^ is the nature which attaches to the

substance as the complex of its attributes; Athanasius distinguishes it from oltrlx'.

hence the formula often used: kxtx tvjv ola-ixv xxi kxtx Tijv ^va-iv (i?.^., de synod.

4.5) see also Tom. ad Antioch 6, where Athanasius after the words above quoted,

continues: (/.ixv Ss (ppovovij.£v Six to Ik tviq ova-ixi; tov TrxTpo? slvxi tov viov xxi

Six TVjv TXVTÖTvjTX T^t; <pva-£(oq' (mixv yxp ^sötvitx kxi iJ.txv elvxi T>jv txvtvic; (^vtriv

Ki(TTivo{j.ev. Orat. I. 39: The Son is tpva-et kxt' ovirixv txvtx. When, however,

Athanasius asserts the numerical unity of the Ousia of Father, Son, (and Spirit)

he is thinking of it both as being that which we call " substance " and also as

what we call "subject", so that here again, too, what is obscure is not the unity,

but the duality (triad) as in Irenceus. In de synod. 51 the conception of the Ousia

as involving three substances, /.^., a common genus and two co-ordinate " brothers

"

ranged under it, is expressly rejected as 'EAAijvwv ipij.>ive7xi. It is only the one

passage: Expos, fid. 2, (see above) where Athanasius rejects /jovoova-toi;, that betrays

any uncertainty on his part. It stands quite by itself. Otherwise by oua-tx he

lunderstands the individual or single substance which, however, as applied to God,

Ss the fulness of all Being, a view which allows him to think of this substance

ks existing in wonderful conditions and taking on wonderful shapes.
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and ought not to be thought of apart from reflection, express

image, and Son. He has everything that the Father has, for

He actually possesses the ousia of the Father ; He is oy^ooutyiog,
'

of the same substance. Only He is not actually the Father, for

the latter is also His source and root, the Almighty Father,

the only unbegotten principle.
-

1 The meaning of this word will be clear from what was said in the preceding

discussion. It' signified oneness of substance, not likeness of substance, '• unius

substantiae." Father and Son possess in common one and the same substance,

substance in the sense of the totality of all that which they are. This is how

Athanasius always understood the word, as Zahn (op. cit., pp. lo—32) was the

first to point out in opposition to the long current erroneous interpretations of it.

It is in fact equal to rxvrova-io^^ the meaning which the Semiarians also attached

to it (Ephiph. H. 73. 11). Athanasius neither discovered the word, nor had he any

special preference for it ; but he always recognised in it the most fitting expression

wherewith to repel Arians and Eusebians; see on the adoption of the word into

the Nicene Ci-eed and the history of its interpretation, the discussions which follow.

- This is an important point in the Athanasian doctrine and balances in some 1

degree the thoughts comprised in the word " 6i/.oovtrio;." From some passages it

certainly appears as if the statement that the Son has everything in common with

the Father (according to Holy Scripture) except the ha:me of Father (see Orat. III. 4
fin; III. 6; de synod. 48, 49; frequently as in Orat. I. 61, the language is paradox-

,,

ical to the verge of absurdity) expressed a merely nominal distinction between

Father and Son. According to this, He is either identical with the Father, or a

part of the Father's substance, or an attribute of God, or a kind of pendicle
i

which has emanated from the Father; but all these modes of conception were

considered at the time to be " Sabellian "
: they were condemned ali-eady. In order

to escape them or rather because he himself considered them to be false, Athana-

sius in the proper place strongly emphasised the idea that the Father is the entire

monad, that He is the ä:px^ for the Son too, that it is in fact the ousia of the

Father which the Son has received, that thus the conception of the Father as the

sole &ebi TravroxpxTcop maintains the unity of the Godhead. The Father is the

fiix xpx^ (Orat. IV. i) ; there are not two or three Fathers (III. 15); there is sv

slSog 6iöryiT0i;, which is the Father, but to elSot; tovto ia-ri xxi iv tm viSt (1. c.)

;

the Father is 0eo?. He alone is xlroi; 6 ©eo'?, He alone is the unbegotten God
(Expos, fid. I) ; the Son is a yevv^^fMX^ even though He has not come into being.

Accordingly the Father is sufficient for Himself (Orat. II. 41), and vi olcrlx rov

TXTpoi siTTiv xpxfl "xi pi^x Kxi TTif^Jj Tov vi'ov. The '\o(^oova-(Oi''^ does not thus

include any absolute co-ordination. According to Athanasius all men are o^.40o:/<7-/oi

relatively to each other, because they are oiioyevelt; and 6i/,o:pvs7t; (de synod. 52 sq,)

and yet spite of this we find amongst them superiority and subordination. The

same is the case here. Athanasius maintains the inseparable imity of substance of

Father and Son, the unity of the Godhead; but this idea is for him applicable

only in virtue of another, according to which the Father has everything of Him-

self while the Son has everything from the Father. Fathei- and Son^ according to

Athanasius^ are not co-ordinate equal substances^ but rather one single substance^

i
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(4) The language used of Christ in Scripture to express what is

human and belonging to the creature, has, always and only, refer-

ence to the human nature which He took upon Him in order to re-

deem men. Since He who is by nature God took upon Him a body

in order to unite with Himself what is by nature man in order that

the salvation and deification of man might be surely accomplished,

He also along with the body took to Himself human feelings. So

complete, however, is the identity of the humanity of Christ with

the nature of humanity as a whole that we may, according to

Athanasius, refer the statements of Scripture as to a special

endowment and exaltation of Christ, to the whole humanity. '

Complete too, however, was the union of the Son of God with

humanity, which Athanasius, like Arius up to the time of the

ApoUinarian controversy, usually thought of as " Flesh," "vesture

of the Flesh." " Because the body of the Logos was really His

own body—although we must discard the thought of variation,

of change ^—and because this union had become already perfect

in Mary's body, ^ everything that holds good of the flesh holds

which involves the distinction of oipx^ ^^«^ yivvif//«, and thus of principle and

what is deduced^ and in this sense involves a subordination^ \\ hich, however, is not

analogous to the subordioation in which tlie creature stands to God.

1 See Orat. I. 41 : Tjjs xvSpoüTrÖTyirö^ sttiv vj v4'U(7it;^ i.e., not of tlie humanity

of Christ, but of humanity as a whole : c. 42 : When Scripture uses the word

"eX^P'°''''^°'" in reference to what God does to Christ, this is not said of the

Logos, but on our account : Si' iit-ixt; xxt iixsp i^jttwv tovto "kocXiv Ttepl kItov yi-

ypXTTTXI. ÜtTTTSp yxp W? XvipaiTTOQ 6 XpitTTOQ XTTsSxVS XXt V^wiif, OVTOl^ W? XvipOOTTOQ

^eysTxt Äxi^ßxvsiv oTrsp elx^v xet ut; @s6c, Yvx sii; iit-ixi (pixs-yi xxi it TOixvni

ooOs7i7x X^P'i- The human race is thereby enriched, c. 43 : By our kinship with

the body of Christ we too have become a temple of God and are henceforth made

sons of God, so that already in us the Lord is adored. "Therefore hath God
also exalted Him "—this signifies our exaltation.

- So correctly Baur. I have not found Dorner's statement that the presup-

position of a human soul occupies the background of the whole view of Athana-

sius "of the incarnation and redemption as affecting the totality of man " (op. cit. I.

p. 957) to be supported by evidence. From what is alleged by Dorner it merely

follows that Athanasius did not reflect on the subject. Baur, however, meanwhile

goes too far when he expresses the opinion that Athanasius designedly left the

human soul of Christ out of account; on the contrary, by the term "Flesh" he

understood the whole substance of man, (see Orat. III. 30) and did not feel there

was any necessity for studying the question as to the position occupied by the soul.

3 Orat. IV. 31.

^ Orat. IV. 32— - —
.
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good of the Logos also, and this is true of all sufferings even,

—

although He was not affected by them so far as His Godhead
is concerned, '—and Mary is the mother of God. Athanasius

also refers to the incarnate Logos the locus classicus of the

Arians, Prov. VIII. 22, 23, " with which Eustathius of Antioch

likewise occupied himself. ' Finally, Athanasius spoke also of a

Trpoy-oirvj or progress in reference to the incarnate Logos, of an

increase in the manifestation of God in the body of Christ, by
which he means that the flesh was more and more completely

irradiated by the Godhead : rh x'jöpÜTTivov ev rvi (Tocplx Trposy.oTrs'j,'^

(the human advanced in wisdom).

How are the two mutually opposed doctrines to be judged

from the standpoint of history, of reason, and of the Gospel r

Each party charged the other with holding doctrines which

involved contradictions, and, what is of more consequence,

they mutually accused each other of apostasy from Christianity,

although the Arians never advanced this charge with such

energy as the opposite party. We have first of all to ascertain

definitely how much they had in common. Religion and doc-

trine are with botJi tJioroJigJily fused togetJier, ^ and, indeed,

formally considered, the doctrine is the same in both cases,

i.e.s the fundamental conceptions are the same. The doctrine

of the pre-existent Christ, who as the pre-existent Son of God
is Logos, Wisdom, and world-creating Power of God. seems

'to constitute the common basis. Together with this both have

a common interest in maintaining the unity of God and in

1 Orat. I. 45, III. 30-33-

2 Almost the whole second oratioQ against the Arians is devoted to the task

of refuting the use made by them of this passage.

3 Theodoret, H. E. I. 8

^ Orat. III. 53 : Aii^xvovTOi; hv vtXfxla. rov a-wizxroi;, a-vvsTreS/SoTO sv ocvtm xxi m

Tt}? äeOTjjTO? (pxvepaia-it; . . . ro xväpwTTivov TrposxoTrrev, iiTrsfxvxßxlvov icxr' ohiyov rifv

oi)i6pot)7rivyiv (pv(Tiv kxi ^so7roiovfj.svov xxi 'opyxvov TVjq <70\ptxi; TrpoQ tjjv svspysixv tvji;

fifoVi^TO? x«< Ti^v 'ia^xiz'l/iv xbry^ ysvofj-svov,

* Both thus occupy the stage of development which was described in Vol. III.,

pp. 113— 118. We may say meanwhile, and what follows will prove it, that the fusion

of a theoretical doctrine with religion was more thorough in the case of Arianism

than with Athanasius.
"

{\\
„, but rather on^ \;

f
I
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making a sharp distinction between Creator and creature.

Finally, both endeavour to base their doctrines on Scripture

and at the same time claim to have tradition on their side, as

is evident in the case of Arius from the introduction to the

jThalia. Both are, however, convinced that the final word liesj

[with Scripture and not with tradition,
'

I. We cannot understand Arianism unless we consider that

it consists of two entirely disparate parts. It has, first of all,

a Christ who gradually becomes God, who therefore develops

more and. more in moral unity of feeling with God, progresses

and attains his perfection by the divine grace. This Christ is

the Saviour, in so far as he has conveyed to us the divine

doctrine and has given us an example of goodness perfectly

realised in the exercise of freedom. When Arius calls this

Christ Logos it appears as if he did this by way of accommoda-

tion. The conception of Arius here is purely Adoptian. But,

secondly, with this is united a metaphysic which has its basis

solely in a cosmology and has absolutely no connection with

soteriology. This metaphysic is dominated by the thought of

the antithesis of the one, inexpressible God, a God remote from

the world, and the creature. The working-out of this thought

accordingly perfectly corresponds with the philosophical ideas

of the time and with the one half of the line of thought

pursued by Origen. In order that a creation may become
possible at all, a spiritual being must first be created which

can be the means whereby a spiritual-material world can be

created. This cannot be the divine reason itself, but only the

most complete image of the divine reason stamped on a created,

freely acting, independent being. With this we have arrived

at the Neo-platonic origination. Whether in order to find a

means of transition to the world we are to speak of "God,
the essential vovs of God, the created Logos," or " God, the

created Logos, the world-spirit," or are to arrange the terms in

some other way, is pretty much a matter of indifference, and

to all appearance Arius laid little stress on this. It is the

philosophical triad, or duad, such as we meet with in Philo,

Numenius, Plotinus etc. These created beings which mediate

between God and the creature are, however, according to Arius,
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to be adored, i.e., it is only as a cosviologist that he is a strict

monotheist, while as a theologian lie is a polytJieist. This again

perfectly corresponds to the dominant Hellenic view. Arius in

fact occupies a place, so to speak, on the extreme left, for the

energetic way in which he emphasises the thought that the

second ousia has been created out of the free will of God,

that it is foreign to the substance of God, that as a creaturely

substance it is capable of change and definable, and, above all,

the express assertion that this "Logos" and "Son" is "Logos"
and "Son" merely nominally, that in no sense whatever is an

emanation or anything of that kind to be thought of here, but

simply a creation, is surprising even in the sphere of Hellenic

philosophy. That this created Logos which made possible the

further creation has appeared in Jesus Christ and has in human
vesture developed into God and has therefore not been lowered,

but on the contrary has been exalted by His being man, is

accordingly what constitutes the uniting thought between the

two parts of the system.

In the other case, as here, the expressions " pre-existent Son
of God," "Logos," "Wisdom" are plainly only an accom-

modation. They are unavoidable, but not necessary, in fact

they create difficulties. It clearly follows from this, however,

that the doctrine of Origen does not constitute the basis of

the system—in so far as its Christology is concerned—and that

what it has in common with the orthodox system is not what

is really characteristic of it, but is on the contrary what is

secondary. The Arian doctrine has its root in Adoptianism, in

the doctrine of Lucian of Samosata, ' as is proved, above all, by

the strong emphasis laid on the creaturehood of the Redeemer
and by the elimination of a human soul. We know what

signification this had for Origen. Where it is wanting we can

no longer speak of Origenism in the full meaning of the word.

But it is correct that the cosmological-causal point of view of

Origen, this one side of his compHcated system, was appropriated

' See above p. 3, and in arlditiou Äthan. Orat. III. 51 : The view of Lucian

of Samosata is the idea of the pure creaturehood and humanity of the Redeemer ji

T5) [Liv SvvxjjLsi axi viJt.e7g <Ppcvs7TS, röJ at ovoi^xti (zovcv xpvsla-^s Six roiic, xvopwTrou;.

This is no mere trick of logic, aUhough the alleged motive of the correction of the

Adoptianist doctrine is assuredly incorrectly described.
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1

by Arius, that is by Lucian. Meanwhile it has to be added that

it was not pecuHar to Origen. He made an effort to get beyond

it; he balanced the causal-cosmological point of view, according

to which the Logos is a heavenly -/.Tiiu^x, by the soteriological,

according to which He is the essential and recognisable image

of the Father, which constitutes an essential unity with the

Father. Of this there is nothing in Arius.

'

Arianism is a Jiew doctrhie in the Church ; it labours under

quite as many difficulties as any other earlier Christological

doctrine ; it is, finally, in one important respect, really Hellenism

which is simply tempered by the constant use of Holy Scripture.

It is a new doctrine ; for not only is the frank assertion of the

creaturehood and changeableness of the Logos in this sharply

defined form, new, spite of Origen, Dionysius Alex., Pierius and

so on, but, above all, the emphatic rejection of any essential

connection of the Logos with the Father. The images of the

source and the brook, the sun and the light, the archetype and

the type, which are almost of as old standing in the Church as

the Logos-doctrine itself, are here discarded. This, however,

simply means that the Christian Logos- and Son-of-God-doctrine

has itself been discarded. Only the old names remain. But new
too, further, is the combination of Adoptianism with the Logos-

cosmology, and if the idea of two distinct Logoi and two Wis-

doms is not e.xactly new, it is a distinction which had never

before this been permitted.

Athanasius exposed the inner difficulties and contradictions,

and in almost every case we may allow that he has right on

his side. A son who is no son, a Logos who is no Logos, a

monotheism which nevertheless does not exclude polytheism,

two or three ousias which are to be revered, while yet only

07ie of them is really distinct from the creatures, an indefinable

being who first becomes God by becoming man and who is

yet neither God nor man, and so on. In every single point

we have apparent clearness while all is hollow and formal, a

boyish enthusiasm for playing with husks and shells, and a

^ We do not know whether or not Arius appealed to Origen. The later Arians

undoubtedly quoted him in support of their views ; they seem, however, to have

appealed most readily to Dionysius of Alex. See Äthan, de sentent. Dionysii.

ji
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childish self-satisfaction in the working out of empty syllogisms. '

This had not been learned from Origen, who always had facts

and definite ends in view when he speculated.

But all this might be put up with if only this doctrine were in-

any way designed to shew how communion with God is arrived

at through Christ. This is what we must necessarily demand
;

for what the ancient Church understood by "redemption" was
in part a physical redemption of a very questionable kind, and

it would not necessarily have been anything to be regretted if

anyone had emancipated himself from this "redemption." But

one has absolutely nowhere the impression that Arius and his

friends are in their theology concerned with communion with

God. Their doctrina de CJiristo has nothing whatever to do

with this question. The divine which appeared on earth is not

the Godhead, but one of its creations. God Himself remains

unknown. Whoever expresses adherence to the above proposi-

tions and does this with unmistakable satisfaction, stands up

for the unique nature of God, but does this, however, only that

he may not endanger the uniformity of the basis of the world,

and otherwise is prepared to worship besides this God other

" Gods " too, creatures that is ; whoever allows religion to dis-

appear in a cosmological doctrine and in veneration for a heroic

teacher, even though he may call him "perfect creature,"

z-s7fy.:X Ts?.sic'j, and revere in him the being through whom this

world has come to be what it is, is, so far as his religious way
of thinking is concerned, a Hellenist, and has every claim to be

highly valued by Hellenists.
"'

The admission that the Arians succeeded in getting a grasp

of certain features in the historical Christ presented to us by

the New Testament, cannot in any way alter this judgment.

In this matter they were far superior to their opponents ; but

they were absolutely unable to make any religious use of what

they perceived. They speak of Christ as Paul of Samosata

does, but by foisting in behind the Christ who was exalted to

be Lord, the half divine being, logos-creature, /Jyoc-xri^fjcx,

' See the tractate of Aetius preserved in Epiphanius; but the older Arians had

already acted in the same way.
- There are some good remarks on Arianism in Kaufmann, Deutsche Cleschichte I.,

pp. 232, 234; also in Richter, Weström. Reich, p. 537.
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they deprived the most valuable knowledge they had of all

practical value. Paul could say in a general way : rx zpxTC-J-

,u£yx Tx hoy^ rijc ^v^scc: cvz f%f/ £7rxiyoy rx Ss 'jyj7ei ^i?Jxs

xpxro-Jy.£yx vTrspxr^drxi (what was accomplished by the Logos

of nature deserves no praise, but what was accomplished in the

state of love is to be praised exceedingly). Such a statement

was made impossible for the Arians by the introduction of

cosmological speculation. What dominates Paul's whole view

of the question— namely, the thought that the unity of love and

feeling is the most abiding unity, scarcely ever finds an echo

amongst the Arians, for it is swallowed up by that philosophy

which measures worth by duration in time and thinks of a

half-eternal being as being nearer God than a temporal being

who is filled with the love of God. We cannot therefore

finally rate very high the results of the rational exegesis of

christological passages as given by the Arians; they do not

use them to shew that Jesus was a man whom God chose for

Himself or that God was in the man Jesus, but, on the contrary,

in order to prove that this Jesus was no complete God. Nor

can we put a high value on their defence of monotheism either,

for they adored creatures. What is alone really valuable, is the

energetic emphasis they lay on freedom, and which they adopted

from Origen, but even it has no religious significance.

Had the Arian doctrine gained the victory in the Greek-

speaking world, it would in all probability have completely

ruined Christianity, that is, it would have made it disappear in

cosmology and morality and would have annihilated religion in

the religion. " The Arian Christology is inwardly the most unstable,

and dogmatically the most worthless, of all the Christologies to

be met with in the history of dogma." ' Still it had its mission.

The Arians made the transition from heathenism to Christianity

easier for the large numbers of the cultured and half-cultured

whom the policy of Constantine brought into the Church. They
imparted to them a view of the Holy Scriptures and of

Christianity which could present no difficulty to any one at that

period. The Arian monotheism was the best transition from

polytheism to monotheism. It asserted the truth that there is

1 Schultz, Gottheit Christi, p. 65.
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one supreme God with whom nothing can be compared, and

thus rooted out the crude worship of many gods. It con-

structed a descending divine triad in which the cultured were 1 no

ti2
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able to recognise again the highest wisdom of their philo-

sophers. It permitted men to worship a demiurge together with

the primal substance, 7rpÜT-/i o-j7ix; it taught an incarnation

of this demiurge and, on the other hand again, a tJieopoiesis^

and was able skilfully to unite this with the worship of Christ

in the Church. It afforded, in the numerous formulae which

it coined, interesting material for rhetorical and dialectic exer-

cises. It quickened the feeling of freedom and responsibility I

and led to discipline, and even to asceticism. And finally, it

handed on the picture of a divine hero who was obedient

even to death and gained the victory by suffering and patience,

and who has become a pattern for us. When transmitted along

with the Holy Scriptures, it even produced a living piety '

amongst Germanic Christians, if it also awakened in them the

very idea to which it had originally been specially opposed,

the idea of a theogony. What was shewn above—namely,
that the doctrine was new, is to be taken ctnn grano salt's:

elements which were present in the teaching of the Church

from the very beginning got here vigorous outward expression

and became supreme. The approval the doctrine met with

shews how deeply rooted they were in the Church. We cannot

but be astonished at the first glance to find that those who
sought to defend the whole system of Origen partly sided with

Arius and partly gave him their patronage. But this fact ceases

to be striking so soon as we consider that the controversy

very quickly became so acute as to necessitate a decision for

or against Arius. But the Origenists, moreover, had a very

strong antipathy to everything that in any way suggested ., 1

" Sabellianism "
; for SabeUianism had no place for the pursuit s J

of Hellenic cosmological speculation, i.e., of scientific theology. ' i!

Their position with regard to the doctrine of Athanasius was

thereby determined. They would rather have kept to their rich
^^

supply of musty formulae, but they were forced to decide for Arius. e

1 The figure of Ulfilas vouches for this; his confession of faith (Hahn, § 126) '

|1

is the only Arian one which is not polemical. I'
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II. Nothing can more clearly illustrate the perverse state of

the problem in the Arian-Athanasian controversy than the

notorious fact that the man who saved the character of Chris-

tianity as a religion of living fellowship with God, was the man
from whose Christology almost every trait which recalls the

historical Jesus of Nazareth was erased. Athanasius undoubt-

edly retained the most important feature—namely, that Christ

promised to bring men into fellowship with God. But while he

subordinated everything to this thought and recognised in

redemption a communication of the divine nature, he reduced

the entire historical account given of Christ to the belief that

the Redeemer shared in the nature and unity of the Godhead
itself, and he explained everything in the Biblical documents

in accordance with this idea.' That which Christ is and is for

us, is the Godhead; in the Son we have the Father, and in

what the Son has brought, the divine is communicated to us.

This fundamental thought is not new, and it corresponds with

a very old conception of the Gospel. It is not new, for it was

never wanting in the Church before the time of Athanasius.

The Fourth Gospel, Ignatius, Irenaeus, Methodius, the so-called

Modalism and even the Apologists and Origen—not to mention

the Westerns—prove this; for the Apologists, and Origen too,

in what they say of the Logos, emphasised not only His dis-

tinction from the Father, but also His unity with the Father.

The Samosatene had also laid the whole emphasis on the unity,

although indeed he was not understood." But not since the days

in which the Fourth Gospel was written do we meet with any-

1 Anyone, on the other hand, who, like Arius, held to the idea of a developing

and struggling Christ was not able to conceive of Him as Redeemer, but only as

teacher and example. This was the situation: the Bible accounts of Christ did not

favour and establish the sole idea which was held at the time regarding fellowship

with God and redemption, but, on the contrary, they interfered with it.

" Athanasius always appealed to the collective testimony of the Church in support

of the doctrine which he defended. In the work, de decret, 25 sq., he shews that

the words \x, rif? ova-tizi and 6(jioova'ioc, were not discovered by the Nicene Fathers,

lut, on the contrary, had been handed down to them. He appeals to Theognostus, to

" '^ ^. two Dionysii and Origen, to the latter with the reservation that in his case

t is necessary to distinguish between what he wrote yvnvxa-Tinüc; and what he

rote of a positive character. It is one of the few passages in which he has

t lught of Origen.
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one with whom the conviction is so definite, thought out with

such an assurance of victory, expressed so strongly and so

simply, and of such an absolute kind, as it is with Athana-

sius. All the rest by introducing qualifying thoughts in some

way or other, brought an element of uncertainty into their

feeling of its truth, and impaired its strength. That in the age

of Constantine during the greatest revolution which the Church

has experienced and which was so fraught with consequences,

the faith represented by Athanasius Avas confessed with such

vigour, is what saved the Christian Church. Its faith would

probably have got entirely into the hands of the philosophers,

its confession would have become degraded or would have been

turned into an imperial official decree enjoining the worship of

the "clear-shining Godhead", if Athanasius had not been there

and had not helped those who shared his views to make a

stand and inspired them with courage.

But at the beginning of the Fourth Century the form of ex-

pression for the belief in the unity of the eternal Godhead and

its appearance in Jesus Christ was already sketched out. It

was as little allowable to think of a unity of living feeling, of

will and aim alone, as of the perfect identification of the persons.

The doctrines of the pre-existing Son of God, of the eternal

Logos, but, above all, the view that everything valuable is

accomplished in the 7iature only, of which feeling and will are

an annex, were firmly established. Athanasius in making use

of these presuppositions in order to express his faith in the

Godhead of Christ, i.e., in the essential unity of the Godhead

in itself with the Godhead manifested in Christ, fell into an

abyss of contradictions.

Unquestionably the old Logos doctrine too, and also Arianism,

strike us to-day as being full of contradictions, but it was

Athanasius who first arrived at the contradictio in adjecto in the

full sense of the phrase. That the Godhead is a numerical

unity, but that nevertheless Son and Father are to be dis-

tinguished within this unity as two— this is his view. He teaches

that there is only one unbegotten principle, but that never-

theless the Son has not come into being. He maintains that

the Divine in Christ is the eternal "Son", but that the Son

fe
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is as old as the Father. This Son is not to be thought of

either as created, or as an attribute of God, or as an emana-

tion or a part of God, and is therefore something wholly in-

definable. The thought of a theogony is rejected as emphati-

cally as that of a creation, and yet the thought of an active

attribute is not in any sense to be entertained. The Father is

perfect for Himself and is sufficient for Himself; indeed, although

Father and Son have one substance, in the sense of a single

nature, in common, still the Father alone is "the God", and

is the principle and root of the Son also. Quot verba, tot

scandala

!

Whatever involves a complete contradiction cannot be correct,

and everyone is justified in unsparingly describing the contra-

diction as such. This the Arians sufficiently did, and in so far

as they assumed that a contradiction cannot be seriously

accepted by anyone, and that therefore the view of Athanasius

must at bottom be Sabellian, they were right. Two generations

and more had to pass before the Church could accustom itself

to recognise in the complete contradiction the sacred privilege

of revelation. There was, in fact, no philosophy in existence

possessed of formulae which could present in an intelligible

shape the propositions of Athanasius. What he called at one

time Ousia and at another Hypostasis, was not an individual

substance in the full sense of the word, but still less was it a

generic conception.

If anything is clear, it is the fact that the thought of Atha-

nasius—namely, the unity of the Godhead which rested in and

appeared in Christ, could not be expressed under the traditional

presuppositions of the pre-existing Son of God and the personal

Logos existing from all eternity. We have here to do with the

most important point in the whole question. The very same series

i of ideas which created the most serious difficulties for the

Arians and which have been shewn to occupy a secondary place

t, in their system, seriously hamper the doctrinal utterances of

P Athanasius ; namely, the Logos doctrine of Origen and the

I cosmological-metaphysical conceptions which form the back-

{ ground of statements regarding an historical person. The
Arians required to have a created being, created before the
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world, changeable, of the same nature as men, for their Christ,

and had to banish all other determinations from their concep-

tion, and so they could not make use of the Logos of Philo

and the Apologists ; Athanasius required a being who was

absolutely nothing else than the Godhead, and so the Logos

referred to did not in any sense fit in with his doctrine. /;/

botJi cases the combined Logos doctrine of Philo and Origen

zvas the disturbing elejnent. And at bottom,—though unfortu-

nately not actually, '—they both discarded it ; Arius when he

distinguishes between the Logos nuncnpativus which Christ is,

and the actual Logos of God; Athanasius when he banishes

the world-idea from the content of the substance which he

adores in Christ. In the view of Arius, Christ belongs in every

sense to the world, i.e., to the sphere of created things; in

that of Athanasius he belongs in every sense to God, whose

substance He shares.

Arius and Athanasius both indeed occupy the standpoint of

the theology of Origen which no one could now abandon ; but

their religious and theological interests do not originate in it.

In the gnosis of Origen everything spiritual stands to God in

a two-fold relation ; it is His created work and yet it is at the

same time His nature. This holds good in a pre-eminent sense

of the Logos, which comprises all that is spiritual in itself and

connects the graduated spheres of the spiritual substances,

which, like it, have an eternal duration, with the supreme God-

head. To this idea corresponds the thought that the creatures

are free and that they viust return from their state of estrange

ment and their Fall to their original source. Of this we find

nothing either in Arius or in Athanasius. In the case of the

former, the sober Aristotelian philosophy on the one hand

reacts against this fundamental thought, and on the other, the

tradition of the Christ who is engaged in a conflict, who in-

creases and progresses towards perfection. In the case of

1 They were not able, and did not dare, to discard it actually, because of

John I. I f., on account of the Church tradition, and because of the scientific

views of the time. As regards Athanasius, we have to keep in mind his idea of

the Father as the p/^as of the Son, and his other idea, according to which the

world was actually made by the Son.
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Athanasius what reacts against it is the ancient belief of the

Church in the Father, the Almighty Creator of all things, and

in the Son in whom the Father reveals Himself and has stooped

to hold fellowship with man.

It is thus not the case that the gnosis of Origen was simply

halved between Arius and Athanasius ; on the contrary, it under-

went a fundamental correction in the teaching of both. But it

was no longer possible to avoid the '^vis inertiie'' of the gnosis

of Origen, the contrary formulae which were held together by
the idea of the Logos-cosmology as the basis for Christology.'

And now the question was which of the two was to be adopted,

the hogos-y.ria-f/.x or the 'Logos-of/^oov7isg formula. The former freed

from the latter was indeed deprived of all soteriological content,

but was capable of intelligent and philosophical treatment

—

namely, rational-logical treatment; the latter taken exclusively,

even supposing that the distinction between the Son and the

Father and the superiority of the Father were maintained in

connection with it, simply led to an absurdity.

Athanasius put up with this absurdity; "' without knowing it he

made a still greater sacrifice to his faith—the historical Christ.

It was at such a price that he saved the rehgious conviction

that Christianity is the religion of perfect fellowship with God,

from being displaced by a doctrine which possessed many lofty

qualities, but which had no understanding of the inner essence

of religion, which sought in religion nothing but "instruction,"

and finally found satisfaction in an empty dialectic.

1 Dionysius of Alexandria was a genuine pupil of Origen, for he was equally

prepared to maintain the other side of the system of Origen, when his namesake

pointed out to him that by his one-sided emphasising of the one side, he had lost himself

in highly questionable statements. Eusebius of Caesarea took up the same position.

- The Nicene Creed sanctioned it. One of its most serious consequences was

"lat from this time onward Dogmatics were for ever separated froni clear thinking

ud defensible conceptions, and got accustomed to what was anti-rational. Tlie

.nti-rational—not indeed at once, but soon enough—came to be considered as the

' aracteristic of the sacred. As there was everywhere a desire for mysteries, the

octrine seemed to be the true mystery just because it was the opposite of the

lear in the sphere of the profane. Even clear-headed men like the later members
f the school of Antioch were no longer able to escape from absurdity. The
omplete contradiction involved in the 'Oizoova-toi; drew a whole host of contra-

ictions after it, the further thought advanced.

1
4
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It was intended that the General Church-Council which was
summoned by the Emperor to meet at Nica;a should, besides

settling some other important questions, compose the controversy

which already threatened to produce division amongst the

Eastern bishops.' It met in the year 325, in summer apparently.

There were present about 300 (250, 270) bishops, hardly so

many as 318 as asserted by Athanasius at a later time; the

correctness of this latter number is open to suspicion. The
West was very poorly represented ;

" the Roman bishop was

not there, but he had sent two presbyters. The most impor-

tant of the Eastern bishops were present. It is not clear how
the business was arranged and conducted. We do not know
who presided, whether Eustathius, Eusebius of Caesarea, or

Hosius. It is undoubted, however, that Hosius exercised a very

important influence in the Council. The Emperor at first gave

the Council a free hand,^ though he at once put a stop to

private wrangling, and he energetically interfered at the most

decisive moment, and in the character of a theologian inter-

preted himself the formula to be adopted.'' We may assume

that at first he reckoned on the possibility that the Council

would itself find some formula of agreement. He had, however,

resolved, under the influence of Hosius, that in the case of

this not being successfully carried out, he would enforce the

formula which Hosius had agreed upon with Alexander. As

1 For the sources and the litei-ature referring to the Council of Nice see

Herzog's R-Encykl., Vol. X. 2, p. 530 ff. The accounts are meagre and frequently

self-contradictory. We do not yet possess an exhaustive study of the subject. In

what follows the main points only can be dealt with. I must renounce the idea

of giving hei'e the detailed reasons in support of the views I hold. See Gwatkin, p. 36 ff.

- No one was present from Britain; though there were probably bishops from,

Illyria, Dacia, Italy, Gaul, Spain, Africa and also a Persian bishop. Eusebius

(Vita III. 8) compares the meeting with that described in Acts II.

3 Sozom. I. 185 we certainly cannot form any clear pictui-e of what took placc-

from the account given in this passage. r

1 This follows from the letter of Eusebius of Caesarea to his Church (Theodoret,

H. E. I. 11), which we may regard as trustworthy in connection with this matter.

Eusebius there distinguishes quite plainly two parties; (i) the party to which he

himself belongs and (2) the party which he introduces with " 01 Ss " (0/ Ss Ttpo-

<t)ocasi Tv5? rov 6iJ,oov<7iov TTpocrS^x^i; Tt^vSs Ttjv ypxcpijv 7re7roiJiKxa-iv, the Nicene Creed

follows) and which he does not describe in more definite terms than by "-xvTOt"

{kcci Sil TXvTiii TJ){ ypxipj^i VTr' xiiTÜv vTrxyopsvdsia-iig).

!
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1

regards the composition of the Council, the view expressed by

the Macedonian Sabinus of Heraclea (Socr. I. 8), that the

majority of the bishops were uneducated, is confirmed by the

astonishing results. The general acceptance of the resolution

come to by the Council is intelligible only if we presuppose

that the question in dispute was above most of the bishops.'

Of the "cultured" we have to distinguish three parties—namely,

Arius and the Lucianists, who had Eusebius of Nicomedia for

their leader; the Origenists, the most important man amongst

whom was Eusebius of Caesarea, who was already highly

•celebrated
;

"' and Alexander of Alexandria with his following,

to which the few Westerns also belonged.^ The Arians came

to the Council confident of victory; as yet nothing was pre-

judged; the Bishop of Nicaea himself was on their side and

they had relations with the Court.

All were apparently at one in thinking that the Council could

not break up without establishing a standard of doctrine,

(-/Vr;^, fjixö'/jfjtoi.) Those in the East possessed neither a uniform

nor a sufficiently authoritative symbol by which the controversy

could be settled. The Lucianists accordingly—who may have

been about twenty in number, not more at any rate—produced,

after deliberation, a confession of faith which was communicated

by Eusebius of Nicomedia and embodied their doctrine in un-

ambiguous terms. They did this without having previously come
to an understanding with the Origenists. This was a tactical

blunder. The great majority of the bishops rejected this rule

of faith which was decisively in favour of Arianism/ Even
the "Conservatives" must have been unpleasantly affected by

the naked statement of the Arian doctrinal system. The sup-

1 With the exception of the bishops whom their contemporaries and our earhest

informants have mentioned by name, there do not seem to have been any capable

men at the Council.

- It is worthy of note that Eusebius in the letter just cited does not introduce

the Arians as a special party, but merely hints at their existence. The middle

party stood, in fact, very near to them.

3 Athanasius (de decret. 19 sq. ad Afros 5, 6, de synod. 33—41) mixes up the

two opposition-parties together.

* See Theodoret I. 6 : fin. ; he relies upon the account of Eustathius. In addition

lAthanas., Encycl. ad epp. --Egypt 13, de decret. 3.
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porters of Arius were now in the greatest perplexity owing to
!

the unforeseen turn which events had taken. In order to be able

to keep their position at the Council at all, they, with the

exception of two who remained firm, withdrew this sketch of

their doctrine, and now made up their minds to follow the lead

of the Origenists in order to secure at least something. Eusebius

of Caesarea now came to the front. No one was more learned

than he; no one was more intimately acquainted with the

teaching of the Fathers. He had good reason to hope that

he would be able to speak the decisive word. If there was a

general conviction that in everything it was necessary to abide

by the ancient doctrine of the Church, then there seemed to

be no one more fitted to define that ancient doctrine than the

great scholar who was also, moreover, in the highest favour

with the Emperor. His formulae were, "the created image",

"the reflection originating in the will", "the second God"
etc/ He could, if needful, have accepted the Arian formulae ; those

of Alexander he could not adopt, for he saw in them the

dreaded Sabellianism which meant the death of theological

science. Eusebius accordingly laid a creed before the Council.

-

He was convinced that all could and must unite on the basis

supplied by it, and as a matter of fact no better conciliatory

formula could be imagined."^ Still Eusebius considered it neces-

^ See the characteristic passage Demonstr. IV^. 3 : -^ //^v avyi; oh y.xrx Trpoxipsa-iv

rov (pwToi; sk\x(j.7:si. nxroi ri Se t»?? oIktixz a-vizßsßyiKot; xxuptij'rov. 6 St vidi; xxtx

yvui-iviv xctl 7rpoxtf)£(rtv slxuv vTriimi tov TrxrpoQ. ßovÄyiSeiQ yxp 6 ©fo? ysyovsv viov 1

TTXTijp xxi tpä? SsuTspov KXTX xxvTX ixvTci xHpüii^otWfASvov ii7rs<rTvt(rxT0. '

- According to Eustathius (in Theodoret I. 7) the creed of the strict Arians was '

composed by Eusebius of Nicomedia; at least I think that it must be the latter

who is referred to in what is said in that passage : w? Je e^viTS~iro Tv\t; Tr/o-rsuQ 6

TpoTTOQ, svxpyiji IJ.BV 's^syx"'^ '^° ypxi^Liix riit; Eua-sß/ov TrpovßxÄÄsro ßÄxi7ipvij/.ixi;. stti

TTXVTCtlV SI XVXyVUHT^i-J XVTIKX >7\J(i(pOpXV /LigV XtTTX^liyiTOV TVJi eKTpOTT^g SVEXX T07?

uiiTyixöott; Trpov^svei, xla-x^'^'iv h^xvi^xecTTOv r!i ypx^xvTi 7rxpe7x^v. It is impossible r

that it can be the ci-eed of Eusebius of Csesarea which is referred to here, for the ;

latter (1. c. I. 11) expressly notes that his creed after having been communicated
^

to the Council was substantially accepted. Whether we have a right to call the

creed which he produced simply " Baptismal Creed of the Church of Csesarea,"

is to me' questionable, judging from the introduction to it given in the letter to

his Church.

•* The creed is contained in the letter of Eusebius to his Church. See Theodoret I. i

:

Tll<7TiV0lMiV £1^ SVX ®£0V 7rXT£pX TXVTOKpXTCpX, TOV TÜV XTTXVTitlV CpXTÜV r£ Kxl
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sary to tack on to it an anti-Sabellian addition.' According to

Eusebius the Creed was unanimously pronounced orthodox, -

still the imperial will already made its influence felt here. The
Arians were doubtless well pleased to get off on these terms.

But Alexander and his following demanded a perfectly plain

rejection of Arianism. They went about it in an extremely

adroit fashion inasmuch as they accepted the basis of the Creed

of Caesarea, but demanded that its terms should be made more
precise. We know from Eusebius himself that the Emperor
sided with them, and so far as he was concerned resolved to

incorporate in the Creed the word ^'oij.oov'jioi;'', which was sug-

gested to him by Hosius.'* But the matter was not settled by
the mere insertion of a word. It was pointed out that the

Creed of Caesarea contained formulae which might favour the

Arian view. Its supporters were already put in the position of

defendants. Accordingly, the Alexandrian party presented a

very carefully constructed doctrinal formula which was repre-

sented as being a revised form of the Creed of Caesarea ^ and

«opxTwv Ttoi^TVjv^ >i«t si^ 'dvx xvpiov ^It^o-oSv XpitTTÖv, Tov Tov @£ov ^6yov, @söv £X

@£0V, ipUi SK ipUTO^, ^wilV BK ^CiOil^, VlOV fJLOVOySV^, 77pOlTOTOKOV 'XXtTif^ KTlfftUC;, TTpO

TTxvToiv TÜV actclivciiv ex TOV TTXTpb^ ysysvvitiJ.svov^ St'' ov xxi eyivsro tx tocvtx, tov

Six TVfv iffieripxv a-uiTvipixv a-xpxcoöevTX xxi iv xv&pwxoii 7roÄiT£v<rxi/.£v6v xxi ttxSövtx

HXt XVX(7TXVTX Tyj TpiT^ YlJ-SpX HXt XVSäSÖVTX TTpOi; TOV TXTSpX XXt '^^OVTX TTXÄIV SV

5oS}) xp7vxi ^wvTxg XXI vexpovi, xxi it^ 'iv Trvsv/^x xyiov.

* TovTwv SKxa-TOv ehxt xxi vTTxpx^'v TTia-TSvovTe^, xxTepx xX^jSivüi; TrxTspx, xxi

viov x^tjöivü^ viöv, TTveviix TS xytov xÄyjSivcSi; TTveüfix xyiov, xxöx xxi 6 xvpto^ vhjlüv

xttoittsXXmv sii; to Kvipvyiix toik; sxvtov lixiijTxi; sItts- Matt. XXVIII. ig follows.

TxvTvii; t/4»' iifjiouv IxTshiirviz xtj; TritTTBUi; oi/Ssit; vxpviv xvTi^oytxi; totto/;, «AA'

uItOZ TS VpÜTO^ ösOipl^ea-TXTOg Vi(jLÜV ßxa-tÄevQ OpäÖTXTX TSpieX^'V xItvjV SlJLXpTV-

pifi^sv. Ol/T« TB xxi iavTov <ppcvs7v (TVvctjfj.o^6y^(re' xxi txvt^ Toi/g ttxvtx^ avyxxTX-
Tiie<rdxi, v7roypx<peiv tb rolg S6yizx(rt xxi irviz<paiv£7v TovToii xt/To7(; Trxpsxs^svSTO (I. ii).

ä According to Eusebius, however, the Emperor hinrself added an interpretation

of the 'Otzoova-iot;. We read in the letter of Eusebius, immediately after the words
cited in the foregoing note: evo? (j.övou TrpoasyypxipsvToi; fvuxxroe; tov '0//oot/5-/oy,

Ö xxi xvTOi; vipfiviveva-e ^sytcv OTt (j-i^ xxtx acü(j.xT<i}v ttx^i XiyoiTO 'Ofzoova-ioi;^ ovts

KXTX SlXipS(riV, OVTS XXTX TIVX XXOTOfJiilV Ix TOV TTXTpO^ VTTOtTTyjVXI . . . SsiOl^ Ss XXI

XTTopp^TOti Xoyoiq Trpotj-^xei tx toixvtx voiiv. The word is thus only intended to

express the mystery!

* Eusebius in an ill-concealed tone of reproach says ol Ss (?.<?., the Alexandrians)

7rpo(pxa'ei tj5? tov 'Oix.oov(rtov rrpoird^xiiq TvivSe tjjv ypxipijv (i.e.^ the Nicene Creed)

TTtxoivixxvi, that is, they have corrected my proposed creed not only here but

in other passages also.
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in which some think they can recognise, in addition to the

contributions of the Alexandrians, the hand of Eustathius of

Antioch and of Makarius of Jerusalem.' (i) In place of xTrxi^rxv

opocrccv etc., ("of all seen things whatsoever"), there was put by

preference TrJivrccy opizruy ("of all seen things"), in order to ex-

clude the creation of the Son and Spirit ;

' (2) in place of the

Logos at the beginning of the second article, the "Son'' zt>as

put, so that all that follows refers to the Son-f (3) the words

(diov iy, &£0u ("God of God") were extended to yei/vyjösyrx sv.

Tov TTxrpoc fxcvoysvij Ssov iz &£0v ("begotten of the Father only

begotten God of God "), but in the final discussion, however,

between fzovcysy/j and ©fcV the words rovr" srrh ez T>jg ov7ix^

rod 7ra,Tpos ("that is of the substance of the Father") were

further inserted, because it was observed that otherwise the

opposition party might be able to put their doctrine into the

proposition;^ (4) the unsatisfactory descriptions ^wvjv ix v^'^r

("life of life"), Trpccrorozoy ttcco-ZjC ktiosccc ("the first-born of every

creature"), Trpo vrizurccv a^lüvccv sz tov Trocrpoq ysysyv'/JijAyov ("be-

gotten of the Father before all ages"), before IC ov, etc, were

deleted, and in their place the following was put : Qsov tkhvi^iyh

sz @£0~j d?.>jÖiyov, ysTJViUvTX^ ou TrQiYidhrx, "hi" oii rx Trxyrx ^yhsro

("true God of true God, begotten, not made, by whom all

things were"). At this point, however, a further insertion was

made, and this once more in the course of the discussion itself,

"

at what too was not at all a suitable place—namely, after

" TTOiyiöeyrx" ("made"), the words ofzoo'j7ioy t:1- ^r^r;/ (" of the

same substance with the Father"), because it was observed that

none of the other terms excluded the Arian evasions; (5) the

indefinite iy dyöpccTroig TroÄirsvTxy.sycy (" having lived amongst

men") was replaced by the definite "syxyöpccTr-Jio-xyrx ("having

I See Hoi't., 1. c, p. 59 and my article in Herzog, R.-Eucyklop., Vol. VIII,, p. 214 ft".

- See Gvvatkin, p. 41.

3 The "Logos" is wholly absent from the Nicene Creed; after what has been

adduced above this will cause as little astonishment as the fact that neither Atha-

nasians nor Arians took any offence at its exclusion.

» See on this what is told us by Athanasius, 1. c. The clumsy position of the

words which mutilate the conception fj-ovoysvii ©eov, further proves that they are

an insertion made at the very last.

'^ See Athanasius, 1. c.
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become incarnate"); and (6) finally, in order to exclude all

ambiguity, the condemnation of the Arian catchwords was

added on to this.'

The opposition parties did not yield without debates, in which

the Emperor himself took part." We do not know the details

of the discussions, but we gather from the accounts of Athana-

sius that the Eusebians made still further proposals of a concili-

atory kind and attempted to produce new catchwords.' The

nature of their objections to the Alexandrian outline of doctrine

may be gathered from the irenic explanation which Eusebius

gave to his Church in Caesarea as well as from the objec-

tions which later on were brought against the Nicene Creed.

They fought against iy, Ty,: o-j7ixc ("of the substance") and

o[j,oov(Tic: because (i) they believed they saw in these words a

materialising of the Godhead, which made it a composite sub-

stance comprising emanations or parts ; because (2) they could

not help seeing in the oy.oov7io? a Sabellian definition too, and

because (3) the words did not occur in Holy Scripture. This

last reason was specially decisive. In many parts of the Church

there was still a shrinking from the definite adoption of un-

biblical terms for the expression of the Faith. ^ In addition to

> The doctrinal formula in accordance with this was worded as follows. (The

differences above discussed between it and the Creed of Caesarea are to be explained

as the result of the influence exercised by the Jerusalem and Antiocliian Creed).

The textual proofs are enumerated in Walch, Bibl. symb., p. 75 sq., Hahn, § 73,

74, and Hort. 1. c. ;—slight variations occur— : Tlta-Tsvoixev eiQ evx @ebv Trxrspx

Txvroxpxropse, Trxvruv opxräv rs Kxi xopxruv Troivjrviv^ y.xt sit; 'hx xvpiov ''lyftrovv

Xpi(7TÖV, TOV VlOV TOV @£0V, ySVV^SgVTX SK TOV TTXTpÖC; (JLOVOySVYI TOVT'' flTT<V !;£ TJJ?

oltTtxc; TOV TTXTpoi;—0£6v SK @eov, ^w? ex (pwroc, Oeov xÄ-/fitvbv ex ®eov «Asj^/voi/,

yevv^i^svTX oii vor^ievrx— oiJ-oovcriov tu TXTpt— Si' ov tx ttxvtx eyivero, tx Se ev

rSj ol/pxvii xxi TX ev Tf, yf,, tov Si'' yii^xi; Toi/t; xv^panrovi; xxi Six Tijv iiiu.eTspxv

S-UTi^piXV XXTS^icvTX XXI (TXpXllJ^ivTX^ ivXvipUT^O-X-JTX. TTxiÖVTX, XXI XVXCTTXVTX TJJ

Tp/rj) iiiJispx^ x-jeÄÖövTX elt; [tcvq] ol/pxvovc, epxö(J-£vov xp7vxi ^üjvtxz xxi vexpovc^ xxi

sJq to xyiov Trvevf^x.

Tot)? Se ÄeyovTXQ' ~Hv Tore ÖTe oux yjv xxi vph yevv^ivivxi oiix yjv, xxi oti It oiix

ovTUv eyeveTO, y; e% sTepxt; CTroTTxasait; >j oiio-ixt; i^xirxovTXq elvxi [ij xtio-tov] >j

TpsTTTCv J} xääoiwtcv TOV vtov zov @eov [tovtovc] xvxiei-iXTi^ei VI xxiofiixii [xxi XTTOa-

TOA/xJ}] exxKvjd-ix.

2 Eusebius in Theoderet, H. E. I. II : epccTviu-ei^ TOiyxpovv xxi xTrcxpio-eii; ev-

reviev xvexivoCvTO, eßxtrxvi^STO 6 ÄöyoQ tvj5 oixvoixi; tüv elpviiMevuv.

' See Äthan, de decret. 19, 20; ad Afros 5, 6.

^ Still Gwatkin, p. 43, goes too far when he asserts that ''the use of «yp^^"* i^
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this there was the fact that the of/.oo-j7ioc had before this been

rejected at Antioch.' But the will of the Emperor decided the

matter. Respect for the Emperor, his express declaration that

there was a desire not to endanger the absolute spirituality of

the Godhead, the wish to conclude a grand work of peace

—

a creed was a positive revolution in the Church." It is quite impossible to main-

tain this in view, for example, of the Creed of Gregorius Thaumaturgus.

1 See on izoova-iot;, which the Gnostics were the first to use, and on its meaning and

history Vol. III. 141 f., 221; above pp. 15 f., 32—35; I- 257; H. 259, 352, 354;
iii. 45. On the older ecclesiastical use of ova-ix, vTröcyTOurtii, t/7roxe//L4£vov, above all in

Origen, see the scholarly discussions by Bigg (the Christian Platonists, p. 164 ff.).

"Ousia is properly Platonic, while hypostasis, a comparatively modern and rare

word, is properly Stoic" . . . Hypokeimenon already in Aristotle means the sub-

stantia materialise t/Ajf qure determinatur per formam or oha-'ia. cui inhoerent 7r«ä»f

a-vfzßBßi^xaTCi . . . the theological distinction between the terms ov<rioi and vTroa-rxtrti;

is purely arbitrary." On the conception of hypostasis see Stentrup, Innsbrucker

Zeitschr. f. Kath. Theologie. 1877, p. 59 ff. The question as to who brought for-

ward the 6(ioov<j-ioz again after it had been condemned at Antioch, is an important

one. It does not occur in the letters of Bishop Ale.xander. Athanasius had never

any special preference for the "wcn-d. It is found only once in the Orat. c. Arian

(Orat. I. 9), and in the undoubtedly conciliatory work, de synod., 41, he admits

that importance does not attach so much to the word as to the thing. The concep-

tions "evoti};" and '-Ix tj)? oviriaet;'''' would have served the purpose so far as he

himself was concerned. Such being the state of the case one may reasonably

assume that the word was not revived by any one belonging to the Eastern Church,

since its rejection at Antioch must have stood in the way of this, but rather that

some one in the West went back upon it, and Hosius is the only one we can

think of as the likely person. This hypothesis is strengthened by the following

considerations : (i) According to the testimony of Eusebius of Ccesarea there can be

no doubt that the Emperor himself energetically defended the word S/iBova-to?, but

the Emperor was dependent on Hosius; (2) Athanasius (hist. Arian. 42) says of

Hosius: oi/roi; sv 'i^tx.xix Ttia-riv s^eöero^ (3) the Western-Roman doctrine was the

substantial unity of Father and Son 5 the Ale.xandrian bishop was accused before

the Roman bishop Dionysius on the ground that he was unwilling to use " 6i/.oova-ioi;'
"

and in Rome the accused excuses himself for not using it, and it is the Roman
bishop who in his letter stated in energetic language the nvipvyii« t«? {j.oyxfX'"^'^^

the y,vü<rlixt tS> @eSi tov Äöyov^ and the ov KXTX(JLe(it^etv rifv (/.ovx^x. I therefore

conjecture that the word had been retained in Rome, i.e.^ in the West, since the

time of the controversy of the Dionysii, that when the occasion offered it was once (

more produced in the East, and that the Alexandrians then accepted the word

because they themselves had no better short catchword at their command. This

explains why Athanasius always treats the expression as one which was suitable

so far as the actual fact to be expressed was concei'ned, but which as regards its

form was for him a foreign term. He could not, it is true, go quite so far as

Luther (Opp. reform. V., p. 506): "Quod si odit anima mea vocem homousion et

nolim ea uti, non ero hsereticus. Quis enim me coget uti, modo rem teneam, qute

in concilio per scripturas definita est? Etsi Ariani male senserunt in fide, hoc
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Lhis doctrinal declaration ' of the entire Church was, moreover,

something new and imposing—induced the Conservatives, i.e.,

the Origenists and those who did not think for themselves, to

fall in with what was proposed. They all subscribed with the

«exception of two, and at the same time salved their con-

sciences in different ways by mental reservations.^ The Lucianists

tamon optime, sive malo sive bono aiiimo, exegenint, ne vocem profanam et novam
11 regulis fidei statui liceret." Finally, the statement of Socrates (III. 7) which

indeed has been rejected by most, is decisive. According to this Hosius during

his stay in Alexandria—before the Nicene Council—had discussed o\j(rix and

xiTToirrcca-ic,. At the first glance that undoubtedly seems unworthy of belief, because

t is a v<rrspov-7rpÖTspov, but as soon as we remember the work of Tertullian, adv.

Prax., which is the most important dogmatic treatise which the West produced

previous to Augustine and which cannot have been unknown to Hosius, everything

becomes clear. In this work in which Tertullian bears witness to the strong

nfluence exercised upon him by Moiiarchianism spite of the fact that he is opposing

it, no thought is so plainly expressed as this, that Father, Son, and Spirit are

nnius sitbstantict^ i.e.^ o/i^oovo-zo; (Vol. II., p. 259 ft.). Along with this, however, we have

the idea clearly developed, that Father, Son, and Spirit are different " personse

"

(see e.g..! c. 3: "-proxiniEe /^rj^wt?, consortes subsiantice patris", 15; '-visibilem et

invisibileni deuai deprehendo sub manifesta et personal/' distinctione condicionis

utriusque"^ see also the conception of "personales substantise" in adv. Valent. 4).

These personse are also called by Tertullian "formre cohasrentes ", "species indi-

visse", "gradus'' (c. 2, 8), and in fact even simply "nomina'' (c. 30), and this

gives his representation as much a Monarchian appearance as the appearance of an

immanent Trinity (for a more detailed examination, see the appendix to this chapter).

It is from this source, and also from Novatian who in his work, de trinitate, adopted

the thoughts of Tertullian, that the theology of Hosius is derived. He may very

probably, along with Tertullian, have already spoken of " persona ", side by side

with the "unius substantia'' which the entire West possessed belief in, in accord-

ance with the baptismal fomiula, for this is what it was understood to be. (See

Hilar., de trinit. II. i. 3; Ambros. de myster. 5 fin). That his formula was : "unius

substautia tres personse" where persona is certainly to be conceived of rather

as species or forma—not as " substance'"—is very probable. The Western Hippolytus,

moreover, (c. Noet. 14) also spoke of one God and several frosopeia., and so too

did the Western Sabellius, and Tert. (1. c. c. 26) says bluntly: "ad singula nomina

in personas singulas tinguimur." Only this point must remain undecided—namely,

whether Hosius already actually translated "persona" by " t/ToVrÄO-ii;." It is not

probable, since in the so-called Creed of Sardica he used t/TroVrass-/? as zu. ov<rtx

(substantia). That liis main catchword was (u-ix ola-ict follows from what he says

in his letter to Narcissus of Neronias (Euseb. c. Marcell., p. 25).

^ This is what the Nicene Creed was primarily intended to be, and not a

baptismal creed, as the anathemas prove.

- Theouas of Marmarika and Secundus of Ptolemais refused and were deposed

and banished, and the same thing happened in the case of Arius and some pres-

byters. Arius was specially forbidden by the Council to enter Alexandria, Sozom I. 20.
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who up till now had to all appearance been united together

in an indissoluble friendship, were unprincipled enough to

sacrifice their old comrade Arius.' He was condemned as the

scapegoat, and the Emperor, anxious to protect with the strong

hand the unity which had been won, gave orders that the books

of Arius should be burned and that his adherents should hence-

forth be called " Porphyrians", i.e., should be placed on a level

with the worst enemies of Christ." To the Alexandrian Church

he wrote : o roig rpuzzo/rloic VipsTsv sTri^xoTroic ov^sv stti'j srspoy v,

Toxj €)£Oii "yyuf^yi, (j^xKittiz ys ottov to x.yioy ttvsxjij^x toiovtoo'j zx)

T-^?-,izovrccv oiv'^pc^v txHc 'hixvoixic i'yzslp/.syoy ryjv ösixv ßov)-.yi7fy

s'^scpüri^sv'^ ("what satisfied the three hundred bishops is

nothing else than the judgment of God, but most of all where

the Holy Spirit being present in the thoughts of men such as

The evasions to which the Lucianists and Origenists had recourse in order to

justify their conduct to themselves, can be studied in the letter of Eusebius to hi^^

' Church. Eusebius interprets " e« t?? oltrixi; tov TTxTpbc;'' as equal to "•He has His
' 'existence from the Father" (!), "yfvv;jflfVTÄ oy xo/^fflevr«" as equivalent to "the Son is

not a creature like the rest of the creatures ", onoovtrtoi as 6(j.oiov<Tto(;^ meaning fio'vw

. TM TXTpi Tw yeysvviiKÖrt xxtx ttxvtx rpÖTrov of-ioio^ and not out of a foreign

substance. The worst shift of all is undoubtedly when Eusebius writes to his Church

that he has (now) rejected the formula ^v ttots 'ots oIk ?", because we ought not

to use any unbiblical expressions whatsoever (but 'Oizoovtrio^ !) and because the

Son did indeed exist already before His incarnation. But that was not the point

at all! neVoväg ti Ssmv, says Athanasius (de decret. 3), with justice, of this passage

in the letter.

' They afterwards asserted no doubt that they had not subscribed the ana-

themas, but only the positive doctrine of the Nicene Creed (Socr. I. 14). However.

Eusebius of Nicomedia and Theognis of Niccea were, notwithstanding this, banished

soon after' they were suspected by the Emperor of being Arians and intriguers:

see the strongly hostile letter of Constantine in Theodoret I, 19.

2 Socr. I. 9 • those with Arian books in their possession were even to be

punished with death.

•* L. c. Other writings of Constantine in the same place. The synodal-epistle in

Theodoret I. 9, Gwatkin, p. 50, has proved that in the respect shewn by Athanasius

for the Nicene Council there is no trace "of the mechanical theoi-y of conciliar

infallibility." It is necessary to guard against exaggerated ideas of the extent t

which the decree of the Nicene Council was accepted. It can be proved that in

the East (see e.g., Aphraates' Homilies) and still more in the West, there were

numerous bishops who did not trouble themselves about the decree and for whom
it had no existence. It was not till after the year 350 that men began to think

over the Nicene Creed in the West, and to perceive that it contained more than a

mere confirmation of the ancient Western belief in the doctrine of monarchy.
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these and so ripe in years, made known the Divine will"). He
persecuted the Arians, and the orthodox approved of what he did.

They are thus responsible along with him for the persecution.

The Arians at a later date only carried on what the orthodox

had begun.

The correct faith had triumphed and—the Bishop of Alex-

andria.^ The Council of Nicaea is the first step taken by the

Bishop of Alexandria in aspiring to the primacy of the East.

2. TO THE DEATH OF CONSTANTIUS.
"

Never again in the history of the Church has there been a

victory so complete and so quickly secured as that at Nicaea,

and no other decision of the Church approaches it in impor-

tance. The victors had the feeling that they had set up for all

ages ^ a "warning notice against all heresies" {o-r'/^ÄoypaCpliZ

KXTx rroc^Siy oiipiosccy), and this estimate of the victory has con-

tinued to be the prevailing one in the Church.^ The grand

innovation, the elevation of two unbiblical expressions to the

rank of catchwords of the Catholic Faith, insured the unique

nature of this Faith. At bottom not only was Arianism rejected,

but also Origenism ; for the exclusive 'Of/.ocvTtog separated the

Logos from all spiritual creatures and seemed thus to do away

with scientific cosmology in every form.

But it was just because of this that the strife now began.

The Nicene Creed effected in the East a hitherto unprecedented

concord, but this was amongst its opponents, while its friends,

on the other hand, felt no genuine enthusiasm for its subtle

formulae. The schismatic Meletians of Egypt made common
cause with the Arians and Origenists; those of the bishops

' The victory of the Bishop of Alexandria may be studied above all in the Canons

of Nicaea. They have not so far been treated of from this point of view.

- In what follows I give merely a sketch; the details belong to Church history.

3 Athanas. ad Afros II. and elsewhere.

^ Up to time of the Chalcedonian Creed the conceptions Homoousia and

Orthodoxy were quite identical ; the latter involved no more than the former. Thus

the orthodo.xy of Origen is for Socrates (VI. 13) undoubted, just because none of

his four chief opponents (Methodius, Eustathius, Apollinaris, and Theophilus) charge

him with heresy in reference to his doctrine of the Trinity.
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who were indifferent or stupid were induced to oppose it by

the bugbear of Sabellianism and by the unbiblical shape in

which the new faith was formulated. Society was still for the

most part heathen, and this heathen society openly sided with

the anti-Nicenes ; the Jews too, who were still influential, ranged

themselves on this side. The clever sophist Asterius was able,

as "travelling professor", to interest large numbers in "the

one Unbegotten". But, above all, the two Eusebiuses sought again

to be masters of the situation. The one necessarily strove in

the first instance to regain his seat, the other to make the

weight of his untouched personal authority once more felt in

theology also. What their mutual relationship was is not clear

;

in any case they marched separately and struck unitedly.'

The Nicomedian always thought first of himself and then of

his cause ; the Bishop of Caesarea saw science and theology

disappear in the movement which received its impulse from

Alexandria. Both, however, had made up their minds not to

part company with the Emperor if they could not otherwise

succeed in managing him. The great mass of the bishops

always were, in accordance with this policy, purely " imperial ".

With regard to the strict Arians, however, it must be admitted

to their credit that during the whole controversy they were as

little willing to accept as authoritative the decisions of the

Emperors in matters of faith as were Athanasius, Hilary, and

Lucifer.

When Constantine interfered in the great controversy, he had

only just come to the East. He was under the guidance of

Western bishops, and it was Western Christianity alone with

which he had hitherto been acquainted. And so after an abortive

attempt to compose the controversy, he had accomplished the

"work of peace" at Nicaea in accordance with Western views.

But already during the years which immediately followed he

must have learned that the basis upon which he had reared it

was too narrow, that, above all, it did not meet the requirements of

' The best investigation regarding Eusebius of Nicomedia is contained in the

article in the Diet, of Chr. Biogr. We know Eusebius, it is true, almost exclusively

from the picture which his opponents have drawn of him. But in his actions he

has portrayed himself as an imperious prince of the Church of a secular type, for

whom all means were justifiable.
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the "common sense" of the East. As a poHtician he was prudent

enough not to take any step backward, but, on the other hand,

as a poUtician he knew that every law gets its meaning quite as

much from the method in which it is carried out as from the

letter of it. Feeling this—to which has to be added the pre-

sence of Arian influences at the Court—he had since about the

year 328 resolved, under cover of the Nicene Creed, to rein-

state the broader doctrinal system of older days whose power

he had first got to know in Asia, in order to preserve the

unity of the Church which was endangered,' But Constantine

did not get the length of doing anything definite and conclusive.

He merely favoured the anti-Nicene coalition to such an ex-

tent that he left to his sons a ruptured Church in place of a

united one. The anti-Nicene coaHtion, however, had already

become during the last years of Constantine's life an anti-

Athanasian one. On the eighth of June, 328, Athanasius, not

without opposition on the part of the Egyptian bishops," had

mounted the Episcopal throne in Alexandria. The tactics of

the coalition were directed first of all towards the removal of

the main defenders of the Nicene faith, and it was soon re-

cognised that the youthful bishop of Alexandria was the most

dangerous of these. Intrigues and slanders of the lowest kind

now began to come into play, and the conflict was carried on

sometimes by means of moral charges of the worst kind, and

sometimes by means of political calumnies. The easily excited

masses were made fanatical by the coarse abuse and execra-

tions of the opponents, and the language of hate which hitherto

had been bestowed on heathen, Jews, and heretics, filled the

churches. The catchwords of the doctrinal formulae, which

were unintelligible to the laity and indeed even to most of

the bishops themselves, were set up as standards, and the more

successful they were in keeping up the agitation the more

surely did the pious-minded turn away from them and sought

satisfaction in asceticism and polytheism in a Christian garb.

In every diocese, however, personal interests, struggles about

1 If Eusebius is right the Emperor had already at Nice also advocated a

broad application of the orthodox formula.

- The matter, so far as the particulars are concerned, is quite obscure.
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sees and influence, were mixed up with the controversy, and

this was the case in the West too, especially in Rome, as we

may gather from the events of the year 366. Thus a series of

bloody town-revolutions accompanied the movement.

In the midst of all this Athanasius alone in the East stood

like a rock in the sea. If we measure him by the standard of

his time we can discover nothing ignoble or mean about him.

The favourite charge of hierarchical imperiousness has some-

thing naive about it. His stern procedure in reference to the

Meletians was a necessity, and an energetic bishop who had

to represent a great cause could not be anything else but

imperious. It is certainly undeniable that for years he was

formally in the wrong, inasmuch as he would not admit the

validity of his deposition. He regarded it as the task committed

to him, to rule Egypt, to regulate the Church of the East in

accordance with the standard of the true faith, and to ward off

any interference on the part of the State. He was a Pope, as

great and as powerful a one as there ever has been.

When the sons of Constantine entered upon the inheritance

of their father, the heads of the Nicene party in the East had

been deposed or exiled ; Arius, however, was dead.' The exiled

1 The dates put shortly are as follows. Some three years after the Niceue Coun-

cil, years which for us are absolutely dark (the letter of Constantine in Gelas.,

Hist. Cone. Nie. III. i is probably not genuine), Constantine begins to turn round.

(Was this owing to the influence of Constantia and her court-clergyman?) The

recall of Arius, Eusebius of Nicom. and Theognis (the latter's letter in Socrat. I. 14,

is perhaps not genuine). Eusebius gains a decisive influence over the Emperor. At

an Antioch synod 330. Eustathius of Antioch, one of the chief champions of the

Nicene Creed is deposed (for adultery ?) at the instigation of the two Eusebiuses.

Arius presents to the Emperor a diplomatically composed confession of faith which

satisfies him, (Socr. I. 26) is completely rehabilitated, and demands of Athanasius

that he be allowed to resume his position in Alexandria. Athanasius refuses, and

succeeds in making good his refusal and in clearing himself from the personal

charges brought against him on the part of the Eusebians. At the Synod of Tyre

335 ("ot 336) held under the presidency of the Church historian Eusebius, the

coalition nevertheless succeeds in passing a resolution for the deposition of Atha-

nasius on account of certain alleged gross excesses, and in persuading the Emperor

to proceed against him as a disturber of the peace, and this spite of the fact that

in the year 334 Athanasius, in opposition to the Synod of Caesarea, had convinced

the Emperor of his perfect innocence and of the base intrigues of the Meletian

bishops. Athanasius notwithstanding this succeeded a second time in inducing the

Emperor to give his case an impartial trial, by hastening to Constantinople and

making a personal statement to the Emperor, who was taken by surprise. His
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bishops in accordance with a resolution ' come to in common
by the Emperors, were free to return as a body. This was the

case in the latter part of the autumn of 337. But as soon as

•Constantius became master in his own domain he continued the

policy of his father. He wished to rule the Church as the latter

had done ; he perceived that this was possible in the East only

if the Nicene innovation, or at least the exclusive application

of it, were got rid of, and he did not feel himself bound to

the Nicene Creed as his father had done. One cannot but

admit that the youthful monarch shewed statesmanlike insight

and acted with energy, and with all his devotion to the Church

he never allowed churchmen to rule as his brother did. He had

not, however, the patience and moderation of his father, and

though he had indeed inherited from the latter the gift of

ruling, he had not got from him the art of managing men by

gentle force. The brutal trait which Constantine knew how to

"keep in check in himself, appeared in an undisguised fashion

in his son, and the development of the Emperor into an Orien-

tal despot advanced a stage further in Constantius. ' First of

•opponents, who had meanwhile been commanded to go from Tyre to Jerusalem,

now expressly declared that the doctrinal explanations given by Arius and his

friends were sufficient, and already made preparations for burying the Nicene Creed

in their pretentious assembly, and also for bringing to trial Marcellus, the friend of

Athanasius. They were, however, summoned by the Emperor to come to Constanti-

nople and to carry on their deliberations. Only the worst of Athanasius' opponents

•complied with this demand, and they succeeded by bringing forward new accusa-

tions (at the beginning of the year 336), in inducing the Emperor to banish Atha-

nasius (to Trier). Still it is at least doubtful if the Emperor did not wish him to

escape for a while from his enemies. His chair in any case was «(?/ filled. Marcellus,

who had also appealed to the Emperor, was deposed and condemned on account

of erroneous doctrine. The solemn induction of Arius into his Church—^against

the wish of the bishop, Alexander of Constantinople—was immediately robbed of

its significance by his sudden death. The Emperor sought to carry on his energetic

peace-policy by the banishment of other "disturbers of the peace," such as the

^leletian leading spirit, and Paulus, the newly elected bishop of Constantinople.

He died, however, in May 337, in his own opinion in the undoubted Nicene faith.

His son maintained that he had himself further resolved on the restitution of

Athanasius. Sources: besides the Church historians and Epiphanius, chiefly Äthan.

Apolog. c. Arian.: in addition, the Festival letters, the Hist. Arian. ad monach.

•de morte Arii ad Serapionem, Ep. ad epp. /Eg. 19, and Euseb., Vita Constant. IV.

1 On this resolution see Schiller II., p. 277 f.

2 The best characterisation is in Ranke IV., p. 35 ff.; see also Krüger, Lucifer,

p. 4 ff., Gwatkiuj p. 109 sq., Schiller II., p. 245 ff.
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all, Paul of Constantinople was deposed for the second time

;

Eusebius of Nicomedia at last secured the seat he had so long-

striven after. Eusebius of Caesarea died, and his place was

taken by a man deserving of little respect, Acacius, a friend

of the Arians. The tumults which took place in Egypt after

the return of Athanasius made it easier for his enemies, who
regarded him as deposed and once more pronounced the sen-

tence of deposition at a Synod in Atioch, to move the Emperor
to proceed against him. His energetic conduct in his diocese

and the violence of his Egyptian friends (Apol. c. Arian. 3— 19)

aggravated the situation. Constantius listened to the Eusebi-

ans, but did not sanction the choice of Bishop Pistus whom
they had set apart for Alexandria. He decreed the deposition

of Athanasius, and sent as bishop to Alexandria, a certain

Gregory, a Cappadocian who had nothing to commend him save

the imperial favour. Athanasius anticipated a violent expulsion by
leaving Alexandria—in the spring of 339. He betook himself to

Rome, leaving his diocese behind him in a state of wild uproar.

The Eusebians were now masters of the situation, but just

because of this they had a difficult task to perform. What had

now to be done was to get the Nicene Creed actually out of

the way, or to render it ineffective by means of a new formula.

This could only be done in conjunction with the West, and it

would have to be done in such a way that they should neither

seem to be giving the lie to their own vote in Nicsea—and

therefore they would have to make it appear that they were

attacking only the form and not the contents of the confession

—

nor seem to the Church in the West to be proclaiming a new
faith. It is in the light of these facts that we are to regard

the symbols of Antioch and the negotiations with Julius of

Rome. They found themselves shut up in a position from which

they could not escape without a certain amount of evasion.

The faitJi of Athanasius must not be attacked any more than

that of the Westerns.' The condemnation of the great bishop

1 This explains why the canons of the Synod of Antioch came to enjoy a high

reputation and why Hilary (de synod. 32) designated the assembly a ' synodus sane- ü
torum.' All the same such a description is not quite intelligible; we know too

little both of the character and of the proceedings of the Synod.
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had thus always throughout to be based on personal accusa-

tions.
.
As regards the doctrinal question, the whole stress had

to be laid on getting the Homousios put quietly aside, on the

ground that it was unbiblical and gave an inlet to Sabellian-

ism. In this respect the doctrine of Marcellus of Ancyra was
very welcome to the Eusebians, for they sought, not without

justice, to shew from it to what destructive results a theology

which based itself on the Homousios must lead.' Rut the

1 Marcellus is an extremely interesting phenomenon in the history of theology:

he did not, however, succeed in effecting any change in the history of dogma or

in creating any noteworthy number of followers. At the Council of NicKa he
belonged to the few who zealously championed the Homousios (Apol. c. Arian. 23, 32).

After the Council he was, besides Eustathius, at first the sole literary representative

of orthodoxy, since he wi-ote a comprehensive treatise Tripi vTrorxyvii; by way of

reply to the work of the Arian Asterius. This work, in which he defends the

unity of substance of the I^ogos, drew upon him from the dominant party the

accusation of Sabellianism and Samosatenism. His case was dealt with at the

Councils of Tyre, Jerusalem, and Constantinople, since he also personally defended

Athanasius and opposed the restoration of Arius. Spite of his appeal to the Emperor
he was at Constantinople deprived of his office as a teacher of erroneous doctrine,

another bishop was sent to Ancyra, and Eusebius of Caesarea endeavoured in two
works (c. Marcell., de ecclesiast. theolog.) to refute him. These works are for us

the source for the teaching of Marcellus. Marcellus did not recognise the common
doctrinal basis of Arianism and orthodoxy; he went back behind the traditional

teaching of Origen, like Paul of .Samosata, and consequently got rid of the element

which caused the trouble to Arianism and, in a higher degree, to orthodoxy. His
doctrinal system pi-esents, on the one hand, certain points of agreement with that

of the old Apologists, though these are more apparent than real, and on the other

with that of Irenaeus ; still it cannot be proved that there is any literary dependence.

Marcellus was at one with Arius in holding that the conceptions "Son", "begotten "

etc., involve the subordination of the being thus designated. But just because of

this he rejected these conceptions as being inapplicable to the divine in Christ. He
clearly perceived that the prevalent theology was on a wrong track owing to its

implication with philosophy ; he wished to establish a purely biblical system of

doctrine and sought to shew that these conceptions are all used in the Scriptures

in reference to the incarnate one^ the view of most in the older days, e.g.^ Ignatius.

The Scripture supplies only one conception to express the eternal-divine in Christ,

that of the Logos (the Logos is image or type only in connection with man created

in his image) : the Logos is the indwelling power in God, which has manifested

itself in the creation of the world as Svvxfzii; Spxa-rtKij^ in order then for the first

time to become personal with the view of saving and perfecting the human race.

Thus the Logos is in and for itself, in its essential nature, the imbegottcji reason

of God indwelling in God from all eternity and absolutely inseparable from him

;

it begins its actuality in the creation of the world, but it first becomes a personal

manifestation distinct from God in the incarnation, through which the Logos as the

image of the invisible God becomes visible. In Christ consequently the Logos has
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Roman bishop was not to be corrupted, he did not even sacri-

fice Marcellus; and the creeds of Antioch which were not

actually heterodox, but which were not sincere, did not at all

meet with his approval. He did not concern himself with the

attempt, justifiable from the point of view of the Orientals and

become a person and son of God— a person wlio is as surely ciMcovaioi; t3 ®s&

as he is the active working of God Himself. After the work has been completed,

however, the Son suboi-dinates Himself to the Father in such a way that God is

again all in all, since the hypostatic form of the Logos now ceases (hence the title

of M.'s work: vefi vTroTxyiiQ', the idea is an old one, see Vol. II.). M. confessed

that he did not know what became of the humanity of Christ. The stumbling-blocks

which this system presented to that age were fi) that M. called only the incarnate

one Son of God, (2) that he taught no real pre-existence, (3) that he assumed the

Kingdom of Christ would have an end, and (4) that he spoke of an extension of

the indivisible monad. Marcellus having been recalled (337) and then expelled

again from his diocese (338), like Athanasius, betook himself to Rome, and by

means of a confession in which he disguised his doctrine, induced Bishop Julius

to recognise his orthodoxy. (The confession is in the letter to Julius in Epiph. H.

72. 2: Zahn, Marcell. p. 70 f., vainly attempts to dispute the fact of a "disguising."

In the letter he avows his belief in the Roman Ci-eed also.) The Roman synod of

the vear 340 declared him to be sound in the faith. It scarcely fully understood

the case 5 what is of much more importance is that Athanasius and consequently

also the Council of Sardica did not abandon Marcellus, and the Council indeed

remarked that the Eusebians had taken as a positve statement what he had uttered

only tentatively (Jfi^rav). That Athanasius spite of all remonstrances should have

pronounced Marcellus orthodox, is a proof that his interest in the matter was

confined to one point, and centred in the godhead of the historical Jesus Christ

as resting upon the unity of substance with God. Where he saw that this was

recognised, he allowed freedom of thought on other points. At a later period, it is

true, when it became possible still more to discredit Marcellus through his pupil

Photinus, there was a disagreement of a temporary kind between him and Atha-

nasius. Athanasius is said to have refused to have intercourse with him and Mar-

cellus is said to have dropped him. Athanasius also combatted the theology of M.

(Orat. c. Arian. IV), though he afterwards again recognised the truth of his faith.

Epiphanius informs us (72. 4) that he once put some questions to the aged Athanasius

regarding M.: 'O li ovre vTrepcuT^sf.o'yvta-xro, ovts ttcc^iv TpoQ xvrbv xTrsx^^i ^^^X^^'

I/.ÖVOV Si Six Tov Trpoa-aiTTOv (jLStSixtTxi; vTTS^vive, [j.ox^^9'Xi; (J-ii iJ.xicpxv xI/tov elvxi^ y.x)

&)? xTro^oy^^a-xiMSvov slxs- Marcellus' followers in Ancyra also possessed at a later

date an epistle of Athanasius (Epiph. 72. 11) which was favourable to them. The

East, however, stuck firmly lo the condemnation of Marcellus, and so too did the

Cappadocians at a later period—a proof this also of a radical difference between

them and Athanasius The further history of this matter has no place here (see

Zahn op. cit. and Möller, R.-Encykl., 2nd Ed., p. 281 f.). Marcellus died in the

year 373, close on a hundred years old, after that his theology had repeatedly done

good service to the opponents of orthodoxy, without, however, helping them to

discredit Athanasius.
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of Constantius, to create for the East a doctrinal form of ex-

pression which was more in accordance with the convictions

of the majority. The most important result of the operations

of the Eusebians at Antioch, and the one which was of the

c^reatest consequence, was that they had to bring themselves

to renounce Arianism in order to gain over the West. Arian-

ism was now condemned on all sides in the Church ; neverthe-

less the Eusebians did not attain their aim.'

' The negotiations between- Bishop Julius and the Eusebians assembled at

Antioch (Rom. Council, autumn 340; Council at Antioch, summer and autumn 341)

are from the point of view of Church politics of great significance, and more
particularly the letter of Bishop Julius to the Eusebians after the Roman Council

;Apol. c. Arian. 21) is a masterpiece. But we cannot enter on this matter here.

The four formula of Antioch (it is to them that the reproach brought by Athana-

-ius against his opponents chiefly refers—namely, that they betrayed their uncer-

tainty by the new forms of faith they were constantly publishing,—see de decret. i :

de synod. 22—23 : Encycl. ad epp. i^gypt. 7 sq. : Ep. ad. Afros 23) are in Äthan.,

Je synod. 22 sq. (Hahn § 84, 115, 85, 86). There are some good remarks in

v'rwatkin, p. 1 14 sq. The zealous efforts made by the Eusebians to arrive at a

harmonious agreement with the West were probably closely connected also with

:he general political situation. After the fall of Constantine II. (spring 340) Con-

-tans had promptly made himself master of the whole of his brother's domain.

Constantius, whose attention was claimed by severe and incessant wars on the

eastern boundary, was unable to hinder this. From the year 340 Constans thus

id the decisive preponderance in the Empire. The first Antiochian formula still

upports Arius, though with the odd qualification that those who were in favour

of him had not followed him (ttw? yxp sTria'KOTrot 'Svret; xko^ov^i^o-xv Trpsa-ßvTipoi),

but had tested his teaching: it limits itself to describing the Son as ^/ovoyevvj, tt/jo

täi/t&jv twv xlwvmv vTrxpxovrx xcet trvvovrx tSj ysysvvijxÖTt xItov TxTpi^ but it

already contains the anti-Marcellian proposition descriptive of the Son : Sixixsvovra.

ßx<n^ex XXI ®sbv eii; Toi/^ xiävxt;. The second, so-called Lucian, formula already

gathers together all designations for the Son which could possibly be used of His

Godhead from an Origenistic standpoint (above all, i^ovoyev^ ®£ov, ®eov kx. ®eov,

'arpsTTTOv re xxi xvx^^oicütov, t^<; Sedriipot; ovtrixq re xxi ßovKviz xxi $vvxi/.£üi^ xxi

5ö|)i5 TOÜ vxrpbi; xTrxpxÄÄxxrov eixövx, @ebv Äöyov)', it then adopts once more the

addition which Eusebius had appended to the outline of his belief presented at

Nicaea (see p. 52), and formulates the following proposition against Marcellus; täv

wo(jLxruv ovx ätAäc ovSs xpyÜQ xsii/.svwv a-^iJ.xiv6\TCtiv xxpißüt; rijv oixe/xv exxa-rov

räv ovonxXoiJ.ivwv vTroarxatv (N.B.^oyir/Äv) xxi Txitv xxi Sd^xv, w; elvxt ryi izsv

VTToerrxa-ei rpix, rPi 5s iTvix(poüvix svj but on the other hand, without mentioning

Arius, it expressly rejects the Arian catchwords objected to at Nic^^a. The third,

submitted by the Bishop of Tyana, has a still stronger anti-Marcellan colouring

{'I. Xp. 'ovTx Trpbg to; ®ibv ev vTCoa-rxa-ei . . . (msvovtx sit; rotji; xtcüvxi;)^ repudiates

Marcellus, Sabellius, and Paul of .Samosata by name, but otherwise in place of all

other possible designations it has the Nicene sounding: ®£bv rsKsiov ex ®sov

T£Ae/ov. At length the fourth formula, drawn up some months later, became the
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During the following years Constantius' hands were tied by

the Persian war, and he was forced to keep on good terms

with his brother so as to avoid having trouble on the western

boundary of his kingdom also. At the same time, just after the

death of Eusebius of Nicomedia, which took place in the autumn

of 342, the party amongst the conservatives of the East who^

partly no doubt for political reasons, were actually set on

coming to an agreement with the West, gained the lead.

A general Council which was summoned by Constans to meet

at Sardica in the summer of 343 and was approved of by

Constantius, was to restore the unity of the Church. But the

Western bishops, about a hundred in number, rejected the pre-

liminary demand of the Eastern bishops for the deposition of

Athanasius and Marcellus, both of whom were present in Sar-

dica
;
pronounced sentence of deposition upon the leaders of the

Orientals after the exodus of the latter ; after an investigation

declared the bishops attacked to be innocent, that is to say,

orthodox; avowed their beHef in the Nicene Creed, and under

the guidance of Hosius took up the most rigid attitude possible

on the doctrinal question.' In opposition to this the bishops,' i

final one. It is constructed as far as possible on the model of the Nicene Creed ;^

at the end too some Arian catchwords are expressly condemned. The most im-

portant propositions run thus : kxi ett; tov novoysvvi xlrov viöv, tov nvpiov vifMäv 'I.

Xp., TOV Tpo 'XXVTWV TUV XIWVWV £K TOV TTXTpOi; ySVVilSsVTlX, ®SOV SiC @SOV, <^ÜQ SK.

cPüiTÖi; . . . ^öyov WTX xxi a-ocp/xv kxi Svvxi^iv xxi ^(aijv ax) (pooi; xÄ>i6ivöv, at the

close of this section (against Marcellus): ov ßxa-t?\stx xkxtxävtoi; oZa-x Six/z-svel si:

Tovt; xTTBipovi; xiävxQ' sa-TXi yxp Kxde^öi-csvoi; hv Sshx tov TrxTpot; ov fiovov kv tm
xiüvi TOvToi, «AA« xxi hv Tw /iteAAovT/. All four formulae have this in common,

that they are compatible with the theology of Origen ; the three last, that Arianism

in the strict sense is repudiated. The fourth was communicated to the Emperor

Constans by a deputation in Gaul. For the rest it ought not to be forgotten that the

Eusebians formally adhered to the basis of the Nicene Creed ; see Hefele I., p. 502 if.

1 Sardica was situated in the territory of Constans. The most influential of the

Eastern bishops were present. Hosius took the lead. (Histor. Arian 15.) The

formal restatement of the Nicene Creed desired by some of them was not proceeded

with. (Äthan. Tom. ad Antioch. 5 against Socrates II., 20); but the description of 1

the Faith which will be found at the close of the encyclical letter, although it is

not to be regarded as an official declaration, is a document whose importance has

hitherto not been sufficiently recognised. It originated with Hosius and Protogenes

of Sardica, and is the rnost tinambiguous expression of the Western view in the

matter^ so unambiguous that for the moment it seemed even to the orthodox Orien-

tals themselves to be questionable (the formula is in Theodoret II. 8, lat. trans-
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Avho met together in the neighbouring PhiHppopolis, framed a

circular letter, dated from Sardica, in which they set forth the

illegality of the procedure of their opponents, and confessed the

faith in terms essentially identical with those of the fourth form-

ula of Antioch.'

The endeavours of Constantius to give efficacy ' to the resolu-

tions of his bishops fell through ; in fact, the shameless attempt

to set a trap for the two Western bishops sent as a deputation

from Sardica to Constantius and provided with a letter of intro-

duction from Constans, and who were to try and effect the recall

of the banished bishops, turned out to their advantage.'* Con-

stantius, so at least it seems, had not for a while any real

confidence in his own party; or was it that he was afraid to

rouse his brother? In a long-winded formula drawn up at

Antioch in the summer of 344 they once more sought to hint

to the West their orthodoxy and to suggest the minimum of

their demands.^ The Church in the W^est, it is true, rejected at

lation discovered by Maffei). It is here first of all that the proposition is found:

(iixv ii77Ö<rr«.<rtv, >jv ctliTOt 01 xipeTty.oi olnj-iscv Trpoa-ciyopsuoua-i (for vTröa-rxtj'iv we

have ill the Latin " substantiam"), rov zotTpoc, y.xt rov viov y.oä rov ocyiov Tvft///«-

TO?. Kxi el ^))To7ev, t/c tov viov vi vxoa-TOCTtz so-tiv, Of/.o^o'yovfj.ev aic; ctuT-^ jjv Vi

/iov»} TOV TTXTpbi; oiJLofiOyoviJ.evyi. In the second place the doctrine uf the Son is

put in such a way that one can very easily understand how the Westerns refused

to condemn Marcellus; there are turns of expression which approach the doctrine

of Marcellus. (A comparison with the Christology of Prudentius is insti'uctive in

this connection.) Ursacius and Valens amongst others were declared deposed.

Their bishoprics were situated in the territory of Constans, but they were of an

Arian way of thinking. Hefele, op. cit. p. 533 ff., treats in great detail the canons

and acts of the Council.

1 Above all, the Eusebians repeated their old statement that the decrees of

•deposition pronounced by Councils in reference to bishops are irrevocable. So too

they held to the charges against Marcellus (of erroneous doctrine) and against

Athanasius (of flagrant abuse of his power). There is a wish to introduce some-

thing entirely new, "ut orientales episcopi ab occidentalibus judicarentur" ; but

whoever holds by Marcellus and Athanasius let him be Anathema. The doctrinal

formula (Hilarius Fragm. III. and de synod, 34) differs little from the fourth formula

of Antioch and thus condemns Arianism. Formally the Easterns were in the

right as regards Athanasius.

- Histor. Arian. 18, 19.

3 Histor. Arian. 20; Theodoret II. 9, 10. Bishop Stephanus of Antioch, who

had tried the trick, was deposed.

» Their motive in bringing forward the new formula was by almost completely

meeting the demands of the Westerns in reference to the doctrinal question, to
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both the Councils held at Milan in the years 345 and 347, the

teaching of Photinus of Sirmium, who, in a surprising fashion,

had developed an Adoptian doctrinal system out of the doctrine

of Marcellus,' but otherwise remained firm; and the ship of the

Eusebians already appeared to be in so great danger that its

two chief pilots, Ursacius and Valens, preferred to go over ta

induce them to give way on the personal question. (Ekthesis macrostichos, see Äthan.,

de synod. 26: Socrat II. 19). It begins with the fourth formula of Antioch,

then follow detailed explanations of the faith as against the Arians, Sabellians,

Marcellus, and Photinus who is mentioned here for the first time. Spite of the

polemic against the proposition of Athanasius—who is, however, not mentioned by

name—that the Son is begotten oh ßov^T^aei ovSs &s?,vja-ei^ this formula indicates

the greatest approach conceivable on the part of the Eusebians towards meeting

the views of their opponents. They emphasise in the strongest way the unity of

the one Godhead (c. 4) : ovre /zvjv, rp/a oiioXoyovvrsz TrpdyizoiTX kx) Tftoc Trpöa-cuTrx

(it has to be noticed that the bishops avoid the expression three '-substances or

hypostases" and use the Western Tpoa-anrov which had been brought into discredit

by Sabellius) rov ttxtpoq nxt tov viov xxi tov x. 7rvev(j.xT0i; kxtx rxt; ypxipxi, rpel^

$tx rovTO @sovt; voiovtiev, and they expressed themselves in such a way in c. 9,

that the words must pass for an unobjectionable paraphrase of the Homousios,

They are practically the very same expressions as those used by Athanasius to

describe the relation of Father and Son. "Homousios" is, however, wanting: but,

on the other hand, we find here, so far as I know, for the first time: hxtx Tfxvrx

ofzowv, Socrates, II. 20, has candidly remarked on the formula macrostichos: txvtx

01 KXrX TX io'TTSpiX (MSp^ eTlUXOTTOt StX TO X^^OyÄlüllTlTOVt; ShjXl xxi Six TO t-iif

^vvtevxt oh Trpod'sSexovTO, xpxslv rjjv sv 'Nixxi'x ttio-tiv KeyovTic. On the Acts of a

Synod at Köln, from which we gather that Bishop Euphrates of Köln who wa-

sent to Antioch from Sardica, had afterwards fallen away to Arianism, see Rett-

berg (K.-G. Deutschlands, I., p. 123 ff.) and Hauck (K.-G. Deutschlands, I., p. 47 f),

who are opposed to their genuineness; Friedrich (K.-G. Deutschland, I., p. 277 f.)

and Söder (Stud. u. Mitth. aus. d. Benedict. Orden, fourth year's issue, I., p. 295 f..

11., p. 344 f., fifth year, I., p. 83 f.) who are in favour of it.

1 Photinus of Sirmium, a fellow-countryman and pupil of Marcellus, developed

the doctrinal system of the master in such a way as to represent even the evspysix

$px<TTiKyj of God as not assuming a concrete hypostatic form in Jesus Christ, (or

if it did take a concrete form as a hypostasis, then this was a purely human one

—

the matter is not quite clear). He thus rigidly held fast the single personality of

God, and accordingly, like Paul of Samosata, saw in Jesus a man miraculously born

(Zahn, op. cit., p. 192 combats this; but neither is the evidence that Photinus denied

the birth from the Virgin Mary certain enough, nor is it in itself credible that a

catholic bishop in the fourth century should have depai'ted so far from the tradi-

tion), predestined to his office by God, and who in virtue of his moral development

has attained to divine honour. We thus have here the last inherently logical

attempt to guard Christian monotheism, entirely to discard the philosophical

Logos-doctrine, and to conceive of the Divine in Christ as a divine effect. But

this attempt was no longer in harmony with the spirit of the age ; Photinus

was charged on all sides with teaching erroneous doctrine. His writings have dis-
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1

the opposite party and to make their peace with Athanasius.'

Constantius, very sorely pressed by the Persians, sought to have

peace in the Church at any price and even granted the prayer

of his brother's protege, Athanasius, and allowed him to return

to Alexandria (in October 346), where Gregory meanwhile

had died (in June 345 '-). The bishop got an enthusiastic wel-

come in his city. The protest of the Eastern Council at

Sirmium—^the first Council of Sirmium—had no effect. A large

number of the Eastern bishops were themselves tired of the

controversy, and it almost looked as if the refusal of the West
to condemn Marcellus together with the word oy.ocv7ioc, now
virtually constituted the only stone of offence.^

appeared: compare the scattered statements regarding him in Athanasius, Hilary,

the Church historians, Epipli. H. 72 and the anathemas of various Councils, see

also Vigilius Taps. adv. Arian., Sabell. et Photin.). The two Milan Councils, the

date of which is not quite certain, condemned him, so too did a Sirmian Council

of Eusebians which was perhaps held as early as 347. Still he remained in office

till 351, held in high respect by his congregation. That the macrostic Confession

of the Orientals ought not all the same to be accepted as so orthodox as it from its

wording appears to be, is evident from the fact that the Eastern bishops who were

deputed to lake it to the West declined at Milan to condemn Arianism too. (Hila-

rius, Fragm. V.)

1 For the documents relating to their conversion, which was hypocritical and

dictated entirely by policy, and to their complete recognition of Athanasius, see

Athanas. Apol. c. Arian. 58, Hilar., Fragm. II.

" Schiller (op. cit. p. 282). "As a matter of fact Constans wished to establish

a kind of supremacy in relation to his brother, which in spiritual matters was to

be exercised through the Bishop of Rome. Trusting to his support, deposed bishops

on their own authority returned to their dioceses, without having received the

sanction of the Emperor. The restoration of Athanasius resolved on by the Coun-

cil was a direct interference with the sovereignty of Constantius . . . But Constans

was able once more to make such a skilful use of the existing Persian difficulty

that his brother yielded." The fact is that the recall of Athanasius was altogether

forced upon Constantius; the relation of the great bishop to his Emperor at this

time was not that of a subject, but that of a hostile power with which he had to

treat. This is naturally glossed over in the papers issued by Constantius referring

to the recall. It is specially characteristic that Athanasius did not personally

present himself before Constantius till after repeated invitations: see, above all,

Apol. c. Arian. 51—56, Hist. Arian. 21—23.

' A Council of Jerusalem held in 346 under Maximus actually recognised

Athanasius as a member of the Church. (Apol. c. Arian. 57). Cyril's Catecheses

shew the standpoint of the Oriental extreme Right; they are undoubtedly based

on Orig. de princip.; but they faithfully express the Christological standpoint of

the formula macrostichos ; the oiioova-ioi; only is wanting; as regards the matter of

the Faith, Cyril is orthodox. The polemic directed against Sabellius and Marcellus
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But the death of Constans in 350 and the overthrow of the

usurper Magnentius in 353 changed everything. If in these last

years Constantius had been compelled by the necessities of the

situation to submit to the bishops, his own subjects, who had

ruled his deceased brother, now that he was sole sovereign he

was more than ever resolved to govern the Church and to pay

back the humiliations which he had undergone.' Already in

the year 351 the Easterns had at Sirmium— the second Council

—

again agreed upon taking common action, and Ursacius and

Valens promptly rejoined them."' The great thing now was to

humiliate the stubborn West. Constantius set about the task

with wisdom, but what he wanted done he carried out by the

sheer force of terror. He demanded only the condemnation of

Athanasius, his mortal enemy, as a rebel, and purposely put

the doctrinal question in the background. He forced the West-

ern bishops, at Aries in 353 and at Milan in 355, to agree to

this, by terrorising the Councils. The moral overthrow of the

Westerns was scarcely less complete than that of the Easterns

at Nicaa. Though the great majority were unaware of the

struggle and were not forced to adopt a new confessional

(Catech. 15, 27) is severe and very bitter; Arianism is also refuted, but without

any mention of names. Jews, Samaritans, and Manicheans are the chief opponents

referred to, and Cyril is at great pains everywhere to adduce the biblical grounds

for the formulce which he uses. The Catecheses of Cyril are a valuable document

in illustration of the fact that amongst the Eastern opponents of the Nicene for-

mula there were bishops who, while fully recognising that Arianism was in the

wrong, could not bring themselves to use a doctrinal formula which seemed to them

a source of ceaseless strife and to be unbiblical besides.

1 Schiller (p. 283 f.) supposes that Constantius was apprehensive before this

that Athanasius would declare for Magnentius. Hence his friendly letter to Athana-

sius after the death of Constans, Hist. Arian. 24.

- Photinus was deposed here. The Creed of this Council, the first formula of

Sirmium (in Athanas., de synod. 27, Hilar, de synod. 38 and Socr. II., 30), is

identical with the Fourth Formula of Antioch, but numerous anathemas are added

to it in which formulae such as "two gods", {2), "7rA«Tt/o-//oc rvj^ ovtixi; ea-riv 6

v/o?" (7),
'• A0701; evSiciHsTO^ VI 7rpo<popiK6(;" (8) are condemned, and already several ex-

planations of Bible passages are branded as heretical (il, 12, 14— 18). The sub-

ordination of the Son is expressly (18) avowed in this Creed, which otherwise

strongly resembles the Nicene Creed. The anathemas 20— 23 have to do with i

the Holy Ghost. In No. 19 the formula ev Trpöa-WTrov is rejected. Nos. 12, 13,!

deny that the divine element in Christ is capable of suffering. One can see that!

new questions have emerged. 1
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formula, still the fact could not be concealed from those who
better understood the state of things, that the projected con-

demnation of Athanasius meant something more than a personal

question. The few bishops who refused were deposed and exiled.^

The order for his deposition was communicated to Athanasius

in February 356. Yielding only to force, he made his escape

into the desert where the Emperor could not reach him. Egypt

was in a state of rebellion, but the revolt was put down by the

Emperor with blood." The unity of the Church was restored

;

above all, it was once more brought under the imperial sway.

And now, forsooth, the orthodox bishops who had formerly

secured so much by the help of Constans began to recollect

that the Emperor and the State ought not to meddle with

rehgion. Constantius became "Antichrist" for those who would

have lauded him as they had his father and his brother, if he

had given them the help of his arm.''

But the political victory of the Eastern bishops directly led

to their disunion ; for it was only under the tyranny of the

West and in the fight against Athanasius and the word

1 Of the Western bishops—leaving out Pannonia—almost all were orthodox.

The Councils—that of Aries was a provincial Council, that of Milan a General

Council, but apparently badly attended—were also managed by the new Pope

Liberius (since 352), but ended quite contrary to his will. The best description is

in Krüger Lucifer, pp. 11—20. At Aries Paulinus of Trier was the only one who
remained firm, and he was exiled to Phrygia; even the Papal legates yielded. At

Milan Lucifer and Eusebius of Vercelli were exiled, and also Dionysius of Milan,

although he had agreed to the condemnation of Athanasius. .Soon after Hosius,

Liberius, and Hilary had to follow them into exile. In Milan Constantius actually

ruled the Church, but with a brutal ten-orism. There are characteristic utterances

of his in Lucifer's works and in Athanasius.

- Already in the years immediately preceding, an incessant agitation had again

been kept up against Athanasius ; see Socr. IL, 26, Sozom. IV., 9, Äthan. Apol. ad

Const. 2 sq., 14 sq., ig sq. He betook himself to the desert, but later on he

seems to have remained in hiding in Alexandria. No one, it would appear, cared

to secure the price set upon his head. We have several writings of his belonging

to this period. His successor, George, was pretty much isolated in Alexandria.

^ The watchword of the "independence" of the Church of the State was now
issued by Athanasius, Hilary, and above all by the hot-blooded Lucifer. Hilary,

who first emerges into notice in 355, speedily gained a high reputation. He was

the first theologian of the West to penetrate into the secrets of the Nicene Creed,

and with all his dependence on Athanasius was an original thinker, who, as a theolo-

gian, far surpassed the Alexandrian Bishop. On his theology see the monograph

by Reinkens, also Mohler, op. cit. 449 ff., and Dorner.
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" of^oovo-ioc " that they had become united. Above all, Arianisni

in its rigid, aggressive form again made its appearance. Aetius

and Eunomius, two theologians of spirit who had been trained

in the Aristotelian dialectic, and were opponents of Platonic

speculation, expressed its tenets in the plainest possible way,

would have nothing to do with any mediation, and had no

scruple in openly proclaiming the conversion of religion into-

morality and syllogistic reasoning. The formulae which they

and their followers, Aetians, Eunomians, Exukontians, Heterou-

siasts, Anomoeans, defended, ran thus: " hspor'/^c x<zt' o-j(jIx-j'\

^^ xvoiJ^oio: zot) xxTx tvol^tx y,ixi zxr' ovtixv" ("different in sub-

stance", "unlike in everything and also in substance"). If they

allowed that the Son perfectly knows the Father, this was not

in any way a concession, but an expression of the thought that

there is no kind of mystery about the Godhead, which on the

contrary can be perfectly known by every rightly instructed

man. And so too the statement that the Logos had his superior

dignity from the date of his creation, and did not first get it

by being tested, was not intended at all as a weakening of

the Arian dogma, but as an expression of the fact that God
the Creator has assigned its limit to every being.' The great

majority of the Eastern bishops, for whom the Origenistic for-

mulae in very varied combinations were authoritative, were

opposed to this party. The old watchword, however, " the

unchangeable image", which was capable of different interpre-

tations, now received in opposition to Arianism, in its strict

form, and on the basis of the formulae of Antioch, more and

more a precise signification as implying that the Son is of like

nature with the Father in respect of substance also, and not

only in respect of will [o/zoiog xxtx ttxvtx zx) xxtx rviv ovTixy)^

and that his begetting is not an act at all identical with creation.

The likeness of the qualities of Son and Father was more and

more recognised here ; on the other hand, the substantial 2mity

was disallowed, so as to avoid getting on the track of Marcel-

1 After the full account given of the theology of Arius there was no need

for any detailed description of the theology of Aetius and Eunomius; for it is

nothing but logical Arianism ; see on the ''Exflfo-/? tt/Vte&i? and the ^AxoAoyyiTiKOQ

of Eunomius Fabricius-Harless T. IX. The rejection of all conciliatory formulae is.

characteristic.
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js; i.e., these theologians did not, Hke Athanasius, advance

-om the unity to the mystery of the duality, but, on the con-

-ary, still started from the duality and sought to reach the

nity by making Father and Son perfectly co-ordinate. They

lerefore still had a Qsbi; ^siiTspoc, and in accordance with this

xcluded the idea of full coimminity of substance. The leaders

f these Homoiousians, also called semi-Arians, were George of

,aodicea, ' Eustathius of Sebaste, Eusebius of Emesa, Basilius

f Ancyra, and others.

I The point of supreme importance with the Emperor neces-

ärily was to maintain intact the unity between those who up

II now had been united, but this was all the more difficult as

le Homoiousians more and more developed their doctrinal

ystem in such a way that their ideas came to have weight

ven with those Westerns who lingered in exile in the East and

^hose theology was on Nicene lines." Some bishops who were

evoted to Constantius and who represented simply and solely

le interests of the Emperor and of the Empire, now sought

y means of a formula of the most indefinite possible character

3 unite Arians and semi-Arians, These were Ursacius, Valens,

iicacius of Caesarea, and Eudoxius of Antioch. If up till 356

le Nicene Creed had, strictly speaking, been merely evaded,

ow at last a Confession was to be openly brought forward

1 direct opposition to the Nicene Creed. Simple likeness of

ature was to be the dogmatic catchword, all more definite

haracterisations being omitted, and in support of this, appeal

ras made to the insoluble mystery presented by the Holy

icriptures (oiJ^oic: zxrx r}.? ypxCpxc—like according to the

icriptures). This ingenious formula, along with which, it is true,

ras a statement expressly emphasising the subordination, left

: free to every one to have what ideas he chose regarding the

xtent of the qualities of Father and Son, which were thus

eclared to be of like kind. The relative o/zoiog did not neces

1 Dräseke (Ges. patristische Unters., 1889, p. i ff.) wishes to credit him with the

aonymous work against the Manicheans. which Lagarde discovered (1859) in a

[S. of Titus of Bostra.

' With Hilarj', for example, as his work ''de synodis" proves. It is very

[laracteristic that Lucifer, the strictest of the Nicenes, never came to have a clear

lea of the meaning of the formula;, oizoova-toi; and di^oiova-ioi; see Krüger, p. 37 f.
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sarily exclude the relative avoiJLOio:. but neither did it exclude

the oy.oioviTtoc. Already at the third Council of Sirmium (357),

after Constantius, on a visit to Rome, had overthrown his

enemies, a formula was set forth by the Western bishops of

as conciliatory a character so far as Arianism was concerned

as could possibly be conceived. It was proclaimed in presence

of the Emperor, who under the influence of his consort came
more and more to have Arian sympathies. This is the second

Sirmian formula.' But the bishops assembled at Ancyra did

not acquiesce in the move towards the Left (358]."- What a

1 The Confession is in Hilary, de Synod, ii, Äthan, de .synod. 28, Socrat. II. 30.

Valens, Ursacius and Germiuius of Sirmium took the lead. The words biMovviot,

and 6{JLoiovij-io(; were forbidden as being unbiblical and because no one could ex-

press the generation of the Son. It is settled that the Father is greater, that the

Son is subordinate. Here too the Christological problem of the future is already

touched upon. Hilary pronounces the formula blasphemous. It marks the turning-

point in the long controversy to this extent that it is the first public attempt to

controvert the Nicene Creed. Against it Phobadius wrote the tractate " de filii divi-

nitate", which is severely Western-Nicene in tone, and in this respect is markedly

different from the conciliatory work of Hilary "de synodis"^ see on it Gwatkin,

p. 159 sq. The Eastern bishops Acacius and Uranius of Tyre, who shared the

sentiments of the court-bishops, accorded a vote of thanks to the latter at a Council

at Antioch, held in 358. Hosius subscribed the second Sirmian formula (Socr. II. 31).

2 Aetius was in high favour with Eudoxius of Antioch, and his pupils occupied

the Eastern bishoprics. The manifesto of Sirmium appeared like an edict of tole-

ration for strict Arianism. At the instigation of George of Laodicea some Semi-

Arians joined together to oppose it at the Council of Ancyra. The comprehensive

synodal-letter of Ancyra (Epiph. p. 73, 2— 11, see Hilar, de synod) indicates the

transition on the part of the Semi-Arians to the point of view at which the

Niceans were able to meet them. It was re-echoed in the writings of Hilary anc

Athanasius de synodis (358—359). The Semi-Arians at Ancyra took up a positioc

based on the fourth Antiochian formula, which was also that of Philippopolis anc

of the First Sirmian Council, but they explained that the new Arianism made i

necessary to have precise statements. The following are the most important ex

planations given; (i) the name Father by its very form points to the fact that Cio(

must be the author of a substance of like quality with Him {ciirioc, ö[j.oix(; xuro\^

ov(Tixt;): TT«? 'TTxriip oiioixz xi/rov ola-txi vobItxi Trxriip—this does away with tb

relation of Logos-Son and world-idea— (2) the designation "Son" excludes every

thing of a created kind and involves the full oizoioTtii;, (3) "the Son" is conse

quently Son in the peculiar and unique sense, and the analogy with men as son

of God is thus done away with. The likeness in substance is further based 01

Bible statements, and in the 19 anathemas together with Sabellianism a// formul:

are rejected which express less than likeness in substance. Finally, howeve;

''öfJLoova-ioii" too, together with the characteristic addition "ii rxvTOOva-iot;" has a

anathema attached to it, z.e.^'T.he substantial i/m'ty of essence is rejected as Sabelliai
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change ! Easterns now defended purity of doctrine against

Arianising Westerns ! A deputation from this Council succeeded

in paralysing the influence of the Arians with Constantius, and
in asserting at the Fourth Council of Sirmium, in 358, their

fundamental principles to which the Emperor lent the weight

of his authority.' But the triumph of the Homoiousians led

by Basilius Ancyranus was of short duration. The Emperor
saw that the Church could not be delivered up either to

Xicaeans, to semi-Arians, or to Arians. The alliance between

the two first mentioned, which was so zealously pushed on by
Hilary, was not yet perfect. A grand Council was to declare

the imperial will, and Homoiousians and Arians vied with each

other in their efforts to get influencing it. The Homoeans alone,

however, both in their character as leaders and as led, con-

curred Avith the Emperor's views. They were represented by

Ursacius, Valens, Marcus of Arethusa, Auxentius of Milan, and

Germinius of Sirmium. The fourth Sirmian formula (359), an

imperial cabinet-edict and a political masterpiece, was intended

to embody what was to be laid before the Council.' The latter

Tlie Conservatives of the East have undoubtedly here quite changed their ground.

A definitely defined doctrine has taken the place of prolix formulae, at once

cosmological and soteriological in drift, and derived from Origen, Lucian, and

Eusebius.

' The victory of the Semi-Arians at the court is a turn of affairs which we
cannot clearly explain. The fact is incontestable. The third formula of Sirmium,

drawn up at the Fourth Council of Sirmium, is identical with the fourth Antiochian

formula. That Constantius should have fallen back on this is perhaps to be ex-

plained from the fact that the disturbances at Rome made it necessary for him to

send Liberius back there, though the most he could hope for was to get him to

subscribe that formula, but not the manifesto of the year 357. He actually got him

to do this, I.e., Liberius subscribed several older confessional formularies which

originated at a time when the Nicene Creed had been only indirectly attacked. It

was not only, however, that Liberius bought his freedom at that time, but it was

actually for the time being a question of a general victory of the Homoiousians,

which they used too entirely in their own interest, after all the bishops present at

Sirmium, including Ursacius and Valens, had had to make up their minds to sub-

scribe the synodal decrees. Eudoxius of Antioch and Aetius and in addition 70

Anomoeans were banished at the instigation of Basil of Ancyra and there were

many instances of the violent use of power. One cannot be certain if these same

violent proceedings did not bring about once more a quick change of feeling on

the part of the Emperor.

- The Council was intended to bring about at last a general peace; at first the

Emperor evidently intended to summon it to meet at Nicsea (Soz. IV. 16), then
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was summoned to meet at Rimini and Seleucia because the

circumstances in the East and West respectively differed so

very much. In May 359 more than four hundred Western

bishops assembled at Rimini. They were instructed to treat

only of matters relating to the Faith and not to leave the

Council till the unity aimed at had been attained. But the

Emperor's confidants failed to induce the great majority of the

members to accept the Sirmian formula. The bishops, on the

contrary, took their stand on the basis of the Nicene Creed

which had been abandoned during these last years, rejected

Arianism and declared its friends deposed. But when they

sought by means of a Deputation to get the Emperor to give

his sanction to their decisions, they did not get a hearing. The
Deputation was not admitted to the Emperor's presence, was

at first detained and then conducted to Nice in Thrace, where

the members at last shewed themselves docile enough to sign

a formula—the formula of Nice—which was undoubtedly essenti-

ally identical with the Confession which the Westerns had

themselves drawn up two years earlier at Sirmium, at the third

Synod in 357—("the Son is like the Father [xxtx tocvtci is

omitted] according to the Scriptures"). Armed with this docu-

Nicomedia was next considered as a likely place, but it was destroyed by au earth-

quake. Then it was that Nicsea was again thought of; Basil of Ancyra had still

a great influence at the time. Finally, the party opposed to this was victorious, and

the plan of a division of the Councils was carried through. But it was just this

opposition-party which now wished to unite all parties in a Homoean Confession

and gained over the Emperor to assent to this. The actual result, however, was

that Homceans and Anomoeans on the one hand, Homoiousians and Homousians

on the other, more and more drew together. Hilaiy, who was staying in the East,

had indeed already explained to his Gallic compatriots that it was possible to

attach an " unpious " meaning to o/i/ooJo-«? quite as readily as to Siioiova-toi;. The

bishops assembled in presence of the Emperor now composed in advance for the

Council a Confession which, since Semi-Arians were also present, might serve as a

means of reconciling Homoean and Homoiousian conceptions. It was already evident

at the time of signing it that it was differently interpreted. The catchwords ran

thus: 'oiicfiov TTXTfl kxtx txi; ypxipxt;—Öi/.oiovxxTXTrxvTxäigotx'ytxi'ypxipxiÄs'yoviriv.

Valens signed it and at the same time simply repeated the word ofxaiov without

the KXTX TTxvTX', Basil in signing it expressly remarked that "kxvtx included

being also. The formula is in Äthan, de synd. 8, Socrat. II. 37; see Sozom. IV. 17.

The dogmatic treatise of Basil in Epiph. H. 73, 12—22, has reference to this

formula, which Athanasius (de synodis) had already scoffed at because of its being

dated, i.e.^ because it bore the signs of its newness on its front.
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meat Ursacius and Valens made their way to Rimini, taking

the deputies with them, and by means of threats and persuasions

finally induced the Assembly there to accept the formula into

which one could indeed read the Homoiousia, but not the

Homousia. In the autumn of 359 the Eastern Synod met at

Seleucia. The Homoiousians, with whom some Niceans already

made common cause, had the main say. Still the minority led

by Acacius and Eudoxius, which defended the Sirmian formula

and clung to the likeness while limiting it, however, to the

will, was not an insignificant one. There was an open rupture

in the Synod. The majority finally deposed the heads of the

opposition-party.' But as regards the East as well, the decision

lay with the court." The Emperor, importuned on all sides, had

resolved to abandon the strict Arians, and accordingly Aetius

was banished and his Homoean friends had to leave him, but

he was also determined to dictate the formula of Nice to the

Easterns too.^ Their representatives finally condescended to

recognise the formula, and this event was announced at the

Council of Constantinople in 360, and the Homoean Confession

was once more formulated.^ Although the new Imperial Con-

fession involved the exclusion of the extreme Left, this did not

constitute its peculiar significance. Had it actually been what

it appeared to be, a formula of union for all who rejected the

1 Socr. II. 37 explaiDS that Nice was chosen with the view of giving to the

new formula a name which sounded the same as that of the Nicene Creed. The
formula is in Äthan, de synod. 30, and Theodoret II. 21: 61J.010V y.xTXTxi;'ypx<pxi;,

ou rijv ysw/ia-iv ouSe^t; olSsv. In addition : to Se 'ovonx rv\i; olia-txc, oTrsp xTr^oua-rspov

hv£Tsä>i vvo TftJv TTXTipMv, xyvoovfzsvov Ss ToX; Aäo7? (rKxvSxÄov s^sps. Six to hv

rxit; ypxipxii; tovto (iij ex(psps<r5xc, vtpsa-s TrepixipeS^vxt kx} Trxvrs^cS^ i^yiSe/zixv i^v^iJ.ifv

ol/a-ixQ Tov ÄoiTTov yivso'&xt . . . (M-^TS jzij Ss7v sTTi Trpoa-MTTov TTXTpoi; xxt viov Kx) »yt'ov

7?vsv[j.xro(; \j.ixv vTroa-rxc-tv ovoi-tx^ea-ixt. One might be pleased with this rational

explanation if polytheism did not in fact lurk behind it.

- Hilary was present in Seleucia and made common cause with the Homoi-
auiians against the others. Acacius in face of the superior numbers of the

Homoiousians sought to save his party by drawing up a creed in which he expressly

repudiated the Anomceans and proclaimed the likeness in ivill^ (see the creed in

Athanas. de synod. 29, Epiph. H. 73, c. 25, Socr. II. 40). But this did not protect

'iiim and his party.

3 It was on the night of the last day of the year 359 that the Emperor achieved

:he triumph of the o/-"""? i^ l^is empire.

'• The Confession is in Athanas. de synod. 30 and Socr. II. 41.
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unlikeness, it would not have been something to be condemned,

from the standpoint of the State at all events. But in the

following year it was recklessly used as a weapon against the

Homoiousians.' They had to vacate all positions of influence,

and by way of making up for what had been done to the one

Aetius, who had been sacrificed, his numerous friends were

installed as bishops." Under cover of the "likeness in nature"

a mild form of Arianism was actually established in the

Church, modified chiefly only by the absence of principle. In

Gaul alone did the orthodox bishops once more bestir them-

selves after Julian had in January 360 been proclaimed Augustus

at Paris. ^ Constantius died in November 361, during the cam-

paign against the rebels.

3. TO THE COUNCILS OF CONSTANTINOPLE 38 1. 383.

The three possible standpoints— the Athanasian, the Lucianist-

Arian, and the Origenist, which in opposition to the Arian had

gradually narrowed itself down to the Homoiousian—had been

set aside by Constantius in the interest of the unity of the

Church. But the Homcean formula, which had no firm theological

conviction behind it, meant the domination of a party which

gravitated towards Arianism, i.e., which resolved faith in Jesus

Christ into a dialectical discussion about unbegotten and be-

gotten and into the conviction of the moral unity of Father

and Son. It was for twenty years, with the exception of a brief

interval, the dominant creed in the East. This fact finds its

explanation only in the change, or narrowing, which came over

what was at an earlier date the middle party. The Arianising

Homoeans were now conservative and in their way even con-

ciliatory. They disposed of the ancient tradition of the East as

1 People like Eudoxius and Acacius were real victors; they got a perfectly

free hand for themselves against the Homoiousians at the cost of the condemnation

of Aetius, and made common cause with Valens and Ursinus. The Creed of Nice

was sent all over the Empire for signature under threat of penalty.

- Eunomius became bishop of Cyzikus; Eudoxius of Antioch received the chair

of Constantinople.

3 See the epistle of the Synod of Paris (360 or 361) in Hilar. Fragm. XI. It

did not at that time require any courage to declare against Constantius.
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the Eusebians had done before them; for their formula " of like

nature according to Holy Scripture " contained that latitude

which corresponded to the old traditional doctrine. With this

we may compare the standpoint of Eusebius of Caesarea. The

•old middle party had, however, in the ofyJoioü^iog made for them-

selves a fixed doctrinal formula. ' This was a change of the

' The dogmatic dissertation of the Homoiousians in Epiphan. 73, 12—22, is of

the highest importance ; for it shews in more than one respect a dogmatic advance

:

(1) the differentiation of the conceptions olaix, vTröa-rxirig, Trpoo-uvov begins here.

The first of these is used in order to express the idea of the essence or substance

which imprints itself in the form of a definite quality; accordingly the action of

the Fathers who in protesting against Paul of Samosata attributed a special ovirioc.

to the Son, is by an explanation excused. They did this in order to do away with

the idea that the Logos is a mere pi?//«, a Kmrtxyi svipysix. The proper expression,

however, is v7r6c-Txa-i(;. It is because the Logos is an t/ToVraa-/?, /.^., because he

does not, like the other words of God, lack being, that the Fathers called t>jv

vTTÖa-Tcco'iv ou<Tixv (c. 12). The asy.ptßetx rv\i; räv Tpoa-wTruv eTrtyvuia-euit; must be

strictly maintained as against Sabellius (c. 14); but no one is to be led astray by

the word vTroG-rxa-etQ (PI.) ; it does not mean that there are two or three Gods : oix

TOVTO yxp UTrotrTxeriit; ot xvxTOÄiy.oi ?<.eyov(riv, 'I'vx rxt; tStÖT>]rxQ tööv TrpotrciiTrwv ii^ea--

Tu<7x<; XXI i)Txpxoii<!'Xi yvoopiiTcij(Tiv. The word "Hypostasis" is thus merely meant

to give the word TrpoirbiTTov a definite meaning, implying that it is to be taken as

signifying independently existing manifestations (c. 16), while ot^a-/« is in the tractate

interchangeable with <pua-K; or Ttvevfix^ and is thus still used only in the singular;

(2) quite as much attention is already given to the Holy Ghost as to the Son, and

the rpoTToi ÜTrxp^siat; are developed, /.^., an actual doctrine of the Trinity indepen-

dent of any ideas about the world, is constructed (c. 16): El yxp Ttvsvfj.x 6 Txriip,

TTvevijix XXI 6 vlot;, ttvsvi^x hxi to xyiov ttvsvizx, ob voetrxt vxr^p 6 viog' J^eorjjxe

$e Kxi TO TcvsOiix, ov vosiTxi t//o;, &' yx^t oiia 'eart . . . Txi; iSiot'/itx^ Trpoo-uiTtuv

{/^SO'TMTWV VTTOfTTXITSlQ OVOHX^OVCTIV Ot XVXTOXiy.Ol, oil^l TX^ TpslQ V770<7TX(7StZ Tpsli;

- xpx^i >) TpfT? äfot; heyovTSt; . . . 'Ot^oÄoyova-t yxp fiixv slvxi ^eoTviTx . . . ofiooc; rx

vpotrwyrx ev tä7$ iSiotvjo'i tum Ü7ro(j'Txa'ecüv et/(rsßäg yvcapi^oviri, tov TrxTepx sv t^

'TtXTptH'sf Xl/$eVTIX il^Sa-TCÜTX VOOVVTSi, KXt TOV VIOV oil l^SpOi; 'OVTX TOV TXTpot;, XÄÄX

xxßxpäi ix TTXTpbi; tsäswv ix reAf/ot/ y£ysvvtJix.£vov xxi ii^ea-TÜTx 6iJ.ohoyovvTsz-, xxi

TO wsvfjLX TO xytov, yi ßeix ypx^i; 'zxpxxhvjTOv ovof^x^ei, ix TrxTpbq Si'' vi'ov v^Sff-

TftlTfl! yVUpt^OVTS^ . . . OVXOVV £V TTVSVIiXTt Xyilü XJlOV X^lUg VOOÜfMiV, BV VlZ Ss (/.OVO-

ysvel TTXTspx sva-sßüi; xxi x'tiaii; So^x^ofxev, (3) the Christological problem based on

Philipp. II. 6 and Rom. VIII. 3 {6iJ.oiuiij.tx) is already introduced for the elucidation

of the Trinitarian : xito tov <TCiJij.xTtxov sva-sßä^ xxi Ttjv Trepi tov 6iJ.oiov svvoixi/

yilix? xxi ixi TOV x<tu(j.xtov TTXTpdi; tb xxi vi'oO SiSxx^^vxt (c. 17, 18). As Christ's

flesh is identical with human flesh, but is, on the other hand, on account of its

"wonderful origin only o/joioi;, xxtx tov ofjoiov t(6tov xxi 6 vidi; xvsvfj.x uv xxi ix

tov TXTpb^ 7rveviJ.x yevvvi^sii;, xxtx i^ev to W£vfj,x ex •yrvsviJ.XTOQ ilvxi to xvto so-tiv,

XXTX Si TO 'xvev xTroppoixi xxi ttxÖov^ xxi fj.epiaiJ.ov ix tov yrxTpb^ yevvtjSiivxi önoiöi;

ha-Tt t5 TTXTpi. Accordingly we have now the decisive statement : Ovxovv Six tvJ?

TTpbt; <l>/A<7rT)j!r/ov5 Itt/s-toA^? eSiSx^ev i\ij.xq tüi; vi üvöa-TXa-ii tov vi'ov oizoix i(TTi

6
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most decisive kind. We may still further say it was not the

'^ HomoiLSios'" which finally triumphed, out on the cojitrary the

Hovioioitsian doctrine, which fixed on the terms of agreement

with the '' Homousiosy The doctrine which Hosius, Athanasius,

Eustathius, and Marcellus had championed at Nicaea, was over-

thrown. The new Origenism which was based on the " Homou-
sios " succeeded in establishing itself. A form of doctrine triumphed

which did not exclude scientific theology, a subject in which

Athanasius and the Westerns of the older days never shewed any

interest. But Athanasius himself contributed to the revolution

thus accomplished, ^ though it is very doubtful if he ever came
to see the full extent of it.

TV) i)T:0(TT0t,<7il ToC TTCiTpÖl^' 7?V£V(J.Ci yxp SH TTXTfOt;. Kxl KXTX l-ilV TifV TOV TrVSVfjllXTO^

evvoixv (and therefore thought of in essence as a generic conception) txvtov^ «5 kxtsc

TJjv T)5? (TxpKOZ svvotxv rxvTOv. oil Txvrbv Ss äAAä öizotov, SiÖTt to xvBvi-tx, i^rtv

6 vi6^, ouK stTTiv 6 7rxTv\p, KXt ^ CÄpS, ijv 6 ^öyoci xveßxf^ev, oIk sittiv Ik (TTrepi-ixrot;

y.xi iiSov\^i, «AA' oE/'tw; w? to ihxyyeKiov Vi{MX(^ kSiSx^sv . . . 6 Trxrijp ttvsvijCx uv xvSev-

rixäg 7roie7, 6 §e viog TTveüfj-x aiv oiiK xu&evriKü^ Tratet uic, 6 Trxrifp <zAA' oiMioo^.

OiiKOVV Kx6x iJ,ev (Txp% xxt o"«p§ Txi/Tov, axj-TTsp xxSo TTveviix y.xi 7rvsv(j.x täutov.

Kxio Ss xvev a-TTopxi oh rxvrov «AA' 'öijloiov, wa-Tsp kx^o xvev xTroppoi'xi; xxt TrxSov^ 6

vtoz oh rxiiTov «AA' oiiotov. Thus these Homoiousians already admit the rxiirov if

they also reject the Txi/roova-ioQ {zz: Sizoova-iot;), /.t'., Father and Son are txvtov as-

regards substance, in so far as they are both TrvsviJ-x, but in so far as they are

different Hypostases they are not identical, but of like nature. (4) These Homoiou-

sians have expressly rejected the designations xyevvt^TO^ for God and yevvviT6(; for

the Son, and indeed not only because they are unbiblical, but because "Father"

includes much more than " Unbegotten ", and because "yEw^jTo?" includes much

less than "Son", and further because the conjunction " unbegotten—begotten" does

not express the relation of reciprocity between Father and Son (the yvviiyiut, yeys-j-

v>j/!/fVft)), which is emphasised as being the most important (c. 14, 19): Sib y.xv

Txrepx (jLovov ovoiix^ufj.ev, 'ixoiMev rSi ovoiiXTt tov Txrpbi; a-vvv7rxy.ovoiJ.ev>jv t^v svvotxv

TOV viov, TTXTVjp yxp vtov TrxTijp ÄsysTXf Kxv vibv iJ.6vov bvo(j.x(r(i)iJLSv, sxoi-isv ti^v-

svvotxv TOV 7rxTp6(;, oti vibe; TrxTpbg ÄeyeTXt. Whoever names the one names the

other at the same time, and yet does not posit him merely in accordance with his

name, but with his name xxi xijc (pva-sut; oixetÖTVjTX'^ on the other hand, xyivvy^TOv

oil ^eysTXi yevvvjTOv xyevvyiTOv, ov$e yevvt^rbv xysvvvjTov ysvv^TÖv. Athanasius could

scarcely wish more than this, or rather: we have already here the main outlines

of the theology of the three Cappadocians, and it is not accidental that Basil 1 >f

Ancyra is himself a Cappadocian.

1 The work of Athanasius, de synodis, written in the year 359, is of the highest

importance for the history of the Arian controversy. It is distinguished as much by

the firmness with which his position is maintained— for Athanasius did not yield

in any point—as by its moderation and wisdom. The great bishop succeeded in

combining these qualities in his book, because he was not concerned with the^
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Julian granted liberty to all the bishops to return, and in so

doing did away with the artificial state of things created by

Constantius. The Niceans were once more a power, and Atha-

nasius who returned to Alexandria in February 362, at once

re-assumed the leadership of the party. A Synod was held at

Alexandria in summer, and this prepared the way for the triumph

of orthodoxy in the year 381, ' It was here resolved that the

Nicene Greed was to be accepted sa?ts phrase, i.e., that those

were to be recognised as Christian brethren who noiv acknow-

ledge the :fy.oo-JTiog, and condemn the Arian heresy together with

its chief supporters, irrespective of any former departure on

their part from the faith. But still further, the question as to

whether it was necessary to believe in one hypostasis or in

three was left an open one. (At Alexandria the Holy Spirit had

already been the subject of discussion as well as the Son.) Both

statements were disapproved of since the oy.ccvincc was considered

to be sufficient, but it was explained that both might be understood

in a pious sense. - These resolutions were not passed without

strong opposition, ^ Not only did some bishops demand that

formula itself, but solely with the thought which in his view the formula attacked

best expressed. We must, he said, speak like brethren to brethren to the Homoi-
ousians who hold almost the same view as the Nicseans and are merely suspicious

about a word. Whoever grants that the Son is in nature of like quality with the

Father and springs from the substance of the Father is not far horn Ihe oixoovtrto^;

for this is a combination of Ik tyj^ ov(7ixc, and Sizoioviriot; (c. 41 ff.). While expressly

making an apology to Basil of Ancyra, he endeavours to remove the stumbling-

blocks presented by of^oovtrio/;., but seeks at the same time to shew that oiMOtova-toz

either involves an absurdity or is dogmatically incorrect (c. 53 f.).

' The most important source of infoi-mation for the vSynod of Alexandria is the

Tomus of Athanas. ad Antioch., and in addition Rufin. X. 27— 29, Socr. III. 7,

Äthan, ep. ad Rufinian. I need not here (after the work published by Revillout)

enter upon any discussion of the (rvvrxyiJ.» SiSxa-KXÄixg of the Synod, which is

identical with Opp. Athanas. ed. Migne XXVIII.
,
p. 836 sq. ; cf. Eichhorn, Äthan., de

vita ascet. testim., 1886, p. 15 sq. On the Synod cf. also Gregor. Naz. Orat. 21, 35.

- Tom. ad Antioch. 5. 6. This was probably the largest concession which Atha-

nasius ever made. When Socrates affirms that at the Synod the employment of

" Ousia " and " Hypostasis " in reference to the Godhead was forbidden, his statement

is not entirely incorrect; for it is evident from the Tomus that the Synod did

actually disapprove of the use of the terms in this way.

^ This is sufficiently shewn in the Tomus; the Lucifer schism has its root

here; see Krüger, op. cit., pp. 43—54. Lucifer was, moreover, not a man of suf-

ficient education to appreciate the real question at issue. He did not wish to have
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those who had subscribed the Fourth Sirmian Formula should

be denied the communion of the Church, but, what was of much
greater importance, there was a party which insisted on the

interpretation of the Nicene Creed which had been settled by

some of the Western bishops at Sardica, and which as a matter

of fact was the original one. ' But they did not press their

views, and they seem to have acquiesced in the decision of the

Synod. This marked a complete change. If up till now orthodox

faith had meant the recognition of a mysterious plurality in the

substantial unity of the Godhead, it was now made permissible

to turn the unity into a mystery, i.e., to reduce it to equality

and to make the threefoldness the starting-point; but this simply

means that that Homoiousianism was recognised which resolved

to accept the word oiJ.oo\j(noc. And to this theology, which

changed the substantial Jinity of substance expressed in the

oyiooviio: into a mere likeness or equality of substance, so that

there was no longer a threefold unity, but a trinity, the future

belonged, in the East, though not to the same extent in the

West. The theologians who had studied Origen regarded it

with favour. The Cappadocians started from the o[j'^oov(no:,
^

'

the ve^i/a ex fa-nitenlia accorded to the Semi-Arians who were passing over to

orthodoxy. It was thus a Novatian-Donatist element which determined his position.

1 See above, p. 68, and the Tom. c. 5. init. These bishops thus demanded the

acknowledgment of the {jl'ioi. inröa-Txa-iQ. The West never at bottom abandoned this

demand, but in the Meletian-Antiochian schism it, however, finally got the worst

of it and had to acquiesce in the Eastern doctrinal innovation. That at the Synod of

Alexandria, however, the Homoiousians also attempted to get their catchword, or,

their interpretation of the 6(ji.ooutioi;^ adopted, is evident from the letter of Apol-

linaris to Basil; see Dräseke Ztschr. f. K.G., VIII., p. 118 f.

2 Just as it is to Zahn that, speaking generally, we primarily owe the under-

standing of the original meaning of 'O/.400i/a-«?, so it is he too who, so far as I know,

first plainly noticed this complete change. (Marcell, p. 87 f., also Gwatkin, p. 242 sq.)

^ This is specially evident from the letter of Basil to ApoUinaris (in Dräseke,

op. cit. 96 ff.) of the year 361. Basil communicates to the great teacher (of whom
later) his doubts as to whether it is justifiable to use the word oizoova-iot;. For biblical

and philosophical dogmatic reasons he is inclined to prefer the formula onrxfotX-

Äuxraii; oi-ioioQ kxt' oIktixv. ApoUinaris accordingly explains to him (p. 1 12 ff.) that the

6iJ.oov(riot; is more correct, but his own explanation of the word is no longer iden-

tical with that of Athanasius. He finds both expressed in it, the TO/vrÖTvit; as well

as the iTepor^i;.^ and according to his idea the Son is related to the Father as men
are to Adam. Just as it may be said of all men, they are Adam, they were in

Adam, and just as there is only one Adam, so too is it with the Godhead. Basil
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though this is certainly true of Gregory of Nyssa only indirectly.

They ackovvledged the by.oov7icc and accordingly set up a system

of doctrine which neither disavowed the theology of Origen,

that is, science in general, nor yet remained in the terminologi-

cally helpless condition of Athanasius. But they succeeded in

attaining terminological clearness—they could not improve on

the matter of the doctrine—only because they modified the

original thought of Athanasius and developed the theology

which Basil of Ancyra had first propounded in his tractate.

Ov(Tix now got a meaning which was half way between the

abstract "substance" and the concrete "individual substance",

still it inclined very strongly in the direction of the former. '

'T7ro(Trx7tü got a meaning half way between "Person" and

"Attribute", (Accident, Modality), still the conception of Person

entered more largely into it,' UcoT:c7rcy was avoided because it

had a Sabellian sound, but it was not rejected. The unity of

the Godhead, as the Cappadocians conceived of it, was not the

same as the unity which Athanasius had in his mind. Basil

the Great was never tired of emphasising the new distinction

implied in o-j7ix and v7rö<TT0(.(Tic. For the central doctrine of the

incarnation of God they required a conception of God of bound-

less fulness. M/ä ov^iy. (yJx Osot'/jc) h rpuh j7ro7TX7£7iy, {one

at any rate started from Homoiousianism, and it is because this has not been taken

into consideration that the letter in question has been pronounced not genuine.

For the rest, the efforts of the Benedictines in the third volume of their edition of

the Opp. Basil. (Prsef.) to vindicate Basil's orthodoxy shew that, leaving this letter

out of account, his perfect soundness in the faith is not—in all his uttei"ances

—

beyond doubt. Later on Basil understood the Si^oova-toQ exactly in the sense given

to it by him in the letter to ApoUinaris and which at that time made him hesitate

to use it; see Krüger, p. 42 f. See further the characteristic statements made at an

earlier date in ep. 8. 9: d xxt' oua-ixv 0fo; rii x«t' ova-fxv ©so; 6i/.ocua'ioi;\

^ Basil has frequently so expressed himself as to suggest that he regarded the

idea of the generic unity of Father and Son as sufficient (see, e.g., ep. 38, 2).

Zahn (p. 87): "the ava-ix with Basil designates the koivov, the (jTröa-rxa-it; the 'iSiov

(ep. 114, 4). He is never tired of holding forth on the difference between the two

expressions, and goes so far as to assert that the Nicene Fathers were well aware

of this difference, since they would surely not have put the two words side by side

without some purpose (ep. 125)." It is interesting to note that already at the Council

of Antioch in 363 it had been explained that ov kxtx tivx %pi5<r;v 'EAA>jw;<>jv A«/.t-

ßxvsTxt ToUt; TTXTpxa-i TO moijcx tviz oii<rtxq. Assuredly not! It was a terminology

which was expressly invented.

" And yet in Gregory of Nyssa the persons appear also as <7viJ.ßsßyiy.6Tx (accidents).
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divine substance (one divine nature) in three subjects,) was the

formula. In order to give clear expression to the actual dis-
^

tinction of the Persons within the Godhead, Gregory of Nyssa

attached to them rpöxoi v7rizp!;£ccg, (modes of existence,) I'Biorv^rs:;

X0ip<xxTi^pii^öV7iXi, e^oiipsTX }'hicü[/,izroc, (characteristic peculiarities,

special characters). To the Father he attributed ocysw/jG-lx, the

quality of being unbegotten, and in consequence of this the

word which had formerly been forbidden by the Niceans was
once more restored to a place of honour, no longer, however,

as referring to substance, but as expressing a mode of being

{7x,£7ig) of God the Father. To the Son he attributed ysw/ja-liz,

the quality of being begotten, and even the older Homoiousians

shewed more reserve on this point than Gregory did. To the

Spirit he attributed £y,7Toc£'j7i:—procession.' But what is more,

1 See the treatises of Gregor. Nyss. z-fp« Six^popxi; oiia-ia^ Kxi uTzoTTxtrsMi—mfi
rov oi£<75xi >.iy£iv rpg;? @£Oii(;—Trpo; "EAA^^v«? sk tcSv xoiväv Bvvoiäv. "Prosopou"

is no longer for Gregory a technical term in the sti-ict sense of the word, but on

the other hand he also avoids the expression "three «ro/z«". The word <pvin(;

maintained itself alongside of ova-i'x^ and in the same way iSionii was used along

with it7röi7Txs-ii;. The God who was common to the Three was supposed to be a

real substance, not, however, a fourth alongside of the Three, but on the contrary

the unity itself! On the characteristics of the Hypostases, see Gregor. Naz. Orat.

25. 16: Koivdv TO fiii yeyovsvxi. y.xi vi ^eorvfc;. "iSiov Ss TTXTpoi; ij,ev vi xysw/ia-ix,

vi'ov Ss ii yevvtis-ii;^ Trvsviixrot; Se ^ £JCTe/z'|'/;. The two others expressed their views

in almost similar terms in their works against Eunomins, unless that Gregory of

Nyssa alone put the doctrine of the Holy Ghost in a logically developed form

(see below), while as regards it, Basil (see de spir. s. ad Amphiloch.) advanced least

of them all. The pronounced attitude taken up by them all, especially by Basil,

against Marcellus, is characteristic. The theological orations of Gregory of Nazian-

zus (Orat. 27—31) may, more than anything else, have spread the doctrinal system

far and wide. (It is important to note that in opposition to it Athanasius in his

letter ad Afros, [c. 369] expressly said that ütoVtäo-/? and oi/a-ix were to be used

as identical in meaning.) It follows from Orat. 31 (33) that Gregory did not wish

to apply the nw)ibe7- one to the Godhead; a unity was for him only the x/vt^a-ii;

and <pvcri(; {//.ixv <ptj(7iv sv rpurh iSwTiiiTi, voepx'ii tsAe/««?, kxS'' bxvtxi; v^sa-Toiia-xt^,

xptSfxai SixipBrx7(; xxi ov SixipsTx7i; fleoVifT/). So too he was doubtful about the

suitability of the old image, "source, stream", for the Trinity, not only because it

represents the Godhead as something changeable, something flowing, l>i(f also he-

catise it gave the appearance of a 7iumerical tinity to the Godhead. He is equally

unwilling, and in fact for the same reasons, to sanction the use of the old compari-

son of sun, beam, and brightness. He is always in a fighting attitude towards

"Sabellianism". The doctrine of the one God is to him Je wish—that is the new di.s-

covery. "We do not acknowledge a Jewish, narrow, jealous, weak Godhead" (Orat.

25. 16). Gregory had, moreover, already begun those odd speculations about the
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the entire Origenistic speculation regarding the Trinity, with

which Athanasius would have nothing to do, that is, of which

he knew nothing, was rehabilitated. The moment or element

of finitude within the Trinitarian evolution was no doubt struck

out, still the Absolute has nevertheless not only modi in itself,

but also in some degree, stages. The (eternal) generation or

begetting, in the sense of a Godhead extending itself to the

limits of the creaturely, was again put in the foreground. In

this way the subordination-conception, which was an irreducible

remainder in Athanasius' whole way of looking at the question,

again acquired a peculiar significance. The idea that the Father

in Himself is to be identified with the entire Godhead again

became one of the ground-principles of speculation. He is the

starting-point of the Trinity, just as He is the Creator of the

world. The idea that He is source, beginning, cause of the

Godhead {Trvr/Vi, y-'PZ'^'i-, xhix tvj: (i£OTy,To:), the cause (re aSlriov)

and consequently God in the proper sense (zupixc Qeoc), while

the other Hypostases again are effects [xhixrx),^ meant some-

thing different to the Cappadocians from what it did to Athana-

sius. For the Logos-conception, which Athanasius had dis-^

carded as thexsXÄc-cosniical, again came to the front, and in
y

their view Logos and Cosmos are more closely related than in \

that of Athanasius. The unity of the Godhead does not rest_>

here on the Homousia, but in the last resort, as with Arius,

on the '-monarchy" of God the Father; and the Spiritual on

earth is, in fine, not a mere creature of God, but—at any rate

immanent substance of God which, though they are mere bubble-blowing, are still

highly thought of. The divine loftiness, according to him, shews itself in this, that

in His immanent life also God is 2, Jniit/iil principle; the life of the creature has

its vital inanifestation in tlie tension of dualities, but it is in this opposition that

its imperfection also consists; the Trinity is the "sublation", or abrogation of the

duality, living movement and at the same time rest, and not in any way a sublima-

tioQ into multiplicity. The Orat. 23 in particular is full of thoughts of this sort,

see c. 8 : rpixSx rsÄsiav sk TS^eiwv rpiüv^ /jtovaeSot; (jlsv xivyiSsia-i^q Stx to 7r?yOva-tov,

ivx^oi Ss üx£pßa.iet(Ti^i^ iirrep yxp rifv t/A^fv xxi to slSoi;, et wv rx ffUfiXTX, rpixSoQ

is SpiirSsia-i^t; Six rb reÄetov, TTpconi yxp xjxspßxivet SvxSoi; auviBO-tv, Vvx (j-^ts a-rsvij

l^ivy) ii fleoTJfi; fisjTE Bii; xTsipov x^*!'''^''
"^^ 1^^^ 7^9 x!i>tK6rt(iOv^ to he xtxktov, Kxt

TO [JLev 'lovSxixov xävteAws, to Se 'EAA^jv/xov Kxi xoA^/flfOv.

' Gregor. Nyss., ex tuv y.oiväv evvoiäv T. II. p. 85; ev y.xi to xvto 7rpö<ru7rov

Tov TTXTpd?, e% ov 6 vtoq yevvxTXt kxi to vvevfix to xyiov exTropeveTXi, Sid xxc

y.-jpiuz TOV evx oihiov 'ovtx tüv xI/tov xitixtüv 'evx &eöv <pxi4.ev.
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p.
\ with Gregory of Nyssa—as in the view of Origen, is a being

I

with a nature akin to His.' "Science" concluded an alUance

/with the Nicene Creed; that was a condition of the triumph

/ of orthodoxy. If at the beginning of the controversy the

scientific thinkers—including those amongst the heathen—had

sympathised with Arianism, men were now to be found as the

defenders of the Nicene Creed to whom even a Libanius yielded

the palm. These men took their stand on the general theory

of the universe which was accepted by the science of the time

;

they were Platonists, and they once more naively appealed to

Plato in support even of their doctrine of the Trinity.' Those

who were on the side of Plato, Origen,'* and Libanius—Basil

indeed had recommended the latter to his pupils as one who
could help them in advanced culture,—those who were on

a footing of equality with the scholars, the statesmen, and

highest officials, could not fail to get sympathy. The literary

triumphs of the Cappadocians who knew how to unite devotion

to the Faith and to the practical ideals of the Church with

their scientific interests, the victories over Eunomins and his

following were at the same time the triumphs of Neo-platonism

over an Aristotelianism which had become thoroughly arid and

formal.^ Orthodoxy in alliance with science had a spring which

lasted from two to three decades, a short spring which was

not followed by any summer, but by destructive storms. Spite

of all the persecutions, the years between 370 and 394 were

1 It is here that we have the root of the difference between Athanasius and

Gregory.

- From this time this once more became the fashion amongst the scientific

orthodox. The confession of .Socrates (VII. 6) is very characteristic. He cannot

understand how the two .\rian Presbyters, Timotheus and Georgius can remain

Arians and yet study Plato and Origen so industriously and esteem them so highly
;

oi/Ss yacp n^ccraiv to SsvTSpov Kxi to rpirov eeiTiov, w? xi/Tog ovofj.x'^eiv s'luiev, xpx^^

V7rccp%£Ui £iÄii(pevxt <ptt<7i, xxt 'flpiysvyi^ a-vvxfSiov 'ttxvtxxov oi/.sÄoyil rbv viov tSj

TTctTpi. It is instructive further to note how Philostorgius too (in Suidas) asserts

that in the matter of the vindication of the 6iJ.oo6Tio(i Athanasius was deemed a

boy in comparison with the Cappadocians and Apollinaris.

3 See the Philocalia.

* This is one of the strongest impressions we carry away from a reading of

the works against Eunomins.
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very happy ones for the orthodox Church of the East. It was

engaged on a great task, and this was to restore the true faith

to the Churches of the East, and to introduce into them the

asceticism which was closely allied with science.' It was in

the midst of a struggle which was more honourable than the

struggles of the last decades had been. Men dreamt the dream

of an eternal league between Faith and Science. Athanasius

did not share this dream, but neither did he disturb it. He did

not go in for the new theology, and there is much to shew

I

that it did not quite satisfy him." But he saw the aim of his

j

life, the recognition of the complete Godhead of Christ, brought

i

nearer accomplishment, and he continued to be the patriarch

and the recognised head of orthodoxy, as the letters of Basil

in particular shew. When, however, orthodoxy had attained its

victory, there arose after a few years within its own camp an

opponent more dangerous to its scientific representatives than

Eunomius and Valens—the traditionalism which condemned all

science.

Nothing more than an outline can here be given of the

development of events in particular instances. The Synod of

Alexandria was not able by means of its resolution to unite

the parties which had separated at Antioch : the party of the

' This aspect of the activity of the Cappadocians cannot be too highly valued.

But in this respect too, though in quite a new fashion, they took up the work of

Athanasius. The dominant party on the contrary were supported by an Emperor

(Valens) who no doubt for good reasons persecuted monarchism. (See the law in )i'nr-vt

the Cod. Theodos. XII. i, 63 of the year 365.) The aversion of the Homoeans to

monasticism is evidejit from the App. Const. Basil's journey to Egypt was epoch-

making. The relation in which he stood to Eustathius of Sebaste, the ascetic aad

Semi-Arian, is also of great importance.

- For the sake of peace and in order to secure the main thing, Athanasius at

the Synod of Alexandria, which may be called a continuation of the Synod of

Aucyra, himself concluded the alliance with the new Oriental orthodo.xy and acknow-

ledged Meletius. But his procedure later on in the Antiochian schism (see Basil.,

ep. 89, 2), the close relation ia which he stood throughout to Rome as contrasted

with the East, the signal reserve he exhibited towards Basil (Basil, ep. 66, 69),

and finally the view he took of the Marcellian Controversy which was still going

"11—Basil saw in Marcellus a declared Sabellian heretic, while the judgment passed

on him and his following by Athanasius was essentially different—prove that he

never came to have a satisfying confidence in the neo-orthodox Niceans who were

associated with Meletius; see on this Zahn, pp. 83 ff.. 88 ff., Rade. D.amasus, p. 81 ff.

M \
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orthodox who clung to the old faith and that of the Homoi-

ousians who under the leadership of Meletius acknowledged the

Homousios. This Antiochian split remained an open wound,

and the history of the attempts to get it healed makes it

abundantly evident that different doctrines were really in

question, that Alexandria and the East had not lost their feel-

ing of distrust of Meletius, and that the Cappadocians who
Avere at the head of the new orthodoxy in the East were not

able to suppress the suspicion of Sabellianism in the light of

the old orthodoxy.'

Jovian, who was inclined to orthodoxy, once more recalled

Athanasius who had been banished for the last time by Julian."

Athanasius somewhat prematurely announced the triumph of

the true faith in the East.'' Under the new ruler, Acacius, at

a Synod held in Antioch in 363, found himself obliged to

agree with Meletius and to join with him in declaring his

adherence to the oy.oov^iog, explaining at the same time that it

expressed as much as the ^z rijg cv7ixc (of the substance) and

the oy.oio-j'jioc together "* (see Äthan., de Synod.) But the acces-

sion of Valens in the following year changed everything. An
attempt on the part of the semi-Arians at the Synod at Lamj)-

sacus in 364 to get the upper hand, miscarried.^ Eudoxius of

Constantinople and the adroit Acacius who again made a change

of front, became masters of the situation, and Valens resolved

1 See the art. "Meletius" in Herzog's R.-Encykl. IX., p. 530 f. and the discus-

sion by Rade, op. cit., p. 74 ff. The Westerns had the same kind of feeling in

reference to the opponent of Meletius in Antioch, Paulinus, as they formerly had

in reference to Athanasius; he alone was for them orthodox; but they did not

succeed in getting their view adopted. Ilieron. ep. 15. 16 shews what scruples the

formula, rpeT? vTroa-rxa-iit;^ gave rise to in the minds of the Westerns.

- Julian, spile of his aversion to all Christians, seems nevertheless to have beeu

somewhat more favourably disposed towards Arianism than towards orthodoxy, ?>.,

than to Athanasius, who, moreover, incurred his suspicions on political grounds.

^ See his letter to Jovian in the 0pp. and in Theodoret. IV. 3. Here the

matter is so represented as to suggest that there were now only a few Arian Churches

in the East. The attack on those who do indeed accept the 6i/,oc-Ja-iot;^ but give it

a false intei'pretation, is worthy of note.

* See the Synodical- epistle in Socrat. III. 25, Mansi III., p. 369.

'^ Socrat. IV. 2 sq. 12, Sozom. VI, 7 sq. In the following decade the view of

Eudoxius of Constantinople was the authoritative one.
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1

to adopt once more the policy of Constantius, to maintain the

Arian Homoeism in its old position, and to make all bishops

who thought dififerently ^ suffer. Orthodox and Homoiousians

had again to go into banishment. From this time onwards

many Homoiousians turned to the West, having made up their

minds to accept the o[/,ocxj7ic: in order to get support. The
West after the brief episode of the period of oppression (353

—360) wa,s once more Nicene. There were but few Arians,

although they were influential. After various Councils had met,

the Homoiousians sent deputies from Pontus, Cappadocia, and

Asia " to Liberius to get the doctrinal union brought about.

Liberius, whose sentiments were the same as those of Hilary,

did not refuse their request. The announcement of this happy

event was made at Tyana in ^Oy; ^ but at a Carian Council a

Homoiousian minority persisted in rejecting the o[/,ocv'jiqcJ' From
this time Basil, who became bishop in 370,^ took an active

part in affairs and he was soon after followed by the other

Cappadocians, and they threw not only the weight of science,

but also that of asceticism, into the scale in favour of orthodoxy.

'Ffte new bishop of Rome, Damasus, took a decided stand

against Arianism at the Roman Synods held in 369 (370) and

I'jj. then against the Pneumatomachians (see below) and the

ApoUinarian heresy, while Marcellus and Photinus were also

condemned. The rigid standpoint of the bishops Julius and

Athanasius again became the dominant one in the West, and

it was only after some hesitation that the Western bishops re-

solved to offer the hand of friendship to the new-fashioned

orthodoxy of the East. The representatives of the latter did

not indeed settle the Antiochian schism at the well-attended

Council at Antioch in September 379, but they subscribed the

' The Altercatio Heracliani et Germinii is instructive : see Caspari, Kirchenhist.

Anecdota. 1883.

- Cappadocia was the native land of the new orthodoxy ; see the Cappadocian

^elf-consciousness of Gregor. Naz. ; up till this time, however, it had been the prin-

cipal seat of Arianism.

Socrat. IV. 12.

' Sozom. VI. 12.

' He was at the same lime the patriarch of the diocese of Fontus.
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Roman pronouncements of the last years, and thus placed them-,

selves at the standpoint of Damasus.'

But meanwhile very great changes had taken place in th^

State. In November 375 Valentinian died. He had not taken

any part in Church politics, and had in fact protected the Arian

1 It was Athanasius who roused Damasus to take up an attitude of energetic:

opposition to the Arian Bishop Auxentius of Milan, and thus, speaking generally,

led him to follow in the track of Bishop Julius ; see Äthan, ep. ad Afros. It wa§.

at the Roman Council of 369 that the Western episcopate first formally and solemnly

renounced the resolution of Rimini. On the text of the epistle of this Council, see

Rade, p. 52 ff. Auxentius of Milan was condemned; but this sentence was a futile

one since the Court protected him. No mention was yet made at this Council of

the difficulties of the East. The years from 371 to 380 are the epochs during

which the new-fashioned orthodoxy of the East, under the leadersliip of Basil and

Meletius, attempted to induce the West to bring its influence to bear on Valens and

the Homcean-Arian party, by means of an imposing manifesto, and thus to

strengthen orthodoxy in the East, but at the same time to pronounce in favour of

the Homoiousian-Homoousian doctrine and to put the orthodox Niceans in the

wrong. These attempts were not successful; for Damasus in close league, first with

Athanasius, then after his death (373), with his successor Peter, was extremely

reserved, and in the first instance either did not interfere at all or interfered in

favour of the old Niceans, of Paulinus that is, at Antioch. (This Peter, like Atha^

nasius before him, had fled to Rome, and the alliance of Rome with Alexandria

was part of the traditioiial policy of the Roman bishop from the days of

Fabian to the middle of the fifth century.) The numerous letters and embassies

which came from the East of which Basil was throughout the soul, shew what

trouble was taken about the matter there. But the letters of Basil did not please

the ^^xKptßsa-repot" in Rome; at first, indeed, intercourse with the East was carried

on only through the medium of Alexandria, and on one occasion Basil had his

letter simply returned to him. He complained that at Rome they were friendly with

everybody who brought an orthodox confession and diil not mind anything else.

He referred to the friendship shewn towards those who were inclined to the views

of Marcellus, further to the friendly intercourse of the Roman bishop with Paulinus,

who was always suspected of Sabellianism by Basil, and to the occasional recogni-

tion of an Apollinarian. In letter 214 Basil brought the charge of Sabellianismj;

against the entire Homoousian doctrine in its older form. It was in the year 376

that the West first promised help to the East. (The decretals of Damasus =^ 1

Fragment of the letter of Damasus designated by Coustant as ep. 4.) Basil now (ep.

263) pleads for active interference—where possible an imposing Council—against

the heretics who are heretics under cover of the Nicene Creed, and he designates

as such the Macedonian Eustathius of Sebaste, ApolHnaris and Panliims^ i.e.^ the

man who taught pretty much the same doctrine as Athanasius; according to Basil

however, he is a Marcellian. The accusations against Paulinus were naturally received

with anything but favour in the West. Peter of Alexandria who was still in Romei

.it the time, called Meletius, Basil's honoured friend, simply an Arian. A Synodi

was nevertheless held in Rome at which Apollinarianism was for the first timej

rejected (377); to it we owe the pieces 2 and 3 in the ep. Damasi, 4 ed. Coustant
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bishops as he did the orthodox bishops, and had never had

any difterence with his brother regarding their rehgious poHcy.

His successor, the youthful Gratian,' yielded himself wholly to

the guidance of the masterful Ambrose. He firmly established

the State Church as against the heterodox parties, by passing

some severe laws, and in doing this he followed Ambrose
whom the Lord had taken from amongst the judges of the

earth and placed in the Apostolic chair." (Basil ep. 197, i.) In

August 378 Valens fell at the battle of Adrianople, fighting

with the Goths; and on the 19th of January, 379, the Western

Theodosius was made Emperor of the East by Gratian. The
ideath of Valens was quite as much a determining cause of the

final triumph of orthodoxy as its alliance with science ; for the

inner force of a religious idea can never secure for it the

dominion of the world. Theodosius was a convinced Western

Christian who took up the policy of Gratian, but carried it out

in a perfectly independent fashion." He was determined to rule

!)a;^!l died in January 379. He did not attain the aim of all his work, which was
o unite the orthodoxy of the East and the West on the basis of the Homoiousian
nterpretation of the Homousios. But soon after his death, in September 379.

Meletius held a synod in Antioch, and this synod subscribed all the manifestoes of

he Romans, i.e.. of the West, issued during the previous years 369, 376, 377, and

.hu> simply submitted to the will of the West in dogmaiicis., and despatched to

Rome the Acts which contained the concessions. The triumph of the old-orthodox

nterpretation of the Nicene Creed thus seemed perfect. The West, under the

;ui lance of Ambrose, from this time forth recognised the Meletians also as orthodox.

it was from there (see the Synod of Aquileia 380, under Ambrosius) that the

)r'i|)osal emanated that if one of the two anti-bishops in Antioch should die, no

niccessor should be chosen, and thus the schism would be healed. The fact that

lie Meletians thus came round to the orthodox standpoint is explicable only when
,ve consider the complete changes which had taken place in the political situation

>iiice the death of Valens. On the involved state of things in the years from 369
o 378 see the letters of Basil. 70, 89—92, 129, 138, 214, 215, 239, 242, 243,

353—256, 263, 265, 266. It was the investigation of the matter by Rade, op. cit.

)p. 70— 121, which first threw light on this. On Damasus and Peter of Alex, see

>ociat. IV. 37, Sozom. VI. 39, Theod. IV. 22. All were agreed in holding Atha-

la-ius in high respect. It was this that kept the combatants together. Gregory

legins his panegyric (Orat. 21) with the words: 'ASäväst/ov iizxiyüv xpsriiv exxtvs-

-01J.X1, and in saying this he said what everybody thought.

' See on Gratian's religious policy my art. in Herzog's R.-Encykl. s. h. v.

- Valentinian was the last representative of the principle of freedom in religion,

n the sense in which Constantine had sought to carry it out in the first and
arger half of his reign, and also Julian.
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the Church as Constantius had done, but to rule it in the spirit

of rigid orthodoxy. He had himself been baptised ' in the year

380, and immediately after appeared the famous edict which

enjoined the orthodox faith on all nations. It is, however, in

the highest degree characteristic of his whole policy that this

faith is more definitely described as the Roman and Alexandrian

faith, i.e., the new doctrinal orthodoxy of Cappadocia and Asia

is passed over in silence." After his entry into Constantinople

Theodosius took all their churches from the Arians and handed

them over to the orthodox.' In the year 381 he issued a

regulation in which he prohibited all heretics from holding

divine service in the towns. In the same year, however, the

Emperor summoned a large Eastern Council to meet at Con-

stantinople, and its resolutions were afterwards regarded as

ecumenical and strictly binding, though not till the middle of

the fifth century, and in the West not till a still later date.

This Council denotes a complete change in the policy of

Theodosius. His stay in the East had taught him that it was

necessary for him to recognise as orthodox all who acknow-

ledged the Nicene Creed however they might interpret it, and

at the same time to make an attempt to gain over the Mace-

donians. He had come to see that in the East he must rely

upon the Eastern form of orthodoxy, the new orthodoxy, that

he would have to suppress the aspirations of the Alexandrian

bishops, and that he must do nothing which would have the

appearance of anything like tutelage of the East by the West.

1 During a severe illness, by the orthodox bishop of Thessalonica.

2 Impp. Gratianus Valentinianus et Theodosius AAA. ad populum urbis Constan-

tinop. : "Cunctos populos, quos clementiae nostrce regit temperamentum in tali volumus

religione versari, quam divinum Petrum apostolum tradidisse Romanis religio usque

ad nunc ab ipso insinuata declarat quamque pontificem Damasum sequi claret et

Petrum Alexandrite episcopum virum apostolicte sanctitatis, hoc est, ut secundum

apostolicam disciplinam evangelicamque doctrinam patris et filii et spiritus sancti

unam deitatem sub pari majestate et sub pia trinitate credamus (this is the Western-

Alexandrian way of formulating the problem). Hanc legem sequentes Christianorum

catholicorum nomen jubemus amplecti, reliquos vere dementes vesanosquejudicantes

hseretici dogmatis infamiam sustinere, divina primum vindicta, post etiam motus

nostri, quern ex cselesti arbitrio sumpserlmu s, ultione plectendos " (Cod. Theod.

XVI. I, 2; Cod. Justin I. i.

3 With the exception, of Egypt most of the Churches in the East were at tliis

time in the hands of the Arians.
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This reversal of his policy is shewn most strikingly by the fact

that Meletius of Antioch was called upon to preside at the

Council, the very man who was specially suspected by the

orthodox of the West.' He died shortly after the Council met,

and first Gregory of Nazianzus, - and then Nectarius of Con-

1 The relations which existed ia the years 378—381 between the East and the

West (Alexander was closely allied with the latter) are complicated and obscure.

Their nature was still in all essential respects determined by the continuance of

the schism in Antioch. The following is certain (i) Theodosius, as soon as he came
to perceive the true state of things in the East, had ranged himself on the side of

the orthodox there; he wished to suppress Arianism not by the aid of the West
and of the Alexandrian bishop Peter who was closely allied with Rome and who
had already acted as if he were the supreme Patriarch of the Greek Church, but

by the orthodox powers of the East itself. The proof of this is (i) that he trans-

ferred in a body to Meletius the Arian Churches in Antioch,—Paulinus was shelved;

(2) that in the Edict (Cod. Theodos. XVI. i, 3) he does not mention Damasus, but

on the contrary enumerates the orthodox of the East as authorities (July 30111,381)

and this Gwatkin, p. 262, rightly terms an "amended definition of orthodoxy";

(3) that he refused to accede to the repeated and urgent demands of the Westerns

who wished him to settle impartially the dispute at Antioch with due respect to

the superior claims of Paulinus, and also refused their request for the summoning
of an Ecumenical Council at Alexandria; (4) that he summoned an Eastern Coun-
cil to meet at Constantinople without troubling himself in the slightest about the

West, Rome and Alexandria, made Meletius president of it, heaped honours upon
him, and sanctioned the choice of a successor after his death, and this in spite of
the advice of the Westerns that the whole Antiochian Church should now be
handed over to Paulinus, an advice which had the support of Gregory of Nazian-

zus himself. Nor can there be any doubt in view of the manner in which the

Council was summoned to meet, that its original intention was to draw up a

formula of agreement with the Macedonians. It is certain (II.) that the orthodox

IFathers who assembled at Constantinople gladly recognised and availed themselves

A the opportunity thus presented of freeing themselves from the tutelage of

Alexandria and the West, and of recalling by a distinct act the concessions which
hey had made under compulsion two years previously at Antioch. "It is in the

Kast that the sun first rises, it was starting from the East that the God who came
n the flesh flashed upon the world." By their united attitude, their choice of

Klavian as the successor of Meletius, who had died during the Council, by passing

he third Canon—on the importance of the chair of Constantinople—and by
heir rejection of Maximus who was proposed for the chair of Constantinople by
Alexandria and patronised by Rome and the West, they inflicted the severest pos-

ible defeat on Alexandria and the West, and specially on the policy of Peterand

Damasus. It is certain (III.) finally, that shortly before the Council of Constanti-

lople, during the Council, and immediately after it rose, the relations between the

Egyptians and Westerns and the East were of the most strained character, and that

I breach was imminent. (See the letter in Mansi III., p. 631.)

- The choice of him as president (on this and on the general procedure of the

Council see his Carmen de vita sua) was not any more than that of Meletius
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stantinople presided over its deliberations. The opposition at

the Council between the old orthodox party, orthodox in the

Alexandrian and Western sense, who were few in numbers,

and the new orthodox party composed of Antiochians, Cappa-

docians and Asiatics, was of the most pronounced character,

though we are only partially acquainted with it.' The confusion

was so great that Gregory of Nazianzus resigned and left the

Council with the most bitter feelings." Still union was finally

approved of by Alexandria and Rome. His support of Pauli nus may find its

explanation in the fact that he aimed at getting into the good graces of Rome
after he had himself attained the Patriarchate. Gregory had a Tasso-like nature.

Quite incapable of effecting anything in the sphere of Church government or poli-

tics, he did not really desire office; but he wished to have the honour and distinc-

tion which are connected with office. So long as he did not have office he was

ambitious, when he had it he threw it away.

1 The Egyptians even went the length of separating themselves from the majority

at the Council; they did not approve of the decisions come to by the neo-orlhodox

;

see Theodoret V. 8.

2 The Egyptian bishops felt it to be iiitolerable that the Cappadocian and not

their man, Maximus, should get the position of Patriarch in Constantinople The

resignation of Gregory of Nazianzus was the price demanded by the Egyptians

for yielding ; see Gregory's farewell address to the Council, Orat. 42. The Canons

I—4 of the Council— for these only are in all probability genuine, while those

which follow belong to the Council of 382—are strongly anti-Alexandrian and arei

intended to bring down the claims of the Alexandrian which were already pitched;

high. Canon 3 is directed not so much against Rome as against Alexandria (Tovi

fievTOt KwvTTXVTtvovTrÖÄsui; e7ria->co7rov £;ge/v tx 7rps(rßs7x rvji; T//zi5? i-terx tov rij:!

'PuizvjQ kTTia-xoTov^ Stx TO slvoii xiirijv vsxv 'VcoiMviv). Canon 2 is intended to put a

stop to the attempt of the Bishop of Alexandria to rule other Eastern Churches.

But this very Canon plainly proves (cf. the si.x.th Canon of Nice) that as a matter

of fact the Bishop of Alexandria had a position in the East which was wholly

different from that of the other bishops. He only is mentioned in the singular

number

—

to\/ (j.iv 'A?^stxvSpsixi, It/o-koxov . . . Tot/? Ss x^c 'Avxto^^i; sTr/o-xoTrot/? . . j

ipv^XTTOiihctiv Twv yrfsa-ßs/uv r^ ^AvTtox^ccv kuKKviaix . . , rot)? tv}? 'Aa-txvi^i; SiotKii-

a-saii eTTta-KÖTroui; . . . tov^ t>5? novrtx^t; . . . roi/Q rij? ©pxHix^Q. The peculiar position

of the Alexandrian bishop which the latter wished to develop into a position ol

primacy, was chiefly due to three causes. (It is quite clear that Athanasius anc)

Peter wished so to develop it, and perhaps even Dionysius the Great; the inten-

tion of the Alexandrian scheme to place Maximus on the episcopal seat of Constant!

nople, was to secure a preponderating influence upon the capital and the imperial

Church by the aid of this creature of Alexandria.) These three causes were ae

follows; (l) Alexandria was the second city of the Empire and was recognised as

such ?« f/ie ChwcJi also at least as early as the middle of the third century; see

e.g.^ the conciliar epistle of the great Council of Antioch of the year 268, addressee

" to the bishops of Rome and Alexandria and to all Catholic churches." (Alexandria
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secured, although the attempt to win over the Macedonians

failed. The "150 bishops" unitedly avowed their adherence

to the Nicene faith, and, as we are told, accepted in addition

to this a special explanation of the doctrine of the Trinity in

which the complete Homousia of the Spirit also was expressed.

In the first canon containing the decisions, after the ratification

of the Nicene Creed, Eunomians (Anomeans) Arians (Eudoxians)

Semi-Arians (Pneumatomachians) Sabellians, Marcellians, Photini-

ans and Apollinarians were expressly anathematised. The Nicene

Creed thus gained an unqualified victory so far as its actual

terms were concerned, but understood according to the inter-

pretation of Meletius, the Cappadocians, and Cyril of Jerusalem.

The conwumity of siibsta7ice in the sense of equality or like-

ness of substance, not iii that of unity of substance, zvas from
this time the orthodox doctrine in the East. But the Creed

which since the middle of the fifth century in the East, and

since about 530 in the West, has passed for the ecumenical-

Constantinopolitan Creed, is neither ecumenical nor Constan-

linopolitan; for the Council was not an ecumenical one, but

an Eastern one, and it did not in fact set up any new

ranks as the second, Antioch as the third city of the Empire in Josephus, de hello

Jud. 4, II, 5, cf. the chronograph of the year 354, Stryzygowski, Jahrb. d. k.

•deutschen archäol. Instituts. Supplementary vol., 1888, I., die Kalenderbilder des

Chronographen v. j. 354, p. 24 f. The chronograph gives the series thus, Rome,
Alexandria, Constantinople, Treves. Lumbroso, L'Egitto dei Greci e dei Romani,

.1882, p. 86, proves that all the authors of the first to the third centuries agree in

giving the first place after Rome to Alexandria, see, e.g.^ Dio Chrysostomus, Orat.

32, I, p. 412: ij yxp tto^k; v(j.äv rS> i^sysäei kxI tS totoj Tr^sio-Tov '6<rov Stx<pep£i

Jtxi Treptcpxvüi ceTroSsSsiKrxiSevrspx rüvvTrb rbvi^^iov. In the "ordo urbium nobilium"

of Ausonius we have for the first time the cities given in the following order:

Rome, Constantinople, Carthage, Antioch, Alexandria, Treves. So long as Alexandria

was the second city in the Empire, it was the first city in the East. (2) Alexan-

dria had this in common with Rome, that it had no cities in its diocese which

were of importance in any way. The bishop of Alexandria was always the bishop

of Egypt (Libya and Pentapolis), as the bishop of Rome was always the bishop

•of Italy. The case was quite otherwise with Antioch and Ephesus; they always

had important episcopates alongside of them. (3) The lead in the great Arian

controversy had fallen to the Bishop of Alexandria; he had shewn himself equal

to this task and in this way had come to be the most powerful ecclesiastic in the

East. The hints which I have given as to the policy of the Alexandrian Patriarch

here and in Chap. III. 2, have been further developed in an instructive fashion by

Rohrbach (die Patriarchen von Alexandrien) in the Preuss. Jahrb. Vol. 69, Parts

I and 2.

7
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Creed. This Creed, on the contrary, is the Baptismal Creed of

the Jerusalem Church which was issued in a revised form soon,

after 362 and furnished with some Nicene formulae and with

a regula fidei in reference to the Holy Spirit, and which was
perhaps brought forward at the Council of 381 and approved

of, but which cannot pass for its creed. How it subsequently

came to rank as a decision of the Council is a matter regard-

ing which we are completely in the dark. This much, how-

ever, is clear, that if this Creed had any connection at all with

the Council of 381, the neo-orthodox character of the latter is

thereby brought out in a specially striking way; /^r the so-called

Creed of Constantinople ca?i in fact be taken simply as a for-

tnula of union betzveen orthodox, Senii-Arians, and Pneumato-

machians. The most contested phrase of the Nicene Creed "fV

ryig ovTug rod Trxrpoi; " is wanting in it, and it presents the

doctrine of the Holy Spirit in a form which could not have

appeared wholly unacceptable even to the Pneumatomachians.'

1 On the Creed of Constantinople see my article in Herzog's R.-Encyklop. VIII.^

pp. 212—230, which summarises the works of Caspari and particularly of Hort, and

carries the argument further. The following facts are certain, (i) The Council of 381 did

not set up any new creed, but simply avowed anew its adherence to the Nicene

Creed (Socrat. V. 8, Sozom. VII. 7, 9, Theodoret V. 8, Greg. Naz. ep. 102 [Orat. 52]

the testimony of the Latin and Constantinople Councils of 382). (2) If we take the years-

from 381 to 450, we do not find in any Synodal Act, Church Father, or heterodox

theologians during that period any certain trace whatsoever of the existence of the

Creed of Constantinople, much less any proof that it was used then as the Creed

of Constantinople or as the official Baptismal Creed; it is simultaneously with the-

recognition of the Council of 381 as an ecumenical Council—about 451 in the East,

in the West fifty years later—that the Creed in question, which now emerges, is first

described as the Creed of Constantinople. (3) It did not, however, then first come into

existence, but is on the contrary much older; it is found already in the Ancoratus of

Epiphanius which belongs to the year 374, and there is no reason for holding that it is

an interpolation here ; on the contrary (4) the internal evidence goes to shew that it is a

Nicene redaction of the Baptismal Creed of Jerusalem composed soon after 362.

The Creed is thus not any extension of the Nicene Creed, but rather belongs to

that great series of Creeds which sprang up after the Council of Alexandria (362)

in the second creed-making epoch of the Eastern Churches. At that time the

opponents of Arianism in the East, now grown stronger, resolved to give expression

to the Nicene doctrine in connection with the solemn rite of baptism. It was

possible to do this in three different ways, that is to say either by embodying the

Nicene catchwords in the old provincial church creeds, by enlarging the Nicene

Creed for the special purpose of using it as a baptismal Creed, or, finally, by

adopting it itself, without alteration, for church use as a baptismal Creed, in spite
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For this very reason it is certainly out of the question to

regard the Creed as the Creed of the Council of 381. It did

indeed assert the complete Homousia of the divine Persons.

But the legendary process in the Church which attached this

Creed to that Council performed a remarkable act of justice

;

of its incompleteness and its polemical character. These three plans were actually

followed. In the first half of the fifth century the third was the one most widely

adopted, but previously to this the two first were the favourites. To this series be-

long the revised Antiochian Confession, the later Nestorian Creed, the Philadelphian,

the Creed in the pseudo-Athanasian ipi^ttveici sl^ to a-viJ.ßoÄov^ the second, longer.

Creed in the Ancoratus of Epiphanius, the Cappadocian-Armenian, the exposition

of the Nicene Creed ascribed to Basil, a Creed which was read at Chalcedon and

which is described as "Nicene." To this class our Creed also belongs. If it be

compared with the Nicene Creed it will be easily seen that it cannot be based on

the latter • if, on the other hand, it be compared with the old Creed of Jerusalem

(in Cyril of Jerusalem) it becomes plain that it is nothing but a Nicene redaction

of this Creed. But this is as much as to say that it was probably composed by

Cyril of Jerusalem. Moreover, its general character also perfectly corresponds with

what we know of Cyril's theology and of his gradual approximation to orthodoxy.

(Socrat. V. 8, -Sozom. VII. 7) " Cyril's personal history presents in various respects

a parallel to the transition of the Jerusalem Creed into the form of the so-called

Creed of Constantinople." That is to say, in the Creed which afterwards became

ecumenical the words of the Nicene Creed "toi/t' eitt/v kx ri^Q oi/a-ixg tov Trccrpöi"

and the Nicene anathemas are omitted. The christological section accordingly runs

thus: ";««/ e/'c svn xvpiov ^Ivfirovv XpKTTÖv, tov vibv tcv ®sov tov (j-ovoyev^, rov Ik

rov TTOiTpog ysvv/iöevTX xpö Trxvruv räv xiuvaiv, cpü(; Ik <J)wro'$, @eov xÄvjSivdv \y. &soO

xÄi^itvav, ysvv/jSsvrx oii ttoivjHvtx^ oiioovirtov t5 Ttxrpl^ St' ov rx ttxvtx sysvero."

From the writings of the Homoiousians and the Cappadocians we can accordingly

easily gather that the "!;< tJji; oucrfxt; rov TrxrpÖQ" presented a far greater difficulty

to the half-friends of the Nicene Creed than the oizooviriog'^ for oi^oava-io? not with-

out some show of fairness might be interpreted as 'Ö1/.0101; kxt^ ova-ixv^ while on the

contrary the "sk tvk; ova-ixg"j both in what it said and in what it excluded—the

will, namely—seemed to leave the door open to Sabellianism. It follows also from

Äthan, de Synodis'that he considered the "sx rvn oh<7ixc," as of supreme impor-

tance; for in a way that is very characteristic of him he observes that of^oouinot;

is equal to 6(j.aiou<rtoi; In tvh ouo-ixq, that is, whoever intentionally avows his

belief in the 6(Jt.oova-iOQ without the "!>« ri?? oiia-ixi" avows his belief in it as a

Homoiousian. T/ie Christological formula in the Creed ofJerusalem^ />., what tuas

later on the Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed^ is thus almost homoiousian^ even although

it retains the 6{j.oov(Tiog. It corresponds exactly to the standpoint which Cyril must

have taken up soon after 362. The same holds good of what the Creed says re-

garding the Holy Spirit. The words :
''• %xi tic, to ^veviMx to xyicv^ to y.vpiov, to

^aoTTOtöv, TO £x TOV TTXTpog hxTTopevoi-isvov, TO cri/v TrxTpi xxi vlii <rvv7rpoiry.vjovi/.Bvov

Kx) (rvvSo^x^oi-isvov, to AkA-^ixäv Six tüv Trpo^vjTÜv " are in entire harmony with the foitn

which the doctrine of the Holy Spirit had in the sixties. A Pneumatomachian could

have subscribed this formula at a pinch; and just because of this it is certain that

the Council of 381 did not accept this Creed. We can only conjecture how it came
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for in tracing back to this Council "an enlarged Nicene Creed"

without the "fjc r>ig o-jiriixg rov 7rxTp6g'\ "of the substance of

the Father", without the ' Nicene anathemas, and without the

avowal of the Homousia of the Spirit, and in attesting it as

orthodox, it, without wishing to do so, preserved the recollec-

tion of the fact that the Eastern orthodoxy of 381 had really

been a neo-orthodoxy, which in its use of the word 'Ofy.oovcnoc did

not represent the dogmatic conviction of Athanasius. In the

quid pro quo involved in this substitution of one Creed for

another, we have a judicial sentence which could not conceiv-

ably have been more discriminating; but it involves still more

than that—namely, the most cruel satire. From the fact that in

the Church the Creed of Constantinople gradually came to be

accepted as a perfect expression of orthodoxy, and was spoken

of as the Nicene Creed while the latter was forgotten, it follows

that the great difference which existed between the old Faith

and the Cappadocian neo-orthodoxy was no longer understood,

and that under cover of the 'Oij.oov<jioc a sort of Homoiousian-

ism had in general been reached, the view which has really

been the orthodox one in all Churches until this day. The

father of the official doctrine of the Trinity in the form in

which the Churches have held to it, was not Athanasius, nor

Basil of Caesarea, but Basil of Ancyra.

All the same, the thought of the great Athanasius, though in

to be the Creed of Constantinople (see Hort., pp. 97— 106 f. and my article pp.

225 f., 228 f.). It was probably entered in the Acts of the Council as the Confes-

sion by which Cyril had proved to the Council that his faith was orthodox and

which the highly esteemed Epiphanius had also avowed as his. The Bishop of

Constantinople took it from among the Acts shortly before the year 451 and put

it into circulation. The desire to foist into the churches a Constantinopolitan Creed

was stronger in his case than his perception of the defects of this very Creed. It

was about 530 that the Creed of Constantinople first became a Baptismal Creed in

the East and displaced the Nicene Creed. It was about the same time that it first

came into notice in the West, but it, however, very quickly shoved the old Apos-

tolic Baptismal Creeds into the background, being used in opposition to Germanic

Arianism which was very widely spread there. On the "filioque" see below. We
may merely mention the extreme and wholly unworkable hypothesis of the Catholic

Vinceuzi (De process. Spiritus S., Romfe, 1878) that the Creed of Constantinople is

a Greek made-up composition belonging to the beginning of the seventh century,

a fabrication the sole aim of which was to carry back the date of the rise of the

heresy of the procession of the Holy Spirit ex patre solo into the Fourth Century
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a considerably altered form, had triumphed. Science and the

revolution which took place in the political world had paved

the way for its victory; suppressed, it certainly never could

have been.

The Westerns were anything but pleased in the first instance

with the course things had taken in the East. At Councils held

at the same time in Rome and Milan, in the latter place under

the presidency of Ambrose, they had made representations to

Theodosius and had even threatened him with a withdrawal

of Church privileges.' But Theodosius answered them in a very

ungracious manner, whereupon they sought to justify their

attitude.' The Emperor was prudent enough not to fall in

with the proposal of the Westerns that an ecumenical Council

should be summoned to meet at Rome. He followed the policy

of Constantius also in keeping the Churches of the two halves

of the Empire separate, as his choice of Rimini and Seleucia

proves. And by his masterly conduct of affairs he actually

succeeded in introducing a modus vivendi in the year 382,

spite of the attempts made to thwart him by his colleague

Gratian who was led by Ambrose. Gratian summoned a General

Council to meet at Rome, to which the Eastern bishops were

also invited. But Theodosius had already got them together

in Constantinople. They accordingly replied in a letter in which

they declined the invitation, and its tone which was as praise-

worthy as it was prudent, helped in all probability to lessen

the tension between the East and the West. They appealed,

besides, not only to the decisions of the Council of 381, but

also to their resolution of 378 in which they had made advances

to the West,' and they explained finally that they had adopted

1 See the letter '-Sanctum' in Mansi III., p. 631.

- See the letter '-Fidei" in Mansi III., p. 630.

^ The important letter is in Theodoret V. 9. It contains a description of the

persecutions which had been endured, of the struggles which still continued, thanks

that they w? a]yMx {j.iK\i\ should have received an invitation to the Council so that

they may rule along with the West and that it may not rule alone, regret that they

are prevented from appearing at it; then follows the exposition of the Faith, after

the despatch of the three envoys had been announced: '-What we have suffered

we suffered for the Evangelical Faith which was settled at Nicaea, rlx.ir^v rjjv

•Ttia-Tiv y.ca vfjuv y.xi ii//7v xxi ttäs-; toT^ i^ij Sixrrpsipova-i tov ^öyov ri^i xAvjiovi;
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a recent detailed dogmatic declaration of the Western bishops,

of Damasus that is, and were ready to recognise the Pauli-

nists in Antioch as orthodox, which meant that they no longer

suspected them of Marcellianism. ' The despatch of three envoys

to Rome where, besides Jerome, the distinguished Epiphanius

happened to be just at this time, could not but help towards

TTia-TBuiQ a-vvxpea-KSiv §s7- {j'v [j,öÄii; ttots [sic] yrpscrßvrxTyiv re ova-xv Kxt xxöÄovSov

rii ßxTCTia-iiXTi xxi SiSxerKOva-xv fifzxi; TTia-revsiv sit; to 'ovofjLx tov Trxrpoi; xxi tov

vlov Kx) rov xyiov TrvsviiXTOZi Svi^xSti SeoTtiro^ re xxi Svvxf-iewt; ax} ovtr/xi; (jlix^ tov

TTXTpOZ >'-^' TOV VtOV KXt TOV XytOV 7:VSV[/.CfT0Z 7ri(TTeV0IX.£Vyii, 6fA0Tll/,0V T£ TVjt; x^i'xQ

y.xi ervvx'iSiov t^i; ßxtriÄsixt;, sv Tpiiri TSÄSixtg vTroa-TXO-sa-iv '^yovv Tpta-i TS^eloti; Trpo-

(tuittok;^ Uli; (MiljTe t^v 'Zxß£?^Xlov vöirov x^P"^'^ ^xßslv t7vyxso(j.svoov tüv VTZotTTXtrsoov^

e'lyovv TÜv iSiot^tcdv oivxtpoviMsvi/iv, (/.vi ts (J-itv ri^v twv 'E.hvofj.ixvü-n xxi 'Apsixväv xxi

nv£y/ZÄTO^Z«%WV ßXXl7!pVllJ.tXV /V%t/£/V, T>5? OVlTIXt; t^ TV\Z (pVtJ-BCtii; yj TVH äsOTVITOi; TBfjt,-

voiZ£v>ii y.xi T51 x!CTt<7TU Kxi öiMOovcricü xxi a-vvxiSicft Tpix$i [MSTxyeve/TTspxc; TtVO^ ))

y.TiiTTvii; yj BTspoovaiov cpva-BU^ BTTxyoizsvyji;. The Easterns did not yield anything

here and yet they expressed their belief in as conciliatory a form as possible since

they were silent about Marcellus, called vSabellianism. a. "disease", but Arianism a

"blasphemy". Next follows the reference to the acts of the Councils of 379 and

381, then an explanation regarding the new appointment to the "as it were newly

founded Church of Constantinople" and to the bishopric of Antioch where—this is

directed against Rome and Alexandria—the name Christian first arose. So too the

recognition of Cyril of Jerusalem, who had suffered so much for the Faith, is

justified. Jerusalem is called in this connection "the mother of all Churches.'' The
Easterns at the close beseech the Westerns to give their consent to all this, tj??

TrVSVIX-XTlK^i; IJ.B(71TSV0V/Ti^i; XyXTTifi; xxi tov XVpiXXOV (pÖßoV, 17X<TXV IJ,BV KXTXtTTBh-

^ovTOi; xv^puTTivvjv TrpoxTrxiBtxVf xijv Ss tüv BxxKy^tj-iüv oixoSoi^iiv Trponi^OTBpxv voiovvto^

tJji; x/30? tov xxd'' svx ffviiTrxiBixi; ij X'^P''^"?- Then will we no longer say, what is

condemned by the Ajiostles: "I am of Paul, and I of x\pollos, and I of Cephas",

but we shall all appear as belonging to Christ, who is not divided in us, and will

with the help of God preserve the body of the Church fi-om division.

' The .so-called fifth Canon of the Council of 381 (see Rade, pp. 107, 1 16 f.,

133) belongs to the Synod of 382, as also the sixth 5 the seventh is later. It runs:

TTSpi TOV TOliOV TÜV AVTllCcSv Xxi TOVQ £V 'AvTlOX^I^- XTrehB^XfiB^X TOVZ IMiXV 6jJ.0?^0-

yovvTXi; TrxTpbi; xxi viov xxi xyiov tcvbvuxtoq Obotvitx. It can only be the Paulinists in

Antioch who are here referred to. But as regards the Western Tomos we must with

Rade, op. cit., apparently take it to be the twenty-four Anathemas of Damasus (in Theo-

doret V. II.). This noteworthy document, which perhaps originated in the year 381,

presents in a full and definite way the standpoint of the Westerns in regard to

the different dogmatic questions. It is specially worthy of notice that the doctrine

of Marcellus is condemned without any mention being made of its author. The
ninth anathema is further of importance and also the eleventh: "If anyone does not

confess that the Son is from the Father, i.e.^ is born of His Divine substance, let

him be accursed." Compare with this the so-called Creed of Constantinople in which

the Bx TviQ oha-ixc; is wanting. The fulness with which the doctrines of the Incar-

nation and the Holy Spirit are already treated, is significant.
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the conclusion of a treaty of peace. The opposition to Necta-

rius of Constantinople and Cyril of Jerusalem was now allowed

to drop in Rome ; but the Western bishops could not yet bring

themselves to acknowledge Flavian in Antioch, and, moreover,

Paulinus, his opponent, was himselfpresent at the Council in Rome.
There was once more a strong reaction against ApoUinarianism.^

If Arianism, or Homoeism, from the time when it ceased

to enjoy the imperial favour tended rapidly to disappear in

the Empire, if too it had no fanatic as Donatism had, it was
nevertheless still a power in the East in 383 ; large provinces

had still Arian tendencies, the common people " in them above

all ; while in the West it had supporters ^ in the Empress Jus-

1 To this period, according to Rade's pertinent conjecture, the work of Damasus
given in Theodoret V. 10 against ApoUiuarianism, also belongs. It probably came

from the pen of Jerome, soon after 382, and gives expression to the supreme self-

consciousness of the occupant of the chair of Peter. Jerome always flattered Damasus.

' The Church historians, Philostorgius in particular, give us some information

about this, but they do not enter much into particulars. Eunomius kept his ground

firmly and courageously and declined all compromises. He did not even so much
as recognise the baptism and ordination of the other Church parties (Philostorg. X. 4).

The Conciliar epistle of the Easterns of the year 382 (see above) further shews

what difficulties the attempt to carry through the Homoousios gave rise to.

^ See the struggles of Ambrose against Arianism in Upper Italy, which went

on still the year 388. After the death of his mother, Valentinus II. declared for

orthodo.xy ; see Cod. Theodos. XVI. 5,15. The knowledge that Maximus the usurper had

owed his large following to the fact of his being strictly orthodox helped to bring

about this decision. The assertion of Libanius that Maximus entered into an alliance

even with the unruly and rebellious Alexandrians is one which is calculated to

\ make us reflect. The fact that in the days of Theodosius Ambrose was at the

head of the Church in the West, probably contributed largely to bring about an

adjustment of the differences between the Western-Alexandrian and the Cappado-

cian-neo-orthodox doctrines of the Son. This bishop had learned from Philo, Origen,

and Basil, and he had friendly intercourse with the last mentioned; but he never

shewed any interest in or appreciation of the difference between the form of

doctrine in East and West, and he did not go into the speculations of the theolo-

gians of the East. It was thus merely in a superficial fashion that he accepted the

theological science of the East. But this very fact was of advantage to him so far

as his position was concerned; for it meant that he did not separate himself from

the common sense of the West, while, on the other hand, he had a great respect

for the Cappadocian theology and consequently was admirably suited for being a

peace-maker. £x frofesso he did not handle the Trinitarian problem ; his formulae

hear what is essentially the Western stamp, without, however, being pointed against

tlie •• Meletians ". and in fact, he himself accepted the statement: '-nulla est discre-

pautia divinilatis et operis; non igitur in utroque una persona, sed una substantia
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tinia and her son. Theodosius was more concerned to win

over the Arians than to drive them out of the Church. In the

first years of his reign while shewing a firm determination to

estabHsh orthodoxy, he had at the same time followed a sort

of conciliatory policy which, however, to the honour of the

Arians be it said, did not succeed. Just as in 381 he invited

the Macedonians to the Council, so in the year 383 he made
a further attempt to unite all the opposing parties at a Con-

stantinopolitan Council and if possible to bring about concord.

The attempt was sincere—even Eunomius was present—but

it failed; but it is very memorable for two reasons: (i)

the orthodox bishop of Constantinople made common cause

on this occasion with the Novatian bishop, a proof of how
insecure the position of orthodoxy in the capital itself still was ;

'

(2) an attempt was made at the Council to transfer the whole

question in dispute between orthodox and Arians into the

region of tradition. The Holy Scriptures were to be dispensed

with, and the proof of the truth ofortJiodoxy zuas to befurnished

solely by the testiinotiy of the ante-Nice^ie Fathers to whose

authority the opposite party must as good Catholics bow. This

undertaking was a prophecy of the ominous future which was

before the Church, and proved at the same time that the actual

est"; but on the other hand: "'non duo domini, sed uaus dominus, quia et pater

deus et filius deus, sed unus deus, quia pater in filio et filius in patre—neverthe-

less—unus deus, quia una deitas " (see Förster, Ambrosius, p. 130). Ambrose did not

engage in any independent speculations regarding the Trinity, as Hilary did (see Reia-

kens, op. cit., and Schwane, D G. d. patrist. Zeit., p, 150 fif.). The fact, however, that

in the fourth century the gi-eatest theologian of the West—namely, Jerome, and the

mo.st powerful ecclesiastical prince of the West, Ambrose, had learned their theology

from the Greeks, was the most important cause of the final union of East and

West in the matter of the doctrine of the Trinity. Hosius, Julius of Rome, Lucifer

and Damasus of Rome would not have been able to accomplish the dogmatic

unity of the two halves of the Empire. As a matter of fact the dogmatic unity did

not spring from the alliance of Athanasius, Julius, Peter, and Damasus, Alexandria

and Rome that is, but from the alliance of Athanasius, Hilary, Basil, Jerome, and

Ambrose.

1 On the Novatians in the East in the Fourth Century and their relations to the

orthodox, particularly in the city of Constantinople, see my articles s. v. " Nova-

tian", "Socrates", in Herzog's R.-Encykl. The Novatians, strange to say, always

had been and continued to be Nicene. The explanation of this may be found in

the fact that they origiijated in the West, or in the fact of their connection with

the West.
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interest in the controversy in the East had already once more

taken a secondary place compared with the conservative interest.

Nothing grows faster than tradition, and nothing is more con-

venient when the truth of a proposition has to be defended

than to fall back on the contention that it has ahvays been so.^

After this Council Theodosius discontinued his efforts in

favour of union and from this time sought to suppress Arian-

ism. Ambrose seconded his plans in Upper Italy. The orthodox

State-Church, which was, however, on the other hand, a Church-

State, was established. Severe laws were now passed against

all heretics with the exception of the Novatians." The State

had at last secured that unity of the Church which Constantine

had already striven after. But it was a two-edged sword. It

injured the State and dealt it a most dangerous wound. Amongst
the Greeks Arianism died out more quickly than Hellenism.

Violent schisms amongst the Arians themselves seem to have

accelerated its downfall, ^ but the different stages are unknown

1 Socr. V. 10 (Sozom. VII. 12) has given us some information regarding the

proceedings at the Council of Constantinople in 383. Theodosius wished to have

an actual conference between the opposing parties. Sisinius, the reader to the

Novatian bishop Agelius, is then said to have advised that instead of having a

disputation the matter should be settled simply on the basis of passages from the

Fathers ; the patristic proof alone was to be authoritative. Socrates tells us that

with the consent of the Emperor this was actually the course followed, and that

on the part of the orthodox only those Fathers were appealed to who had lived

before the Arian controversy. The raising of the question, however, as to whether

the various parties actually recognised these Fathers as authoritative, produced a

Babylonian confusion amongst them, and indeed even amongst the members of one

and the same party, so that the Emperor abandoned this plan of settling the

dispute. He next collected together Confessions composed by the different parties

(the bold one composed by Eunomius is still preserved, see Mausi III., p. 646 sq.),

but rejected them all with the exception of the orthodox one, and ungraciously sent

the parties home. The Arians, it is said, consoled themselves for the Emperor's

unkind treatment of them, with the saying that '-many are called but few chosen ".

This naiTative, so far as the particulars are concerned, is too much a made-up

one to be implicitly trusted. But the attempt to decide the whole question on the

authority of tradition was certainly made. If we consider how at first both parties

proceeded almost e.Kclusively on the basis of the Holy Scriptures we can perceive

in the attempt an extremely significant advance in the work of laying waste the

Eastern Churches.

2 See Cod. Theodos. XVI. i, 4 of the year 386 and the other laws of Theo-

dosius and his sons. Things became particularly bad from about 410 onwards.

3 See Sozom. in Books VII. and VIII.. especially in VIIT. 1.
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to US. The history of its fortunes amongst the German peoples

until the seventh century does not fall within the scope of

this work. The educated laity, however, in the East regarded

the orthodox formula rather as a necessary evil and as an

unexplainable mystery than as an expression of their Faith.

The victory of the Nicene Creed was a victory of the priests

over the faith of the Christian people. The Logos-doctrine had
already become unintelligible to those who were not theologi-

ans. The setting up of the Nicene-Cappadocian formula as the

fundamental Confession of the Church made it perfectly im-

possible for the Catholic laity to get an inner comprehension

of the Christian Faith taking as their guide the form in which

it was presented in the doctrine of the Church. The thought

that Christianity is the revelation of something incomprehen-

sible became more and more a familiar one to men's minds.

This thought has for its obverse side the adoration of the

mystery, ' and for its reverse side indifference and subjection to

mystagogues." The priests and theologians could certainly not

give the people more than they possessed themselves ; but it is

alarming to note in the ecclesiastical literature of the Fourth

Century and the period following how little attention is given

to the Christian people. The theologians had always the clergy,

the officials, good society in their minds. The people must

simply believe the Faith ; they accordingly did not live in this

Faith, but in that Christianity of the second rank which is

' Athanasius had already described the whole substance of the Christian religion

as a " doctrine of the mysteries "—see, e.g..^ his Festival-letters, p. 68 (ed. Larsow).

" We have here, above all, to remember the attitude taken up by Socrates,

which is typical of that of the ecclesiastically pious laity of the East. His stand-

point is—we ought silently to adore the mystery. Whatever the generation the last

but one before his own has fixed, is for him already holy: but he will have no-

thing to do with dogmatic disputes in his own time, and one may even find in

what he says traces of a vague feeling on his part that the laity as regards their Faith

had in fine been duped by the bishops and their controversies. His agreement with

Avhat was said by Euagrius in reference to the Trinity (III. 7) is characteristic of

his position in the matter: 7:xa-oc. Trporxa-ii; jj yevoc; s%s/ xceryiyopoviMSvov vf slSo^ jj

Six(popxv j^ (7Vi^ßsßijKbq ii TO In Tovrciiv i7vyxei(j.svov obSsv Ss stti ri^i; tiyix^ TpiiiSo^ twv

£ipyilj.£vci)v £(7Ti Äxßelv. a-iooTTif 7rpo(rxvv£i<76cii TO xppyirov. He will have nothing to do

with ova-tx and vTroa-rxa-ti;. The case too of Procopius of Caesarea illustrates the

attitude of reserve taken up by the laity in the sixth century to the whole dogmatic

system of the Church.
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represented in the legends of the saints, in apocalypses, in

image-worship, in the veneration of angels and martyrs, in

crosses and amulets, in the Mass regarded as magical worship,

and in sacramental observances of all sorts. Christ as the

'o[jcoo{)(xioc became a dogmatic form of words ; and in place of

this the bones of the martyrs became living saints, and the

shades of the old dethroned gods together with their worship,

revived once more.



APPENDIX.

THE DOCTRINE OF THE HOLY GHOST AND OF THE TRINITY.

I. In the baptismal formula, along with the confession of

belief in the Father and Son, there had always been from early-

times a confession also of belief in the Holy Spirit. This belief

expressed the thought that Christianity has within it the Spirit

of the Father—the Spirit of Christ— the living, illuminating,,

divine principle. The Spirit is the gift of God. But after the

Montanist controversies the combination of Spirit and Church,

Spirit and individual Christians came to have a secondary place

in regular theological thought. The World-Church and its theo

logians busied themselves instead with the Spirit in so far as it

spoke through the prophets, in so far as it had before this

brooded "over the waters", in so far as it descended on Christ

at His baptism, etc.—though this soon became a minor point

—

or took part in His human origin. But there was quite an

accumulation of difficulties here for rational theology. These

difficulties lay (i) in the notion itself, in so far as n'jfjiJ.x also

described the substance of God and of the Logos; (2) in the

impossibility of recognising any specific activity of the Spirit in

the present; (3) in the desire to ascribe to the Logos rather

than to the Spirit the active working in the universe and in

the history of revelation. The form of the Spirit's existence, its

rank and function were accordingly quite uncertain. By one

the Holy Spirit was considered as a gift and as an impersonal

—

and therefore also an unbegotten—power which Christ had

promised to send and which consequently became an actual

fact only after Christ's Ascension ; by another as a primitive

power in the history of revelation ; by a third as an active
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power in the world-process also. Others again attributed to it

a personal existence misled by the expression " the Paraclete ".

Of these some regarded it as a created divine being, others as

'the highest spiritual creature made by God, the highest angel;

others again as the second Trpoßoh-^ or " derivatio " of the Father,

and thus as a permanently existing Being sharing in the God-

head itself; while once more others identified it with the eternal

Son Himself. There w^ere actually some too who were inclined

.to regard the Spirit, which is feminine in Hebrew, and which

jwas identified with the " Wisdom " of God, as a female principle.
'

The views held regarding its rank and functions also were

accordingly very different. All who regarded the Spirit as personal,

subordinated it to the Father and probably also as a rule to

the Son when they distinguished it from the latter, for the

relation of Father and Son did not seem to permit of the

existence of a third being of the same kind, and, besides, Christ

had expressly said that he would send the Spirit, and therefore

it looked as if the latter were His servant or messenger. The

'other idea that the Logos is the organ of the Spirit or Wisdom

is very rarely met with. This or an idea similar to it was the

;one reached by those who distinguished between the impersonal

Logos or Wisdom eternally inherent in God and the created

Logos or Wisdom, and then identified the divine in Christ with

,the latter. As to its functions, we meet with no further specu-

lations regarding their peculiar nature after the attempts of the

?^Iontanists to define them, until a very much later date when

at last theologians had learned to commit a special department

of the mysteries to the care of the Spirit. All that was mean-

while said regarding the activity of the Spirit in the world-

process, in the history of revelation, in regeneration, including

illumination and sanctification, was of a wholly vague kind, and

was frequently either the expression of perplexity or of exegetical

I

learning, but never gave evidence of any special theological

interest in the question. We must not, however, overlook the fact

that in Church theology in its oldest form as we see it in Irenaeus

' The fact that in the original draft of the Apostolical Constitutions (II. 26) a

parallel is drawn between the deaconess and the Holy Spirit is perhaps connected

with this too.
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and TertuUian, we find an attempt made to give to the Spirit,

which had necessarily to be ranked as a being of special dignity

within the Godhead, an immanent relation to the Father and

the Son. The passages in Irenaeus referring to the Spirit are

of special importance, though TertuUian was the first to call

Him "God". One can trace within theology a well-marked line

of development running from Justin through TertuUian to Origen.'

After Sabellius, starting from totally different premises, had by
his speculations drawn attention to the Holy Spirit, Origen

here too supplied a definite conception on the subject just as

he had in connection with the doctrine of the Logos. While

admitting the want of any certainty in what was given by tradi-

tion, he treated the doctrine of the Holy Spirit entirely according

to the analogy of the doctrine of the Logos, and even demanded'

that it should be so treated. The Holy Spirit forms part of the

Godhead, it is a permanently existing divine Being, but it is at

the same time a creature, and a creature, in fact, which occupies

a stage lower than the Son, because it, like everything created,

has come into being by the Son or Logos. The sphere of its

activity is correspondingly smaller than that of the Son. Origen.

declared that intensively it was more important, but he did not

give this its due value, since for him the categories of magnitude,

space, and causality were in the last resort the highest." The

fact that the doctrine of the Holy Spirit was treated in Tertul-

lian (adv. Prax.) and Origen in a way perfectly analogous to

that followed in the case of the doctrine of the Logos, is the

strongest possible proof that there was no specific theological

interest taken in this point of doctrine. ^ Nor was it different in

1 But it is only in so far as Origen teaches the pre-temporal "processio" of

the Spirit that his doctrine betokens an advance on that of TertuUian, who still

essentially limits the action of the Spirit to the history of the world and of revela-

tion. By the "unius substantice" which he regards as true of the Spirit also, Ter-;

tullian comes nearer the views which finally prevailed in the Fourth Century thani

Origen. For the remarkable formula used by Hippolytus in connection with the

Spirit, see Vol. II., p. 261.

" On the doctrine of the Holy Spirit before Origen and in Origen see Vol. II.

passim, Kahnis, L. vom. h. Geist, 1847, Bigg, The Christian Platonists, 171 sq..

Nitzsch, pp. 289—293.

^ It is in Irenoeus alone that we find indications of any specific speculation

regarding the Holy Spirit^
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the period following. The Arian and the Arianising formulae of

the Fourth Century still at least embody the attempt to state

in reference to the Spirit what, according to the old Church

tradition, describes the character of its active working, little as

that is ; the pompous formula of orthodoxy, however, merely

gives expression to the general thought that there is no foreign

element in the Godhead, and shews, moreover, that the doctrine

of the hypostasis of the Holy Spirit was already beginning to

be an embarrassing one for the Church.

The doctrine of Origen that the Holy Spirit is an individual

hypostasis and that it is a created being included within the

sphere of the Godhead itself, found only very partial accept-

ance for more than a century. And even in the cases in which,

under the influence of the baptismal formula, reference was
made to a Trinity in the Godhead—which came to be more
and more the practice,— the third Being was still left in the

vague, and, as at an earlier period, we hear of the promised

gift of the Holy Spirit. Nevertheless the philosophical theolo-

gians became more and more convinced that it was necessary

to assume the presence not merely of a threefold economy in

the Godhead, but of three divine beings or substances. In the

first thirty years after the commencement of the Arian contro-

versy, the Holy Spirit is scarcely ever mentioned,* although the

Lucianists and consequently Arius too regarded it as indeed a

divine hypostasis, but at the same time as the most perfect

creature, which the Father had created through the Son and
which therefore was inferior to the Son also in nature, dignity,

and position. " In their Confessions they kept to the old simple

tradition: 7ri(jrsxjO[/,sv zx) slg ro tvjsvij^x to xyio-^, ro slg 'zoipxxX'^'ju

zx) iky101,7[JiO'j x,x) rsXsiccriv role ttittsvovti 'Bi'^öf/^syoy,'^ " and we believe

' See Basil., ep. 125: Se Trepi rov Trvsviitxrot; ?^6yo(; iv TrxpxSpofiyi ksHtxi^oi/Ss-

IJ.1Z1; i^epyxa-ixQ a^iuSeii;^ Six ro fitjSsvu tots KSKiVijiräxi rb ^i^Tyii-nx, i.e.^ at the

time of the Nicene Council.

- See above, p. 19. The view of Eunomius is representativeof the whole group;

I

see the documents which originated with him and Basil c. Eunom. III. 5. Epipha-

j
nius has pithily summarised the Arian doctrine (H. 69 c. 56) : ro xyiov ttvsvijlx

I

xria-f-tx TTxKiv xria-i^xro^ (pxiriv slvxt Six ro Six rov vtov rx Trxvrx yeyevJisSxi

1
(John I. 3).

* See the so-called Confession of Lucian, i.e., the Second Creed of Antioch.5

cf. besides the third and fourth formulae of Antioch, the so-called formula of
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in the Holy Spirit given to believers for consolation, and sancti-

fication, and perfection." They recognised three graduated

hypostases in the Godhead. The fact that Athanasius did not

in the first instance think of the Spirit at all, regarding which

also nothing was fixed at Nicaea, is simply a proof of his intense

interest in his doctrine of the Son. The first trace of the

emergence of the question as to the Spirit is found, so far as I

know, in the Anathemas (20 ff.) of the very conservative Creed

of the Eusebian Council of Sirmium (351). Here the identifica-

tion of the Holy Spirit with the unbegotten God and with the

Son, as also the designation of it as [j^epoc rov Trxrpog yj roi) vlov,

{part of the Father and of the Son,) are forbidden. ' It was

towards the end of the fifties that Athanasius directed his

attention to the doctrine of the Holy Spirit, and he at once

took up a firm position. ' If the Holy Spirit belongs to the

Godhead it must be worshipped, if it is an independent being

then all that holds good of the Son holds good of it also, for

otherwise the Triad would be divided and blasphemed and the

rank of the Son too would again become doubtful—this is for

him a conclusive argument. There can be nothing foreign,

nothing created in the Triad which is just the one God {ßXvi

Tpixq sic &SOC s(TTiv). Atliauasius was not only able to adduce

a number of passages from Scripture in support of this assertion,

but he also endeavoured to verify his view by a consideration

of the functions of the Holy Spirit. The principle of sanctifica-

tion cannot be of the same nature as the beings which it sancti-

fies; the source of life for creatures cannot itself be a creature;

Sardica—a proof that the orthodox theologians of the West had not yet given

attention to the question; their statement: 7ria-TSvoiJ.sv rov ttä/iäxA^jtov, to xyiov

Tvevi^x, oTrep iifitv ait/rbi; 6 xvptOQ xoci eTTVjyysihoiTo kxi 'ixeiJi^ev kxi tovto ttiv-

rsvot^sv vsijicpasv, kxi tovto oii 'ireTrov^ev, «AA' o «väpwTo^, if it has been correctly

handed down, shews, besides, a highly suspicious want of clearness; further the formula

macrostich., the formulae of Philippopolis and the later Sirmian and Homcean

formulae; in the formula of 357 we have '•'spiritus paracletus per filium est."

1 The theology of Marcellus might certainly have drawn the attention of the

theologians to the doctrine of the Spirit; for Marcellus discussed this doctrine

although not with fulness ; see Zahn, op. cit., p. 147 ff. According to Marcellus

the Spirit proceeds from the Father and from the Logos, and forms part of the

divine substance; its special work does not, however, begin till after that of the Son.

- See Athanas. ad Scrap.
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he who is the medium whereby we enter into fellowship with

the Divine nature must himself possess this nature. ' On the

other hand, He who works as the Father and the Son work,

or to put it more accurately, He who bestows one and the

same grace—for there is only one grace, namely, that of the

Father through the Son in the Holy Spirit—is part of the

Godhead, and whoever rejects Him separates himself from the

Faith generally. Thus everything is really already expressed

in the baptismal formula; for without the Holy Spirit it would

be destroyed, since it is the Spirit who throughout completes

or perfects what is done. The personality of the Spirit is simply

presupposed by Athanasius in the indefinite form in which he

also presupposed the personality of the Son. The attempts to

distinguish the peculiar nature of the activity of the Spirit from

that of the Father and the Son did not indeed get beyond

empty words such as perfection, connection, termination of

activity, etc. The question as to why the Son could not do

all this Himself, and why, if there was here a third, the exist-

ence of a Fourth was not also possible, was left unanswered.

It is necessary to believe in the Trinity as handed down by
tradition: "and it is manifest that the Spirit is not one being

of the many nor an angel [one of many], but one unique being,

or rather. He belongs to the Logos who is one, and to God
who is one, and is also of the same substance" [^oCi ovz ^5j;Aov,

;r; ovk fVr; rccv ttoäKöi'i/ to Trvsiipcx, ocKK out\ otyys'kQc;, äAA' fv ov.

y.zKXo'j Vs roj /Jyov hog hrog 'I'Siov za) tov Qsov hoc ovrog l^iov

zx) oizoo'jfjii'j fVr/y). ^ The "Tropicists" as he calls those who
teach erroneous doctrine in reference to the Holy Spirit, are in

his view no better than the Arian§.

• Passages op. cit., above all, I. 23, 24: e] Kria-iix 5e 5" to '^rvevfict to xyiov,

ovK civ t;? Iv cdiTui (iSTOtia-ix tov ®sov yivoiTO vtiitv «AA' tj xpa y.Tt<7{J.u.Tt {/.iv

c-vj-^TTTÖizsSx, xÄ^ÖTpioi $s Ttj? Ssix^ (pvo-eui; syivof-isix, wc, kxtx fj.vi^iv xvri^t; izsts-

Xovre^ ... £1 as rfj tov ttvsvizxtoi; iJ-eTOvcrix yiv6i/,s$x }<oivuvoi Ssixi; (pvaeooa, [/.xivoit'

iy T<? Äsyciiv TO TTVsviMX TJj? y.Tt<TTvi(; <pv(7-£et)i;, y.xi liii TVfi; tov @£ov- Six tovto y'xp

xui ev oig yivsTxi oxitoi SeoTroiovvTxr si Ss SsottoisI, ovk x(j.^ißoXov, oti ii tovtov

^•JTIZ ®eOV SITTl.

- Ad Scrap. I. 27. Athanasius also appeals in support of this belief to the

jtraditioQ of the Catholic Church (c. 28 sq.), though he is able to construe it ideally

lOnly and does not quote any authorities.

8
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The letters of Athanasius to Serapion of Thmuis were called

forth by the complaints of this bishop about the intrigues of

those who taught false doctrine regarding the Holy Spirit. As
a matter of fact, amongst the Semi-Arians the doctrine of the

Holy Spirit was now purposely developed in opposition to the

Homousia. It was in particular the highly esteemed chief of

the Thracian Semi-Arians, Macedonius, at a later date the deposed

bishop of Constantinople, who defended the doctrine that the

Spirit is a creature similar to the angels, a being subordinate

to the Father and the Son and in their service. ^ It is worth

noting with regard to these Semi-Arians that the more their

common opposition to the Homa^ans and Anomceans drove

them to side with the Nicseans the more firmly they stuck to

their doctrine of the Spirit. It looked as if they wished to

preserve in their doctrine of the Holy Spirit the Conservativism

which they had had to abandon as regards the doctrine of the

Son. It was at the Synod of Alexandria (362) that the orthodox

first took up the definite position with regard to this question

that whoever regards the Holy Spirit as a creature and separates

it from the substance of Christ, in so doing divides up the

Holy Trinity, gives a hypocritical adherence to the Nicene

Faith, and has merely in appearance renounced Arianism. " But

what was thus firmly established by the Alexandrians by no

means at once became law for the orthodox in the East. The

statements regarding the Spirit "'' were indeed further amplified

1 On Macedonius see the articles in the Diction, of Chr. Biogr. and in Herzog's

R.-Encykl, and in addition Gvvatkin, pp. l6o— i8l, 208. The doctrine is given

in Äthan, ad Serap. I. I f. Socrat. II. 45. 38, Sozom. IV. 27, etc., Basil, ep. 251,

Theodoret. II. 6. The Macedonians laid stress on the difference between the par-

ticles £jc, Six, £v, as used of the hypostases, and emphasised the fact that the Holy

Scripture does not describe the Holy .Spirit as an object of adoration, and pointed

out that the relation of Father and Son did not admit of a third. What the rp/ni

StxST^Kyi of the Macedonians was (see Gregor. Naz. Orat. 31. 7), I do not know.

- See Äthan., Tom. ad Antioch. 3, see also 5 : to ccytov ^rvsC//« oii >itiitix.x ovSs

isvov «AA' 'iStov Hxi xSixipsrov tJ)$ ov(7iXi rov viov xxi rov TTXTpoi;. > I

3 The formula of the revised Creed of Jerusalem, i.e.^ the later Creed of Con- '

'

slantinople, is characteristic. It only demands the complete adoration and glorifying

of the Spirit along with the Father and Son, but otherwise confines itself to general

predicates: '^ to xvptov, to ^wovoiöv, to sx tov Trxrpoz sic^opsvöi^svov, ro ^x^vjtrxv

$ix TÜV '7rpo(p>iTäv.'' These are undoubtedly of a very exalted kind and seem also
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in subsequent years in connection with the remodelHng of the

old Confessions, but amongst the Homoiousians who were be-

coming Homousians, the greatest uncertainty continued to prevail

up till 380. The thirty-first oration of Gregory of Nazianzus

which was composed at that time, proves this. ' Meanwhile it

was just the Cappadocians who did most towards getting the

orthodox conception naturaUsed in the Church, namely, Basil

in his work against Eunomius (Hb. III.) and in the tractate "de
spiritu sancto," Gregory of Nazianzus in several of his orations

(31, 37, 44), and Gregory of Nyssa in his amplifications of

Trinitarian doctrine. They had apparently learned something

from the letters of Athanasius ad Serap., for they repeat his

arguments and give them more formal development. But neither

in Basil nor in Gregory of Nazianzus is there the stringency

which marks the thought of Athanasius. The absence of any

tangible tradition exercised a strong influence ' on them, and

at bottom they are already satisfied—Basil at any rate—with

the avowal that the Spirit is not in any sense a creature.^

to exclude the idea of the dependence of the Spirit on the Son, but nevertheless

they do not get the length of the complete Homousia.

1 He writes, "Of the wise amongst us some consider the Holy Spirit to be an

energy, others a creature, others God, while others again cannot make up their

minds to adopt any definite view out of reverence for Scripture, as they put it,

because it does not make any very definite statement on the point. On this

1 account they neither accord to Him divine adoration nor do they refuse it to

Him, and thus take a middle road, but which is really a very bad path. Of those

again who hold Him to be God, some keep this pious belief to themselves, while

others state it openly. Others to a certain degree measure the Godhead since like

us they accept the - Trinity, but they put a great distance between the three by
maintaining that the first is infinite in substance and power, the second in power,

but not in substance, while the third is infinite in neither of these two respects."

For the details see UUmann, p. 264 f. ; at pages 269—275 he has set forth

the doctrine of Gregory regarding the Holy Spirit, together with the Scriptural

proofs.

- Gregory of Nazianzus has consequently (Orat. 31.2) to begin by remarking
that he had been accused of introducing a ©eo? ^evoQ xxi xypxtpo^. He himself

practically admits the want of any explicit Scriptural proof, and has recourse to

the plea (c. 3) that "love of the letter is a cloak for impiety." Basil undoubtedly

appealed (de s. s. 29) to Irensus, Clemens Ale.x., Origen, and Dionysius of Rome
m defence of his doctrine, but he felt all the same that there was little evidence

ill support of it. Gregory made a similar admission.

- Cf. also the remarkable words of Gregory of Naz. Vol. III., p. 230. The striking

utterances of the Cappadocians regarding the letter of Holy Scripture, tradition

hi
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Gregory of Nyssa as an Origenist and speculative Trinitarian

carried the doctrine further. ' As the theologians were at a loss

how to accord to the Spirit a peculiar mode of being in

relation to the Father, they hit upon the plan of attributing

to it, following some passages in St John, eternal sending

kerygma, and dogma all owe their origin to the troublesome situation created by

the doctrine of the Holy Spirit. The Greeks of later days no longer found them-

selves in such a predicament of this kind, and consequently they did not require

to repeat the bold statements regarding tradition.

• See also the work of Didymus, "prspi rpiccSo?, edid. Mingarelli, particularly the

Second Book, c. 6 sq., written about 380, which contains the fullest Fourth Century

proof of the complete Godhead of the Holy Spirit which we possess. Previous to

this Didymus had already composed a tractate "de spiritu sancto". Of special interest

further is the " otxovoi/.ix ", that is, the pasdagogic or politic reticence which the

Cappadocians permitted themselves and others in connection with the doctrine of

the Holy Spirit. According to Gregory of Naz. God Himself merely mdicated

the Godhead of the Holy Spirit in the N. T. and did not plainly reveal it till

later on in order not to lay too great a burden on men (!)—a theory which over-

throws the whole Catholic doctrine of tradition. It is thus also permitted to the

faithful now to imitate this divine " economy " and io bring forward the doctrine

of the Spirit with caution and to introduce it gradtially. " Those who regard the

Holy Spirit as God are godly men illuminated with knowledge, and those who

say that He is God^ when this is done in presence of well-disposed hearers^ ha:':;

something heroic about them ; but if it be done in presence of the vtdgar-niindcJ

it shews that they do not possess the true teachifig wisdotii {ei Ss rxTrsivolt;, ovy.

olnovoiJ-iKOi), because they are casting their pearls into the mud, or are giving strong

meat instead of milk," and so on (Orat. 41.6). Gregory defends the conduct of

Basil also, who, watched by the Arians in his lofty post in Ctesarea, guarded

against openly calling the Holy Spirit '•'God" because the yvfj.vij (poovvj that tlie

Holy Spirit is God would have cost him his bishopric. (Orat. 43.68.) He acknow-

ledged the Godhead of the Spirit "economically" only, i.e., when the time was

suitable for so doing. He was sharply blamed for this conduct by the rigidly

orthodox clerics, as Gregory tells us (Ep. 26, al. 20). They complained that while

Basil expressed himself admirably regarding the Father and the Son, he tore a%\ ay

the Spirit from the divine fellowship as rivers wash away the sand on their banks

and hollow out the stones; he did not frankly confess the truth, but acted rather

from policy than from truly pious feeling, and concealed the ambiguity of his

teaching by the art of speech. Gregory who was regarded as a suspected person

himself, stood up for his friend; a man, he said, occupying such an important

post as Basil did, must surely proceed with some prudence and circumspection in

proclaiming the truth {ßs^riov olitovo(j.vj^vivcit Tijv äAi^Ae/äv) and make some con-

cession to the haziness of the spirit of the time so as not to still further damage

the good cause by any public pronouncement. The difference between Athanasius;

-and the religious-orthodox on the one hand, and the theological-orthodoK on the

other, comes out here with special clearness. Athanasius would have indignantly

rejected that '' olMvoiivi^vivxi rtjv ocXvihixv'\ because he did not regard God Him-
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forth {sKTrs.u-J^ic) and procession {sy.z-opsva-i^). Just as in the

second century the begetting of Christ whereby he came to

exist on this earth had been made into a super-terrestrial

begetting then became an eternal begetting, while the "being

begotten" next came to be regarded as the supreme character-

istic of the second hypostasis, so in the fourth century an

"eternal sending" of the Spirit was made out of the promised

*' sending." of the Holy Spirit and was regarded as descriptive

of the essential characteristic of the third hypostasis within

the Holy Trinity. Nowhere can the work of imaginative con-

ception be more plainly recognised than here. Behind a history

already in itself a wonderful one, and the scene of which is

laid partly in the Godhead and partly within humanity, there

was put by a process of abstraction and reduplication a second

history the events of which are supposed to pass entirely within

the Godhead itself. The former history is to get its stability through

the latter which comprises ''the entire mystery of our Faith."

The matter was much more quickly settled in the West.

Hilary, it is true, was anything but clear as regards doctrine,

but this was merely because he had eaten of the tree of Greek

theology. The general unreasoned conviction in the West was

that the Holy Spirit, belief in whom was avowed in the Apostles'

Creed, is the one God likewise.

When the question as to the personality of the Spirit emerged,

it was as quickly settled that it must be a persona, for the

nature of God is not so poor that His Spirit cannot be a

person.— (It has to be noted \}cvaX persona and our "person"

are not the same thing.) The views of Lactantius again on this

point were different. Since the year 362 the orthodox at several

Councils in the West and then in Asia had pronounced in favour of

self as a politician or a pedagogue, who acts x«t' o'txovo(j.(xv^ but as the Truth.

If he had ever acted as the Cappadocians did, the Homoeans would have been

the victors. Still, on the other hand, we ought not to judge the Cappadocians too

severely. As followers of Origen they regarded the loftiest utterances of the Faith

as Science'^ but Science admits, in fact often demands a pedagogic and economic

or accommodating method of procedure. Just as Basil made a distinction between

y-'^^iyiMXTU. and Söyfixrx, so Gregoiy (Orat. 40) concluded his Decalogue of Faith

with the words: £%e<c rov iJLva-Tijpiov rx eK(popx, xxt täTi; rüv koKKüv xKOxli

oi/x xTTÖppijTx- TX Si «AA« s'iG-ca (Jt-xivjo-^, t^; rpixSo^ %ap/^of<ev;};, x xxt xpu^peii;

vetpx tsxvtZ a-<Ppx'y7St xpxTOVfisvx.
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the complete Godhead of the Spirit ^ in opposition to the Arians,

as we see from the Confession of Eunomins, and also to the

Pneumatomachians. - The big Eastern Council summoned to meet

at Constantinople in 381 by Theodosius orginally included

thirty-six Macedonians amongst its members. But they could

not be got to assent to the new doctrine of the Holy Spirit,

spite of all the imperial efforts made to win them over. They
were accordingly compelled to leave the Council. ^ The latter

reaffirmed the Nicene Creed, but gave to it a detailed dogmatic

explanation which has not been preserved, in which the complete

homousia of the Spirit was avowed, and in the same way the

first canon of the Council passes condemnation on the Semi-

Arians or "Pneumatomachians",^ The pronouncements of the

years following confirmed the final result; see the epistle of the

Council of Constantinople of 382,^ but above all, the anathemas,

of Damasus. " The doctrine of the homousia of the Spirit from

this time onward was as much a part of orthodoxy as the

doctrine of the homousia of the Son. But since according to

1 Their leaders, in addition to Macedonius, were Eustathius of Sebaste, Eleu-

sius of Cyzikus, and probably also Basil of Ancyi-a. In Marathonius of Nicomedia

the party had a member who was held in high honour both because of his

position and his ascetic life. The Macedonians in general made a deep impres-

sion on their contemporaries by their ascetic practices and by their determined

struggle against the Homceans. In the countries on the Hellespont they were the

most important party.

2 The most important utterances are the Epistle of the Alexandrian Council of

363, the declarations of the Westerns under Damasus in the years 369, 376, 377^

the resolution of an lUyrian Council, (given in Theodoret IV. 9), the Council at

Antioch in 379, which is decisive as regards the East in so far as those present

avowed their belief in the Western doctrine including the doctrine of the Spirit.

Compare, besides, the Confession of Basil (Hahn, §121): ßaTTTi^oiisv sl^ rpidSx

Sfjiooiiiriov, that of Epiphanius in the Ancorat. (374): xvev//a xxtkttov, and that

produced by Charisius (Hahn, § 144) : cTVft//x« SiJ-oova-iov Tocrpt Kxt viZ.

3 See Socr. V. 8; Sozom. VII. 7, 9; Theodoret V. 8.

* It follows from a communication of the Council held at Constantinople in

382, that the Council issued a "tomus" on the doctrine of the Trinity. That the

formula in reference to the Holy Spirit which is given in the so-called Creed of

Constantinople, did not proceed from the Council of 381 and cannot have proceeded

from it, since it is not sufficiently different from the view of the Macedonians^

has been shewn above, p. 93.

^ Theodoret V. 9.

* C. 16 f., see Theodoret V. 11.
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the Greek way of conceiving of the matter, the Father continued

to be regarded as the root of the Godhead, the perfect homousia

of the Holy Spirit necessarily always seemed to the Greeks to

be called in question whenever he was derived from the Son

also. He consequently seemed to be inferior to the Son and

thus to be a grandchild of the Father, or else to possess a

double root. Then, besides, the dependence of the Spirit on the

Son was obstinately maintained by the Arians and Semi-Arians on

the ground that certain passages in the Bible supported this view,

and in the interest of their conception of a descending Trinity

in three stages. Thus the Greeks had constantly to watch and

see that the procession of the Spirit from the Father alone

was taught, and after the revised Creed of Jerusalem became

an ecumenical Creed, they had a sacred text in support of their

doctrine, which came to be as important as the doctrine itself.

II. The Cappadocians ^ and their great teacher, ApoUinaris

of Laodicea, " before them, reached the doctrine of the Trinity,

which remained the dominant one in the Church, though it

always continued to be capable of being differently restated by

' Athanasius prepared the way in his letters ad Serapionem.

- As is proved by his correspondence with Basil and as his own writings shew,

ApoUinaris was the first who completely developed the orthodox doctrine of th'e

Trinity. He was, however, more strongly influenced by Aristotle than the Cappa-

docians were, and accordingly in his case the conception of the one divine substance

was a shade nearer the idea of a mere generic conception than with them, although

he too was in no way satisfied with the genuine conception (see above p. 84).

ApoUinaris further retained the old image of odiyvj^ »y.ric,^ 'Ä^toc,^ not, however, as

it would appear, in order by it to illustrate the unity, but rather the difference in

the gi-eatness of the persons (jrep; rpixS. 12, 17). (The Logos had already a side

turned in the direction of finitude.) His followers afterwards directly objected to

the doctrine of the Cappadocians and vice versa. We are now better acquainted with

Apollinaris's doctrine of the Trinity than formerly, since Dräseke (Ztschr. f. K.-

Gesch. VI., p. 503 ff.) has shewn it to be very probable that the pseudo-Justinian

"EKÖea-tt; Tria-Tsug 'y\TOt Trspi rpixSot; is by him, and that the detailed statements of

Gregory of Nazianzus in the first letter to Kledonius refer to this work (op. cit.,

p. 515 ff.). From the work, xxtx (j.epo^ 'xitni^^ which Caspari has rightly claimed

for ApoUinaris (Alte und neue Quellen, 1879, P- ^5 f.), and which represents a

dogmatic advance as compared with the tractate Tsp; rpixSoc^j it likewise follows

that ApoUinaris is to be reckoned amongst the founders of the orthodox doctrine

of the Trinity,—also because of his advanced doctrine of the Holy Spirit in which

he teaches the homousia—and that in fact he ought to be called the very first

of these.
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theologians. We are to believe in one God, because we are to

believe in 07ie divine substance or essence [pvaix, (pv7ig, essentia,

substantia, natura) in three distinct subjects or persons [vTröfTToc^iq,

persona [7rpö(7ccxov]). The substance is to be thought of neither as

a mere generic conception nor, on the other hand, as a fourth

alongside of the three subjects, but as a reality, i.e., the unity

must coincide with the real substance. The subjects again are

not to be represented as mere attributes nor, on the other hand,

as separate persons, but as independent, though apart from their

mutual relationship, unthinkable, partakers of the divine substance.

Their likeness of nature which is involved in their community

of substance finds expression in the identity of their attributes

and activities, their difference in the characteristic note {rpoTvog

vTTixp^scüg, I'^iccfA.x) of their manner of existence as signified by the

ideas, unbegotten, begotten, proceeding from {ptysvwitj'iot,, yswyia-ix,

eKTopsudic). The special characteristic attached to the Father

implies that He is the source, the root, the first principle of the

Godhead, while the two other persons

—

within the divine sub-

stance—are "caused". The Father is greater than the other

two in so far as He is the first principle and the cause (zxra,

rov rvjg ocpx^^ >i^'' oihiixg Ko'/ov). The Godhead is consequently

in itself and apart from all relatioji to the world, an inexhaustible

living existence and no rigid and barren unity, "as the Jews

teach." Yet neither is it a divided multiplicity " as the heathen

think ", but, on the contrary, unity in Trinity and Trinity in

unity. Because the Godhead is what is common to the Three,

there is only one God. At the same time the hypostatic difference

is not to be regarded as a merely nominal one, but it has not

reference to the substance, the will, the energy, the power, time,

and consequently not to the rank of the persons. From the

unity results the unity of activity. Every divine act is to be

understood as a working of the Father through the Son in the

Holy Spirit as is expressed in the terms, primal source, mediating

power, and completion. See, above all, Gregor. Naz. Orat. 27— 32.

This doctrinal system shews itself to be a radical modification

of the system of Origen under the influence of the religious

thought defended by Athanasius and the West, that the God-

head which appeared, Jesus Christ, and the Godhead which is
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Still active in the Church, the Holy Spirit, are the Godhead

themselves. ' The Cappadocians were pupils both of Origen -

and of Athanasius. This fact explains their doctrinal system.

Before them, however, there had been a theologian in the

ancient Church who had come under influences wholly similar

to those which had affected them, and who because of this, also

anticipated in a striking way their formulae when he saw that

he must amplify the doctrine of God. This was Tertullian.

Tertullian's theology was dependent on the one hand on Justin

and the Apologists, and on the other on Irenseus, but besides

this the modalistic Monarchianism which at that time held sway

in the West and which he combatted, exercised a strong in-

fluence upon him. Consequently the conditions under wnich

Tertullian composed his work "adv. Praxean "were, mutatis mu-

tandis, the same as those by which the Cappadocians were sur-

rounded, and they accordingly led to a similar result, so that

we may say: the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity already

announced its presence even in its details, in Tertullian—and

only in him and in his pupil Novatian.'^ Did not Hosius carry

it into the East? (See above p. 57.)

' Gregory designates as opponents of the correct doctrine of the Trinity (l) the

Sabellians, (2) the Arians, (3)—this is extremely remarkable—the hyper-orthodox

who teach the doctrine of three Gods equal in substance (0/ «yav tt«/)' v^jav öpdö-

oo£o(, Orat. 2, 37). The true orthodoxy is always represented as the middle-path.

For details, see UUmann, pp. 232—275.
- The theology of Origen was transplanted into the Pontus country by Grego-

rius Thaumaturgus. It is thus that Marcelkis also probably became acquainted with

it and combatted it.

" Owing to the importance of the matter it may be allowable here to go back

again to Tertullian (see Vol. ii., p. 258 f.). The crude part of his doctrine and the

points in which it diverges from Cappadocian orthodoxy are indeed sufficiently

obvious. Son and Spirit proceed from the Father solely in view of the work of

creation and revelation; the Father can send forth as many "officiales" as He
chooses (adv. Prax. 4) ; Son and Spirit do not possess the entire substance of the

Godhead, but on the contrary are " portiones" (9) ; they are subordinate to the Father

(minores) ; they are in fact transitory manifestations : the Son at last gives every-

think back again to the Father ; the Father alone is absolutely invisible, and though

the Son is indeed invisible too, He can become visible and can do things which

would be simply unworthy of the Father, and so on. All these utterances along

with other things shew that Tertullian was a theologian who occupied a position

between Justin and Origen. But the remarkable thing is that at the same time we

have a view in a highly developed form which coincides with the Cappadocian

view, and—this is genuinely Western—in some points in fact approaches nearer
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The Christological dogma with its formula had already had

a share in the establishment of the Trinitarian dogma. Tertullian

had already made use of the same conceptions for giving a

fixed form both to his doctrine of God and to his Christology

(adv. Prax.). The form taken by the Trinitarian doctrine of the

Modal ism and the teaching of Athanasius than that of Gregory and has a strong

resemblance to the doctrine of an immanent Trinity, without actually being such : i

the Godhead in substantia, status, potestas, virtus, is one (2 ff.), there is only one .

divine substance and therefore there ai'e not two or three Gods or Lords (13, 19).

In this one substance there is no separatio, or divisio, or dispersio, or diversitas

(3, 8, 9), though there is indeed a distributio, distinctio, dispositio, dispensatio (9, 13),-

1

an oixovo/iix in short, a differentia per distinctionem (14). Accordingly the unitas

substantive is not in any way a singularitas numeri (22, 25)—God is not unicus et
^

singularis (12)—but it comprises three noniina or species, formce gradus, res, /^rjö«^,

(Tertullian here, however, usually avoids the use of all substantives), see 2, 8 etc-
I

No one of these is a mere attribute, on the contrary each is a substantiva res ex

ipsius dei substantia (26) ; there are thus tres res et tres species unius et indivisse

substantise (19) 5 these, however, are most intimately connected together (conjunct! 27) 5

they are tres cohiei"entes (8, 25) without, however, being one Cmasc.) [rather are they

one (neut. 22, 25)], because the second and the third spring ex unitate patris (19)

and are accordingly God as He is, individui et inseparati apatre (18). In the divine

substance there are in fact conserti et connexi gradus (8). These three gradus oi-^

persons are different from each other in proprietas and conditio, but not in substance

(8, II, 14, 15, 17, 18, 24, 25). The peculiar property of the Father is that He is a

nuUo prolatus et innatus (ig) and also absolutely invisible. The Son is also-

invisible in virtue of the substance, but visible as to his conditio (14). In virtue

of the substance there is in fact a perfect societas nominum \ even the Son itt

accordance with this is '• almighty" (17, 18). It is thus necessary to believe in

the unitas ex seraetipsa derivans trinitatem. This has already become an estab-

lished truth as against Jews and heathen. What is most instructive of all, however,^

is to notice Terlullian's use of "persona" as distinguished from " substantia "y

because it is here that he has most plainly prepared the way for the later ortho-

dox phraseology. The Latin Bible supplied Tertullian with the word "persona";

for (adv. Prax. 6) in Proverbs VIII. 30 it had "cottidie oblectabar in persona-

ejus" and in Lamentations IV. 20 (adv. Prax. 14) "spiritus persons ejus Christus

dominus." (The LXX. has TrpoVwTov in both passages.) Both passages must have

attracted special notice. But Tertullian was further a jurist, and as such the con-

ceptions "peisona" and "substantia" were quite familiar to him. I accordingly

conjecture—and it is probably more than a conjecture— that Tertullian always con-

tinued to be influenced in his use of these words by the juristic usage, as is speci-

ally evident from his naive idea of a substantia impersonalis and from the sharp

distinction he draws between persona and substantia. From the juristic point of

view there is as little objection to the formula that several persons are possessors

of one and the same substance or property, that they are in uno statu, as to the

other formula that one person possesses several substances unmixed. (See Tertullian's

Christology adv. Prax. 27; Vol. ii., p. 281.) The fact that Tertullian, so far as I

know, never renders "substance" by "natura"—although he takes the latter to in-
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^omoiousians, as represented by Basil of Ancyra and of ApoUi-

liaris, was likewise determined by their Christological speculations.

It was Christological speculation which produced the " ofj(,oiccf/.x''

lüde substance—seems to me as conclusively in favour of my view as the other

act that, in the introduction to his work (3), he attempted to elucidate the problem

>v making use of an image drawn from the spheres of law and politics. "Monar-

liy does not always require to be administered by one despot ; on the contrary he

nay name proxim^e personas officiales, and exercise authority through them and

,long with them ; it does not cease to be one government, especially when the

Son is the co-administrator. Son and Father are, however, consortes substantise

latris." TertuUian's exposition of the doctrine in which he hit upon the spirit of

he West was, however, hardly understood in the East. In the East the question

vas taken up in a philosophical way, and there the difficulties first made them-

elves felt, which in the juristic way of looking at the matter had been kept in

jhe background. In the latter "persona" is sometimes manifestation, sometimes

Ideal subject, sometimes fictive subject, sometimes "individuum", and "sub-

tantia" is the property, the substance, the Real, the actual content of the subject

ls distinguished from its form and manifestation (persona). It is significant that

fertullian is also able to use nomen, species, fonna, gradus, and in fact even res

or 'persona", so elastic is the conception, while for "substantia" he has deitaSy

irtus, potestas, status. On the other hand, when the question is viewed philoso-

ihically it is difficult, it is in fact actually impossible to distinguish between nature

md person. The following passages will illustrate TertuUian's use of words, (ad

•. persona): adv. Valent. 4: "personales substantia;", sharply distinguished from

•seasus, affectus, motus"; adv. Prax. 7: "filius ex sua persona profitetur patrem";

bid: " Non vis eum substantivum habere in re per substantige proprietatem, ut res

?t persona qusedam videri possit" (seil. Logos); ibid: " quzecumque ergo substantia

;ermonis {rov Äöyov) fuit, illam dico personam"; 11: "filii personam... sic et

:etera, quae nunc ad patrem de filio vel ad filium, nunc ad filium de patre vel ad

jatrem, nunc ad spiritum pronuntiantur, unamquamque personam in sua proprie-

ate constituunt"; 12: "alium autem quomodo accipere debeas jam professus sum,

'•ersomr, non substafithe^ nomine, ad distinclionem non ad divisionem"; 13: "si

ana persona et dei et domini in scripturis inveniretur, etc."; 14: "si Christus per-

ponee paternse spiritus est, merito spiritus, cujus personse erat, id est patris, eum
faciem suam ex unitate scilicet pronuntiavit"; 15: "manifesta et personalis distinc-

tio conditionis (this too is a juristic conception) patris et filii"; 18: "pater prima

persona, quae ante filii nomen erat proponenda/; 21: "quo dicto (Matt. XVI. 17)

Christus utriusque persona constituit distinctionem " ; 23: (on John XII. 28) "quot

jpersonae tibi videntur, Praxea?" ..."Non propter me ista vox (John XII. 30)

jvenit, sed propter vos, ut credant et hi et patrem et filium in suis quemque nomi-

'nibus et personis et locis"; 24: " duarum personarum conjunctio (in reference to

John XIV. 10 " apparet proprietas utriusque personae ") ; 26 :
" nam nee semel sed

ter ad singula nomina in personas singulas tinguimur " ; 27 :
" Father and Son

imust not be distinguished in una persona "
; c. 27 : " videmus duplicem statum non

Iconfusum sed conjunctum in una persona, deum et hominem Jesum "
; 31 : "sic

voluit deus renovare sacramentum, ut nove unus crederetur per filium et spiritum,

ut coram iam deus in suis propriis nominibus et personis cognosceretur."
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[likeness] and which gave currency to the analogy of the con-j

ceptions " Humanity " and " Adam " in relation to individual!

men.) ' But the Cappadocians learned from them. Quod erat

in causa, apparet in efifectu 1 An Aristotelian and a Subordi-j

nationist element lurks in the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity

as well as this element of dependence upon Christological'

dogma. The Christological controversies accordingly could not]

but re-act on the form given to the dogma of the Trinity.!

That their influence was not stronger than the historical evidence

shews it actually to have been, is to be explained solely by^

the rigid form taken by the dogma so quickly rendered sacred i

by tradition. Anything in the way of modification was un-

successful, and accordingly the attempts in this direction belong

not to the history of dogma, but of theology. Some Monophy-

sites who were influenced by the Aristotelian philosophy and'

who were thus scholars of the same type as Apollinaris, but

who were also Chalcedonian theologians, attempted to give a:

dialectic shape to the ambiguous conceptions of "Nature" and

-"Person" in the Church. In doing this they naturally landed,

either in Tritheism or in Unitarianism, which their opponents could;

also represent as Quaternity whenever the three persons werej

reckoned as belonging to the one real Substance as Reals andi

not as attributes. The departure on the part of the Monophy-j

sites from orthodox dogma had not a philosophical cause only,;

though the period was one in which there had been a revival

of Aristotelian study, but was also the result of their Christ-;

ology. Since in their Christology they regarded (pvtrig (nature)

as equal to vTroaTxmq (hypostasis),' it naturally suggested itself

to them to carry out the same equation in reference to the

1 Natural theology also exercised an influence here and did good service to the

Homousios. If it is certain that man has been created x«fl' öi/.oiu<tiv of God, and

if the view—a viewr which was indeed rejected—could even suggest itself, that

his spirit is a portio dei (substantia divina), then the Logos appeared to have no

advantage over man if the Homoousia were not attributed to Him.

2 OvK %<TTt (pvcrit; xvvvöa-TXTOt;—said both Monophysites and Nestorians in setting

forth their Christology. This was applied to the Trinity. But the orthodox too in

so far as they were Aristotelians, shunned the platonic—which was also the juristic-

fiction of a <pv)Ti(; xvvTTÖa-Txroi;^ and this was bound to create difficulties in connection

with their doctrine of the Trinity. The Theopaschian controversy is connected with

this; see Chap. III.
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Trinity. But if ov7ix or 0-jiti:: be regarded as equivalent to

jTro^rxTis then we have Unitarianism ; while if on the other

hand, in making this equation we start from the hypostasis, we
have three gods. Both of these doctrines were taught amongst

the Monophysites in the sixth century, or to put it more

accurately, from about 5 30. ' In opposition to the Tritheists

Johannes Damascenus, although he was himself strongly influenced

by Aristotle and based his theology on the work of the Cappa-

docians, gave a Modalistic turn to the theological exposition of

the dogma of the Trinity, and in so doing sought to get rid of

the last remains of Subordinationism. It is true that he also

grants that the Father is greater than the Son (de fide ortho-

dox. I. 8; because He is the Principle of the Son, a view which

Athanasius too, founding on John XIV. 28, had always main-

tained, but he nevertheless conceives of the being unbegotten

{u'/£vy//7ix) in a still higher fashion than the Cappadocians had

done—namely, as a mode of being of the same kind as the

being begotten {yeyvyifrloc) and procession (ixTröpsva-ic), and in order

to put the unity of the Hypostases on a firm basis he not only

emphasises much more strongly the "in one another" (iv (ZAA'<^Ac/r)

which had already been maintained before this, rejecting the

Apollinarian analogy of human-substance and man, and teach-

ing that each person is not less dependent on others than on

himself, but he also uses the questionable formula that the

difference between them exists only for thought {stti-jcix), and

that there exists between them a pervasion [TTspixupYi^ic] with-

* Of the Monophysite Tritheists the most important are Askusnages, Johannes

Philoponus against whom Leontius of Byzantium wrote '• de sectis ", and Peter of

Kallinico. On the works of John, see the article in the Diet, of Christ. Biogr.;

an important fragment in Joh. Damasc, de haer. 83 from the "Diaetetes'' of

John. Here it may be plainly seen that Christology determined the form of

John's doctrine of the Trinity, but tliat he sought to give out as Church doctrine

his Aristotelian conception of the Hypostasis, viz., Nature reaching manifestation

in an " Individuum ", Nature itself e.xisting only in the single substance, or in the

Idea. From Leontius we gather that John spoke of xpeT? (zsptxxi ova-ixt and

accepted the notion of an ol<rix xoivvi which, however, exists only in conception.

This doctrine caused divisions amongst the Monophysites, and these led the Coptic

patriarch Damian to emphasise so strongly the reality of the one substance, that

he could be represented as a Tetradite, although at the same time he probably

took away from the independence of the persons. Cf. the Art. " Tritheisticher

Streit " by Gass in the R.-Encykl.
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out, however, any blending (^yv^Ac/c^j^) and mixture [avi^Cpvp^iq)

{I. 8). In his case too this way of putting the dogma was

determined by the Christological dogma.

'

In the Eastern Church the further development of the dogma
of the Trinity beyond the limit reached by the Cappadocians

had no appreciable result. " It was too unimportant in itself,

and, above all, it left untouched the point in connection with

which the placing of the Father above the other Hypostases

came most plainly to the front. John also (I. 8) taught

that the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father.'^ He further

simply repeated the old statements that the Spirit proceeds

through the Son, that He is the image of the Son as the latter

is of the Father, and that He is the mediation between Father

and Son, although in his day the doctrine of the Latins—the

filioque—was already known in the East. ^ The Easterns clung

to the statements in support of which they alleged countless

passages from the writings of the Fathers of the Fourth Century,

that the Spirit proceeds from the Father, or from the Father

through the Son. As against the Arians and Semi-Arians they
j

emphasised the Spirit's independence of the Son, in so far as
i

1 See on this Bach, DG. des MA. I., pp. 53 ff., 67 ff. In the Tritheistic proposi-

tions and in the counter-movement we have the beginning of tlie mediceval

controvei-sy regarding Realism and Nominalism.

- On the other hand the fact that the most distinguished teacher of the East

propounded a doctrine of tlie Trinity which seems to be akin to that of Augustine

was of importance for Western theology. We cannot assume that Augustine in-

fluenced John. Moreover, after this theologians were still to be found in the

East who, perhaps under the influence of Mohammedanism, worked out the doctrine

of the Trinity in a modalistic way. Thus in the eleventh century Elias of Nisibis

in his book "On the proof of the truth of the Faith", written against the Moham-
medans, says (Horst, 1886, p. i f.); "Wisdom and Life are two attributes oiQoA^
which no one except Him possesses. For this reason Christians also say that He
is three persons, /.i?., possesses three essential attributes—namely. Essence, Wisdom
which is His Word, and Life ; He is, however, a single substance .. . 'Three persons'

expresses the same as is expressed by the statement—the Almighty is God, wise,

and living. The Essence is the Father, the Wisdom is the Son, the Life is the

Holy Spirit." God is thus purely a single being. I am not able to say whether

Elias is alone amongst the Nestorians in teaching this heterodox doctrine.

^ The addition " and rests in the Son " does not require to be taken account

of; see Langen, Joh. v. Damaskus, p. 283 ff.

• John expressly rejects the view (I. c.) that the Spirit is from the Son or that

it has its vTrxp^ii; from the Son (Horn, de Sabb. s.).
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dependence meant that the Spirit was a creation of the Son,

and they always continued to stick to the "from the Father".

If in the following centuries they seldom purposely emphasised

it, still they always laid stress on it as being a self-evident

•expression of the thesis that the Father is the First Principle

{x^%-a) in the Trinity, and that accordingly the Spirit appears

as depotentiated, or double caused, if it is regarded as proceed-

ing from the Son also. " The doctrine of the procession of the

Holy Spirit from the Father alone thus clearly shews that in

the East the mutual indwelling of the Hypostases was not

thought of as complete, and that the Father was regarded as

greater than the Son. The spiritual representation of the Trinity

was of a different kind in the East and in the West respec-

tively, especially from the time of Augustine onwards. It is

accordingly at this point that Photius (867) took up the subject,

-since he, in searching for a dogmatic disputed point, charged

the West with introducing innovations into doctrine, and

[strengthened this charge by alleging the still graver accusation

I against the West, of having falsified the most holy Creed of

Constantinople by the addition of the ''filioque"—"worst of

I 1 Yiccfx TBv viov or Six rov viov was the expression used; i.e.^ it was assumed

from what was stated in Holy Scripture that there was a i^sirire/x on the part of

the Son in connection with the hxTropsva-iQ of the Spirit; e.^., Äthan, ad Serap. I.

I
20, so that Athanasius himself could say, " what the Holy Spirit has, it has from

[{•PTXfx) the Son" (Orat. IV. 24), but the Father alone is the cause of the Spirit;

cf. Basil, ep. 38. 4, de sp. s. 6 f. ; Gregor., Naz., Orat. 31. 7, 8, 29; Gregor.,

Xyss., Orat. cat. 3 and many passages in his work against Eunomius. This system

of doctrine continued to be the dominant one, and it makes no difference to it

that a passage has always been pointed to in Epiphanius and Cyril according to

. which the Spirit is e| »//.(polv. Marcellus had already expressed himself on this

point in his own fashion when he wrote (Euseb., de eccl. theol. III. 4): n»?

I
yccp, St izij VI (zovxt; xSixipSTOt; oi/trx f;'? rpixSx tt^xtvvoito, syx^P^''' ^^tov vepi

I

TOW TTvevixxTOi; TTOTe (JLiv ^eysiv-, on Ik tov Trxrpbg sxTropevsrxi, ttote Se ?\sysiv,

\
iKÜvoq in rov SIJ.OV ^vj'\/STXi y.xi xvxyyeXsi vij.7v. In reference to this point the

I dominant theology found it possible only to distinguish between the immanent
' processio and the processio in the historical revelation, or to analyse the ''Trxpx"

I into "ex" (Father) and ^-Six". In the Nestorian conti-oversy the use of the pro-

I position that the Spirit proceeds from the Son was formally disallowed. Theodoret,

I it is true, maintained in opposition to Cyril the view that the Holy Spirit is

I'iSiov viov^ but he declared it to be an impiety to teach that the Holy Spirit is

j
'£| viou or has St' viov t^v vTrxp^iv (Opp. V. p. 47 ed. Schultze). Ma.\imus Con-

I

fess. further repeated this in the ep. ad Marinum, and so too did Joh. Damasc. It

I IS to be found also in the Confession of Theodore v. Mops. (Hahn, § 139, p. 230).
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evils is the addition to the holy Creed " {zxkccv kxzkttcv vj iv

Tcp /xylcf) <TV[zßöXcc TrpoT^iljzvj). As a matter of fact " filioque ", as

a word in the Creed and indeed in the doctrine itself too, was

an innovation, but in reality it was merely the correct expres-

sion for the original Western conception of the one God in

whom the Trinity coheres. This is not the place to describe

the endless controversy ; for the countless and ever new argu-

ments adduced on both sides, so far as they do not spring

from a different way of conceiving of the Trinity and from the

determination to hold by what had once been delivered to the

Church, are worthless. Nor have the attempts to reconcile the

opposing views any interest for the history of dogma, because,,

as a rule, they were dictated by ecclesiastical policy. It is,

however, worthy of note that the Greeks gradually came to be

suspicious of the old "5/ij rov v'loii", "through the Son", too^

but that they otherwise continued to hold by the Cappadocian

doctrine of the Trinity.' This together with the dogma of the

Incarnation continued to be the Faith of the Church, the mystery

zxt" £^ox''i'J- The whole of the material, however, which had

1 Photius, Mystag. (ed. Hergenröther) p. 15: E; Jt/o xlrtxi sv t^ 6£xpX'XY' ''*''

v7repov(7iSi rpixSi KxSopxrxt^ ttov to tj5c (MOvxpx'XQ 7ro?^uvizvifTOv nxi SioTrpsTrsQ upciroi;

The tracing back of the Holy Spirit to the Father and the Son is compared tO'

Älanichean dualism. The controversial works are innumerable and those in the

Slav languages are also very numerous, dating chiefly from the ninth, eleventh,,

thirteenth, (Council of Lyons) fifteenth (Synod of Florence) and seventeenth (Cyril-

lus Lucaris) centuries. In our own day, owing to the Old-Catholic movement and

its projects of Union, the question has again been revived. For the carrying out

of their plans of Union with Eastern Churches, which have already been in a large

measure successful, the Romans have always found it necessary to have controversi-

alists of a conciliatory disposition, ^.^., Leo Allatius ; while for their condemnation

of the obstinate Greeks they have always required fanatical controversialists. The

Greeks in order to protect themselves against the threatening encroachment on the

part of the Romans, still continue to lay great stress on dogmatic controversy, as

is proved by the existence of numerous works and essays, and even by the Greek

newspapers which appear in Constantinople. Besides the large works on the

Schism by Pichler, and on Photius by Hergenröther, cf. Walch, Hist, controv. de

process, s. s. 1751; Theophanes, de process, s. s. 1772; Gass, Symbolik d. griech..

K. p. 130 ff. ; Kattenbusch, op. cit. I., p. 318 ff. ; Vincenzi, op. cit. ; Langen, Die tri-

nitar. Lehrdifferenz, 1S76 ; Swete, On the History of the Procession of the Holy

Spirit, 1876; Stanley, The Eastern Church, 1864; Kranich, Der h. Basil, i. s. Stel-

lung z. filioque, 1882; Pawlow, Kritische Versuche zur Geschichte der ältesten

griechish-russischen Polemik gegen die Lateiner (Russian) 1878; Bach, Dogmen-

gesch. des M.-A. II. p. 748 ff.
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been taken over from Greek philosophy was turned to account

in giving a definite form to this dogma, and was to a certain

extent exhausted here. Accordingly in the Trinitarian theology

we also meet with what the Church inherited from the down-

fall of the ancient world of thought, though certainly it presents

itself in a very much abridged and stunted form. Owing to the

way in which it was employed and owing to its being united

v/ith separate Biblical expressions which came to be taken as

philosophical-theological conceptions—the rpoyroi ÖTTccp^eat;, modes
of existence for example—it doubtless underwent the most

astonishing modification. Still the doctrine of the Trinity in

the theological treatment given to it, became the vehicle by
which the Platonic and Aristotelian philosophy was transmitted

to the Slavic and Germanic peoples. It contains a most peculiar

blend of the Christian thought of the revelation of God in Jesus

and the legacy of ancient philosophy.

In the West, Augustine, following an ancient Western tendency,

destroyed the last remains of subordinationism, though just

because of this he advanced in the direction of Modalism.

According to him in constructing the doctrine of God we should

[not start from the person of the Father. On the contrary the

[conception of the Godhead ought from the very first to be

!

personal and Trinitarian, so that the Father is regarded as being

[conditioned in His existence by the Son in the same way as

the Son is by the Father. Augustine wishes the unity of the

three persons to be so conceived of that the three are equal

to each one singly, and the triple personaHty is understood as

existing within the absolute simplicity of God. The differences

or characteristic notes of the three persons are still to hold

good when the Godhead is so conceived of; but they appear

merely as relations in the one Godhead, and their characteristics

are done away when it is considered that in connection with

the act of production or procession Son and Spirit are to be

regarded as active agents. Augustine searched for analogies to

:he threefoldness which is found in the one divine essence, in

breation, in the conceptions of basis and substance, form and

dea, persistence, and in the human spirit in object, subjective

jicture of the object, intention of perception—mens ipsa, notitia

9
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mentis, amor

—

memoria, intelligentia, voluntas. The doctrine in

its entirety is the effort of a man whose mind was as sceptical

as it was intellectually powerful, but who revelled in the incom-

prehensible, who had laid hold of a new thought, but who both

as sceptic and as theosophist felt himself bound to tradition,

and who for this reason was for his punishment driven about

between the poles of a docta ignorantia and a knowledge which

was replete with contradictions. This speculation, which attempts

to construe the most immanent of immanent Trinities and to

sublimate the Trinity into a unity, just because it does this,

discards everything in the way of a basis in historical religion

and loses itself in paradoxical distinctions and speculations, while

at the same time it is not able to give clear expression to its

new and valuable thought. The great work of Augustine, " De
Trinitate", can scarcely be said to have promoted piety any-

where or at any time. It, however, became the high-school not

only for the technico-logical culture of the understanding, but also

for the metaphysics of the Middle-Ages. The realistic scholasticism

of the Middle-Ages is not conceivable apart from this work,

because it itself already contains Scholasticism.

'

1 The larger histories of dogma go very fully into Augustine's doctrine of the
j

Trinity. For the history of dogma, however, it is sufficient to get a knowledge ,

of the main outlines of this doctrine. The chief source is the great work " de trini-

j

täte", the letters Nos. Ii and 120 are specially instructive; the former because, written

immediately after Augustine's conversion, it nevertheless already contains his funda-

mental thought, although still in a simple form and accompanied by a confidence

in the power of sanctified reason to understand the mystery; letter 120, because in

a proportionately brief form it sets forth the doctrine in its matured shape. (Fhe

Quaternity is rejected in c. 7, 13.) Besides this, attention should be given to lib. XI.

10 de civit. dei, amongst other passages; cf. the monographs by Biudemann and

Dorner jun., and also Gangauf, Augustin's specul. Lehre v. Gott., 1865. According

to Augustine it is not the divine substance or the Father that is the monarchical

principle, but, on the contrary, the Trinity itself is the one God (unus deus est ipse

trinitas, pater et filius et spiritus s. est unus deus; see de trin. V. 9, c. serm. Arian.

c. 4). Consequently the equality and unity are conceived of by him in a much

stricter fashion than by the Cappadocians. He is not afraid of the paradox that

two persons are equal to three, and again that one is equal to three (VII. 11,

VI. 10); for "singula sunt in singulis et omnia in singulis et singula in omnibus

et omnia in omnibus et unum omnia." Accordingly the Son too takes an active

part in His own sending (II. 9: "a patre et filio missus est idem filius, quia verbum

patris est ipse filius"); the immanent function of the persons as well as their

economic function are never to be thought of as separated, for "sunt semper uni

cem, neuter solus" (VI. 7); it is therefore true that the Trinity—in the O. T.

—
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It was for Augustine a self-evident truth that the Holy

Spirit proceeds also from the Son, and he expressly maintained

has also been seen (Tl.), ^ fact which the Greeks denied, and that the unity is

actually a numerical one. It is accordingly also self-evident that the equality is a

perfect one; the Father in all His acts is no less dependent on the Son than the

Son is on Him (c. serm. Arian. 3 : 1. c. 4 is therefore striking: '^ solus pater non

legitur missus, quoniam solus non habet auctorem, a quo genitus sit vel a quo

procedat"); the special qualities do not establish anything in the way of superiority

or inferiority. Nor are the persons to be conceived of as independent substances

or as accidents, but as relations^ in which the inner life of the Godhead is present

(V. 4, VII. II, VL 60, V. 5: "in deo nihil quidem secundum accidens dicitur,

quia nihil in eo m utabile est ; nee tamen omne quod dicitur, secundum substantiam dicitur.

Dicitur enim ad aliquiil, sicut pater ad filium et filius ad patrem, quod non est accidens,

quia et ille semper pater et ille semper filius" etc. V. 6 : amplification of the '•'• relative",

see also ep. 233). We can see that Augustine only gets beyond Modalism by the mere

assertion that he does not wish to be a Modalist, and by the aid of ingenious

distinctions between different ideas. His strength and the significance of his book

consist in the attempts he makes to base the doctrine of the Trinity on analogies,

together with these distinctions in thought. In connection with these Augustine has

given us some extraordinarily acute and valuable discussions on psychology, the

theory of knowledge, and metaphysics, which supplied the subsequent centuries with

philosophical education. The Scholastics made use of these investigations not only

in connection with the doctrine of the Trinity, in discussing which they do not

get beyond Modalism—but also in connection with the conception of God in itself

and theology generally. It is impossible, however, to understand the labyrinths of

the work '-de trinitate ", on which Augustine was occupied for fifteen years, if we
do not keep the fact in view that the great thinker has attempted to express in

his formula for the Trinity a thought which this formula not only does not contain,

but, on the contrary, implicitly disowns—namely, that the Godhead is personal and

is consequently one person, that fleoV^fc and ©so? mean the same thing. Obliged

:o believe in " the three persons in the one essence " by tradition, but obliged

also by his Christian experience to believe in the single personality of God (see

the Confessions), spite of the value which he too puts upon the "Essence" this

isituation could only result in a contradiction. Had Augustine been able to make a

Ifresh start in putting the Christian religion into a doctrinal system, he would have

been the last to have thought of the Greek formula. One who could write (V. 9)

1' dictum est ' tres personse ' non ut illud diceretur, sed ne taceretur," would not

have discovered the three persons in the one substance ! But though thus involved

in contradiction this great mind was nevertheless able to instruct posterity in a

jhundred ways, for Augustine employed the whole resources of his philosophy in

the endeavour to overcome the contradiction which could not be overcome. It is

moreover, of importance that his acquaintance with the Cappadocian theology was
Ä such a very superficial kind. When (V. 9) he translates the formula, \i.iot,v ovitiihv

Tfs7Q v7roa-rci(T£i^, by "una essentia tres substantia" it is evident that he had not

entered into the spirit or grasped the point of view of that theology. The addition,

lowever, "sed quia nostra loquendi consuetudo iam obtinuit, ut hoc intelligatur

;um dicimus essentiam, quod intellegitur cum dicimus substantiam, non audemus
licere: unam essentiam tres substantias, sed unam essentiam vel substantiam, tres
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this.' In doing this he merely gave expression to the view which
was impHcitly contained in the ancient Western doctrine of the

autem personas, quemadmodum multi Latini ista tractantes et digni auctoritate

dixerunt, cum alium modum aptiorem non invenirent, quo euuntiarent verbis quod
sine verbis intellegebant," proves that spite of the agreement come to with the

East, the West was not yet conscious of possessing a common terminology. The
studies of Reuter (Ztschr. f. K. G. V., p. 375 ff., VI. p. 155 ff.) have thrown light

on Augustine's relation to the Trinitarian conclusions of the East. We may assent

to his thesis (p. 191) "In his discussion of the doctrine of the Trinity Augustine

seldom expressly falls back on the formulae of the Nicene Creed. His doctrine is-

not anti-Nicene, but neither is it for the most part Nicene in its wording. He
made very little use of the discussions of Greek or even of Latin authors." The
Nicene Creed is not once mentioned in the work " de trinitate ". We ought not in

fact to measure the acquaintance which the West had with the theological develop-

ment in the East by the careful attention given to it by the Roman bishops.

Reuter is right in saying (p. 383 f.) that it is not so much the Nicene Creed or

indeed any formula whatever which Augustine takes for granted as expressing the

Church doctrine of the Trinity, but rather a fixed series of fundamental thoughts.

The West was never so deeply impressed by the Nicene Creed as the East had

been. In the writings of TertuUian, Novatian, Dionysius of Rome amongst others,

it possessed the " series of fundamental thoughts "' which proved sufficient and in

which was still contained a trace of that £v -KfoacaTTov maintained by Calixt. (Philos.

IX. 12) and the presence of which is still manifested in the " non ut illud diceretur

[to wit, ' tres persona; ']
" of Augustine. Just for this very reason the West did not

require the Nicene Creed, or required it only when it came to close quarters with

Arianism, as we may gather from what is said by Ambrose. We have finally to

refer to an important element in the position of Augustine in reference to the-

doctrine of the Trinity. Augustine was positively and negatively influenced by Neo-

Platonism as represented by Plotinus and Porphyry. Negatively, in so far as he-

was there confronted with a doctrine of the Trinity, but with one which was based

on a descending series of emanations; pqsitively, in so far as he took over fromi

Plotinus the thought of the simplicity of God and attempted actually to make use

of it. To Augustine as a philosopher the construction of a doctrine of the Trinity

was already a matter of course. All the more was it necessary for him to strive

to construct a peculiarly Christian doctrine of the Trinity, and, because of the idea

of simplicity which could no longer be referred to the Father alone, to bring the

other two persons into unity with the Father. With the philosophical postulate of

the simplicity of God was blended the religious postulate of the personality of

God, a point regarding which indeed Augustine never got to have theoretically

clear views. Here accordingly the other two "persons" had to be fused, and in

this way originated the logical work of art represented by his doctrine of the

Trinity, which no one had taught him and which appeared even to himself to be

so difficult that he did not count on its being understood by outsiders (Reuter, p. 384).

Prudeutius (see, e.g.^ Cath. XI. 13 sq.) has a very ancient doctrine of the Trinity,

which partly recalls that of TertuUian and partly that of Marcellus.

1 The Father Himself is only relatively principium, the Son and the Holy

Spirit are also to be termed principium ; but they form together one princi-

pium (V. 13). The statement accordingly holds good: " fatendum est, patrem
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Trinity ' inasmuch as the procession of the Spirit from Father

and Son impHed in it could never be regarded as the procession

from tivo First Principles. The first mention of the doctrine

after Augustine is in the Confession of Faith of a Synod of

Toledo which probably met in 447, hardly in 400, " paracletus

a patre filioque procedens" (Hahn, § 97) and in the words of

Leo I. (ep. ad Turib. c. i): "de utroque processit"; see further

the so-called Athanasian Creed and the Confession of the Synod
of Toledo in the year 589 (Reccared's Confession, Hahn, § 106).

It was at this Synod that the "filioque" was first put into the

text of the Creed of Constantinople, which had probably then

or shortly before first reached Spain. We have no further

information regarding the reception it met with ;
"

it is likely

that in opposition to the West Gothic Arianism there was a

desire to give expression to the doctrine of the equality of

Father and Son. From Spain the addition reached the Carlo-

vingian Frankish Empire, ^ and already in the first decades of

the ninth century it had been there embodied in the official

form of the Creed—by the order of Charles the Great. In

Rome the Augustinian doctrine of the Holy Spirit had indeed

been long ago sanctioned, but as late as the beginning of the

ninth century the Creed as accepted there was still without

that addition, as the table constructed by Leo III. and his

answer to the Frankish ambassadors in the year 809 prove.

Soon after this, however,—when and under what circumstances

it is impossible to say— it was adopted into the Creed in Rome
too; see the ordo Romanus de div. off. (Max Bibl. Patr. XIII..

et filium principium esse spiritus sancti, non duo principia." It is, however, worthy

of note that Augustine in this very place (V. 14) rejects the view that the Son

was bom of the Holy .Spirit also.

^ It seems to have appeared again in the teaching of Priscillian as avowed

Modalism ; see the Anathemas of the Spanish Synod of 447 in Hefele, op. cit. II.,

p. 307 f., and Leo I., ep. ad Turibium.

- See the Acts of the Council in Mansi IX., pp. 977— loio, Gams, K. Gesch.

Spaniens II. 2, p. 6 ff., Hefele III., p. 48 ff. Rosier (Prudentius, p. 362 ff.) regards

the Confession in question as being that of the Council of 400.

^ The first controversy, (with the Easterns,) arose at the Council of Gentilly in

the year 767. Already in the libri Carolini the East is censured for not accepting

the filioque.
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p. ^yja), which perhaps belongs to the second half of the

ninth century, and the controversy with Photius.

'

So far as popular Christian thought is concerned, the Cappa-

docian manner of formulating the doctrine exercised in the end

a more decisive influence even in the West than the Augusti-

nian view which dissolves the persons into conceptions and

leaves little room for the play of ordinary or pictorial thought.

But for the Church and for Science " Augustine's view came to

be authoritative. What contributed most to this result was the

fact that it was embodied as the doctrine of Athanasius in a

formula which came to have the authority of a universal and

binding Confession of Faith. It is extremely probable that the

so-called Athanasian Creed, so far as the first half of it is con-

cerned, is a GalHcan Rule of Faith explanatory of the Creed

of Nicaea. As such it was from the fifth century onwards, by
means of the theology of Augustine and Vincentius of Lerinum,

gradually made into a course of instruction for the clergy, i.e.y

the monks, suitable for being committed to memory. As a

regula fidei meant to explain the Nicene Creed it was called

" fides catholica " or " fides Athanasii ", though it had other names

also, and perhaps as early as 500 it began with the words
" Quicunque vult salvus esse." It is probable that in the course

of the sixth century it essentially received its present technical

form in Southern Gaul where the West-Gothic Spanish Arianism

still continued to provoke opposition. In the middle of the sixth

century it, or at least a recension very similar to it, was already

current as the authoritative course of instruction for the clergy

in Southern Gaul, and was together with the Psalms learned by

heart. It got into the decisions of single Councils from the

Psalm-books and breviaries of the monks and clergy, in so far

as the practice had here begun of appealing to single state-

ments in this rule of faith. Starting from here it gradually

came to be the Confession of the Frankish Church in the eighth

and ninth centuries. It was perhaps then that the second

Christological half was added, the origin of which is completely

1 See Abelard, Sic et Non IV., p. 26 sq. ed. Cousin, and the works cited above;

in addition Köllner, Symbolik I., p. 1 f., p. 28 ff.

2 See Erigena's doctrine of the Trinity, which is entirely drawn from Augus-

tine, de div. nat. I. 62, II. 32, 35, homil. in prolog, ev. sec. Joann.
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wrapped in obscurity ; it was of course put together before

the ninth century. The Prankish Church by its relations

with Rome was the means of communicating the Creed as the

Confession of Athanasius to the entire Western Church during

the period from the ninth to the eleventh centuries. As Rome
and—through Rome—the West finally received the Gallico-

Frankish form of the so-called Apostles' Creed and gave up

the primitive Apostles' Creed, so too Rome adopted as a second

Creed the Gallico-Frankish statement of the Augustinian doctrine

of the Trinity. This, at any rate, is the relatively most probable

view that can be taken of the obscure history of the origin

and reception of the so-called Athanasian Creed. * The three

1 For the older works on the Athanasian Creed which begin with the disquisi-

tion of Voss (1642), see Köllnei-, SymboUk I., p. 53 ff. In more recent times, besides

Caspari, tlie English, who use the Creed at divine service and nevertheless have

come to feel it to be inconvenient, have published valuable discussions on it; see

Ffoulkes The Äthan. Creed, 1871 ; Swainson, The Nicene and Apost. Creeds, etc.,

1875 ; Ommaney, Early History of the Äthan. Creed, 1875 5 '^wo prize-essays by

Peabody and Courtney Stanhope Kenny, 1876, which ai-e known to me only from

the Jena Lit. Ztg., 1877, No. 21. In addition the discussions on the Utrecht Psalter

by Hardy (1874), Aratz (1874), and Springer (1880). It is since the non-Athanasian

origin of the Creed has been established beyond doubt both on internal and

external grounds, that positive work has begun to be done, and this has not yet

been brought to a conclusion. The question as to how far its transmission in

writing takes us back has already been the subject of impoiiant controversies. It is

doubtful if the manuscript takes us back as far as the time of Charles the Great or

Charles the Bald. But the question of origin cannot be decided by the settlement of this

point. Swainson gives 850 as the date of its origin—amongst the Xeustrian clergy—and

sees in it a piece of intentional deception. Ffoulkes endeavours to prove that it originated

at the end of the eighth century and is also inclined to believe there was deception in

the matter ; Caspari suggests the sixth century ; others go as far back as the fifth,

beyond the middle of which, at any rate, we cannot, for internal reasons, go. The

question of origin is a complicated one since the Rule of Faith originated by stages

and only gradually came to be authoritative. There is no reason for thinking of

deception. What I have given in the text is based on independent studies, but to

describe these at length would take us too far. The most certain traces seem to me to

point to -Southern Gaul, and North Africa may also have had something to do with it.

The Athanasian Creed does not belong to the same category as the pseudo-Isidorian

Decretals as Swainson holds ; nor was it set up by Charles the Great as a sharp

boundary line between East and West, which is the view of Ffoulkes; on the

contrary, it was a syllabus of instruction based on the doctrine of Athanasius, which

in uncritical times was turned into a creed of Athanasius. The necessity for a

detailed creed of this kind was coincident with the desire to possess a compendium

of the sacred paradoxes of Augustine and at the same time a sharp weapon against

the Trinitarian, i.e , Arian, errors which had for so long haunted the West.
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so-called ecumenical Creeds are consequently all " apocryphal."

The Apostles' Creed did not originate with the Apostles, though

so far as its basis is concerned, it belongs to the post-Apostolic

age; the Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed originated neither in

Nicaea nor in Constantinople, but in Jerusalem or Cyprus,

though it got its main contents from Nicaea ; the Athanasian

Creed is not the work of Athanasius. Nor are they ecumenical,

on the contrary it is at most the Nicene-Constantinopolitan

Creed which can be so termed ' since the East knew nothing

of the other two.

The doctrine of the Trinity in the Athanasian Creed is strictly

Augustinian, and yet it has certain traits which are not to be

traced either to Augustine or to Vincentius. No other Creed

went so far in the development of the doctrine of the Trinity

as an article of faith necessary to salvation, as this one. This

can be explained only by the fact of its having originated in

mediaeval times. The Franks regarded the Faith handed down

to them by the ancient Church simply as a legal statute, and

accordingly only required faith in the Faith, obedience, that is,

ßc^es iinplicita therefore, since they did not yet possess what

was required for a religious or philosophical appropriation of

the system of belief. Under the form oi fides iinplicita, how-

ever, i.e., a faith of obedience, the most developed theology

can be looked for from every one. /;/ the Athanasian Creed

as a Creed we have the transformation of the doctrine of the

Trinity as an article of Faith to he inwardly appropriated,

into an ecclesiastical legal statute on the observance of which

salvation depends. "

' The Armenian Church possesses a Creed which is closely akin to the Creed

of Constantinople, but not identical with it.

2 The Creed is in Hahn, § 81. Careful attention has been bestowed on the

separate statements by those who have investigated the subject, and their origin has

been ascertained. The verses 9— 12 are not to be directly traced to Augustine. Four

times over in the Creed salvation is made dependent on carefully defined belief.

This is not like Augustine; see ep. 169. 4. He did not intend his amplifications

of Trinitarian doctrine to be taken as Church doctrine (de trin. I. 2). The most

recent work on the Creed is iii Lumby's History of the Creeds, third ed., 1887.

Lumby comes to the conclusion based on a very careful examination of the MSS.,

and tradition, that the Creed in its present shape is not older than the time of

Charles the Bald.
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For Athanasius the fundamental religious thought was the

*^'0f4,oov<riot;'\ and just because of this he could not treat it

technically. For the Cappadocians the "'Of/.ooü(jiog" and the

, doctrine of the Trinity came to be the sum of theological

knowledge. For the Westerns after Augustine these doctrines

became a sacred legal statute, to which, above all, obedience

must be rendered. This is the course of things which is constantly

repeated in the history of religion. Men pass from the religious

I thought to the philosophical and theological doctrinal proposi-

kion, and from the doctrinal proposition which requires know-

i ledge to the legal proposition which demands obedience, or to

I

the sacred relic the common veneration for which constitutes

a bond of union for the community, whether it be that of the

nation, the state, or the Church And thus the process of for-

|mulating comes to have an ever-increasing importance, and the

! Confession with the mouth becomes the foundation of the

I Church. But in reference to this the Valentinian Herakleon

had as early as the second century correctly remarked :

—

" There is an agreement in faith and life on the one hand

and in word on the other; the agreement in word is also an

j agreement based on authorities which many hold to be the

'only agreement, though this is not a sound opinion; for hypo-

crites can subscribe to this kind of agreement." {'Ofy.o?^0'/ioiv

:b-j h cpcü'^ij if/^c^.O'/liZ zxi stt) tccv e^ovriäv yhsrxi, viv [jJvi^v

iy.oKoyixv vjyovvrxi shxi ol tto^Koi, oux ^7^^?' ^vvxvrxi ^f TXVT>iy

rvjv öf/^oÄcyixy y.x) ci •jTrcy.pirx) of/.,o?,o'y£Tv.)



CHAPTER II.

THE DOCTRINE OF THE PERFECT LIKENESS OF THE NATURE

OF THE INCARNATE SON OF GOD WITH THAT OF

HUMANITY.

While the question whether the Divine which had appeared

on the earth was identical with the supreme Godhead, was

still agitating men's minds, the second question arose as to

the nature of the union of the Divine in Christ with humanity.

In this question, comprising as it does two closely connected

problems, the problem, namely, as to the character of the

humanity of Christ, and the problem as to how the union of

divinity and humanity is to be conceived of, that which con-

stituted the supreme concern of Greek theology has its culmi-

nation. It accordingly had already necessarily emerged in the

Arian controversy, for it was in reference to the thought of

the union of Godhead and humanity that the whole controversy

was carried on by Athanasius. ^

The problem was not a new one ; on the contrary, it had

already engaged the attention of the old theologians who had

carried on the struggle against Marcion and Valentin,' and

since the time of Irena^us it had occupied a central place ia

men's thoughts. The doctrine that the flesh of Christ was

actual human flesh had been for long an established one, *

1 See Vol. III., Chap. VI.

- The Valerrtinians themselves had already handled it with supreme technical

skill, though no unanimity was attained in their own schools. With them the whole

stress was laid on complicated distinctions within the person of Christ. On the

other hand, all the elements of the composite nature of Jesus Christ were by some

of the leaders of the schools elevated to the heavenly sphere.

^ See TertuU., de carne Christi.
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although platonising theologians still continued to find it possible

to combine with it dogmatic thoughts and a refined Valentian-

lism; ^ in fact, no single outstanding Church teacher really accepted

'the humanity in a perfectly unqualified way. Further than that

it was necessary to believe in an actual "incarnation of the

j
Logos" [TxpzcuTic Tov Xoyo-S) all else was uncertain. What in

the way of intensification or modification the conception of the

7xpt, was susceptible of in order still to rank as human flesh,

was a point which was as uncertain as the question as to the

relation between tx^^ and x'Apc>i7roc, and as the other question

as to whether the ixp^ must maintain itself as such in union

with the Divine and whether it could or could not do this.

All the Christological problems which had before given rise to

controversies with the Gnostics returned in a more subtle form,

since it was still possible to posit a real 7xp'^ of Christ in the

statement of the problem, and then actually to do away with

it again in the course of speculation.

A Christological theory had undoubtedly been propounded

by Origen, according to which the presence of a human so2il

also in Jesus is to be expressly admitted. Others before him

had long ago demanded this, perhaps partly because they al-

ready felt that everything turned on the human personal life,

and that a human body without a soul involves a merely seeming

humanity, though they did not actually draw the logical conclu-

sions." But the theory of Origen was not determined by this

thought alone. He was also influenced by a cosmological postulate.

He required a middle term between the Logos and matter to

bind them together, and this was to be found in the human
soul of Christ, concerning which he taught that it had not shared

in the general antemundane fall of the spirits.' Moreover, he

\vas certainly acute enough to perceive that the free human
will also must be located in the personality of Christ and that

Holy Scripture affirms that it is. But his theory of the human

1 So, above all, the Alexandrians.

" See I Clem, ad Cor. 49, 6: to xifj-x xurov'iiuy.ev vTSf viij,üv 'l-^TOvQXfis-roc; . .

.

y.xl TJiv a-xfKX VTtsf tj}? a-xfy.oi; itixwv y.xl rifv 4^y%^v vTTsp räv -if/uxäiv yji-tuv.

Iren. V. I. I : tw iSiui x't'i-iXTi ÄUTpua-xizsvov iiiMoi;, tov xvpiov y.xi Sovto^ t>jv vJ/v^^v

vTsp TÜv •/Ji/.eTspaiv ^/w^ftiv nxi rijv a-äpxx ri^v ixvrov xvti twv -/ii^STSpitiv crxpKÜv.

•' For details, see Vol. II., p. 369 ff.
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soul and of the nature of the union of the divine and human
in Christ scarcely passed beyond the circle of his own pupils.'

It was too closely connected with the most peculiar and most

questionable fundamental presuppositions of the great philosopher

and was also too difficult to win approval. Even in Alexandria

in the time of Alexander and Athanasius it would appear that

attention was no longer given to Origen's way of putting the

doctrine ; in those cases in which his view was retained its effect

at best was merely still further to increase the elasticity of all

the conceptions attached to the person of Jesus.

The general stagnation which marked theology in the first

half of the Fourth Century, shewed itself no less in the different

views of the Incarnation than in the doctrine of the Godheadi

of Christ. Most theologians contented themselves with the idea

of the ensarkosis, and in connection with this clung to the most
naive doketic views as regard details. " If this already involved

a reassertion of the opinions held in the oldest theological

schools which Christianity possessed, namely, the Valentinian,

others went still further in reasserting these opinions and directly

Hilary (de trinit. X. 22) will not entertain the idea of a human soul. His

view of the origin of souls is certainly, speaking generally, creationist. "He has

taken the soul from Himself which, moreover, was never communicated by men
as something emanating from those who beget.... The soul of the body (of Christ)

must have been from God."

The detailed discussions of Hilary amongst other things (de trinitate) shew
the length to which these doketic views had gone and the extent to which they

had spread. According to him the body of Christ was exalted above all Txiif and

always took these upon itself voluntarily only. The normal condition of the body

of Christ was always the condition of glorification, the appearance in ordinary

material forni with the ordinary needs was on every occasion a voluntary act

{X. 23, 25: ''in natura Christi corporis infirmitatem naturse corporens non fuisse"

etc.). Christ in Gethsemane did not tremble and pray for himself, but for his

disciples (X. 37, 41) He did not feel pain; His sufferings affected Him as an arrow

|

passes through fire and air (X. 23). His nature was absolutely incapable of suffer-

ing. Amongst the confused ideas of Hilary, that of a depotentiation of the Logos

by an act of self-emptying, is also met with. But the passages to which the modern

supporters of the kenotic theory appeal (de trin. IX. 14, XI. 48, XII. 6) are not in

place ; for when Hilary is dealing with the idea of self-humiliation he always takes,

back in the second statement what he has asserted in the first, so that the unchangeable-

ness of God may not suffer. Hence the statement :
" Christus in forma dei manens

formam servi accepit." This statement must be taken along with the strongly

kenotic statements of Hilary.
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taught the doctrine of the heavenly Txp^ of Christ, ' the Homousia
of this (Txp^ with the Godhead of the Logos, and so on. " Others

adopted the theory of a transformation. According to them the

7dp^ originated with the Logos Himself, who in view of its

appearance or manifestation, by an act of transformation made
for Himself a body capable of suffering and thus in part re-

nounced His own nature. We can trace the influence here of

the old nionarchian theologoumena of the vtoTnxrcop who is

incapable of suffering when He wills and capable of suffering

when He wills. ^ Speculative Pantheistic views, such as afterwards

plainly reappeared amongst the Monophysites and which had
formerly been propounded by the Gnostics, may already have

been in existence at this time, ideas such as those of the moment
of finitude in the essence of God Himself, and of the Cosmos
as the natural body of the Godhead. In opposition to these

views some taught the doctrine of a perfect incarnation {svxvöpä-

iTYiJig), feeling probably that a mere ensarkosis or appearing in

the flesh was not sufficient. But they were perfectly in the dark

in regard to the question as to whether the Godhead really

became a man or adopted human nature. As no one had yet

decided this question, so no one knew whether the incarnate

Logos had two natures or one, though the great majority clung

to the idea of one nature without knowing, however, how to

conceive of it. No one knew whether the Logos was blended

with humanity or merely joined with it, whether He had trans-

formed Himself into it or whether He had put it on as a dress

^ "Corpus cseleste" says Hilary himself, 1. c. X. 18. The Pauline speculations

regarding the second Adam and the heavenly man, had come to have very

disastrous consequences for the theologians of the Fourth and Fifth Centuries as they

had already had for the Gnostics before them. By the attention which was given

to these speculations the problem, which was otherwise already a complicated one,

got into the direst confusion. It was, however, doketism in particular, both in its

coarse and in its refined forms, which turned them to account, and modern theo-

logians have shown a fondness for fishing in these muddy waters in order to

extract from them their very different fancies regarding Christ as the heavenly

type of humanity and as the ideal-man.

2 See Vol. III., p. 299 ff.

3 That the Logos himself formed His own body (from Mary) seems to have

been the almost universal opinion; see Hilary X. 18 (also 22) "Christ Himself is

the source of His body."
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and dwelt in it as in a temple, whether in becoming man
He had taken it up into the Godhead, or in deifying it had

left its peculiar nature intact; or had not deified it at all, but

had merely associated it with the Godhead. Further, no one

knew in what way the Gospel statements were to be employed

in connection with the complicated nature of the God-man. Was
the flesh, the man, born of the Virgin Mary, or was the Logos

born of her together with the flesh. Who suffers, who hungers,

who thirsts, who trembles and is afraid, who asks and is anxious,

who confesses his ignorance, who describes the Father as the

only Good, who dies, the man or the God-man? And again:

who does miracles, commands nature, forgives sins, in short,

who is the Redeemer, God or the God-Man? There was no

fixed, generally accepted answer. Further, no one was able to

make any definite statement regarding the permanence of the

humanity ' of Christ and its nature after the Resurrection, and yet

the question as to the effect of the Incarnation turned entirely

on this point. Finally, the question as to whether the Logos did

or did not undergo a change owing to the Incarnation, was one

on which complete uncertainty prevailed. The questions regarding

exaltation, humiliation, depotentiation, assumption emerged and

affected the always half-concealed fundamental question, as to

the relation of the Divine and human generally. The theolo-

gians, however, groped uncertainly about, and however paradox-

ical many of the doctrines already were of a suffering without

suffering, of a humiliation without humiliation, still the most

paradoxical by no means passed yet for the most certain. ' We
can easily see that we are here at the very central point of

the old Greek theology ; at the time of the Nicene Creed this

was, however, no rock, but a slippery bit of country shelving

down on all sides. The religious thought : &£oc (xxpzooöiic ^C

' See the peculiar doctrine of Marcellus in Zahn, Marcell., p. 177 f., given dif-

ferently by Dorner and Baur.

- Examples of these disputed questions are supplied by all the writings of the

Fathers dealing with the subject, down to the middle of the Fourth Century. A
specially characteristic example is to be found in Philostorg.,H. E., IX. 14. He tells

us that in Constantinople, in the time of Valens, Demophilus, e.g.^ preached to a-cSf/,»

ToO viov xvxxpxisv TJji SeoTiiTi £<? TO aeSij^ÖTXTov x£;^wp)}xev«;, as a drop of milk

disappears when it trickles into the ocean.
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vy.x;,—God made flesh for us,—stood firm, but the theology which

sought to grasp it slipped ofif it at every point. How could it

possibly be put in intelligible conceptions so long as theologians

j
concerned themselves with the "Natures"! A human nature

I

made divine which nevertheless remains truly human, is a con-

tradictio in adjecto. What those in after times succeeded in doing

was accordingly not to give a clear explanation, but simply a

paraphrase which as formulated was by no means perfectly

suited to express the thought, and whose value consisted in this,

that it surrounded the speculative theologians with a hedge and

prevented them from falling into abysses.

The Christological problem, however, as it was treated in the

ancient Church was not only connected in the closest way
with the Trinitarian, and, further, had not only the element of

contradiction in common with it, but it also in the last resort

!
issued in the same formulae. If in the case of the latter the

I
singular of the substance or nature and the plurality of the

persons were the accepted terms, it was the reverse way in

the case of the other, where the accepted terms came finally to

be the plurality of the substances and the unity of the persons.

The distinction between "Nature" and "Person" was also the

subject of discussion in both cases. That this distinction, with

which the West had been long acquainted without, however,

using it as a speculative starting-point, supplied the means of

escape from the difificulties connected with both problems,

theologians had begun to perceive as early as the middle of

the Fourth Century, though undoubtedly in a slow and hesitating

fashion. This was the anchor to which they fastened themselves,

although it was not supplied by any philosophy; they had to

provide it for themselves. While, however, so far as the Trini-

tarian problem was concerned, the distinction once introduced

quickly established itself in the East, it was a century before it

triumphed there as regards the Christological problem, and this

triumph, far from uniting the parties, permanently separated them.

What is the explanation of this remarkable phenomenon? It

may be said that neither in connection with the Trinitarian

question did the perfect unity of the substance succeed in

establishing itself (see pp. 120, 125) ; but it very nearly did so, and
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the controversy accordingly ceased. Why then did the formula

of the unity of the person not in the same way prove satisfactory

in connection with the Christological problem ?

This question may already be raised here, though it cannot

be settled till the next chapter. Attention must, however, be

directed to one point. The antecedents of the "solution" of the

Trinitarian and Christological problem which proved victorious

in the Eastern Church and consequently in the Catholic Church

generally, are to be found only partly in the East; it was

naturalised in the West. The TertuUian who in the work " adv.

Prax. " created the formula of the "una substantia" and the

"tres personae", in the same work constructed the formulae of

the " utraque substantia (duplex status non confusus—this is the

oi<7V'yx''^Tooc—sed conjunctus) in una persona" (the substance of

two kinds in one person, the twofold state not confused but

joined together in one person); " duae substantiae in Christo Jesu»

divina et humana" (two substances in Christ Jesus, divine and

human) ;
" salva est utriusque proprietas substantiae in Christo

Jesu" (the property of each substance in Christ Jesus is not

interfered with). ^ He thus laid the foundation for the formally

similar treatment of both problems, and created the terminology

which was accepted by the East after more than two hundred

years. Had he the same interest in the Christological problem

as the later Eastern theologians had? Was the deification of

humanity a matter of importance to him? By no means. And
what philosophy did he make use of? Well, no philosophy at

all ; on the contrary, he used the method of legal fictions. By
the aid of the distinction current among jurists between " sub-

stance " and " person " he with great facility explained and

securely established as against the Monarchians both the ancient

ecclesiastical and, par excellence. Western formula, " Christus

deus et homo", and also the formula, "pater, filius et Spiritus

sanctus—unus deus." Substance—for TertuUian never uses the

word " nature "—is in the language of the jurists not anything

personal, but rather corresponds to "property" in the sense of

possession, or to the essence as distinguished from the manifesta-

tion or " status " ; the person again is not in itself anything

1 See Vol. II.
J
p. 280 ff. and above, p. 121.
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substantial, but the subject or individual as capable of entering

into legal relations and possessing property, who can quite well

possess different substances, just as on the other hand it is

possible for one substance to be in the possession of several

persons. Tertullian introduced these legal terms into theology.

That this is what they were in his use of them, and not

philosophical terms, is shewn by the words themselves, shewn

too by the application made of them and by the utter disregard of

the difficulty which their application must necessarily create for

every philosophical thinker. And it was these legal fictions

which the East had to accept as philosophy, i.e., theology, or

change into philosophy! This became the basis of the "philo-

sophy of revelation. " (!) This was more than the boldest Neo-

Platonic philosophy in its strangest intellectual phantasies had

ever asked. No wonder that difficulties were made about accepting

it, especially when, besides, it did not cover what was still the

preponderating interest of the Faith, the interest in the deifica-

tion of humanity. People always shrank from positing an oxjilcc

xrjTroixrxTog, a substance without an hypostasis, because when
used in reference to a living being it was simply absurd, and

I

because the unity of the person of Christ, " salva utriusque

substantias proprietate", gave no security for the unity of the

Godhead and humanity. The jurist Tertullian, however, could

I manage quite well with "person" and substance", as if the

! distinction between them were self-evident, because he did not
I

' here develop the logical results of the doctrine of redemption,

but gave expression ' to a matter of fact which was ostensibly

' The Westerns did the same after him; amid all the odd ideas that some of

I

them produced they always clung to the humana et divina substantia, to the filius

I

dei et filius hominis, and this distinction which had been supplied by the Creed,

! together with the unity of the person, became for them the rudder when it came

to be a question of sailing through the stormy waves which had arisen in the

East. See already Novatian, then Hilary, Ambrose, Augustin, Leo I. and also the less

important theologians. It is extremely characteristic that Vincentius (Comm. 17, 18)

still uses not the designation two natures, but two substances, and as against Apol-

linaris he finds the thesis perfectly sufficient "that Christ had two substances, the

one divine, the other human, the one from the Father, the other from His Mother."

Hilary very frequently employs the expressions "utraque natura", "persona"; he

also writes de trin. IX. 14: "utriusque naturae persona." In the "Statuta ecclesise

antiqua" (Mansi III., p. 950) we have: "qui episcopus ordinandus est, antea exami-

10
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contained in the Creed, and because he did not, properly

speaking, indulge in philosophical speculation, but applied the

artificial language of the jurists. If we accordingly perceive that

many centuries afterwards, the philosophical-realistic method of

handling the main problem was in Western scholasticism completely

displaced by a formal-logical or legal method of treatment, there

is nothing surprising in this; for the foundation of such a method

of handling the problem was in fact laid by Tertullian.

Irenaeus had already clearly discerned and plainly expressed

the thought of the most perfect union. The great Western theo-

logians about the year 200 were further advanced in respect

of Christology in consequence of the struggle with Gnosticism

and Patripassianism, than the East was a hundred years later.'

But what they had secured in the heat of battle did not possess

even in the West itself any general validity ; while in the East

the greatest uncertainty reigned, having been brought in by the

"scientific" Christology of Origen." It delayed or threw back

the development, which had certainly begun in a strictly scientific

form. Thus at the beginning of the Fourth Century the East had

once more to take up the question entirely anew. If we are to

estimate correctly what was finally accomplished, it must not

be measured by the Gospel, but by the dead state of things

which had prevailed a hundred years before.

The assertion of Arius and his pupils that the Logos took

only a human body gave the impulse to renewed consideration

of the problem. Like Paul of Samosata the Lucianists would

have nothing to do with two natures, but they taught the doc-

trine of one half-divine nature which was characterised by

netur ... si incarnatiouem divinam non in patre neque in spiritu s. factam, sed in

filio tantum ciedat, ut qui erat in divinitate dei patris filius, ipse fieret in homine

hominis matris filius, deus verus ex patre, homo varus ex matre, carnem ex matris

visceribus habens et animam humanam rationalem, simul in eo ambse naturae, ?.<?.,

deus et homo, una persona, unus filius, unus Christus." For details see below.

1 See Vol. II., p. 275 ff.

- Nevertheless he strongly emphasised the thought of the deification of the

human nature. On the other hand it is possible to attribute to him a doctrine of

two natures.
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human feelings, limited knowledge and suffering. ^ Like Paul

of Samosata they also found fault with the orthodox on the

ground that their Christology led to the assumption of two

Sons of God or two natures ; for these were still regarded as

identical. The reply made by the orthodox at first to this

charge lacked theological precision. Just because Athanasius

was as much convinced of the necessity of the Incarnation [svxv-

6pc!:7ry,7is) äs of the unity of the personality of Christ as Redeemer,

he did not put the doctrine in fixed formulas. On the one hand,

as against Arius, he made a sharp distinction between what the

God and what the man in Christ had done, in order to keep the

Logos Omoousios free of everything human ; on the other hand,

however, he wished the divine and human to be thought of as

a perfect unity; for it is to a strictly uniform being that we
owe our salvation, the Word made flesh, the P^yoc o-xpzaQsiq."

' Most instructive in this connection is the otherwise interesting Creed of Eudox-

ius of Constantinople (Caspari, Quellen IV., p. 176 ff.) : Tna-rsiioizsv stQ svx, rbv

ftovov ÄA;fä/vov, Osov kxi Trxrdpx, rijv jiovifv (pvffiv xysvvt^rov xxt xxxTopcc^ on (iviSivx

g-sßsiv TTS^pvHSv tti? s7rx\'xßsßyiKv7x' y.xi sit; svx xvptov, rbv vi6v, evasßvt sx rov crsßsiv

Tov zxrepx, y.xi (/.ovoysvvi (/.iv, y.peirrovx xxtr^c, ri}? //ex' xvrov xTitrsui;, TpairoTOKOv

$s, OTi TO h^xipsTov y.xi z'piiiTta-Tov sa-Ti tüv XTt<T(MXTiav, iTxpKuSsvTX, ovK evxväpw-

T^o'xvTx, ovTS yxp 4'^X*!'^ xv^pwTrivvjv xveiAyfipsv, xÄÄx cÄfS yeyovsv^ Yvx Six a-xpxog

Toii xv$poii7roii wc Six TrxpxTrsTxa-f^XTOt; 0£O? iii-tiv ;^/!-.}//«t/<7}1' ov Svo ^vtsii;, sttsi

lji.il TS?iSioc yfv xvipuiTTOC, «AA' xvrl ^vx^i @£oc; sv axpxr [Mix rb oÄov xxrx avvisiriv

t-'Tir TTxSyirbi; Si' oiKOvofMixv ovre yxp ^/vx^i ^i <!'aii/,XTOi;7rx6övTOi;Tbv y-öa-f-iov a-oj^siv

lijvxTO' 'A'Troy.ptvsa'Scixrxv oiiv, ttw? TTxiifTbi; xxi Sv^toi; tSi xpeiTTovi tootoj^ @eui,

I

vxSov:; rs y.xi &xvxtov STrexsivx, Svvxtxi sJvxi oizoova-ioi;. In the same way Eunomius,

I
see Epiph. H. 69. 19, Ancor. 33.

- Curiously enough Athanasius throughout merely touched on the Christology

I

of Arius. He afterwj^rds stated his views in greater detail in opposition to Apolli-

naris, see Atzberger, Logoslehre d. h. Äthan., p. 171 ff. In the "Orations against

the Arians" the distinction between the divinity and humanity of Christ is brought

prominently forward. The unity is ne.xt secured again by means of the deceptive
' formula that the flesh of the Logos was just his own flesh, his humanity (Orat.

III. 32: "oSsv Tv!Z a-xpxbt; Trxa-xova-viz oIk yjv exrbi; txvti^z 6 Xoyog- Six tovto yxp
: xhrov ^iysTXt to Trxiog)

; see also the particularly characteristic word tSioTo/ija-ig

used for the assumption of the flesh. In the case of Athanasius it may already be
very clearly seen that it was not religious feeling, but solely the biblical tradition

1 regarding Christ (His weakness and His capacity for being aff"ected in a human \<ra.y,)

which led him in the dii'ection of the doctrine of the two natures. That tradition

was a serious stumbling-block. But Athanasius used neither the formula "Jt/o

j

<?'<'««'?"' nor the other "/.t/« 4.:/<r/?'\ (See also Reuter, Ztschr. f. K.-Gesch. VI., p. 184 f.)

! He speaks of divinity and humanity or of ©eo? Aoyo? and trxp^. So far as I know
the formula (ztx (pva-ii; was brought into use by Apollinaris, while, so far as I know,
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The prolix amplifications of Hilary ^ were still more uncertain,

so much so that there was some justification for the charge

brought against orthodoxy by its opponents, that it led to

a division of the Son of God from the Son of Man. But

Athanasius had not reflected on this ; in this connection too

he had stated the mystery simply and forcibly, frequently

in the words of Irenaeus. The Logos not only had a man, did

not only dwell in a man, but was man. He united what was

ours with Himself in order to give us what was His. The

Logos is not, however, thereby lowered, but on the contrary, the

human is raised higher." The question as to the extent of

what was comprised in the human nature was one which

Athanasius did not think out. He preferred to speak of a

natural union, an £va(Tig Cpva-iKVj, in Christ, but in this connection

he uniformly disregarded the human personality. The /ree will

was the category used, roughly speaking, at that period to

express what is called in modern times "human personality".

But Athanasius had not yet thought of this term in connection

with Christ, because he had not learned anything from Origen.

In all probability he found in fact no problem here, but, like

Irenaäus, a comforting mystery which could not be other than

we first meet with the other, the ^vo (^{xrnc,^ in Origen, and next in the mouths of

the Arians who reproached the orthodox with their use of it—with the exception

of a doubtful fragment of Melito, where, moreover, we have ^vo ov<rixi. The Cap-

padocians were the first to make use of the expression again in attacking ApoUiuaris,

inasmuch as they made a sharp distinction between " two natures " and " two

Sons". Owing to its use by the Cappadocians the formula of '•'two natures" had

almost already become orthodox and had been regularly introduced into ecclesias-

tical language, or, to put it otherwise, the tradition which had come down from

Origen and the presence of which is scarcely anywhere noticeable in Athanasius

himself, penetrated into the Church in connection with this matter also by means

of the Cappadocians. Cyril himself accordingly employed the expression. Thus the

problem raised by Reuter, op. cit. 185 f., as to how it comes about that Cyril

employs an Origenistic formula, which nevertheless is not to be found in Athana-

sius, is solved. We have to remember that there was a revival of Origenism in

consequence of the theological work of the Cappadocians. For the rest " hvo

cf)virsi^ " as distinguished from " duo substantiae " is to be regarded as a realistic

speculative formula.

1 See especially lib. X. de trinit., Dorner I., pp. 1037— 1071.

- See the collection of passages referring to the matter in Dorner I., pp. 948

—

955. The Arian doctrine of the «rw/Lta oi-^vxov of Christ had already been combated

by Eustathius, see Dorner, op. cit. 966—969.
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it was. He did not see that the mind must necessarily go

astray on this matter either in the direction of the Gnostic

doctrine of two natures or in that of the doctrine of unity, in

the sense in which it was held by Valentinian, the doctrine of a

heavenly humanity, or in the sense in which it was held by

Arius. He believed that the doctrine of one composite being

would serve his purpose which in any given case allowed of

the distinction being made between what belonged to the

divinity and what belonged to the humanity respectively.

Neither did the great theologian who attached himself to

Athanasius—namely, Marcellus—perceive yet the full difficulty of

the problem. His energetic and practical theology could, how-

ever, only bring him nearer to the doctrine of a complete

unity. The Logos is the Ego of the Personality of Christ

;

the nature which serves as an organ for the incarnate Logos

and gives outward expression to his self-manifestation, is im-

personal. The Logos is the hspysKX, ^poirrri'/.^, the divine energy

;

the body is the matter which is moved by it, which is trans-

formed into a perfect instrument for the Logos. Marcellus was

still further than Athanasius from assuming the existence of

two separate, independent natures. He does indeed incident-

ally attack the Arian idea of the unity and he also employs

the expression 7'jyxCpsix, connection, for the union of the Logos

with humanity, but at bottom he sees at every point in the

incarnate God-Logos a perfect unity. ' He thus thought about

the matter as the great Christologist did after him, who first

felt the difificulty of the problem and created a formula which

did not harm Greek religious feeling, but rather gave it a secure

basis, and which in doing this nevertheless left unnoticed an

element of tradition which was indeed concealed, but was not

to be rooted out.

Apollinaris of Laodicea "' whose divine teachers were Pytha-

goras, Plato, and Aristotle, who had learned from Athanasius,

' See Domer I., p. 871 ff
.

; Zahn, Marcell., pp. 155— 165.

- Dräseke, Zeitfolge d. dogmat. Schriften des A. v. Laod. (Jahrb. f. protest.

Theol., 1887, Part 4). The same author, Apoll, v. Laodicea, nebst einem Anhange,

Apollinarii Laod. quas supersunt dogmatica (Texte u. Unters, z. Altchristl. Litt.

Gesch. VII, 3, 4) in addition Jülicher in the Gott. Gel. Anz., 1893, No. 2.
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whose theological method was the Aristotelian one, and who
because of this had been strongly influenced by the Arian

theology, the zealous and acute opponent of Origen and Por-

phyry, the sober-minded exegete who preserved the most bril-

liant traditions of the school of Antioch and had a reverence for

the letter of Scripture, made it the task of his life to combat
the Origenistic and Arian theologies,—their doctrine of the

Trinity and their Christology. Nemesius and Philostorgius have

termed him the most important theologian of his age, * and

that in fact he was. The most striking proof of his impor-

tance is supplied by the fact that many of his works create

the impression of having been written in later centuries, so

energetically has he thought out the Christological problem

and overtaken the coming generations. His syllogistic-dialectic

and his exegetic method is akin to that of the later Antiochi-

ans, and consequently the Fourth Century possessed in Mar-

cellus, Eunomins, ApoUinaris and the Antiochians a series of

theologians, who, although not unacquainted with Plotinus and

Origen, did not all the same adhere to the Origenistic, Neo-Platonic

speculative views, theologians who were united by their employ-

ment, of the same philosophico-theological method, but who
nevertheless arrived at wholly different results.-'

1 According to Suidas, referring back to Philostorgius, Athanasius seemed a

child alongside of ApoUinaris, Basil, and Gregory of Nazianzus.

2 The fullest account of the Apollinarian Christology (after Walch) is that given

by Dorner I., p. 985 ff. (but of. now Dräseke). Since that account was written,

however, thanks to the labours of Caspari (Alte und neue Quellen z. Gesch. des

Taufsymbols, 1879) '^"'^ Dräseke, a new and rich supply of material has been

brought forward. These scholars have shewn that the Apollinarians have foisted

(from about 400) writings by their master on recognised authorities, such as Gregor.

Thaum., Athanasius, Felix of Rome, Julius of Rome, in order to accredit their

theology. We still possess the greater part of these writings; see Caspari, Quellen,.

IV., p. 65 ff. (on the xxtx /zspo^ ttio-ti^) ; Dräseke in the Ztschr. f. K. Gesch. Vol.

VI., VII., VIII., IX.; Jahrb. f. protest. Theol., IX., X., XIII.; Ztschr f. wiss. Theol.,

XXVI., XXIX., XXX., collected together in the Monograph (Texte u. Unters. VII.

3, 4 by Loofs, Leontius von Byzanz, p. 92 ff.). The sources for ApoUinaris

previously known, i.e., the places where fragments are found, are besides Epiph.,

H. 77, Socrat., Sozom., the works of Athanasius (the genuineness of the work adv.

ApoU. is disputed), of the Cappadocians, of Theodore and Theodoret.; see in

addition the resolutions of Councils from 362 onwards, Mai, Script. Vet. nova Coll.

T. VII. Spicil. X. 2 and catenas. Epiphanius treated ApoUinaris in a friendly

fashion, Athanasius corresponded with him, the Cappadocians at first revered liim
j
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Apollinaris in combating Arius and his changeable Christ,

XpKTTOs rpsTTTÖt;, started by allowing that the assumption that in

Christ the God-Logos who was equal in substance with God united

Himself with a physically perfect man, necessarily led to the idea

of two Sons of God, one natural and one adopted. ' A perfect God

and a perfect man can never make a uniform being,"' and in this

he was in agreement with Paul of Samosata, Marcellus and the

Arians. They constitute on the contrary a hybrid form, i.e.^ a

fabulous Minotaur, a cross breed, etc. But if there is no such

thing as a union between a perfect God and a perfect man,

then, if these premises are valid, the idea of the incarnation of

God which is the whole point in question, disappears. And
further the unchangeableness and sinlessness of Christ disappears

also, for changeableness and sin belong to the nature of the

perfect man. We are, therefore, not to see in the Redeemer a

perfect man, we are on the contrary to assume and believe

that the Logos assumed human nature, namely, the animated

7ip4'> but that He Himself became the principle of self-conscious-

ness and self-determination {7rv£'j[y.o() in this trxp^. Freedom too

is an attribute of the perfect man, but—this as against Origen

—

Christ cannot possibly have possessed this freedom ; for the

Godhead in Him would have destroyed it. God, however,

destroys nothing He has created.^

Apollinaris sought to prove his doctrine out of the central

convictions of Greek piety, and at the same time to establish

and always held him in high respect, while the Arian theologians extolled him as

their ablest opponent. Cf. on this Vincent., Common. 15—20.

' Gregor. Antir. 42. According to Apollinaris two knowing and willing beings

could not possibly be united in one being. Here we can see the Antiochian tradi-

tion which had come from Paul of Samosata : huo ri^etx "sv yivsa^xt ob Svvxtxi.

(So Apollinaris according to what purports to be the work of Athanasius against

him, I. 2 Migne, Vol. 26, p. 1096.)

' E< xvipciiTTu teAs/w ffvvij<p6ii ©go? rsKeioi;, Svo xv yia-xv, s7q (/.iv cpöa-ei vibi ©sot/,

eI? U östöq (Dräseke, Texte u. Unters. VII. 3, 4, p. 388).

•* There are three theses which Apollinaris everywhere attacks, and from these

we can easily understand what his own theology is. He wishes to disown (l) the

view that there are two Sons, (2) the idea that Christ was an xvdpwTrot; evßsog, the

view he attributed to Marcellus, since heathens and Jews could also believe in a

(^hrist of this kind, (3) the view that Christ was a free and therefore a changeable

being. He accordingly directs his attacks (1) against the Gnostic division of Christ

and Jesus, (2) against Paul, Marcellus, and Photinus, (3) against Origen and Arius.
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it by Biblical and speculative arguments. In a lying age he

stated it with the most refreshing candour. Everything that

Christ had done for us God must have done, otherwise it has

no saving power: "The death of a man does not abolish death

"

—dvöpcoTTCv ööivocToq oxj zxTxpysl Toy öxvizrov. ' Everything that He
did must be perfect else it avails us nothing. There is here

thus absolutely no room for a human ego. This would do away
with the redemption. If it had been present in Him, then Paul

of Samosata would be right, and Christ would be merel}'' an

inspired man, xvdpccTroc höso? ; but such a being cannot give us

any help ; for if he had not essentially united humanity with

Himself how could we expect to be filled with the divine

nature? Further, if he had been a man he would have been

subject to weaknesses, but we require an unchangeable spirit

who raises us above weaknesses." Therefore He must have

assumed our nature in such a way that He made it the perfect

organ of His Godhead and Himself became its yovc—the human

nature of Christ "is not moved separately"

—

o-j •/.lyslra.i l'Bicc^öv-

Tccq. But this is also the doctrine of Scripture. It says that the

Logos became flesh, and by this is denoted the animated body,

not the v:vc. It does not say " He assumed a man ", but that " He
was found as a man"

—

ag xv^pooTroc. It teaches that He appeared

in the likeness of sinful flesh

—

h ofj^oicc/zxri (Txpy.oc iy^f^xprlxg, and

was in the likeness or according to the likeness of men

—

iv

6f/,oicüizxri tx'JÖpÜTrccv or xxo' 6iJ.okc(xiv. It shews finally that there

was in Him the most perfect unity of the human and the divine,

so that it says of the humanity what holds good of the divinity

and vice versa ; God was born and died, and so on. At the same

time, however, the Godhead is not to be thought of as capable of

suffering. Owing to the intimate union with the axpt, which was

> Autir. 51.

- Äthan, adv. Apoll. I. 2: oxoi/ rsMiot; HvSpcoTroi;, s>isl xi^oipTix. It is just from

the vovi; that sm springs. In addition Antir. 40, 51 : 'H a-kpt sSi7to iztpstttov voG,

(iil {jTTOTT'nzrovTOC, cdiT\f Six s7:'i(yTvt(jiO(7uv>i(; XTÖivsiav, «AAä ffvvxpiJ-o^ovTog xvTvtv

aßiixa-TüJt; ixurü . . . Ou Svvxtxc g-di^siv rdv nöa-fiov xvöpaiTrot; (msv uv kxi r^ xonif

TÜv xv5pü)7rwv ifiSopx vToxsiiJiSvo(;. We must accordingly seriously accept the thought

that in Christ the Godhead was not a force, but ro vttoksii^bvov. Antir. 39 : Ou

a'u^STXt TO xvSpcÖTrtvov yivoQ Si^ xvx^vj'^scai; vov xxi o^ov xv5pcii7rov^ aAA« Six Trpoff'

A^jii-ewe a-xpKOt;. Apollinaris was conscious that he was the first to perceive what the

incarnation of God meant.
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wholly and entirely its (Txpi;, it shared in a complete fashion in

the suffering, and the efficacy of redemption consists only in

the fact that it did so share in it. And conversely the (rxpt; is

entirely taken up into the nature of the Logos. " The flesh

therefore is divine, because it is united with God, and it indeed

saves"

—

ös'izy, a.px (Txp^, on Ssx o-jyJjipöy, kx) x-jt'/j [j.h aü^si.^

Starting from this Apollinaris attempted to give his doctrine a

speculative basis. This also rests on Scripture passages, but at

the same time it refers back to a peculiar metaphysic. The

attempt indeed to reach it was made long before his day, and

it is uncertain how far he himself followed it out, since those

who tell us about it had here an occasion for special pleading.

Apollinaris starts from the Scriptural statement that Christ is

the heavenly man, the second spiritual, heavenly Adam. (See

also John III. 13.) Close upon this idea he, like Marcellus, puts

in the more general idea of Aristotle that the divine is always

related to the human as the moving to the moved. -^ As such

1 Apollinaris assumes tlie existence in Christ of what is indeed a composite

:^.ature, but which is nevertheless a nature possessing oneness. The imix (pva-ii; tou

/.zyo\i (Ti<TXfKcaiJ.ivv\ is his formula (see the letter to the Emperor Jovian in Hahn,

Symbole 2, § 120: oi^oXoyovi/sv . . . ov Svo (pvast^ rbv 'dvx viöv, (j.tx'j 7?potrnvvviTiiv

<xi (itx-j xvpoa-y.v-jijTOv. äAAä (/.ixv (pviriv rov ®eov ?^6yov a-sa-xpHCuizsv/iv y.xi %fO(T-

y.vjoviJ.ivviv fzerx tsjc (TxpKO^ xi/rov (nx Trpoa-xvvi^irsi.) He, besides, expressly teaches

that the a-xpy.cüieii ovx scrrtv srspo? Trxpx rbv xvuij-xtov^ he demands a perfect

iVTiix.eiia-rx(!-(:; twv bvo(j.xritiv and he here reasons again mainly from the standpoint

of Greek religious feeling : "AAA^f? kä; «AA^? ova-ixi; (mixv elvxi xxi ri^v «wrvjv Tcpo/r-

y.v'^yio-iv xSsfxiTOV, rovrst7rtv TToiyiTOv y.xi Toii^ixxroQ, ®sov Kxl xvdpdoTrov. Mix Ss vt

-rfO(Ty.vvi)trii; rov Xpio'TOv, xxt kxtx tovto sv t5 ev< ovoi^XTi voeiTxi ©so? kxI kvöpaiTroi.

Ovy. xpx xKKvi xxi «AA;> ova-fx ©eo? y.xi xv^puTroi;- xhXx (iix y.xTX <Tii'Asa-tv ®eov

Tfb: a-cSiix xvSpwTrivot'., or: xSvvxrov rov xi/rbv y.xi Trpoa-y.vvijTbv ixvrbv slSevxi y.xt i-ivi.

WiuvxTOv xpx rbv xurbv slvxi @e6v re y.xi xv&paiTrov i% b^oy.Xvipov, :iAA' sv (JiOv6r\frt

7vyypxT0v (pvssaii; Ss'iy.i^g aefyxpxaiiJLsvvn^ see still other passages in Domer I., p. 999 flf.

The flesh must therefore be adored also; for it constitutes an inseparable part of the one

substance : vi a-xp% rov xvpiov xpo(7Kvve'irxt kxSo sv sa-rt 7cp6(ru7rov xxt sv t^äov (isr" xvrov.

- Mai VII., p. 70 (the letter of the Apollinarian Julian) : 'Ex xivi^rov xxi xxiv^rov,

i-jspy\^Tiy.ov rs xxi TrxSyirixov, rbv Xpia-rbv slvxt (jlixv ova-ixv xxi (^v<riv (Tvvisrov, svt

T£ y.xi fzövüi xtvoviisv^v Ös}.iji/.xri- xxi fj.iS. svspysix rx rs SxvfJ-xrx TrsTromy.svxi xxt

Tx 77x5-^, (/.ovo:; xxi Trpwroi; 6 Trxriip yii^äv 'ATToKKivxpioc, e(pSsyixro, rb xsxpvfMiJ-svov

'zx(n xxrxipUTia-x^ (/.va-r-zipiov: see also 1. c, p. 301, where Apollinaris himself has

developed the thought of the one being ( sv i^üov) composed of the ruling moving prin-

ciple of activity, and the träfix^ the passive principle : trxpt, ®sov trxpt ysvoi^hii^^übvsa-ri

liSTx rxvrx a-vvrsßela-x sic; [J-ixv (pva-tv. P. 73 : OvlsfJ-tx Stxipsa-ii rov f^öyov xxi rvii

Txpxbi; xvroo sv isi'xii (^spsrxi ypx^xl^- «AA' sa-rt (J.tx ipv<ric, (ztx vTröa-rxa-ic, (zix svspyetx.
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they stand opposed. This relation first reached perfect outward

embodiment and manifestation in the word made flesh, the

"koyoi; Txpzcc^slc. But the Logos as "the mover" was from all

eternity destined to become the Xoyog a-txpxccöslg. He has alway

been in mysterious fashion "mind incarnate"

—

yovg hTapxog, and

"spirit made flesh"

—

ivvsvi^x, (Focpxcüösv. Therefore He could be

and had to be the Xöyoq (xxpzccosic, the Logos made flesh. H
certainly did not bring His flesh with Him from heaven, but

He is nevertheless the "heavenly man"; because it was intended

that He should become flesh, His flesh is consubstantial with His

Godhead ; His Godhead comprised within it the future moment
of the incarnation from all eternity, because only thus was it

destined to be in the most perfect way the authoritative prin

ciple, the yiysiJicvixov, of the creature. And just for this reason

the historical incarnation which cannot be denied, is the direct

opposite of anything like the accidental and arbitrary inspiration

of a man. It is the realisation of an idea which always had its

reality in the essence of the Logos, the heavenly man, the

mediator (ptfo-crj^u) between God and humanity. After the

incarnation too everything in this heavenly man is divine ; for

death could be overcome only if it was God who suffered and

died. The human is purely the passive element only, the organ

of the Godhead and the object of redemption.'

1 Apollinaris has not himself put in words those furthest reaches of his specu-

lations in any of the numerous confessional formula of his which we possess. (See,

e.g,^ the two Confessions in the kxtx i^epoi; ttio-tic,.) Much, too, of what is said by-

Gregory in his letters to Kledonius and by Gregory of Nyssa in the Antir. may bej

exaggerated, but as regards the main point Apollinaris's own words prove that he really

went the length of attributing the moment of the a-xp^ in some form or other ta

the Logos in the pre-temporal existence. He conceived of the nature of the Logos'

as that of the mediator; it was only by so conceiving of it that the i-tix (pva-it;

could get justice done to it, and he accordingly does not hesitate to take something

from the Godhead itself, without detriment to its homousia. The essential charac-

teristic of the TTvsvfjLx which the Logos is, consists in this, that it includes the idea,

of the mediator, i.e., the type of humanity. In this sense he could say: w of'«

(TXfKiaa-tz oh rijv xpx*iv xtto tvh 7rxp6svov eV;^fv (Antir. 15), or (c. 13), TTfovTcxfX^^

6 xväpuTTog Xpta-TÖc, ovx w? iripov '6vto(; Trxp' xvrbv tov 7Tvevfj.xT0i;^ tovt' 's(rrt tov

@sov, aAA' fci? TOV xvpiov sv rif rov 6sxv6püi7rov (pva-ei äs/ov t^vsvuxtoi; ovtoc. The

Logos was already man before He appeared on earth, since the statement holds

good : xvrijv tov vtov ^sötvjtx e§ xpx^i xvSpooTrov slvxi. This conception, however,

which was not meant to take from the historical fact of the incarnation, but was

intended, on the contrary, to make its reality certain, now led him further to the
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This doctrine, estimated by the presuppositions and aims of

Jic Greek conception of Christianity as religion, is complete.

Apollinaris set forth in a way that cannot be surpassed,

!:nergetically developed and in numerous works untiringly

epeated, with the pathos of the most genuine conviction,

vhat at heart all pious Greeks believed and acknowledged,

^very correction made on his Christology calls in question

he basis or at least the vitality of Greek piety. Only this

perfect unity of the person guarantees the redemption of the

uiman race and its acquiring of a divine life. "Oh new

rreation and wondrous mingling. God and flesh produced

3ne nature!" (ä -axit/] -/.titic zx) f^i^i? Ö£77r£7U, Qic? y.x) rrxp'^

jAX-j x7r£T8}.£7X-j c^y^/v !) All else in the Redeemer is non-exist-

ent for faith. The assumption of a human separate personality

leii that neither is the Godhead present in the Logos, in its totality : oi/Seizix

/.STcryj^ ixacTspx^ sx^t t«? «xpOTJjTÄ? IS 6?^ok>.vi(iov, «A/a //.spixät; STni^siiiyi^svasc.

\s the middle colour between black and white has not merely the white in it in

m imperfect way, but also the black, as spring is half winter aird half summer,

IS the mule is neither wholly horse nor wholly ass, so the mixture of divinity and

lumanity in the Logos, at least in the Logos as appearing on the earth, is of

juch a kind that neither element is entirely perfect : ovts ixvöpuTroi; 'dfiOi; ovrs ®e6i;.

How far the doctrine of Apollinaris did actually lead to this conclusion— and we
have here a clear example of the imperfect way in which the Homousia was under-

stood amongst the neo-orthodox of the East ; how far his opponents, including not

only the Gregories, but also Theodoret, H. F. IV. 8, were justified in asserting that

lis Trinity was composed of a great, a greater, and a greatest ; how far he made

ise of the old traditional image of the sun and the sunbeam in order to build up

on the basis of the Homousia a gi-aduated Trinity, are points which still require

:o be thoroughly investigated in the light of the new material we now possess.

But if his Christ actually was the middle being his opponents represent it to have

been, one can only be astonished to observe how in the case of Apollinaris

speculation regarding Christ has returned to the point it started from. For this Christ

is actually the Pauline Christ, the heavenly spiritual being {ev fiopipyi ®eov)^ who
assumed the body, i.e.^ the flesh, neither 6 @s6t; nor man, but as God and as a man,

who is nevertheless the mediator or reconciler between God and man because being

without sin He has done away with sin and death in His body and consequently

for humanity generally—the second Adam, the heavenly man. It cannot be doubted

either but that Apollinaris formed his views chiefly on the New Testament; for

he was above all an exegete—though unfortunately what is his in the numerous

collections of passages, in those of Cramer pre-eminently, has up till now not been

ascertained nor has any test been applied to find out what belongs to him—and
he endeavoured to be true to the words of the Bible without applying the allegorical

method of Origen, as his notable adherence to the primitive Christian eschatology,

the reign of a thousand years, proves.
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j

i

1

in Christ does away with His power as Redeemer. Thousands!

before Apollinaris felt this and had a vague idea of its truth.!

He alone understood and preached it. He did not juggle with,

what was a matter of indifference to Faith or dangerous to Faith,

but did away with it.

'

But he perceived at the same time that that separate person-

j

ality is present whenever a human vovq is attributed to Christ.

This decided the matter so far as he was concerned. Christ

possessed no human vo~jq. He was honest enough not to say I

anything more about the perfect humanity of Christ, but openly
|

avowed that Christ was not a complete man.' The fact thati

Apollinaris, when called on to decide between the interests of

the Faith and the claims of tradition, unhesitatingly decided in

favour of the former, is fitted to call forth our admiration, and

is a clear proof of the great bishop's piety and love of truth.

But the very frankness of his language reminded the Church

that the Gospel and partly tradition also demand a complete

human nature for Christ. Even before the appearance of

Apollinaris the conflict with Arius had, from about the year

351, taken a turn which made it as necessary to emphasise the

complete human nature of the incarnate one as to reject the

1 The confessional formula of Apollinaris and his pupils emphasised as a rule

only the homoiisia of the Logos, the assumption of flesh from Mary and the perfect

unity (^v TTpöo-UTTov kxI i-itxv rijv Trpos-Kuv^ja-iv rov Äöyov Kxi t>5? a-xpKÖi). The some-

what long creed in the k. (j.. ^'h^th; is the most instructive, see Caspari IV., p. 18,

there too, p. 20, will be found the shorter one, and at p. 24 that of the Apollinarian

Jobius. In the latter we have: Ofzo^oyco rbv Kvpiov 'I^a-ovv Xpia-rov, l§ xiüvoi; fJ-ev

Utrxpicov ®sbv A070V, ex' l«r%«TWv Ss xiaivwv a-xpy.x s% xylxc, Trxpiivov ivua-xvTX

ixvTw, elvxi @£ov xxl xvSpctiTrov^ svx axt rov xvtov, VTros-rxa-tv [^txv trvvSsTOv kou

vpöo'CiüTrov cv xStxipSTOv^ (j.e<j-iTBvov ©föj Kxl xvSpaiTroii; xxi o-vvxtttov rx Styfpyii-isyx

-Troiviiixrx tw TrsTroivjxort, 6\jloov(tiov @£ci Kxrx r^v sk tvjc TrxTpix^i; oha-ixc, vT7xp%0M<7XV

XUTÜ öeöryfTX, kxi oi^loovo-iov xv^paiTrotc; kxtx t>jv ix tj?? «v9p&)T/v>j; (pv(TS(ü(; vivunevifV

xvrSi a-xpxx, Trpoa-Kvvovizsvov Se >cxi So^x^öfisvov fzerx rvji iSixi (rxpwt;' on Si'' xvzvj^

iil-üv ysyovsv ^vrpua-ii; ex Sxvxrov xxi xoivuvix TpoQ rov xSxvxtov xxpcoi; yxp yivu-

nivvi if <Txp% Tii Äöyai xxi (/.ifSeTors xlrov %ft)p/^o^/£v>>, ovx sa-Tiv xväpci)7rov, ov

S0VÄ0V, ov xTKTTOu Trpoa-eiiTTOVj «AA' xvTOV rov @eov Xoyov, rov Sijix.tovpyov, rov

oiMoova-tov rS> @sui, rovrsa-rtv Tjj xa-aiiixrca ova-ix rov xppvjrov TrxrpoQ. It is difficult

to say whether the long Creed printed by Caspari, p. 163 f., and which in its

formalism bears a resemblance to the Athanasian, is Apollinarian or Monophysite.

- Apollinaris did not deny the homousia of Christ with humanity, but he conceived

of it as a likeness in nature m ofzoiuiix. The later Apollinarians even emphasised

the homousia, but they were thinking of a body and the ^vxij a-xpxtxvi.
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thought of a transformation of the Logos into flesh or of a

jdepotentiation. The Christological question became involved

'with the Trinitarian, and the latter was illustrated by the aid

'of the former. The full humanity was supposed to prove the

full Godhead ex analogia\ it had been reached in the struggle

against Gnosis, and it was required in order to explain the

Gospel accounts which otherwise cast a shadow on the Godhead
of the Redeemer. Accordingly the complete humanity of Christ

was first expressly asserted at the Council of Alexandria in

1
362 and, in fact, in opposition ' to the views of ApoUinaris. "'

I The great literary activity of the bishop who was equally dis-

itinguished as exegete and apologist and as a systematic theo-

I

logian, and who gathered around him a band of enthusiastic

pupils, falls within the sixties. ^ With the beginning of the

j

seventieth year of the century the Cappadocians came forward

in opposition to their old master, shewed now their unconcealed

1 See Draseke, Texte und Unters. VIII. 3. 4., p. 28 f.

- Äthan.. Tom. ad. Antioch. 7. He first establishes the truth that the Word of

God did not come in Christ to a holy man as it came to the prophets, on the

contrary : ccurbt; 6 Äöyot; a-xp^ syevsro, xsci Iv i-iop^Pi ©sou t/7r«p%wi/ sÄxßs SovAov

1
iiop(p^v, £K TS TJ?? MxpiOK; TO y.xTx ffxpKX ysysvijTxi xvdpcoTTOQ he' yti-i.x(;, xxi ovtcd

j

Te^e/ui; xxi o^OKf^^piai; to xvöpaiTivov yevoi; £?^svSspovi/,£vov xtto tv}? xf^xpTixi; sv

I

XUTOl XXt ^UOTTOtOUIZSVOV Ik TWV vexpcöv sltTXySTXt eiq TVjV ßxO-lÄsixV TOIV oupxvüv.

! Then it is further said: uizo^oyovv yxp xxi tovto, oti oh <rwiJ.x x^vxov ouS^ xvxier-

I ötfTOv ovS'' xvdyiTCv six^v 6 awT-^p, ovSs yxp oiov ts yjv, tov xvpi'ov ai' iifJ-xi; xv^puTrov

ysvoi^evov^ xvoyfTCv sTjxi to a-üjzx xvtov, olhs o-mimxto^ (movov, «AA3s xxi ^vx^ii £"

xvtS) TO) Aoyw a-aiTVjpix yeyovsv. Finally, however, the identity of the Son of God
and the Son of man is strongly emphasised. It was the same person who asked

about Lazarus and who raised him fi'om the dead. He asked «vflpwT/vw?, He raised

from the dead äeixcH^'.

^ In the way in which it kept firmly together, in its veneration for the master,

in its activity and vivacity and finally in the efforts made by the members of it

to carry their point in the Church, the school of ApoUinaris reminds us of the

school of Lucian. Like the latter it was chiefly an exegetical school, and at the same
time like it it was a school for theologico-philosophical method after the manner of the

Aristotelian dialectic. Such conditions always give rise to a peculiar arrogance and
to a confident feeling of superiority to everybody else. "It was our father Apol-

linaris who first and who alone uttered and put in a clear light the mystery which

had been hidden from all—namely, that Christ became one being out of the moving
and the immovable " : it is thus that one ApoUinarian writes to another and in so

doing shews that the real interest of the school was in the methodical and the formal.

The fact that afterwards falsification was carried to such an extraordinary extent in

the school is a sign that the Epigoni aspired to secure power at all costs.
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indignation and sought to cast suspicion on his doctrine of the
'

Trinity also. ApoUinaris accordingly retorted by treating them

as they treated him. How far Athanasius himself was mixed

up with the controversy is a point which is still uncertain.

ApoUinaris separated from the Church about the year 375.

Soon after he consecrated Vitalins bishop of Antioch. ' It was

the West led by Bishop Damasus which hastened to the assist-

ance of the orthodoxy of the East held in fetters under Valens,

and which at the Roman Council of 377 condemned ApoUinarian-

ism." It could do this with a good conscience since it had

always understood the " filius hominis " in the thesis in the full

extent of the term and had had no difficulties about the unity.

Basil had been the denouncer of the Apollinarian heresy (Ep. 263).

The Council of Antioch of 379 sided with the Romans, and that held

at Constantinople in 381 in its first canon expressly condemned

the heresy of the Apollinarians. The anathemas of Damasus

which belong perhaps to the year 381, condemn (No. 7) "those

who say that the Word of God dwelt in human flesh in place

of the rational and intellectual soul of man, since the Son Him-

self is the Word of God and was not in His body in place of

a rational and intellectual soul, but assumed and saved our

soul, i.e., a rational and intellectual soul without sin," ("eos,

qui pro hominis anima rationabili et intelligibili dicunt dei verbum

in humana carne versatum, quum ipse filius sit verbum dei et

non pro anima rationabili et intelligibili in suo corpore fuerit,

sed nostram id est rationabilem et intelligibilem sine peccato

animam susceperit atque salvaverit."^ Before this those are

condemned on the other hand " who assert the existence of

two sons, one before time and another after the assumption of

flesh from the Virgin"—"qui duos fiHos asserunt, unum ante

saecula et alterum post assumptionem carnis ex virgine "—With

all the zeal of a fanatic who had nevertheless not made the

matter his own, Damasus, under the guidance of Jerome, soon

1 Sozom. H. E. VL 25; Epiph. H. 67. 21, 23—25; Gregor. Naz., ep. ad

Cledon. II. 2 : Basil, ep. 265, 2. On him see Draseke, Ges. patrist. Abhandl.

(1889), p. 78 ff.

2 See the fragment "lUud sane miramur ", Rade, p. 113 f., Mansi III., p. 461;

see also the fragment "Ea gratia", Mansi III., p. 460.

^ See Hahn, op. cit., p. 200.
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after the year 382, once more took up the question and warned

the Church against the doctrine of ApoUinaris and his pupil

Timothy : " Christ the Son of God by His passion brought the

most complete redemption to the human race in order to free

from all sin the whole man who lies in sin. If therefore any-

one says something was wanting either in the humanity or

divinity of Christ, he is filled with the spirit of the devil and

proves hirnself to be a son of hell/ Why therefore do you

once more demand of me the condemnation of Timothy? He
has already been deposed here by the sentence of the Apostolic

chair, Bishop Peter of Alexandria being also present at the

time, together with his teacher ApoUinaris, and must await on

the day of judgment the chastisement and punishment due to

his sin."" ApoUinaris was condemned. One after another the

representatives of the non-Alexandrian theology, Paul, Marcellus,

Photinus, ApoUinaris were cut off from the Church. The Anti-

ochians will follow them, but the turn of Origen and his pupils is

also to come ; the Cappadocians only will be saved " so as by fire."

The homousia or the identity in nature,—for both words were

used,—of the humanity of the Redeemer and humanity, was thus

acknowledged. And as a matter of fact many and important

arguments could be alleged in support of it. One has to make

use of the most desperate exegesis in order to banish it from

the Synoptics. And further Christ redeemed only what He
assumed ; if He did not assume a human soul then the latter

has not been redeemed, and this appeared a very obvious

argument. Finally, it was only by the assumption of the complete-

ness of the human nature in Christ that His divinity seemed to

be secured against sinking down into the region of human
feehngs and suffering. But what signified these advantages if

I the unity was insecure ? And ApoUinaris was perfectly right : it

I

was insecure. His opponents, the Cappadocians, might indeed

be able to refute him as regards separate points, ^ but they

' See the fragmeat " lUud sane miramur " : " If an imperfect man was assumed

then the gift of God is imperfect, because the whole man has not been redeemed."

- Theodoret, H. E. V. 10.

^ See several letters of Basil, the two letters of Gregory of Nazianzus to Kledonius

and his ep. ad. Nectar, sive Orat. 46, also the Antirrhet. of Gregory of Nyssa and
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could not escape from the reproach he brought against them

that they reduced the doctrine to the idea of an inspired man. i

In proportion, however, as they sought to escape it, their asser-

tion of the completeness of the human nature in Christ became:

a mere assertion. Their long-winded, obscure, and hazy deductions
j

made in truth a miserable appearance alongside of the unambi-

1

guous, coherent, and frank avowals of their opponent. There are
;

two natures, ' but yet there is only one ; there are not two Sons, '

but the divinity effects one thing, the humanity another ; Christ

possessed human freedom, and nevertheless He acted within the i

limits of divine necessity. On the other hand, the whole position I

of the later Monophysites, thought out to all its conceivable

conclusions, is already to be found in ApoUinaris ; but his

opponents had not yet at their command a fixed terminology

whereby to preserve the contradiction and to protect it against

disintegration. At bottom their views were the same as those

of ApoUinaris, they did not think of two strictly separate

natures ; but they were unwilling to give up the perfect human

nature, and they had learned too much from Origen to sacrifice

the thought of freedom to the constitution of the God-man.

'

his work ad Theophil. They enter upon an examination of the Scripture proofs of i

ApoUinaris and also of his argument that the Logos could not have assumed a '

rational, free nature, since in this case he must necessarily have destroyed freedom,
i

which is not, however, the Creator's way of doing: cpiopx tov cci/rstova-iov ^ciiovro
i

fx.il sivxi xiiTE^ova-iov ov (pdsipsTXt $s ^ (pva-iQ vtto roC 7roiv\<j'CivTO(; ochrifv ovk xpz

ivovTCci 6 xvSpuTTog ©ew (Antirrh. 45). Gregory's remarks on this are extremely

weak. The only striking thing is to be found in the detailed arguments in which

it is shewn that the picture of the Christ of the Gospels includes a human soul;
I

for it was neither the God-Logos nor the irrational flesh which was sad, which

trembled, feared, etc., but the human spirit; see also Äthan, c. Apoll. I., 16— 18>

1 The definite formula "5:/o (pötreis" without some qualifying clause is rarely

met with in the East before the time of the great Antiochians, though it is other-

wise in the West. But expressions such as that of Eusebius, H. E. L 2, i, are, how-

ever, frequent: Aittov vvtoq toO xxr' uiirov rpoVou, x«/ tov fj.ev a-coizxTOt; soiKoro^

xecpx?>yi ^ ©50C STTivosltTxi^ tov Ss TTOfft TTxpxßx^ÄOfiBvov, }j TOV sv vji-ttv xv$paJ7rov

öfxoioTTxö^ TJ5? {iixuv XVTÜV 'dvsKSv VTTsSv (TUTvipixt;^ ysvoir' XV yiJ-lv, etc. The Arian

theologians always reproached the orthodox with teaching the doctrine of ^60 (pvo-st?.

" It is unnecessary to give any summary of the numerous different forms in

which the Cappadocians set forth their view as against ApoUinaris (see UUmann,

Gregor, v. Naz., p. 276 ff.; Dorner I., pp. 1035 f., 1075 f.; Schwane IL, pp. 366—

390), for what they wish and do not get at—the unity, namely—is obvious, while their

terminology on the other hand is still uncertain. At tuis time expressions and

;
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Probably an historical and biblical element had a share in

turning them against ApoUinaris, the thought of the man Jesus

as he is presented in the Gospels, this, however, not as some-

thing which had a well-understood religious value, but as a

part of the tradition of the schools and as a relic of antiquity.

None of the religious thoughts current at that time led to the

idea of a "perfect man" with a free will, i.e., as an individual.

images of the most varied kind were in use (hvo (pvo-sit;, Svo oi/o-iat, fj-lx (pva-ii;,

(Tcipxua-ii;., svsivSpctiTnitTiQj isxvipMTroi, svciicrti; ova-tajSyft;., svMo-it; (pva-iy.i^j 'ivootrii; hxtx izst-

ovs-ixv, a-vyxpxirit;, [^i-thc, <rvvx(psix, nerova-ix, svotxyio-it;, the humanity of Christ was
described as x.xrx'TrsTxa-ij.a. or '!?xpxTreTX(j-(j.x, as v«o'c, as oTko(;, as iizxTtov, as 'opyxvov.

In the writings of the Cappadocians most of these terms are still found side by side

;

the only idea which is definitely rejected is that of the change into flesh whether by
kenosis or by actual transmutation. The unchangeable, the divinity, remains un-

changeable; it merely takes to itself what it did not possess. How the unlimited

united with the limited is just the point which is left obscure. We might imagine

we were listening to a teacher of the period before Irenseus when we hear Gregory

of Nazianzus say that the unlimited dealt with us through the medium of the flesh

jis through a curtain, because we were not capable of enduring His pure Godhead
(Orat. 39, 13, similarly Athanasius). He also teaches that Christ by assuming

humanity did not become two out of one (masc), but out of two became one (neut.).

We can imagine it is ApoUinaris who is speaking when he further declares that God
IS both, the one who assumes and what is assumed, and uses the word a-vyxpxirti;

in this connection (Orat. 37. 2, this word is frequently met in Methodius). This

thought is expressed in an almost stronger form in Orat. 38. 13 (see Orat. 29. 19):

-'•Christ is one out of the two opposite things, out of flesh and spirit, of which

the one deifies while the other was deified, ai rviz kxivv\^ (m'^sui;, ai tjj5 TrxpxSo^ov

npxa-sui ! The eternally existing comes into being, the uncreated is created, the

unlimited limits itself, since—and now the thought takes an Origenistic turn—-the

jational soul is the means whereby a union is brought about between the Godhead
and the gross flesh." As if it were possible to stop short at this function of the

human soul, as if the human soul did not include the free will regarding which

Gregory here maintains a prudent silence. On the other hand, however, Gregory

anaintains in opposition to ApoUinaris that "there are undoubtedly two natures,

God and man; soul and body are also in Him, but there are not two Sons or

Gods, since there are not two men in one, because Paul speaks of an inner and
an outer man "—this argument is specially weak since it is just the argument which

ApoUiearis could make use of. "To put it in a word: He is one and again He
is another, in so far as He is Saviour, but He is not one person and again another

person—God forbid. For both exist in the union which has been accomplished

since God is made human and man is made divine, or however it may be ex-

pressed" (Ep. ad. Cledon. I.). Gregory as a pupil of Origen sees no difficulty in

putting two different substances together into one. But neither does he follow the

Chalcedonian Creed since with him it was not a question of a union of divinity

and humanity in a third, but a question of fusion, and this spite of the Svo (pvasii.

In their struggle with ApoUinaris the Cappadocians nowhere intentionally arrived

II
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The idea that the human -johc cannot have been saved if Christ

did not assume it too, was one which they themselves could

not honestly believe in, for they stripped His humanity of the

principle of individuality and of more than that. In Apollinaris,.

on the contrary, it was really the sovereignty of faith which

supplied him with his doctrine. He merely completed the work

of Athanasius inasmuch as he added to it the Christology which

was demanded by the Homousia of the Logos. They both made

a supreme sacrifice to their faith in that they took from the

complicated and contradictory tradition regarding Christ those

elements only which were in harmony with the belief that He
was the Redeemer from sin and death. They neglected every-

thing else : Koyog o[j,oov(noc; h axpyJ, {filx (pvmg crvyösrcg)—the co-

substantial Logos in the flesh, (one composite nature)—was the

watchword of Apollinaris, in the sense of a perfectly uniform

being. This ApoUinarianism dressed in orthodox garb exercised

the strongest possible influence upon Church doctrine in the

Fifth Century. The Church, however, rejected this particular

at the line of thought followed by the school of Antioch at a later time, though^

what is very rare, a formula here and there has an Antiochian appearance. They

are at bottom Monophysites, although they were the first to make the ominous

''two natures" of Origen fit for church use. It was only because they were com-

pelled that they trouble themselves about the question of freedom in Christ, and.

the thought once occurred to Gregory of Nyssa (Antir. 48) that Christ would not

have possessed any xpsr^ if He had been without xure^ova-iov. What most strongly

impressed the Christian world in general was certainly the view that Christ had to

give His body as a ransom for our body, His soul for our soul, His spirit for our

spirit. There was undoubtedly some real justification for this thought since Apol-

linaris, or his pupils, seem to have carried their Paulinism so far (for so at least

it would appear from some undoubtedly uncertain indications in the work of

Äthan, adv. Apollo, sec. I., 2 sq., II. 11) as to assert that Christ had only done

away with the sin and death belonging to the flesh and thus renewed the flesh,,

but that the purification of the spirit was something which each individual had to

carry out for himself by the imitation of Christ on the basis of that purification ; in

this sense redemption was not yet perfect, ^apxo^ izev xaeivöryirx Xpurro!; sttiSsSsiktxi-

xix6' onoMo-iv, rov Ss (ppovovvrot; Iv iji-uv rviv axivoTvirx Six imiijlviitsoik; xxi öizoiwa-sui; xxt

xTTox^Q T>5? xf^xpTixt; sxxa-Toi; Iv ixurSt £7riSei>cvvTxt (I. 2) or xjj ö(j.oiw(rei kxi t^ (ziizi^irst

<7U^£aSxi Toi/^ TTia-TSvovTXi; kxi ov t^ xvxkxivio-si (II. II). In opposition to this thesis,,

which probably really originated with Apollinaris since it is in harmony with the

traditions of the school of Antioch, his opponents had certainly good reason for

emphasising the full extent of the work of Christ if the whole structure of the faith

of that time were not to be rendered insecure. Kenotic statements such as we meet

with in Hilary are, so far aslknow, not to be found in the writings of the Cappadocians-
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form of unity and maintained the idea of "the perfect man",
"the perfect humanity" in the unity. The Church knew what

it wanted to do—to unite contradictions ; there were not to be

two sons, but two natures; not two natures, but one substance

;

though it certainly did not know how this was to be conceived

of. Nor did it know how the contradiction was to be expressed.

But while it thus loaded its own faith with a heavy burden

and thereby weakened its power, by preserving the thought of

the perfect humanity of Christ, it did an inestimable service

to later generations. And there was further one good result

which even those times got the benefit of. The Gnostic specu-

lations regarding the heavenly origin of the flesh of Christ, the

transformation of God into a man, and such like, were now
forbidden, or at least were rendered excessively difficult.



CHAPTER III.

THE DOCTRINE OF THE PERSONAL UNION OF THE

DIVINE AND HUMAN NATURES IN THE

INCARNATE SON OF GOD.

The course of theological development in ecclesiastical anti-

quity may in some parts be compared to the windings of a

descending spiral. Starting from any given point we seem to

be always getting further away, and finally we come back to

it again ; only we are a stage lower down. The great Trini-

tarian controversy of the Fourth Century has its starting-point

in the Christological doctrine of Paul of Samosata: Christ, the

deified man inspired by the power of God and one with God
in loving affection and in energy of will. Opposed to this

doctrine was the beHef that Christ is co-substantial with God,

the Qsoc ofAOOiKTioc, who has become man. This article of faith

established itself after Arianism and other middle doctrines had

been rejected. But when in the course of the development

both the perfect Godhead and the perfect humanity of Christ

had been elevated to the rank of an article of faith, it looked

as if the unity could be secured only by once more following

the path taken by Paul of Samosata, by emphasising the spirit-

ual and moral unity of God and man. This idea of the unity

was indeed made more difficult now that the God in Christ had

to be conceived of as a personal being, but any other unity

no longer offered itself to thinking people who were unwilling

to give up clear views on the subject. And it was still per-

missible to hold this view of the unity ; for though the doctrine

of Apollinaris had been repudiated, no fixed idea was thereby

arrived at as to the nature of the union of the divine and the

human. All the conceivable forms in which the conception of
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the union of the divine and the human might be put, were still

at anyone's disposal, especially as no single term was yet in

regular use.

As it was the Antiochian Apollinaris who worked out to its

logical conclusion the doctrine of the Trinity as regards Christ-

ology, so it was his compatriots who worked out to its logical

conclusion the formula "perfect God and perfect man." This

conclusion was indeed the opposite of the doctrine of Apollin-

aris, He had shewn every clear thinker that it was impossible

to carry out the idea of the incarnation without deducting some-

thing from the essence of humanity, and that the incarnate one

could have only one nature {yJx Cpv7ic). But if the human

nature in the incarnate one was nevertheless to be complete.

—

and the Church maintained that it was,— then the conception of

the incarnation would have to get a new form. And if piety

should suffer in the process, well, there was and there still is

a stronger interest than that of piety—namely, that of truth.

§ I. 7"//«? Nestorian Controversy.

I. The most zealous opponents of Apollinaris were his com-

patriots and scientific friends, the Antiochian theologians, dis-

tinguished by methodical study of Scripture, sober thinking in

imitation of Aristotle, and the strictest asceticism. They alone

had during many decades worked out the Christological dogma
in a scientific way in opposition to Arius and Apollinaris.

Following the example of Diodorus of Tarsus, Theodorus of

Mopsuestia treated it with the greatest fulness by making use

of the philosophical theological fundamental conceptions which

Paul of Samosata had already employed, and by turning to

account the biblical results of the exegetical labours of the

school of Antioch. The Antiochians based their position on

the '0(/,oov<jiQ!; and did not wish either to interfere with the

divine personality of the Logos. But at the same time they

fully accepted the perfect humanity of Christ. The most impor-

tant characteristic of perfect humanity is its freedom. The
thought that Christ possessed a free will was the lode-star of

their Christology. To this was added the other thought that
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the nature of the Godhead is absolutely unchangeable and

incapable of suffering. Both of these thoughts have at least

no concern with the belief in the real redemption of humanity

from sin and death through the God-man. The Christology of

the Antiochians xvas therefore not soteriologically determined;

on the contrary, the realistic-soteriological elements were attached

to it by way of supplement.

'

In the view of the Antiochians it followed from the premises

above mentioned, that Christ possessed, strictly speaking, two

natures and that the supposition of a natural union (svcca-n;

Cpv^r/.yj, h:c7i: zxd" •jtvottx^iv) was prejudicial both to the humanity

and the divinity of Christ, as the doctrines of Arius and Apol-

linaris shewed. It was, on the contrary, necessary to maintain

that the God-Logos assumed a perfect man of the race of David

and united him with Himself. He dwelt {holy.yi7i:) in the man
Jesus from the time of the conception. This indwelling " is to be

1 In respect of scientific method we may regard Paul of Samosata, Dorotheus,

Lucian, the Lucianists such as Arius and Eusebius of Nicomedia, Eusebius of

Emesa, Theodore of Heraklea, Eustathius, Marcellus, Cyril of Jerusalem, ApoUinaris,

Diodorus, Theodore, Polychronius, Chrysostom, Theodoret, etc., as forming a union

of like-minded scholars as opposed to the school of Origen. Regarded in a theo-

logical aspect their differences are manifold. Diodorus of Tarsus (+ shortly

before 394) and his school constitute a special group here. Diodorus "the ascetic

who was punished in his body by the Olympian gods", was the recognised head.

His numerous works, of which only fragments are preserved, are specified in the

Diction, of Chr. Biogr. I., p. 836 sq. He was as prolific an apologist, controversialist,

and dogmatist as he was an exegete. His most important pupils were Theodore

of Mopsueslia (-+- 428) and Chrysostom. The former is the typical representative

of the whole tendency. Of the astounding mass of his works a good deal has been

preserved. To what is printed in Migne, T. 66, we have to add, above all, the edi-

tion of his commentary on the Pauline letters by Swfete, 2 vols., 1882 ; the fragments

of the dogmatic works are given in the second volume, pp. 289—339. Sachau

edited, in 1869, Syrian fragments with a Latin translation; in addition Bäthgen in

the Ztschr. f. Atlich. Wissensch. V., p. 53 ff.; Möller, in Herzog's R.-Encykl. XV. 2,

p. 395 ff. ; Gurjew, Theodor von Mopsu., 1890 [Russian]. On the Antiochian School

Miinscher (1811), Kihn (1866), Hergenröther (1866). Specht, Theodor v. M. u. Theo-

doret, i87tä Kihn, Theodor v. Mops. 1880. Gluliokowski has written a very com-

prehensive ' and thorough monograph on Theodoret in Russian (2 vols. 1890).

Bertram, Thedoreti doctrina christologica. Hildesiae, 1883. On Thpodoret's brother,

Polychronius, see Bardenhewer, 1879. Chrysostom did not take ^ny part in the

work of giving Christology a sharply outlined form. Theodoret taught the same

doctrine as Theodore, but finally capitulated.

' Athanasius also used the word in a natural way, e.g.^ de incarn. 9.
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conceived of according to the analogy of the indwelHng of God

in men generally. It is not a substantial indwelling, not y.xr

yjrixy, for this involves a transmutation or else limits the God-

head. Nor is it any mere indwelling of inspiration, but a gracious

indwelling, y.xrx xxpiy [kxt" s-j'^ozixy), i.e., God out of grace and

in accordance with His own good pleasure has united Himself

with the man Jesus in the way in which He unites Himself

with every pious soul, only that in the case of Jesus the union

was besides a perfect one in virtue of the perfection of his

piety. It is to be thought of as a species of combination {iwjx-

Csix), or we may express it thus : God dwells in the man as in

a temple. ^ The human nature, therefore, as nature remains purely

unchanged, for grace leaves the nature as it is. This nature,

then, like all human nature, was also a free self-developing

nature. As man Jesus Christ had to pass through all the stages

of moral growth as a free self-acting agent. Over him and in

him God did undoubtedly always hold sway as a supporting

power, but He did not interfere with the development of the

character belonging to his human nature, which by indepen-

dent action confirmed itself in the good.

In accordance with this the union was only a relative one

{,yi}7i: 7x,£rr/,-J;) and was at the outset only relatively perfect, i.e.,

the God-Logos united Himself with the man Jesus as early as

the time of his conception, forseeing of what sort he would be

[zxTx 7rpo'/y:ü7iy ottoTöc tic sttxi), but this union merely began

then in order to become a more intimate union at every stage

of the human development. " It consisted in the common feeling

and energy of the two natures as well as in the common direc-

tion given to the will ; it was therefore essentiaUy a moral union.

Hy means of it, however, there appeared at the close of the

human development of Jesus and in virtue of the elevation

which was granted to him as the reward of his perseverance,

1 Athanasius also employed this image, e.g.^ 1. c. c. 20.

- It was always and from the first dependent on God's good pleasure in the virtue

if the man Jesus; for to Theodore the general proposition held good without any

exception that Cod bestows grace solely in proportion to the free exercise of virtue.

Giace is always reward; see the large fragment from the seventh book of the

•.vork "TTSfi evxvipctiTn^a-sui; in Swete II., p. 293 sq. Theodore paid special attention

"0 the baptism of Jesus also.
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a subject or individual worthy of adoration, (I separate the

natures, I unite the adoration : %a)p/^aj TiXi? (pvusic, hvw r>)v Trpcfr-

xvvy^tTiv). Still we must not speak of two sons or two lords, but,

on the contrary, we have to adore one person, whose unity,

however, is not a substantial one, but -/.x^roc Z'^.piv. The formula

of the distinction of the natures and the unity of the person

is to be foufid in Theodore. But the unity of the person is the

unity of names, of honour, of adoration. ' Since, however, each

nature in Christ is at the same time person, it was here that

the peculiar difficulty of the Antiochian Christology made its

appearance. The union does not at bottom result in any unity

of the person ; it is merely nominal. The Antiochians had two

persons in Christ, a divine and a human ^-oo v'7V0(Trix.<rsig or

Kpötraiirot). When, spite of this, they spoke of one, this was really

a third, or rather, to put it more correctly, it was only in the

combination [n-jvoiC^sioC), and indeed in the last resort it was only

in the relation of believers to Jesus Christ that the latter

appeared as a unity.

It was in accordance with this that the conception of the

Incarnation took its shape. Two natures are two subjects; for

a subjectless or impersonal spiritual nature does not exist.

Since accordingly one subject cannot become the other, for if

it did it would either have to cease to exist itself or would

have to transform itself, it is also impossible that the Logos can

have become man. It is only in appearance that He became

something through the incarnation, through "becoming man";

in reality He assumes something in addition to what He had.

Since the sphere of the unity is solely the will, the attributes,

experiences, and acts of the two natures are to be kept strictly

apart. It was the man only who was born; it was he who
suffered, trembled, was afraid, died. To maintain that this could

be said of God is both absurd and blasphemous. So too

accordingly Mary is not to be called the mother of God, not

at least in the proper sense of the term." But the Christian

1 "Unam offer veneratioDem."

" The designation SsoroKot; was already quite current about 360. Instances of its

use at an earlier period may be found in Pierius and Alexander of Alexandria;

see accordingly Julian c. Christ., p. 276 E.
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adores Jesus Christ as the one Lord, because God has also

raised to divine dignity the man who in feeUng was united with

the Logos so as to form a unity.

In accordance witli this conception, though certainly itivitis

autoribus, the humanity in the person of Christ came again to

the front as a humanity which experienced merely the effects

produced by the divine Logos who remained in the background.

Since the distinction between person and nature was not

fundamental, was not made in a realistic way, that is, and since

the possibility of the substantial union of two persons was denied

as we can see already from the case of Paul of Samosata, since

further, in opposition to Paul, the Godhead in Christ was

recognised as being a substantial Godhead, unity was not

attained, as opponents at a later time justly observed. When
again, as in the case of the Antiochians, an approach was made
towards this unity, then the divine factor, contrary to the pre-

supposition which was strictly clung to, threatened to become
an inspiring and supporting power, and hence the reproach

brought against them of Ebionitism, Somosatenism, Photinianism,

or of Judaising. It would appear that the Antiochians rarely

took the doctrine of redemption and perfection as the starting-

point of their arguments, or when they did, they conceived of

it in such a way that the question is not of a restitution, but

of the still defective perfection of the human race, a question

of the new second katastasis. The natural condition of humanity,

of which liability to death forms a part, can be improved

;

humanity can be raised above itself by means of a complete

emancipation from the sense life and by moral effort. This

possibility, which lies open to everyone who summons up courage

to raise himself by the exercise of free ' will above his inherited

nature, has become a fact through Christ the second Adam.
This fact has an immeasurable significance, for its effects now
uphold everyone who honestly strives so to raise himself The
second Adam who has already appeared will once more appear

from heaven fV) too xavTixt; sU [jJ[/,y,7iv a.ysiv sx-jrov—m order

to bring all to imitate him. He already points out to all " the

path to the angelic Hfe", and, judging from the way in which

they sometimes work out the thought, it almost looks as if in the
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view of the Antiochians the whole thing reduced itself to this-

alone. The hints given here towards a spiritual conception o

the redemption through Christ have not, as one can see, resulteci

from perceiving that everything depends on a transformatior.j

of the feelings and will, and in the case of the Antiochian^i

themselves they have by no means entirely displaced the realistic!

and mystical conception of redemption. In the indefinite formj

which is peculiar to them, they were thoughts of reason ancj

results of exegesis, but not thoughts of faith. We hail them asi

cheering proofs of the fact that the feeling of the spiritual!

character of the Christian religion had not at that time wholly!

died out amongst the Greeks ; but there can be no doubt of this,i

that these Antiochians were further away from the thought oÜ

redemption as the forgiveness of sins and regeneration than

from the idea of a realistic redemption. While in Christology^

they illustrated in an admirable way the weak side and in fact

the impossibility of this idea, they did not understand how to:

point these out in reference to soteriology itself. The latter was

with them always vague and tinged with a strongly moralistic!

element. Its connection with the Christology was loose and

indefinite, while the development of the latter in the form of

positive doctrines was no less questionable, contradictory and

imcouth than the theses of their opponents ; for the Antiochians'

out of one being made two and thereby introduced an innova-

tion into the Church of the East. Only Gnostics had before

them taught the doctrine of two strictly different natures in

Christ. The fact too that the redemption work of Christ was

essentially attributed to the man Jesus and not to God was a

further innovation. It was a flagrant contradiction that Theodore

would not entertain the idea of two Sons although he assumed

the presence of two natures and rejected the thought of an

impersonal nature. But though we might criticise the Christology

of the Antiochians still more severely, we must not forget that

they Jield up before the ChwcJi the picture of the historical

Christ at a time luJien the Church in its doctrinal formulce

was going further away from Him. One has indeed to add that

they also directed attention to the incomprehensible essence

of the God-Logos which ostensibly remained behind this picture.
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ind did not on that account possess the power of presenting

he historical Christ to the minds of men in a forcible way.

ut still that these theologians should have done what they did

at that time was of immeasurable importance. It is to them the

Church owes it that its Christology did not entirely become

die development of an idea of Christ which swallowed up the

Ihistorical Christ. And there is still something else for which

:hese Antiochians are to be praised. Although they professed

:o preserve the traditional elements of dogma as a whole, they

nevertheless essentially modified them by perceiving that every

spiritual nature is a person and that what gives character and

value to the person is feeling and will. This view, which was

inherited from the Adoptionists and Paul, restores to the Christian

religion its strictly spiritual character. But the Antiochians

as Easterns were able to get possession of this knowledge only

in a way which led from religion to moralism, because they

based the spiritual on freedom, while again they understood

freedom in the sense of independence even in relation to God.

It was Augustine in his thought of liberty as " adhaerere deo "
/

and as "necessitas boni " who first united the most ardent piety

AJth the recognition of Christianity as the spiritual-moral religion.

It is, however, worth remembering that alone of all the Easterns

the Antiochians and the theologians who sympathised with them

took an interest in the Augustinian-Pelagian controversy

—

though they undoubtedly sided with Pelagius. For this interest

proves that spite of the Eastern fog of mysteries, they were

accessible to the freer air in which that controversy was fought out.

Their opponents in the East wished to have mystery and spiritual

freedom side by side; they, however, strove to lift the whole

of rehgion up into the sphere of the latter—and they led it in

the direction of moralism. ' What confused the Antiochian
' Compare, above all, the full Confession of Theodore in Mansi IV., p. 1347 sq.

Hahn, § 139) which gives an admirable view of the Christology of Theodore and

f its tendency. The word trvvxTrrSTSxi {o-vvci^stix.) occurs more than a dozen times

-'> far as I know the word is first found within Christology in a fragment of

Hippolytus [ed. Lagarde, p. 202]; 't'vx 6 TrpaiTOToy.ot; ®eov TTpuToröna xv^puTrtc <rvv-

y.'TÖi^svoi SbiX^^i Julius Afr. in his letter to Aristides [ed. Spitta, p. 121J uses

7vvx^£ix in the sense of blood-relationship) ; ^öyoc; x'ApwTov f'/A-^^e tsäsiov sk o-Trsp-

(iXTOQ ovTx 'Aßpxxfj. xxi Axvi'S is the principal thesis (also rsÄsiov ri^v cpvg-tv). The
'Exaltation is strongly emphasised; then we have: Sex^Toii riiv Trxpk ttSo-ij^ tSj^
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theology and involved it in contradictions was apparently thej

load of tradition, i.e.. the adhesion to the belief that Jesus!

Christ possessed a divine nature. This belief, however, constituted
j

xTitreoii; 7rpo(s-y.v'»yiiTiv^ w? xx^f^<^fov Vfoi; TJjv ^elctv (pva-iv e%wv t^v (7vvx(peix)/,\

xvx(popx @eov Kxi svvoix Trxiryii; xutm Ti^Q xr/a-saii; rijv Trpoirxvvvja-tv XTrovsi-tovvvii;. I

Ka< ot/re hvo cpxi^sv vioi/g oilrs Svo xvpiovt; . . . tcvpiot; kxt' ouirixv 6 ©fO$ ^öyoc;^ w
|

a-uvyjiziMsvoi; ts >cxt (j-stsx^v ösöniroi; KOtvMvsl r^Q vi'ov Trfoa-t^yopixz rs >:«;t</^5jc' xxil

Six tovto oiirs ovo (pxfjLSv viovQ ovts Svo xvpiovt;. In what follows the doctrme of

the two sons is again disowned and this with a certain irritation, as is also the

idea that our Sonship can be compared with that of Christ, {ij.6-joz s^xipsrov £%wv

TOVTO ev rP, Trpbt; tov Oeov Aoyev a-vvxipsix tsj? ts viötvitoc, xxi xvpioTtfTOi; /^ere^wv.

xvxipil IJ.SV xS(7«v svvoix-j SvxSo^ vicHv TS KXt Kvptotiv). Theodore thus did not teach

the doctrine of two sons, one natural and one adopted, but that of one son

who communicated his name, his authority, and his glory to the man Jesus in

virtue of the awxi^six. This was indeed the impossible shift of one in a dilemma. At

the end of the Creed the doctrine of the two Adams—a specially Antiochian doctrine

cf. Apoll.—and that of the two states are developed in detail. The commentaries of

Theodore ought to be studied in order that it may be seen how yvwiivj and i^i'izyjen;
—

as opposed to (pva-ii;—were for him the main thing. Both in our case and in that of

Christ everything was to depend upon freedom, disposition, and the direction of the

will. In what follows I quote some passages from the dogmatic works of Theodore

by way of explaining and illustrating the account given in the text; Diodorus is in

complete agreement with Theodore so far as it is still possible for us to check

his statements. Theodore, de myster. I. 13 (Swete, p. 332): "Angelus diaboli est

Samosatenus Paulus, qui purum hominem dicere prssumpsit dominum J.
Chr. et

negavit existentiam divinitatis unigeniti, quae est ante sKCula"; cf. adv. ApoUin. 3

(Swete, p. 318), where Theodore places Paul together with Theodotus and Artemon

and condemns him. Theodore, Trspi svxvSpcüTn^trscD^]. I (Swete, p. 291): " prrecipuum

Christo praeter ceteros homines non aliquo puro honore ex deo pervenit, sicut in

ceteris hominibus, sed per unitatem ad deum verbum, per quam omnis honoris ei

particeps est post in coelum ascensum"; 1. 2 (p. 291) : "homo Jesus similiter omnibus

hominibus, nihil differens connaturalibus hominibus, quam quia ipsi gratiam dedit;

gratia autem data naturam non immutat, sed post mortis destructionem donavit ei deus

nomen supra omne nomen . . . o gratia, quae superavit omnem naturam ! . . . sed mei

fratres dicunt mihi: "non separa hominem et deum, sed unum eundemque die,

hominem dicens connaturalem mihi deum"; si dicam connaturalem deum, die quo-

modo homo et deus unum est? numquid una natura hominis et dei, domini et servi,

factoris et facturae? homo homini consubstantialis est, deus autem deo consubstan-

tialis est. Quomodo igitur homo et deus unum per unitatem esse potest, qui salvificat

et qui salvificatur, qui ante ssecula est et qui ex Maria adparuit"? 1. c. 1. 2 (p. 292):

" quando naturas quisque discernit, alteram et alteram necessario invenit . . . hoc

interim item persona idem ipse invenitur, nequequam confusis naturis, sed propter

adunationem quae facta est adsumpti et adsumentis ... sic neque naturai-um con-

fusio fiet neque personce quaedam prava divisio, maneat enim et naturarum ratio

inconfusa et indivisa cognoscatur esse persona; illud quidem proprietate naturae...

illud autem adunatione personse, in una adpellatione totius considerata sive adsu-

mentis sive etiam adsumpti natura"; 1. c. 1. 7 (p. 294): oi/a-tx /zlv oZv Äsysiv hot-
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the strong foundation of the theology of their opponents. Their

Christology was built up on this thesis. For the Antiochians

xsiv rov @ebv rctiv xvpsTretrTxrcuv sittiv . . . ovre oixriu. Ksystv oVre i^i^v evspyelx oiov

re 7rot£'i(Tixt tov @sov rijv svoiKvf7tv (both would draw him into the sphere of Ävayxsf

and limit him). AijAov oiiv w? si/SoKix Xiytiv yivsir^xt rifv svoikvjitiv Trpoa-^iKSi^ suSokix

$£ ^iyerxt vi xpia-Xii kxi xaAA/Vt;^ ^ehy^trii tov ®sov yjv xv 7roivi(r\^TXi xpea-isic, roiz

ivxxe7o-Sxt xvtSi s<r7rovSxx6triv omro rov sv xxi y.xhx SokeIv xItSi Trept xvtüv . . .

XTreipo^ (Msv yxp wv 6 0eo; nxt xV£piypx<poQ rifv (pvtriv TrxpscrTiv toIz ttxti-j' t^ ^s

vj^oyiicf. räv (jlbv so-tiv (zxxpxv^ rüv Se hyyvQ. This svoi>cii<7ig^ however, as is shewn

in what follows, has different rpoTroi; in its unique and perfect form it is in the

''Son" onlyj 1. c. (p. 297): 'Ijjo-oC^ Ss ttposkotttsv ... p^xpirt 7rxpx@£ci—^xptri Se,

xKof^ov^ov rif trvvsiTii xxi t^ yvoKret t>jv xpsTijV (zSTtaiv, f§ i^? ^ xxpx tlü @sü> X^P^i

xvrüi rifv Trpoffivjxt^v l\x(J.ßxvsv . . . SvjKov $e xpx xx>(e7vo^ dii; rijv xpSTi^v xxpißsa-repöv

TS Kxt (j,eTx '!7>^etovoi; sTthvipov tvjz evx^psixi yj rdli >^oixo~t(; xv^puTotq vjv Svvxtov,

feft) KXi y.xTx TTpoyvüKTtv TOV 67ro7ÖQ Tii'i(TTXt ivu)(rxi; xuTOv 6 ®so(; ^6yoq ixvTMSv xlrri

StxTTAxa-euq xpxfi^ i-ist^ovx x«pE7%ev tjjv Trxp" ixvTOv a-vvspyetxv Trpo^ ry/v tüv Seövruv

xotTopSotitriv . . . i^vuTO (jlsv yxp £§ ccpx^ii tm ©em A^j^flf/? xxtx 7rp6yvci)(riv sv xut^

T}j Six7r?iX<TSt TJ)? (jLviTpxz Tifv xxrxpx''iv TJ}$ ivoiasug Ss^xiisvog-, 1, c. 1. 8. (p. 299)

:

vpoSyjAcv Ss w? TO TsJs ivua-sut; s^xfif-io^ov Six yxp TXVTijq (7vvxx^s7o-xi »! (pvirsi^'iv

Tpoa-eoTTOv xxtx t^v svua-iv xTrSTS^^etrxv (Matt. XIX. 6, is now brought in as an

analogy; we also no longer speak xxrx tov tj^q evaia-swi; Aoyov of two persons,

but of one, S>!äov6ti tüv (pva-siuv Sixxsxpifzsvuv; orxv (zev yxp txi; <pv(rsi^ Sixxpi-

vufisv, TSKstxv riiv (^v<riv tov @sov Äöyov (^x{jlsv, xxi Tshsiov to xpoVcwTov ohSi yxp
UXpOa-COTTOV 's<jTIV VTTÖtTTXITlV sItVs7v TSKsixV Ss XXt xijV TOV XvSpaiTTOV <pV(!-tV XXI TO

vp6<roi)7rov oimoimq- otxv (/.ivTOi et; t>)v <Tvvx<psixv xTiSuiJcsv^'iv TTpöa-UTrov tots <pxi/.sv

:

1. c. 1. 9 (p. 300): Aoyoe caspS hysvsro— svtxv^x to '•syevsTo''' ovSxizaii sTspax;

XsyS(r6xi SvVX(J.SVOV Svp-ZIXXIMSV JJ XXTX TO S0XS7v . . . TO S0Xs7v OV XXTX TO i^ii SlÄ^I^SVXt

ffxpxx «A;fävj, äAAä xxtx to (/.ii ysysvi^irixt: otxv (/.sv yxp "' sAajSev " f'.iyi^, ov xxtx
TO hoxs7v xhXx XXTX TO xAifis^ Äsysi' OTXV Se ''sysvsTO ^'^ tots xxtx to Soxs7v ov

yxp (jLSTS770ivi^\^ siQ (Txpxx'^ 1. c. 1. lo (p. 301): xxTxßsßyfxsv s% oiipxvov fisv T^ sIq

TOV xv5püi7rov evoiK'^o'sr ss-tiv Ss sv ovpxvZ Tci xTrspr/px^u tvic (pva-swi ttxtiv Txpcav :

1. C, 1. 12 (p. 303): ÄA^jäi? viov Ksyu tov tvj (pvirixPi ysw^crst rijv vIotvitx xsxtij-

liSVOV STTOlJiSVOtlQ $S (TVVSTTtSsXOf^SVOV T^ at^fJ.Xd'tX XXt TOV XXTX Xh.Vi^SlXV TVjt; «S/«?

lisrsxovTx Tj) TrpbiyzvTov ivaia-si. For the explanations given of Luke I. 31 f.: i

Tim. III. 16; Matt. III. 14, IV. 4, see p. 306 f., 1. c. 1. 12 (p. 30S): ivaia-xg xvtov

ix'JTui T^ a-xscsi TJj? yvufitii, (zsi^cvx rivx 7rxps7xsv xvtm tijv ;ca/j/i', w$ rij? e;^

ctvrbv x'^pi'^'Oi £'? tävtäc Tovt; i'^v\c; SixSoSyi(TOi/.sv/it; xvipwTrovi;' oisv xxi t'/jv Trspi tx
XXÄX 7rp66sff(v xxspxiov xvtw §is<pv?iXTTSv; see the sequel where the thought is

developed that the man Jesus voluntarily willed the good, his will being protected

by the God-Logos; 1. c. 1. 15 (p. 309): " utrumque iuste filius vocatur, una existente

persona, quam adunatio naturarum effecit" 1. c. c. 15 (p. 310): Mary may as well

be called ^sotoxoc, as xvipcoTroTOXot;, but the latter xjj <pva-si tov TrpxyizxTOg the

former tJj xvx<popx. Adv. Apollia. 1. c. (p. 313): the distinction between väo; (the

man Jesus) and sv vxSs ©so? Äöyoi;' next : so-tiv (/.sv yxp xvovjtov to tov @sov sk

T?; TTxpSsvov ysyswyiuixt ^sysiv. In the eighth Sermon of the "Catechism" Theo-
dore has employed the Aristotelian category "secundum aliquid" in order to shew,
that a thing may be a unity in one respect and a duality in another.
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it was simply a fact to which they had to adapt themselves,

although they had not themselves felt its truth in this form.

The view adopted by the Alexandrians, above all by Cyril,

is undoubtedly the ancient view, that namely of Irenaeus, Atha-

nasius, and the Cappadocians, even when we make allowance

for the falsification of tradition by the Apollinarians. The interest

they had in seeing in Christ the most perfect unity of the

divine and human, and therefore their interest in the reality of

our redemption, determined the character of the development

of the doctrines. Up till the year 431, and even beyond that

time, this was wanting in formal thoroughness and scientific

precision. This is as little an accident as the fact that Atha-i

nasius supplied no scientific doctrine of the Trinity. The belief!

in the real incarnation of God was only capable of the scientific

treatment which Apollinaris had given it. If this were forbidden

'

then theologians were debarred from all treatment of the sub-
'

ject with the exception of the merely analytic and descriptive'

or scholastic mode of treatment. This latter was not, however,
''

yet in existence. But also apart from this, belief in the real

incarnation simply demanded a forcible and definite statement

of the secret, nothing more : uucTry) 77po(Tzvy£i(7Öcc ro xpp'/ircy—let

the secret be adored in silence. We must live in the feeling

of this secret. This is why Cyril also stated his faith in what

was essentially a polemical form only ; he would not have taken

long to have given a purely positive statement of it. There-

fore it is that without knowing it he has recourse to ApolHna-

rian works when he wishes to bring forward a plain and intel-

ligible formula in opposition to the Antiochians and so to make
the mystery clearer—and he is continually in danger of over-

stepping the limits of his own religious thought—and therefore

it is finally, that his terminology has so little fixity about it.'

1 In many respects his language is more certain than that of the Cappadocians

and Athanasius: he no longer speaks, so far as I know, of mingling, fusion and

so on, but in other respects his language is not behind theirs in uncertainty, and

in denying "freedom" to Christ, he comes nearer to Apollinaris than they, for

they in fact made use also of the conception of "two natures." The works of

Cyril are in Aubert. Vol. VI. and VII., Migne Vols. 75— 77. Most of what bears

on the subject under discussion will be found also in Mansi T. IV., V. Specially

notable are his letters to the Egyptian monks, to Nestorius (3) to John of Antioch,
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Still he vindicated the religious thought of Greek piety : (" If

the God-Logos did not suffer for us in a human way then He
did not accomplish our salvation in a divine way, and if He
was only man or a mere instrument then we are not truly

redeemed." " Our Immanuel would not in any way have benefit-

ed us by His death if He had been a man ; but we are re-

deemed because the God-Logos gave His own body to death.")

Neither Cyril's personal character nor the way in which he

devised and carried on the controversy ought to be allowed to

lead us astray as regards this fact : for his Christianity did not

succeed in making him just.

It was as easy for Cyril to formulate the thought of faith as

it was for Athanasius and the Cappadocians. Faith does not

in his case start from the historical Christ, but from the Qscc

Kcyo::, and is occupied only with Him. By the Incarnation the

God-Logos incorporated with Himself the whole human nature

and still remained the same. He did not transform Himself,

but He took up humanity into the unity of His substance,

without losing any of it; on the contrary. He honoured it and

raised it into His divine substance. He is the same with human
nature as He was before the Incarnation, the one indivisible

subject which merely added something to itself just in order

to take up into its nature this something thus added. Every-

thing which the human body and the human soul of the

God-Logos endured, He Himself endured, for they are H/s

body and I/zs soul. ' The characteristic moments in this

to Succensus (2) to the Constantinopolitan and Alexandrian Churches, the liber de

recta in Jesum fide addressed to Theodosius, the book and the oration on the same

subject addressed to the Empress, the explanation of the 12 anathemas and their

vindication as against Theodoret, the five books against Nestorius, the dialogue

on the Incarnation of the only-begotten, the other dialogue: "Or; fic, 6 Xpia-rÖ!;

and the tractate kxtsc tüv fzij ßov^o(Ji,6viiiv of^oÄoysUv $eoTÖKOv tjjv xylxv TrxpSsvov.

On Cyril's theology see Dorner, Thomasius, (Christology) and H. Schultz. Koppalik,

Cyril, Mainz 1881. That the work published by Mai (Script. Vet. Nova Coll. I.,

VIII.) TTepi T>5s Tov Kvpiov svxvipw7rt^(r£ü)i; does not belong to Cyril has been shewn
by Ehrhard (the work attributed to Cyril of Alex. Trepi r. t. xvp- evxvi., a work
of Theodoret of Cyrus. Tübingen, 1888). In this treatise will be found a full and

thorough account of the Christological formulae of Cyril.

' I purposely cite no passages; they would not, taken separately, prove the

doctrine here summarised, but would, on the contrary, point now in one direction

and now in another. That the group of phrases given in the text embodies Cyril's
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conception are "one and the same" {sJc zxi o ccvroi;) that

is, the God-Logos, "the making the flesh His own by way of

accommodation" (l^iixy ttoisIv tv^v (xxpxx olzovofjiizai;), "He remem-

bered who He was " [iy.£[/,sv:^y,s OTvep vjv), " out of two natures

one" {sy, ^vo Cpvascov sic), or "the joining of two natures in an

unbroken union without confusion and unchangeably " [(jvveXsvfTiq

^vo Cp'jfxscäv •Ax(P 'ivxdi'j ochiocjirxirov xTuyx^"^^^ ^^-'' drpsTrrcüg), "the

Logos with His own flesh" {o Xoyoq [Jt^srx rijg I'^ixg o-xpxoc), hence

the "physical union" (svooTiq Cpva-ixy;) or "hypostatic union" {xxö"

vTroo-Tdtriv), and finally, "one nature of the God-Logos made
flesh " {yJiZ 0v(Tiq roii @£0v Koyov asirxpzccf/^syvi), ' yet " not so that the

difference of the two natures is done away with by the union'

(cu%' cig r>jg twv 0v(X£cüv "^ixCpopxc ciV)fip'^[jJvyjg "Bik tvjv %vccitiv).

Cyril scarcely touched upon the distinction between (pv(Tiq

{ovtrlaS) and vTröfrrxTic, which had nevertheless already come to

be current among the Antiochians so far as Christology was con-

cerned ; still he never says " of two hypostases "
(i'% ^vo v7ro(7rx<7euv)

or " a union in nature " (s-ko7ic -axtx <pv7iy). ' He was not able

to make that distinction, because in his view (pvTig and uTrourxcrtg

meant the same thing as applied to the divine nature, but not

as applied to the human. What rather is really characteristic

in Cyril's position is his express rejection of the view that an

individual man zvas present in Christ, although he attributes to

Christ all the elements of matis nature. '* For Cyril, however,

everything depends on the possibility and actuality of such a

liuman nature, on the fact, namely, that in Christ a hypostatic

union was reached and that this union forthwith purified and

view and in a measure embodies it completely, will be allowed by everyone

acquainted with the subject. Nor as regards Christology can I hope much from a

careful monograph on Cyril on the lines of a history of dogma, such as has

recently been asked for; for beyond what is adduced above Cyril had no theolo-

gical interest ; his way of formulating his views might, however, easily lead to his

"having a very complicated "Christology" attributed to him.

1 According to an expression taken from a work of Apollinaris which Cyril

considered as Athanasian, because the Apollinarians had fathered it on Athanasius.

" See Loofs, Leontius, p. 45.

3 The Ep. ad Succens. supplies the most important proof-passages here. Cyril's

thought is that the substance {ola-ix) of the human nature in Christ does not sub-

sist on its own account, but that it is nevertheless not imperfect since it has its

subsisting element in the God-Logos. This either means nothing at all or it

is ApoUinarianism.
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transfigured human nature generally. Christ can be the second

Adam for men only if they belong to him in a material sense

AS they did to the first Adam, and they do belong to Him
materially only if He was not an individual man like Peter and
Paul, but the real beginner of a new humanity. Cyril's view,

moreover, was determined as a whole by the realistic thought of

of redemption. ' Still it is not a matter of accident that he so

frequently uses (r^pt for "human nature", although in opposition

to Apollinaris he acknowledged the human conscious soul in

Christ. It was only crxp^ that he could freely employ straight

off in this connection, not Tysvy^x and •pv^''^. The proposition

that before the Incarnation there were two (hUTsiq, but after

it only one, is, however, of special importance for Cyril's con-

ception of the Incarnation. This perverse formula, which Cyril

repeats and varies endlessly, regards the humanity of Christ as

having existed before the Incarnation, and therefore in accordance

vith the Platonic metaphysic, but does not do away with the

Immanity after the Incarnation, on the contrary, it merely transfers

it entirely to the substance of the God-Logos. Both natures are

!iow to be distinguished Qsccclx fyJv/j—a phrase which he uses

very frequently, i.e., it is in virtue of the physical or natural

unity that the Logos has actually become man. This physical

unity does not, however, mean that the Godhead thereby be-

comes capable of suffering : but the Logos suffers in His own
tlesh and was born of Mary as regards His own humanity. He
is thus God crucified, {Qsoc ^rxvpcoösig)—the Logos suffered with-

out suffering, i.e., in His flesh [sTrxhy Xoyoq xttx^ccc, i..e, h
jx:-/,l)—dind Mary is Ösorözoc, in so far as the uxpt; which she

bore constitutes an indissoluble unity with the Logos. (What
clonged to the Logos thus became the property of the human-

ity, and again what belonged to the humanity became the property

ot the Logos

—

ykyovs rohvv 'I'^ix f/.,h rov Aoyov rx rijg xvopccTTon^Toc,

J^ix §£" Tvxy.i'j rijc xvopooxoryiToc rx xvrov Aoyov). Therefore this

' Orat. ad imp. Theodos. 19, 20 (Mansi IV. 641): An apparent body would
ive been sufficient if the God-Logos had merely required to show us the path to

- angelic life. But He became a perfect man^ 't'vx t^i; (jlIv STrsiq-xKrov (pöopxt; to

r/vov ••^fj.uiv ät«AAä|}j tjZ{j.x, t^ x«ä' svctitriv oihovoim'x rijv tSixv ccvrii ^coijv hisi^,

-%}jv 5s iSixv txvipüiTTivyjv Totcui/.svoQ ciiiXfTicci xvTyfv oc7T-o<pyivyi xpstTTOvx, rvfi; loixc;

jTSuz TO TTSTTifyoi; TS y.xi xrpsTTTOv, olxTTsp spi'oi ßx^viv^ syyiarxxpiifTxc, xur^.

12
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Txp^ of Christ can in the Lord's Supper be the means of producing-

divine life, although it has not disappeared as human flesh.'

Is this conception Monophysitism ? It is necessary to distinguish

here between the phraseology and what is actually stated. As
regards their actual substance all conceptions may be described

as Monophysite or ApoUinarian which reject the idea that Christ

was an individual man; for between the doctrine of the hypostatic

union and the most logical Apthartodocetism there are only

grades of difference. No hard and fast line can be drawn here^

although very different forms of monophysitism were possible

according as the consequences of the Incarnation for the divinity

of Christ on the one hand, or for His humanity on the other

were conceived of in a concrete way and definitely stated. But

according to ecclesiastical phraseology only those parties are to be

described as monophysite who rejected the deliverance of the

Council of Chalcedon. But this deliverance presupposes the

existence of factors which did not yet lie within the mental

horizon of Cyril. In these circumstances we must content our-

selves with saying that nowhere did Cyril intentionally deviate

to the right hand, or to the left, from the line of thought followed

by the Greek Church and its great Fathers in their doctrine

of redemption. He was a Monophysite in so far as he taught

that the Logos after the Incarnation continues to have as before

one nature only ; but as the opponent of ApoUinaris he did not

wish to mix the human nature with the divine in Christ. ' The
assertion of a perfect humanity, unmingled natures, must be

allowed to stand, for it is really impossible to put in an intel-

' Cyril connected the Cliristological dogma in the form in which he put it, with

the Lord's Supper and also with baptism.

- Similarly also Loofs op. cit., p. 48 f. As Loofs rightly remarks, the distinc-

tion between the natures which Cyril wished to have made was nevertheless not

one solely in thought, but I cannot find any word which expresses what he wanted.

It is obvious that as regards the docetic and ApoUinarian ideas (apparent-humanity,

icpxa-ii, (rvyxi'<rii, rpoTi}), which were current and which were still widely spread

at the time, Cyril's influence was of a wholesome kind. It is wonderful how firm

he was here. Perhaps it is herein that his greatest significance lies. And yet the

best of what he had he had got from ApoUinaris. Moreover, before Cyril, Didy-

mus in Alexandria had already put together and used the words xTpsTrruQ,

xuvyXVTfac, in his formula for the Incarnation; see Vol. III., p. 299. They were

therefore not a monopoly of the Antiochians.
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Hgible form any part of these speculations which treat of sub-

stances as if they had no connection whatever with a living

person. It is really not any more difficult to put up with the

contradiction here than it is to tolerate the whole method of

looking at the question. Both constitute the great mystery of

the faith. Monophysitism, which limits itself to the statement

that in Christ out of two perfect natures, divinity and humanity,

one composite or incarnate divine nature has come into existence,

and which will have nothing to do with the idea of a free will

'

in Christ, is dogmatically consistent. It has indeed no longer

the logical satisfying clearness of the Apollinarian thesis ; it

involves an additional mystery, or a logical contradiction, still

in return for this it definitely put into words the by no means

unimportant element of "perfect humanity". But this Mono-

physitism, when distinctly formulated as huo-ig Cpv<Jiy,vi, certainly

made it plain to the Greeks themselves that it was no longer

possible to reconcile the Christ of faith with the picture of

Christ given in the Gospels ; for the idea of the physical unity

of the two natures and of the interchange of properties, which

Cyril had worked out in a strict fashion, swallowed up what of

the human remained in Him. Arrived at this point three possible

courses were open. It was necessary either to revise the doctrine

of redemption and perfection which had the above-mentioned

statement as its logical result—a thing which was not to be thought

of,—or else theologians would have to make up their minds

still further to adapt the picture of the historical Christ to the

1 Like ApoUinaris, Cyril also regarded with the deepest abhoiTence the thought that

Christ possessed a free will. Everything seemed to them to be made uncei'tain if

Christ was not cirfSTTToi;. We can quite understand this feeling; for all belief in

Christ as Redeemer is, to say the least of it, indifferent to the idea that Christ

might have done other than He did. But that age was in the direst dilemma;

for "freedom" was at that time the only formula for the "personality" of the

creature, and yet it at the same time necessarily involved the capability of sin. In

this dilemma the true believers resolved to deny freedom to Christ. With these

accordingly the Apollinarians who had been'e.xcluded from the Church were able

once more to unite. " All with the exception of a few," writes Theodoret H. E. V. 3,

of. V. 37, "came over to the Church and again took part in Church fellowship;

they had not, however, all the same, got rid of their earlier disease^ but still infected

many with it who before had been sound. From this root there sprang up in

the Church the doctrine of the fuoc xi?? a-xpKoi; hxi tvh SsoniTOt; <pva-it;^ which attri-

butes suffering to the Godhead too of the only begotten."
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dogmatic idea, i.e., to destroy it altogether, which was logical

Monophysitism, or finally, it would be necessary to discover a

word, or a formula, which would mark ofi" the dogma of faith

from Apollinarianism with still greater sharpness than had been

done by the catchword "perfect humanity". It was therefore

necessary to intensify the contradictions still further, so that it

was no longer only the concrete union of the natures which

appeared as the secret, but the conception of the union itself al-

ready involved a contradictio in adjecto and became a mystery.

If it could be maintained that the natures had become united

without being united, then on the outside everything seemed

to be as it should be, and Apollinaris was as certainly beaten

as Paul of Samosata—and this was maintained. But certainly

no pupil of Athanasius or Cyril hit on a notion such as this,

which paralysed the force of the thought: y-.o'yoq irxpzcooslg. A
danger lurked here which had finally a momentous result. The
expression of the faith which was constantly being burdened

with fresh contradictions so that no legitimate element might be

wanting to it, had to forfeit its strength. ^ Its place was finally

taken by a complicated formula which it was no longer possible

to make one's own through feeling, the mystery of conceptions

put in the form of concrete ideas. If theologians might no longer

teach as Apollinaris taught and in fact no longer quite in the

way in which Cyril taught, they saw themselves under the

necessity of using a complicated formula. But to begin with it

seemed as if Cyril had carried his point.
"'

The controversy broke out in Constantinople and was through-

out carried on with ambitious designs and for the purposes of

ecclesiastical policy. In the person of Nestorius an ascetic

Antiochian was again raised to the dignity of Bishop of Con-

stantinople (428). The bishop of the capital just because he was

' Thomasius in his description of the Christology of Cyril sees only difficulties,

but no contradictions. Nor has he fully understood the i-elation between Apolli-

naris and Cyril.

- Cyril never sought subsequently to tone down in appearance the paradox of

the mystery of the Incarnation by means of logical distinctions. In this connection

it is important to note that he allows that Nestorius wishes a svctia-ii; tcSv Trpoa-aiTraiv

(Ep. ad C P. Mansi IV., p. 1005), but that he himself rejects such a union be-

cause the important thing is the union of the natures.
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the bishop was an object ofjealousy to the Alexandrian Patriarch

and as an Antiochian he was doubly so. A conceited preacher and

one who plumed himself on being an enemy of heretics, but

not a man with any meanness about him, Nestorius, who was
supported by his presbyter Anastasius, gave offence in the capital

by using the catchwords of the Antiochian dogmatic and by
the contest he engaged in against the description of Mary as

Ö£oröy.og. With great frankness Nestorius described the statements

regarding the God who was wrapped in swaddling clothes and

fastened to the Cross, as heathen fables. His Christology ' was

that of Theodore ; it cannot be said that he developed it further

;

on the contrary, one can see the influence of Chrysostom. Nesto-

rius seems scarcely to have mentioned the human development

of Jesus, and he seems to have laid greater emphasis on the

idea of the union than Theodore ("one Christ"), if also only

in the form of the c-jviipf/Ä and Trpcr'Avv'/jTic; but he was, above

all, concerned in getting rid of "the corruption of Arius and Apol-

linaris." Cyril took advantage of the excitement in the Capital,

which would perhaps have quieted down spite of some unruly

priests and monks, in order to stir up the Egyptian monks, the

Egyptian clergy in Constantinople, and the imperial ladies. The
result was an angry correspondence with Nestorius, who was,

moreover, protected by the Emperor. Cyril wrote in a more
dignified way than his rival, but the hierarchs since the days

of Cyprian had always known better how to take up an outwardly

dignified attitude than their opponents. The narrow-minded

patriarch of the capital was characterised by a simple pride."

He expressed" himself in an inconsiderate and imprudent way

* Some of his writings in Mansi IV., V., see also VI., VII., IX. On the beginning

of the controversy Socrat. H. E. VII. 29 sq. cf. the letters of Coelestin and Vincent.

Common. 17 sq. The sermons of Nestorius, above all, deserve attention. The
history is in Hefele, op. cit. II. 2, pp. 141—288, who is indeed wholly biassed.

See Walch, Ketzergesch., Vol. V. ; Largent, S. Cyrille et le concile d'Ephese (Rev.

des quest, hist., 1872, July). Older accounts by Tillemont and Gibbon.

' Luther ("Von den Cone. u. K K. ", Vol. 25, pp. 304 ff., 307), falling back

on Socrates, has rehabilitated Nestorius: "One can see from this that Nestorius,

though a proud and foolish bishop, is in earnest about Christ ; but in his folly he

does not know what he is saying and how he is saying it, like one who was not

able to speak properly of such things and yet wished to speak as if he knew all

about it.
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in his letters, and his conduct in his diocese was no less in-

considerate and imprudent, for there he went on with the work

of deposition and attacked " ApoUinarianism " as if it had been

a red rag.

The formulae employed by the two opponents were no longer

very different. Everything depended on how they were accent-

uated. Both spoke of two natures and one Christ, and the one

wished as little to be an ApoUinarian as the other did to be a

"blasphemous"' Samosatene. Cyril did not deny that the God-

head was incapable of suffering, and Nestorius was prepared to

use even the formula ösorozog with a qualification. - But in reality

they were undoubtedly separated from each other by a deep gulf

represented in the former case by the avcoo-ig (pjo-iz-Jj, (the physical

union,) and in the latter by the hcca-ig Kocroi frvvxcpsioiv, (the union

by combination,) and they can scarcely be blamed if they indulged

in specious arguments ; for both views were intelligible only

when one went behind the formulae, and in the case of many
if not actually in that of the leaders, ideas which went a great

deal further were as a matter of fact concealed behind the

formula. •' Nestorius addressed himself to the Roman bishop

Coelestin as a colleague of co-ordinate rank, Cyril did the same

soon after as an informant moved by a sense of duty, and

therewith the controversy came to have a universal importance.

But owing to the interference of the Roman bishop on behalf

of Cyril it also took a wholly unexpected turn ; for there is not

1 So Nestorius himself in the third letter to Coelestin.

2 This was the case from the first; see already the first letter to Coelestin. In

the third letter he proposed to the Pope that the latter should see that neither

ÖBOTÖKOZ nor avSpuTTOTÖxot; was used, but ^p/o-ToVoxo? ;
" This controversy about

words," he adds moreover, "will not in my opinion occasion any difficult enquiry

at the Council nor will it interfere with the doctrine of the divinity of Christ."

3 In this contest Nestorius directs his attack against Photinianism, as representing

the idea that the Word had first originated with the Virgin, against ApoUinarianism,

against the idea that the flesh of Christ was no longer flesh after the Resurrection,

and therefore against the " deificatio " of the flesh, and against the mingling of

the natures (first letter to Coelestin). As a matter of fact nothing of all this applied

to Cyril. The latter fought against Nestorius as if it were a matter of combating

Paul of Samosata, and in this Coelestin made common cause with him (see his

first letter to the Church of Constantinople c. 3). The real difference was: Did

God become man or did He not?
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perhaps in the history of dogma a second fact of equal import-

ance which so thoroughly deserves to be pronounced a scandal

nor one which at the same is so little to the credit of its author,

as the interference of the Pope on behalf of Cyril.

He had indeed sufficient reason for doing this. Since the

time of Athanasius and Julius, and in fact from the days even

of Demetrius and Fabian, it had always been the traditional

dogmatic poUcy of the Roman Chair to support the Alexandrian

Patriarch, as conversely the latter in his struggle against the

ambitious patriarch of New Rome necessarily looked for his

natural ally in old Rome.^ Further Nestorius had shewn him-

self unwilling to excommunicate right off the Pelagians who
had been condemned by the Pope and who had fled to Con-

stantinople. Finally, he had not in his writing generally given

token of the submission which the Apostolic Chair already

demanded. But what does that signify in face of the fact that

Coelestin in interfering on behalf of Cyril disowned his western

view and in the most frivolous fashion condemned Nestorius

without having considered his teaching. That he did both things

may be easily shewn. In his letter to the Pope Nestorius laid

before the latter the formula " utraque natura quee per conjunc-

tionem summam et inconfusam in una persona unigeniti adoratur " "

("the two natures which, perfectly joined together and without

confusion, are adored in the one person of the only-begotten ").

This was substantially the Western fornuila, and Ccelestin him-

self held 710 other vieiv. '* He did not, however, trouble himself

1 The solidarity between Rome and Alexandria is emphasised also in the letters

of Coelestin to Cyril (I. i), to John of Antioch (c. 2) and to Nestorius (c. 11).

- Ep. II. Nest, ad Coelest. (Mansi IV., p. 1024.)

3 It was substantially the Western formula: see on this above, p. 145, and

Reuter, Ztschr. für K.-G. VI., p. 156 ff. Augustine, Coelestin's authority, had

taught the doctrine of una persona and two natures, or still more frequently the

*'duge substantise" which corresponds more closely with the Western conception;

he had further used '' deus (ex patre) et homo (ex matre), or " verbum et homo

"

or "deus-homo." He had rejected every view which taught the changeableness

of God, and explained that the "forma dei" remained together with the "forma

servi" after the '"assumptio carnis". He had not himself questioned the relative

correctness of the idea of the indwelling of the Godhead in Christ after the

fashion of the indwelling of the Godhead in believers, i.e.^ as in a temple, if he

also clung to the view that the Word became flesh. It is undoubted that accord-
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about the formula, put his own Christology on one side and

declared in favour of Cyril, while he made everything depend

on the one point " ösoröxog'' in order at least to produce an

appearance of difference, although this was just the very point

regarding which Nestorius was prepared to make concessions.

ing to Augustine, "Christ is the collective person comprising a duality" in con-

nection with which we have to distinguish between what relates to the forma dei

and the forma servi. It is only with certain qualifications that the formula "God
was crucified" is to be employed, the perfectly con-ect statement is only " Christus

crucifixus est in forma servi." The passages in which Augustine speaks of "car»

dei", "natus ex femina deus" etc., are extremely rare, and for him these formulae-

have in my opinion no real importance; for the reconciling work of Christ belongs-

according to Augustine to his humanity; see above. Here he is therefore in agree-

ment with the Antiochians. (The fact that in one passage Augustine, like Tertullian^

speaks of "mingling", is of no importance). We meet with the same thing in

Ambrose (de incarn. Sacram.) and again in Vincentius and Leo I. They all go

back together to Tertullian (see above). Ambrose like Augustine speaks of two

substances (natures) and he is "still more zealously intent than the latter in pre-

serving the two in their integrity": "Servemus distinctionem divinitatis et carnis."

ApoUinaris has no more violent opponent than Ambrose. According to him the

Johannine "becoming flesh" first gets its true meaning through " He dwelt among

us." When we speak of the death and passion of Christ we ought to add "secun-

dum carnem". And naturally in this connection emphasis is also laid on the

"unus et idem", but the co-existence of the formse dei et servi is maintained.

And here, as in Augustine, we meet with the formula that the Logos assumed a

man. In fact Ambrose, the keenest opponent of ApoUinaris, turned against the

xvriiJ.eToi(TTCca-ii rüv ovoiiXTWv as against a dangerous, ApoUinarian mode of speech,

and went so far in regard to the distinction of the natures as even to hazard

(c. 2, § 13) the bold statement: "Fieri non protest, ut, per quem sunt omnia, sit

unus ex nobis." (More detailed information in Förster, Ambrosius, p. 128 f., 136 f.)

The remaining evidence, moreover, which we possess in the shape of Papal letter.s.

etc., proves that the Westerns since the time of Tertullian and Novatian—in the

latter also we find the " utraque substantia" (not "natura") and the "sociatus homo
et deus "—possessed a christological formula on which they were all agreed, based

on their creed, and to which they had strictly adhered, (see the admirable remarks,

of Reuter op. cit. p. 191 f.). This form was closely akin *o that of the Antiochi-

ans^ although it rested on a different basis. The Antiochians, without being in-

fluenced by the West, had reached quite independently the formula "two natures,

one person." Not only the "mild" Antiochians (Loofs op. cit., p. 49 f.), but

Theodore also (see above) and Nestorius had employed it. We must certainly

admit that there is a radical difference, the Antiochian formula would strictly have rua

thus : The two natures, which are two hypostases, constitute together one prosopon

or person who is to be adored, i.e.., in the view of the Antiochians nature and

hypostasis coincided and the undivided subject possessed its unity only in the

union, the name, in the position of authority and in adoration. On the other

hand we should have to paraphrase the Western form of the doctrine which was

outlined by Tertullian, developed by Ambrose and handed on to the theologians
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The Pope had determined to put down Nestorius. A Roman
Synod (430) demanded of him immediate recantation on pain

of excommunication. As if by way of insult Cyril was charged

by the Pope himself with the duty of carrying the sentence

out. Nestorius himself, whose Church was revolutionised, now

of subsequent times, thus : Jesus Christ as one and the same possesses two sub-

stances (properties) or two co-existent forms (status, forma). The difference is ob-

vious at the first glance. The former formula is of a speculative kind and from

general conceptions constructs a personal being, the latter on the contrary assigns

"the state of life" to a person, it is, so to speak (see above), of a legal or politi-

cal kind. The two formulas are thus quite disparate (the Antiochian and Alexan-

drian are on the contrary formally similar) and therefore it is very possible that

the Western form in fine, considered from the religious point of view, contains a

side which is more akin to the Alexandrian than to the Antiochian form. But in

the formulae Nestorius was in agreement with Ccelestin, and it cannot be proved

that the Pope was able to look behind the formulas (see the " simplicior " inMansi V.,

p. 702). In fact the opposite can be proved. In all his numerous letters he took

jood care in connection with this affair not to state his own Christological view.

If anything escapes him it does not remind us at all of Cyril's views, see, e.g.^

the letter to the Church of Constantinople (Mansi IV., p. 1044) : " Nestorius denies

that the Logos assumed a man for our sakes." He fastens solely on the ösotokoq

to which objection had been taken by Nestorius and he adduces a sort of argument

in proof of its antiquity taken from a poem of Ambrose. Beyond this nothing

else occurs in his letters to shew what was really to blame in the Christology of

Nestorius. In place of this he from the very start loads him with abuse, with

threats from the Bible and with imprecations of a wholly general character, denounces

him to his Church as a heretic and writes him a letter (Mansi IV., p. 1026 sq.),

which in its unfairness and bare-faced audacity is one of the vilest compositions we
have of the fourth and fifth centuries. In his instructions to his legjites too and in

his letter to the Council, he carefully guarded against using any Christological formula

at all, and he knew very well why. As Nestorius had expressed himself, particularly

towards the end, his Christology came so near to that of Augustine that Ccelestin at all

events was not able to distinguish the one from the other. Coelestin's main concern,

however, was by no means with the Christology, but rather with the person of Nestorius

because the latter had not treated the Pelagians ad mtttim papce. He accordingly,

instructed his legates simply to take Cyril's side, and in his letter to the Council

contented himself with an exhortation to the members to preserve the old faith without

saying what the old faith was. There is, however, not the slightest ground for the assump-

tion that Augustine's affair with the Galilean monk and presbyter Leporius (about

426, Mansi IV., pp. 518, 519 sq.) probably had an influence upon Ccelestin. This

controversy, which was quickly settled, undoubtedly shews that on the basis of the

formulas of TertuUian and Novatian, discussions regarding the mystery of the person

of Christ had been started in the West too, which led to considerable division of

opinion, and that in opposition to this the Westerns held firmly to their '' unus et

idem " which, however, was something different from the Antiochian "iv 7:(6<TUTtov

(Leporius would have nothing to do with the idea of a deus natus et passus; Augustine

and Aurelius of Carthage forced him to recant: the Confession of Leporius is in
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urged the Emperor to call a General Council, and in addition

to this collected a number of accusations against Cyril for the

way in which he had discharged the duties of his office. To the

twelve anathemas which an Alexandrian Council under the

presidency of Cyril had served on him, and which embodied
the teaching of Cyril in sharply cut phrases [ösoroKog ys'/ävvvjx.a

rrxpziKUg (Txpxix. yayovoTX to'j iz Qsov Koyov— evcca-ig v.a,^'' iiTvöfJTCcuiv—
hcc(Tic (^ixTizvi —(Txp^ Tox) xvpio'j (^ccoTToioc,— the mother of God bore

flesh born after the manner of flesh, the Logos of God—hypostatic

union—natural union—the life-giving flesh of the Lord) he replied

by twelve counter-anathemas. ' This sealed the breach. The
Emperor, displeased with Cyril, summoned a Council to meet

at Ephesus at Whitsuntide 43 1 . Cyril who appeared with some

50 bishops, here shewed how an Emperor, such as Theodosius

was, ought to be treated. Without waiting for the arrival of

the Syrians under John of Antioch, the cautious friend (?) of

j^estorius, " the Egyptian party supported by the bishop of

Ephesus, Memnon, on its own authority and spite of the opposi-

tion of the Imperial commissioner, constituted itself the Council,

treated Nestorius who naturally did not appear at this meeting,

but waited in the city for the Syrians, as an accused person,

approved of all Cyril's declarations as being in harmony with

Hahn, Symbole 2, § 138). But in the afiair with Nestorius Coelestin nowhere referred

to the heresy of Leporius and to his recantation. The commonitorium of Vincen-

tius best shews how little disposed those in the West were to have their own
Christological form of doctrine interfered with by the East or by the recognised

Council of Ephesus. In this book, written soon after 431, the Creed of Ephesus is

highly praised and Nestorius is abused, but at the same time the Christological

formula of TertuUian and no other is used, and what is said exhibits complete un-

certainty regarding the teaching of Nestorius.

1 Mansi IV., pp. 1081 sq., 1099 sq., Hahn, § 142, 143. In the third thesis of

Nestorius the permanence of the difference of the two natures also after the Incar-

nation is strongly emphasised. The fifth thesis runs thus : " Si quis post assump-

tionem hominis naturaliter dei filium unum esse audet dicere, anathema sit." It

is the most questionable one.

3 John of Antioch was perhaps also one of the false friends of Nestorius. The
m.atter is still not quite clear—spite of the Coptic sources which are now at our

command. Probably John came so late intentionally, in order to be able to turn

the scale; from the first his attitude towards Nestorius had been an equivocal one.

We may indeed assume that he wished to get rid both of Nestorius and of Cyril

in order to secure for himself the supreme influence over the Church.
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loly Scripture and the Nicene Creed, pronounced the deposition

'3 if Nestorius and declared him to have forfeited priestly fellow-

hip. In opposition to this petty assembly, which did not set up any

lew creed, but which on the contrary took up the position that

he sole question had reference to the Nicene Creed which was

n danger, Nestorius and his friends, as soon as the Syrians

irrived, held the legal Council under the presidency of the

mperial Commissioner and pronounced sentence of deposition

)n Cyril and Memnon. It was only now that the Papal legates

irrived in Ephesus and they at once took the side of Cyril.

'

n accordance with their instructions they reopened the case

iro forma, in order to exalt the authority of the Apostolic

hair. Cyril's party complied with this, and the Legates then

igreed to everything which had been done, after all the docu-

nents had been once more read over.' With the cry, "the whole

ouncil thanks the new Paul Coelestin, the new Paul Cyril,

"oelestin the guardian of the faith, Coelestin who concurs with

:he Council: One Coelestin, one Cyril, one faith of the Council,

Dne faith of the whole world," ^ this assembly closed, which sought

to maintain the ancient Nicene faith and did maintain it, at

which, however, there was no discussion, but at which unanim-

ity was reached solely on the basis of a selection of authorities.
*

1 Otherwise the Westerns were not present at all.

" Besides Coelestin's letter to the Council a similar one from the Carthaginian

Archbishop Capreolus who excused the absence of the Africans was read again.

This letter too is instructive because the bishop does not go beyond counselling

that no change should be made on the ancient faith. He expresses no opinion

on the question in dispute. (Mansi IV., p. 1207 sq.).

Mansi 1. c. p. 1287. At the close the Council did the Pope the further favour

of condemning the Pelagians. Thus both parties were quits. Coelestin condemned

Nestorius without knowing what his teaching was and thereby disparaged his own
doctrine, and the followers of Cyril condemned the Pelagians without thoroughly

examining their theses and condemned themselves in condemning them. We may
put it thus and yet not mistake the peculiar solidarity which existed between the

Antiochians and the Pelagians ; for the Ephesian judges knew nothing of this.

It was Cassian who first drew attention to it (libr. VII., de incarn. Chr.).

See the Acts in Mansi^ Vicentius too in the so-called Second Commonitorium
describes the procedure; they interrogated antiquity. "Peter of Alex., Athanasius,

Theophilus of Alex., the three Cappadocians, Felix and Julius of Rome were quoted

at Ephesus as teachers, councillors, witnesses and judges (what, however, was
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The following will be found in the historical accounts. The

Emperor, instead of standing up for the right, allowed himsel

to be overawed. At first it is true the resolutions of Cyril'

Council were annulled, but thereafter the controversy was to bej

settled in true Byzantine fashion by the removal of the leaders.!

The Emperor gave the force of law both to the deposition of

Cyril and Memnon and to that of Nestorius. The Alexandrians,

however, were united and followed one master, but this was not

the case with the opposite party. Nestorius who was violent but

not tenacious, resigned ; soon, however, his isolation was to change

to imprisonment. In the eyes of the Emperor the doctrine which

he represented was by no means condemned ; but Cyril succeeded]

in getting permission to resume possession of his bishopric, and'

by means of intrigue and bribery his party continued more and

more to gain ground at the Court and the capital. Still he could not

reckon on a victory as regards the dogmatic question ; he had

to be content with knowing that a man who was acceptable to

him occupied the chair of Constantinople. The Emperor sought

to bring about a union, and the friends of Nestorius became
disunited. One section under the leadership of John of Antioch

was prepared to come to terms, and to this party Theodoret, '

the most distinguished Antiochian scholar, also belonged, though

undoubtedly with a certain reserve. Another section actively

resisted. Cyril's behaviour in the year 432—433 is little to his

credit. To him it was of more importance to get the condemna-

tion of his mortal enemy, Nestorius, carried through in the

Church, than to preserve his dogmatic system pure. Thus he

subscribed the creed submitted by the moderate Antiochians,

without, however, retracting his earlier opinions, and in return

for this got some of the heads of the opposite party, above all>

John of Ephesus, to abandon Nestorius. Cyril could save his

consistency by interpreting this Antiochian creed in accordance

with his Christology; the friends of Nestorius were not able to

ii

quoted from them originated witli ApoUinaris!), and also Cyprian and Augustine."

According to Vincentius these constituted " the hallowed decalogue ". But in

addition to these the opinions of others were also adduced.

• He was now the spiritual leader of the Anliochians. He fouglit untiringly

for the view that God was incapable of suffering.
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^cape the disgrace which they had brought upon themselves

V their treachery towards their ill-used friend. But in a question

hich was for him a matter of faith Cyril had agreed to a com-

romise, in proof of the fact that all hierarchs are open to convic-

on when they are in danger of losing power and influence. ' He
ould, moreover, reckon on the victory of his opponents being

Pyrrhic victory. His own reputation and that of his dogmatic

\stem went on increasing ; thousands of monks were busy

jpreading it, and Cyril himself was constantly working at the

Court and in Rome. The condemnation of Nestorius was followed

>y the most disgraceful treatment of the unfortunate bishop. In

jonsequence of the confusion which arose because he was

'ondemned while his teaching was tolerated by others, the

vhole party was weakened ; the strict Nestorians separated from

he others, " and since Cyril had not been under the necessity

' The Creed of Union is in Mansi V., pp. 781, 291, 303. (Hahn § 99). It was
omposed as early as the year 431, probably by Theodoret. and was sent from

'.phesus to be submitted to the Emperor, Cyril subscribed it in the year 433.

'he Creed is a dogmatic work of art in which the Antiochians, however, could

ithout much difficulty recognise their views, but not so Cyril. The second, and

eally important half runs thus: Svo yxp (pva-saiv svuiotk; yeyove- Sib svac Xpca-röv,

jx viov, svx y.vpiov Sf/.oÄoyoCi/.sv. Kxtx Txvniv rifv tviz oitrvyx^rov ivaiasciK; evi/oixv

\lJt.oÄoyov(j.sv rijv dyicnv TrxpSsvov äsorÖKOv, [Nestorius had already admitted this,

nd he might in fact have subscribed this creed without any scruples of con-

cience] Six to tov @ebv f^oyov (rxpnuiSi^vxi hxi svxv^puTrJia-xi, y.xt l| xIitvi^ tvjq

|rt/AAi^''j'f&)? iväa-xi ixvrSi rbv IS «vri^? Avj^isvrx vxov. Txz Se svxyys^Kxi; y.zi

iToa-ToXixxQ TTspi rov y.vpiov (piavx^ io'i/.iv rbvi; äso^^öyovQ xvSpx^ txz /xsv koivottoi-

Cyrxi, w? e4^' EV05 Trpoa-üiTTov, rxi; S^ Sixipovvrxt;, ait; stti Svo <pv(7£eiiv (Cyril admitted

hat I) Kxi T«? i-tev SsoTrpsTrslit; xxtx rijv äsöryjTX tov Xpia-rov, txi; Ss rxveivxi;

'.y.Tx TJJv xvßpuTTÖTyiTX xurov TTxpxSiSovTx:;. This formula of union which reflects

10 discredit on the Antiochians, especially as they, like the Arians and Semi-Arians

before them, had a theological rather than a religious interest in the problem, is

:narkedly different from the later Chalcedonian formula. It does not abandon an

lUelligible position as that was understood by the Antiochians. Cyril had to

:"ntent himself with the words svwa-i^ and Ösotöko^ and had to put up with the

ibsLiice of /7vvx^£ix. He naturally clung firmly to the ix.ix <pv(rii; a-S(!-xpxMfj.£vyj^

leclariag that the creed of union merely e.xcluded the misinterpretations of the

ioctrine he had hitherto taught, misinterpretations which he had himself always

lisavowed; in fact he went so far as to assert that the Antiochians too understood the

lifference of the natures after the incarnation as being purely a distinction /« thought.

This was a slow process which began with the emigration to Edessa and was
luded only at the end of the fifth century with the formation of a strictly

rx lusive Nestorian Church. It maintained itself in the extreme East of Christen-

liini, in East Syria and Persia, and soon took on a national colouring; on the
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of retracting anything, he was able to direct his energies towardsf

getting the decrees of his assembly accepted as orthodox, asl

ecumenical decrees, under cover of the union-creed. He didi

actually succeed in a few years in getting this done in the East
;j

in the West they had ranked as such from the first. The situa-j

tion continued to be perplexed and became more and morel

disingenuous.
j

§ 2. T/ie EiitycJiian Controversy.
\

Cyril died in the year 444 ; there were in his own party some!

who so far as he was concerned had never forgiven him thej

union of 433 which had led Cyril to agree to the expression;

"^yö cpuc7f/^".^ His successor was Dioscurus who, according to

the testimony of his own adherents, though not indeed the equal|

of his predecessor, was also not unlike him. The Alexandrian'

bishops from Athanasius to Dioscurus have something in common.^

They strove to make themselves the masters of Egypt and the!

leaders of the Church of the East. "' Their resistance to thej

power of the State was not less strong than their hatred of the!

I

strongly marked national consciousness of the Nestorians in Church matters, seel

Horst, Elias von Nisibis, p. 112 ff. The Emperor Zeno put an end to their exist-

ence in the Empire in 489. All the successors of Theodosius II. persecuted them.

How the latter came to have such a ferocious hatred of Nestorius vv^hom he had

once protected has not, however, been yet explained. The Emperor gave orders

that all the writings of Nestorius were to be burned and that his followers were

to be called "Simonisis". The result was that the writings of Diodorus audi

Theodore were all the more eagerly circulated in the East and translated into!

other languages. Edessa in particular did a great deal in the way of getting the|

Greek-Antiochian literature put into Syrian (Persian, Armenian). Much that is of!

a free and antique character has been preserved in the Nestorian-Persian or Chal-

dean Church ; Assemani, Bibl. Orient. III., 2 ; Silbernagl, Kirchen des Orients

p. 202 ff. ; Kattenbusch, op. cit. I., p. 226 ff. For the history of dogma, in the strict;

sense of the word, the Nestorians are no longer of any importance.
l

J

1 See Isidor Peius, epp. I., Nos. 323, 334; Acacius of Melitene, ep. ad Cyril. ^

in Mansi V., p. 860 (998 sq.). Cyril himself (ep. ad Eulog. Migne, Vol. 77, p. 225),

says that people are now speaking reproachfully of him: Zix ri Svo (pva-siQ ovo-

l^cc^övTüiv oiVTwv ijvea-x^TO ij xxi STr^vetre 6 ri^t; "Af^e^xv^psixt;. Fuller details in

Ehrhard, op. cit., p. 42 f.

" See, above all, the Church Histoiy of Socrates, who thoroughly understood

this aspiration of theirs. .
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' parvenu, the bishop of New Rome, whose aspirations after power

they wished to put a stop to. We can only compare them with

I
the great Popes, and the comparison is so far a just one in-

' asmuch as they aimed at making Egypt a sort of independent

1
ecclesiastical State. Each bishop in the series from Athanasius

I to Dioscurus came nearer accomplishing this design. ^ In follow-

ing out this policy they relied upon three powerful forces, on

Greek piety and monasticism, on the masses of the lower classes,

I

and on the Roman Bishop who had an equal interest in keeping

' down the bishop of Constantinople, and in making head against

j
the State. In the respect first mentioned, Theophilus' change of

j
front is specially characteristic. He abandoned science, i.e.^

I
Origenism, as soon as he perceived that a stronger force was

[present in the Church,—namely, the orthodoxy of the monks

and of the religious communities. From that time onwards the

Alexandrian bishop stood at the head of ecclesiastical tradi-

I

tionalism ; he decisively rejected Greek science. But in doing

I
this he surrendered what was an important element in the

influence he could exercise on the rest of the churches, and

;the loss of this was a momentous one. He became a national

Coptic bishop. This brings us to the second point. Like all

1 Of all the gi^eat bishops of the Empire the Roman and Alexandrian bishops

alone possessed a traditional policy which was strictly adhered to, and acted in

accordance with it. They accordingly really became forces in history. The Chair

of Antioch never had a policy; in the conflicts with the Arians it became a mere

puppet after the Church already sixty years before this had had to come to its

assistance, and it possessed no fixed traditions. The position taken up in the

Nestorian controversy by the feeble and unreliable John is typical of the bishops

of Antioch (see his 1-etter to Sixtus of Rome). It is customary to complain of the

hierarchial imperiousness of AÜianasius, of the violent actions of Theophilus, Cyril,^

and Dioscurus, and of the unfeeling policy of the Roman bishops, and to contrast

them with the Bishops of Antioch. But people do not reflect that when forces

manifest themselves they have to adapt themselves to the material upon which they

are to work, and quite as little do they try to imagine what appearance the history

of the Church would have presented without the "violences" of the Roman and

Alexandrian bishops. Those who at the present day complain, together with their

dogmatic system, would not at all events have been here at all if these tyrannical

and unfeeling princes of the Church had not existed, and the tame dogmatic of

the present time would never have made its appearance apart from the fanatical

dogmatic of those despots. It may be incidentally remarked that we ought hardly

to conclude from Mansi VI., p. 1008, that Dioscurus wished to restore Origen's

reputation.
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despots, the great Alexandrian bishops sought the support of

the masses. They were demagogues. They flattered the people

and sought to please them, while they hampered and crushed

the aristocracy composed of the bishops, the scholars and the

upper classes,

Athanasius had already begun this policy, in fact he was not

in all probability the first to follow it. Each of his successors

went a step further on these lines. But the Copts were not the

Romans ; the master of the eternal city could always think of

ruling the world. A Coptic despot, however, who had rejected

all that belonged to the Greek world, could only dream of

world-empire.^ Cyril had the Egyptian clergy and people com-

pletely under his power; but the less wise Dioscurus by his

unconcealed despotism created an aristocratic reaction in the

country. In him we see the downfall and overthrow of the

policy of the Alexandrian chair. Had he been a man like Leo I.,

Christianity might perhaps have got a second Rome in Alexan-

dria." But there was no room in the world for two such chairs.

The traditional policy of common action which had for so long

united Rome and Alexandria, was bound to reach a point at

which it turned into bitter enmity. The Byzantine patriarch

accordingly turned this enmity to account. It is indeed possible

to trace back the whole difference between the Roman and the

Alexandrian bishop to the brusque and imprudent conduct of

Dioscurus, or, with a still greater show of justice, to Leo's love

of power ;

'* but this would be to take a narrow view of the

1 Hellenism in the East received its death-blow owing to the downfall of the

Alexandrian bishop in the year 451; with Theophilus the process of estrangement

between the Church and Hellenism had undoubtedly already begun.

2 The unique position of the Alexandrian Chair till 450 and its policy, have

up till now not had justice done them in our histories. The bishop of Alexandria

ranked as the second in Christendom (see above, at the Council of 381) and

corresponding to this position was a certain right which is indeed difficult to define

—

of oversight, or better, the exercise of an oversight over the churches of the East

in the Fourth and Fifth centuries, which was being more and more widely

recognised. The Alexandrian bishops attempted to develop the position which

they thus occupied to a position of primacy.

3 Sixtus III., Coelestin's successor, as his letters prove, continued on the best of

terms with Cyril and silently repulsed the attempt made by two Nestorian bishops,

Eutherius and Helladius, to break up the union between Rome and Alexandria
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matter. About the middle of the fifth century the Alexandrian

bishop was on the point of becoming master of Egypt and at

the same time master of the East. Rome would not have been

Rome if she had looked calmly on at a result such as this, to

which indeed she had herself contributed so long as she was

concerned in defending herself against a more powerful enemy.

It is here that we have the key to the proper understanding

of the direction taken by Roman policy in the East, and it is

owing to it that the history of dogma too has taken a wholly

unexpected turn. For once that opposition had sprung up be-

tween Rome and Alexandria it could not be but that the profound

dogmatic difference between the two which Ccelestin had dis-

regarded in order to humble the Emperor and the Constantino-

politan bishop, should find expression. But if Rome came off

victorious, then the dogmatic development of the East was

bound to enter a new, and what was essentially, a foreign

channel. Conversely again, the permanent victory of the Second

Council of Ephesus (449) would, owing to the weakness of the

State, have been equivalent to the victory of Egypt in the

Church and probably also in the Empire ; for Empire and Emperor

had come to be entirely dependent on the Church which

culminated in the Alexandrian chair and its monks. Pope and

Emperor therefore made common cause ; in the years 450—45 i

they had a common enemy and realised the solidarity of their

interests. But the political victory of Rome did not correspond

with the victory of Leo in the dogmatic question over the East

under the leadership of Alexandria. The Emperor went about

the matter in an extremely clever way. While making use of

(see the letter of the two amongst the letters of Sixtus). His epistle to John of

Ephesus pi'oves (ep. 6) that he had inherited his predecessor's hatred of Nestorius.

On the other hand the sole letter of Leo I. to Dioscurus which we possess, and

Mhich was written soon after his enthronement (445), surprises us by its tone which

recalls the letters of Victor and Stephanus, and by its demands. Dioscurus could

not have forgotten a letter such as this. Still it is not till the time of the Council

of Ephesus that we have plain evidence of the dissension between the two bishops

(--ee Leo's ep. 43 sq.). The way in which Dioscurus treated Leo's epistle and the

legates secured for him the bitter enmity of the Pope. The question now was : Rome or

Alexandria? Previous to this Leo himself, like his predecessors, had in Christology used

a fonn of statement which was Cyrillian, or Tertullian-Augustinian. He says Serm.

34. 4 :
" dei filius naturse camis immixtus", and 23. i : "naturre alteri altera miscebatur."

13
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the Roman bishop in so far as he found him necessary in order

to carry out his purpose, which was to dehver the Empire and

the Church from the despotism of Alexandria based as it was

on dogmatics, he at the same time deprived him of the power

of extending in any way his influence in the East by raising

his own court-patriarch to a position of equal rank and import-

ance with the Pope. Simultaneously with the downfall of his

Alexandrian colleague Leo I, had to direct his attention once

more to his Constantinopolitan colleague, behind whom stood

no less a person than the Emperor himself—the Byzantine idea

of the state. He now promptly resumed the traditional policy of

his chair and sought to form a connection with Proterius, the

successor of Dioscurus. He, however, no longer found in Alexan-

dria a powerful monarch, but only the shadow of such a ruler,

the Melchitian bishop of a small party who soon fell a victim

to the fanaticism of the Egyptians. But on the other hand the

Emperor had dearly bought his victory over the hankering

after independence on the part of the Church in the East, in

the form in which it had been fostered by the monkish church

of the Copts under the Alexandrian patriarchs. He plunged the

East into a state of frightful confusion, and his policy, which

was a clever one for the moment, resulted in being the direst

calamity for the Eastern Empire, since it set free the centrifugal

and national forces of the Eastern provinces. It was possible to

overthrow the Egyptian ecclesiastical State, but this done, it

was no longer possible permanently to retain Egypt. It was

possible to deliver the Empire and Constantinople from the

domination of a dogmatic which was hostile to the State, but

it was not possible to force a foreign dogmatic on the people

of the East. The Roman bishop, however, also soon saw that

he was further from the attainment of his aim than ever, and

the proud language employed by Leo's successors towards the

Emperor and the East and which reminds us of the mediaeval

Popes, is not so much a token of actual power as a proof of the

breach and estrangement between East and West which had occur-

red, and so of the actual powerlessness of Rome. The Emperor

could no longer get at the Pope, but neither could the Pope

get at the Emperor and the East ; he came to have no influence.
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A section of the Easterns could come to terms with the dogmatic

decree of Chalcedon— it is ahvays possible to come to terms

with dogmatic decrees—and while acknowledging its authority-

could nevertheless give expression to what was truly essential

in the Faith of the East; but the twenty-eighth Canon of Chal-

cedon, which had reference to the Roman bishop, was no
" noumenon " which could be got over by scholastic refinement.

Rome had the satisfaction of having dictated its Christological

formula to the Byzantine State-Church, just as it had previously

taken the biggest share in the work of getting the Trinitarian

formula accepted, but this very Church now took up a position

of extreme isolation relatively to Rome and the West. The
Byzantine Patriarch, although his power was always more and

more restricted within the domain in the East over which he

ruled, was an invincible opponent; for he was simply the ex-

ponent of all the peculiar powers still possessed at the time

by the State of Constantine and Theodosius I. and by the Greek

Church.

This is the general outline of the circumstances we have to

take into account in studying the history of the "Eutychian

Controversy." What happened here was, imitatis mutandis,

repeated in the controversy about images in so far as the State

in this struggle in the same way resisted the authority of the

Church which sought to crush it. It was successful in both

instances. The power which had opposed the State in Egyptian

Monophysitism and set itself against it in the matter of the

adoration of images, was one and the same. But the nature

of the victory was different in the two cases. In the middle

of the Fifth Century the State, unfortunately for itself, did not

possess the power of putting up with the dogmatic teaching of

its opponent while humiliating the opponent himself; or shall

we say : it did not think of the power it had, and to its own
loss lent an ear to the suggestions of a foreign power, namely,

the Roman bishop. In the ninth century, however, it was able

to let its opponent have its own way in the domain of dogma
and worship— for the adoration of images was restored,—and

yet to make it submit to its laws and attach it to its interests.

A powerful ruler, who would have accepted the dogmatic decree
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of the second Council of Ephesus but who would have been

at the same time able to break the political power of Dioscurus

and to compel the monks and Copts to submit—would per-

haps—if it is permissible to make such a reflection—have been

able to maintain the unity of the Empire of Constantius and

to preserve for the Eastern provinces the Graeco-Christian cul-

ture. Of what incalculable importance this would have been!

But it is useless to pursue a line of thought such as this.

It follows from these considerations that the history of dogma
has to be regarded almost exclusively in its connection with

politics, not merely after the Council of Chalcedon, but already

previous to this. The forces which from 444 onwards determined

the great decisions and actions were throughout political. It

was individuals only who really thought of the Faith when they

spoke of the Faith ; they brought about crises, but they no

longer determined the course things were to take. Nor is it

the case that what was dogmatically "the right thing" gained

acceptance here as if by a wonderful arrangement of things

;

for if, as is reasonable to suppose, "the right thing" here can

only be what is in harmony with Greek religious feeling, then

it did not gain entire acceptance. And in pronouncing an

opinion on this, whether we take our stand at a very much
earher or at a very much later period, it may certainly be

maintained that the decision of Chalcedon was the happiest

amongst those that were at all possible at the time ; but to see

this can in no way alter the opinion that the Council of Chalce-

don, which to distinguish it from the Robber Council ' we might

call the Robber and Traitor Council, betrayed the secret of

Greek Faith. It is only with the forces of history that the

historian is concerned ; and so, from about 444 onwards, the

political historian almost entirely takes the place of the historian

of dogmas. If the latter is willing to keep strictly to his own

domain but a small extent of ground is left to him, which^

since what does not change awakens no interest, gets smaller

and smaller from century to century. :

1 Thomasius (Dogmengesch. I. 2, p. 367) also pronounces the Council of Chal-

cedon " hardly less stormy " than that of the year 449.
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If it be asked, what is the saddest and most momentous

event in the history of dogma since the condemnation of Paul

of Samosata, we must point to the union of the year 433.

The shadow of this occurrence rests on the whole subsequent

history of dogma. ^ It bore two sorts of evil fruit. In the first

place it permanently prohibited Greek piety from establishing

the formula which was alone appropriate to it: yJx (pv7ig ösov

?.cyov rrsjxpxccyJ-r/i— one incarnate nature of the divine Logos.

(The relief which the Creed of Ephesus of 449 was supposed

to bring, came too late.) In the second place it introduced

such a stagnation into the dogmatic question that every one

who attempted to state his Christological views ran the risk of

being regarded as a heretic, while on the other hand people

found it possible when they so desired, to give a favourable

turn to every dogmatic utterance. It threw the East into

1 The documentary material bearing on the Eutychian controversy has been for

the most part printed in Mansi T. V. sq.; where also will be found the letters of

Leo I. (of. the edition of Ballerini) and those of Theodoret having reference to

the subject. Historical accounts in Prosper, Liberatus, Facundus, in the hist. eccl.

of Zacharias of Mytilene hitherto published only in Syrian, in the breviculus

hist. Eutych. (Sirmond's App. ad Cod. Theodos.), in Euagrius, Theophanes, and

many later Greek and particularly Oriental chroniclers. To these have been added

in recent times, apart from Zacharias (see Krüger, Monophys. Streitigkeiten, 1884)

first of all the hitherto unknown .Appellations of Flavian and Eusebius of Dory-

läum to Leo L (see Guerrino Amelini, S. Leone magno e I'Oriente. Roma 1882,

Grisar i. d. Ztschr. f. Kath. Theol. VII., 1883, p. 191 f., Mommsen, Neues Archiv.

XI. 2, 1886, p. 361 f.) ; second, the Acts of the Robber-Council according to a

Syrian MS., in Geiman by Hoffmann (Kiel 1873), in an English translation

with rich additions from other Syrian MSS. by Perry, The Second Synod of

Ephesus 1 88 1, arid previously published by the same writer. An Ancient Syriac

Docum. etc., Oxford 18675 Martin, Actes du Brigand. d'Ephese, traduct. faite sur le

te.\te Syriaque, 1875; by the same, Le Pseudo-Synode connu dans I'hist. sous le

nom de Brigandage d'Ephese, etudie d'apres ses actes retrouves en Syriaque, 1875,

thirdly the publication of Revillout, Recits de Dioscore, exile ä Gangres, sur le

concile de Chalcedoine, translated into French from the Coptic, (Rev. Egyptol.

1880, p. 187 sq., 1882, p. 21 sq., 1883, p. 17 sq.); see Krüger op. cit. p. 12 f.

Accounts in Baronius, Tillemont, Gibbon, Walch, Schröckh, Neander and Hefele;

cf. the works on Leo I. by Quesnel, Arendt, Perthel. Spite of these works we do

not yet possess a critical account of the history of the Church and of dogma for

the all important years previous to the Council of Chalcedon. The most important

preliminary work in this direction would be a monograph on Theodoret, the man
who in my opinion was the most truth-loving and the least guided by consider-

ations of policy of the Fathers of that period. This has been done by a Russian,

Glubokowski (see above); but it is unfortunately not accessible to German science.
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a state of confusion and made of Christology an armoury of

poisoned weapons for the warfare of ecclesiastical politics, A
middle party was formed from each of the two sides. To one

of these Theodoret belonged, and to another Dioscurus (Cyril),

But the representatives of these middle parties were no nearer

each other than the two extremes. If they employed the same

formulae they nevertheless gave them a different meaning, and

they were at the same time intent upon protecting their extreme

associates so far as possible.

The Alexandrians had acquired the sovereignty of the East

at the price of union. The "high-priest Emperor" and his

eunuchs abandoned themselves more and more to their guid-

ance. Under the feeble Theodosius the Empire was in danger

of becoming an ecclesiastical state led by Alexandria. In

addition to this, under cover of the formula of concord the

doctrine of the one nature was propagated, and even the extra-

vagances of earlier times again made their appearance. Cyril

himself who was so cautious otherwise in his use of formulae,

had not been able to avoid the use of the questionable Apolli-

narian conception, according to which the nature or hypostasis

of the incarnate Logos is a "certain middle something", ^ and

accordingly it is not astonishing to find that his followers went

still further. The brave and indefatigable Theodoret "" did indeed

keep a look-out against the svaa-ig (pva-iici^, "the suffering God",
the zpxo-ig or mixture, in short, against the anathemas of

Cyril, while at the same time he parried the attacks of Cyril

on Theodore of Mopsuestia. But spite of the great prudence

shewn by Theodoret in keeping to a middle path Dioscurus

succeeded in calumniating him at the Court, after he had him-

self in his character as supreme bishop interfered in the affairs

of Antioch. ^ Theodoret was instructed to keep to his diocese.
1 See, (f.^., de recte fida ad Theodos. (Mansi IV., p. 673) : 'I. Xp. xv5pw7rivoiQ ts

ceil KXi To7? i/Tgp txväpüiTTOv t^tw[J.X(rtv £11; sv ri to (ZStx^v ervyxii'i^svoi;.

2 See, above all, his " Eranistes ". The work of the Catholic Bertram, Theodoreti

doctrina christologica, 1883, is painstaking but biassed; sec. Theol. Lit. Ztg., 1883,

No. 24; Möller in Herzog's R.-Encyklop. sec ed. XV., p. 401 ff. The question of

Theodoret's orthodoxy is certainly a very troublesome one for a Catholic.

•* Dioscurus treated the metropolitan Irenasus of Tyre, and Theodoret in the

year 448, in the style of one who was primate of the whole Greek Church and

was recognised by the Emperor as such.
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Still greater was the hatred of the Alexandrians against the

bold and worldly-minded Bishop Ibas of Edessa, Theodore's

enthusiastic supporter. Dioscurus had apparently made up his

mind to bring the East under his authority and gradually to

exterminate all who in a half way or who wholly accepted the

Antiochian theology. The formula: two natures or hypostases,

one Christ, was to disappear from the Church.

In the capital the old and respected Archimandrite Eutyches

supported his views, taking his stand on the Christology of

Cyril. Still it was no mere calumny when his opponents main-

tained that in the course of the violent attack on the Nestori-

ans he had himself fallen into the error of making ApolHnarian

statements. Already in the year 448 Bishop Domnus of Antioch

had denounced him on these grounds to the Emperor. But no

action was taken until Bishop Eusebius of Dorylaum brought

a similar charge against him before Flavian who was bishop of

Constantinople at the time. Eutyches afterwards asserted that

he had done this from personal hatred, and one cannot get rid

of the suspicion that he was right; for Eusebius himself had

formerly been one of most bitter opponents of Nestorius. In

any case a certain obscurity hangs over the outbreak of the

controversy, and the energy too with which Flavian at once

took the matter up is strange. He was on bad terms with the

court and particularly with the all-powerful Chrysaphius with

whom Eutyches stood in high favour. The bishop probably

felt that he was hampered by the Archimandrite and wanted

to get rid of him. It is useless to look for any religious motives

in the case ot Flavian, whose Christological statements bear a

pretty close resemblance to those of Cyril, though they did

actually fall short of them. ' The Council of Constantinople

^ Flavian takes his stand on the Union of 433 though he inclines to the

Antiochian interpretation of it; see his confession in Mansi VI., p. 541: xxi yxp

sv Svo (pva-sa-iv SizoAoyovvTS^ tow Xpia-Tov (zstx Tijv o-xptcuaiv Tijv ey. tvji; ocyixz

Txpisvov y.xi svxvSpaiV/ia-tv, sv //.ix vTroa-rxTSi y.xi sv ivi Trpoa-wTru (a distinction is

thus drawn between (pva-ii; and JtoVtao-/;, while viroa-rxa-tt; and Tpöa-iüTrov are regarded

as parallel terms, and accordingly the way is paved for the Chalcedonian formula

in the East also), svx Xpia-rov, svx viov, svx xvpiov cjJi.o>.oyov(j.sv, y.xi yuixv \j.sv tov

@sov Äoyov (pva-tv (rsG-xpucaiisv^v (iivroi kxI svxvipuT-^a-xa-xv Äsysiv oun xpvovizsSx—
the letter is addressed to Leo, and Flavian was apparently not yet aware what
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(448) which followed on this and with whose procedure we are

well acquainted, shewed the frivolity of the attack on Eutyches,

though it shewed too how the influential archimandrite set his

bishop at defiance. In reference to the dogmatic question

Eutyches acted with great prudence, and, though indeed with

some hesitation, gave his assent to the formula of the Creed

of Union, "of two natures, one Christ" (one hypostasis, one

person). But one can plainly see that this formula, in so far

as it was taken as implying the continued existence of the two

natures after the union, was one which Eutyches would regard

as objectionable. "Two natures after the union" was rightly

felt to be Nestorian and above all to be an "innovation".

Eutyches, indeed, corrected the incautious statements he had made
at an earlier time, divergent from the middle path of the formula of

unity—my God is not of the same substance with us ;
^ He has no

"body of a man" [tSs[j.o!, dvopUTrov), but only a "human body"
{(Tcoy.ix ixyÖpccTnyoy). But this was of no avail. It was insisted that

he taught a "blending" {o-j'yzpx7ic) and "confusion" {o-vyx'^^a-ic),

and after the most disgraceful proceedings the records of which

were besides falsified, he was deposed "amid tears" on account

of Valentinian and Apollinarian heresy. This was done by

people who themselves professed to acknowledge Cyril's second

letter to Nestorius and its approval by the Synod of Ephesus,

Leo's views were and whether perhaps he did not adhere entirely to the doctrine

of Cyril. The prudent patriarch accordingly " confesses " two natures after the

incarnation also and yet one!

—

Stx to it oLn(potv 'ivx nxi tov xvtov slvxi tov xvpiov

vj(u.äv 'I. TOV Xp. Tot/? Ss Svo viovt; y; Svo vToa-Tccirsit; etc. ; a condemnatioii of Nesto-

rius follows. Here at all events the way is paved for the Chalcedonian formula

but, characteristically enough, by a bishop who sought to take up a safe position

relatively to both sides.

1 The statement when compared with Cyril's doctrine can scarcely be regarded

as open to suspicion. Eutyches recognised the existence of two natures previous

to the incarnation, /.?., allowed that the distinction in thought was an ideal moment,

but he could not admit the perfect homousia of the body of the Logos with

our body after the incarnation, since that body was to be thought of as having

been deified. Cyril had not indeed openly said that the actual body of the Logos

was not 6(JLOOva-toz with our body, but still he could scarcely avoid that conclusion.

Eutyches rejected as a calumny the charge brought against him of teaching that

Christ brought his flesh from heaven, on the contrary indeed he was the first to

declare in the course of the debate that the Holy Virgin is homousios with us and

that from her our God became flesh. He wished in this way to escape making any

direct admission.
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as well as the epistle of Cyril to John of Antioch. Both parties

laboured to secure the favour of the Court, the capital, and

the Roman bishop, and the Court sided with Eutyches. People's

views were still everywhere ruled by the condemnation of Nes-

torius and there was no inclination to change sides. Flavian,

"the moderate Antiochian " played a dangerous game when he

sought to increase the authority of his chair in face of the

court and the ruling system of dogma. Leo I. who was applied

to by Eutyches first, was for some weeks uncertain which course

to take (Leon. epp. 20 sq.). He was disposed to regard the

Constantinopolitan Patriarch as his born enemy ; but he had

soon to recognise the fact that his strongest enemy was to be

looked for elsewhere. Dioscurus, who substantially agreed with

I'Aityches and who long ere this took an active part in different

provincial Synods in the East as supreme bishop, had already

annexed the question and moved the Emperor to summon a

Council. The Pope's policy was now marked out for him. He
must not strike either upon the Constantinopolitan Scylla or

upon the Alexandrian Charybdis, but on the contrary, as his

predecessor Julius had done, he must attempt to bring the true

faith and with it himself to the East. Dioscurus was determined

to use every means to exploit the Council in his own interests.

It was to establish the authority of the Alexandrian Patriarch

and of the Alexandrian Christology in the Church of the East,

He was prudent enough all the same to employ no new for-

mula while attempting this. The Nicene Creed was alone to

be regarded as authoritative, of course according to the inter-

pretation put upon it by the anathemas of Cyril. Whoever
\\ent a word beyond this was to be considered an innovator,

a heretic. This was his standpoint and he found a pliant

Emperor and a minister who were favourably disposed toward

him and who were prepared to hand over the Church to him

in order to humiliate the occupant of the episcopal chair of

the capital for the time being whom they hated, a policy which

was treachery to the State. ' Dioscurus was equipped with full

1 See the letter of the Empress Eudokia to Theod. II. (Leo. ep 57): eypxipyj yxp

svTxCSx 'KctTCiv i^iKoMiiKsioLM KSxivJ^aSxi, oxTTe ^Äxvixvov Tov l5r/(7X07rov sx TcSv xvipu-

TTivuv 7rpciyi/,XTüiv sTtrxpSi^vxt.
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powers as master of the Synod. It was called together in

accordance with his ideas, even a representative of the monastic

order was present—a novelty at a Council—and Theodoret

was excluded.

Leo had meanwhile discovered that Eutyches was a heretic

'

(ep. 27) and bethought himself of the Western Christological

form of doctrine which his predecessors, Ccelestin and Sixtus,

and he himself seem up to this time to have forgotten. The

summoning of a Council caused him grave anxiety; Flavian,

who had seriously displeased the Pope by his independent

attitude, nevertheless suddenly became his dear friend who had

been attacked, and along with the legates who attended the

Council Leo sent numerous letters to all in the East concerned

in the affair (epp. 28—38), to Flavian (28, 36, 38), to the Emperor

(29, 37), to Pulcheria (30, 31), to the Constantinopolitan archi-

mandrites (32), to the Council (33) and to Bishop Julian of Kos

(34> 35)- He repeatedly observes that a synodal decision was

not at all necessary, and that the Council was superfluous. *

But what he was now above all concerned with was to furnish

Flavian with dogmatic instructions and to draw the attention of

the Council to the unique dignity of the Roman Chair which

had already decided the question. The latter of these two

things he did in Epistle 33, which contains a daring attempt to

misrepresent ^ the conditions under which the Council had come

1 Leo's admission is amusing reading (ep. 34 I): "Diu apud nos uncertum fuit,

quid in ipso Eutyche catholicis displiceret." Now Eutyclies is tlie child of the

devil who denies the reality of the body of Christ. Leo represents him in the

bluntest fashion as the out and out doketist.

- Ep. 36 ad Flav. : " Et quia clementissimus Imperator pro ecclessipe pace solli-

citus synodum voluit congi-egari, quamvis evidenter appareat, rem, de qua agitur,

nequaquam synodali indigere tractatu" etc. ; ep. 37 ad Theod. II. :
" praesertim cum tam

evidens fidei causa sit, ut rationabilius ab indicenda synodo fuisset abstinendum " etc.

•' Leo writes here as if in this affair of Eutyches the Emperor had had recourse

to him first as the successor of Peter, and as if he had at once unfolded the true

doctrine of the Incarnation on the basis of the confession of Peter and thereby

refuted Eutyches ("religiosa clementissimi principis fides sciens ad suam gloria.m

maxime pertinere, si intra ecclesiam catholicam nullius erroris germen exsurgeret,

banc reverentiam divinis detulit institutis, ut ad sanctae dispositionis effectum aucto-

ritatem apostolic» sedis adhiberet, tamquam ab ipso Petro cuperet declarari, quid

in eius confessione laudatum sit, quando dicente domino : quem me esse dicunt

homines filium hominis?" etc.). The Council is merely an opus superadditum,
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together, while he accompHshed the former by the dogmatic

epistle he sent to Flavian. It contains a paraphrase of the

Christological section of the work of Tertullian adv. Prax. (cf.

Novatian de trinitate) in accordance with the views, and in

part in the words, of Ambrose and Augustine, with special

reference to Eutyches, and in combating the views of the latter

it accordingly undeniably goes a step beyond what had hitherto

been accepted in the West, though not any further than the

situation for the moment demanded. This document, which

was highly lauded in subsequent times and is to the present

day, contains nothing new. What, however, is of importance

in it is that the West, i.e., the Pope, has here kept in view

the peculiar character of its Church. It is consequently an

evidence of power, and the Christology set forth in it may at

the same time have actually corresponded with the inclinations

of the Pope. But on the other hand it ought not to be forgot-

ten that the situation, as represented by Nestorianism already

condemned and Eutychianism about to be rejected, appeared

directly to call for the old Western formula " du^e substantiae

(naturae) in una persona", and that the Pope expressed himself

more fully regarding it than tradition justified. ' The Pope

• lit pleaiori iudicio omnis possit error aboleri." Thus the condemnation of Eutyches

is already decided upon and the Council has merely to repeat it. The Pope

enjoins this.

' The letter to which not till a later date, however, (see Mansi VL, p. 962 sq.)

though by Leo himself, proofs were appended from Hilary, Augustine, Gregory of

Xazianzus, Chrysostom and Cyril, begins with a reference to the Roman Creed

Avliich in the view of Leo decides the whole question in its opening words ; for

tlie three statements :
" Credere in patrem omnipotentem, et in Christum lesum

tilium eius unicum dominum nostrum, qui natus est de spiritii sancto et Maria

virgine", demolish "the devices of almost all heretics." They involve the nati-

vitas divina, and the nativitas temporalis which in no way injures the former. We
should not have been able to overcome the author of sin and death if the deus ex

deo had not assumed our nature. If Eutyches was unable to recognise that this was

taught in the Creed, then certain passages (which the Pope now adduces) ought to

have convinced him—as if Eutyches had ever denied the truth of this thought!

The idea of a non-human body of Christ cannot be proved from the miraculous

liirth; for the Holy Spirit merely gave the impulse ; the reality of the body of

•-"hrist was got from the body of Maria semper virgo (c. 2). This is followed by

the proposition in the style of Tertullian : " Salva igitur proprietate utriusque natu-

r.f et substantiae (both words should be noted) et in unam coeunte personam sus-

Cf-j^ta est a maiestate humilitas", attached to which we have a series of expressions
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throughout puts the interests of our salvation in the foreground

he wants exactly what Cyril and Eutyches also want, but he

goes on to give an explanation which Cyril at any rate would hav«

entirely repudiated, [Cyril said that the idea of redemptior

demands the deification of the human nature, Leo went on tc

shew that this same idea demands a true human nature which

which are supported by statements in Damasus, Ambrose, Augustine, and parti)

also in Tertullian ; thus, "natura inviolabilis unita est natura passibili "," media-

tor dei et hominum homo lesus Christus", "mori potest ex uno, mori non potest

ex altero ", " in Integra veri hominis perfectaque natura verus natus est deus

totus in suis, totus in nostris", "assumpsit formam servi sine sorde peccati,

humana augens, divina non minuens", "exinanitio inclinatio fuit miserationis, non

defectio potestatis", "tenet sine defectu proprietatem suam utraque natura, et sicut

formam servi dei forma non adimit, ita formam dei servi forma non minuit

This was the way in which God met the cunning of the devil, in order that we
should not be lost contra dei propositum (c. 3). Next follow the old Western

paradoxes of the "invisibilis factus visibilis" etc. The fourth chapter contains the

detailed development of the doctrine. The human nature in Christ was not

absorbed by the divine ; on the contrary " agit utraque forma cum alterius com-

munione, quod proprium est verbo scilicet operante quod verbi est et carne exse-

quente quod carnis est." The flesh never loses the "natura nostri generis". In

accordance with this the evangelic history is apportioned between the human and

the divine nature of him " qui unus idemque est". " Quamvis enim in domino

J. Chr. dei et hominis (!) una persona sit, aliud tarnen est, unde in utroque com
munis est contumelia, aliud unde communis est gloria". "Propter hanc unitatem

personse", as it is put in c. 5, "in utraque natura intelligendam et filius hominis

legitur descendisse de coelo" etc., that means as Leo now shews, that we can and

must interchange the opera. "That the Son of God was crucified and buried

we all confess in the Creed." Christ established this article of faith in the 40
days after the Resurrection, after Peter had already before this ackowledged the

identity of the Son of God and the Son of Man. All ought accordingly to see

that the "proprietas divinae humanseque naturae" " individua permanet" in Him,

and consequently know that "Word" and "Flesh" are not the same, but that the

one Son of God is Word and Flesh. Eutyches, who has by the most barefaced
j

fictions emptied of its meaning the mystery to which alone we owe our redemp-

tion and separates the human nature from Jesus, incurs the sentence pi-onounced

in I John IV. 2, 3. He must also necessarily deny the reality of the passion and

death of Christ and thus subvert everything, the Spirit of sanctification, the water

and the blood.

In his concluding chapter Leo discusses the statement of Eutyches that before

the union there were two natures and one after it and expresses his astonishment

that "none of the judges censured such a foolish and perverse avowal and passed

over such an absurd and blasphemous utterance as if they had heard nothing to

which to take exception." The first half of the statement is as impious as the

second; this statement whicli had been passed over ought "si per inspirationem

misericordise dei ad satisfactionem causa perducitur," to be made a clean sweep of
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remains absolutely unchangedj, and which, so far, goes beyond

the use and wont doctrine of the West and actually approaches

Xestorianism, inasmuch as the Pope uses by preference "nature"

in place of substance and speaks of a peculiar mode of action

on the part of each nature, and thus really hypostatises each

nature. In Leo's view the "Person" is no longer entirely the

as a pestilential opinion. Tlie Pope hopes that Eutyches will amend and in this

case the greatest mercy will be shewn him. The statements in this twenty-eighth

letter were further supplemented in letter 35 addressed to Juliaia. Here (c. i)

Nestorius too is regarded as a heretic; as against Eutyches the view is made good
that it is not only a question of the Creator being known, but also of the creature

being i-edeemed. Here we meet with the statement *•' in susceptione hominis non

unius subsfantije, sed unius eiusdemque personas", here the unity of the person is

made intelligible (see Cyril) by pointing to unity of body and soul in man, and

here finally the statement of Eutyches examined in the sixth chapter of letter 28

and which was not censured at Constantinople, is further dealt with. Leo under-

stands it as meaning that the human nature of Christ had been already created

before the Incarnation and accordingly classes it along with the statement of

Origen regarding the pi-e-existence of the soul which had been already condemned.

See also letter 59.

A few remarks on the catchwords oLtrvyxiiTtac,, arpsTTToiQ will perhaps not be out

of place here. (The words xSixi^stüii; and xx'i'pi'^TCiii; do not require any special

genetic explanation.) They have sprung from two sources in the history of dogma.

The first of these is to be found in Tertullian's work adv. Prax. TertuUian c. 27

wrote in opposition to certain monarchian ideas, according to which the spiritus

(zu deus zr pater zz Christus) was either changed into the caro (= homo zz filius

n: Jesus) or else was united and mingled with the caro so as to form a tertium

quid and therefore a new being, and thus disappeared in the new being. The
view thus developed became universally known through Novatian who adopted it

part, but particularly by meaiis of Leo's doctrinal letter. It runs: ''Si enim

sermo ex transfiguratione et demutatione substantive caro factus est, una iam erit

substantia ex duabus, ex came et spiritu, mixtura qusedam, ut electrum ex auro et

argento et incipit nee aurum esse, id est spiritus, ueque argentum. id est caro, dum
alterum altero mutatur et tertium quid efficitur." Thus Jesus would be no longer

either God or Man: ita ex utraque neutrum est; aliud longe tertium est quam

utrumque. But both the passages in the Psalms (LXXXVII. 5) and the Apostle

(Rom. I. 3) teach de utraque eius substantia. Videmus duplicem statum, non con-

fusum sed coniunctum, in una persona, deum et hominem lesum ... Et adeo salva

est utriusque proprietas substantias, ut et spiritus res suas egerit in illo, /.e., virtutes

et opera et signa, et caro passiones suas functa sit, esuriens sub diabolo, sitiens sub

Samaritide . . . denique et mortua est. Quodsi tertium quid esset, ex utroque con-

fusum, ut electrum, non tam distincta documenta parerent utriusque substantias.

Sed et spiritus camalia et caro spiritalia egisset ex translatione aut neque carnalia

neque spiritalia, sed tertise alicuius forma; ex confusione . . . Sed quia substantive

ambse in statu suo quseque distincte agebant, ideo illis et operse et exitus sui

occurrerunt." The second source is to be found in the Eastern and Western
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one subject with two "properties", but the union of two

hypostatic natures. In a word, the unity is neither made in

telHgible by Leo nor did he consider what was the supreme

concern of the pious Greeks in this matter, namely, to see in

the liumanity of Christ the real deification of human nature

generally. Nor is there any trace in the doctrinal letter of any

authors who wrote against ApoUinaris ; these maintained the xa-vyx^Twi; and
XTpsTTTOD?, and this was quite the current view in the time of Cyril. Cyril,

in a great number of passages asserts that according to his doctrine the two

natures are joined together ÄO-t/y^t/rwc, xtpstttw^, xvx^?,oiaiTCtig, xiiSTxß^vjru^^

without there having been any kind of mingling {crvyx^'^'i:> o-i^yxpxo'it;, <7vvov(7iai(7ig)

(see adv. Nest. 1. 5, c. 4—ad Theodos. n. 6, 10—ep. 3 ad Nestor. Migne, Vol. 77,

p. 109—adv. neg. deip. n. 2—epil. ad. I—adv. Theodoret. ad. 4, 5, 8, 10—adv.

Orient, ad i, 10, 11—ep. ad Maxim., Vol. 77, p. 152—ad Acac. Ber. 160—ad

Joan. 180—ad Acac. Mel. 192—ad Eulog. 225—ad Valerian. 257— i ad Succ. 232,

36—2 ad Succ. 237, 40—ad Euseb. 288—Explan. Symb. 304—Quod un. Christ.

Vol. 75, p. 1361—Hom. XV., Vol. 77, p. 1092— in Luc, Vol. 72, p. 909—c. Julian.

I., 10, Vol. 76, p. 1012—Hom. ad Alex., Vol. 77, pp. 11 12, 1 1 13—in ep. ad Hebr.,

Vol. 74, p. 1004—Resp. ad Tiberium ed. Pusey c. 6, 7, III., p. 587 sq. Cyril

devoted a special work to this subject entitled hxtx arvvova-ixaTav which I regard as

one of his last). Nevertheless he defended the word xpxa-it; as against Nestorius

(adv. Nestor. I., i c. 3) as an expression used by the fathers to bring out the

closeness of the union of the two natures, and unhesitatingly employs certain forms

of speech compounded of it or its synonyms. (Ehrhard op. cit., p. 44.) Further,

both of these, the amplifications of Tertullian and those of the anti-Apollinarian

Greek fathers, refer back to philosophical usage, but this usage explains at the

same time why Cyril and others could indeed adopt the expression xpxa-iQ but

not a-vyx^K^iQ- The Stoics (see Zeller. Philos. d. Griechen III. 3, p. 127) drew a

distinction between T^xpxUa-ii;, fühz, KpxtrtQ and a-uyx^K^'?- "The Trxpxöea-ig is

the (7it>\j.xroiiv (s-uvxipii xxrx rat; eTricpxvsixi;, as in the case of the mixing of

different kinds of grain"—they have the Nestorians in view— : i^HtK; on the

contraiy is ovo Vi y.xi 7r/£;ovftiv a-wjAXTUv xvTiTrxpsxrxa-t^ St 'oäcüv^ vvoiJt.svovaüv rwv

a-viMSpvSiv TTspi xliTx TTotoTvircüv, as in the case of the union of fire with iron and

of the soul with the body; but speaking more accurately a mingling of this sort

of dry bodies should be called fi7t<?, and of fluid bodies xpxa-ii; (the xpxa-i(; SI

b'Aftji/ of the .Stoics presupposes the permeability of the bodies and assumes that

the smaller body when mingled with a larger body spreads itself over the entire

extent of the latter and is thus to be found in every particle of it [w? (ZiiSsv

(Mopiov hv xuTSit; slvxt (/.'/j izsTSXov TTxvTwv Tc3v sv Tii [Mtyi^XTi]^ but that both pre-

serve their own peculiarities in the mingling; thus the "mixtio" does not exclude,

but on the contrary includes the salva proprietas utriusque substantias). The

avyx^uK; finally is Süo yj xxi TrÄetovwv TrotOTVjTKv xepi rx iTW(j.xrx iJ,erxßoÄii eJ;

srepxt; Sixlpspova-yii; tovtuv voiörvircc, ysveaiv, i.e.^ the old substances and theii*

qualities cease to exist {(pisipsa-ixi) and a third body comes into existence." Ter-

tullian, the Stoic, rested his ideas apparently on these philosophical theorems and

first of all applied this materialistic view to the relation of the two substances in
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thing like an express repudiation of Nestorius, not to speak of

the Antiochian Christology. '

The Council was opened at Ephesus in August 449. Dios-

curus presided and assigned the second place to the represen-

I'luist (he and Novalian, who was also a Stoic, accept the f^TS/? and reject the

7:)%üs-/?; but along with this TertuUian has further a juristic set of conceptions

.una persona, dute substantice). In his treatise '• Ammonius Sakkas und Plotinus"

(Archiv, f. Gesch. d. Philos. VII. Vol. H. 3) Zeller, however, has called attention

to the fact that Ammonius Sakkas (Plotinus) described the relation of body and

sc'ul in man in the sense of the Stoic xpxa-it; {(juii^) (the soul entirely permeates

the body and unites itself with it so as to form one substance, but nevertheless

remains unchanged and retains its proprietas salva) and that Nemesius expressly

>Li} s that this view of the matter, in support of which he appeals to Porphyry, is

t(i be applied to the relation of the two natures in Christ. Now, however, not

« 1 ly the Eastern bishops but also Leo I. expressly appeal in support of their

I liristology to the relation between body and soul. There can therefore be no

liitibt but that this is to be traced back to the Neo-Platonic school which had

alupted a Stoic teraiinology. Plotinus calls the soul not only xtx^-^q but also

'siTfSTTTOi (because in the union it undergoes no change); but, as Zeller observes,

lie never speaks of iX7-v'yx^'^°i- This word, however, once more occurs in Por-

ph\ry and is used to designate the union. Consequently so far as the Easterns

nrt- concerned the xtpstttooi; is to be referred to Plotinus and the eca-vyx^Tu? to

Porphyry (Zeller), while the AYest through Terlullian took the " non coufusus"

direct from the Stoa.

' It may also be said that the speculations of Cyril and the Alexandrian theolo-

gians begin where Leo leaves off, and for this reason it is altogether astonishing

to read in Thomasius (Dogmengesch., Vol. I., p. 365) that Leo in his epistle seeks

to gather up both negatively and positively the results of the Christological move-

ment so far as it had gone. Leo did not think of this. He contents himself with

making the thought definite and confessing with full assurance that Christ was

perfect God and perfect man, and points out that redemption demands the divinity

aiil the humanity. But the question as to the relation into which the divinity and

the humanity have come to each other, was one which really never gave him any

Concern when he thought of redemption. This, however, was the main question

A\ iih Cyril, Eutyches and Dioscurus. It cannot accordingly be said that Leo and

they are in direct conti-adiction. On the contrary, Cyril and his followers further

developed the problem in concrete fashion in the name of the Faith, ex necessitate

fplei so to speak, while with Leo it was in true Western fashion left in the iu-

defmite form of conceptions. This is how the matter stands on a favourable view

'•t Leo's position; for as soon as we take his development of the doctrine in a

c ncrete sense and transfer it into the region of the Eastern controversy it can be

luiilerstood only as Nestorian. With Leo it is not at all a question of a union of

tile two natures. It may, however, help towards forming a fair and correct estimate

of Leo"s position to note that he (mistakenly) saw in Eutychianism the recurrence

of a danger which he had so energetically warded off in his struggle with Mani-

ch.eism (see his sermon). He in fact opposes "Eutychianism" as if it were

Manichoeism.
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tative of the Roman bishop. There were one hundred and
thirty-five members present. The bishops who had sat in judg-

ment on Eutyches were not allowed to vote, since the Synod
meant to proceed with a revision of that process. Dioscurus

put the Pope's letter to the Council amongst the Acts, but did

not have it read out, and in fact treated Rome as non-existent.

Not Rome but Alexandria was to speak. It was a bold stroke,

but Dioscurus had got authority from the Emperor. As regards

its proceedings the Council does not compare unfavourably with

other Councils. What gave it its peculiar character was the

fact that it was guided by a powerful and determined will, that

of Dioscurus. The latter got the Council simply to resolve not

to go beyond the conclusions come to at Nicaea and Ephesus

The affair of Eutyches was next taken up ; he declared that

he took his stand on the teaching of these Councils and repudi-

ated Manes, Valentin, ApoUinaris, and Nestorius. In the course

of the debate it became evident that those present regarded

the formula "after the Incarnation one nature", as alone ortho-

dox—with the addition: ''made flesh and made man" [Tsirxp-

•/,:cyJvyiy zx) syxyöpccTT-Jj^xrxy), and that they condemned the doc-

trine of two natures after the Incarnation. In this sense Euty-

ches was declared by all to be orthodox. Rome's legates refrained

from voting. Domnus of Antioch and Juvenal of Jerusalem

also concurred, and even three of the bishops who had con-

demned Eutyches at Constantinople did the same. Dioscurus

now proceeded to take aggressive steps. Each bishop was

required to state in writing whether he considered that those

should be punished who in the course of their theological

investigations had gone beyond the Nicene Creed. Dioscurus

got the answer he wished, and even the Roman legate did not

oppose the question when put in this form. On the basis of

this resolution the Council pronounced sentence of deposition

on Flavian and Eusebius of Dorylaum, Domnus and Juvenal;

concurring. Both of the deposed bishops were present and

soon after appealed to the Pope, whose legates, moreover, had

at least shewn some hesitation at the Council, though after the

first session they took no further share in the proceedings. In

the second and third sessions Dioscurus got the detested Ibas
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deposed (to whom the saying- was currently attributed "I do not

envy Christ because He became God; for I too can become
God if I wish"), the Sabinian bishop of Perrha and several

others ;
' also Theodoret, "' the pillar of the East, and finally even

Domnus of Antioch. * The fact that he had for so long sided

with Dioscurus availed him nothing. He had latterly drawn

back, was unwilling to take part in the ecclesiastico-political

revision of the Canons of Nicaea and Constantinople which

Dioscurus was contemplating, and was generally in his road.

Never before at any Council had a Patriarch scored such a

victory. The atmosphere was cleared; the triumph of the old

Confession of Nicaea and Ephesus (431) which alone was recog-

nised by the pious Greeks as embodying their faith, had been

secured ; the Christology of Cyril, the one incarnate nature of

the God-Logos, had been acknowledged as the true one ; those

who opposed it had partly been deposed and partly had sub-

mitted ; arrangements had already been made for securing suit-

able successors to those who had been deposed, and an Alex-

andrian priest, Anatolius, was appointed to Constantinople. The
Church of the East lay at the feet of the Alexandrian Patriarch

and he had attained everything with the concurrence of the

Emperor. * He had doubtless made use of force ; but it was

the State in fact which stood behind him ; the police and the

monks of Barsumas had, to be sure, over-awed the Fathers

;

but far worse than the terrors of this Council were the calum-

1 This has reference to the proceedings of the year 448 (Irenseus of Tyre) into

whicli I cannot enter. The Syrian Acts first threw light on them as well as on

•the Councils of Tyre and Berytus.

- See Martin, op. cit. p. 186 sq.

•* See Martin, p. 196 sq.

* The chai-ges brought against him by Egyptians at the third sitting of the

'Council of Chalcedon (Mansi VI. p. 1006— 1035) even after making all due allow-

ance for the calumnies in them, afford interesting proofs of how he disregarded

the imperial authority in Egypt and how he weakened the authority of the State

there and also of the extent to which he was master of Egypt and now threatened

to become master of the State. Tillemont XV. p. 589, very justly says : '"Dioscore

regne partout." See, above all, p. 1032: Atda-xopot; ttxvtx xy.xioa-tcoTox; TrpxTTWv,

-vo(/,i^biv TS ivooTspco TcivTCiiv s'lvxi, OUTS Toii^ Ssiovt; TVTTOVi; OVTS TÄ? i^sytcTX^

a7To^i<7eii; (7iivs x^P^<^^v sy.ßißa<rSiivxi, sxvtov Tijv ;^wp«v ^/SAAov 'ij täv KpxTOuvTuv

sivxt KsyM-j.

14
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nies spread regarding it on the part of those who two years

later had to extenuate their dastardly treachery. If we consider

who were present at the Council we must conclude that Dios-

curus, to whom even Theodoret on one occasion (ep. 60) bore

favourable testimony, cannot have found it necessary to employ

any very great amount of actual force. That Flavian was

trampled on and left half dead is anything but certain, and a

Council which more than any other gave expression to the

tradition of the religious feeling of the time and to what it

considered of vital importance, does not deserve the name

"Robber-Council" (Leo, ep. 95). Regarded from the standpoint

of the Church of the East something of importance had actually

been attained, and what had been thus attained had the gua-

rantee of permanence so long as foreign elements did not come

in to disturb it.

But Dioscurus had not reckoned on the death of the Emperor

which was near at hand, nor with the Roman bishop, nor

finally on the widespread aversion felt towards the right wing

of his army which was ApoUinarian in disguise. He had reha-

bilitated Eutyches without, however, getting the questionable

statements to which the latter had formerly given utterance,

proscribed, though the allegation that he endorsed them is a

falsehood asserted by his embittered opponents at Chalcedon.

This was a blunder in policy which was calculated to bring on

a reaction introduced from the outside, and the reaction taking

its start from this, might in the state in which matters then

were, overthrow the great work which had been accomplished

without in appearance abandoning the position gained in the

year 43 1 . At first Dioscurus was still master of the situation.

While all those who felt themselves injured by him betook

themselves to Leo as the only refuge,' and while the latter

hastened to reject the resolutions of the Council, Dioscurus

pronouiicäd sentence of excommunication upon Leo,- prepared

' See T heodoret's letters 113 and ff. Theodoret speaks in terms of high praise

o!" Leo's ep. dogmatica, and as a matter of fact he had no reason for suspecting

it ill any w ay. In letter 121 he expressly says that Leo's letter agrees with tc7s

TTxp" i^iJ-MV y.x) (j-vyyfu^s'tat text It' sKK^i^criixi; >iyipvx^s''^iv ctii.

See the Acts of the Comicil of Chalcedon in Mausi VI., p. 1009; the matter
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now to measure his strength with the last remaining opponent

too, whom he had treated at Ephesus as a nonentity. Leo was

in an extremely difficult position, as letters 43—72 prove. If

the decree of Ephesus were to become permanent it was all over

with his orthodoxy as well as with the primacy of his chair.

He assembled a Council and at the same time got all the

members of the imperial family of the Western Empire, when

they came to Rome, to write letters to Theodosius against the

''episcopus Alexandrinus sibi omnia vindicans " (45, 2), against

the Council in support of his just claim to be considered supreme

judge in matters of faith,' and in favour of calling a new

Council to meet in Italy. He saw himself under the necessity

of repeatedly assuring the Emperor of the East that he also

lield firmly to the Nicene Faith ; he took care not to mention

what it was exactly that he found fault with in the dogmatic

decrees of Ephesus ; he simply insisted on the condemnation of

Eutyches as a Manichean and a Doketist, and was slow about

recognising the new bishop of Constantinople, the creature of

Dioscurus. He yielded nothing as the successor of Peter, but

neither did he gain anything. Theodosius stood firm, maintained

that the Council had merely defended antiquity against the

innovations of Flavian, and coldly replied to the letters of his

imperial relations in the West, declining to take any action. A
less politic Pope than he was, would have brought on a breach

backed up as he would have been by the whole West and by

the Emperor of the West, but Leo waited and did not wait

in vain.

i- however, not quite certain. It is even probable that Dioscurus did not ex-

inmunicate Leo till shortly before the Council of Chalcedon.

1 Valentinian III. writes to Theod. II. (ep. Leon. 55): "The Faith must get into

cijufusion, vjv {j(x,e7t; xtto twv TrpoyovMv TrxpoeSoSsiirxv 6<pet?iOizsv (/.erct tj?? Trpoa-yiKOv-

7-/;; y.aio(7icü(Tsait; Ik^iksIv kxi rij; iSixi; si/Äxßsix^ rijv x%ixv Tci y,xv.xptui «too-to'A&j

nsTpo) xTpcarov y.xl sv to7; yiiu.eTspoit; X9°'^°'i SixipvÄXTTSiv, Yvx 6 //.xxxptcOTxrot;

's-rij-KOTTOc TsJ; 'PU1/.X1ÜIV ttoAew?, w Tijv UpoKjvv^v y.XTX 7TXVTÜ1V yj xpxxioriji TTxpstrx^,

XMpxv xxt suTTopixv e%e/v Trspi re TTia-Tecci; xat Upeoov y.ptvsiv. Flavian was right in

njipealing to him. It is a curious spectacle! Both Emperors are entirely in the

hands of their Patriarchs, the one in the hands of Dioscurus, and the other as

here in the hands of Leo. Never yet had the State been so much under priestly

authority. The Emperoi-s who were powerless to do anything themselves played

tile one primate against the other.
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Theodosius II. ' died on the 28th of July, 450, and the situa-

tion was at once altered. Pulcheria who mounted the throne

and offered her hand to Marcian, had always deplored her

brother's miserable misrule, and his proteges were her enemies.

She specially guided the ecclesiastical policy of the Govern-

ment, while Marcian fought its enemies outside. The Court

resolved to free itself and the State from the Alexandrian

despot. This could not be done without the help of Rome, for

—

and this is a fact of the highest importance—the Council of

449 had really pacified the Church of the East, Of course

there were some who were discontented, but they were in the

minority. The Court could not in carrying out its new policy

reckon on the support of any united and reliable party. It was

only in Constantinople that it was able to make way quickly,

for there Flavian was not yet forgotten. The Church of the

P2ast had enjoyed peace since August. In order that the State

might get back its independence, this Church which had been

pacified, had to be disturbed anew and reduced to the most

lamentable condition.

Marcian, whose recognition as Emperor Dioscurus had sought

to prevent in Egypt, at once addressed a letter to Leo. He
formally handed over to the latter the primacy with which his

predecessor had actually invested Dioscurus, and announced

besides his readiness to summon the Council desired by Leo. "'

Soon after an epistle reached Leo from Pulcheria which announc-

ed the change of view on the part of the bishop of Constanti-

nople. He had subscribed Leo's dogmatic letter, that sent to

Flavian, and had condemned the erroneous doctrine of Euty-

ches ; the Emperor had also ordered the recall of the bishops

who had been deposed by the Council, and their reinstatement

1 He had, however, begun to shew a certain amount of hesitation during the

last months, as is evident from the recall of Pulcheria and the banishment of his

minister Chrysaphius. See Krüger, op. cit. p. 56.

" Marcian ep. in Leon. epp. 73: "Pro reverenda et catholica religione fidei

;

Christianorum tuam sauctitatem principatum in episcopatu divine fidei possiden-^

tem sacris litteris in principio justum credimus alloquendam . . . omni impio errore

sublato per celebrandam synodum te auctore maxime pax circa omnes episcopos

fidei catholicas fiat!" It vv^as in these terms that Marcian wrote to Leo! But he had

in view merely an Eastern Council; see the second letter (ep. 76).
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in office was reserved for the Council over which, if possible,

Leo was to preside in person and which was to be held in the

East. As a matter of fact in the capital itself, after a local

Synod had been called, everything was already going as the

Emperor, or rather, as the Empress, desired. The wretched

toady, the patriarch, the creature and the betrayer of Dioscurus,

was prepared to do everything the Court wished. In view of

the completely changed circumstances Leo had no longer any

wish for a Council, because a Council might always mean

action which was dangerous for the Pope. He now took up

the position that his letter was sufficient, that the bishops were

individually to bind themselves to accept the doctrine set forth

in it, and that by their return to orthodoxy and the erasure

of the names of Dioscurus, Juvenal, etc., from the Diptychs, the

Robber-Council would be rendered powerless for harm. He
wished on his own initiative and apart from any Council, but

with the assistance of his legates, to act the part of judge and

t(^ receive to favour or punish as impenitent each individual

bishop ; the bishop of Constantinople was to act with him in

the matter as his mandatory. He therewith made an actual

beginning with the business and it was now fairly on its way.

And as a matter of fact Leo may have been naive enough to

imagine that the solution of the dogmatic difficulty of the East

was contained in his sorry letter, for it seems never to have

occurred to the Pope that there could be any other Christ-

ologies besides the "correct" one, Doketism, and the doctrine

of Paul of Samosata. He had no appreciation of the subtle,

though no doubt partly incorrect formulae of the Greek theo-

logians ; but he was sure of his ground, and it was with this

feeling that the letters 82—86 were composed, in which the

Pope sought at all costs to prevent the calling of a Council as

being unnecessary and inopportune. ' But Marcian required

the Council for himself and for the Eastern Church, in which,

since the change of rulers, no one knew what he should believe,

and in which, for the time, many bishoprics were held by two

bishops or had no bishop at all. The Emperor had no desire

1 The Westerns could uot come, he writes, because of the distress occasioned

1 V the Huns.
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to surrender to the Pope while claiming his help. He issued

an edict ordaining the Council to meet at Nicaea in September

451, and Leo had to acquiesce, though with a very bad grace

(ep. 89). He arranged to send four legates and deputed to one

of them, Bishop Paschasinus, the duty of presiding in his stead

;

for Marcian had designated Leo himself as leader of the future

Council, and so what Dioscurus had got for himself in 449
after a struggle, the Pope now secured without taking any

trouble. ' Still Leo was extremely uneasy. His numerous letters

(89 — 95) prove that he was afraid of "innovations contrary to

the Nicene Creed", i.e.., divergences from his doctrinal letter.

He accordingly kept constantly counselling mildness and forgive-

ness ; whoever would only condemn Eutyches and recognise

the Nicene Creed was to be regarded as orthodox. The con-

troversy regarding the Faith was in no case to be renewed,

everything was clear and finally decided. In his letter to the

Council (93) he expressly guarded his position by hinting that

besides the condemnation of Eutyches, that of Nestorius also in

the year 431, must remain in force. This request was rather

an act of self-justification than a demand ; for there were very

few in the East who were disposed to rehabilitate Nestorius,

but then there was no actual repudiation of the " heretic " in

the epistola dogniatica. But all this did not in fine constitute

the Pope's greatest anxiety. What he dreaded above all was

the restoration of the power of the bishop whom his predeces-

sors in alliance with the Alexandrians had humbled, the bishop

of Constantinople, behind whom was Constantius' idea of the

State. Now, however, he was at enmity with the old ally and

had in fact humiliated him to the dust, " but with the downfall

of the enemy the support he had given disappeared too. The

Pope's anxiety comes out in the precise instructions given to

the legates :
^ " You may not permit the constitution set up by

' Still the presidency was only an honorary presidency ; even Hefele admits that " the

official conducting of the business" was looked after by the Imperial Commissioners.

As a matter of fact the Romish Legates were merely the first to record their vote.

'- One of the instructions given by Leo to his legates is to the effect that Dios-

curus ought not to have a seat in the Council, but should only be heard as a

defendant; Mansi VI, p. 580 sq.

3 Mansi VII., p. 443. •
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the holy Fathers (the si.xth Canon of Nicaea according to the

Roman forgery) to be violated or diminished by any rash

action .... and if perchance some trusting to the dignity of

their cities shall have attempted to appropriate anything for

themselves, this you may check with befitting firmness." ("Sanc-

torum patrum constitutionem prolatam nulla patiamini temeritate

violari vel imminui ... ac si qui forte civitatum suarum splendore

confisi aliquid sibi tentaverint usurpare, hoc qua dignum est con-

stantia retundatis "). In order to ensure the Emperor's personal

presence which the Roman legates insisted upon, the Council was

at the last moment transferred to Chalcedon in the neighbour-

hood of the capital, and was opened on the eighth of October, 451.

As regards the number of those who took part in it— between

500 and 600 and perhaps over 600—no earlier Council can

compare with this one, which was " politically and ecclesiastically

one of the most important of all",^ a memorial of the restora-

tion of the authority of the State accomplished by Pulcheria

and Marcian, but for this very reason a memorial of the

enslavement of the spirit of the Eastern Church which here, in

connection with the most important doctrinal question, surren-

dered to the Western supreme bishop allied with the Emperor.

We have no right at all to say that possibly the "authorised

moment of truth" of the Antiochian Christology triumphed at

Chalcedon over the dogmatic ideas of the Alexandrians and

the monks, for the representatives of this Christology, had long

ere this succumbed to the power of the Alexandrian Confession.

The unspeakably pitiful behaviour too of the Patriarchs of

Antioch and of the largest section of the bishops who were

theologians in sympathy with them,—the Antiochian middle-

party which dates from 433—proves that the members of this

school conscious of their miserable powerlessness, had of their

own free will long ere this renounced all attempts to influence

the Church. The disgrace attaching to this Council consists in

' Rauke. Weltgesch. IV. i, p. 324.

- Luther, who is, speaking generally, not favourably disposed towards the Chal-

cedoüian Council, says of it (von Conciliis und Kirchen, Erl. Ed., Vol., 25, p. 351):

'•The Fourth Council of Chalcedon had 630 members, almost as many as all the

others, and yet they were quite unequal to the Fathers at Xicaea and Constantinople."
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the fact that the great majority of the bishops who held the

same views as Cyril and Dioscurus finally allowed a formula to

be forced upon them which was that of strangers, of the Em-
peror and the Pope, and which did not correspond to their

belief. Judging by the Acts of the Council we can be in no

doubt as regards the following points:' (i) that the views of the

great majority of the Fathers assembled at Chalcedon agreed

neither with those of Leo nor with those of Flavian who
represented the Antiochian middle-party, that on the contrary

they, and above all the Illyrian, Palestinian, and Egyptian bish-

ops, wished for nothing else beyond the ratification of the

Creeds of Nicaea and Ephesus as understood by Cyril ;

' (2) that

for this reason the formula, "out of two natures Christ is," with

the addition either expressed or understood, that after the Incar-

nation the God-Logos had only one nature which had become

flesh, alone answered to the faith of the Constantinopolitan

Patriarch AnatoHus and of the majority of the bishops; (3) that

far from Theodoret and his friends possessing the sympathy of

the majority of the members of the Council, they had to endure

the worst forms of abuse, being called "Jews", while Theodoret

succeeded in saving his orthodoxy only by allowing his oppo-

nents to extort from him the condemnation of Nestorius
;

''

(4)

1 From the Recits de Dioscore (Krüger op. cit. 12 ff. 61—68) we gather—what

was hitherto not known—that Dioscurus was to be won over in a friendly way
by the Court after he had arrived at Constantinople from Alexandria, accom-

panied by fewer bishops than he had intended to have with him, in consequence

of an intrigue. We now know that he was conducted to a meeting of ecclesiastical

notables and that there he also met the Emperor and Pulcheria. Every effort was

made to get him to agree to the ep. Leonis; but he remained firm and it is said

that by his glowing words against the two natures he for the time being again

won over the bishops (Anatolius, Juvenal, Maximus of Antioch and others) as well

as the Senate to his doctrine. This is very probable. The story given in Krüger,

p. 62, shews by what a spirit of rebellion against the State and Emperor he and

his followers were animated. It follows from the Acts that during the first session

of the Council of Chalcedon he was still a power.

2 Those too who held Antiochian views were undoubtedly no small numljer,

namely, bishops from Syria, Asia, Pontus, and Thrace; they could accept Leo's

letter: but (i) they were in the minority. (2) Partly by their repudiation of

Nestorius and partly by what they did at Ephesus in 449 they had made the

sacrificium intellectus fidei and were thus spiritually demoralised. Others might

without trouble have gained all they wanted so far as they were concerned.

3 The threatening and abusive language ("Whoever divides Christ ought to be
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that the Imperial Commissioners directed all the proceedings

and were resolved from the first to get the deposition of Dios-

curus carried through at the Council, although they gave the

Council the show of freedom ; (5) that the Imperial Commis-

sioners had been at the same time instructed to press for the

establishment of a new doctrinal formula on the basis of Leo's

letter in order to bring to an end the intolerable state of things

which had prevailed in the Church of the East owing to the

annulling of the resolution of 449; (6) that the Roman legates

were at one with the Commissioners in their determination to

L^et the Council to decree the deposition of Dioscurus and the

setting up of a dogmatic confession, but that they differed from

them so far in that they wished Dioscurus to be described as

a heretic, in other words, as a rebel against the Pope, and

at the same time exerted themselves simply towards getting

Leo's ep. dogmatica accepted in the Church
; (7) that Dioscurus

liad to submit to a judicial process of an extremely disgraceful

and unjust kind, that he acquitted himself worthily, and firmly

maintained his position as the successor of Athanasius, and that

in the end he was in no sense deposed on the ground of heresy,

nor on account of murder, but on the ground of certain

irregularities, including contempt for the divine canon, and dis-

obedience to the Council, ' while his deceased opponent Flavian

divided himself; dismember Ihem, cast them out, etc.") used at Chalcedon was not

any milder than that used at Ephesus in 449. Theodoret condemned Nestorius at

the eighth sitting. Mansi VII., p. 185 sq. From the time of Leo I., moreover, the

orthodox and those whose views were more of the type of the school of Antioch,

applied the worst teVm of abuse, "Jew", to the Eutychians (Monophysites) because

they ostensibly denied the Incarnation.

' Dioscurus protested that he did not assume that tliere was any mixing of the

natures: and nobody was able to prove the opposite against him; see Mansi VI.,

p. 676: A(oVj«opo? stTTsv ovTS iTvyxvaiv Xeyof-isv ovts TOf^ifv ovre rpov^v. xvxäefix tm

^iyovTt a-vyxvo-iv jj rpoTrijv jj avsiupxa-iv. On the other hand he was not refuted

when he (p. 683) asserted: "Flavian was justly condemned because he still main-

tained two natures after the union. I can prove from Athanasius, Gregory, and

Cyril that after the union we ought rather to speak only of one incarnate nature

of the Logos. I will be rejected together with the Fathers, but I am defending

the doctrine of the Fathers, and yield on no point." He approved of the expres-

sion " out of two natures"; one can readily understand how as early as the second

session he no longer wished to appear at the Council.
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was on the other hand rehabiUtated ;

' (8) that the bishops who

had met together with him at Ephesus at first attempted to

make out that the vote they gave there had been extorted by

force, but that afterwards when they found they could not prove

this they described themselves in the most dishonourable way

as erring men who had gone wrong and begged forgiveness,

although as a matter of fact they did not deny their faith at

Ephesus in the year 449, but now at Chalcedon ;

' (9) that,

considering the views of the faith prevailing at the time, the

great majority of the bishops were able to comply with a new

rule of faith even though it might be expressed in the usual

terms, only by doing violence to their consciences, and that

they finally deceived themselves by drawing the delusive dis-

tinction that it was not a question of an exposition [r/Js^i::)

but of an interpretation {£p[/,yivsia)\ (10) that spite of all the

pressure put on them by the Roman legates and the commis-

sioners, the majority under the guidance of Anatolius while ex-

pressly emphasing the fact that Dioscurus was not deposed on

account of heresy—Anatolius had always in his heart agreed

with the views of Dioscurus—further attempted to set up a

doctrinal formula in which the distinction between the two

natures was made one in thought only, and which made it pos-

sible to speak of one nature after the Incarnation, '* and that

three statements particularly, in the third and fourth chapters

of Leo's letter to Flavian, (see above) appeared to the bishops

' 111 connection with this affair Juvenal and tlie Palestinian bishops changed

their opinion in the most disgraceful fashion

- Some of them had agreed with Flavian in 448, with Dioscurus in 449, and

now they agreed with the Council! Even the Imperial Commissioners blamed the

bishops for the contradiction in which they entangled themselves when they gave

out that their vote of the year 449 had been purely extorted from them; see

Mansi VI., p. 637 fm. It has to be noted, moreover, that throughout the proceedings

it was much more—in fact it was almost exclusively—a question of persons, of

their standing, or of the right or wrong of their condemnation, and therefore as to

Nestorius, Cyril, Flavian, Eutyches, Theodoret, Dioscurus, Leo, thaii a question of

the actual matter in hand. In the first place everyone took care not to touch the

real point or to have anything to do with constructing formulae, and in the second

place the personal question was with most of them the main thing.

•* See the proceedings in Mansi VII., p. 97 sq.
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to be intolerably Nestorian; ' (ii) that the bishops abandoned

their proposed formula only after the most violent threats on

the part of the Emperor, among which too was a threat to

transfer the Council to Italy, and that they outwardly recon-

ciled themselves to the statements of Leo with which they had

found fault by deluding themselves with the false idea that

Cyril said very much what Leo said and that both were in agree-

ment; (12) that the new doctrinal formula" would nevertheless

not have been carried through if it had not finally been estab-

ilished under severe pressure at a secret commission, and that

this formula is so far lacking in veracity in that it is intended to

contain the genuine doctrine of Cyril and recognises the resolu-

tion of the Cyrillian Council of 431, while it gives it the go-bye

in so far as it sets aside the unity and union of the natures.

The imperial-papal formula was proclaimed and adopted at

the fifth sitting. '' It first of all confirms the decision of Nicaea,

Constantinople, and Ephesus, it then explains that the Creed

which had been handed down is sufficient in itself, but that on

account of the teachers of false doctrine who on the one hand

reject the designation ÖsoTczd; and on the other wish to introduce

the idea of a confusion {7V'y'Xp7i:) and mixing [zpx'jig) of the

natures, " and absurdly fabricate only ojie nature for the flesh

and the Godhead,"^ and consider the divine nature of the only-

begotten to be capable of suffering, the Council has adopted

both the letters of Cyril to Nestorius ^ and the Easterns, as

' The expression so frequently used by the Westerns, God has assumed '-a

man", was also found fault with, but not officially.

2 The formula was probably already drawn up when the Chalcedonian Council

began ; that commission cannot have got it ready in the short time it had ; it even

appears to follow from what is said in the Recits de Dioscore that it had already

been laid before the Court previous to the meeting of the Council.

See Mansi VII., p. 107 sq.

Rarely had any one to my knowledge expressed himself in this way after

Apollinaris {fiietv slvxi rifS a-xpy.oi; y.xi ri?? SsÖTyjToi; (pva-tv), but the Bishops had

first to distort the faith which they themselves had avowed and which they now
[nevertheless rejected, in order to turn it into a heresy. The "Eranistes" of

Theodoret, however, attacks those who "make the divinity and humanity into one

nature."

^ The Anathemas of Cyril are also implicitly to be understood as included

in these: see Loofs, op. cit. p. 50 f
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well as the letter of Leo. It is therefore directed both against

those who break up the mystery of the Incarnation into two

sons, and also against those who consider the Godhead of the

only-begotten to be capable of suffering, who imagine a min-

gling and a fusion and declare the human substance of Christ

to be a heavenly substance: "those who on the one hand

assert two natures in the Lord before the union and those on

the other hand who imagine one after the union, be anathema."

(ziz) roiic ^vo f/,sii Trpo rijg hvUTSciiq Cpv(7£ic tov zvpicj fy.vösvovrizg,

[j.lx'J Si' iJ.£Tk ry,v 'ivoo^i-j ofJXiTAXTTOvTX:^ dyxÖ£y.a,rl^£i). (This was

the sacrifice of the thought of Faith.) " Following therefore the

holy Fathers, we all agree in teaching plainly that it is neces-

sary to confess one and the same Son our Lord Jesus Christ,

perfect alike in His divinity and perfect in his humanity, alike

truly God and truly man," {'ETrof/^syoi ro'ivov rolg xyloig Trxrpitriv

?VÄ zx) rh x.-jTO'j bf^o'AC/sh vVov rhu y.vpiov /j[j.Si'j 'I. Xp. a-jfxipJäVCf^g

xTTxyrsc iz'^i^xTy.of/^sy, ts.7mo-j to'j xöroy h ösöri^Ti zx) reksiov rov

x-jTov iv xyopccTToryiTi, Qsoy x?,y/Jic: zx) xvöpccTrcy xy^/^d^z rh xvto'j).

This is further developed in detail, then we have :
" We

acknowledge one and the same Christ in two natures unconfus-

edly, unchangeably, indivisibly, inseparably ; nowhere is the

difference of the natures annulled because of the union, but on

the contrary the property of each of the two natures is pre-

served ; each nature coming together into one person and one

hypostasis, not divided or separated into two persons, but one

and the same Son and only-begotten, God-Logos." [hx, zx)

Toy xvToy XpiTroy ... h '^vo ^uTe^iy ' XTjyxÜT^^c, xrpk'äTic:, x'Sixi-

pirccg, xx^phrccc yyccpi^ofxsr ov'^Xf/,ov r-/jg ruy (pvTsxy "Bix^opxq

xy'/ipvi[jJvvic ^ix Ty,y £y:c7iy, (Tcc^oyJyy/g Sf (j,xK}^oy r>jc l'^iöry/TOg szx-

Tspxg (p-JTScoc. zx) slg hy TrpoTcoTTcy zx) yJxy vTroTTX^iy (Tvyrps-

X0v<7y,c, cvz slg '^•jo Trpi^ccirx yspi^iysyoy •/} "^ixipovf/^syoy, xKKx ayx

1 It is here that the difficulty occurs which has been so much discussed, namely,

that the Greek text gives sx. Svo (pva-saiv and the Latin " in duabus naturis". Judg-

ing from all that preceded this, one cannot but hold that Tillemont, Walch, Giese-

ler, Neander, Hefele and others are right (as against Baur and Dörner) and look

for the original reading in the latter phrase. The form in which we have the

Greek text is of course not a mere error, but is an ancient falsification. In the

period from the fifth to the seventh century the falsification of acts was an im-

portant weapon for the defence of what was sacred.

i:
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y.z) tI-j x-jtI'j v'toy zx) fy.oycysvyj, €>scy hoyo'j^. The decree appeals

in support of these statements to the Old Testament, to Jesus

Christ Himself, and—to the Nicene Creed ; at the close it is

said that no one is to accept or teach any other creed, that

on the contrary only this form of belief is to be handed

down in connection with the instruction of Jews, heathen, and

heretics.

The Emperor had now got what he wished. He had shewn

that he ruled the Church, and he had got a formula according

to which he was able henceforth to decide what was orthodox

and what was heretical. ' An end was put to the uncertain

state of things which permitted everyone to appeal to the 318

bishops and in doing this to think whatever he liked. In the

full consciousness of his triumph Marcian appeared in person

along with Pulcheria at the sitting immediately following (6),

and addressed the Council, making express reference to Con-

stantine. He was greeted with acclamations from the whole

Council: "We all so believe; we are all orthodox; this Faith

has saved the world; hail to Marcian, the new Constantine, the

new Paul, the new David ! You are the peace of the world

;

Pulcheria is the new Helena!" But the Pope too had got

what he wanted, if not everything. His letter had not been

• This prospect was indeed a delusive one ; for since the Council had expressly

appealed both to Cyril and to Leo, its decree could be interpreted according to

the views either of the one or of the other, and consequently the old trouble was

really there again. The three decrees of February 7th, March 13th, and July 28th,

452, (Mansi VIL, pp. 476, 477, 501) are a proof of the energy and vigour with

which the Emperor purposed to enforce the Chalcedonian Creed. According to

the first of these all controversy was to cease, nobody was to dispute publicly

regarding the faith. Whoever does this is looking in broad daylight for a false

light, commits an act of sacrilege, insults the holy Council and betrays the secret

til the Jews and the heathen. He must accordingly expect severe punishment,

which has been already fixed and which will be of different degrees for the sepa-

rate classes of the community. According to the third edict Eutychians and Apolli-

uarians are forbidden to have pastors; those who contravene this order are to be

jiuuished with confiscation of their goods and exile. The right of assemblage,

tlie right of building churches, and of being together in monasteries, is withdrawn

from them. Tlieir property is to go to the Exchequer. So too they are deprived

of the power of inheriting anything and of bequeathing anything. Eutychian

monks are to be treated as Manicheans, are to be driven from their '^stalls" and

removed from the soil. of the Empire. Eutychian writings are to be burned, etc.

Eutvches and Dioscurus themselves must go into exile.
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given straight off the place of a doctrinal ordinance, but the

Conciliar-decree had proceeded from this letter ; his dogmatic

teaching was acknowledged, and in his address to the Council

Marcian had given expression to this fact. The truth is that

without the help of the Papal legates Marcian could not have

effected anything. But the Church of the East had been deprived

of its faith. " The h:o7iq (p-jTixvi, the natural union, was not

mentioned ; no one could any longer unhesitatingly teach that

the God-Logos had taken up the human nature into the unity

of his unique substance and made it the perfect organ oi

His deity. The construction of a Christology based on the

God-Logos was severely shaken; the "two hypostases (hvo

iiTroTTXTeic) were not expressly condemned. In the "coming

together" (o-uvrpf^f/v) each nature continues to exist in its own
mode of being; the divinity has not absorbed the humanity

nor has the humanity been exalted to the height of the divinity,

but the human and divine natures are simply united in the

person of the Redeemer, and therefore only mediately and in an

individual (Individuum). No pious Greek who had had Athana-

sius and Cyril for his teachers could acknowledge that to be

"the right mean"; it was not even a formula of compromise

like that of the year 433; it was the abandonment of the work

of developing the Christological formula strictly in accordance

with soteriology. The latter itself now became uncertain. If

humanity was not deified in Christ, but if in His case His

humanity was merely united with the divinity by the prosopon

or person, then what effect can a union such as that have for

us? That formula can only be of advantage either to the

detested " moralism " of the Antiochians, or to mysticism, which

bases its hope of redemption on the idea that the God-Logos

continually unites Himself anew with each individual soul so as

to form a union. The four bald negative terms [oKTvyX'^TiiCi etc.,)

which are supposed to express the whole truth, are in the view

of the classical theologians amongst the Greeks, profoundly

1 In respect of its relation to the orthodox faith and of the fact that it owed

its origin to the Emperor, the Chalcedonian Creed may be compared with the

decrees of the last Councils of Constantius. It is true that orthodoxy afterwards

found it easier to reconcile itself to the two natures than to the "likeness". Still

perhaps it might have coihe to terms with the latter also.
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irreligious. They are wanting in warm, concrete substance ; of

the bridge which his faith is to the behever, the bridge from

earth to heaven, they make a hne which is finer than the hair

upon which the adherents of Islam one day hope to enter

Paradise. One may indeed say that the Chalcedonian Creed

preserved for the East the minimum of historical conception

which the Church still possessed regarding the person of Christ.

by cutting short the logical results of the doctrine of redemption,

which threatened completely to destroy the Christ of the Gos-

pels. But the Fathers who accepted the Creed did not think

of that. They in fact accepted it under compulsion, and if they

had thought of this, the price which they paid would have been

too dear; for a theology which, in what is for it the most im-

portant of all questions, has recourse to mere negatives, is self-

condemned. Nor is it of any use to point to the fact that the

Council merely gave the mystery a definite standing and thereby

furthered the interests of the Greek Church and the Greek

theology. TJie true mystety on the contrary was contained in

the siihstantial union of the two riatiires themselves. It was

seriously damaged by being banished from its place here, and

when in place of it the conception of the union, a conception

which was supposed at the same time to involve a state of

separation, was raised to the position of the secret of faith.

The real mystery was thus shoved aside by a pseudo-mystery

which in truth no longer permitted theology to advance to the

thought of the actual and perfect union. Monophysitism which

holds to the statement that, without prejudice to the homo-
ousia of the body of Christ with our body, the God-Logos
made this body His own body and for this reason took it up

into the unity of His substance, is without doubt the legitimate

heir of the theology of Athanasius and the fitting expression

of Greek Christianity. ' The proposition, however, which was

1 We can only adduce one consideration here, namely, that it was essential to

this Christianity which had the New Testament beside it, that it should never, just

because of this, develop in a logical way as a mystical doctrine of redemption.

Understood in this sense no objection can be taken to the statement that the logical

development of the monophysite faith even in its least extravagant form, was bound
to come into conflict with certain elements of the ecclesiastical tradition, or with

certain New Testament passages which could not be given up.
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now to pass for orthodox, " each nature in communion with the

other does what is proper to it," (agit utraque forma cum alte-

rius communione, quod proprium est) actually makes two sub-

jects out of one and betokens a lapse from the ancient faith.

That the view we have here expressed is correct is attested by

the previous history of the formula of the two natures and the

one person. Up to this time scarcely anything had been known

in the East of a " nature without hypostasis " {^-JTig Scrj-rroTrsirc;),

although the Antiochians had distinguished between ^vti: and

"TTpoTa-noy. It is attcstcd further by the melancholy proceedings

at the Council itself, and, as will be shewn, it is attested above

all by the history which follows. A formula was now introduced

which could ultimately be traced to a legal source and which

for that reason could be transformed into a philosophical-theo-

logical formula only by a scholastic.

At Chalcedon only a part of the deputation of monks who

had approached the Council with the prayer that the ancient

faith might not suffer harm, and also the majority of the Egyp-

tian monks, remained firm. ' We cannot say, however, whether

the action of the latter was an instance of the courage of faith.

Their request that the Council should not compel them to

accept the formula since in this case they would be killed after

their return to Egypt, their despairing cry, "We shall be killed,

if we subscribe Leo's epistle ; we would rather be put to death

here by you than there ; have pity on us : we would rather die

at the hands of the Emperor and at your hands than at home,"

proves that they were still more afraid of Coptic fanaticism

than of the Emperor's police. They were allowed to postpone

their subscription till a new bishop should be appointed to«

Alexandria, since they had explained that without a new bishop

they could do nothing. They were not, however, to stir from

Constantinople till then.

The Council was to be a Council of peace after the downfall

of Dioscurus. All were pardoned, even Ibas himself, and on

the other hand, the traitorous associates of Dioscurus at whose

head stood Juvenal of Jerusalem. All were restored to their

bishoprics so far as that was at all feasible. A series of Canons

' See the proceedings of the fourth sitting.
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was then issued dealing with the regulation of ecclesiastical

matters. The seventeenth Canon asserted in a blunt fashion

A hat was a fundamental Byzantine principle : "'let the arrange-

ment also of the ecclesiastical districts follow that of the civil

ajid state places." {toTc ttoKitizoI: y.x) 'B'/Ji^o^icn; roTroig xx) töjv

izy.Ä'/!7iX7Tizäy TTiZpoixiöoy '/] rx^ig dxoXovösircc). The twenty-eighth,

under cover of an appeal to the third Canon' of 381, struck a

blow at Rome by ordaining that the patriarch of Constantinople

was to enjoy similar privileges to those possessed by the bishop

of Rome, was to be second to him in rank, and was to get an

enormous extension of his diocese—namely, over Pontus, Asia,

and Thrace. The proceedings in connection with this matter

do not belong to the history of dogma, although Leo combat-

ed the resolution with dogmatic arguments drawn from tradition.

1 he Roman legates, we may note, entered their protest. The
Emperor once more created for himself a patriarch priiiii ordi-

uis, after that the patriarch of Alexandria had had to be over-

thrown, and it was the bishop of his own capital whom he put

alongside of the Roman bishop. The Council had to ask the

Pope to confirm the twenty-eighth Canon by way of return, as

it was openly put, for the acknowledgment of his dogmatic

letter in the East. - But the Pope remained firm ; his letters

104— 107 prove that he had no intention of surrendering the

grand success he had secured just in the East. A primacy of

the Jiast in Constantinople was the greatest possible danger,

and for this reason Leo at once again took up the cause of

the chairs of Alexandria and Antioch, In fact he now even

shewed some hei;itation in giving his approval of the resolutions of

the great Councils generally, so that the Monophysites came to be

' The Romans before this had no official knowledge whatever of this Cauon,

ciii'l in praxi it had not been entirely enforced, even in the East itself, as the

K' 'liber-Synod shews.

- Leo, ep. 98. The letter is full of flattery of the Pope: see c. I. It follows too from

•-lie formally very submissive epistle of Anatolius to Leo (ep. loi) that an attempt had

been made to induce Leo by flattery to acknowledge the 28th Canon. We gather

iV'jin Marcian's epistle to Leo (ep. 100) that the Emperor considered that Canon
- 'he most important ordinance of the Council together with the doctrinal decision.

details see Katlenbusch, op. cit. I., p. 87 ff., where the Canons 9 and 17 are

ussed.

15
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under the pleasing delusion that he was inclined to side with

them, (!) ' He soon entirely broke with Anatolius and entered

into negotiations with the new bishop of Alexandria (ep. 129)

and with the bishop of Antioch (ep. 1
1 9) whose position in

their patriarchates he sought to strengthen, and whom he begged

to send him more frequently information regarding their affairs

that he might be able to render them assistance. Soon, how-

ever, the Constantinopolitan bishop Anatolius found himself in

such a difficult position owing to the new dogmatic controver-

sies, that he preferred to shelve the Canon complained of and

once more to seek the friendship of Leo which he did indeed

secure.
;

§ 3. TJie Monophysite Controversies and the FiftJi Conncil.
"

I. The severest condemnation of the Chalcedonian Creed as

decree wrung from the Eastern Churches, is to be found in

the history of the next 68 years. These years are not only

marked by the most frightful revolts on the part of the populace

and the monks, particularly in Egypt, Palestine, and a part of

Syria, but also by the attempts of the Emperors to get rid of

the decree which had been issued with a definite end in view,

and which was a source of difficulty and threatened the security

1 See ep. no; the approval followed in ep. 114, with certain reservations be-

cause of Canon 28; see ep. 115— 117.

2 The enormous and varied documentary material is given only in part in

Mansi VII—IX. The Pope's letters are in Thiel, 1867. Much new in Mai's Script.

Vet. Nova Coll.; Joh. of Ephesus (Monophysite) hist, eccl., German translation by

Schönfelder, 1862, something different in Land, Anecd. Syr. Information regarding

further sources in Möller, Monopliysiten (R.-Encykl. X.) and Loofs, Leontius, 1887,

(Texte u. Unters. III. i, 2). Accounts by Tillemont, Gibbon, Walch, Schröckh,

Hefele, Dorner, Baur, cf. the articles on the subject by jMollei", Gass, and Hauck in

the R.-Encykl. : in the same place the special literature in connection with the Theo-

paschitian, Tritheistic, and Origenist controversies and that of the Three Chapters.

The special investigations, however, which had been carried on up till the beginning

of the 1 8th century have rarely been resumed \\\ recent times, but see Gieseler,

Comment., qua Monophys. opin. illustr., 2 parts, 1835, 1838; Krüger, Monophys.

Streitigkeiten, 1884 and Loofs, op. cit.; Kleyn, Bijdrage tot de Kerkgeschiedenis

van het Oosten gedurende de zesde Eeuw, 1891 (from the chronicle of Dionysius

of Tellmahre, who made extracts from the Church History of John of Ephesus.

Kleyn gives the portions' referring to the 6th century; they are identical with, the
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of the Empire. ' They were all the more under the necessity

of making these attempts, that in the East energetic theologians

who could defend the Chalcedonian Creed were entirely lacking.

At this period it maintained its position only by means of the

great importance given to it by the imposing Council, by the

majority of the clergy in the capital, and by the Roman bishop.

These were strong forces; but the strength of the opposition

to it, which was supported by the increasing aversion to the

Byzantine Emperor and his Patriarch, by national aspirations

and personal antipathies. " was also great. In addition to this

the pious-minded felt as much aggrieved by the fact that a new
formula had been introduced at all as by what was in the

formula itself.
'* The Encyclical letter {^yzvy.^joy) of the usurper

second axad third parts of John's Church History. Kleyn has published for the

first time the sections for the years 481—561 [in Dutch]; they are of great import-

ance for the history of Monophysitism, its spread, and the persecution it underwent)

1 Leo I., Marciaa's successor, had ah-eady made a beginning with thLs, though

he proceeded cautiously; see Leon. pap3e ep. 145— 158, 160— 165, 169— 173. One
can see here what trouble it cost the Pope to maintain the Chalcedonian Creed.

The opposition parties made the strongest efforts to prove that the Chalcedonian

Creed was Nestorian. Of the memorial of Timotheus Aelurus (Heruler? hardly)

the Monophysite Patriarch of Alexandria, Gennadius says (de vir. inl. 73): ''librum

valde suasorium, quern pravo seusu patrum testimoniis in tantum roborare conatus

est. ut ad decipiendum imperatorem et suam hreresim constituendam paene Leonem,
urbis Romae poutificem, et Chalcedonensem synodum ac totos occidentales episcopos

illorum adminiculo Nestorianos ostenderet." The fact that the Emperor Leo called

for an expression of opinion regarding the Chalcedonian Creed, was a step towards

getting rid of it.

- Monasticism which was hostile to the State, the aspirations after independ-

ence on the part of the Egyptians, and jealousy of the influence of the Byzantine

Patriarch, all played a part behind Monophysitism. This feeling of jealousy was
shared by the Roman bishop who, however, felt himself under the necessity

primarily of guarding the dogmatic formula.

•* See the opinion of a Pamphylian Council supplied to the Emperor, printed

in Mansi VII. p. 573—576. We can see from this that not only was the new
definition which went beyond the Nicene Creed felt to be objectionable by the

bishops, but that they disapprove too of the distinction of nature and person,

prefer to speak with Cyril of one nature and wish to make the Chalcedonian

Creed authoritative only in connection with controversies as being a formula whicla

originated in and was rendered necessary by controversy, but not for the instruc-

tion of ordinary Christians. The Armenian Church has kept to this position; it

is not Monophysite, but Cyrillian; see Arsak Ter Mikelian, Die Armenische Kirche

in ihren Beziehungen zur Byzantischen vom. 4— 13 Jahrb., Leipzig 1892, cf.

Karapet, Die Paulikianer, (Leipzig 1893) p. 54 ff.
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Basilikus (476) which abrogated the Chalcedonian Creed and

decided in favour of Monophysitism. had certainly only a passing

importance. ' But state-policy was successful in uniting a section

of the Chalcedonians and Monophysites by means of a Henoti-

con (482), which, when issued as an imperial edict by Zeno,.

virtually annulled the decree of 451." The result was that soon

instead of two parties there were three ; for not only did the

strict Monophysites renounce their allegiance to the Alexandrian

patriarch Peter Mongus who had concluded a union with his Con-

stantinopolitan colleague Acacius, but the Roman bishop too, Felix

II., (see the epp.) rejected the Henoticon and pronounced sen-

tence of excommunication on Acacius, Old and New Rome, which

were already separated by political circumstances, now came to

be divided ecclesiastically, and this schism lasted from 484 to-

519. Since the Henoticon soon shewed itself to be ineffective,

it would have been brought to an end sooner if Rome had not

insisted on the condemnation of Acacius by his successors.

The Monophysites soon came forward again openly rejecting

the Chalcedonian Creed, and those in the Eastern Empire who
adhered to it, and also the Henotics, had at first difficulty in

preventing the new Emperor Anastasius from formally doing

1 Basilikus had tlie ep. Leon, ad Flav. and the Chalcedonian Creed condemned.

About 500 bishops of the South and West actually subscribed it, but not Acacius;'

see Euagr. h. e. III. 4. The decree takes its stand upon the Nicene Creed and

the two following Councils, but orders the Chalcedonian canons to be burned.

Basilikus afterwards withdrew it (Euagr. III. 7), see also the epp. Simplicii papje.

2 The Henotikon (Euagr. III. 14) declares in the first part that the sole authori-

tative creed is the Nicene-Constantinopolitan, and excludes all the other ö-t//z/3oA«

or ixix5)^iJ,aiTX'j it then expressly condemns Nestorius and Eutyches while accepting'

the anathemas of Cyril. Then, however, there further follows a full Christologi-

cal Confession in which the following statements are specially worthy of note:

6izoKoyoviJ.iv Tov (iovoyevvi rov @eov vlov . . . evx rvyx'^^^''" ''*' "^ ^•'O' ^^°Q yx^
sivoei <pxi/,ev tx t£ Sxvfzxrx xxi tx ttx^vj XTrsp iaoiia-iooQ vxi{juive irxpKi . . . v!

a-xp-KUffiQ la riit; Ssotokov TTpooS^uyiv vlov oii ttetto/'jj«?. [/.eiJiivi^ne yxp rptxi; it rptx^

XXI a-xpHCiiSsvTPt^ TOV ivoQ TJj; rpixSo^ @eov Äoyov . . . ttxvtx §s tov srspöv ti (ppovii-

irxvTX >f <Ppovovvrx, jj vvv j) 5r«7roT£ >j hv KxÄ^ifSövi ij oVx övjTrors a-vvöSu xvxäs-

(/.XTp^ofiSv. An appeal on behalf of union is then made to the Egyptians to-

whom the epistle is addressed. Its dogmatic substance is not orthodox ; the in-

sincere way, however, in which the Council of Chalcedon is not condemned, but

ignored, shews that there was a desire to tolerate Monophysitism. The Emperor

indeed cannot be blamed for issuing the edict; in doing this he simply did his.

duty. But Petrus Mongus played a double game, and so too did Acacius.
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away with the unfortunate decree. • The confusion was now-

greater than it had ever been. People who used one and the

same Christological formula were often further apart and more

bitter against one another than were those who were separated by

the wording of the formula. If the Emperor had not been a cap-

able ruler, things in the Empire would have got out of joint. He
was meanwhile always approaching nearer to Monophysitism with

which he was personally in sympathy, and on the side of which

stood not only the more fanatical, but also the more capable

theologians, such as Philoxenus of Mabug, and Severus. In Syria

and Palestine the Monophysite cause already triumphed amid

terrors of all sorts ; but the capital, Constantinople, and Thrace,

with the true instinct of self-preservation held to the Chalce-

donian Creed against the Emperor, the patron of heretics, and

Vitalian, a fierce general, a semi-barbarian, and rebel who was

yet the forerunner of Justinian who taught him politics, made

common cause with the Chalcedonians against his monarch.

The Emperor had to submit to the powerful general ; but it

was not possible, even by making all sorts of concessions in

regard to the dogmatic question, to get Rome, which put for-

ward exorbitant claims, to agree to a policy of oblivion in

reference to Acacius. Anastasius did not come to any agree-

ment with the Pope Hormisdas. But what he did not succeed

in doing was successfully accomplished by his successor Justin,

or rather by the nephew and director of the new P>mperor

Justin, Justinian, in conjunction with Vitalian. They saw that

for the re-establishment of the authority of the Emperor and

the state in the P^mpire, the re-establishment of the Chalcedonian

Creed and of the league with Rome, was indispensable. After

that the authority of the four Councils had been once more

solemnly recognised in Constantinople, everywhere throughout

the Empire the orthodox raised their heads. Hormisdas did

not himself appear in the capital ; but his legates succeeded in

getting almost everything he had asked. Again did the Roman
bishop, like Leo before him, help the Byzantine State to gain

' See Rose, Kaiser Anastasius I., Halle, 1882.

- On the importance of the part played by Vitalian, see Loofs, p. 243 ff.,

and in addition Joh. Antioch. in Müller, Fragm. hist. gr. V., p. 32 sq.
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the victory over the ecclesiastical movements. Orthodoxy was

again restored and the names of the authors and defenders of

the Henotikon, from Acacius and Zeno downwards were erased

from the sacred books (519). The purification of Syria and its

chair from the monophysite heresy meanwhile created some

difficulty. The attempt to get the more determined Monophy-

sites out of the way was, it is true, successful, but as soon it

became a question as to who were to be their successors, it at

once became evident again that the Chalcedonian Creed was

understood in a different way in Rome and in the East respec-

tively, and that the East had not got rid of the suspicion of Nes-

torianism so far as Rome was concerned.

This difference emerged in a very characteristic form in the

so-called Theopaschitian controversy. ' The formulae, " God has

suffered", "God was crucified", were time-honoured forms" of

speech in the Church and had never been quite forgotten. But

after there had been so much speculation regarding the Trinity

and the Incarnation, these formulae came to be discussed too.

Still, even after the formation of the Chalcedonian Creed, it

seemed to be impossible to disapprove of them ; for if Mary

was to be called (^botozo: this meant that they were approved

of. Nevertheless opposition soon shewed itself when the Mono-

physite patriarch of Antioch, Petrus Fullo, with the approval of

his co-religionists, formulated the Trishagion as follows : Holy

God, Holy the mighty one. Holy the immortal one who was

crucified for us : otyioq @s6c, xyiz: /V;/y,5ö.r, otyio;: slöx^xros, o^

TT>z-jp:cÖ£)g li" ^y^ii?. The Emperor approved of this innovation

which, however, at once met with opposition in Antioch itself,

and which cost one of those who had to do with it his life.

In the capital a controversy broke out when some Scythian

monks, whose soundness in the faith was unimpeachable, defended

the orthodoxy of the formula, " one of the Trinity was crucified

—suffered in the flesh" (" unum de trinitate, esse crucifixum—

passum carne"), about the year 518. The legates of Pope

Hormisdas, bearing in mind Leo's doctrinal letter, opposed it

as being incompatible with the Catholic Faith ! The Pope him-

1 See Hauck in the Realencyklop. Vol. XV. p. 534 ff.

2 See Vol. I., p. 187.
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1

self was now concerned in the matter. A decision was neces-

sarily urgently desired—on the part of the Emperor too ; for the

relations had become so strained that any sudden movement

might throw the whole Church into confusion. Hormisdas

liesitated about giving an answer; he neither wished to disavow

his legates nor too openly to reject the formulae. The decision

which he finally gave in a letter to the Emperor Justin (521),

was to the effect that everything was already decided, without,

iKiwever, saying what was to be regarded as authoritative. This

declaration which shewed his perplexity roused just indignation

not only in Constantinople but also in North Africa. Justinian,

who at first did not approve of the formula,—so long, that is,

as he still followed in the wake of Vitalian,— afterwards held

to it all the more strongly, the more he urged the strictly

Cyrillian interpretation of the Chalcedonian Creed. When he

liad the power he got the Popes too to acknowledge it, had the

faithful but impolitic partisans of Rome, the Akoimetan monks

in Constantinople, excommunicated, and finally got the formula

sanctioned at the Fifth Ecumenical Council, that our Lord who
was crucified in the flesh, Jesus Christ, was one of the Trinity.

'

It is apparently necessary to make a sharp distinction be-

tween the attempt of the Monophysites to give an extension to

the Trishagion in a Theopaschitian sense, and the assertion of

the Scythian monks that the doctrinal formula: "One of the

Trinity suftered in the flesh ", was orthodox. That attempt was

rejected because it involved an innovation in worship and

because it could be interpreted in a Sabellian sense. Orthodoxy

putting this meaning on it, gave the name "Theopaschitian"

a permanent place in its collection as a heretical name. On
the other hand it was, to begin with, purely owing to Roman
obstinacy that the formula proposed by the Scythians, and

which, moreover, rather justifies than adopts the monophysite

formula, was objected to. But it has been recently very justly

remarked '^ that the cause of the offence which the formula gave,

' See on the controversy Marcellinus, Euagr. Theophanes, Victor Tun., The

Letters of Hormisdas, Mansi VIII. c. IX. >roris, Hist. Pelag. Disser. I. 1702.

t >n the Scythian Monks, see Loofs, pp. 229—261.

- See Loofs, op. cit., pp. 53, 231 f., 248 ff., whose splendid investigations have

been made use of in what follows.
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even to some of the Chalcedonians, is not to be looked for

within the Christological, but on the contrary within the Trini-

tarian, domain. This brings us to a complete change which

took place in the theology of that period and which claims the

most serious attention.

Attention has been already drawn to the fact, (Vol. III., p. 154

and above p. 126) that in the course of the transition from the fifth

to the sixth century Aristotelianism once more became the fashion

in science. This revolution helped to bring about the naturalisa-

tion of the Chalcedonian Creed in the Church, or what amounts

to the same thing, contributed towards reconciling Greek reli-

gious feeling to it. While up to the beginning of the sixth cen-

tury orthodoxy was without any theologians, we come across

a man in the first half of the century who both as theologian

and student of dogma was as able as he was prolific, and in

the case of whom one feels that while he believes and thinks

as Cyril believed and thought, his determined defence of the

Chalcedonian Creed was nevertheless not in any way forced

out of him—Leontius of Byzantium (c. 485— 543). ^ When, how-

ever, we try to find out by what means he, as a theologian of

the school of Cyril, succeeded in accommodating himself to the

Chalcedonian Creed, it becomes clear that he was helped to

this by the Aristotelian conceptual distinctions, and therefore

by scholasticism. Leontius was the first scholastic. ' While,

owing to his faith, he stood in an intimate relation to Greek

religious feeling, the Chalcedonian formula presented itself to

him as an inviolable doctrine promulgated by the Church. But

1 I^oofs was tlie first to throw light on his works, his personality, and his

history.

" This description is to be taken with the qualification that in his theological

thinking he still shewed a certain freedom. While the proofs alleged by Loofs

in favour of the view that the "Origenist" Leontius is identical with the Byzan-

tine (pp. 274—297) are indeed not absolutely decisive, though to my mind they are

convincing, one can see that Leontius held the great master in veneration without

following him in his doubtful statements. But nothing is more characteristic of

the period upon which the Church had now entered than the fact that even this

academic veneration for Origen was no longer tolerated. Leontius was described

as "Origenist" and Loofs' conjecture is quite correct (p. 296) that Joh. Damas-

cenus, that in a certain sense the Eastern Church itself, consigned this theologian

of theirs to oblivion because he was still too liberal.
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while he unweariedly defended it against Nestorians, Apollinari-

ans, and Severians, dogmatic and religious considerations were

put entirely into the background; their place was taken by

an exposition of doctrine based on philosophical conceptions. '

He treated of substance, genus, species, individual being, ot

the attributes w^hich constitute the substance, of inseparable

accidents and of separable accidents. It was on the result of

these discussions that the conceptions of the natures and the

hypostasis in Christ were based ; the AristoteHan ^svrspx ovrlx,

or second substance, was given a place of prominence, and

thus the Chalcedonian Creed was justified. All the Aristotehan

splitting of conceptions did not, it is true, cover the most cru-

cial point of all—namely, the exposition of the unity. Here,

however, Leontius had recourse to the idea of the Enhypos-

tasis of the human nature; thus proving in the clearest way
that he wished to keep the Chalcedonian definition on the lines

laid down by ApoUinaris and Cyril and not on those laid down
in Leo's doctrinal letter.^ In the whole way in which Leontius

' See Loofs, p. 60: "It is neither exegetical, nor religious arguments which are

given a foremost place, but philosophical, and the philosophical theory upon which

the arguments of our author rest, has a decidedly Aristotelian and not a Platonic

origiu. Our author is a forerunner of John of Damascus."

- See the explanations given by Loofs of the apparatus of conceptions used by

Leontius, p. 60—74. The entire distinction between the Western conception and

that which combines the views of Cyril and Leontius is to be found in scientific

f( irm in the statement of Leontius : oIk 'itrri (pva-a; xwrtoa-rxTO^ . . . avvTröa-rxrot;

;j.i-j oiiv <pv(Tii, rovria-Tiv ov<tix, oIik »v s't'yi ttots. The Westei-n legal fiction of a

distinction between person and nature is here pitched aside. I do not enter into

further detail regarding the theology of Leontius because in an outline of the

History of Dogma it must suffice to ascertain its tendency and methods. Anything

further belongs to the history of theology.

* The expedient of the enhypostasis was adopted in order to meet the objection

urged by the Monophysite Severus against the Chalcedonian Creed and Leo's

<l"ctrine, that two energies necessarily lead to two hypostases. Leontius, following

u]! a hint of Cyril herewith shews that if the relative standards of criticism are

'Dice abandoned, all Greeks who start from the doctrine of redemption, must be

A|iollinarians in disguise. Leontius was the first who definitely maintained that

tlie human nature of Christ is not avvTrda-rxTii; nor on the other hand an indepen-

<lent {jTÖ^rxa-it;, but that it has its vTroa-riivxi sv rii \6yiu. Leontius refers to the

mode of the existence of the vowrtiTSQ oua-id/Ssti; in the onsia. The comparison

is naturally defective since these voioTy^TSc, do not in themselves constitute a (pv/rt^.

Ill fact all comparisons are defective. Neither Plato nor Aristotle is responsible

fur this philosophy. A pious ApoUinarian monk would probably have been able
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transferred the Nestorian-Monophysite controversy into the region

of Philosophy, we may accordingly see a momentous revolution.

This much, however, is certain, that his violent y.srxßx^tc slg

xKKo yhoq was the condition of the gradual reconciliation of the

East with the Chalcedonian Creed ' and that in intrinsic im-

portance it may be classed along with the method of counting

up authorities. Only in this way was it possible for Leontius tO'

accept the formula as authoritative, and, spite of the dry form

in which it was put, to regard it with respect from the religious

point of view and at the same time to see in it an inexhaust-

ible subject for the display of dialectical skill. It is undeni-

able that Chalcedonian orthodoxy was first firmly established in

the East in the age of Justinian, that is to say, inner agree-

ment with the Chalcedonian Creed was then first secured to

any large extent, and this without abandoning Cyril's religious

theology, but on the contrary while emphasising it and giving

it the preference. "' If this is so then the only possible expla-

nation of these facts is that suppHed by the entrance of Aristo-

telian scholasticism into the Church. The Chalcedonian dogma
is lost in philosophical theology. The Faith and the Church

were to a certain extent relieved, feeling reassured by the

knowledge that the dogma was in safe keeping and in good

hands, as it were. One can forget the scruples to which it

gives rise, when one is confident that there are scholars who are

able by the aid of a definite set of technical terms to make every-

thing right. Here, too, for this reason, the work of the historian

of dogma ceases ; his place is taken by the historian of theology.

to say with regard to the inroa-Tvivcii ev tm f^oyoi: " Apollinaris says pretty much

the same thing only in somewhat more intelligible words."

' Loofs, p. 72 ff. shews that the Chalcedonian element is strongly represented

in the doctrine of Leontius and that in the efforts he made to do it justice we see the

presence of the modern element of personality as distinguished from/z^^wj-, though

indeed only as a kind of shadow of it.

2 The energetic opposition to the Antiochian theology is specially worthy of

note in this connection. Up to the beginning of the Sixth Century the Chalcedo-

nians were in such a state of alarm owing to the decree, that they could find no

fixed point from which to cany on the old and to them supremely important

struggle against the "dismemberment". Leontius was the first to resume Cyril's

attack on it and to carry on the interrupted work of repelling the most dangerous

of all enemies.
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Leontius was himself one of the Scythian monks. ' The fact

that this great opponent of the Monophysites championed the

Theopaschitian formula and his criticism of the Antiochian theo-

logy, prove how far removed he was from Nestorianism. But

the formula by its characteristic difference from the older con-

ception, that of Petrus Fullo, further proves that the introduc-

tion of the Aristotelian philosophy into theology called for a

restatement of the doctrine of the Trinity. The " unus ex trini-

tate" is opposed to the "thrice holy" who was crucified for

us. Tritheistic tendencies were not wanting at that period, and

this is true of both sides in so far as attention was given to

the Aristotelian philosophy. That Petrus Fullo, who as a Mono-

physite so energetically made the Trinity into a unity, was, it

is true, no Aristotelian, but neither is his formula in any way

typical of Monophysitism as a whole.

The latter on the contrary for the two or three generations

after the Chalcedonian Creed, shews that it had in it sufficient

life and vigour to be accessible to the influence of the most

ivaried movements and thoughts. It shews during this period

that it was the expression of spiritual and theological life in

the East generally. The state of petrifaction, barrenness, and

barbarism into which it afterwards got, did not yet actually

exist, although signs of its approach were evident amongst the

fanatical masses and the ignorant monks. It is significant, to

bei^in with, that Monophysitism did not allow itself to be carried

to extremes by the blow dealt it by the Chalcedonian Creed.

That is a proof of the goodness of its cause and of its power.

The Monophysites were strongly bent on keeping clear of

" l^utychianism ". Anything like mingling or transformation was

out of the question, in fact Eutyches himself was abandoned to

his fate." Then the readiness shewn by a large section of the

Monophysites to come to terms with orthodoxy if only the

Chalcedonian Creed and the objectionable dogmatic develop-

ment in Leo's doctrinal letter were got out of the way, is a

proof that they really strictly maintained the position of Cyril.

This is true very specially of the most important champion of

' See Loofs, p. 228 ff.

- See Martin, Pseudo-Synode, p. 53.
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Monophysitism—Severus. The attempt has indeed been to draw

a distinction, as regards doctrine, between Cyril and Severus,

but the attempt does not seem to me to have been successful

Cyril, equally with Severus, would have objected to Leo's

assertion that each nature in Christ effects what is peculiar tc

it, though in conjunction with the other. The emphasis laic

by Severus on the one energy is genuinely Cyrillian, and the

expression borrowed from the Areopagite, hipysix hxy'Bptx:^.

"theandric energy", by no means approaches so near the limits

ol the permissible as the expression Ösorczo:. But neither is there

any difference in the formulae, y.lx Cpixji: rev Koyov (jS7xp'/.x[ji,£vvi

*'one incarnate nature of the Logos" and [j.ioi Cpviic rov }.oyol

<jS(Txpzcc[jJvo-j, "one nature of the incarnate Logos"; for Cyril

too, logically attributed one nature not only to the God-Logos
but also to the Christ. The communication of properties

according to him, involves in every respect the natures. But

there is not even any trace of a theological difference between

Severus and Leontius." The difference consists purely in th

extent to which each was desirous of accommodating his views

to the Chalcedonian Creed and interpreting Leo's doctrinal letter

/// Iwnani partem, and also in the philosophico-theological termi

1 See Loofs, p. 53 ff. The sources of infoi-mation regarding the Christology Oi

Severus are given there, p. 54. I refrain from giving any account of it (see Gieseler

op. cit. I., Domer II., p. 166 ff.), since its identity with Cyril's doctrine seems tc

me to follow from the evidence brought forward by Loofs. It is interesting tc

note that Severus deduces from the Chalcedonian Creed the hypothesis of two

natural energies and two wills, and further employs this deduction against hii

opponents as an argiimentatio ad ahsurdiwi. No one in the East knew just at

that time what was still to come ill the succeeding century. The statement oi

Severus : oiix hvepye^ ttots (pva-ig olx v^ea-Täa-x, from which he concludes that m
Leo's view there are two hypostases, is highly noteworthy and is quite in accord

ance with Cyril's ideas. Gieseler, op. cit. I., p. 9.

" See the 30 y.Kpx^xix of Leontius xarx ^svvipov (Migne 86, 2, p. 1901 sq.).

See the notice in Loofs, p. 77 ff. It is highly amusing to notice how two authors

whose ideas are exactly the same appear to have absolutely distinct views owing

to the different terminology, "one nature", "two natures". In Thesis XI. where the

Trinity and Christology are treated together in a scientific way, Leontius says

"If, according to Gregory, we have in the case of the Holy Trinity the reverse

of what we have in the oiKovoi^ix xxtx rov a-uri^px, then in the case of the latter

we must have two natures and one hypostasis, just as in that of the former we

have three hypostases and one nature."
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nology employed. The statements of Severus regarding the one
composite nature, the y.srx7T:ix,£ix7ic ' or transformation etc., ex-

press absolutely nothing else than what is found in the formulae

of Leontius which are in part expressed in an entirely different

and in fact in an opposite way. Leontius accepts the enhypo-

stasis of the human nature in Christ, and Severus strictly defends

himself against the supposition that he teaches that the human
nature in any way loses its natural peculiarity in the union. It is

simply that unfortunate Chalcedonian Creed which stands between

the opponents, and what separates them therefore is the question

as to whether the Western terminology is to be followed or

not. That this is the case is proved by the attitude taken up

by Severus to the Extreme Right of his party. The Henoticon

had already split up the Egyptian Monophysites. One section

of them had renounced connection with Petrus Mongus {sixsCpxKoi).

But in Syria, too, at the beginning of the Fifth Century we find

several tendencies amongst them. The blow dealt thern after

the restoration of orthodoxy in 519 drove them to Egypt, and

there actual splits took place. Even the strictest party amongst

them did not put forth the catchword "transformation"; but

in seriously reflecting on the problem as to how a human nature

must be constituted after a God had made it His own, they

arrived at propositions which were perfectly logical and which

for this very reason referred back to Irenaeus, Clemens Alex.,

Origen, Gregory Nyss., Hilary, Apollinaris, and to some utter-

ances of Dioscurus and Eutyches. Their leader, Julian of Hali-

carnassus who was opposed by the Severians, developed the

doctrine of the one nature into the doctrine of the identity of

the substance and properties of the divinity and the humanity

in Christ. The hypothesis of the indestructibleness of the body

of Christ from the moment of the assumptio, became the shib-

loleth of the "Julianists" or Gaians, who, now nicknamed

Aphthartodoketae and Phantasiasts by the Severians, retorted

with the word " Phthartolatry ". The Julianists, whose point of

view was determined solely by the thought of redemption, did

not shrink from maintaining the perfect glorification of the body

of Christ from the very first, and in accordance with this saw

1 See (jieseler, op. cit. II. p. 3.
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ill the emotions and sufiterings of Clirist not the natural—-though

in reference to the Godhead the vohintary—states consequent

on the human nature, but the acceptance of states '^xrx z^P^^->

which were regarded as having no inner connection with the

nature of the Redeemer as that of the God-man. This nature

being entirely free from all sin was also supposed to have

nothing in common with suffering and death. ' In opposition

to this view the Severians laid so much stress on the relation

of the sufferings of Christ to the human side of Christ's nature

1 The extremely instructive second treatise of Gieseler supplies us with abun-

dant material. Gieseler has brought out two things at the same time (i) that these

Tulianists (see the sixth anathema of Julius, p. 6) started from the idea of redemp-

tion, according to which the Logos assumed our flesh {6(x.oova-ioi;), but that as it

(second Adam) was not subject to sin so neither was it subject to corruptio^ and

that in the moment of the assumptio He raised it to the state of the Divine. A
homousia of the body of Christ with our body after the Incarnation would do

away with all the comfort and the certainty of redemption. For the Logos assumed

our nature just in order that He might free it from !^^ofcc\ if therefore the human

nature of Christ had been still subject to (pSopx then redemption would be ren-

dered uncertain. Gieseler has shewn (2) that this idea is identical with the idea of

the classic fathers of the Church, that while they undoubtedly shewed some hesi-

tation as regards the conclusions to be drawn from it, still all the conclusions

drawn by the Julianists, or by Philoxenus, are represented in one or other of the

classical witnesses. Above all the Julianist and Philoxenian statement that in the

case of Christ all passiones were not assumed naturally, but in the strictest sense

voluntarily, xasr' oiKOvoiu.ttxv or kxtx xxpiv^ (Gieseler, p, 7) is merely the vigorous

echo of the oldest religious conviction. It was the sharper distinction between the

divinity and the humanity in the incarnate one, worked out in the Arian contro-

versy, that first endangered this conviction. ApoUinaris sought to give some help

here, but it was no longer of any avail. Gieseler very rightly calls attention to

the fact that in the ApoUiuarian school the dispute between the Polemians and

Valentinians corresponds exactly to the dispute between the Julianists and Severi-

ans, /.f., in the case of the former the same conclusions had been already drawn

and had in turn been denied, which the Monophysites afterwards drew. Of these

some went the length of assuming the divinity of Christ's blood and spittle (see

besides, Athanasiu.s, ad Serap. IV. 14; "Christ spat as a man, and His spittle was

filled with the Godhead "), and, strictly speaking, the Church itself never could

nor would dispense with this ancient idea spite of its doctrine of the two natures.

The very same people who got excited about Aphlhartodoketism had never any

scruples in speaking about the blood of God, and in thinking of that blood as

actually divine. We cannot therefore avoid seeing in Aphthartodoketism the logical

development of the Greek doctrine of salvation, and we are all the more forced

so to regard it that Julian expressly and ex necessitate fidei acknowledged the

homousia of the body of Christ with our body at the moment wdien the Logos

assumed it, and rejected everything of the nature of a heavenly body so far as

its origin was concerned.
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in order to rid them of anything doketic, that no Western could

have more effectively attacked doketism than they did. ' We
•find in general amongst the Severians such a determined rejec-

tion of all doctrinal extravagances—though these are not to be

regarded as absurdities, but as signs of the settled nature of

the belief in redemption— that we are glad to be able clearly

to see how unnecessary it was in the East to adopt the Chalce-

donian Creed, and to replace the fyJx CpvTig of Cyril by the

doubtful doctrine of the two natures. One section of the Mono-

physites nevertheless went the length of asserting that the

human soul of Christ was not omniscient (" Agnoetae"), so that

as regards the one energy of the God-Man, a distinction is to

be drawn even in the sphere of knowledge between what it

did as possessed of divine knowledge and what it did as

humanly ignorant. This idea yields to none of the Monophy-

site eccentricities in absurdity, " and indeed it differs from them

for the worse by the fact of its having no religious thought as

its basis. While one section of the Monophysites thus did the

work of criticising their own party better than any Chalcedonian

could have done without incurring the reproach of Nestorian-

ism, a philosophy of identity made its appearance amongst

certain individuals in the party itself, which might have raised

the fear that it would turn into Pantheism, if there had been

any danger of its doing this at the time. On the mystical side,

this had indeed been accomplished long ago, but this was very

far from involving an intellectual mode of conceiving of things.

Still it is of importance to note that an approach was made in

this direction iTom two sides. First there were Monophysites

who took up with the thought that the body of Christ from

1 The passages are in Gieseler I. p. 20. The distinctions which were made are highly

significant in view of the period of scholasticism which was approaching. There

are two sorts of <p5opx'^ Christ was subject to the natural ttixS-^ of the body, but not

to the (pSopx as ii sit; rx IS wv trvvsrsi*; to a-äiio. 5-to<%£7ä Six^virig. (Gieseler, p. 4).

- Thomasius indeed finds it "remarkable" (p. 375) that the majority of the

orthodox teachers of the Church, Jerome, Ambrose, the Patriarch Eulogius, the

Roman Gregory, rejected the doctrine of the Agnoetae and attributed to Christ an

absolute knowledge which he concealed temporarily only xxr' oixovoi-ifacv. These

Fathers had not yet succeeded in doing what the Agnoeta and the modern theologians

can manage and do—namely, to imagine a Christ who at the one and the same time

knew as God what he did not know as man and was yet all the while one person.
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the moment of the assiiiiiptio was to be considered as uncreated,

the view of the Aktistetae. If the Father can communicate to

the Son the attribute of unbegottenness, and at that time no

one any longer doubted that he could, why should the Logos,

not also be able to give His body the attributes of the un-

created ; and in fact if it is His body, could He help doing

this? Here already we meet with the thought that something

created can nevertheless be something eternal. We hear no

more of a flesh which was brought hither from heaven, but a

kindred idea takes the place of this heretical thought. In the

second place there were people, the Adiaphorites, ' who refused

to make any distinction between the divinity and the humanity

in Christ, and this denial of all distinction further led some Syriaa

and Egyptian monks to the speculative idea, or to put it other-

wise, gave increased strength to the speculative idea, that Nature

in general is of one substance with God (see Vol. III., p. 502),

a thought which had points of contact with mystical religious

practices. '' If all these movements illustrate the inner life of

Monophysitism which within itself once more passed through

old forms of development, the attention it gave to the Aristo-

telian philosophy and such excellent works as those published

by Joh. Philoponus, finally proves too that it did not in any

way shrink from contact with the great spiritual forces of the

time. The tritheistic controversy was in all essential respects

fought out on its own ground, and the boldness and freedom

shewn by the scholarly Monophysites, in the face too of tradition,
*

bears witness to the fact that in the Chalcedonian Creed a

foreign power had imposed itself on the Church of the East.
^

1 See Möller R.-Encykl. X., p. 248. Stephanus Niobes is mentioned as the

originator of this line of thought.

2 Frothingham in his Stephen bar Sudaili (1886) has now given us informatioa

regarding the Syrian Pantheistic thinkers amongst the Monophysites about the year

500 and further down. All Scotus Erigena is in Barsudaili. The Pantheistic

mysticism of this Syrian and his friends merits the serious attention not of the

historian of dogma, but of the historian of philosophy and culture. Scotus and the

Pantheistic Mystics of the Middle Ages stand in closer connection with these Syrians

than with the Areopagite. i Cor. XV. 28 supplies the central doctrine here.

3 See Stephanus Gobarus in Photius, Cod. 232. He is also Aristotelian and

Tritheist; noteworthy also for his bold criticism of tradition.

•• On the Tritheists, see' Schönfelder, Die Kirchengesch. des Johann v. Ephesus,
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1

2. The restitution of orthodoxy in the year 519 coincides

with the successful efforts of the theologians who were skilled

in the Aristotelian philosophy, to furnish the Church which clung

to the Chalcedonian Creed with a good conscience. It is possible

to accept the Chalcedonian Creed as authoritative and at the

same time to think exactly as Cyril thought: this was the result

arrived at by the "new Cappadocians ", the "new Conserva-

tives", as Leontius and his friends came to be called, who
made terms with the two natures in the same way as the

oriental scholars in the Fourth Century did with the öy.oouTto;
;

(Vid it is this conviction zvhich lies at the basis of Justinian s

policy in reference both to the Church and the State. If the

efforts of former emperors in so far as they favoured Mono-
physitism were directed towards getting rid of the Chalcedonian

Creed or consigning it to oblivion, the policy of the Emperor,
which had the support of the new conservative theology, was
to make use of the power which every fait accompli, and there-

fore too a Council, suppHes, and at the same time to do justice

to the old tendencies of Greek piety. It was the Roman bishop

who was hardest hit by such a policy. For the second time

he had contributed towards giving the Emperor of the East a

firmer position in the country, this time by doing away with

the schism. But the friend had not become any more harmless

than he was in the year 451. As at that time he was, after

having done what was required of him, quietly pushed back

within his own boundaries by the 28th Canon of the Council,

so on this occasion too he was to get a poor reward for his

services. It was not intended that Rome should triumph in the

East, but that the Emperor of the East should once more be-

come the Lord of Rome. The dogmatic union with the West
represented the terms on which it was to be made ecclesias-

tically and politically subject to the Emperor.

Justinian's policy has in it an element of greatness. He once

more set up the world-empire and pacified the Church, and yet

his civil and ecclesiastical policy of conquest was unsound and

p. 267 ff. The works of Philoxenus, Bishop of Hierapolis, who has lately been

termed the best Syrian stylist, have been hitherto wholly neglected and still await

an editor.

16
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its results lacked permanence. He did not know how to win

over the Monophysites, and by his Western policy he did harm

to the much more important Eastern policy. Some years after

his accession Justinian arranged a grand religious discussion in

Constantinople between the Severians and the Theopaschitian

Orthodox (531). It is of some importance because it shews the

extent of the advances made by the Orthodox towards the Mono-
physites under the guidance of Hypatius of Ephesus in conformity

with the wish of the Emperor. ^ The orthodox held firmly to

the Chalcedonian Creed, but allowed that the Council had also

approved of the phrase, one incarnate nature (!)

;

'" on the other

hand they rejected as Apollinarian forgeries the testimonies of

their opponents in reference to the condemnation of the words

"in duabis naturis" on the part of the ancient fathers.^ About

the same time the Emperor issued several edicts regarding the

true Faith (533), which in /'//<"j'/ were based on the Chalcedonian

Creed, but did not reproduce its formulae ; on the contrary they

evaded the use of them and contained besides, the addition

that it is necessary to believe that the Lord vvho suffered was

one of the Holy Trinity. ^ The Emperor, who had himself an

interest in dogma, already here shewed what his policy was,

namely, to take back the Church in all that was essential

entirely to Cyril, but to allow the Chalcedonian Creed to remain

authoritative. Thus as matters stood, the formula : iW rvic ay'iciq

rpioChoq TTSTTovösvxi (TxpKi, " oue of the Holy Trinity suffered in

the flesh", was a henotikon. But the Empress went still-

further. She had always favoured the Monophysites, one cannot

even say secretly; the various threads of the undertaking the

object of which was to assist "the pious doctrine" to triumph,

1 See the Acts ia Mansi VIII.
,

p. 817 sq., Loofs, p. 263 f. Leontius took

part in the discussion and it was dominated by his theology.

" See 823: "Sancta synodus utrosque sermones (two and one natures) f>ari

honore suscepit et pertractat."

3 It was here that the Areopagite was first cited as an authority—by the Seve-

rians, p. 820; liis writings were, however, described by the orthodox as doubtful.

^ Cod. Justinian (ed. Krüger), de summa trinit. 6—8. The words: evoQ xoei rou

ccuTou Tx T£ Sxvfzxrx xxt Tx TTxiif, xvBp sKOvo-toiQ vxifMeivev (Txpni . . . ovTS Tsrxprou

frpoiTCii'Trov TTpoa-dt^Kiiv sTTihsx^Txt y xylx rpixt;, are worthy of note. Pope John II.,

534, had to approve of the Theopaschitian addition.
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all met in her cabinet, and it appeared not impossible that the

Emperor might in the end be got also to agree to the formal

abandonment of the Chalcedonian Creed and consequently to a

new actual henotikon. ' The appointment of Anthimus, a Mono-
physite in disguise, as patriarch of the Capital, and the admis-

sion of Severus to the Court, prepared the way for the final

blow which was to be struck at the Chalcedonian Creed. But

once more did the Roman bishop, who was informed of what

was going on by Ephraem of Antioch, save orthodoxy. In the

year 536 Agapetus appeared at the Court of the Emperor and

succeeded in getting Anthimus removed from his post and ex-

communicated. A Council which was held under the presidency

of the new patriarch Mennas at Constantinople in the year 536,

after the death of Agapetus who died in the capital, and which

has left behind an extensive collection of Acts, put an end

to the Monophysitism which was making overtures in an under-

hand way, acknowledged anew the expression: " i;/ '^•Jo CpvT£7i",

''in two natures", and deposed and anathematised Anthimus.

It is important that the Council which followed in the track of

the theology of Leontius and upon which I.eontius himself had

some influence, roundly declared through its leader that nothing

whatever ought to be done in the Church contrary to the will

and command of the Emperor, but at the same time also added

the following :
" We both follow and obey the apostolic throne

.(Rome) and we regard those in communion with it as in commu-
«ion, and those condemned by it we also condemn": yiy^sTg rä

a,7ro7TO?.i'/.x (ipo-Jifi it;xy.o?.o-jösvfyJv ts y.x) Trsioofy^soiz zoi) rove zoivcc-

yi'/.cbs xvTiv •/.oiv:c-Jizovc f'%c/>ifv, zix,) touc utt' x-jtcv zxTXxpiUvTdg

.XXI -/ly^sTc y.xrxzpbofy.£y.^ The days when the names of Marcian

and Leo were mentioned together, seemed to have returned.

But the Pope at this time was no Leo, and Justinian was more

than Marcian. Besides Anthimus, Severus, about whom the

very worst calumnies were spread—that he was a heathen in

•disguise—and the heads of the Monophysite party of conciliation,

1 Loofs, p. 304 f., has shewn, however, that at this time Justinian was following

-the lead of Leontius.

" Mansi VIII., pp. 877— 1162.

3 P. 970.
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were condemned. Justinian confirmed this sentence ' by a decree

(Aug. 536), while he threatened all adherents of the accused

with exile and ordered the books of Severus as also those of

Porphyry, ' to be burned. At the first glance it seems paradox-

ical that the Emperor, who was himself not without Monophysite

leanings, was now so genuinely furious at Severus and accused

him at once of Nestorianism '* and Eutychianism. But after

what has been remarked above, (p. 241) the charge of Nestori-

anism is quite intelligible, and we can understand too the aver-

sion felt by the Emperor who had himself an interest in dogma.

A. Monophysitism, such as that of Severus, which merely rejected

the Chalcedonian Creed, but which, moreover, in combating-

Aphthartodoketism got the length of teaching in the most definite

way the " division " of Christ, when once it was thoroughly

understood, could be regarded only with antipathy by the

Imperial theologian who had on the contrary always wished to

have the Chalcedonian Creed a7id Aphthartodoketism. A Jerusa-

lem Council repeated the decrees of the Council of Constanti-

nople ;
* but it was impossible to restore tranquillity in Egypt,

The Severian Theodosius had to make way for the Julianist

Gajanus as Patriarch, and the Patriarch sent by the Emperor

so seriously compromised his patron that he had to be ex-

communicated. *

In the measures he took the Emperor, however, never lost

sight of his design which was to win over the Monophysites,

and it is at this point that the humiliation of the Roman bishop

begins, though he was himself undoubtedly mainly to blame..

The theology of Antioch was still something highly objection-

able in the eyes of all pious-minded persons. It seemed to be

favoured by Leo's doctrinal letter and in fact to be put ia

a place of honour, and yet a large section of the Eastera

Orthodox were at one with all Monophysites in holding

that the great Antiochians "would have betrayed the secret".

People hated it for the same reason that they hate the Li-

' P. 1 150 sq.

2 P. II54.

3 P. II5I.

» Mansi VIII., p. 1 164 sq.

* Liberal. Brev. 2\.
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berals in the Church at the present day, and the Emperor

certainly did not hate it least, not to speak of the Empress, the

patroness of all pious monks. The Antiochians got the blame

of "denying the divinity of Christ" and of dividing the one

Christ into two. The influential bishop, Theodoras Askidas of

Czesarea in Cappadocia, is said to have advised the Emperor

to make use of this widespread hatred in the interest of his

ecclesiastical policy. This man, an enthusiastic pupil of Origen,

had suffered seriously from the condemnation of the latter ' to

which he had assented against his will, and in order to divert

attention from Origen (Euagr. E. H. IV. 38) he got the Em-
peror persuaded to believe that a great many Monophysites

could be won over if a blow was struck at the Antiochians.

'

As a matter of fact what had given most serious offence to the

Monophysites in connection with the Council of Chalcedon, was

that it pronounced Ibas and Theodoret orthodox and was silent

about Theodore. ^ The Emperor, supported by Theodora, who

1 On this (ia the year 544) see the concluding chapter. Since in the conflict

with Origenism Christology did not constitute the main cause of offence, we can

leave it out of account here. Still it must be admitted that certain features of the

Christology of Origen were acceptable to the Monophysites and to the monks with

Monophysite tendencies, and the discussions about Origen in the sixth century

took their start from here.

- Regarding the Three Chapters' dispute and the Fifth Council, there has been

a gi-eat controversy in the Catholic Church, which dates very far back and which

is still continued. We owe this controversy to the writings of the Jesuit Halloix

(for Origen; and unfavourable to the Fifth Council); the Augustinian Noris (Diss,

historica de synodo V., in favour of the Council) the Jesuit Gamier, in the 17th

century, and later, to those of the Ballerini. In more recent times Vincenzi has

sought in a big work which falsifies history (In S. Gregorii Nyss. et Origenis

scripta et doctrinam nova defensio, 5 Vols. 1864 sq.) to justify the theses of

Halloi.x, to rehabilitate Origen and Vigilius, and on the other hand partly to "re-

model" the Council and partly to bring it into contempt. The Romish Church

is not yet quite clear as to the position it should take up in reference to the older

Antiochians and Theodoret, and further, to Origen and Vigilius. I am not

acquainted with the work of Punkes, P. Vigilius und der Dreicapitelstreit, München

1865. The fullest Protestant account is still that of Walch, Vol. VIII. The most

thorough study of the chief opponent of the imperial policy, Facundus of Hermi-

ane in North Africa, has been published by a Russian, Dobroklonskij (1880); see

on his work Theol. Lit. Ztg. 1880, n. 26.

3 Theodore had still in the East and even in the monasteries some secret ad-

herents, apart from the Nestorians; see Loofs, pp. 274—297, 304.
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had long ago established a Monophysite branch-regime which

made its influence felt as far as Rome, issued, apparently in S43r

an edict, ' in which the person and writings of Theodore, the

Anti-Cyrillian writings of Theodoret, and the letter of Ibas tO'

the Persian Maris, " were condemned. This was the edict of the

rpU y.£CpJi?\Piix, the three points or chapters. The orthodox

found themselves placed by it in a most painful position. It

was a political move on the part of the Emperor forced on

him by the circumstances in which he was placed, and a better

one could not have been contrived. ^ The faithful adherents

of the Fourth Council had to face the alternative either of

actually departing from orthodoxy by the rejection of heterodox

doctrines—for it was evident that a revision of the Chalcedonian

Creed was intended, which limited freedom in the interpretation

of it—or of having to defend what was questionable by way
of protecting doctrinal unity ; for nobody could deny but that

Theodore in particular had actually taught heterodox doctrine.

At the same time a sort of question du fait was to be decided

in addition. The question as to the views held by the Council

regarding things which it had not discussed, was to be settled.

The Emperor dictated what these views were. Distinctions were

to be made between what the whole Council had approved of

and what had been approved of merely by individual members

;

for example, in reference to the letter of Ibas. It was plaia

that all this was bound only to be to the advantage of the Mono-

physites. It might be easy to point out to the Western oppo-

1 No longer preserved.

- Mansi VIII., p. 242 sq.

3 Loofs, op. cit. has shewn that Justinian's policy, which struck at once at

Origen and at Theodore, was occasioned by the disturbances in the monasteries

of Palestine where both had their sympathisers who had already come into sharp

conflict with each other. "The explanation of the fact that Justinian pretty much

about the same time struck at Origen with the one hand and at the Three Chap-

ters with the other, is to be found not in the ill-humour of Theodorus Askidas,

but in the state of things in Palestine." The energetic attack already made by

Leontius on Theodore in the years 531—538 had prepared the way for a decree

which enioined that the Chalcedonian Creed must positively not be interpreted in

the sense in which it was understood by Theodore; see Loofs, p. 307. The resolu-

tion to add the writings of Ibas and Theodoret, seems only to have been come

to at the last moment.
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nents of the imperial decree that they had been too sharp-

sighted in hunting for traces of Monophysite leaven, but as

regards the main point they were entirely in the right. The
condemnation of the three chapters, so far as its tendency was

concerned, involved a revision of the Chalcedonian Creed. But

the Emperor was in the right too; for he corrected the conciliar-

decree in accordance with the spirit of the Eastern Church,

which had been repressed at Chalcedon itself. He destroyed

the Western influence ; he carried the Chalcedonian Creed back

to Cyril; lie restored the dogmatic thought of the two Councils

of Ephcsus, without meddling zuith the Creed of Chalcedon.

All four patriarchs of the East took offence at the condemna-

tion of the Three Chapters and all four signed it after a brief

hesitation. Thus powerfully did the Emperor make his rule

felt in the Church; there had been no such monarch since

Constantius and Theodosius I. The patriarchs worked their

bishops and they too all submitted, although they felt it difficult

to consent to the condemnation of a bishop who a hundred

years before this had died at peace with the Church. What,

however, they did not feel, was the desolation created by this

imperial measure. Origen was already condemned ; the condemna-

tion of the Antiochene theology now followed on his. It was

now that the Church first fully provided itself with a falsified

tradition, by shutting out its true Fathers as heretics under the

patronage of Justinian. It is pretended that its theology had

always been the same, and any one who at an earlier period

had taught otherwise, was no Father and Shepherd, but an

innovator, a robber and murderer. This Church tolerated no

recollection of the fact that it had once allowed room within it

for a greater variety of opinion. Justinian who closed the School

of Athens, also closed the schools of Alexandria and Antioch 1

He is the Diocletian of theological science and the Constantine

of scholasticism ! In doing this he did not, however, impose

anything on the Church ; on the contrary he ascertained what were

the true feelings of the majority, probably realised them him-

self, and by satisfying them made the Church obedient to the

State; for the World-Church is to be feared only when provoked;

when satisfied it will allow any kind of yoke to be imposed upon it.
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The outbreak of the controversy of the Three Chapters which

followed on this and its history, have an interest for the history

of dogma merely owing to the fact that the North African

bishops and, speaking generally, most of the Western bishops

made such an energetic resistance to the condemnation of the

Three Chapters. The conduct of the Africans and especially

the work of Facundus •* pro tribus capitulis ", are honourable

pages in the history of the Punic Churches. On the other hand

in the conduct of the Roman Bishop we have a tragedy, the

hero of which was no hero, but on the contrary a rogue. Vigi-

lius, the creature of Theodora, the intellectual murderer of his

predecessor, the man who was Monophysite or Chalcedonian

in accordance with orders, constantly changed his opinion in

the course of the controversy, according as he considered compli-

ance with feeling in the West or compliance with the commands

of the Emperor, the more necessary. Twice over he was forced

by the Emperor to appear before the tribunal of the Church

as a liar when Justinian produced secret explanations of his

which contradicted his public utterances. His conduct both

before the great Council and after it was equally lamentable.

The poorest of all the Popes was confronted with the most

powerful of the Byzantine Emperors.

'

Justinian considered a great Council to be necessary although

he himself, about the year 551, issued a second edict dealing with

the affair of the Three Chapters. This edict - which was framed

by the Emperor himself who was always theologically inclined,

contains in the most verbose form the strictly Cyrillian inter-

pretation of the Chalcedonian decree. The Cyrillian formula of

the "one nature" is approved of, attention being, however,

directed to the fact that Cyril made no distinction between

nature and hypostasis. Christ is one " composite hypostasis "—
vTroa-TXTic crvyösTOc. The Antiochian theology is rejected in

strong term.s, the three chapters are condemned in this con-

nection ; but it is asserted that we must abide by the Chalce-

1 Duchesne, Vigile et Pelage, 1884.

- Mansi IX., p. 537 sq. Loofs has briefly indicated the nature of the Emperor's

theological writing (p. 310 f.) and has shewn how closely it is related to that of

Leoutius.
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-donian Creed. In order to sanction this edict, the Fifth Ecu-

menical Council was opened at Constantinople in May 553,

Vigilius protesting. The patriarch of the capital presided. The

Acts have not come down to us in their original form; we

have only part of them in a Latin translation. But we know

from the proceedings of the Sixth Council that interpolations

were put into the Acts in the 7th century (on the part of the

Monothelites ?) and that these interpolations were traced at the

time by means of palaeographic investigations, though the docu-

ments which had been foisted in were in no sense forgeries.

The proceedings of the Council which consisted of about 1 50

members amongst whom there were very few Westerns, were

unimportant ; all it had to do was to throw the halo of the

Church round the imperial edicts. It condemned Origen, as

Justinian desired ;
^ it condemned the Three Chapters and con-

sequently the Antiochian theology as Justinian desired ; it

sanctioned the theopaschitian formula as Justinian desired, and

in its 14 long-winded anathemas it adopted the imperial edict

•of 5 5 1 as its own. But amongst those who thus said yes to

everything, there were few who spoke contrary to their convic-

tions. The Emperor was really the best dogmatist of his time

and of his country— if it is the duty of the dogmatist to ascer-

tain the opinions of the majority. While giving a position of

exclusive authority to the interpretation of the Chalcedonian

Creed on the lines of the theology of Cyril, he hit upon the

sense in which it was understood by the Church of the East,

i.e., by the majority in it. ' The importance of the dogmatic

' So with reason Noiis, the Ballerini, Möller (R. Encykl. XL, p. 113) and

Loofs (pp. 287, 291) as against Hefele and Vincenzi.

- The anathemas so far as their positive forna is concerned come very near

Monophysitism without actually falling into it—the most distinct divergence is in

No. 8. No. 7 goes furthest in the direction of meeting Monophysitism : si rig sv

$vo (pva-ea-t Äsyuv, /^i^ «5 hv deÖTviTt x«i xv^pwTrÖT^ri rov evx y.vpwv vifj-üv 'l\^<ToiJv

Xfia-Tov yvMpi^ea-dxi 6i^oÄO'ye7, 'I'vx htx tovtov o'ifi/.xvifl TifV Stxipopxv tüv (pvtreuv, e%

ÜV xtTvyxvTOü^ if x^pxirTo; evuiriQ yiyovsv, ovre rov /idyov st^ rtiv tjjs trxpKO^ (jlitx-

"Teoivj^ivrot; (pinrtv, ovre ri?? a-xpxbi; Tpo? rov Koyoxj (pva-iv ^zfTÄ^wps^a'Äa'tj?—i^evei yxp

SKXTSpov oTTsp so-Ti T^ (pviTSt, xxt ysvofJ-svi^i; TJ^t; iviia-suQ xxS^ iix6(TTXTiv—;, äAA' It; Sixip-

4<7Bl TV) XVX (iSpOq rifV TOIXVTifV f^XfJLßxVBt (pUvijV ST?) TOV KXTX XptfTTOV (J.V(7T^ploV,

jj TOV xpiofjcbv TÜV (^vs'suv 6[^oÄoyäv evt rov xutov svo^ xvpiov yiiicSv ^Ivjirov rov

&eov Äöyov a-xpy.ai^ivro^, (/.if r^, Seupix (jlovvi rijv Sixipopxv rovraiv Äx/Jißxvei, g? wv
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finding of 553 ought not to be underrated. In a certain sense

the blow which the West gave to the East at the Fourth Coun-

cil was parried by the Fifth Council—in the fashion in which

this is done in general in matters of dogma. Rome had given

the formula of the two natures to the East, but a hundred

years later the East dictated to the West how this formula was

to be understood, an interpretation of it which in no way
corresponded to the actual wording of the formula. At first

undoubtedly the decree of the Fifth Council called forth serious

opposition in the West. ' But first Vigilius submitted, " then

five years later the African Church followed his example. '

Still the position of the successor of Vigilius, Pelagius I., was

very seriously endangered in the West. The Churches of

Upper Italy under the guidance of Milan and Aquileia renounc-

ed their allegiance to Rome. Never in antiquity was the

apostolic chair in such a critical condition as at that time. Its.

occupant appeared to many in the West in the light of a State

bishop at the beck of Constantinople and deprived of ecclesi-

astical freedom. The Lombard conquests set him free and res-

cued him from his position of dependence on Byzantium. Gre-

gory I. having once more regained strength politically and his

help being regarded as indispensable by those in Upper Italy

who were threatened by the Arians and the pagans, again gained

over the larger part of Upper Italy together with the Arch-

bishop of Milan, though indeed it was at the price of a tem-

porary disavowal of the Fifth Council. ^ Another part stood

Kxi a-vvirs$ii, ovx xvxipovi^sv^v Six rifv 'ivctiinv— eii; yxp l§ x(j.<poiv, axt St evoQ x(M(p6~

TSpx—äAA' sttI toÖtoi xsxP^TXi Tco xpi3ix.S!, UQ xe%wp;(7//evÄi; kxi iSiovrroa-TXTOV?

£X^' '"^^ 4><J0-i'i' TOiovTog XVXÖS1/.X s(TTw. Observe how the conception of number

too gets a new meaning in Dogmatics and how in the dogmatic sense the con-

ception of number is to be taken in one way in connection with the dogma of

the Trinity and again in a different way in connection with the Christological

dogma. There we have already the whole of scholasticism ! In the same way

"OEWf)/«" is now a conception which has first to get a new form for Dogmatics.

All throughout in these conceptions things which are irreconcileable must be shewn

to be reconciled.

• The opposition in the East was wholly unimportant; see Hefele, p. 903 f.

- Two statements of Dec. 553 and Feb. 554. Hefele, 905 ff.

3 Hefele, p. 913 f.

'* Gregor I., epp. 1. IV., 2—4, 38, 39. Gregory had to make his orthodo.xy

certain by acknowledging the four Councils. He was silent about the Fifth.
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1

aloof from Rome for a whole century. But in the West too

at the same period there was a decay of all independent interest

in theological questions ; when it once more revived, the Church

had the Fifth Council and the Cyrillian Dogmatics. The East

had revenged itself.

And yet one may doubt if Justinian's poHcy was the right

one which hi doguiaticis aimed at a mean between the Western

and the Egypto-Syrian dogmatic. It stopped half-way. For

the sake of the West and of the basis supplied by the Council

of 451, the Emperor had adhered to the Chalcedonian Creed;

for the sake of the Monophysites and of his own inclinations

he decreed the Theopaschitian formula and the rejection of

the Three Chapters. But in doing this he roused the West

against the spirit of Constantinople and against the Byzantine

State, at the very moment when he was making friendly over-

tures to it, and yet he did not gain over the Monophysites. *

He could not find the right dogmatic formula for the World-

Empire which he created ; what he did settle was the specific

formula for the patriarchate of Constantinople and its immediate

belongings. He, however, saw that himself; he wished to

sanction Aphthartodoketism (564)" which was in harmony with

his own dogmatic views and which might perhaps win over

the Monophysites. His policy was a logical one, and the

Emperor set about carrying it out with his wonted energy,

beginning as usual by deposing the patriarch of the capital.

We cannot now say what would have happened ; the opposi-

tion of the Bishops, led this time by the Patriarch of Antioch,

Anastasius Sinaita, would perhaps have been overcome;

but the Emperor died in November, 565, and his successor

Justin II. did not continue this pohcy. Still, under Justin IL

the attempts to gain over the Monophysites, by dragonnades

and by friendly methods, did not cease. ^ Even at that time

the Imperial bishops were throughout kept from acceding to the

1 It was only temporally that the Melchites, led by some distinguished patri-

archs, once more got the mastery in Egypt ; see Gelzer, Leuntios von Neapolis,

Leben des h. Johannes des Barmherzigen, Erzbischofs v. Alexandrien 1893.

- Euagr. H. E. IV. 39, 40.

' A sort of henoticon of Justins in Euagr. V. 4; cf. the Church History of

John of Ephesus.
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extreme demands of the Monophysites by their desire to preserve

communion with the West. The vacillation in the imperial

policy, its partial success and partial failure, and the divisions

among the Monophysites themselves, etc., belong to Church
History. The way was being prepared for renouncing entirely

the authority of Byzantium—and here the political-nationa

movement everywhere preceded the other,—and for the organis

ation in each case of a separate ecclesiastical constitution.

These aims were not definitely accomplished till the seventh

century, under entirely altered political conditions. '

4. TJie Monergist and Monothclite Controversies. The
Sixth Council and Johannes Daniascenns.

'

Paul of Samosata equally ^ with the old Antiochians ^ had
affirmed the doctrine of the one will {fyJx ()sXy,>Tic) in reference

to Jesus Christ. The statement of the former, ''the different

natures and the different persons have one single mode of

union,—agreement in will, from which it plainly appears that

there is a unity as to energy in the things thus joined together,"

{ocl 'hixCpopoi (pviTsic XiX; rx '^ixCpopx TrpoTooTra, sva, za,) f/,dvoi/ hdofreccq

eXi^vTi rpoTTO'j rvjv zxrx ÖsXt^ti'^ 7V[/,ßx7iv, s^ vjc vi zxrx svepysixv

£x) tSjv ovtccc (TVf/.ßißxTÖsvrcoy xKkvjXoic xvx(pxlv£TX,i [j.oyxc), lies at the

basis of the Antiochene Dogmatic even after it had taken definite

shape as a doctrine of two natures. They were thus Monothe
lites. On the other hand, Gregory of Nyssa, Cyril, and the

Areopagite had taught the doctrine of one energy in Christ,

1 On the Syro-Jacobite-Monophysite, the Coptic-Monophysite, the Abyssinian

Church, as well as on the Armenian Church which continued to be Cyrillian, not

Monophysite in the strict sense of word—see the article in Herzog's R. Encykl.,

and better in the Diet, of Christ. Biog. and in Kattenbusch, op. cit. I., p. 205 ff.;

of. also Sibernagl op. cit.

2 See the material in Mansi X., XI. ; in addition the works of Maximus Con-

fessor, of Anastasius Biblioth., of Anastasius Abbas, and the Chronographs; see also

the Lib. pontif. and the works of Joh. Damascenus. Accounts by Combefis (1648),

Tamagnini (1678), Assemani (1764), Gibbon, Walch (Vol. 9), Schröckh, Hefele,

Baur, and Dorner. Further, Möller in Herzog's R. Encykl. (Art. " Monothel. "),

Wagenmann, there also, Art. "Maximus Confessor".

3 See Vol. III., p. 41.

"* In the "Ekthesis" it is expressly admitted that Nestorius did not teach the

doctrine of two wills.

«{

1)11

i
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;he latter with the definite addition " ösxy'^prx.-y.^ The Antio-

:hians and those last mentioned meant, however, something

difterent by their respective statements. The view of the Antio-

rhians was that the human nature by placing itself at the service

jf the divine was wholly filled with the divine will—their [/,u

^jc/.yj7ic was not the product of a physico-psychological, but of

an ethical, mode of regarding Christ. The Alexandrians regarded

the God-Logos as the subject of the God-Man who had made
the human nature His own and used it as his organ ; they

thus thought of a unity of energy having its roots in the unity

of the mysterious constitution of the God-Man. In Leo's doc-

trinal letter there was what was for the East a new conception

of it

—

''Agit utraque forma quod proprium est", "each nature

does what is pecuHar to it", though undoubtedly "cum alterius

communione"—"in union with the other". This way of con-

ceiving of it was indirectly sanctioned by the Chalcedonian decree.

In the century following it gave great ofience ; it besides render-

ed it necessary to consider the nature of the energy, the wilHng

and the acting of Christ, and as a matter of fact it was the

most serious stumbling-block for the Severians whose thesis

"one composite nature" {f/Jx cj)y!7/c (ruv^frcc) naturally demanded

the "one energy" {[^ix hspysix). But still owing to the Chalce-

donian Creed a theory gradually got a footing in the Church

according to which each nature was considered by itself while

the unity was consequently conceived of as a product, and the

doctrine of the Agnoetae (see p. 239) which made its appearance

amongst the Severians proves that even this party could not

avoid what was a sort of splitting up of the one Christ. The

neo-orthodox theology of a Leontius and Justinian spite of its

Cyrillian character required that Christ should be conceived of

as having two energies, although it is going too far to maintain

^ Dionys. Areop. (Opp. ed. Corderius, edit. Veneta 1755, T. I., p. 593), ep. 4,

I'ail Caium) : •^(tstc; |g rov ^lifo-ovv oux xvdpuTnxÜQ x(pofit^oi^£v oi/oe yscf ixväpwxo^

\ii-JOM (pxi^s. i)TTepo6<rioi ij xvipcDTroi; (movov) äAA' xvipaiTroi; äAi^flwi;, SixipspovrctiQ (piXxv-

'jfojTOQ in?lp xvipuTTOvt^ y.xi kxtx xvSpccTrovi; hx rij? tcSv xvSpcoTCüv oua-ixi; 6 vTrspovtrioQ

G-j7iü](iivo(; . . . XXI yxp 'I'vx o-vvsäövtsi; eVtw^/ev ovSe xvipaiTrot; ^v, ot/x mi; (/.if xvSpanroq,

iAA' w; ki xvSpuTuv, xvipd)7rwv k'Tsxeivx, Kxi vTrep xvipuTrov x?^yi5cui; xv^puTroi; ysyoviiiQ.

Ksci ro ÄoiTTov oil xxrx ®bov tx 6e7x Spxa-x^. oh rx xv^panreix xxtx xv&pwTrov^ «AA'

x-Jop(a^ivToi; @tov xxiv^v tivx riiv SexvSpixijv svepytixv i^iüv TfxoA/Tji/^/evo;.
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that already in the time of Justinian the question had been

decided ' in accordance with the later orthodox view.

"

One might try to explain the fact that the question was

raised in the seventh century at all, from the "inner logic'

of the matter; but the dogma in the form in which it was

settled under Justinian, still left room for the raising of count-

less other questions which were not less important. As a matter

of fact it was a purely political consideration, the desire, namely,

to win back the Monophysite provinces, which conjured up

the controversy. The latter accordingly essentially belongs to

political history and it will be sufficient here to fix the most

important points, since the doctrine of one will equally with

that of two wills would have been in harmony with the deci-

sions of the Fourth and Fifth Councils.

The patriarch of the capital, Sergius, advised his emperor, the

powerful and victorious Heraclius, (6io—641) to secure the con-

quests he had once more made in the South and East by

meeting the Monophysites half way with the formula that the

God-Man consisting of two natures effected everything by means
of one divine-human energy. In support of this doctrine Sergius

collected together passages from the Fathers, large numbers of

which belonging both to ancient and recent times, lay to hand,

won over influential clergy in Armenia, Syria, and Egypt, and

succeeded in conjunction with the Emperor in filling the eastern

Patriarchates with men whose views were similar to his own
and actually laid the foundation of a union with the Monophy-
sites (633). But a Palestinian monk named Sophronius, who
was afterwards bishop of Jerusalem, came to Egypt, declared

the (jAoi. hkpysix to be " Apollinarianism ", seriously embarrassed

the imperial Patriarch, Cyrus, in Alexandria, and impressed

even Sergius to whom he had recourse. As on the one hand, how-

1 Loofs, p. 316.

" According to aoathema No. 3 of the Fifth Council the active principle in the

Redeemer is the undivided person who as such performs miracles and suffers.

No. 8 is undoubtedly opposed to this: ix.svova-iti snxTspxi; (pva-scnig, oVep sa-rev,

flvaaSxi a-ixfiy.1 voov(j.£v tov ^oyov. The dispute as to whether there was one will

or two, dates at least as far back as the beginning of the 6th century; but the

assertion of two wills is as a rule charged against the orthodox by their opponents

as the logical result of their views.
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ever, there was a desire not to abandon again the position

gained in reference to the Monophysites, and as on the other

it was necessary to avoid the appearance of endangering ortho-

doxy.. Sergius now declared that all discussion of the question

of energies was to cease, and signified his wish in this matter

to his colleagues in Alexandria and to the Emperor himself.

He wrote at the same time to Bishop Honorius of Rome. ' The
latter at that time published the celebrated letter which played

such an important part in 1870 and the treatment of which in

the second edition of Hefele's History of the Councils has justly

occasioned so much surprise. " Honorius in this letter describes

Sophronius as a man who is stirring up new controversies,

praises Sergius for his great prudence in discarding the new
expression [fyJx s-Apysix) which might be a stumbling-block to

the simple, declares that Holy Scripture makes no mention

either of one energy or of two energies, that the latter ex-

pression is suggestive of Nestorianism and the former of Euty-

chianism, and incidentally states as something self-evident that

"we confess one will of the Lord Jesus Christ" (sy ös?-.'/^[/.oi

:y.cXo'yov[^£'j toxj y.-jpiou 'Ivi^ou Xpirroii), that is, the one will of the

Godhead. This was not yet in any sense a controversial question

;

but Sergius in his letter to Alexandria had regarded it as like-

wise self-evident that in putting the question of the energies

into the background he could not in any case agree to the

doctrine of two wills. ^ Meanwhile Sophronius in his character

as the new bishop of Jerusalem had issued a work definitely

based on the Chalcedonian Creed as interpreted by Leo's

doctrinal letter. Two energies are to be recognised in the one

Christ who is in both the same. One and the same Christ

followed the energy both of his divine and also of his human
nature. Still Sophronius does not say anything of two wills.

' Shortly before this the controversy between Rome and Byzantium regarding

the title "Ecumenical Patriarch" had been going on; see Gelzer in the Jahrbb. f.

I'rotest. Theol. 1887, p. 549 ff., and Kattenbusch, op. cit. I., p. 11 1 f.

' See S. Theol. Lit. Ztg., 1878, No. XL The letter is in Mansi, XL, p. 538 sq.

3 The heterodoxy of Honorius does not certainly amount to much, since he

:adheres to Leo's doctrinal letter and since nothing was yet decided regarding the

«nergies and the will.
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He likewise had recourse to Rome, and Honorius, like Sergius,

made an effort to bring about union between the contending-

parties in the Eastern Church by dissuading them from employ-

ing the formulae. Heraclius gave his support to these efforts and

published an edict drawn up by Sergius {6t,8), the Ecthesis,

which forbade the use both of fyJiz hspysioc and of "two ener-

gies" as equally dangerous expressions. The latter expression,,

it was maintained, leads to the assumption of two conflicting-

wills in Christ, while Christ has only one will since the human

nature acts only in accordance with the God-Logos who has-

assumed it. ^ The personality of the Redeemer thus appears,

in strict accordance with the theology of Cyril, as built up on

the basis of the God-Logos.

But already Rome and the West once more bethought them-

selves of their dogmatics. Every attempt to meet the views of

the Monophysites always brought the Byzantine Emperor into-

conflict with Rome. Pope John IV. as early as the year 641

condemned Monothelitism at a Roman Council. Immediately

thereafter Heraclius died, putting the responsibility of the Ecthe-

sis on to Sergius. The latter had died previously to this;

Pyrrhus, who held similar views, took his place. After severe

struggles in the palace, which Pyrrhus had to pay for by his

deposition, Constans II., a grandson of Herachus, became emperor.

Those at the Court were resolved to maintain the Ecthesis and

not to submit to the Roman bishop, Theodore. " Meanwhile

North Africa had become the second headquarters of the

Dyothelites. The Byzantine governor there, Gregory, the patron

of the monks, who was on bad terms with the Court, made

use of the African disHke of Byzantium and its dogmatics in

order, if possible, to detach the Province from Constantinople,,

and with him sided the most learned Chalcedonian of the East,.

1 Mansi, X., p. 931 sq.: "We must confess one will in our Lord Jesus Christy

the true God, implying that at no time did his flesh animated by a reasonable

soul accomplish what was natural for it to do, separately, and by its own impulse^

in opposition to the suggestion of the God-Logos who was hypostatically united

with it, but that on the contrary it acted only when and how and in the way the

Logos wished."

2 John IV. had already, moreover, attempted to hush up the conduct of Honorius,

to excuse it, that is.
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Maximus (Confessor) and many other Easterns, monks especi-

ally, who had fallen out with the Emperor. ' Pyrrhus too took

up his quarters in North Africa and was easily converted to

dyotheletism. In Rome he completed his change of opinion

and was recognised by Theodore as the legitimate bishop of

Constantinople. The Emperor was flooded with addresses from

North Africa the aim of which was to induce him to enter the

lists on behalf of orthodoxy. But the defeat of Gregory by
the Saracens weakened the courage and interfered with the

plans of the Anti-Byzantine coalition. Pyrrhus with all possible

speed once more made his peace with the Emperor and with

the Imperial dogmatics; but the Roman bishop stood firm, con-

demned Pyrrhus, and pronounced sentence of deposition on

Paul who was at the time occupying the Byzantine chair.

The Emperor, on the advice of Paul and in order to pacify

the Empire, issued in the year 648 the Typus, which bears the

same relation to the doctrine of the wills as the Ecthesis does to

the doctrine of the energies. It simply prohibits under severe penal-

ties all controversy regarding the question as to whether it is

necessary to believe in one will and one energy or in two wills

and two energies, and forbids the prosecution of any one because

of his position on this question. For the sake of the Westerns the

Ecthesis was removed from the principal church of the capital.
"

But Rome was far from accepting this part-payment as a full

discharge. It had wholly different plans. The situation seemed

a favourable one for estranging from the Emperor the entire

orthodoxy of the East and binding it to the successor of Peter,

' Battifol, L'abbaye de Rossano, Paris, 1891, has given us information of first-

rate quality regarding the exodus of the Greek monks and priests to (North Africa)

Sicily and Calabria. Lower Italy underwent at that time a new Hellenisation.

- Mansi X., p. 1019 sq. The form of the Typus as distinguished from the

Ecthesis is worthy of note. It no longer speaks the theological language which

Justinian above all had naturalised. Constans in fact more and more gave evidence

of possessing qualities which make him appear akin in spirit to the iconoclastic

Emperors of a later time. Conversely, amongst the most outstanding monks and

priests of the seventh century we already meet with that enmity to the State, in other

words, that desire to see the Church independent of the State, which, occasioned the

frightful struggle in the eighth and ninth centuries. In this respect the position taken

up by Maximus Confessor who contested the right of the Emperor to interfere

in dogmatic questions and disputed his sacerdotal dignity, is specially characteristic.

17
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in order to shew the Byzantine ruler the power of the ApostoUc

chair. What Justinian had done to the latter was to be re-

quited, although Constans was the Sovereign of Rome. The

new Pope, Martin I., who, like many of his predecessors, had

formerly been the Papal Apokrisiar in Constantinople, got

together a large Council in the Lateran in October 649. Over

a hundred Western bishops attended ; they were surrounded

by numerous Greek priests and monks who had fled from

Constans, first to North Africa, and then after the catastrophe

there, to Sicily, Calabria, and Rome. The Council was a con-

spiracy against Constantinople, and he who was at the head

of it was raised to the throne without the imperial sanction.

We have here a continuation of the policy of Gregory I., but

in a more energetic and menacing form. The dyothelite doc-

trine after a discussion lasting over several sittings, was made

a fixed dogma by the help of the huge patristic apparatus

contributed by the Greeks, ' and finally a symbol was adopted

which added on to the Chalcedonian Creed the words, "two

natural wills" ("duas naturales voluntates ") "two natural opera-

tions" (duas naturales operationes), without detriment to the

unity of the person (" one and the same Jesus Christ our

Lord and God as willing and effecting divinely and humanly

our salvation"— " eundem atque unum dominum nostrum et

deuni L Chr. utpote volentemet operantem divine et humane

nostram salutem"), and allowing in fact the validity of the

proposition when correctly understood ;
" one incarnate nature of

the divine Logos"

—

(y.ix (pii(rig rov Qsov KÖyov (TS(Txpxcü[jJvvj. The

twenty canons attached to the Creed define the doctrine more

precisely and cover the whole of Christology. In the eighteenth

canon Origen and Didymus are reckoned amongst the other

" nefandissimi h^eretici". In addition, the fathers of Monothe-

litism, of the Ecthesis and the Typus, Theodore of Pharan,

Cyrus of Alexandria, and also the three Constantinopolitan

patriarchs, Sergius, Pyrrhus, and Paul were condemned. Mono-

thelitism was designated as Monophysitism, while the Typus

again was described as the godless decree which robbed Jesus

1 '-We have a library, but no manuscripts," wrote the Pope in that same y^ar

to Bishop Amandus.
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Christ of His will, His action, and consequently of His natures

generally. Maximus Confessor too stated this brilliant thought

with many variations. ' When we read the resolutions of this

Council the impression produced is that of a polemic encounter

arranged with some secret end in view.

Martin now made the most strenuous endeavours to get

authority over the Churches of the East by the help of the

decision of the Council. Like a second Dioscurus he interfered

with Eastern affairs, made use of the desperate state of the

•Churches in the East which were in part in the possession of

"the Saracens and consequently were no longer in connection

with Constantinople, in order to play the roll of supreme bish-

op, and accordingly worked in direct opposition to the im-

perial interests and perhaps even conspired with the Saracens.

The Emperor now proceeded to take energetic measures. The
first attempt to seize the Pope miscarried, it is true, owing to

the faithlessness of the Exarch who was sent to Italy. But the

new Exarch succeeded in getting Martin into his power (653).

As a traitor who had secretly made common cause with the

.Saracens and as a bishop who had been illegally appointed,

.he was brought to Constantinople. Dishonoured and disgraced

ihe was then banished to the Chersonesus where he died in the

year 655. At the same time proceedings were taken against

the dogmatic theologian of Dyothelitism, the monk Maximus,

the mystic and scholastic, who for the sake of scholasticism

was unwilling to do without the complicated formulae of the two

natures, two wills, two operations in the one person, and who
had actually made a profound study of them. In Rome Euge-

nius was now chosen as Pope and he was disposed to come
to some arrangement. At the same time the most reasonable

proposal was made which could possibly have been made in

the circumstances: It was allowable to speak oi two natural

wills which, however, in accordance with the hypostatic union,

become one hypostatic will. Maximus probably endeavoured

to prevent the West from falling into this "heresy", but the

successor of Eugenius (+657) Vitalian, gave in without any

1 The Acts of the Council, which even yet enjoys a special authority ia the

Romish Church, are in Mansi XI., the Creed, p. 11505 see also Hahn 2, § no.
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explanations and once more restored the communion with

Constantinople which had for so long been interrupted. Con-

stans himself visited Rome in the year 663 ; the peace lasted

till the violent death of the Emperor (668) when he was staying

at Syracuse. Rome's lofty plans seemed to be destroyed.

The revolution in policy which now followed in Constantinople

is not perfectly comprehensible spite of the obvious explanation

that the Monophysite provinces were lost and that consequently

there was no longer any reason for shewing any enthusiasm

on behalf of Monothelitism or for opposing the establishment

of Dyothelitism. Then we may reflect further that, as a matter

of fact, the Chalcedonian Creed the more it was regarded from

the outside demanded the doctrine of two wills, and that this

doctrine alone possessed in Maximus a theologian of weight.

But these considerations do not entirely clear up the facts of

the case. Constantine Pogonatus seems really to have held the

memory of Pope Vitalian in honour because the latter had

supported him in putting down the usurpers. For this very

reason he hesitated to comply with the wish of the Eastern

Patriarchs that Vitalian's name should be erased from the

diptychs—the bishop of Constantinople could never desire to

enter into alliance with Rome. ^ It was perhaps a real love of

peace or still more a perception of the fact that Italy must

not be lost to the Empire, and that Italy, moreover, could be

retained only by an alliance with the Roman see, which induced

the Emperor to arrange a meeting and a conference of the

opposing parties. In the year 678, taking up an entirely im-

partial attitude, he requested the Roman bishop to send represent-

atives to the capital to attend a gathering of this kind. Rome,

i.e., the new bishop Agatho, said nothing at first; why is not

quite clear. At any rate he once more set afloat in the West

certain declarations in favour of the doctrine of two wills..

Meanwhile the Patriarch Theodore of Constantinople and Maca-

rius of Antioch who, however, resided in the Capital, succeeded

in getting the Emperor's sanction for erasing Vitalian's name

from the diptychs. Finally, Agatho sent the desired deputies,,

1 There was once more friction between Rome and the patriarch of Constanti-

nople, and this threatened to make the old controversy a pretext for quarrelling.
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together with a very comprehensive letter which was modelled

in imitation of Leo's doctrinal letter, and in which at the same

time the infallibility of the Roman see in matters of faith was

expressed in a supremely self-conscious fashion. ' From this

time onwards the Emperor was resolved to yield to the Pope

in everything (why?). By means of an edict addressed to

George, the new patriarch of the Capital, who had shewn himself

pliable, he now summoned a Council to meet, which though it was

not originally intended by the Emperor himself to be ecumenical,

did nevertheless come to be this. It lasted from November

680 to September 681, had 18 sittings and was attended by

about 170 bishops. (The Byzantine East was already very

seriously curtailed owing to the Mohammedan conquests.) It

was presided over by the Emperor, or, what is the same thing.

by the imperial representatives, while the Roman Legates voted

first. It may be called the Council of antiquaries and palaeo-

graphists ; for really dogmatic considerations were hardly adduc-

ed. On the contrary, operations were conducted on both sides

by the help of the voluminous collections of the Acts of earlier

Councils and whole volumes of citations from the Fathers,

which, however,—and this is in the highest degree character-

istic—were after delivery sealed until the exact time when they

were to be read out, so that they might not be secretly falsi-

fied at the very last moment. Moreover, palaeographic inves-

tigations were conducted which were not without result. ' Mono-

thelitism had not a few supporters ; the most energetic of these

was the Patriarch of Antioch, Macarius, who amongst other

things appealed to Vigilius, but was forbidden to do so ; the

letters, it was alleged, were tampered with, which was not the

case. Other fathers expressed a desire that it should not be

permissible to go beyond the conclusions of the Five Councils

in any direction. A proposal was also made at the sixteenth

sitting to grant two wills for the period of Christ's earthly life,

but to allow of only one after the Resurrection. ^ But the new
•"Manichean" and " ApoUinarian " was promptly expelled from

1 Mansi XL, pp. 234—286.

- The Acts of the Council in Mansi, XL
-^ Mansi XL, p. 611 sq.
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the place of meeting. The experiment made by another Mono-

thelite and which he carried on for two hours, of laying his

creed on the body of a dead person in order to restore him

to life and thus to prove the truth of the doctrine of one will,,

miscarried. ' The Council knew what the will of the Emperor

was, and following the lead of the Patriarch of the Capital,

placed itself at the disposal of "the new David" who "has

thoroughly grasped the completeness of the two natures of

Christ our God"! Vitalian's name was restored; in accordance

with the wish of Agatho a long series of Constantinopolitan

patriarchs from Sergius downward together with Macarius and

other Monothelites were condemned, amongst tvhom Pope

Honorius too was put. '^ Finally a creed full of coarse flattery

of the Emperor was adopted, ^ and this completed the triumph

of the Pope over Byzantium. Two natural ösA'Jjcrsig >j ösKvj[j.xrx

were acknowledged and two natural energies existing indivisibly

[xliixiphocg), unchangeably {xrpsTrTccc), undividedly [x/xsphrccc), un-

confusedly (i(7U7%iJTwc) in the one Christ. They are not to be

thought of as mutually opposed, on the contrary, the human

will follows the divine and almighty will and far from resisting

or opposing it, is in subjection to it. The human will is thus

not done away with; but there is on the other hand a certain

interchange; it is the will of the divine Logos, just as the

human nature without being done away with has nevertheless

become the nature of the divine Logos. The Conciliar epistle

to Agatho extols the latter as an imitator of the prince of the

Apostles and as the teacher of the mystery of theology. ^ The

Monothelites who had been condemned by the Council were hand-

ed over to him to be further dealt with—an unheard of act

hitherto. In the West the decrees were universally accepted—in

Spain too, where, soon after, the Augustinian interpretation of the

Chalcedonian Creed was advanced yet a stage further (as we see

1 Fifteenth Session, Mansi XL, p. 602 sq.

2 For the mode in which this "problem" is treated by Roman theologians, see

Hefele III., pp. 290—313.

•* Mansi XI., p. 631 sq.

* Mansi XI., p. 658 sq.
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in Adoptianism). In the East again the adoption of Dyotheht-

ism which, backed up by the authority of Rome had gained

the victory, did not by any means proceed smoothly. Not only

did a Monothelite reaction ensue, which was, however, definitely

disposed of in the year 713, but there was, above all, a reaction

against the penetration of the Roman spirit into the East.

This which began with the second Trullan Council in 692 was

continued in the age of the iconoclastic Emperors and of Photius.

Apart, however, from the controversy about the "filioque"

which was dragged in and which has already been treated of

above p. 126, it belongs entirely to political history, or to that

of worship and discipline.

It is incontrovertible that Rome at the Fourth and Sixth

Councils permanently gave Jier formula to the East and that

this formula admits of a Graeco-Cyrillian interpretation only by

the use of theological artifice. But this interpretation had been

given to it already at the Fifth Council and had an effect on

Rome herself, who from this time onward had to tolerate also

the [jAx (h'üTK; tox) 05cD i,öyo-j aso-apzaizsy/i—the one incarnate

nature of the divine Logos. ' This circumstance explains on

the one hand the strange lack of vigour shewn by the Easterns

in combating Dyothelitism, and on the other hand the para-

doxical fact that the ablest of the Eastern theologians, even the

Mystics, supported the doctrine of the two wills. But in order

to explain the action of the Mystics it is necessary further to

point to the fact that it was no longer possible to do without

the scholastic theology of the neo-orthodox, Leontius and Justi-

nian, which had the "duality" as its presupposition, and in

conjunction with Mysticism presented a subject for endless

speculations. To this was added the fact that the Eucharist

and the whole system of worship, already satisfied in a much
more certain and more living way than did the system of

dogma which had become purely "sacred antiquity", the feeling

of the Church as to what was of direct concern and of supreme

1 On the Maronites, see Kessler in Herzog's R.-Encykl. IX., p. 346 ff.

- Why in accordance with this the use of the formula ^v osAyji-ice $ixvSpix6v was

not allowed together with the doctrine of the two wills, is a point that is not

easily understood. It was owing to Romish obstinacy.
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importance in the past—namely, the thought of deification. This

is shewn by the nature of the discussions in the Sixth Council.

The impression we get that at that time beheving thought, in the

sense of a direct and living interest in the spiritual and rehgious

substance of the Faith, had been entirely blighted, very strongly

induces us to look for the life of this Church in some other

sphere. And if we ask where we are to look for it, the image-

controversies on the one hand, and the scholastic investigations

of Johannes Damascenus on the other, supply the answer. The

dogma which had been already settled at the Fifth Council and

which at the Sixth Council had been once more revived and

—

not without danger—meddled with, embodied itself in cultus

and science.

The Christological propositions which are worked out in the

Dogmatics of Johannes Damascenus, especially in the third

book, are—even according to Thomasius—stated in "what is

pretty much a scholastic form". It is the idea of distinction

which dominates the method of treatment. Christ did not assume

human nature in its generic form— for John as an Aristote-

lian is aware that the genus embraces all individuals—but

neither did he unite himself with a particular man ; on the con-

trary he assumed the human nature in such a way that he

individuahsed what he assumed and what is not a part but the

whole. This is the kind of cross which had already been

recognised by Leontius, which has no hypostasis of its own

and yet is not without it, but which possessing its independent

existence in the hypostasis of the Logos is enhypostatic. Thus

Christ is the composite hypostasis. The "centaur" and "satyr"

against which Apollinaris had warned the Church, have thus

not been avoided The hypostasis belongs to both natures and

yet belongs wholly to each of them. But the divine nature

preponderates very considerably (cf. the old deceptive analogy

of the relation between soul and body in man, III., 7) and it

has been correctly remarked that with Johannes Damascenus

the Logos is at one time the hypostasis and then again

the composite being of Christ as something between. In any

case the humanity is in no way considered as formally entirely

homogeneous with the divinity. This is shewn too in the
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doctrine of the interchange {fA£ry2o7ic), appropriation, exchange,

[:]y.sicü7ic, x-jtiIc7i;) of the pecuHarities of the two natures,

which John conceives of as so complete that he speaks of a

" coinherence or circumincession of the parts with one another"

—

ii: x?.?^-/j/,x Twv f/Jpccu 7r£pix^p'/](jig. The flesh has actually become

(lod, and the divinity has become flesh and entered into a state

of humihation. This exchange is to be conceived of as implying

that the flesh also is permitted to permeate the divinity, but

this is allowed only to the flesh which has itself first been

deified ; i.e., it is not the actual humanity which permeates the

divinity ; hence the Logos too remains entirely untouched by the

sufferings. Everything is accordingly in this way assigned to the

two wills and the two operations. The religious point of view

of the whole system is that of Cyril, but this point of view

cannot be perfectly realised by means of the "duality" already

laid down in the dogma. Just for this reason a certain amount

oi room is left for the human nature of Christ and for the

work of the philosophers. That is why the Christology of Johannes

iJamascenus has become classical.
^

1 It is characteristic of the way ia which John worlcs out the doctrine, that

his arguments throughout are based on passages quoted verbally from the Fathers,

though the names of the authors are frequently not given. A mosaic of citations

lies at the basis of the scholastic distinctions ; Leontius is most frequently drawn

upon, but he is never mentioned by name. John is also dependent to a very

great extent on Maximus. How scholasticism has stifled theology is most strikingly

shewn in proposition III. 3 (ed. Lequien 171 2, I., p. 207) : ce.h.Kx tovto so-rt to

"TTOiovv role; xipenxole; rifv 7rA«v;}v, to tscvto ^syetv tviv (pviriv y.cei ryjv vTrds'rxiTtv.

I imagine that as late as the fifth century any theologian who would have drawn

the inference of heresy in this fashion, would have made himself ridiculous. That

was the achievement of the neo-orthodox, the Aristotelians from Leontius onwai'ds.

A detailed description of the Christology of the Damascene belongs to the history

of theology. But it may not be without use to mention the topics which he dealt

with here : III. 2 : How the Word was conceived and concerning his divine incarna-

tion. 3 : Of the two natures in opposition to the Monophysites. 4 : On the nature

and mode of the antidosis. 5 : On the number of the natures (0 ccpiSi^oi; oh lixi-

pea-san; xirioi; Trsipuasv.. p. 21 1). 6: That the whole divine nature in one of its

hypostases united itself with the whole human nature and not a part with a part.

7: On the one composite hypostasis of the divine Logos. 8: Against those who
say that the natures of the Lord must be brought under the category either of

continuous or discrete quantity. 9 : An answer to the question whether there is

an enhypostatic nature (here, p. 218, the enhypostasis). lo: On the Trishagion.

I I : TTspi Tv.i hv e'llei xxt sv oiroiJua 6eaipovßSvyii ipvo-swQ y.xl Stx(popxi;, ivais-saii; re y.xi
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a-xpxua-swi; y.xi t»? sxJcAjjTTfov, tj^v ///äv ipva-tv tov @sou Äöyou a-sa-xpacoizsvt^v (one

of the main chapters from the scholastic point of view). 12: On dioroKOi; as againstf

the Nestorians. 13: On the properties of the two natures. 14: On the wills andl

the xursiova-ix of Christ (the fullest chapter together with 15 : On tlie energies!

which are in Christ). 16: Against those who say: as man has two natures and

two energies, so we must attribute to Christ three natures and the same number]

of energies—a very ticklish problem. 17: On the deification of the nature of the!

flesh of the Lord and of His will. (As is the case throughout the discussion herel

starts from the cont7-adictio in adjccto and conceals it under distinctions : the flesh

has become divine, but in the process has undergone neither a [MiTxßohvi, nor

TpoTzvi nor xKXoit/xric, nor a-i/y^vA-*? ; it has been deified y.xrx t>)v y.x^^ vTroiXTxa-tv-

otxovoi^txifv 'svttia-iv or kxtx ryjv ev xaaj^^xiq tcSv cp^g-scov 7rBpix^pyi<Tiv. The old

image of the glowing iron). 18: Once more regarding the wills, the xvTS^oviriXy.

the double-understanding, the double-gnosis, the double-wisdom of Christ. 19: On
the evepysix öexvSpixi^. 20 : Of the natural and blameless feelings (Christ possessed

them, but the number of them given is very limited). 21 : Of the ignorance and

servitude of Christ (because of the hypostatic union neither ignorance nor servitude

can be attributed to Christ relatively to God). 22 : On the Trpojco-rtj in Christ (as-

a matter of fact the idea of TrpoKOTi^ is plainly rejected: the "increase in wisdom"'

is explained : Six tvi<; xt/t^a-sui; rv\c, vi\ix.ixz rjjv . kvvTrxpxova-xv xvrSi <ro<Pixv bi^

tpxvspoiatv xyiav. This is genuine docetic Monophysitism ; to this it is added that

" he makes man's advance in wisdom and grace his own advance." John is-

here in the most patent perplexity). 23: Of fear (the fear which Christ had and

which he did not have. He had natural fear " voluntarily "). 24 : Of the Lord's-

praying (He prayed, not because there was any need for Him to do it, but because

He occupied our place, represented what was ours in Himself, and was a pattern.

Thus the prayer in Matt. XXVI. 39 was meant merely to convey a lesson; Christ

wished at the same time to shew by it that He had two natures and two natural

but not mutually opposed wills—this is just the explanation formerly given by

Clemens Alex, when he stated that Christ, whom he himself conceived of in a docetic

fashion, voluntarily did what was human, in order to refute the Docetae. Christ

spoke the words in Matt. XXVII. 46 purely as our representative). 25 : On the

oiKEMtrii (this chapter too begins, like most of them, with the distinction, that there

are two forms of assumption, the (^vatuvi and yTpo<rciii7:tKv\ or vx^tikvi. Christ

assumed our nature (pva-ixüc,, but also erxBTtxwt;, i.e., took our place by way of

sympathy or compassion, took part in our forlorn condition and our curse and

"in our place uttered words which do not suit His own case"). 26: Of the suf-

ferings of the body of the Lord and of the absence of feeling in His godhead.

27 : That the divinity of the Word was not separated from the soul and the body

even in death, and continued to be an hypostasis. 28: Of the corruption and decay

(as against Julian and Gajan; but here again a distinction is drawn between two

kinds of <p6opx). 29 : Of the descent into Hades. The contents even of the Fourth

Book are still Christological, but this may be due to an oversight. One may
admire the energy and formal dexterity of Johannes, but still what we have is

merely one and the same method of distinction, which, once discovered, can be

easily and mechanically employed, as the application of a new chemical method

to an indefinite number of substances. Even this brief synopsis will, however, have

brought out one thing, if it was still necessary that this should be done—namely,

that in Greek Dogmatics in their 7-eligious aspect ApoUinaris had triumphed. The
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''''

J» noderate docetism which the latter expressed in a plain, bold and frank way forms the

)asis of the orthodox idea of Christ, though it is indeed concealed under all sorts

)f formula;. As regards these, orthodoxy approaches much nearer to the Antiochians

han to ApoUinaris ; but as regards the matter of the doctrine, all that was preserved

)f the Antiochian doctrine was the statement that Christ had a real and perfect

luman nature. This statement came to have a great importance for the futui-e,

30t of the East, but of the West; but, if I am not mistaken, it helped to preserve

he Byzantine Church too from getting into that condition of desolation into which

;he Monophysite Churches got, though it is true that in the case of the latter other

causes were at work.

fciO



C. THE ENJOYMENT OF REDEMPTION IN
THE PRESENT.

CHAPTER IV.

THE MYSTERIES AND KINDRED SUBJECTS.

There is an old story of a man who was in a condition o;

ignorance, dirt, and wretchedness and who was one day tolc

by God that he might wish for anything he Hked and that his

wish would be granted. And he began to wish for more and

more and to get higher and higher, and he got all he wanted.

At last he got presumptuous and wished he might become like

God Himself, when at once he was back again in his dirt and

wretchedness. The history of religion is such a story; but it

is in the history of the religion of the Greeks and the Easterns

that it came true in the strictest sense. They first wished to

have material goods by means of religion, then political, aesthetic,

moral, and intellectual goods, and they got everything. They

became Christians and desired perfect knowledge and a supra-

moral life. Finally they wished even in this world to be as

God in knowledge, bliss, and life, and then they fell down, not

all at once, but with a fall that could not be stopped, to the

lowest stage in ignorance, dirt, and barbarity. Any one who

at the present day studies the condition of Greek religion

amongst the orthodox and the Monophysites, and not merely

the religion of the untrained masses, but also the ritual of wor-

ship and the magical ceremonies practised by the ordinary priests

and monks and their ideas of things, will with regard to many

points get the impression that religion could hardly fall lower.

'

1 That an honest and genuine faith can live and does live within these husks

is not to be denied.

)

1
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It has really become "superstitio ", a chaos of mixed and entirely

diverse but at the same tirrie rigidly fixed maxims and formulas,

an unintelligible and long-winded ritual of a patchwork kind,

which if. held in high esteem, because it binds the nation or

the tribe together or unites it to the past, but which is still a

really li\'ing ritual only in its most inferior parts. ^ If we were

to imagii.'e that we knew nothing, absolutely nothing, of Christi-

anity in its original form and of its history in the first six

centuries, and had to determine the genesis, the earlier stages,

and the value of the original religion from a consideration of

the present condition, say, of the Jacobite or of the Ethiopian

Church, how utterly impossible this would be." What we have

here is a forbidding and well-nigh dead figure of which only

some members and these not the principal members are still

living, whose nobler parts are so crusted over that so far as

their essence is coi:cerned they defy any historical explanation.'

Islam which swept violently over Christianity in this form was

a real deliverer; for spite of its defects and barrenness it was

a more spiritual power than the Christian religion which in the

East had well-nigh become a religion of the amulet, the fetish,

and conjurers, above which floats the dogmatic spectre, Jesus

Christ.
'

Even in these, as experience teaches us, religion may still continue to live

for some. Thus the symbol and cult of the Cross in the Greek Church keeps

alive a feeling of the holiness of the suffering of the righteous one and a reverence

for greatness in humility.

This impossibility may serve as a warning to us in regard to the interpreta-

tion of other religions, of their mythologies and ritual formularies. We know
most religions only in the form of "superstitio", i.e., in the form in which they

have come down to us they are for the most part already in an entirely degenerate

state, or have become petrified. Who therefore would make bold to set about

explaining these forms in the absence of all knowledge of the previous stages ? It

is an audacious undertaking.

^ This judgment must stand although much that is ancient, genuine, and

edifying is contained in the prayers and hymns of the liturgies of all the peoples

belonging to the Greek Church. But it has become a formula and as a rule is

not understood by the people. In this respect the orthodox churches are in a more

favourable position, and much is now being done in order to make the liturgy

more intelligible.

* See Fallmerayer, Fragmente aus dem Orient, 1877, further the descriptions of

the Easter festivals kept by the different ecclesiastical parties in Jerusalem and
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Many factors contributed to this final result, and above all

the stern march of political history and the economic distress

Closely connected with this was the abolition of the old distinc

tions between aristocrats, freemen, and slaves, and following upon

this the penetration into the higher ranks of the religious and

intellectual barbarism which had never been overcome in the

lower ranks. Christianity itself contributed in the most efilective

fashion towards the decomposition of society ; but having done

this, it was not able to elevate the masses and to build up a

Christian Society in the most moderate sense of the word, on

the contrary it made one concession after another to the require-

ments and wishes of the masses. The fact, however, that it

thus soon became weak and allowed the " Christian religion of

the second order" which originally had been merely tolerated,

to exercise an ever increasing influence on the official religion,

is to be explained from the attitude which che latter itself had

more and more come to take up.

The general idea of redemption which prevailed in the Greek

Church had an eschatological character; redemption is deliver-

ance from perishableness and death. But in Vol. III., pp. 163— 190,

attention was drawn to the fact that at all periods of its history

the Greek Church was aware of possessing a means of salvation

which already exists in the present and had its origin in the

same source from which future redemption flows—namely, the

incarnate person of Jesus Christ. The conception of this present

means of salvation was originally of a spiritual kind ; the know-

ledge of God and of the world, the perfect knowledge of the

conditions attached to the future enjoyment of salvation, and

the power of doing good works, in short "teaching of dogmas
and good works" {fy.äÖ>!y.x rccy ^O'yy.iZTCcy zx) Trpitsi: dyxoxt)

(Cyril of Jerus.), and in addition power over the demons (Atha-

nasius). True, however, to the general mode of conceiving

things and also to the heathen philosophies of religion of that

period, this knowledge in reference to divine things soon came

their image worship. By the Mohammedans too the Christian priest is frequently

regarded as a conjurer and when they happen to be living in the same place with

Christians, and are in dire distress, they visit the holy places and have recourse

to the miracle-working reliques and images.

lavi
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1

to be regarded not as in its nature a clear knowledge, or as

having an historical origin, or as in its working something to

be spiritually apprehended, but on the contrary as a sophia or

-wisdom, which being only half comprehensible and mysterious,

•originates directly with God and is communicated by sacred

initiation. ' The uncertainty which in consequence seemed to

attach to the content of this knowledge was more than counter-

balanced by the consciousness that the knowledge so acquired

and communicated, estabUshes a fellowship amongst those

possessed of it and leads to real union with God and is thus

not merely individual reflection.

This magical- mystical element which attaches to knowledge

as the present possession of salvation, is certainly also to be

<;onsidered as a clumsy expression of the view that the suni-

inum bonnni is higher than all reason. " But the truth which

the Eastern Christians wished to grasp and to retain, was not

securely established by mystical rationalism. The combination,

however, of the natural theology which had never been given

up with mysticism, ^ with the magical and sacramental, entailed

above all this serious loss that less and less attention was

given to the positive moral element, while the downfall of pure

science made it possible for the theologians to take up with all

sorts of superstition. It was not that the sttperstitio of the

masses was simply forced upon them ; in their own theology

they endeavoured in ever increasing measure to reach a trans-

cendental knowledge which could be enjoyed, as it were, in a

sensuous way. Like their blood-relations the Neo-Platonists, they

were originally over-excited, and their minds became dulled,

and thus they required a stronger and stronger stimulant. The
most refined longing for the enjoyment of faith and knowledge

was finally changed into barbarity. They wished to fill them-

selves with the holy and the divine as one fills oneself with

' The beginniDgs of this transformation are, it is true, to be found far back

in the past. We can already trace them in Justin, and perhaps in fact even in

the Apostolic Age missionaries like Apollos regarded religion in this way.

2 See Vol. I., p. Ill, Vol. II., p. 349, n. 2.

3 See Vol. III., p. 253, and p. 272 f. Mysticism as a rule is rationalism worked
•out in a fantastic way, and rationalism is a faded mysticism.
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some particular kind of food. In accordance with this the

dogma, the (yJJyi<ric, was embodied in material forms and

changed into a means of enjoyment—the end of this was the

magic of mysteries, which swallows up everything, the sacred

images, the sacred ritual. Christianity is no longer [j.ocOvi'jiq and

Trpx^stg dymöiZi, it is [jixdvi^i: and [j.v7TX'ycc'yix, or rather for the

o-reat majority it was to be only y.v(7rx'y:o'ylx. The image-con-

troversy shews us where the supreme interests of the Church

are to be looked for.

The development of what belongs to the sphere of mysteries

and of cultus from the time of Origen to the ninth century^

does not form part of the History of Dogma. Together with

the conceptions of baptism, the Lord's Supper, sacraments, and

images it constitutes a history by itself, a history which has.

never yet been written, ' and which runs parallel Avith the

History of Dogma. In the Greek Church there was no "dogma"

of the Lord's Supper any more than there was a "dogma" of

grace. And quite as little was there up to the time of the

image-controversy a "dogma" of the saints, angels, and im-

ages ; it was the ösorozoc only that was found in the Catechism.

But ritual was practised here with all the more certainty. There

was a holy ritual ; it was already firmly established in the days

of Athanasius when the State united with the Church, and it

was closely followed by a mystagogic theology. This mysta-

gogic theology starting from a fixed point moved with the

greatest freedom in the direction of a definitely recognised goal.

The fixed starting-point it had in common with dogma. It

was the idea that Christianity is the rehgion which has made

the Divine comprehensible and offers it to us to be possessed

and enjoyed. The definitely recognised goal was the establish-

ment of a system of divine economy of a strictly complete kind

as regards time and place, the factors of which it was com-

posed and the means it employed, and which, while existing in

the midst of what is earthly, allows the initiated by the help

1 The best treatment of the subject is in von Zezschwitz, System der Kirchl.

Katechetilv, Vol. I.; see also his article "Liturgie" in Herzog's R.-Encyckl., 2nd

ed. and cf. the investigations of the disciplina arcana by Rothe, Th. Harnack

and Bonwetsch.
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of sensuous media to enjoy the divine life. Those who above

all developed this system did so with a certain reservation— it

was not absolutely necessary. He who has speculation and

ascetic discipline has in these as a personal possession, means

which render it unnecessary for him to go in quest of sensuous

signs and initiation in common. This was the view of Clemens

and Origen, and after them the same opinion was expressed by

the most important niystagogues of the earlier period, that is,

by all those who created mystagogy ; for no one creates anything

without having the consciousness of being above his creation.

But the Epigoni receive everything which has come to be what

it is under the form of authority, and accordingly it becomes

more and more impossible for them to distinguish between end

and means, actual things and their substitutes, between what

occupies a ruling place and what is subordinate. The spiritu-

alism which, partly in self-protection and partly following its

craving for fantastic creations and sensuous pictures, creates

for itself in the earthly sphere a new world which it fills

with its own ideas, is at the last menaced and crushed

by its own creations. But then the spirit which has been

artificially enclosed in it vanishes too, and there is nothing

but a dead, inert remainder. On it accordingly that veneration

is ever more and more bestowed which formerly was supposed

to belong to the spirit which had been confined within the

matter. Herewith polytheism in the full sense of the word is

once more established, it matters not what form dogmatics may

take. Religion has lost touch with spiritual truth. When for it

a definite space is sacred—in the strictest sense of the word,

—

and in the same way a definite place, definite vehicles, bread,

wine, images, crosses, amulets, clothes, when it connects the

presence of the Holy with definite persons, vessels, ceremonies,

in short vi^ith the exact carrying out of a carefully prescribed

ritual, then though this ritual may have the form it always had

and may even include in it the most subhme and exalted

thoughts, it is played out as spiritual religion and has fallen

back to a low level. But this was the final fate of the religion

of the Greeks, which adorns itself with the name "Christian",

The private religion of thousands of its adherents, measured by
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the Gospel or the Christianity of Justin may be genuinely

Christian,—the religio publica has only the incontestable right to

the Christian name,—and in possessing the Holy Scriptures it

has what cannot be lost, the capability of reforming itself. Its

fundamental dogma, which in the end determined its entire

practice, namely, that the God-man Jesus Christ deified the

human substance and in accordance with this attached a system

of divine forces to earthly media, did not enable it to over-

come the old polytheism of the Greeks and barbarians, but on

the contrary rendered it incapable of resisting this.

This is not the place to discuss the question as to the ex-

tent to which religion succumbed to it and the consequences

of this, nor as to the influence exercised by the Neo-Platonic

ecclesiastical science and by the ancient religions and mysteries

respectively. All we can aim at doing is to establish the fact

that the i^'jirxyooyix which the (j.o'M'yic had in view, gradually

brought about the decay of the latter. It is only now that we
are able perfectly to understand why such a determined resist-

ance was made in the Greek Church to all fresh attempts to

give dogma a fixed form, a resistance which could be overcome

only by the most strenuous efforts. It was not only the tradi-

tionalism native to all religions which thus offered resistance, but

the interests bound up with the ritualistic treatment of dogma
and to which serious injury was done by the construction of

new formulae. If the practical significance of dogma lay not

only in the fact that salvation was attained hereafter on the

basis of this Faith, but also in the fact that on the basis of

this Faith Christians were already initiated in this world,—in

worship,—into fellowship with the Godhead and were able to

enjoy the divine, it was necessary that the expression of this

truth should be raised above all possibility of change. The
liturgical formula which is constantly repeated, is what can least

of all stand being altered. Accordingly it is only when we
consider how dogmatic controversies have necessarily always

been controversies about words which demanded admission

into the liturgy, as was the case with the foreign Nicene catch-

words, the ^soToy^oCy the theopaschitian formula etc., and finally the

"filioque", that we can understand the suspicion which they
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necessarily roused. We can still see in fact from the state of

things in our own churches at the present -time how such a

liturgy or such a book of praise which in no way corresponds

to the creed, causes no difficulty, while even the best inno-

vation has a most disturbing effect. The value of the ritual of

•worship lies always in its antiquity, not in its dogmatic correct-

ness. Thus the iJ/jiTxyxyix which rested on the fundamental

thoughts of the [j.xÖvj^ic. and which in fact issued from it, was

the stoutest opponent of a doctrina publica which was advanc-

ing to greater precision of statement. In the end it actually

reduced it to silence. In the controversy of Photius with Rome
in reference to the Holy Spirit the charge brought against the

West of having altered the tuordhig of the Creed was urged

quite as strongly as the charge of having tampered with the

doctrine. One may in fact say that the Greeks regarded the

former as worse than the latter. This is the most telling proof

of the fact that the daughter became more powerful than the

mother, that the y.-jn-rxyccyU had come to occupy a place of

central importance. This, however, took place long before the days

of Photius. The dogmatic controversies of the seventh century

are in truth only a kind of echo of no importance, which merely

gave dogma the illusory appearance of an independent life.

The nature of the controversy makes it evident to any one

who looks at the matter more closely, that the dogma had

already become a petrifaction and that the kindred ideas of

antiquity and of the stability of worship already dominated

everything. It is the age of Justinian which brings the independ-

ent dogmatic development to an end. At that time the liturgy

too received what was practically its final revision. The final

completion of dogma ensued under the guidance of scholasti-

cism which now established itself in the Church. Mystagogic

theology, which now first began to spread widely, followed the

completed liturgy. In this connection we may mention Leontius

on the one side and Maximus Confessor who belonged to the

seventh century on the other. Dogma as treated in the scholas-

tic and ritualistic fashion is no longer fy.dö>j>Tii: at all, in the

strict sense of the word. It is, like the Eucharist or the

"authentic" image, a divine marvel, a paradoxical, sacred
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datum, ^ which scholasticism labours to elevate to being (yJ^viiic^

and which mysteriosophy exhibits in worship as something to

be enjoyed.

We might content ourselves with these hints regarding the

fate of dogma. It will, however, be proper to select two sub-

jects from the rich and complicated material of the history of

worship and the mysteries and by means of them to give a

somewhat more precise outline of the course of development.

These are the ideas of the Lord's Supper in connection with

which we have to pay attention to the mysteries in general,

and the worship of angels, saints, the Virgin Mary, martyrs,,

relics, and images. As regards the latter, the action ensued

in the eighth and ninth centuries which brings to an end the

history of dogma or the history of religion in the Eastern

Church generally. From this date onwards it has had merely

an outward history, a history of theology, of mysticism, and

ritualism.

§ I-

At the beginning of the Fourth Century the Church already

possessed a large series of "mysteries" whose number and

limits were, however, not in any way certainly defined. ^ They

are rsKsrxl, mystic rites, which are based on Xoyix rov <dsov,

words of God; amongst these Baptism, together with the prac-

tice of anointing which was closely connected with it, and-

the Lord's Supper, ^ were the most highly esteemed ; while

1 The description of the doctrine, i.e.^ the ßdes qiuv credittir^ as izverr^piov

(sacrament), dated back to ancient times, hence too the practice of keeping the

Creed secret.

- See Kattenbusch, op. cit. I., p. 393 ff. " The mysteries represent by their

form the dogma"... "It is in this connection too that the comparison of the

details in the Liturgy with the life of Jesus as known to us from the Gospel and

for which Sophronius of Jerusalem had already prepared the way, first appears in

the true light. The arrangement of the Liturgy represents the history of the

Incarnation. In this way the whole form of the Liturgy came to share in the

value attached to the dogma. Only he who acknowledges the orthodox Liturgy is

a Chalcedonian."

^ There are many passages which prove how closely Baptism and the Lord's

Supper were linked together, and regarded as the chief mysteries. What Augustihe

de pecc. mer. et remiss, remarks (24, 34) can hardly be held to apply only to the
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from them a part of the other mysteries had also been

developed. Symbolic acts, originally intended to accompany

these mysteries, got detached and became independent. It

was in this way that Confirmation originated ' which is already

reckoned by Cyprian as a special "Sacramentum ", which

Augustine designates" a "Sacramentum Chrismatis", and

which is called by the Areopagite a " mystery of the mys-

tic oil" {f/.v7T-^pioy reXsTYj; /jcupou). Augustine too knows of a

"Sacramentum Salis" as well as many others,^ and the Areo-

pagite makes special mention of six mysteries : of enlightenment

{^:cTl7[j.xT0q), of coming together or communion [^vjxtstcc sir"

o'jy zoiyccyiizc), of the mystic oil [rshsryji; /u,vpov), of priestly conse-

crations (ispocTiy.oö'j r£?.£iua-£cov), of monastic consecration {jxovxxiy'^i^

r£'A£ix7£:cq), and the mysteries in reference to the holy dead

{,u,-j(TT'/jpix £t) toov hpug y.£y,oi(j.Vi[j.hcäv). ^ This enumeration is not,

however, in any way typical, and its author can hardly have

intended it to be taken as absolutely complete. "Mysterium"
is every symbol, any material thing, in connection with which

anything sacred is to be thought of, every action done in the

Church, every priestly performance. * These mysteries corre-

spond to the heavenly mysteries which have their source in the

Punic Christians. " Optime Punici Christiani baptismum ipsum nihil aliud quam
' salutem ' et sacramentum corporis Christi nihil aliud quam ' vitam ' vocant, unde
nisi ex antiqua, ut existimo, at apostolica traditione" etc. It was chiefly through

the Lord's Supper that the element of mysteries found an entrance into the religion

of spirit and truth. This way of treating the elements used in it, which are never-

theless expressly _ described as symbols, supplied the point of departure for the

development of the greatest importance.

1 Cypr. ep. 72. i. We find it first amongst the Gnostics alongside of Baptism

and the Lord's Supper; see Excerpta ex Theodoto, the Coptic-gnostic writings and
the ritual of the Marcianites. Cf. on this sacrament Schwane, Dogmengesch. IL,

p. 968 ff.

- C. litt. Petiliani II., c. 104, 239.

^ De pecc. merit. II., 42.

^ See de eccles. hierarch. 2—7. To the author the most of these mysteries are

not separate mysteries, but represent a whole series of different mysteries. The last

mentioned has nothing to do with extreme unction, but designates certain practices

in connection with the treatment of the corpse.

5 The " aliud videtur, aliud intellegitur " (Augustine) is the best definition of

the sacrament or mystery.
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Trinity and in the Incarnation. ' As every fact of revelation

is a viysteriiun in so far as the divine has through it entered

into the sphere of the material, so conversely every material

medium, and thus too the word or the action, is a mysteriwn

as soon as the material is a symbol or vehicle of the divine.

But even in the earliest times no strict distinction was made

between symbol and vehicle. The development consists in this

that the symbol more and more retreated behind the vehicle,

that new heathen symbols and ritual actions were adopted in;

increasing numbers and that finally the vehicle was no longer

conceived of as a covering for or outward embodiment of a

truth, but as a deified element, as something essentially divine.
'

It is obvious that this way of regarding the "mysteries",,

amongst which the sign of the cross, relics, exorcism, marriage, etc.,

were reckoned, made it impossible to think of them as having

a marked and lofty dogmatic efificacy. The rigid dogmatic even for-

bade such an assumption. As Greek theology regards the Church

as an institute for salvation only when it is thinking of heathen

and lapsed members or members who are minors, because the

doctrine of freedom and redemption does not allow of the

thought of a saving institute or of a community of believers

chosen by God, in the same way and for the same reasons it

knows nothing of a means of grace for those who are already

believers, so far as by this is meant the sin-destroying, recon-

ciliatory activity of God attached to a material sign and always

strictly limited in its range, and which has for its object the

re-establishment of justice and charity or of the filial relation.

The ancient Church knew nothing of such means of grace.

Accordingly since it desired to have mysteries, believed it

possessed them in actions which had been handed down, and

was strongly influenced by the dying heathen cultus, it had

1 The orthodox Greek Church came to reckon the sacraments as seven owing

to the influence of the West, ?>., gradually from the year 1274 onwards. Still

the number seven never came to have the importance attached to it in the West.

2 In Athanasius we already meet with both modes of expression: (i) ''The

Logos became flesh, in order that he might offer his body for all, and we by

participating in his spirit may be made divine" (de decret. synod. Nie. 14); (2) ''We

are made divine inasmuch us we do not participate in the body of a man, but

receive the body of the Logos Himself" (ad. Maxim, phil. 2).
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to content itself with the inexpressibleness of the effect of the

mysteries. This conception forms the basis even where, follow-

ing the directions of the New Testament, ' regeneration, the

forgiveness of sins, the bestowal of the spirit, etc., are deduced

in rhetorical language from separate sacraments. The assump-

tion that the sacramental actions had certain inexpressible

effects—the doctrine of freedom prevented the magical-mystical

effects which were specially included under this head from

being embodied in a dogmatic theory—logically led, however,

to these being performed in such a way that the imagination

was excited and the heavenly was seen heard, smelt, and felt,

as for example in incense and the relics and bones of martyrs.

The enjoyment of salvation on the part of him who participated

in these rites, was supposed to consist in the elevating im-

pression made on the imagination and the sensuous feelings.

He was supposed to feel himself lifted up by means of it into

the higher world, and in this feeling to taste the glory of the

super-sensuous, and for this reason to carry away the conviction

that in a mysterious fashion soul and body had been prepared

for the future reception of the immortal life. Such being the

theory it was an easy step from this to combine all the mys-

teries into one great mystery in worship, and this was what

actually took place. With this as the starting-point the "Church"

too accordingly became a holy reality, the institution for wor-

ship, the holy mechanism, which supplies the believer with

heavenly impressions and raises him to heaven. The idea of

the Church which had the most vitaHty in the East was that

of something which, regarded as active, was "the lawful steward

of the mysteries ("5 yv/jfjioc rwv f/.v7Ti^piccv oizovo[/,og'') and con-

ceived of as passive, was the image of the "heavenly hierarchy."

In strict logical fashion it developed from beginnings which

already foreshadow the end. Although the beginnings are

characteristically different, we find them in Antioch as well as

in Alexandria and thus in both the centres of the East. In

the case of the former of these cities the beginnings are to be

1 Here already at this early stage the difficult question emerges which even at

the present day troubles many amongst ourselves, as to whether the ceremonies of

the Old Testament, circumcision for instance, were sacraments.
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looked for in Ignatius, the author of the Six Books of the

Apostolic Constitutions, the editor of the Eight Books, and in

Chrysostom, and together with them in Methodius. In the case

of the latter the starting-point was supplied by Clemens, Origen,

(Gregory of Nyssa) and Macarius. In the former everything

from the first was intimately associated with the bishop and

with worship, in the latter with the true Gnostic originally,

then next with the monk. In the former the bishop is the

hierurge and the representative of God, the presbyters represent

the apostles, and the deacons Jesus Christ. This is the earthly

hierarchy, the copy of the heavenly. Already with Ignatius

the cultus dominates the entire Christian life ; the holy meal is

the heavenly meal, the Supper is the "medicine of immor-

tality"

—

:pxpfy.iXzoy xöxvxirlxg. By means of the one Church-

worship we mount up to God ; woe to him who takes no part

in it. All this is put in a stronger form in the Apostolical

Constitutions, and is developed in a worthy and sensible fashion

in the work of Chrysostom Trsp) Ispccuvvvjq. But in all this the

attitude of the laity is a passive one; they make no effort,

they allow themselves to be filled. ^ The influential Methodius

viewed the matter from a different standpoint. Although he is

the opponent of the Alexandrians, he does not deny the in-

fluence which he had received from them. His realism and tradi-

tionalism are, however, of a speculative kind. They constitute

the substructure of the subjectivity of the monkish mysticism..

Christ must be born "rationally" {^Joy,roöc) in the believer; every

Christian must by participating in Christ become a Christ.

Methodius knew how to unite the ideas of a powerful religious

individualism with the Mysticism which attaches itself to objec-

tive traditions. While protecting these latter against the in-

roads of a heterodox idealism, he nevertheless intended tnat

' I here leave out of account the Syrian mysticism of the fifth and sixth centuries

of which we first really got some idea from the admirable work of Frothingham,

Stephen bar Sudaili, 1886. The philosophico-logical element is not entirely absent

from the views of these Syro-Monophysite mystics who had relations with Egypt

too, but still it always was kept in the background. We have in their case

Pantheism of a strongly marked character represented by the consubstantiality of

God and the universe, and in accordance with this they had a fondness for the

"Origenistic " ideas of the history of the universe and of the restoration of all things.
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1

they should merely constitute the premises of an individual reli-

gious life which goes on between the soul and the Logos alone.

This was the fundamental thought of the great theologians

of Alexandria. But they rarely connected the substructure of

their theosophy with earthly worship, and still more rarely

with earthly priests. Nevertheless their substructure was of a

much richer kind than that of the Antiochians. There is pro-

bably no single idea connected with religion or worship, no

religious form, which they did not turn to account. Sacrifice,

blood, reconciliation, expiation, purification, perfection, the

means of salvation, the mediators of salvation,— all these, which

were connected with some symbol or other, played a role in

their system. It was the hierarchical element alone which was

kept very much in the background, nor was much prominence

indeed given to the idea of the ritual unity of the Church

which was a leading one with the Antiochians. Everything is

directed towards the perfection of the individual, the Christian

Gnostic, and everything is arranged in stages, a feature which

is wanting in the system of the Antiochians. The Christian

does not merely allow himself to be filled with the Holy ; on

the contrary he is himself here always engaged in independent

effort inasmuch as he advances from secret to secret. At
every stage some remain behind ; each stage down to the last

presents a real thing and the covering of a thing. Blessed is

he who knows the thing or actual fact, still more blessed he

who presses on to the next stage, but he too is saved who
grasps the thing in its covering only. But with the stages of

the mysteries the stages of the knowledge of the world further

correspond. He who makes the mysteries his own, thmks at

the same time on the progressively ordered world. He advances

from the external world upwards to himself, to his soul, his

spirit, to the laws of the world and the world-spirits, to the

one undivided Logos who rules the universe, to the incarnate

Logos, to the highest Reason, which lies behind the Logos, to

what is above all reason— to God. The Cosmos, the history

of redemption, the Bible are the great graduated, ordered mys-

teries which have to be traversed : all divine things and all

human things

—

ttx'jtx ^sJx zx) ttx'jtx, x'Ao-^ttivx. When we have
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once reached the end aimed at, all helps may be dispensed

with. There is a standpoint viewed from which every symbol,

every sacrament, every thing that is holy, which appears in a

material covering, becomes profane, for the soul lives in the

Holiest of all. " Images and symbols which set forth other

things were of value so long as the truth was not present, but

when the truth is present, it is necessary to do the things of

the truth and not of the image or representation of it," {oil

£}>idv£<; xx) TO. (rvp!,ßoXx 7rxpx(JTxriycx hrx srspcc-j Trpxyf/^xrcxiv zx/.a?-

iyiVOVTO, y-'SXP' /^''J TTXpyJT/ •/} Oi?,yiÖ£lX' 7rX.pCV7'/,C 5f TViq JcK'/jösiXC TX

T>jg xhvi&slx: "hsl ttoisIv, ou tx iizovog). This holds good of the

aspiring theologian ; it holds good also in the main of the hum-

blest, barbarous monk. But Christianity would not be the uni-

versal religion if it did not present salvation in the symbolic

form at all stages. This thought separates the ecclesiastical

theosophs of Alexandria from their Neo-Platonic and Gnostic

brethren. In it the universalism of Christianity finds expression,

but the concession is too great. It sanctions a Christianity

which is bound up with signs and formulae, the Christianity of

the "^kJvf^". The most sublime spiritualism, as happened in

expiring antiquity, made terms with the grossest forms of the

religion of the masses,—or rather, here is expiring antiquity.

That it could do this is a proof that a naturalistic or polytheis-

tic element was inherent in itself. Because it did it, it was-

itself stifled by the power which it tolerated. The issue reveals

the initial capital blunder.

The mystical cultus of Antioch which culminates in the priest

and divine service, and the philosophical mysticism of Alexan-

dria which has ultimately in view the individual, the gnostic

and the monk, already converge in Methodius and the Cappa-

docians ;
' they next converge in the works of the pseudo-Dio-

nysius the Areopagite. " It was owing to Maximus Confessor

1 Gregory of Nazianzus (in laud. Heron, c. 2) thus speaks from the altar to Hera
" Approach hither, near to the Holy places, the mystic table and me, rui Six rovrcov

Izva-rxyaiyovvTi rijv SeciKrtv, oiq as xpoa'X'yst ^oyo^ y.xi ßio^ xxt yj Stx toC 7rx&s7v Kxöxpa-i:;."

' The article by Möller in Herzog's R.-Encyklop. III., p. 6i6 ff. enables us to

understand how the Dionysius question stood in the year 1878 (the best analysis

is by Steitz, in the Jahrbb. für deutsche Theol., 1866, p. 197 ff ; there are valuable

if not quite convincing discussions by Hipler. 1861 and in the Kirchenlex. 2 III.,.
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that in this combination they became the power which domi-

nates the Church.

Everything was grouped round the Lord's Supper, ' and as

p. 1789 ff., cf. the work of Engelhardt, Die angebl. Schriften des A. Dionysius,

Sulzbach, 1823). Within recent years, however, several new publications based on

the sources, and discussions, have appeared, which shew that nothing has really

yet been certainly established; see Pitra, Analecta Sacra III., on this Loofs in the

ThLZ., 1884, Col. 554 f.; Frothingham, Stephen bar Sudaili, the Syrian Mystic

and the Book of Hierotheos, 1886; in addition Baethgen in the ThLZ, 1887,

No. 10; Skworzow, Patrologische Untersuchungen, 1875; Kanakis, Dion. d. Areo-

pagite, 1881; Dräseke (Ges. Patrist. Abhandl., 1889, p. 25 ff.; Dionysios v. Rhino-

kolura, in addition Gelzer in the Wochenschrift f. Klass. Philol., 1892, separate

impression); Jahn, Dionysiaca, 1889; Foss, Ueber den Abt Hilduin von St. Denis

und Dionysius Areop. in the Jahresbericht des Luisenstädt. R.-Gymuasiums z. Berlin,

1886. The most ancient testimony to the existence of these works is to be found

•in the Church History attributed to Zacharias of Mitylene (Land, Anecd. Syr. III.,

p. 228). Severus quoted them at a Council at Tyre which cannot have been held

later than the year 513. Still older would be Cyril's testimony in the work against

Diodorus and Theodore, which even if it ought not to be attributed to Cyril, be-

longs to the fifth century. " Although the manuscript reading in Liberatus Brev. 10

is corrupt still it ought probably to be emended thus : Dionysii Areopagitse, (Dio-

nysii) Corinthiorum episcopi" (Gelzer). Hipler, Pitra, Dräseke, Möller, Kanakis

(who wishes to fix the date of the writings definitely for about 120) have pronounced

against the old assumption of a (pious) fraud, and have referred the writings to

the second half of the fourth century. They have besides sought to shew that we

ought probably to make a distinction between the several works which now bear

the name of Dionysius, and that the oldest of the writings bearing this name are

in all probability not forgeries, though forgers and interpolators did seize upon

them in the fifth or si.xth century, and that therefore, as is so frequently the case, it

was not the author, but tradition which first committed the forgery. But if Frothing-

ham is right, the writings ought to be put later, and Gelzer as against Dräseke

has advanced some very strong ai-guments in favour of the idea of an original

fia Jraiis—after the analogy of the Neo-Platonic interpolations—that is in support

of the hypothesis "~ that the author of these writings purposely intended from the

first to secure a loftier authority from them than they would otherwise have had

by means of the pi'estige attaching to works contemporary with the Apostles." " The

author of the Dionysiau writings was merely following the usages of the schools, in

transferring his works to the apostolic age." The question of date is consequently

not yet settled, (second half of the fourth and fifth century). The period previous

to 400 seems to me the more probable, but there are so many points connected

with these writings which are still obscure that one must refrain from pronouncing

an opinion until a new, thorough, and comprehensive investigation has been made.

1 Baptism may be left out of account; for the views held regarding it did not

undergo any actual development within the period we treat of (see Vol. II., 140.)

Naturally the general and changing ideas of the mysteries exercised an influence

upon baptism, but it was rarely studied ex professo. It besides occupied an isolated

position since it could never be brought into intimate connection with worship.
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was the case in an earlier period, it still continued to be re-

garded from a twofold point of view, the sacrificial and the

What was certain was that baptism actually purifies from sins committed previous

to it, i.e.^ destroys them, and consequently constitutes the beginning of the process

which makes the mortal man imperishable. It is thus the source and beginning

of all gifts of grace. But as was the case in regard to the other mysteries, so

here too there were theologians who, in imitation of Origen, held the view that

there was a mysterious purification of the soul, and regarded the water as a symbol,.,

but all the same as the absolutely necessary symbol, which just for this very reason

is not simply a "symbol" in the modern sense of the word (see the Cappadocians).

The intellectualism of these theologians and their inability to believe in an actual

forgiveness of sins, led them in the case of baptism to prefer the idea of a

4)WT/o-//o?— the primitive designation of the sacrament—and thus of a physical

purification (xxiccpa-:i;) or else to think of the proof it gave of such a purification.

Other theologians, however, from the days of Cyril of Alexandria downwards, in

accordance with their ideas of the Lord's Supper with which, following John XIX.

34, baptism was always ranged (Johannes Damascenus still gives prominence to

these two sacraments only), assumed that there was an actual f<£Ta;o-TO<%f/cy(7;? of the

water into a divine material, which toolc place by means of the descent of the

spirit which followed the invocation of God. TertuUian (de bapt.) and Cyprian had

already taught similar doctrine in the West. Cyril of Jerusalem too (cat. III. 3, 4)

held the view that there was a dynamic change in the water. But it is Cyril of

Alexandria (Opp. IV., p. 147) who first says: Aix x»}? tov TrvevfJiXTOi; svepye/xt; to

ala-iyiTQv vSwp Trpb^ äsixv tivx xxi XTroppy^rov (jLerxa-TOtx^'Ovrxi Svvxi^iv, xyix^et 5g

Ao/5rov Toi/c Iv o7? xv yivoiTO. Still the Church did not get the length of having

distinct and definite formulae for the sacramental unity of water and spirit, for the

moment, and for the means whereby this unity was produced. Although the

statement held good that baptism was absolutely necessary to salvation, still people

shrank more from the unworthy reception of it than from the danger of definitely

dispensing with it. In the fourth century people kept postponing it repeatedly

—

so as not to use this general means till the hour of death. Baptism was accordingly

regarded by many m praxi not as initiation into the Christian state, but as the

completion of it. Some very characteristic passages in Augustine's Confessions, e.g.,,

show this {e.g., Confess. VI. 4) : it was possible in the fourth century to rank as

a Christian, though one was not yet baptised. But the great Church-Fathers of the

fourth century defended the practice of infant-baptism which had been already

handed down, and this was established in the fifth century as the general usage.

Its complete adoption runs parallel with the death of heathenism. As regards bap-

tism by heretics, the view held in the Eastern Church at the beginning of the

fourth century was that it was not valid. But it gi-adually, though hesitatingly,

receded somewhat from this position (see the decisions of 325 and 381). A distinc-

tion was made between those sects whose baptism was to be recognised, or was to

be supplemented by the laying on of hands, and those whose baptism had to be

repeated (this is still what we have in the ninty-fifth canon of the TruUan Synod

692). The Church did not, however, arrive at any more fixed view on the matter,

since just those fathers of the fourth century who where held in the highest esteem

generally demanded re-baptism. Whether one ought to re-baptise the heretic or to
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sacramental. ^ The mystery with which it came to be increas-

ingly surrounded and the commemorations which took place at its

celebration, preserved to the Lord's Supper in wholly altered

conditions within the world-Church which embraced the Empire,

its lofty and at the same time familiar, congregational character.

"

Xo rigidly doctrinal development of the Lord's Supper followed

on this. But probably the presence of changes in the concep-

tions formed of the Lord's Supper both in its sacrificial and in

its sacramental aspect, might be proved. These changes, how-

ever, take place throughout within the limits which were already

fixed in the third century. The blend of a sublime spiritualism

and a sensuous realism was already in existence in the third

century. Any progress which took place could consist only

in this, that religious materialism advanced further and further

and forced spiritualism to retire. Its advance was, however,

furthered above all by the fact that the dogma of the Incar-

nation was brought into connection with the Lord's Supper.

This is the most important fact connected with this development,

for now the Lord's Supper became, as it were, the intelligible

exponent of the entire dogmatic system, and at the same time

the hitherto vague ideas regarding the kind and nature of the

body of Christ in the Lord's Supper, came to have a firmly

fixed form. If previous to this Christians had never of set

purpose thought of the body of the historical Christ when
speaking of the body of Christ in the Lord's Supper, but of

His spirit. His word, or the remembrance of His body offered

up, or of something inexpressible, something glorified which

anoint him or merely to lay the hand upon him, is a point that is not certainly

decided up to the present time. The Greek Church very frequently still repeats

baptism at the present day; see Höfling, Sacr. der Taufe, 1848; Steitz, Art.

"Ketzertaufe" in Herzog's R.-Encykl. 2nd ed.: Kattenbusch, op. cit. I., p. 403 ff.

1 See Vol. II., p. 136, and p. 146.

- It is very worthy of note that already in the fourth century the Lord's Supper

was regarded as the expression of a particular form of Confession. Philostorgius

(H. E. III. 14) tells us that up to the time of Aetius the Arians in the East had

joined with the orthodox in prayers, hymns, etc., in short in almost all ecclesiastical

acts, but not in the "mystic sacrifice." In the commemorations from that time on-

wards connection with the Church found public expression. Cancelling of Church

membership was regularly expressed by ei-asure of the name in the commemoration

from the diptychs.
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passed for being His body, now the idea emerged that the

material element which is potentially already the body of Christ

according to Gregory of Nyssa, is by priestly consecration or

more correctly, by the Holy Spirit who also overshadowed

Mary, changed with the real body of Christ or else taken up

into it. The Incarnation is not repeated in the Lord's Supper,

but it is continued in it in a mysterious fashion, and the dogma
is practically attested in the most living and marvellous way
through this mystery. The priest is here, it is true, the minister

•only, not the author ; but in connection with such a transaction

to be the servant who carries out what is done, means to be

engaged in an inexpressibly lofty service which raises one even

above the angels. The whole transaction, which is based on

the Incarnation, is thus beyond a doubt itself the mystery of

the deification {öico7ic). The connection is exceptionally close;

for if the act gets its essence and its substance from the Incar-

nation, while the latter again has in view the deification, it is

itself the real means of the deification. It is the same thought

as that which had already been indicated by Ignatius when he

described the holy food as the "medicine of immortality"

{Cpixpf^xzov Mxvx7ixq) ; but it is only now that this thought is

taken out of the region of uncertain authority and has fixity

given to it by getting a thoroughly firm foundation. But per-

haps the point that is most worthy of note is, that in reference

to the elements phrases were used by the Greek Fathers of a

later period, which, as applied to the dogma of the Incarnation,

had to be discarded as Gnostic, doketic, Apollinarian, or Euty-

chian and Apthartodoketic ! People speak naively—up to the

time of Johannes Damascenus, at least—of the changing, trans-

formation, transubstantiation of the elements into the Divine.

No attempt is made to form definite ideas regarding the where-

abouts of their material qualities ; they are wholly and entirely

deified. In a word, the views held regarding the Lord's Supper

were for a long time ApoUinarian-monophysite, and not dyophy-

site. But this makes it once more perfectly plain that what

was regarded by the Greek Church as of real importance from

the religious point of view, was adequately represented only by

the teaching of ApoUinaris and Monophysitism, and that the
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reasons which finally led to the adoption of Dyophysitism had

no strict connection with the dogmatic system.

As regards the sacrificial aspect of the holy action, the most

important development consists in the advance made in the

transformation of the idea of sacrifice, for which the way had

been already prepared in the third century. The oftering of

the elements, the memorial celebration of the sacrifice of Christ

in the sacrifice of the Supper, the oftering of the gifts [Trpor-

(pspsiv Toc ^üpx) and the offering of the memorial of the body

{TfpoT^spsiv rvjv [jy,jvi(j'.viv Tov (TCtif^iZrog) was changed into an offer-

ing of the body, {ro (raf/.x Trpoa-Cpspsiv) a propitiatory memorial

sacrifice. " The sacrifice of His Son on the Cross was, as it

were, put before God's eyes and recalled to memory in order

that its effects might be communicated to the Church." Thus,

owing to the influence of the heathen mysteries and in conse-

quence of the development of the priestly notion, the idea

crept in that the body and blood of Christ were constantly

offered to God afresh in order to propitiate Him. And the

more uncertain men became as to God's feelings, and the more

worldly and estranged from God they felt themselves to be,

the more readily they conceived of the Supper as a real renewal

of the Sacrifice of Christ and of His saving death. Christians

had formerly made it their boast that the death of Christ had

put an end to every sort of outward sacrifice ; they had spoken

of the "bloodless and rational and gentle sacrifice" {a:yxify.og

xx) Äoyiz'/i y,x) Trpo^'^T/,: dvjix) or of the " immaterial and mental

sacrifice" {Ö'j7ix iX7cciy,xToc y.x) vospx). These modes of expression

continued to be used in the third and fourth centuries, but the

desire for a sensuous expiatory sacrifice, which had been present,

though in a hidden form, at an early date, became stronger

and stronger, and thus "flesh and blood"—namely, the flesh

and blood of Christ—were described as sacrificial offerings.

Thus men had once more a bloody sacrifice, though indeed

without visible blood, and what it seemed not to have certainly

accomplished when offered once, was to be accomplished by a

repetition of it. And thus, as the act regarded as a sacrament

was connected in the closest way with the Incarnation, and

appeared as a mysterious, real representation of it, as something
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to be enjoyed by the believer, so, regarded as a sacrifice, it was

now finally brought into the most intimate connection with the

death of Christ, but in such a way that in it the saving sacri-

ficial death likewise appeared to be continued, i.e., repeated.

Is it possible to give the sacramental act a loftier position than

this ? Assuredly not ! And yet it was nothing but pure Paganism

which had brought this about. Since these developments took

place most of the Churches of Christendom in the East and

West have been fettered and enslaved by a " doctrine of the

Supper" and a "ritual of the Supper", which must be reckoned

amongst the most serious hindrances which the Gospel has ex-

perienced in the course of its history. Neither the calling out of

elevated feelings, nor the superabundance of intellectual force, of

acuteness and "philosophy" which has been expended in connec-

tion with this, can undo the mischief which has been incalcul-

able and which is still going on. And as in the fifth and sixth

centuries the Supper was conceived of as the resultant of the

system of dogma as a whole (the Trinity and the Incarnation),

and was supposed to be equivalent to it, and to give a Hvely

representation of it, so the same is still the case at the present

day. The "doctrine" of the Supper has been treated in such

a way as in the first place to sanction the dogma of the Incarna-

tion, and in the second place to gather up to a point the entire

confessional system of doctrine and the conception of the Church,

In the whole history of religions there is probably no second

example of such a transformation, extension, demoralisation and

narrowing of a simple and sacred institution

!

Sure and logical as was the course of the development of

the ritual and doctrine of the Supper in the Greek Church, no

dogma in the strict sense of the word was set up, because

there was no controversy unless about points of no importance.

But just for this very reason the doctrinal pronouncements

scarcely ever get beyond the stage of unfathomable contradic-

tions and insoluble oracles. Christians felt so comfortable in

the darkness of the mystery ; they laid hold of this or the other

extravagant form of expression without being afraid of being

corrected or being forced to pay respect to a fixed form of

words sanctioned by ecclesiastical usage. Anything that sounded
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pious and edifying, profound and mysterious, could be freely

used in connection with the mystery. And since the words

which were used in this connection, such as spirit {7rv£iif/.x),

spiritually {Trysvizxriy.Zs), flesh [Txp^], body {accf^x) had a three-

fold and a manifold meaning ' in ecclesiastical usage, since

Scripture itself supplied various allegories in connection with

this matter, using flesh of Christ as equal to the Church, flesh

of Christ as equal to His words, etc., since John VI. as compared

with the words of institution supplied endless scope for specula-

tion and rhetoric, since the consequences and the terminology of

the dogma of the Incarnation were on the same lines,—and in

addition, the doctrine of the Holy Spirit and certain ideas of

the Church,—since finally the sacramental and sacrificial elements

were at one time kept strictly separate and at another ran into

one another, the utterances of the Greek Fathers in reference

to the Supper constitute as a rule the most forbidding portions

of their works. But to give a logical solution and orderly

reproduction of their thoughts is not at all the historian's busi-

ness, for in attempting such a task he would constantly be in danger

of missing the meaning of the Fathers. For this reason we here

renounce any such attempt. It will be sufficient to note the tend-

ency and progress of the development in the Fathers who are to

be referred to in what follows. " That the increasingly complex
1 Let any one take a proposition such as this from Athanasius: 7rvevi/.x ^000-

TTOiovv vj a-oc(i% sa-Ti rov xvpi'ov^ Siöti sk Trvevi^xroq ^üiottoiov a-vvs?i.j^ix.tp$>i, in order

to form an idea of how one may twist and turn the words.

' In the essays by Steitz on the doctrine of the Supper in the Greek Church

(Jahrbb. f. deutsche Theol. IX., pp. 409—481; X., pp. 64— 152, 399—463; XI.,

pp. 193—253: XII., pp. 211—286; XIII., pp. 3—66) we possess an investigation

of the subject which is as comprehensive as it is thorough. The author, however,

does not seem to me always to have hit the mark in the judgments he passes.

He makes too many distinctions, and in particular his view as to the existence of

a strictly distinct symbolic doctrine of the Supper is hardly tenable in the form in

which he seeks to develop it. A purely symbolic conception of the Supper never

existed, for it was always harmoniously united with a ritual which was based on

a very realistic way of conceiving of it. What we now call " symbol " is some-

thing wholly different from what was so-called by the ancient Church. On the

other hand, after the sacramental magic in its coarsest form had found its way

into the Church, "• symbolic " statements were always tolerated because the symbol

was really never a mere type or sign, but always embodied a mystery ; see Vol.

II., p. 143. On the doctrine of the Supper cf. further the monographs by Riickert,

Kahnis, Ebrard.

19
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form taken by doctrine was of no advantage to real religion

may be inferred from the one fact that the effects of the

Supper were always described in an absolutely vague fashion.

Nor did the ösütic, that process to which was attached this

high-sounding name, really mean anything, for it was impossible

to understand it in any serious sense. The idea that free-

dom was the basis of all that was good, was in the way of

this. This ösütic, which is experienced in imagination, threaten-

ed, in the case of the Greeks themselves, to change into a

mere play of fancy ; for as soon as they realised that they

were moral beings, they thought of nothing else save of the

exalted God, of His demand that they should renounce the

world and do good, and of the duty which lay upon man of

living a holy life in order to die a blessed death. For this

very reason they were also unable to reach any complete

confidence in the promise of the forgiveness of sins given in the

Supper. In place of this, however, reHgious materialism went to

absurd lengths, while at the same time the ascetic theosoph

was always free respectfully to ignore the whole transaction.

Only a few hints regarding the course taken by the develop-

ment of the doctrine can fitly be given here : Origen supplies

the starting-point. "In his view the eucharistic body was only

the Word of God or of the Logos as being a substitute for

his appearance in the flesh ; the shew-bread was for him the type •

of the Word in the old Covenant; for as this was placed, as

it were, before the eyes of God as a propitiatory memorial

object, so the Church also puts a bread before God which has

a great propitiatory power—namely, the commemoration, the

word regarding His passion and death with which Christ

introduced and founded the Supper. But the bread of bless-

ing was in his view the symbol only of this word, only of

His eucharistic body, but not of His body ofi"ered up on the

Cross, and if he does once call the latter " the typical and

symbolic body", he did this only in the sense referred to. This

is just what is peculiar and characteristic in his standpoint, that

whenever he speaks of the Supper or indeed in a more general
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1

sense of the eating of the flesh or of the drinking of the blood

of Christ, he does this without any reference to the body
which He had as man or to the blood which flowed in the

veins of this body." ' The body and blood of Christ are know-
ledge, life, and immortality, not, however, as a mere thought

or as a symbol, but in inexpressible reality. In Eusebius we
already note an advance, and in fact in the " Demonstratio " and
in the work "de eccles. theologia" he has several new catego-

ries. In his case already the offering of the memorial of the

body {y.v'/j (/,'/iv rov (TÜf^ocrog xpotr^spsiv) passes over into the offer-

ing of the body [ro (töö[j.x TrpoTipspsiv). He has the propitiatory

memorial sacrifice. But from the sacramental point of view

the consecrated elements are still for him symbols of the mystical

body of Christ, i.e., of His word: only from the sacrificial point

of view do they already possess the value of mysterious symbols

of the actual body, the body which was once offered up." It

is impossible to extract a doctrine from the confused statements

of Athanasius, nor will it do to make him a "symbolist".^

Probably, however, Athanasius comes nearer to Origen in his

conception of the Supper than in any other part of his doctrine. ^

The statement of Basil (ep. 8, c. 4) is genuinely Origenist

:

"We eat the flesh of Christ and drink His blood in that by
His Incarnation and His life which was manifest to the senses,

w^e become partakers of the Logos and of wisdom. For he

described His whole mystical appearance as flesh and blood

and thereby indicated the doctrine which is based on practical,

physical, and theological science, and by which the soul is

nourished and is meanwhile prepared for the vision of the truly

existent." But the Cappadocians likewise had already advocated

a theurgy of the most palpable kind — in all the Fathers the

spiritualistic amplifications of the doctrine occur, always with

reference to John VI. As regards the doctrine of the Supper,

"Realism" and Real Presence of the true body of Christ (or

transubstantiation) are for us at the present day equivalent. In

• Steitz X., p. 99.

- Demonstr. ev. I. 10; de eccles. theol. IIL 12; Steitz X., p. 97 fif.

3 So rightly Thomasius L, p. 431 ff. as against Steitz X., p. 109 fif.

•* See ad Serap. IV., espec. c. 19 and the Festival-letters.
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ancient times, however, there was a "reahsm" which had no

reference whatever to that real presence, but which on the con-

trary regarded a spiritual mystical something as really present.

Hence the controversy on the part of historians of dogma and of

ecclesiastical parties regarding the doctrine of the Supper held

by the Fathers. They are "Symbolists" in respect of the real

presence of the true body ; indeed as regards this they are

in a way not even symbolists, since they had not that body in

their minds at all. But they know of a mystical body of Christ

which is for them absolutely real— it is spirit, life, immortality,

and they transferred this as real to the celebration of the Supper.

'

According to Macarius too, Christ gives Himself and the soul

to be eaten spiritually (hom. 27, 17), but this spiritual eating

is the enjoyment of something actual. Macarius, however, while

he had the individual soul in view always thought of the Church;

for to this noteworthy Greek mystic who, moreover, knew some-

thing of sin and grace, as to Methodius, the soul is the micro-

cosm of the Church and the Church is the macrocosm of the

soul. But the statements made by him and Methodius in respect

to this point, were not further followed out." The influence

of the sacrificial conception of the consecrated elements, as being

the antitypes of the broken body of Christ, on the sacramental

conception, can be traced already in Eustathius and in the

Apostolical Constitutions ;
' its presence is perfectly apparent

in the mystagogic catechetics of Cyril of Jerusalem. But I

suspect that in their catechetical instruction Basil and Gregory

did not express themselves differently from him. Besides the

many other passages having reference to the subject, Catech.

' On Basil Steitz X., p. 127 ff., on Gregor Naz. the same, p. 133 ff. From
Basil's ninety-third letter in particular we see that for him spiritualism was in

no sense opposed to the most superstitious treatment of the Supper. Quite correctly

Ullmann, Gregor, p. 487: "It is difficult to determine what Gregory understood by

eating and drinking the blood of Christ, and in any case no dogma which may
be regarded as peculiarly belonging to Gregory can be deduced from it." In him

we find the expression for the consecrated elements "«vt/ti/tt« rov ti(j.iov aüiiJ-xrot;

Koä xi'iJ-XTOt;^'^ an expression which Eusebius in his day might have used and which

Eustathius did use (Steitz X., p. 402).

" On Macarius, see Steitz X., p. 142 ff.

•* Steitz X., pp. 402—410.
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v., 7 is specially important. "And next after we have sanc-

tified ourselves (through prayer), we pray the gracious God
that He will send down His Holy Spirit on the elements

presented, in order that He may make the bread into the body
of Christ and the wine into the blood of Christ; for what the

Holy Spirit touches is wholly sanctified and transformed [[jlstx-

ßsp'Ay,Txi).'' Here therefore we have a plain assertion of the

lj.£7xpo?,'/j which is effected by the Holy Spirit in the Supper,

and Cyril in fact appeals to the miracle of Cana. At the same
time " Cyril is the first church-teacher who treats of baptism,

the oil, and the Eucharist, in their logical sequence, and in

accordance with general principles." The element which may
be termed the symbolic, or better, the spiritual element, is

nowhere wanting in his theology, and in fact it still quite clearly

constitutes its basis ; but we see it supplemented by that " re-

alism " which already regards the details of the act of ritual

as the special subject of instruction. The epiklesis or invoca-

tion, brings with it a dynamic change in the elements in the

Supper as in all mysteries. By partaking of the holy food one
becomes "a bearer of Christ"; the flesh and blood of Christ

is distributed amongst the members of the body. In Cyril's

view the elements in their original form have after consecration

wholly disappeared. " Since now thou art taught and convinced

that the visible bread is not bread, although to the taste it

appears to be such, but the body of Christ ; and that the visible

wine is not wine, although to taste it seems to be such, but

the blood of Christ, comfort thine heart," (Catech. V., 9), But
still we might make a mistake if we were to attribute to the

theologian what is said by the catechist. Extravagances of

this sort still belonged at that time to the liturgical and cate-

chetical element, but were not a part of theology, ' But the

miracle of Cana and the multiplication of the bread now became
important events for teachers, as indeed is evident from the

sculpture of the Fourth Century, and even such a pronounced
Origenist as Gregory of Nyssa for whom indeed (TVf/.ßoÄoy was
equivalent to xttoIsi'^ic (a setting forth) and yvüpifji/.x (mark or

token) and who laid down the principle " Christianity has its

1 On Cyril, see Steitz X., pp. 412—428.
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strength in the mystic symbols" (iv roTg [j^varixolc (7vy.ßö/.öig o

Xpii^Tixvio-f^bg ry,v h'x,0'-' f%f')» ' ^^ catechist propounded a //yj"/*?-

logical philosophically constructed theory regarding the spiritual

nourishing power of the elements which were changed into the

body of the Lord, which in religious barbarity far outstrips

anything put forward by the Neo-Platonic Mysteriosophs. It

makes it plain to us that in the fourth century Christianity was

sought after not because it supplied a worship of God in spirit

and in truth, but because it offered to men a spiritual sense-

enjoyment with which neither Mithras nor any other god could

successfully compete. Gregory wished for a spiritual and cor-

poral "communion and mixing" {iz£rov7ix zz) xvcizptxa-ig) with

the Redeemer. The only help against the poison which has

crept into our body is the antidote of the body of Him who
was stronger than death. This antidote must be introduced into

the body. It accordingly transforms and alters our body [f/^sra,-

TTOieh y.x) y^srxriöi'^xi ; [/.sTX7TX(Tiq, f/,£rx'7T0ix^iCt)(Ttg, xXKoioo^ic),

The actual body of Christ as immortal is thus the remedy

against death ; it must therefore, like other sorts of good, be

partaken of bodily. This partaking takes place in the Supper

;

for through the act of consecration the bread and wine are

changed into the flesh and blood of the Lord {ysrxTroi'/iTi:) in

order that through partaking of them our body may be trans-

formed into the body of Christ {y.£rx7T0i;^£icü'7ig; see Justin).

These transubstantiations are proved by a philosophical exposi-

tion of matter and form, potentiality and actuality ; at this point

Aristotle had already to be brought forward to furnish the

necessary proof. The paradox was held to be not really so

paradoxical. The body of the Logos, it was affirmed, itself

consisted of bread ; the bread was virtually (^vvxysi) the body

etc. But more important than these dreadful expositions of a

pharmaceutical philosophy was the close connection which Gre-

gory formed by means of them between the Eucharist and the

Incarnation. He was the first, so far as I know, to do this.

The older Fathers also, indeed, while by the eucharistic body

they understood the word and the life, always regarded the

Incarnation as the fundamental condition, which alone made that

1 C. Eunomium XL. T. IL, p. 704.
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use of it possible. But since they did not entertain the idea of

the real body of Christ, the Incarnation and Eucharist—apart

from some attempts by Athanasius— still remained unconnected.

It was otherwise with Gregory. For him the transformation

of the consecrated bread into the body of Christ zvas the con-

tinuation of the process of the Incarnation. "If the existence

of the whole body depends on nourishment while this consists

of food and drink ; if, further, bread serves for food, and water

mixed with wine for drink, and if the Logos of God, as has

been already proved, is united [7vvx,vsy,px&'yi) in his character as

God and Logos with human nature, and, having entered our

body, produced no different or new constitution for human

nature, but rather sustained his body by the usual and fitting

means and supported life by food and drink, the food being

bread; then, just as in our case, he who sees the bread to

some extent perceives the human body therein, because when

the bread enters the latter it becomes part of it, so in that case

the body which conceals God within it, and which received the

bread is to a certain extent identical with the bread ... for

what is characteristic of all was also admitted regarding the

flesh of Christ, namely, that it was also supported by bread,

but the body zvas by the residence in it of the Divine Logos

transformed {f/^srsTrorJio'/i) to a divine sublimity and digmty. We
accordingly are now also justified in believing that the bread

consecrated by the word of God is transformed into the body

of the God-Logos. For that body was also virtually bread,

but was consecrated by the residence in it of the Logos, who

dwelt in the flesh. Accordingly as the bread transformed in

that body was invested with divine energy we have the same

thing happening here. For in the former case the grace of the

Word sanctified the body which owed its existence to, and to

a certain extent was, bread, and similarly, in the present instance,

the bread, as the apostle says, is made holy by God's Word
(Logos) and command; not that it is first changed into the

body of the Logos by being eaten, but that it is at once trans-

formed into his body by the Logos (by its consecration) in

accordance with the saying of the Logos, 'This is my body'."

Gregory argues similarly as regards the wine and blood, and
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then continues :
" Since then that flesh which received God also

received this portion (wine, blood) into its substance, and God
made manifest by that means interfused himself in the perish-

able nature of men, in order that by communion with deity

the human might be deified ; therefore he implants himself in

all who have believed in the dispensation of grace, by means

of the flesh whose substance consists of both wine and bread,

condemning himself to the bodies of believers, so that by union

with that which is immortal man also might become a partici-

pator in immortality. And these things he grants to the power

of the blessing, having therefore transformed the nature of the

phenomena ('E/Tf) ovi^ zx) tovto to [yJpog [wine, blood] '/j Öfo^J%cj

ezslvvi Txp^ Trpoc ry!>i (tu7to!,(tiv Ixur^g 7rxpsh£^ix,ro, ^f cpxvspcü^s):

(deoq "Bix TOVTO zxTeyA^sv sxvtov t^ iTVizvipu tuv dvopuTrccv (pvrst,

hoc TTfi Tvjq QsÖTVjTOc zoivocvlx cTvi^XTroÖsccö^ TO ocvöp:!oTivov, TOVTOV %iX/:/V

TTiXfJ"/ Tolg TrsTTKTTsvzoiTi Tifi o}y.oyofyJ:i t^: xxpiToq hxvTOv h(T7r£lpsi

^ix Tijc (TxpyJc '/jc V, (TV(rTX(Tig 0; o'ivov ts y.x) xpTOv tVr;, ToTt; (tijO[/,x7i

TOOV TTSTTl^TS'JZOTCüV XXTXKpiVX[/.£VOC, CCC XV T^ TTpOC TO MxVXTOV

hoo(T£i zx) xvöpccTTog Tvjc xöxvxuixc f/,£T0X0'; yhoiTO. TXVTX ^£

'^I'^UTi Tvi Tyjc £vXo'yix!; ^vvxf/.£i Trpog £Z£7vo [/,£TX,'jT01X^^^'^'>'-'? '^^'^

(pxivoijJvocv Tviv Cpv<rtv). It was henceforth impossible for any

other theory to outbid this one, which followed the practice.

It is the foundation for all farther developments, especially the

liturgical, and is responsible for nominally Christian heathenism.

It sprang from Gregory the '^spiritualist'', the disciple of Ori-

genl It explains why all purer science necessarily ceased. No
independent theology could long hold its ground side by side

with such an intoxicating speculation. ' For the rest, Gregory

did not teach transubstantiation in the later Western sense.

According to him only the form [£^i^og) of the elements, not the

substance, was changed. His theory is therefore rightly described

as one of transformation. Nor was he quite clear about the

relation of the eucharistic to the real—transfigured—body. He
did not entertain the idea of a complete identity, but only of

a qualitative unity. The consecrated elements were qualitatively

identical with the body, which the Logos had employed as his

organ.

' Calech. magna 37, Steitz X., pp. 435—446.
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Chrysostom, on the contrary, spoke of a complete identity,

and did not shrink from the boldest and most repugnant ex-

pressions. " In proof of his love he has given us the body

pierced with nails, that we might hold it in our hands and eat

it; for we often bite those whom zve love much.''^ "Christ

permits us to glut ourselves on his flesh." Chrysostom won't

remove our horror of cannibalism by spiritualising the rite. " In

order then that the disciples might not be afraid, he drank first,

and thus introduced them undismayed into the Communion of

his mysteries; therefore he drank his own blood." "Reflect,

that the tongue is the member with which we receive the

awful sacrifice." "Our tongue is reddened by the most awful

blood." "He has permitted us who desire it not merely to

see, but to touch and eat and bury our teeth in his flesh, and

to intermingle it with our own being." The fact that at the

same time the benefit contained in the Lord's Supper is described

as being perceived by the mind, a ^o'/itcj, hardly affects the

result, for of course the body, however real, of a God is a

yo^TOv. Like Gregory, Chrysostom speaks of a refashioning and

transforming {fy.£-xppvöf/J^£iy and f^srxcry.svx^siy) of the elements,

which Christ, the Holy Ghost, effects through the priest by means

of the invocation—not of the words of institution which do not

constitute the medium among the Greeks. Very instructive,

moreover, is the reference to the Incarnation. "The Church

sees the Lord lying in the crib wrapped in swaddling-clothes

—

an awful and wonderful spectacle ; for the Lord's table takes

the place of the crib, and here also lies the body of the Lord,

not wrapped in swaddling-clothes, but surrounded on all sides

by the Holy Ghost." Chrysostom, accordingly, went decidedly

farther in this point also than Gregory, with whom he agreed

in the assumption of an essentially corporeal effect of the

participation. ^
'

1 Horn. 24 in i ep. ad. Cor. c. 4.

- Horn, de bealo Philogono 3 ; see Steitz X., pp. 446—462, from w horn also

the above quoted passages are taken.

3 Compare also the offensive expressions of Theodoret (Interpret, in cant, cantic.

c. 3, 0pp. II., p. 89 Schulze): 01 roivvv i(7ätovTSi; tov vv/xipiov rx //eA'.j y.xi tivovtsc,

aiiTov TO xinx rvn "/xizix^g aurov Tt/7;^«vov5-< y.oivuivix^. But the same author

I
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To Dionysius, who was thoroughly Neoplatonic, the ethical

central notion consists in mystical union [= ökcTic (deification)

=:ixCpoy.oUctTic (likeness) -\-hccrjig (union)]. The complicated

" hierarchies " in heaven and in the Church—"purifying, illumin-

ating, perfecting " =r deacons, priests, and bishops—act as inter-

mediaries. This they accomphsh by the mysteries which like-

wise are graded ; to the bishops is reserved the consecration

of the priests, the consecration of the anointing oil and of the

altar. So the Lord's Supper, as in the case of Cyril of Jerusa-

lem, is no longer treated apart ; it has its place along with five

other mysteries. Dionysius was enabled to evolve a mystical

doctrine dealing with each mystery by a close examination of

its ritual performance. A deeper sense is given to each little

detail; it has a symbolical significance; "symbolical" is indeed

not a strong enough term. There is really a mystery present;

but this conception does not prevent the expert in mysteries

from after all regarding everything as the covering of a single

inner process : the return of the soul from multiphcity to unity^

from finitude and disunion to the ocean of the divine being.

The Eucharist which accompanies and completes the process

contributes to that which was begun in baptism. The liturgical

performance is rendered symbolical in every part. Moreover,

the consecrated elements are themselves treated as symbols.

The realistic view of Chrysostoni is not found in Dionysius.

The realism consists, so to speak, in the fixity and integrity

of the liturgical performance. Otherwise it is true of the Lord's

Supper, what Dionysius says generally of all mysteries: "The
majority of us do not believe in what is said regarding the

divine mysteries ; for we only see them through the sensible

symbols attached to them. We ought to strip the symbols off

and behold them by themselves when they have become naked

and pure ; for thus seeing them we should revere the spring of

life pouring into itself, both beholding it existing by itself and

being a kind of single force, simple, self-moved, self-acting, not

abandoning itself, but furnishing the science of all sciences, and

writes (Dial. luconfus.): oh'hi yccp (mstx tov xytaca-i^bv rx {jLvaritdt, itv{j.^oKoi, rij?

oiKSixc s^/a-TXTXi (p6(7Sui. lisvsi yxp exi tviq Trporepxi ou<rixi Kxt rov «;|j)f/x«TO?

Kxi Tov s'iSovi; XXI öpxTX itrrt xxi xtttx, clx x«< Trporepov yfv.
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ever itself seen by itself." ' And it is characteristic that it was

precisely the consecration of the monk which constituted the

highest mystery. Nothing but the tradition of the Church pre-

vented Dionysius ranking it actually above the Eucharist. Diony-

sius does not discuss the Eucharistie sacrifice at all.
"

The following period was set the task of combining the crass

realism of Gregory of Nyssa and Chrysostom with the ritualism

of Dionysius, without at the same time wholly destroying the

hidden spiritual element which depreciated all rites in compa-

rison with the inner feeling and exaltation. But from the be-

ginning of the fifth century conceptions of the Eucharist were

very decidedly influenced by the Christological differences. If

the conception of the Eucharist was connected with that of the

Incarnation, then it could not be a matter of indifference to

the former, whether in the latter the two natures were held to

be fused in one or to remain separate. MotiopJiysttes and

Orthodox, hoivever, had ahvays been and remained of one

mind regarding the Lord's Supper. Cyril argued over and over

again from the Lord's Supper in support of the Incarnation

and vice versa, and it was strictly due to him that the Church

learned the connection between the two and never lost it.

Even Leo I. can discuss it. ^ Nay, the incorruptibility of the

Eucharistie body was now accepted without question, while this

view, when applied to the Incarnation, was called, at least in

later times, Aphthartodoketism. Cyril had no fixed doctrinal

formula for the Lord's Supper; he did not go so far as Chry-

sostom. ^ But since the body was to him, because of the one

' Dionys. ep. 9, I ed. Corder (1755) L, p. 612: "'At/o-toC/^sv 0/ xoAAo; to7? 7rfp<

Tftjv ösioov (j-oa-Ti^picov f^oyoii' ^sufMs^oi yxp i^ovov xi/rx Six twv 7rpoi!-7rs(puH6Tüiv xhro'i^

xiaSyiTÜv a-vi^ßoÄuv. ilf7 Ss kxI xttoSvvtxi; xi/rx s(p' ixvrüv yxj(jLvx y.xt xxixpx

y£v6(j.evx iSe7v oZru yxp xv 5sdüiJ.svoi iTs:p5eiyii/.sv Tryiyifv 2fwi5? ^h ixvritv ;;^5o^/ev>jv

xxt s^' ixvTvjZ i<!'rä(7'xv öpüvTit; kxi (zixv rtvx Svvxi-ctv, xxhy\v, xiiTOxh^TOv x-jtos-

vspyyiTOv, exvriiv oiix xToÄeiTrovffxv, «AA« yvaiaiv ttxitüv yväia-suv t/?r«p;i^ot/5-ÄV, y.xi

xst Si'' ixvrvKi sxvTyfv flew/^svjjv.

- Mönchsweihe de eccles. hierarch. L 6, Abendmahl 1. c. I. 3. pp. 187— 198;

on Dionysius' whole teaching on the Sacraments, see Steitz XL. pp. 216—229.

3 Ep. 59.
• On the doctrine of the Lord's Supper as held by Theodore, Theodoret, Nesto-

rius, and Pseudo-Chrysostom, see Steitz XII, pp. 217—435. Theodoret can be

described with most reason as a believer in the symbolical character of the rite.
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nature made flesh {[yJx (pujic (7£(Ta.py.cc[/.hyi), God's body, it was

in the full sense of the term " Hfe-giving " [toocTroioc). Accordingly

he also maintained that it was not, as Nestorius taught, the

body of a man that lay on the altar, but the body of God. '

When we partake of the flesh of Christ, he implants it in us;

he does not thereby become man in us—this mystical inference

is rejected,—but our body is transformed and becomes im-

mortal. We do not yet find in Cyril, however, the contention

that the real body of Christ is present in the eucharistic body;

it is rather only an operative presence that is meant; the eucha-

ristic body is identical in its efiects with the real. " It was the strict

Monophysites who could bring the eucharistic and the earthly

body quite closely together, because they also held the earthly

body to be imperishable;^ while the Severians still kept the

two apart. But even the strict Monophysites did not, so far as

is known, advance beyond identity in operative power. ^ The
decisive step was taken in the age of the orthodox renaissance

under the shield of Aristotle, accordingly by the scholastics of

the sixth century. Here we have above all and first to name
Eutychius, Patriarch of Constantinople in the time of Justinian.

He based his view " on the conception derived from the system

of Dionysius, that the cause exists by itself apart from its efiects,

but multiplies itself potentially in them and enters wholly into

each, and proved that the ascended body abides complete [in

substance] and undivided in itself [in heaven], and yet is re-

ceived completely by each communicant in the portion of

bread dispensed to him." Eutychius teaches a real viultipli-

catioii of one and the same body of Christ in its antitypes—for

as such he still describes the consecrated elements ; but this

Yet on the other hand it was maintained in the school of Theodore, in order to

separate deity and humanity in Christ, that in the Lord's Supper the humanity of

the Redeemer is received. This was very stoutly and acutely opposed by Leon-

tius (in Mai, Vet. Script, nova coll. VL, p. 312) and that as a deification of man.

' Ep. 12 ad Coelest.

- On Cyril, see Steitz XII., pp. 235—245. Nilus held the same view, 1. c, pp.

245—248.
* Anastasius Sinaita made experiments to refute them, demonstrating that the

consecrated host actually did decay; Steitz XII., pp. 215, 271 f.

< Steitz XII., pp. 248—256.
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multiplication is not one of substance, but of power. At any

rate the separate existence of the eucharistic body side by side

with the real is here for the first time given up. ' Even before

this, Isidore of Pelusium had demonstrated that the eucharistic

body passed through the same stages of deification {ösatric) as

the real. "It is partaken as capable of sufiering and mortal;

for it is broken and is bruised by our teeth
;

yet it is not

destroyed, but is transformed in the communicant into the

immortal body."
"

John of Damascus settled this question also.'* In the 13th

chapter of Book IV. of his system of doctrine he gave a theory

of the mysteries—Baptism and the Lord's Supper—based on

that of Gregory of Nyssa, but at the same time he was the

first to perfect the conception of the identity of the eucharistic

and the real body of Christ. John begins with the corruption

of humanity and the Incarnation. From the latter we obtain

the new birth and the twofold food, that we may become sons

and heirs of God. The birth and food required to be spiritual

as well as corporeal, for we are both. As regards the food,

he himself in the last night ate the ancient passover, and then

gave the New Testament. God is all powerful and creates by
word and spirit. As he sent forth the light, as his spirit formed

a body from the flesh of the virgin and without seed, so the

same spirit, falling like rain on the field, changes bread and

wine into the flesh and blood of Christ; an analogy drawn

from the process of nourishment as in Gregory of Nyssa. We
may ask here as Mary did : How can that be } And we must

once more answer : The Holy Spirit comes upon it. And in

fact God has taken for his purpose the commonest things that

we through the common and natural may be transplanted into

the supernatural. But he now writes :
'' The body is truly made

one with the deity, l/te body zvhicJi came from the holy virgin^

1 Steitz Xn., pp. 214, 256—262.

- Steitz XIL, pp. 215, 262 ff.

' On the mystics before him and after Dionysius, and their in part significant

modification of the ideas of Dionysius under the influence of Aristotle, see Steitz. XI.^

pp. 229—253. How closely the Trinity, Incarnation, and Eucharist were conceived

to be connected, in the 7th century, may be seen from the Confession of Macarius

of Antioch at the sixth Council, Mansi XI., p. 350 sq.
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not that the body which was assumed comes down from heaven,

but the very bread and wine are transformed into the body and

blood of God. And if you ask how this happens, it is enough

for you to hear that it is by the Holy Spirit, just as the Lord

also by the Holy Spirit assumed flesh for himself and in him-

self." ' In what follows the view is expressly rejected that it

is a different body of Christ that is in question : there are not

two bodies, but one. Further :
" The bread and wine are not

types of the body and blood of Christ ; not so, but the very

body of the Lord deified."" The bread of the communion is

not simple bread, but is united with the deity ; it has accordingly

two natures. The body united with the deity is, however, not

one nature, but the one is that of the body, the other that of

the deity combined with it, so that the two together constitute

not one nature but two. Only the not yet consecrated elements,

moreover, are to be called "antitypes"; in this way Basil also

used the word (!). The mystery, however, is called "participa-

tion" because through it we possess a share in the deity of

Jesus, but "communion" first, because we have communion with

Christ, and secondly, because by the holy food we are united

with one another, one body of Christ, members in his body,

and therefore of one another. Therefore we have anxiously to

watch lest we " participate " with heretics, or allow them to

"participate" with us. Finally, it is still to be noticed that,

according to John, the sacred food was not subject to the

natural processes in the body.

This is the classical doctrine of the Lord's Supper in the

Greek Church up to the present day. By the Holy Ghost bread

and wine are received into the body of Christ. The eucharistic

body is that which was born of the virgin, not, however, by a

transubstantiation, as if the body of Christ descended suddenly

from heaven and took the place of the elements, but by trans-

1 Sft;//a ein IV «A;}äftj? ytvai/xevov flfoV^fr;, to sk tvjc; xylaci TCXfdevov trwiJ-x, oiix

'oTi TO aivaiÄii<pdsv (tmimx e% oiipxvov KXTepx^TXi, «AA' oti xI/to(; 6 xpTOi; Kxi olvo^ {iSTX-

TotovvTxt sii; <räiJ.x xxi xijjlx @eov. si Ss tov TpoTrov sTTi^iiTsli, T«; y/vsTXi^ xpxsi <rot

xxovtrxi, OTi Six TTvsvi^xTOQ xy/ov, ua-TTsp xxt l| rij? xytxi Ösotökov Six tv£j///«to?

xyiov bxvtSi xxi kv ixvTci 6 nvpto^ a-xpxx vTrsa-TyjffXTO.

- Oiix sfTi TVTToc; 6 xpTOt; xxi 6 o'lvo^ TOV arui-iXTOt; x.x) x't'[iXTo^ XpiiTTOv' (/.if

ysVOlTO, ^AA' XUTO TO (TÜI/JX TOV Kvp/ov Teisiajisvov.
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formation and assumption, just as in the Incarnation. The bread-

body is received into the real body and is thus identical with

it. ' That is the last word of the Greek Church—only now was

the mystery perfect. Only now was the real presence of the

true body originated, the doctrine which the Churches of to-day,

except the Reformed, wrongly assign to antiquity, nay, to the

Apostolic age itself. It is true that Scholastics and Mystics have

taught much that was original on the Lord's Supper in the

Greek Churches since John ; spiritualism also was not abolished

;

but the history of dogma can give no place to these individual

pronouncements. ' The sacrificial character and the reference

to the crucifixion, which are so strikingly neglected by John,

were again made prominent in after times. ^ The physical and

liturgical miracle was never, however, so logically analysed or

reduced to the categories of being and phenomenon, substance

and accident, in the Greek Church as in the West. Attempts

at this were made ; but they never obtained any far-reaching

importance in the official doctrine. The second Nicene Council

of A.D. 787 took its stand on the conception of John. The
last exclamations of the assembled Fathers were :

" Whoever
does not confess that Christ, on the side of his humanity, has

an unlimited form, let him be anathema. May the memory of

Germanus (of Constantinople) and of John (of Damascus) endure

for ever."''

1 Steitz XII., pp. 216 f , 275—286.

' See Steitz XIII., pp. 3—66. The two controversies about the Lord's Supper

of 1 155 and 1 199 are relatively the most important.

3 The magical view of the Lord's Supper is also seen in the practice of

children's communion, w^hich first attested by Cyprian (by Leucius ?), became the

rule in the East, after infant Baptism had been established. Participation in the

Lord's Supper was even held to be absolutely necessary ; so already Cyprian,

Testim. III. 25. See the Art. "Communion of Children" by v. Zezschwitz in

Herzog's R.-Encykl., 2nd ed.

•* See Mansi XIII., p. 398 sq. and Hefele III., p. 473. On the present doctrine

and practice of the Greek Churches as regards the Eucharist, see Gass, Symbolik,

pp. 252—277.; Kattenbusch 1. c. I., p. 410 ff. There as also in the Index of

Hefele's Conciliengesch. (esp. Vol III. under "Abendmahl", "Messe") we obtain

information also as to the numerous detailed decisions bearing on the rite (leavened

bread, etc.); compare Heineccius, Abbildung der alten und neuen griechischen

Kirche, 1711.
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§ 2. CJiristianity of the Second Rank.

There existed in Christendom, ever since there was a doctrina

publica, i.e., from the end of the second century, a kind of

subsidiary rehgion, one of the second rank, as it were subter-

ranean, different among different peoples, but everywhere ahke

in its crass superstition, naive doketism, duahsm, and polytheism.

"When religions change, it is as if the mountains open. Among
the great magic snakes, golden dragons and crystal spirits of

the human soul, which ascend to the light, there come forth

all sorts of hideous reptiles and a host of rats and mice."

Every new religion invigorates the products of the ancient one

which it supersedes. In one aspect of it we know very little

of the " Christianity " of the second rank, for it had no literary

existence ;

' in another we are thoroughly familiar with it ; for

we only need to set before us, and to provide with a ^t.^^

Christian reminiscences, the popular conditions and rites with

which Christianity came in contact in different provinces, " as

also the tendencies, everywhere the same, of the superstitious

mob, tendencies inert in the moral sphere, exuberant in the

realm of fancy. Then we have this second-class Christianity,

It consisted in worship of angels—demigods and demons, reve-

rence for pictures, relics, and amulets, a more or less impotent

enthusiasm for the sternest asceticism—therefore not infrequently

strictly dualistic conceptions—and a scrupulous observance of

certain things held to be sacred, words, signs, rites, ceremonies, .

places, and times. There probably never was an age in which

Christendom was free from this " Christianity ", just as there

never will be one in which it shall have been overcome. But

in the fully formed Catholic Church as it passes over into the

Middle Ages, this Christianity was not only dragged along with

it as a tolerated, because irremovable, burden, but it was to

a very large extent legitimised, though under safeguards, and

fused with the doctrina publica. Catholicism as it meets us in

Gregory the Great and in the final decisions of the seventh

1 Yet some of the apocryphal Gospels, Acts of the Apostles, Apocalypses, etc.,

come under this head.

- The works of Usener and Dieterich (Nfxw/a;, Leipzig, 1893) are valuable.
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Council, presents itself as the most intimate union of Christianity

of the first order with that subterranean, thoroughly superstitious,

and polytheistic "Christianity" ; and the centuries from the third

to the eighth mark the stages in the process of fusion, which

seems to have reached an advanced point even in the third

and was yet reinforced from century to century to a most ex-

traordinary extent.

It is the business of the historian of the Church and of

civilisation to describe these developments in detail, and to

show how in separate provinces the ancient gods were transform-

ed into Christian saints, angels, and heroes, and the ancient

mythology and cultus into Christian mythology and local worship.

This task is as aesthetically attractive as that other which is

closely allied to it, the indication of the remains of heathen

temples in Christian Churches. The temple of Mithras which

became St. George's Church, proves that St. George was

Mithras ; in St. Michael the ancient Wotan had been brought

to life again, just as Poseidon in St. Nicholas; the different

"mothers of God", who were honoured with all sorts of sacred

offerings—one preferred fruits, another animals—only show that

Demeter, Venus, Juno, and countless other great mothers and

holy or unholy virgins, had merged in the one mother.—The
provincial calendars and various "Church Years" conceal sig-

nificant reminiscences from the old heathen times. Here, how-

ever, we are only interested in the questions of principle, how
far all this had forced its way into the doctrina publica, and

how it was possible for that religion, whose strong point had

once been a horror of idols, to admit this stuff as something

sacred.

As regards the second question, the points of contact existed

in the doctriria publica itself. The following may have been

the most important. In the first place, the doctrina had been

constructed by the aid of Greek and Roman intellectual culture

and philosophy. These, however, were connected by a thousand

ties with mythology and superstition, which were not got rid

of by assigning a "noumenon" to everything. We need only

recall the single instance of Origen to see that the father of

free and spiritual theology was at the same time the patron of

20
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every superstition that would admit of receiving the least grain

of spiritual contents. Secondly, the doctrina publica sanctioned

the Old Testament. Before this, indeed, and even to some

extent in the time of the conflict with Gnosticism great pains

had been taken to prove that the Old Testament was a Christ-

ian book, and to allegorise all its ceremonial features. But the

power of interpretation had weakened more and more in

comparison with the strength of the letter. What a wealth was

embraced in the book of material drawn from the most varied

stages of religious history 1 This material was sacred. No one

indeed now got circumcised, or offered bloody sacrifices, or

refrained from eating pork, but what did that signify if every-

thing else gradually came somehow or other to be accepted?

From the third century the Church needed infinitely more than

a doctrina publica; it needed a sacred constitution, holy priests

and a holy ritual. The Old Testament from which pretty

nearly anything can be legitimised also legitimised this. Thus,

side by side with revelation in the form of sacred doctrine,

there arose an indefinitely increasing mass of sacred things

which could be justified from the Old Testament alone. For

its sake the old strict exclusion of the literal meaning of the

book and of its ceremonies was abandoned, slowly indeed, but

surely. At first the attempt was made to proceed circuitously,

and to attribute the ceremonial decrees to the Apostles, because

men were still unwilling to appeal directly to the Old Testa-

ment commands ; but they then became bolder, and finally felt

no scruple about using the Old Testament down to matters of

detail, the special points of the Temple ritual—-the cherubim being

cited, for example, in support of the right to worship pictures.

Third!}', the sacred rites of Baptism, and especially of the

Eucharist, offered points of contact for the intrusion of Christ-

ianity of the second rank into ofiicial Christianity. The
public doctrine had already, at a very early date, treated

and regarded these rites as mysteries in the ancient sense.

Thus the door was thrown wide open to the inrush of every-

thing of the character of a mystery, magic, liturgical

miracles, and fetishes. Fourthly, devils and angels had played

a great part even in primitive Christianity. The ofiicial doc-
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trine, however, at first paid comparatively little heed to them;

yet they had always employed the imagination even of the

most enlightened. Round these traditions the popular concep-

tions now gathered, and the doctrina publica was almost defence-

less against them. When in the fourth and fifth centuries the

masses streamed into the Church, it was not in a position, in

spite of catechetical instruction, to exercise any control over

them, or to examine the (mental) luggage of those desiring

admission. Na)% more, the monks, who in the same period had

with such extraordinary rapidity obtained full charge of piety,

moved in this world of demons and angels, and cherished the

ancient mythology under a Christian name. To live in the

sphere of pure and impure spirits, to be visited, refreshed,

strengthened by the former, and to be tempted and assailed

by the latter, soon was held to be a sign of a heroic Christ-

ianity ; and to this the official doctrine had to accommodate

itself. Besides the cultus, men obtained their edification from

a pious light literature whose dualism and exotic character

might lead the critic to assign it wrongly to the Gnosticism of

the second century. ' But the Church was perhaps even more

strongly influenced by the Neoplatonic doctrine of spirits. In

devoting itself to a lofty intuition, and, like the Gnostics of old,

seeing between God and the world hosts of graded aeons (angels)

who as the " heavenly hierarchy "—in reality as cosmical powers

—reduced the many to the one, this doctrine legitimised the

superstitious and barbarous conceptions of demigods and genii.

The one God, whom the people had never understood, threat-

ened to disappear, even in the views of refined theologians,

behind the whole complicated intermediaries who appeared more

tangible and therefore more trustworthy. Who can wonder

that now the cultured Christian, if a mystic, also preferred in

his religious difficulties to resort to these courts rather than to

turn directly to God.? If the supreme God had appointed and

set these courts between himself and his world, then it would

' To the monks there fell as a rule in the East the role of mediators between

Christianity of the first and second rank. They perhaps contributed most strongly

to the transference of catchwords of the former into the latter, and of the spirit of

the latter into the former.
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be presumption and aimless effort to ignore them. Only the

strict ascetic might venture that. But he also would rather

dwell in fancy in the magnificent, beautifully ordered world

of spirits, where the golden buckets ascend ;

' he would rather

picture the fulness and variety of the immortal life than dwell

for ever on the desolate and terrifying thought of the One^

who was so incomprehensible, that not even his Being could

be conceived.

Fifthly, as a residuum of the idea that all Christians were

"saints", and that the Church possessed apostles, prophets, and

spiritual teachers, the conviction had remained that there had

been a Heroic Age, and that those who had then won a name
for themselves were "saints". They were added to the Patri-

archs and Old Testament Prophets, and they continued to

receive successors in the martyrs and great ascetics. The most

cultured theologians had already set up theories of the power

of these heroes to intercede with God, and of their special

relation to Christ. The anniversaries of the birth or death of

the saints were celebrated, and thus they offered themselves in

the most natural way to take the place of the dethroned gods

and their festivals. They fell into line with the angelic powers,

and were held to be more trustworthy than the latter. Among
them Mary came to the front, and the course of the develop-

ment of dogma specially favoured her, and her alone. A woman,.

a mother, made her appearance in proximity to the deity; and

thus at last it became possible to include in Christianity the

recognition of that which had been most foreign to primitive

Christianity—homage paid to sex, the sacred, the divine, in a

female form. The Gospel to the Hebrews had already, indeed,

made the Lord say, "My mother the Holy Ghost"; but this

thought was yet sexless, so to speak, and was besides never

made use of in the great Church. Mary now became the

mother, the bearer, of God.

Sixthly, from the earliest times the Christians had looked on

death as holy ; it was the birth-hour of the true life ; for in

this world life meant for the Christians to practise dying, and

to have died was to live in immortaHty. Accordingly, every-

I The Manichseans held a similar doctrine.
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thing connected with blessed death, had already been touched

by the breath of immortality. The martyrs exhaled this breath;

therefore their very bones were more precious than gold or

jewels. The worship of the dead began early, and only a few

opposed it. The heathen use of fetishes and amulets revived

in the cultus of the dead and of relics ; in this form it was des-

titute of the £Esthetic charm which antiquity knew how to give

to its amulets and little sanctuaries, and for this reason the re-

fined taste of enthusiastic Epigoni rose in disgust against the

veneration of bones and corpses (see Julian's attacks). But the

Christians satisfied themselves from the contrast between the

sensuous appearance and its religious value that their faith was

unique and elevated., since it found the divine in the very dust

and fragments of death. Therefore they were certain of not

being heathen in revering those amulets and relics ; for heathen-

ism sought and found its sacred things in the bloom of life,

but Christianity in death. With the service of the relics was

most intimately connected the veneration of the saints, and the

two led to the veneration of pictures and idols.

For, seventhly, the doctrina publica, as has been shown in

our whole account, contained to an increasing extent the im-

pulse to transform the [j^sk^Yi^it; (doctrine) into mysteries; this

impulse it followed continually in the treatment of the Euchar-

ist. But in doing so, it opened up the way to the boundless

desire to enjoy the holy everywhere and with the whole five

senses, and it then obeyed this desire itself. The Lord's Supper

became the centre of an ever extending circle of material sacred

things which could be seen, heard, tasted, smelt, and touched.

The religious was much more closely connected with the

material than with the moral. That, however, meant the relapse

to religious barbarism and the worship of images. This might

be transfigured in poetry—everything now showed a trace of

God ; it could even be spiritualised pantheistically—God is the

world, and the world is the deity revealed; but within Christi-

anity it was nothing but apostasy. But further, the senses

which seek to perceive and therefore do perceive that which

is holy, become dull and bhnd in presence of that which is

actually perceptible, and dazzle the reason. The reason became
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accustomed to a fabulous world of wonders, and more and

more lost all rational standards. Even the most cultured Fathers

from the fifth century ceased to be capable of distinguishing^

between the real and unreal ; they were defenceless against the

most absurd tales of the miraculous, and lived in a world of

magic and enchantment. Then there once more emerged

practices which date from the earliest age of civilisation. Sooth-

saying, auguries, examination of sacrifices, inquiries at oracles

of every sort :— they had lost their name and their ritual, but

they were now revived in all that was essential as Christian,

though in new forms. Bibliomancy, questioning the Bible like

a book of oracles, arose. Synods at first denounced it, but

even great doctors of the Church favoured the evil habit.

Ordeals, which were by no means originated by the Germans,

came into vogue. Two clerics of North Africa were suspected

of a scandalous act ; both denied the charge ; one must have

been guilty; Augustine sent them over sea to the grave of

S. Felix of Nola. There they were to repeat their assertions

;

Augustine expected that the saint would at once punish the

liar. At the sixth Council a MonotheHte offered to prove the

truth of his confession by writing it and placing it on the

breast of a dead man, when the dead would rise up. The

Fathers of the Council accepted the test. In cases of sickness

questions were addressed to this or that saint; the patient slept

in his chapel; on certain days lodging in the chapel was more

effective than on others, etc., etc. The sources of the fifth to

the eighth century contain hundreds of such cases; not only did

the foolish multitude take part in them, but, as the above

passages have shown, the spiritual leaders themselves. The
impulse to mystagogy, and the misguided craving to feel the

proximity of the deity, without being or becoming a new man,

were to blame for this decHne and fall. Only two points can

be cited. First, the better Christians still continued to seek

and find an object of thought [vovjtov) in the thousand liturgical

sacred things, the thought and its envelopment interchanged

with each other in an attractive play. Thus these men defended

themselves against the charge of worshipping idols. Secondly,

the honour to be assigned to idols was and continued to be
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uncertain ; it was not equal to that of God or of Jesus Christ

or to the authority of Holy Scripture, and one might even finally

disown them; any one might confine himself to the doctrma

publica, and privately interpret in his own way its sensuous

and magical portions, if only he did not attack them. But the

poor common people knew nothing of this secret privilege of

the learned, nor might they share in it. And even scholars

were themselves burdened with an immense amount of stuff to

which they had to dedicate their piety. It is the same to-day.

The pious regard which is required by the whole complex of

ecclesiasticism, intimately interwoven as it is with nationality,

restricts the capacity to win independent power in religion,

and to take earnestly and devoutly what is really earnest and

holy. No religion gains anything through time; it only loses.

If a hurricane does not pass over it and purify it again and

again, it gets stifled in its own withered foliage. No hurricane

has yet swept over the Churches of the East. And yet they

possess in the Gospel, which they too read, an element of

movement which perhaps in some future time will bring life to

the dry bones.

On the worship of angels, see Vol. III., Chap. IV. and Schwane,

Dogmengeschichte IL, pp. 299—328. The seventh general Synod

decided that angels must also be portrayed because they were

finite in form, and had appeared to many in a human shape.

The theologoumenon of Dionysius, who was not the first to

teach it, concerning the nine choirs of angels, obtained general

acceptance. Ihe conception of the manifold guardian ministry

of the angels became more and more important. Even Schwane

confesses here: "the doctrine that every man possessed such a

guardian spirit appears to have been allied to the old heathen

idea of genii, but was also founded on Holy Scripture" (p. S^S)-

The worship and invocation of angels became established ; but

the Church held in principle to the position that the angelic

cultus was not identified with the worship of God.

'

* On the extension of angel-worship we have an interesting bit of evidence as

early as the fourth century in Didymus, De trinit. II. 7, p. 250 ^ed. Mingarelli):

A;o [Mtrx rxt; kny.Äiitn'cci; xxi olxoi evy.T-^pioi rii ®e(i tjj? TTpo^iyop/xi; viJ.äv (seil, of
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In reference to the Saints, Cyril says in his fifth mystagogic

catechism (c. 9) ;
" Then we also remember those who have

already fallen asleep, first the Patriarchs, Prophets, Apostles,

and martyrs, that God through their prayers and intercession

may accept our supplication," So also Augustine. This circle

was extended after the fifth century by the addition of holy

bishops, monks, and nuns. The power of the Saints to intercede

was always the reason why honour and invocation {ri,u,yi y.xi

£7riy,Kyi7ic) were due to them. The ancient little martyr-chapels

of the saints now became great Churches. The complete apo-

theosis of the saints was denied in principle. The offerings

brought on the anniversaries of Saints and Martyrs were always

meant for God. But the connecting of the service of the Saints

with the eucharistic sacrifice gave the former an extraordinary

value. Banquets were regularly held on their anniversaries

—

a genuinely heathen custom, and in vain did men like Ambrose,

Augustine, and Gregory of Nazianzus inveigh against them.

The ideas of the communion of the Saints, and its typical

import— every class gradually obtained its Saint—were certainly

very valuable, and in this sense the worship of the Saints was

not entirely unjustifiable; but the harm was greater than the

benefit. The worship of God suffered, and crass superstition

was introduced, especially in connection with the relics. This

was first perceived by the Gallican priest Vigilantius who had

witnessed the gross disorder prevalent at the sacred sites of

Palestine.' Vigilantius (end of the fourth century) went to the

roots of the worship of the Saints with his criticism, not only

disputing the power of their intercession, but denying its exist-

ence, since the Saints were not yet in heaven with Christ.

Against him Jerome maintained (c. Vigil. 6) a " ubique esse"

of the saints. Apostles, and Martyrs, since they were wherever

the angels) eTrüwi^oi, S> eiiocpearoz ivvaipig «(j^AyyeAwv, ovk kv (/.ovxiq t«7; ttöäsitiv,

«AAdi Hosi /TTevüiTolt; iS/tx kou oikicck; kxi iypot^ ISpvS)ii7xv, xpvaiji xxi xpyvpai ij kxI

lAg<f>«vT< xo(7(.i>iSsvTei;' 'iec(Tiv re ot xvSpwTroi kxi eJ; rx XTcuripu xij; evsyxxf/.svtii;

xvToiii Xt^P'x Tx 'ixovTX olov w? Trpvrxvtx eyrtTSiiyjj.xTuiv tx eiixTvtpix 7rpoßBßh\^iJ.ivx^

oiiK OKvovvTS? Kxt TTsÄxyoi StxÄxß£7v yfv Ssot (JiXKpov . . . w? 7rsipxiyi<T6[ievot TTÄstovot;

svvotxt; (jLsv TviQ Trepi t>jv Trpsa-ßsixv xttö v(j.äv, //.sTova-ixt; §e ri?? twv i^iKoTtiioviJ.evuv

vTsp Tov sii xyxöüv TTxpx Tov @eov.

' Jerome c. Vigilant, and ep. ad Riparium.
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Christ was. Augustine also, who refers to similar contentions,

showed that the Saints continued to have the power and the

will to participate in earthly things. Vigilantius had rightly

perceived the danger of an actual fusion of the service of God
and of the Saints, and his attack resulted, at least, in a sharper

distinction being drawn in theory. This was also, however, done

by the Greeks ; they reserved worship {/.xrpsix) to God, and

described the veneration of the Saints, in language already used

by Cyril of Alexandria, as a becoming honour {riy.y, 5-%fT/;c^).

'

Most offensive was the worship of relics. " It flourished to its

greatest extent as early as the fourth century, and no Church doctor

of repute restricted it. All of them rather, even the Cappadocians,

countenanced it. The numerous miracles which were continually

wrought by bones and relics seemed to confirm their worship.

The Church therefore would not give up the practice, although

a violent attack was made upon it by a few cultured heathens,

and besides by Manichaeans. Moreover, in the Church itself a

scanty opposition arose here and there. The strict Arians

(Eunomians) appear to have been more backward about this

worship (c. Vigil, 8), and Vigilantius assailed the worshippers

of relics, with Julian-like acuteness, though he was moved by

the thought of the divine worship in spirit and truth. He called

the adorers of relics "suppliants to refuse and servants of idols."

He would have nothing to do with the lights kindled before

relics, the praying and kissing, or the pomp with which they

' Worship was more and more paid to the saints as ascetics and workers of

miracles. Men wished to receive from the miracle-workers what they praised in

the ascetics ; for the worship was not platonic, but was always covetous. The great

patterns for biographies of ascetics were the Life of Anthony by Athanasius, and

the Lives of the Egyptian monks by Jerome. These were followed in the West
by the saintly novels on Martin of Tours by Sulpicius Severus, and the Egyptian

Tales of Johannes Cassianus. Comprehensive works soon appeared in the East,

of which the (piXoSsoi ta-ropix of Theodoret, the Historia Lausiaca of Palladius, and

the corresponding sections of Sozomen's Church History, deserve special mention.

The x-!to<p^iy(j.xTx of Macarius are unique. The biographies of saints and martyrs

of the Jacobites, Copts and Abyssinians are, thanks to a gloomy and desolate fancy,

particularly repulsive. We need only here mention the collection (Simeon Meta-

phrastes) and the ritual use of the biographies (Menaen, Synaxarien, etc.).

2 On the differences between East and West in the cultus of the relics, see

Sdralek, Art. Reliquien in Kraus, Realencyklop. der Christi. Alterthümer.
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were surrounded (c. 4). But that did as little good as his un-

successful attacks on pilgrimage to the holy sites of Palestine.

Men continued to seek the living among the dead, and soon it

was enjoined as an universal command — and first in the West

—

that every altar must have its relics; see Canon 17 of the öth

Synod of Carthage, and Canon 2 of a Parisian Council in Hefele

III., p. 70. The altar was no longer merely the table of the

Lord, but at the same time the memorial of some Saint or

other. Yet in France it was still necessary for a long time to

defend the practice against Vigilantius who had obtained no

ally in Augustine, although that great theologian well knew

that God required a spiritual service. ' In the East, after Con-

stantine Copronymus had attacked the relics along with the

images, their worship was expressly enjoined by the seventh

Synod ; see the transactions at the fourth and seventh sittings

(Hefele III., pp. 466, 472) as also the seventh Canon of the

Council: "As every sin is followed by others in its train, the

heresy of the iconoclasts dragged other impieties after it. They

have not only taken away the sacred pictures, but they have

abandoned other usages of the Church, which must now be re-

newed. We order therefore that relics be deposited with the

usual prayers in all temples which have been consecrated without

possessing any. But if in future a bishop consecrates a Church

not having relics he shall be deposed." On the worship of

saints and relics in the modern Greek Church, see Gass, Sym-

bolik, p. 310 ff., Kattenbusch 1. c. I., p. 465 f. Along with

relics and pictures the sign of the cross—this from an early

date: see even Justin—the volume of the Gospels, the eucharistic

vessels and many other things were held to be especially holy.

On the cross and the form in which it was to be made, on

which great stress is placed, see Gass, p. 184 f.

Mary takes the first place among the saints. She came into

' On the continued influence of Vigilantius in France, see the tractate of Faustus

of Reji de symbolo (Caspari, Quellen IV., p. 273) ;
" Ut ti-anseamus ad sanctorum

communionem. Illos hie sententia ista confundit, qui sanctorum et amicorum dei

cineres nou in honore debere esse blasphemant, qui beatorum martyrum gloriosam

memoriam sacrorum reverentia monumentorum colendam esse non credunt. In

symbolum pr8evaricati sunt, et Christo in fonte mentiti sunt, et per hanc infidelitatem

in medio sinu vitae locum morti aperuerunt."
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notice even in the first three centuries. ^ So early began the

legends and aprocryphal narratives that dealt with her; her

place in the Symbol next the Holy Spirit insured a lofty position

to her for all time. Pierius, Alexander of Alexandria, and

Athanasius, already called her mother of God, and her virginity

was maintained before, during and after the birth, the birth

itself being embellished with miracle, as in the case of the

Gnostics. But Mary obtained her chief, her positively dog-

matic significance from the fact that the dogma of the Incar-

nation became the central dogma of the Church. Even the

arguments of Irenaeus are in this respect very significant (Mary

and Eve) ; but it was only from the fourth century that the

consequences were drawn. It would lead us too far to give

here a history of mariolatry even in outline. "' The orthodox

Fathers of the Greek Church in the fourth century were still

comparatively reserved. Ambrose and Jerome, above all, in

their controversy with Jovinian, initiated the Church in the

worship of Mary. ' Ambrose who exerted so strong an influence

upon Augustine is especially to be mentioned as patron of this

worship. He taught that Mary took an active share in the

work of redemption, and already applied Gen. III., 3 to the

holy virgin. In his time, again, the fables about Mary, which

had long been in existence, began to be recognised as author-

itative in the Church. All that had been sung in her praise

by extravagant Latin, Greek, and Syrian poets and novelists,

was consolidated into a kind of doctrine. It was believed as

early as the end of the fourth century that Mary had not died,

1 See Vol. I., p. 258: II., p. 277.

- A good review is given by Benrath, '• Zur Gesch. der Marienverehrung ", re-

printed from the Theol. Studien und Kritik., 1886. A list is given in it of Catholic

literature, in which the works of Marraci, Passaglia, Kurz (1881), Scheeben (1882),

and von Lehner (1881, also a 2nd ed.) are especially noteworthy. Art. "Maria"

by Steitz in the R.-Encykl., Rösch, Astarte Maria (Stud. u. Krit., 1888, pp. 265

—

299). Kattenbusch, 1. c. I., p. 464 f.

^ Jovinian, so passionately handled by Jerome, had. in keeping with his depre-

ciatory view of virginity in general, denied among other things the perpetua vir-

ginitas of Mary. But other Western writers, like Bonosus and Helvidius, held the

same view, and found supporters in their own time in Illyria. Bonosus held

heterodox views, besides, of the person of Christ (compare the Art. on him in

Herzog's R.-Encykl).
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but had been removed from the earth by a miracle. Yet the

Arabian CoUyridians, who presented her with offerings of bread-

cakes, as if she had been a goddess, were anathematised

(Epiph. H. yS). The Nestorian controversy brought Mary into

the centre next Christ. She was the rock from which was hewn

the deified body of the God-Logos. Nestorius cried in vain to

Cyril, and with him to the whole Church, "Don't make the

virgin into a goddess " ; at Ephesus Cyril exalted her for ever

in the Catholic Church above all creatures, above Cherubim and

Seraphim, and set her at the right hand of the Son. He started

the pennutatio nomimuji by which everything held true of the

Son might be said to a great extent of the mother, because

without her there would have been no God-man. She now
really became a factor in dogma, which cannot be said of any

saint or angel; for the name "she who bore God" (bride of the

Holy Spirit) was thoroughly meant. It may be said in many
respects that the orthodox now taught regarding Mary what

the Arians had taught regarding Christ; she was a demi-god

mediating between God and men. John of Damascus summa-

rised the Greek theory in De fide orth. III., 12 and in the

three homilies devoted to Mary. "The name 'Bearer of God'

represents the whole mystery of the Incarnation. The Holy

Spirit purified Mary with a view to the conception." John adopted

the whole mass of legend up to the Ascension. Her share in

the work of redemption is strongly emphasised ; her body re-

mained uncorrupted. Yet it is noteworthy that John was much
more cautious in his dogmatic work than in his homilies.

The Synod of A.D. 754, hostile as it was to saints and

pictures, did not venture to interfere with mariolatry; indeed

it expressly avowed its orthodoxy on this point; but that was

not enough for the opposition. Theodorus Studita described

the iconoclasts as opponents of the worship of Mary—see his

iy/MiJAOV iig r-.iv zoifxyjiriu of Mary ; and it was only by the Synod

of ySj that feeling in the East was satisfied. But in spite of

all the extravagances with which she was honoured—the suc-

cessive rise of numerous festivals, the annunciation, birth, death,

reception, introduction into the temple—she is only recognised

after all in Greek dogmatics as the great patroness and inter-
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cesser for men. There is not a word of her having been free

from the stain of original sin. It has been rightly said that

she soon took a much more independent position in Western

])iety. "The prayers to Mary in the Greek Euchologion have

a very uniform tone, because they dwell persistently on the

desire for support and help." (Gass, I.e. p. 183). In a word,

although she is also called "Lady" by the Greeks, she is not

the "Queen" who rules Christendom and the world, and com-

mands in heaven. She is not the "Mother of sorrows"; that

itself gives a different meaning to the feeling in the two Churches.

But the superstition which is practised among the masses in

connection with her pictures is perhaps worse in the East than

in the West.

The distinctive character of the Greek Church was most

clearly expressed in the worship of pictures, in the form in

which it was dogmatically settled after the controversy on the

subject. ' There had been pictures from early times, originally

for decorative purposes, and afterwards for instruction, in the

grave-yards, churches, memorial chapels, and houses, and fixed

to all sorts of furniture. Opposition had existed, but it came

to an end in the Constantinian age. The people were to learn

from the pictures the histories they depicted ; they were looked

on as the books of the unlearned. " At the same time the

1 On the controversy about images, see Mansi XII.—XIV., and the works ofJohn of

Damascus, Theodore Studita, Theophanes, Gregory Hamartolus, Cedrenus, Zonaras,

Constantine Manasses, Michael Glycas, Anastasius and others. Works by Goldast

(1608), Dallaeus (1642), Maimbourg (1683), Spanheim (1686), Walch (Vol. X. of the

Ketzergesch.), Schlosser (1812), Marx (1839), Hefele (Concil. Gesch. III. 2, p. 366 ff.

;

IV. 2, p. I ff.), Schenk, Kaiser Leo III. (Halle, 1880). On the relation of Armenia

to the image-controversy, see Karapet Ter Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer (Leipzig,

1893), p. 52 ff., and there also the part on the controversies and the history of the

sects, p. 112 ff., etc.; see especially the K.-Gesch. of Hergenröther. Gass, Sym-

bolik, p. 315 ff. Kattenbusch 1. c. I., p. 467 ff., and the monograph by Schwarzlose,

Der Bilderstreit, ein Kampf der griechischen Kirche um ihre Eigenart und ihre

Freiheit, 1890.

2 But at the same time, some ranked the pictures much higher than exegesis,

as is shown by the interesting letter of Bishop David of Mez-Kolmank on images

and drawings to John Mairogomier (translated by Karapet, 1. c, p. 52):... "This

sect arose after the time of the Apostles, and first appeared among the Romans,

wherefore a great Synod was held at Caesarea, and the command was given to
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picture was to adorn holy places. But still another interest

gradually made itself felt, one that had formerly been most

strenuously resisted by early Christianity. It is natural for men
to desire relics and images of venerated beings, to withdraw

them from profane use, and to treat them with deep devotion.

Christianity had originally resisted this impulse, so far as any-

thing connected with the deity was concerned, in order not to

fall into idolatry. There was less repugnance, however, to it,

when it dealt with Christ, and almost none from the first in

the case of martyrs and heroic characters. From this point the

veneration of relics and pictures slowly crept in again. But from

the fifth century it was greatly strengthened, and received a

support unheard of in antiquity, through the dogma of the in-

carnation and the corresponding treatment of the Eucharist.

Christ was the image {shccy) of God, and yet a living being,

nay, a life-giving spirit {TT'i/siiy^x ^uoTrsioy); Christ had by the

incarnation made it possible to apprehend the divine in a

material form, and had raised sensuous human nature to the

divine : the consecrated elements were iizoysg of Christ and yet

were his very body. These ideas introduced thought to a

new world. It was not only the Areopagite and the mystics

who saw in all consecrated finite things the active symbol of

an eternal power, or perceived the superiority of the Christian

religion to all others in the very fact that it brought the divine

everywhere into contact with the senses. They merely raised

to the level of a philosophic view what the common man and

the monk had long perceived, namely, that everything secular

which has been adopted by the Church became, not only a

symbol, but also a vehicle of the sacred. But amid secular

things the image, which bore as it were its consecration in

itself, appeared to be least secular. Pictures of Christ, Mary,

and the saints, had been already worshipped from the fifth

paint pictures in the House of Clod. These painters became arrogant, and sought

to have their art placed above all other ecclesiastical arts. They said :
" Our art

is light, for, while few read the Holy Scriptures, it enlightens equally old and

young." This and other passages by Armenius show, besides, that there were
" iconoclastic heretics " long before the Emperor Leo. The Marcionites (Paulicians)

also rejected pictures and crosses.
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(fourth) century with greetings, kisses, prostration, a renewal

of ancient pagan practices. In the naive and confident convic-

tion that Christians no longer ran any risk of idolatry, the

Church not only tolerated, but promoted, the entrance of pagan-

ism. It was certainly the intention to worship the divine in the

material ; for the incarnation of deity had deified nature {Cpv7ig). A
brisk trade was carried on in the seventh and beginning of the

eighth century in images, especially by monks ; churches, and

chapels were crowded with pictures and relics ; the practice of

heathen times was revived, only the sense of beauty was in-

verted. It was not fresh life that seemed fair, but. though a

trace of the majestic might not be lacking, it was the life

consecrated to asceticism and death. We do not know how
far artistic incapacity, how far the dogmatic intention, con-

tributed to the Byzantine ideal of the saints. " Authentic

"

pictures were in existence, and numberless copies were made
from them. By their means, monkish piety, engaged in a stupid

staring at sacred things, ruled the people, and dragged Christ-

ianity down to deeper and deeper depths.

But this monkish piety, which prevailed from the Bishops

down, had become more and more independent in relation to

the State. None of his successors had mastered the Church,

like Justinian ; and it was the aim of the iconoclastic emperors

to reduce it to complete subjection to the State, to make it a

department of the State. They sought at the same time to

have a State Church into which they could force the sects,

Jews and Mohammedans, without imposing what was most obnox-

ious to them, that which made official Christianity into heathenism

—the worship of images. They meant therefore to decide what

was Christian, and how the cultus ought to be framed, and in

doing so they were aided by the fact that it could be shown

without any difficulty that the worship of images was something

relatively novel, and alien. We cannot say more; for they them-

selves were violent and rude barbarians, military upstarts, who
depended on the sword. They had abandoned the idea of the

Church as the chief support of the empire ; it was to be the

chief servant. Instead of priests they had soldiers. They merely

wished that the Church should not give trouble, and that it
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should be possible in any given case to make whatever use of

it the State might require. Image-worship may look like reli-

gious barbarism ; but it was associated with all the spiritual

forces still possessed at that time in Christendom. The icono-

clastic imperial power was much more barbarous, though we
have to admit that Constantine Copronymus possessed brilliant

gifts as a ruler. However, the emperors found bishops who made
common cause with them, and it cannot be denied that some
of these had religious motives for attacking the images. Here

and there the hostility of the Jews and of Islam may have set

them thinking about the matter; others sought for means of

winning or conciliating the Mohammedans. Their opponents

described the Arabians as the teachers of the iconoclastic

emperors.

In A.D. 726 Leo the Isaurian took the matter in hand. ' A
general opposition at once arose. "The king must not decide

concerning faith" {f/.yi ^sr^ ßxTiKsx Trep) ttIttsccc Koyov TTOidirdxi),

This general idea accompanied the whole dispute. From the

days of Maximus Confessor, the leaders of the Greek Church

insisted on the independence of the Church in relation to the

State, and the Roman Bishops supported them in their efforts.

They were for that very reason on the side of image-worship,

just as, conversely, Charlemagne and his Franks were averse

' Schwarzlose (1. c, p. 36 ff.) has anew examined the origin of the contro-

versy, ia order to determine the external causes. But the matter has not yet

been made clear. The following points fall to be considered, (i) Lesser reac-

tions against the worship of images, which proceeded from the bosom of the

Church even before the outbreak of the controversy, but which were only locally

important. (2) Accusations by the Jews that the Christians ran counter to the

prohibition of images in the Old Testament
j the intervention of an Arabian Khalif,

A.D. 723 (Jezid II.), against the Christian worship of images and of Maiy (influenced

liy Judaism r) ; influence of the Jews on Leo the Isaurian (?). (3) A theological

iconoclastic party in Phrygia, gathered round the Bishop of Nacolia [on this Schwarz-

lose, as it seems to me rightly, lays particular stress] ; this party perhaps took its

stand on ancient Montanistic and Novatian reminiscences—the Paulicians are also

said to have been inconoclasts ; Leo's contact with the above party in his time of

military service. (4) The resolve of the Emperors no longer to depend for support

on the spiritual power of the Church, but on the army, yet on the other hand to

perfect the imperial papacy—after the pattern of the Khalif: ßxa-i^si/i xxi hpsvt;

Ufit. Karapet, 1. c, lays stress on the part played by Islam, but will have nothing to

do with Jewish influences. The Emperor wished to play the same part as the Khalif.
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from it. At the same time the influence of other motives than

those of ecclesiastical politics should not be denied. ' It was

perhaps the greatest and the least expected crisis ever experi-

enced by the Byzantine Church. " The issue deprived it of

any further independent history, of middle ages, or of a modern
era. The image-worshippers, with the Pope at their head,

rephed to the imperial edict by referring to express divine

statutes, to the Labarum of Constantine, and to the great

Fathers of the fourth century, who had taught that the worship

passed from the image to its prototype. ^ They appealed to a

picture at Paneas of which Eusebius had spoken, but above all

to the incarnation of the Logos. *' Had God not become man,

we would not portray him in a human form." The prohibi-

tions of the Old Testament signified nothing to the contrary

;

for idols are only pictures of things which do not exist. We
do not worship idols like the golden calf. He who makes use

of the Old Testament in the Jewish fashion and charges the

Church with idolatry is a reprobate Jew. Besides, Israel had
possessed divine images of its own; it only refused to value

them—Moses' rod, the golden pitcher, the cover of the ark etc.

;

had it worshipped these, it would not have fallen down before

idols. All sculpture made in the name of God was venerable

and holy. ^ These were the most important arguments.

But the Emperor appointed a Patriarch favourable to him in

Constantinople, and sought to get the Pope of Rome into his

power. The latter, in his letters to him ^ defending the images,

emphasized the points, first, that there were ^f/jj^r^/j^r;^ (images

made Avith hands) which had been prompted by God, and were

therefore sacred and, secondly, ccx^ipOTroiyjr^. (not made with hands),

^ Reuter, Gesch. der relig. Aufkläring in MA. I., p. 10 ff.

- On the external course of the controversy in detail, see Schwarzlose, 1. c, p. 51 ff.

^ A passage from the works of Basil was especially important (J<' eiKÖvoi; jj

yjüa-t^ Tov xpxsrvTTov yivsrxi) ; but Funk (Quartalschr., 1888) has shown that

while Basil certainly uttered this saying, his meaning was different from that of

the later image-worshippers; by stKtiiv he meant Christ himself to whom the wor-

ship passed.

* Gregory II. Ep. ad German, in Mansi XIII., p. 91 sq.

5 Mansi XII., pp. 959 sq., 975 sq.

21
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as e.g., the picture which Christ had sent to Abgar. The latter,

the dx,£ipo7roiy,TX, played a great, indeed the decisive, role in the

Church of the East. Moreover, we see from the Pope's letters

that the imperial edict not only affected image worship as the

veneration of idols, stones, walls, and boards, but also the venera-

tion of martyrs as polytheism, and that the military Emperor

plumed himself on his likeness to Josiah (Hezekiah). Thereupon

the Pope wrote him that the dogmas of the Church were the affair

of Bishops and not of the Emperor ; as the former might not

interfere in civil matters, so neither might the latter in ecclesi-

astical. The Emperor replied that he was at once Emperor

and Priest. But Gregory was not to be dismayed; his second

letter was even more forcible than his first. John of Damascus,

securely protected by a Khalif, also raised his voice in three

apologies on behalf of the images. ' In these the adoration of

images is made to form an integral part of the dogmatic theory

of the Incarnation. We adore the Creator who became a

creature ; with him is inseparably connected the purple garment

of the body. Therefore, while God himself cannot be portrayed,

the incarnate God can. The Mosaic law only forbade the

'adoration of service' {Trpoa-KV'r^Tig Äizrpsiizg), but not adoration

{7rpo(7zvy/i7ic) in general. Images are visible forms representative

of the invisible ; the Son alone indeed is a perfect (identical)

copy ; but other images are also connected with the subject

they portray, and from eternity one of every creature has

existed in the presence of God. Gregory and John have a

very great deal in common in their arguments, so that we see

clearly how dependent the former was on Greek writers, " but

not only is the whole subject more thoroughly treated in John,

but it is more strictly based on dogmatics. He even goes so

1 0pp. ed, Lequien I., pp. 305—390 j see Langen, Job. von Damasc, p. 129 ff.

Schwarelose (1. c, pp. 202— 223) has described very thoroughly the theology of the

supporters of images. On the third of the Damascene's apologies, see 1. c, p.

103 ff., on the spurious letter to the Emperor Theophilus, p. 109 ff.

2 Apparently this opinion is not yet sufficient. Following doubts already ex-

pressed by Semler, Rossler, Malfatti, and Duchesner, Schvvarzlose (1. c, p. 113 ff.)

has brought forward reasons worth considering for holding that Gregory's two

letters in their present form cannot have come from the hand of Gregory II. Inter-

polations have been inserted by a Greek.
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far as to see in the rejection of images Manichaeism, the con-

tempt of matter which the God-Logos had hypostatically united

with himself. We find a frightful confusion of ideas in an

apparently simple and sohd argument. All dogma, wherever

John lays his hands on it, culminates in the images. The doc-

trines of the Holy Ghost, of death, unction and the cross, all

require this worship.

But the freedom of the Church from the State was also

•strongly emphasised by the subject of the KhaHf, so that once

more the parallelism with Gregory's letters is striking, so much
so as almost to cast doubt on the genuineness of the latter or

of John's apologies. It was the prerogative not of Emperors

but of Councils to control Church affairs. The power of bind-

ing and loosing had been granted not to Emperors, but to

Apostles, Bishops, and Doctors. In the second address John

assails the Emperor still more sharply. At the same time, he

now maintains that the Church is governed by the written and

unwritten institutions of the Fathers ; the worship of images

belongs to the latter. It was difficult to produce proof from

tradition, and many patristic passages could be instanced against

it. Hence "unwritten" tradition. The adoration of the cross

and of relics was always embraced in the defence, and even

the Old Testament analogy was cited in its support. In the

third address it is again declared that adoration is due only

to God and the body united with the Deity, and that the in-

carnate God is alone to be portrayed. Then the abandonment

of Scriptural evidence for images is made up for by an indirect

proof. Here it occurs to the apologist, that in fact all the

catchwords of orthodox dogma do not exist in the Bible.

Next, we have a detailed philosophy of images : the Son is the

perfect resemblance of God, and the Holy Ghost of the Son.

Images are the ideas of things ; man is the likeness of God

;

the word is the image of thought ; recollection of the past and

representation of the future are images. Everything is an im-

age, and the image is everything. The saints themselves are

worshipped in their pictures. This is followed by the treat-

ment of the Eucharist, next by a long section on the degrees

of worship ; it is abasement in presence of the object revered.
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To this is appended the mention of the curative shadow of the

Apostles, the handi<erchief, and the boys who ridiculed Elisha.

Thus we are led up to relics, saints, and pictures, the crib,

Golgotha, the cross, nails, sheets, swaddling-clothes, and vesture,

and again to books of the Gospels, sacred vessels, candlesticks

and crosses etc. in the Church. Even the adoration of princes

is recalled. Numerous patristic passages, some of them forged,

are quoted.

After the death of Leo, and the overthrow of an anti-emperor

supported by those friendly to images, the son of the former,

Constantine Copronymus, carried out his father's policy with

an iron hand. He summoned the general Synod, already plan-

ned by his father, to Constantinople A.D. 754. Three hundred

and thirty-eight bishops assembled, but the Patriarchs were

absent. Archbishop Theodosius of Ephesus presided. ^ The

proceedings are only in part known, through those of the

seventh general Council. '" In the decision {opog) of the Synod

Christianity is abruptly contrasted with idolatry, but the vener-

ation of images is idolatry. There were hardly many Bishops

who could or dared use such language honestly or from the

heart. The majority played the hypocrite from dread of the

emperor in declaring that the veneration of images was a work

of Satan, introduced into the Church of the pure doctrine, in

order to seduce men from the lofty adoration of God, or in

describing painting as the sinful art by which the incarnation

of Christ was blasphemed. But it sounds strangest of all to

hear that these Bishops charged the image worshippers at once

with Nestorianism and Eutychianism. They were Nestorians

since it was of course only possible to represent the humanity

of Christ, and thus his divinity and humanity were sundered;

and they were Eutychians in so far as they sought at the same

time to represent his divinity an(i accordingly confounded it

with his humanity. The only image allowed— and this is an

1 Schwarzlose (1. c, pp. 76— loi) has well described the iconoclastic party and

its whole system. "The iconoclasts rejected the religious use and adoration of

pictures, because not only according to their view were they contrary to Scripture,

tradition, and dogma, but also seduced the Church into heresy and heathenism.''

2 Mansi XIII., p. 205 sq.
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important declaration—were the bread and wine in the Lord's

Supper. Starting from the prohibition of the portrayal of Christ,

images in general were argued against. Further, Christianity

rejected along with heathenism not only sacrificial, but pictorial,

worship. The saints live with God ; to recall them to earthly

life by means of a dead art was blasphemy. Men ought to

continue to worship and invoke them, but to condemn their

pictures. No reference seems to have been made to relics.

We have now a series of excellently chosen passages from the

Bible and the Fathers. In conclusion, stringent penalties were

attached to the worship of images, and a string of anathemas

crowns the whole. " We also believe that we speak apostolic-

ally and have the Holy Spirit." They had in fact uttered fine

propositions, and used words which had ceased for centuries

to be heard so distinctly in the Greek Church ; but did they

themselves believe in these words?

They were under the yoke of the Emperor. The clergy

obeyed when the decrees were pubhshed ; but resistance was

offered in the ranks of the monks. Many took to flight, some
became martyrs. The imperial police stormed the Churches,

and destroyed those images and pictures that had not been

secured. The iconoclastic zeal by no means sprang from

enthusiasm for divine service in spirit and in truth. The Emperor

now also directly attacked the monks; he meant to extirpate

the hated order, and to overthrow the throne of Peter. We see

how the idea of an absolute military state rose powerfully in

Constantinople, how it strove to establish itself by brute force.

The Emperor, according to trustworthy evidence, made the

inhabitants of the city swear that they would henceforth wor-

ship no image, and give up all intercourse with monks. Clois-

ters were turned into arsenals and barracks, relics were hurled

into the sea, and the monks, as far as possible, secularised.

And the politically far-seeing Emperor at the same time entered

into correspondence with France (Synod of Gentilly, A.D. 'jd'j)

and sought to win Pepin, History seemed to have suffered a

violent rupture, a new era was dawning which should supersede

the history of the Church.

But the Church was too powerful, and the Emperor was not
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even master of Oriental Christendom, but only of part of it.

The orthodox Patriarchs of the East (under the rule of Islam)

declared against the iconoclastic movement, and a Church with-

out monks or pictures, in schism with the other orthodox:

Churches, was a nonentity. A spiritual reformer was wanting.

Thus the great reaction set in, after the death of the Emperor
(A.D. 775), the ablest ruler Constantinople had seen for a long

time. This is not the place to describe how it was inaugurated

and cautiously carried out by the skilful policy of the Empress
Irene, ^ cautiously, for a generation had already grown up that

was accustomed to the cultus without images. An important

part was played by the miracles performed by the re-emerging

relics and pictures. But the lower classes had always been

really favourable to them ; only the army and the not incon-

siderable number of bishops who were of the school of Con-

stantine had to be carefully handled. Tarasius, " the new Patri-

arch of Constantinople and a supporter of images, succeeded,

after overcoming much difficulty, and especially distrust in

Rome and the E^ast, after also removing the excited army, ia

bringing together a general Council of about 350 bishops at

Nicsea, A.D. 787, which annulled the decrees of A.D. 754.^

The proceedings of the seven sittings ^ are of great value, be-

cause very important patristic passages have been preserved

in them which otherwise would have perished ; for at this Synod

also the discussions turned chiefly on the Fathers. The decision

{opoc) restored orthodoxy and finally settled it. The first six

Synods with their anathemas and canons were first confirmed,

and it went on: "We decide with all precision and fitness to

set up, along with the form of the precious and life-giving

cross, the august and holy images made with colours or of

1 See Phoropulos, Eipt^vif it 'ASijvctix cdroy.pxTSipcc 'Vcaiixioiv. Mspot; a ann 769

—

788. It is important that the iconoclastic emperors belonged to Asia Minor, while

Irene was Athenian.

- Heikel (Helsingfors, 1889) has published in Greek for the first time the Vita

Tarasii, written by Deacon Ignatius.

3 A first attempt to hold a Synod failed A.D. 786, since the majority of the

bishops were still adverse, and were supported by the army.

•• See Mansi XIII., pp. 992— 1052. The quotations in the Libri Carolini furnish

many problems.
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stone or other suitable material, in the holy churches of God,

on sacred vessels and garments, on walls and tablets, in houses

and on the streets: both the image of our Lord and God and

Saviour Jesus Christ, and of our undefiled Lady, the holy mother

of God, and of the august angels, and all saintly and pious

men; for the prototypes being constantly seen represented in

images, the spectators are excited to remember and long for

them, and to bestow reverence and due veneration on the

images, not indeed the true worship according to our faith

which is due to God alone ; but (as it becomes us) to make
an offering of incense and lights in their honour to the form of

the precious and life-giving cross, to the holy Gospels, and the

other sacred erections, as was the pious custom of the ancients

;

for the honour paid to the image passes to the prototype ; and

he who adores the image adores in it the being or object

portrayed." '

Just as at Trent, in addition to the restoration of mediaeval

doctrine, a series of reforming decrees was published, so this

Synod promulgated twenty-two canons which can be similarly

described. The attack on monachism and the constitution of

the Church had been of some use. They are the best canons

drawn up by an Oecumenical Synod. The bishops were enjoined

to study, to live simply and be unselfish, and to attend to the

care of souls; the monks to observe order, decorum, and also

to be unselfish. With the State and the Emperor no com-

promise was made ; on the contrary, the demands of Maximus

1 'Opi^o/jtsv <rtv XKfiißiiiy. vxa-yj y.xl si^i^bäs/x TTxpxTrKviiTluc; r~a TVTrca toO nuiov

Xxi ^UOTTOIOV (TTXVpOV XVXTlöSO'Sxi T«? (J-eTTTXi XXt Xy/xq SlKÖVXi;, TXi SK %pft)/Z«Tft)V

xxi yl/yi<p7So(; y.xi irspxi; t/Ai^? sttitviSsiui; f^ot/o-jj? sv Tx7t; xyixii; rov @sov gjcxAi^«-/«;?,

iv iepo7i a-Kevsa-i. xxt ss-^v\<Ti, TOi'xoig ts y.xi irxv/inv, 01x01 re y.xl cSo7i- tj^C ts tov

xvptov XXI @£ov y.xi (T-criTvipo(; yiiu,äiv 'l>ia-ov Xpi(7T0v etxovoi;, xxi riji; ä%pävto!/ §£<77roiviti;

iti^cSv Tvi^ xyixi; SeoToxov, tiim'üjv ts xyyihtav, xxi ttxvtwv xyidiv xxi iirtaiv xvapäv

oVft) yxp a-uvsxiSi Si' sixovix^g xvxTVTTüia-sci}^ opcSvTXi, too'Ovtov xxi 01 txvtxi; Ösm-

(zevct Sixvia-TxvTXi Trpb^ x^v rüv TrpcororvTruv jj.v^i^yiv re xxi hTrtvööifS-iv, xxi txvtxii;

xiTTrxo'i-iOv xxi niji-^Tixijv 7rpo<Txvv>]criv XTrovefiSiv, ob fJ-ifv rifv xxtx TZiariv yifj.äv xÄyj-

SlvilV ?^XTpeiXV, >J TTpSTTBt jJiOV^fl T\fi ^i'tCf. <pV(7£r «AA' OV TpÖTTOV rii T!/TM TOV Ttf-iloV

xxi ^aioTToiov (TTXvpov xxi to7q xyiotc; svxyye^ioii; xxi to;? Äoi7ro7c ispc7z x-Jx^viiJiXtji,

xxi ^\jixix{J.XTbiv y.xi (paiTuv Trpoaxyuyifv TrpoQ rij)/ rovToiv rtfiiiv !rois7o-äxi, xx^ooq xxi

To7? xpxoitoiz svirsßäj^ e'iSi<7TXf it yxp rvti; sixovoq Ttj-tii STri ro TrptüTÖTVTrov hxßxivsr

xxi 6 Trpoo'xvvwv TJjv eixovx, 7rpoa'Xuve7 sv xi/ry, rov syypx(poix£voi/ rijv vTroo'Txa'iv.
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Confessor and John of Damascus are heard, though in muffled

tones, from the canons. ' Still, though the Byzantine Church

possessed in the next period an abbot—Theodorus Studita"

—

who championed, as none but a Nicholas or Gregory could,

the sovereignty over princes of God's law and the Church, it

did not win freedom and independence. However, the repeated

and for decades successful attempts made by military Emperors

in the ninth century to get rid of the image-worship which had

only brought defeat to the State, were finally frustrated. ^ The
great Theodore maintained the orthodox cause unflinchingly

against Leo the Armenian and Michael the Stammerer. Their

successor Theophilus was a relentless foe to images and the

monks. Then came an Empress, Theodora, who finally restored

the worship. This took place at the Synod held at Constan-

tinople A.D. 842. This Synod decreed that a Feast of Orthodoxy

[yj y.'jpixyJ/i rijg cpdclo'iixq) should be celebrated annually, at which

the victory over the iconoclasts should be regularly remembered.

Thus the whole of orthodoxy was united in image-worship. ^

In this way the Eastern Church reached the position which

suited its nature. We have here the conclusion of a develop-

ment consistent in the main points. The divine and sacred, as

that had descended into the sensuous world by the incarnation,

had created for itself in the Church a system of material, super-

natural things, which offered themselves for man's use. The
theosophy of images corresponded to the Neo-platonic concep-

tion, connected with that of the Incarnation, of the one unfolding

' See the Canons 3, 6 and 12. Theodorus Studita a few years later triumphantly

asserted the famous 3rd Canon :
" Any choice of a bishop, priest or deacon emanat-

ing from a secular prince is invalid."

" See Thomas, Theodor von Studien, Leipzig 1892.

^ The superstition indulged in by the image-worshippers is shown by the epistle

of Michael the Stammerer to Ludwig the Pious (Mansi XIV., p. 399) ; see Hefele

IV., p. 40.

^ See also the decision of the 8th general Synod, sessio X. (Mansi XVI., p. 161).

An Oriental Christian—an Armenian, but in this question all Orientals are agreed

—

writes at the present day : A Christianity which is stunted and disguised in pictorial

forms, if it belongs to the Church, i.e.^ if it is determined by the history and the

spiritual genius of a people, is much stronger and more justified than any concep-

tions coloured by sectarianism or rationalism, however much these may appeal to

modern taste (Karapet 1. c, p! 116).
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itself in a plurality of graded ideas (original types) down to

the earthly. The theme had, as the image-worshippers said,

been already touched on by Basil {" the knowledge of the pro-

totype comes through the image "
: ^T itzoyoc Vi 'yvic7i: rcii ocpzs-

T'j-TTO'j yiysTxi); Gregory of Nazianzus ("it is the nature of the

image to be a copy of the prototype and of what is said":

oiVTi^ slyjyoc (pv7is f/Jfy.-/jf/,x slvxi rov dpx^^''^'^^'-' ^^^^ ^'^ KsysTXt);

the Areopagite ("truly visible images are the seen [representa-

tives] of the unseen" xXvi^Sic ef/^^xvelc slvJ-js: sWi tx opxrx r^v

cccpxTCü-y); Theodoret ("sin alone has no copy") and others. ' All

that had been wanting was a correct understanding and a bold

carrying out of the truth. And lastly, that nothing be left out,

Aristotelian scholasticism found its account here also. It had

been maintained long ago, and supported by reference to the

pictures "not made with hands" (i%f/pö;r5r/jTiz), that not paint-

ing, but the tradition and law of the Church created the types

—

see also the decision of the seventh Council. But Theodorus

Studita went still further. " To him the picture was almost

more important than the correct dogmatic formula; for in his

view the relation of the copy to the original was a necessary

one, and there was complete identity in so far as while the

material was different, the form (the hypostasis) was the same.

Theodore maintained that the material was indifferent, but that in

the form of the authentic pictures one possessed the real Christ,

the real Mary, and the real saints. They all bore their proto-

type in themselves, and this prototype was independent of the

personal impress; it went on imprinting itself from picture to

picture, at first spontaneously—for these men caught at the

absurdity of images not made with hands {shoysg x^sipoTrolviToi)^

then through the artist, if he reproduced the type faithfully.*

With this science of images composed of superstition, magic

and scholasticism we may fitly close the development. The

1 See passages ia Gass, p. 319 f.

- See Opp. Theodori ed. Sirmon^f T.V. Here we have collected the Antirrhetic.

(I.—III.) c. Iconomachos, Confutatio Poematum Iconomachorum, Qusestiones propo-

siti Iconomachis, the Capita VII. adv. Iconom., and the Ep. ad Platon. de cultu ss.

imag. The two books of epistles (1. c.) contain abundant material regarding the images.

* The chief passages are collected in great abundance and are well arranged

bv Sirmond T.V. sub voce "Imagines" in the inde.x.
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Greek Church has ahnost entirely excluded plastic represent-

ations, and its practice of art has, in consequence of the ban

placed on it by the "authentic" picture, never been anything-

but stunted. No one can deny that the image-worshippers had

some justification in their controversy with the iconoclasts ; and

for Greek Christianity, as it was, image-worship was a vital

question. But in the great conflict waged for a century by the

Byzantine Church with the State, not only did its distinctive

character, but [its freedom, depend on the issue. Great monks

had tried to educate the Church up to the idea of freedom.

In the fight to retain its character it was victorious ; but in

that for liberty it succumbed.



CHAPTER V.

Appendix.—Sketch of the History of the Genesis

OF the Orthodox System.

Origen had drawn up a system of Christian theology based

on the four principles, God, the world, freedom, and Holy

Scripture, and depending on the old Catholic Church doctrine.

It is the only original scientific system ever produced by the

Greek Church. The conception of a scientific system of truth

is in itself philosophical; it has not come from religion which

consists rather in faith in revelation. But the science of the

time had conceded a lofty place within itself to this very belief

in revelation, and, on the other hand, it was an innate instinct

of the Christian faith to give an account of itself.

Origen's undertaking and the manner in which he carried it

out contained as many repellent as attractive features for his

Christian contemporaries and the future. As a whole it held

its ground only in the narrow circle of friends and followers ;

'

but its effects were nevertheless incalculable. If Origen had

recast the whole faith (Pistis) into a science (Gnosis) the imme-

diate consequence, by no means intended by him, was that

some of his gnostic (theological) propositions were introduced

into the faith, and that conversely others were amended in accord-

ance with the language of the antignostic Catholic Kerygma.

The system was thus dislocated, and with good reason ; for it

was a system, simply because in spite of its scrupulous regard

for the Bible, history, and freedom, it had transformed history

into a natural process. In opposing the notoriously heterodox

points of the system—the pre-existence of souls, pre-temporal

1 Theognostus, Origen's disciple, made a new attempt at constructing a system,

see Vol. III., p. 96.
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fall of souls, eternal creation of the world, the doctrine of the

transfigured body, and Apokatastasis—^an attack was made, if

not always consciously, on its principles which became conspi-

cuous in these points. For the above doctrines were not append-

ages which could be deleted; they rather expressed most clearly

the fundamental thought of the system, that God is all in all,

and that the doctrine of the Church was dealing with wholly

inadequate symbols in concerning itself with the conceptions of

the creation of the world in time, the historical fall and redemp-

tion, the judgment, and a twofold final destiny. Men desired

science, and there was, as in all ages, only one science ; then

it was simply that which Origen had represented. But at the

same time none would abandon the traditional tenets as abso-

lutely valid truths, partly in the interest of conservatism, partly

because it was vaguely felt that scientific theology did not do

justice to the distinctive character of Christian faith. That was

the dilemma ; but in one point all thinkers were agreed with

Origen, viz., that the final aim of faith and of the theology

accompanied by asceticism, was participation in the knowledge

and consequently the life of the Deity. They were all intellect-

ualists, even, so far as we are acquainted with them, the earliest

opponents of Origen, including Methodius. ' And theology

brought about in the case of nearly all of them a loss to faith

incalculable in its consequences—the fading of moral responsibi-

lity and of the conception of the judgment. No doubt the

"Judgment" was maintained as before, and that against Origen;

but the thought had lost and continued more and more to lose

its all-commanding position in doctrine.

At the beginning of the fourth century, " Christianity was,

again in consequence of the theology, on the point of disrup-

tion. Eusebius has himself admitted the danger in the outward

organisation, and it was a result of the cleavage in thought.

Bishops spoke authoritatively in the East who had learned from

Origen all sorts of ideas that put the doctrine of the Church

in danger of running to seed. A compact school was in the

^ Besides him the earliest opponents— after Demetrius—were Peter of Alexandria

and Eustathius of Antioch. Pamphilus and Eusebius wrote against Origen's enemies.

- See the details in Vol. III., pp. 121— 162.
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field that, while it considered itself very scientific and genuinely

biblical, yet without knowing or intending it, secularised Christ-

ianity. Constantine on the one hand, and Athanasius on the

other, saved Christendom. Athanasius was no follower of Ori-

gen; he was more akin to Irenaeus. In giving the central place

to the thought of Christ's essential unity with God, and in

carrying it out, he also set the theology of the future, as it

seems, on a new, or rather on the old Irena^an basis. But he
was no theologian, or, better, he ceased to be one from the

moment when he perceived the central significance of the above

conception of faith. He hardly touched, let alone solved, the

problem of correlating it with all the other results of contempo-

rary knowledge, with the whole of natural theology. He had
enough to do in showing that a conception still alien, at any
rate to the majority, and clothed in an unfamiliar word, was
scriptural, traditional, and fundamental, and in obviating object-

ions. A kind of system was rather constructed by the strict

Arians—'Aetius and Eunomius—by means of Aristotelian philo-

sophy. Every professed system up till past the middle of the

fourth century was heterodox, with the sole exception of that

of Marcellus ; but while he made a bold front against the whole

doctrine of Origen, he seemed to fall into long refuted errors.

His fate itself proves that one thing, in whose assertion orthodox

and Arians were agreed, was already inseparably bound up with

the Christianity of the cultured, viz., the Neo-platonic doctrine

of God and his revelation. The one party—the Arians—might

supplement it with Aristotelianism, the other might give the

widest scope to the conception of salvation embodied in Jesus

Christ, but in the above fundamental thought both were agreed,

and the common veneration of Origen is proof of this. ' Cyril's

catechisms show the procedure followed in the catechetic instruc-

tion of the cultured. They are based on the Symbol, and its

separate points are proved from Scripture. Agreement with

Scripture is sufficient ; it also guarantees, so to speak, the unity,

or, better, it suppresses the craving for strict unity. Revelation,

as contained in the oracles of Scripture, was to satisfy all wants.

The catechist did not indeed renounce rational argument in

' On Arians and oithodo.x, see Chap. I.
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support of separate points of doctrine, but he did not offer

anything like a system. On the other hand, traditionalism and

the mysticism of the cultus were already strongly marked. Nor

was the latter unconnected with Origen ; on the contrary, no

theologian of early times did so much to further it as he.

The transference of Athanasius' thought into the scientific

theology, i.e.. into Origenism, was the work of the Cappadocians.

Among them Gregory of Nyssa was the most thorough adher-

ent of Origen. Though not without some reservations, yet it

can be said that he represented the fundamental conception of

Origen.^ His "Great Catechism" is the only writing of the

fourth century which can be compared to the work "De prin-

cipiis " ; but it contains a much narrower range of ideas, and

is by no means, even in Gregory's own view, a complete work

on dogma. " Next to the Cappadocians, Didymus of Alexandria

is to be named as a disciple of Origen. It was of immense

importance that, just before complete traditionalism settled on

the Church, these men took up the cause of theological science

in Origen's sense, further, that at this very time men were

found in the West to communicate the views of the Cappadocians

1 The reservations are. certainly, not unimportant. If Gregory also shared

Origen's starting-point, viz., the antithesis of the spiritually divine and the sensuous,

yet he had a more distinct grasp of the notion of creation, and attempted to under-

stand the sensuous as a necessary side of human nature. Finally, however, he

also regards the whole development explored by Christian theology as a cosmical

process 5 only the process does not appear so manifest as in Origen, who besides

had also, judging from Clement of Alex., introduced ideas alien to it.

- Everything in the " Great Catechism" is rational. The author begins by ex-

pounding the doctrine of the Trinity as the just mean between Jewish monotheism

and heathen polytheism. He also shows that it occurs in the Old Testament

(c. I—4). Then follows the account of the doctrine of the Incarnation (c. 5—32),

which forms the subject proper of the Catechism. It is treated from the most

varied sides; the reason, nature, and result of the incarnation are discussed. It is

proved from the essential attributes of God as well as the state of men; and it is

shown that on the one hand it coiTesponds to the goodness, justice, wisdom, and

power of God, and on the other presupposes the condition of evil, death, and

freedom in man. Christ became man for all, but he is the physician only for the

virtuous. The old question why he appeared so late is also (c. 29) discussed. The
conclusion is taken up with expositions of Baptism, the Last Supper, and faith,

which constitute the new birth, i.e.^ virtuous life (c. 33—40). Origen's conceptions,

though grouped round a new centre in that of Athanasius, run through the whole;

this is still more conspicuous in some of the other writings by the same author.
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and Didymus to their native land, and, finally, that the Byzan-

tine Church never ventured to condemn the works of the

Cappadocians—of Gregory of Nyssa. The last is especially a

fact which cannot fail to excite astonishment ; but what would

have been left to the Greek Church from the sixth century down,

if to the condemned doctors of the Church and their writings

we had further to add the main works of Gregory of Nyssa.

Since, however, the Church has steadily acknowledged the

orthodoxy of the Cappadocians, ' Origen himself has after all

been always looked at as only half a heretic. Up to the present

day the members of the two CathoHc Churches do not know
exactly how they ought really to regard him. He has remained

a thorn in the flesh of the Church.

At the close of the fourth century it was settled that the

dogmas of the Trinity and the Incarnation constituted the faith

;

for they were most intimately connected, and the former was
fixed in terms of the Incarnation. The great Apollinaris, a

systematic theologian and besides an opponent of Origen's

method, and the Cappadocians established this conviction. By
this means an immense gain was made on the one hand, but

on the other not much ; for what good did it do to confess

these doctrines, as long as it was possible by means of philoso-

phy to furnish very difterent versions of them, or while the

infinite number of other tenets, which fell within the range of

theology and required absolutely to be discussed in terms of

the Symbol or of Holy Scripture, were destitute of any fixed

form? We must again, or, rather still conceive the state of

matters during the whole of the fourth century on to its close

as being mutatis luiitandis the same as when Gnosticism flourished,

though a consensus of opinion was not wanting in the Church.

1 The Cappadocians were always held to be the foremost among theologians.

Thus Theodore of Studion says (Antirrhet II. adv. Iconom., p. 123, edit. Siraiond.)

:

x.cti '^vi xxovcrdizeSx twv KopvipxiorxToiv xtnTspoov, Tpijyopiov jisv rov Ssof^oyov

.

. .

Banri^etov Ss rov i^syx^ov, and of the former (Iamb. 67, p. 766) : BpovSäv t» SsTx

Tj) ßo^ TÜV ooyizxruv, 'Hx^fOi? 'ovthiIQ rijv vTrovpxviov, fj,xy.up' Kxl -kxitxc, «7rp<§

\jL(apxvx(; TXQ xipsasK;, Tov K6(r(/.ov sa-Tvipi^xi; Iv rdt^ a-oi^ Äöyo7i;. From the sixth

century Gregory of Nyssa put his admirers in a precarious position by his mani-

festly heterodox doctrines. They were hushed upj yet their author is not placed

by the Greeks of to-day on quite the same high level as Basilius and Gregory of

Nazianzus.
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There was no recognised conception of the nature of the In-

carnation, after the bold and sanguine attempt of ApoUinaris

had been rejected as heretical, and the hundred and one
"doctrines" which floated round the Trinitarian and Christolo-

gical dogma were as fickle and uncertain as the waves of the

sea. It was not known what belonged to the -'faith", whether
to include psychology, or natural science. Everything offered

itself, and nothing could be declared indifferent without danger

;

it was uncertain, too, in what form it did belong to faith. No
one knew how the Bible was to be interpreted, whether lite-

rally, or typically, or spiritually ; no form of interpretation could

be wholly accepted or wholly rejected. It was not known what
was to be expected in a future state ; and as much doubt pre-

vailed about the beginning as about the end of things. Con-

ceptions still existed of God, the earth, heaven, Christ, the

glories of Paradise and the horrors of the judgment, like those

prevalent among the old "Saints" of the second century, and

they were firmly held with less sanctity, but the same fanati-

cism, by the new saints, the monks.

On the other hand, both among monks and others, conceptions

existed such as Origen cherished from which the many-coloured

pictures and dramatic scenes had disappeared : men believed in

eternal worlds, the original afifinity of the human spirit with God,

in the one unfolding itself into the many, and the many necessarily

returning into the one. And in the fourth century Christians, and

even clerics, went beyond Origen. To them the coverings and

masks into which he had transformed the realistic doctrines of

the Church were still more transparent. A man was now a

Christian because every one was or was becoming one ; but he

would not cease being a philosopher. It was hardly necessary

to come to terms with the doctrine of the Trinity, for, one or

two points being set aside, it was held to be correct, rational,

and Platonic. The Incarnation caused greater difficulty, but

the Cappadocians themselves had shown how it could be under-

stood rationally. A still further step was taken ; the humanity

assumed by God was dealt with in a free and easy manner.

Speculation found plenty of expedients by which to pare down
the paradox and to reduce it to the level of the intelligible.
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But once one had formulated, somehow or other, his assent to

the Trinity and Incarnation he was really free and could apply

Greek learning ('EAA)^y;x>j irxi^six) as much as he pleased to

Christian truth, interpreting its myths. * Moreover, there were

Christianised philosophers who succeeded by an artifice in unit-

ing the sublimest spiritualism with superstition ; they inculcated

a ritualistic immanence of the pneumatic in material, if conse-

crated, things, and transformed the whole world and history

into a descending series of types and symbols, which appeared

at the same time as effective vehicles of the divine. Creation

was the evolution of the one into a world of ideas, symbols

and types—every potency being the copy of a higher, and the

pattern for a lower one ; and redemption was completed in the

mysteries of thought and the cultus, which led from type to

type, from potency to potency, up to the all-embracing One.

Thus lamblichus had taught ; Neoplatonic philosophers of the

fourth and fifth centuries followed him, and as they were in a

position to conserve heathen mythologies and cults by this view,

Christians transferred the conception and method to Christianity.

To them the Incarnation no longer appeared as an isolated

paradox ; it was a special instance, or the verification, or neces-

sary result, of the cosmical process. The great Unknown, who
probably belonged to Alexandria, and who is called Pseudo-

Dionysius, " in an elaborate conception of the world, smuggled

into the Greek Church and its theology the Neoplatonism into

which the other doctors of the Church had only dipped timidly, (?)

and on this foundation he constructed his theory of the heavenly

hierarchy, and its copy, the hierarchy of the Church." " Diony-

1 Nothing is more instructive here than the study of the noble Synesius.

Thousands must have held the same views as he at the transition from the fourth

to the fifth century ; but few possessed the honesty of this Bishop or the clearness

of his mind; see above all his letter to his brother Euoptius, when confronted by

the question whether he should or should not accept the bishopric offered him.

He was then still a Neoplatonist, and, though he afterwards modified his views to

some extent, he never ceased to be one. But he openly declared that while he

would not give up science, he would accept outwardly the mythical wrapping (t«

5' e|w <piAoi/.vSc3v), since the people did not endure the clear light.—Even at the

end of the fourth century. Church Fathers found it necessary to oppose the idea

first broached by Celsus, that Christ had borrowed from Plato.

- Steitz, Jahrbb. XL, p. 195.

22
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sius seems to be a realist in the sense of the Church; he lets

everything realistic stand ; but it is all in fact simply a wrap-

ping; nothing is and nothing happens which is not self-evolved

in the process of the Cosmos. At the same time it is unmis-

takable that, though the form by which it is expressed is not

satisfactory, the nature of the good is perceived— it consists in

inner union with God. ' It was of inexpressible importance that

' On the system of Dionysius, see Steitz 1. c, pp. 197—^229. The fundamental

thought of Dionysius is the absoUite transcendence of God ; but God is to him,

at the same time, absolute causality ; as causality he still stands outside of the

Avorld (the many), but yet the forces emanating from him can on the other hand

be regarded as a self-reduplication {Tro^ÄxTfixa-ix^sa-öxi). Thus the attempt was

made to combine the thought of the transcendence of the One with Pantheism.

This One is force and movement in virtue of the 'spcui; (xyccTn^) dwelling in it, and

thus it issues from itself in order to return to itself. This emanation, however, is

identical with the fixing of 7rpoop/(7//o/ and TrxpxSsiyfu.xriX:, i.e.^ the finite conceived

as pure forms exists from eternity in God himself, nay, treated and coiiceived as

one, it is himself. In him and belonging to him the forces are always immaterial,

undivided, identical. From the standpoint of God, accordingly, the whole process

of the world is simply pure self-movement; but viewed from beneath it is one of

unfolding, division, and descent, and again of ascent, unification, and return to

the One. We must always maintain both, rest and movement, transcendence and

immanence, unity and multiplicity. To this correspond the kataphatic and the

apophatic theologies. The former descends from God to things in order from the

effects to draw conclusions as to the absolute, inexhaustible, nature of the One.

The latter rises from things to God, in order to deny regarding him all that may

be conceived, and to find him exalted above the antithesis of error and truth, of

not-being and being. The latter is to Dionysius the more appropriate, but the

two methods ought not to contradict each other; for the Deity is placed even

above the antithesis formed by the statements of the apophatic and kataphatic

theology. In his fifth Epistle, Dionysius says (I., p. 594, ed. Corder) : 6s~ioc,

'yv6(poi ha-Ti to xTrpoa-iTov (pcSi;—how often since that has been i-epeated by mystics !

—

ev Ü xxTOiKslv 6 ©£0? ^syeTxr y.xt xopxria ys 'ovti Six t»jv vTrepexovffxv (pxvön^TX

KXt XTrpotriTcü Töi xiirii Six rijv vwspßo?\i^v rvj? ItTrepova-iov (pcoTOX'J^'On;, sv tovtw

yiyvsTCii TTXi; 6 ©eov yvwvxt xxi iSe7v x^iovfjievoz xiitw rio (J.ii 6pS.v (j.>iSs ytvwo'KStv,

xÄ}j6c3i; iv ria vTrep 'dpx(riv y.xt yvatriv ytyvoi-isvo!;. The thought of God's tran-

scendence was the decisive point. To tlie unmoved mover every spirit, nay, every-

thing in its own way strives to rise. " A nameless longing passes through all the

veins of nature;" God himself comes not nearer; but men can force themselves

up to him. Evil consists in being separated from him; it is a pure negation; it

does not exist in relation to God ; for it is a negative in the sphei-e of the many,

which yet in view of God constitute a non-material unity : it is the unnatural,

that which does not coiTespond to the nature of the various beings and things,

each taken in its distinctive character. In so far as these are^ they are good; but

in so far as they are not what they ought to be, they contain evil in themselves. It

remains obscure, however, how they cannot be what they ought. Is it due to the
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from and after the sixth century the writings of the Unknown, which

also betrayed the influence of Aristotle, were held to be the

works of an Apostolic personage. Neoplatonism and the mysticism

of the Cultus were thus declared to be part of classic Christianity.

The representatives of the ''common sense" of the Church
at the end of the fourth century were quite aware of the

multiplication in itself, or to an unknown hindrance ? In any case the good is

union with God. At this point begins the most characteristic work of Dionysius,

its mystical and scholastic feature. This union, like everything else, has its stages: it

is consummated by purification, illumination, and perfecting. As the sun dispels

darkness, then fills everything with light, and brings it to perfection, so also does

the Deity. And everything in the Cosmos contributes to this process; it is the

object and agent of redemption ; it is a universe of symbols which lead to God,
but which cannot be entirely transcended in this world; for we only see through

a mirror in a dark saying. The process itself is no pure process of thought; thinking

is only its accompaniment; it is a process of the action of being upon being;

therefore the symbol and the rite which offer themselves to the feeling of the soul

that is passive and yields itself up to them. Accordingly we have, at the close,

the passive intuition, in which man no longer participates in anything external,

is no longer conscious of anything positive, but negativing all things, loses him-

self in the inscrutable. Yet there is no negation from which it would not be
necessary to separate the Deity by a J^rgp ; the imagination must cast anchor before

the portals of the inscrutable and incomprehensible. The purifying, illuminating,

and perfecting rites are imparted to men by the heavenly and ecclesiastical

hierarchies. But between these and the Deity Dionysius has placed the Church
doctrines of the Trinity and the Incarnation. The former has been outwardly

treated orthodoxly on the whole, yet in such a way that it after all merely assumes

the fonn of a Trinity in revelation ; i.e.^ the persons are regarded as the first stages

in the multiplication of the Deity which is continued in the heavenly hierarchy;

however, this way of looking at the matter is disguised from view. As regards

the Incarnation, the system has naturally no room for it; for regard for the tran-

scendence of the Deity prevents it from recognising any incarnation, and in con-

sequence of his immanence the whole process of the Cosmos itself is the materialis-

ing and manifestation of the Deity in the world. Yet the Incarnation is maintained;

but, since this was impossible, it is not made the central point, but serves as the

foundation of various speculations, and the illustration of valuable thoughts. The
resulc of the Incarnation in Jesus is conceived as a raising of human nature to its

highest power, and not properly as a fusion of two natures (yet we have the expression

:

y.xivvi dsxvSpixii Ivspysix) ; for even in the manifestation ofJesus the Deity remains con-

cealed and incomprehensible. Like all symbols and phenomena the Incarnation is in a

certain sense a disguising of the Deity. With Jesus Dionysius also connects a few realistic

Church doctrines as to redemption, victory over the demons, and äsoyevsertx
; but

the Incarnation really is the representation of God's unfolding of himself in general.

As regards the actual redemption of individuals the main stress is placed in this

system on the two hierarchies and the mysteries. These hierarchies are genuinely

Neo-platonic. The heavenly was formed by the graded choirs of angels (Triads,

see Vol. III., Chap. 4) which themselves consecrated severally by the higher, consecrate

22*
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heterodoxies which existed in spite of, and side by side with,

the confession of the Trinity and Incarnation; some of them

indeed were themselves not content with the generally received

doctrine. They desired a God with eyes, ears and limbs, a

resurrection of the identical body, and a visible glorious king-

dom of Christ at the end of the world. Even an exceedingly

cultured exegete like ApoUinaris made common cause with

them in the last point. A founder was sought for hete-

rodoxies; it was impossible to blame Manichaeism for every-

thing. 'EAA'^v;kv; ttxi^six was held to be the culprit, and there-

fore also Origen, the man who was said, not without reason,

to have introduced it into Christian theology. A passionate

opposition was raised in Egypt among the Scetian monks, and

in Palestine where Origen had many admirers. It was, above

all, the narrow but honest Epiphanius who saw in Origen the

father of Arianism and many other heresies. The comprehensive

chapter against him in the former's Panarion (H. 64) is the

first polemical writing we possess of ecclesiastical traditionalism

against Origen ; it is by no means unskilful ; it does not confine

itself to details, but disputes e fundamento the title to a place

in the Church of a theology such as Origen offered. ' The
"Expositio fidei catholicae ecclesiae " appended to the Panarion

shows, indeed, the complete inability of Epiphanius to give an

account of the faith ; it loses itself as usual in irrelevant discus-

sions, and the positive contents are extraordinarily scanty. But

the attack on Origen (compare also the somewhat earlier "An-

severally the lower; the historical Christ even had his place among them. The

ecclesiastical hiei-archy consisted of the bishops, priests, and deacons; and the means

which acted from beneath upwards were the six mysteries (see Chap. IV.). In the

work on the ecclesiastical hierarchy these mysteries are minutely explained. Eveiy

openly heterodox opinion is, as generally, once more avoided. " The Areopagite has

given the Church an exposition of all the mystic rites, such as it had not possessed till

then, in which every act of the cultus has its peculiar, deeper reference and secret

meaning. His exposition attaches itself in form to Christian dogma, and could

therefore serve as a pattern to the Church theologians of the following centuries.

As regards the matter, indeed, the case is different ; for the Christian dogmas them-

selves merely appear as the dress of Neo-platonic ideas, to which the inflexible

form offers a stubborn resistance."

^ H. 64 c. 73 ; St/, Tlpiysvyi, xtto tJji; 'Eä^^vik^!; TrcetSsiccz ru^Äciißei^ rov vovv

£%vi(j.ea'xz rov tbv to7? vsiäe7<ri. a-oi, xixi yiyovxz »Iroli e;? ßpZiMX StjÄtiTijpiov, St'' üv .
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1

coratus ") opened the first great controversy over the question

whether scientific theology as understood by Origen was legi-

timate or not. Walch has described the history of this controversy

with his usual thoroughness. It is acknowledged how disagree-

ably the action of Epiphanius disturbed the circle of Origen's

monkish admirers, who were congregated in Palestine under

the protection of the like-minded John, Bishop of Jerusalem.

The dream that one might be both a pillar of the Church and

a theologian like Origen was dissipated. Jerome preferred to

remain a pillar and to abandon Origen. After his desertion

and his betrayal of his friend Rufinus, he became the father of

the "science of the Church." To some extent he is a type of

this "science" up to the present day. It lives on fragments

of the men whom it declares to be heretics. It accepts just as

much from them as circumstances permit, and retains of the

old what it can maintain with decency. It cultivates a little

literalness, a little allegory, and a little typology. It attacks

all questions with a parade of freedom from prejudice ; but

anything inconvenient it surrounds with a thousand invented

difficulties. It is proud of its free-thought in matters of no

importance, and hides itself finally, when hot pressed, behind

a brazen stare. It characterises its friends as "well-disposed",

]iommes boni, and slanders its opponents. Where evasion is no
longer possible, it states the inexorable historical fact as a major

premise; to this it adds a minor taken from its prejudices, and
then it solves the syllogistic problem by the aid of piquant

conceits. ' It- can be incredibly frivolous and again pedantically

learned, just as it suits. Only one question does not occur in

its catechism, and it is always hard to drive it home, viz., what
is historical truth? That is the science of—^Jerome.

1 For a parallel to this characterisation compare Luther, Vom Papstthum zu Rom
wider den hochberühmten Romanisten zu Leipzig (Weimarer Ausgabe, Vol. VL 304):
Lieber Romanist, wer hat daran gezweiffeit, dass das alt Gesetz und seine Figuren

müssen ym Neuen erfüllet werden ? man durfft deiner Meisterschaft hirynnen nichts

Aber hie soltestu dich lassen sehen und beweysen deine hohe Kunst, das die selb

Erfulling durch Petrum odder denn Bapst gescheh : Da schweygestu wie ein Stock,

da zu reden ist, und schwetzist da nit not zu redenn ist. Hastu dein logica nit

bass gelemet ? Du probirst die maiores, die niemant anficht, und nympst fur gewiss

die minores, die ydermann anficht, und schleussist was Du wilt.
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Epiphanius' breach with John led to the intervention of the

Alexandrian Bishop Theophilus, who, at the time, still refused

to yield to the " anthropomorphists ", and adhered to Origen's

party. Rome also took part in the dispute which, settled as

between the bishops, broke out anew between the two scholars..

Rufinus was only able to defend Origen's orthodoxy by the

doubtful assumption that "heretics" had corrupted his works

But that helped neither him nor Origen. Origen was con-

demned and Rufinus censured in Rome in A.D. 399 by the

ignorant Anastasius. The errors charged against Origen (see

Hieron. ad Pammach.) were, a subordinationist doctrine of the

Trinity, the doctrine of the preexistence of souls and their con-

demnation to enter into bodies, the view of the future conver-

sion of the devil and the demons, the interpretation of the

skins in Gen. III. to mean the body, the spiritualising of the

doctrine of the resurrection of the body, the explanation of

Paradise as spiritual, and the too extensive use of the allegori-

cal method, etc. Not only, however, did Rome renounce Ori-

gen, but Alexandria also. Theophilus saw that his power in

Egypt would be shaken if he did not rely upon the masses of

stupid and fanatical Coptic monks, the anthropomorphists, in

whose circles a material God was defended in doggerel rhymes,

and the ancient apocalyptic literature was greedily read. Theo-

philus wheeled round, abandoned, and that with strong personal

feeling, the admirers of Origen among the monks, and, with

the approval of Rome, hurled his anathemas against him.

Jerome, ever on the alert to blot out the stain that attached

to him from having once venerated the great theologian, trans-

lated into Latin Theophilus' slanderous Easter epistle against

Origenism, although he must have seen through its calumnies.

In Constantinople, however, the fight waged by Theophilus

against his former friends, the Nitrian monks, was followed by

that agitation of which Chrysostom was a victim. It was the

first violent attempt of the Alexandrian Patriarch, who by his

alliance with the masses had won a secure position in his own

diocese, to get possession of the Constantinopolitan patriarchate,

the capital, and whole Church of the East.

Meanwhile it was only in the West that the influence of
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Origen was really deeply shaken by these endeavours. Jerome

persuaded the Western Church that Origen was the father of

Pelagianism ; Vincentius of Lerinum held him up as an example

along with Apollinaris and other heretics ; Leo I. considered

him a heretic, and Gelasius insisted that Jerome's criticism should

be maintained in dealing with his works. ^ Orthodoxy held its

ground unshaken as regards all the points of doctrine touching

on the dogmas of the Trinity and Incarnation, which in the

West were hardly ever subjects of controversy. Jerome now
became the standard theologian and exegete. Everything ancient

and distinctive, even where it did not lie in the direction of

Origenism, disappeared more and more in the West. The
AVestern Church became the Church of Jerome ; but it became

also—to its lasting benefit—the Church of Augustine (see Vol. V.).

It was different in the East. The transformation of the con-

troversy about Origen into a conflict between two great Patri-

archs, in which Origen was soon lost sight of, and the rehabili-

tation, belated indeed, of Chrysostom, favoured the impugned

reputation of the great theologian. But even apart from this,

his influence was too deeply rooted to be upset by a single

bishop, no matter how powerful. His individuality represented

the 'E/.Xy,yr/.'^ tt^zi'SsIiz, with which men would not dispense. They
were willing to recognise the dogma of the Church, />., the

doctrines of the Trinity and Incarnation ; but they sought

besides freedom to interest themselves in (theological) science.

The Church History of Socrates shows the undiminished in-

fluence of Origen—-see above Vol. III., p. 146 and elsewhere;

even before Socrates, the celebrated Evagrius of Pontus had

sturdily defended him, and Sozomen himself, monkish and

narrow as he was, was no opponent of Origen. The outbreak

of the Nestorian and Monophysite controversies as to the nature

of the Incarnation soon thrust everything else into the back-

ground, and procured for Origen's cause a temporary peace.

It is fitting that we should here take a glance at the Patri-

1 The so-called decree of Gelasius, which obtained a far-reaching importance

m the West is also otherwise important from the condemnation it passed on the

whole of earlier Christian literature. The orthodox Church was determined to

vilify and then to bury its own past in order to maintain undisputed the fiction

that it had always remained the same.
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archate of Antioch and its neighbouring territories. The circum-

stances there were wholly peculiar. The East swarmed with

old and new sects. All sorts betook themselves thither, and,

beside the official Christianity only to be met with in Greek

cities, there existed an assortment of the most varied Christian

communions. Even in the fifth century the Bishops had to face

conflicts there which had almost died out in Rome, Byzantium,

and Alexandria, as early as the third century. Therefore the

Bishops living in or sprung from that quarter still possessed

the lofty conviction that they were constantly fighting the

battles of the Lord, and hastening from victory to victory.

Nestorius, Theodoret, and others plume themselves in their

correspondence with their Western brethren on their merits as

antagonists of heretics ;
' even Chrysostom was their inexorable

enemy. As a matter of fact, the continuance of these conflicts

was of vast consequence to the whole Church. Gnosticism and

Manichaeism dogged the steps of the Eastern Bishops, and com-

pelled them to adhere strictly to the ancient regula fidei with

its antignostic impress. They could not, as in Alexandria and

Constantinople, confine their interest to the Incarnation. They
had to defend the doctrine, point by point, in its whole extent,,

and were thus prevented from casting themselves into the arms

of one transcendent idea. They were pious after the monkish

fashion, like the Egyptians ; nay, their Bishops outdid those of

Egypt in asceticism ; they were not less realistic in what be-

longed to the Cultus than the rest; they were as much to the

1 The later antignostic writings and compendiums, those of Ephraem, Epipha-

nius, Theodoret, Esnik, etc., are all, in so far as they are not mere extracts from

older works, from the East. Mohammedans, besides the later Nestorian and Jacobite

scholars, confessedly tm-ned their attention to the Christian sects still existing in

the East, to one of which Islam owes the best of its teaching. Theodoret is full

of self-praise over his actions, and sports them over and over again to prop up

his imperilled orthodoxy. In Ep. 8i (IV., p. 1141, ed. Schulze) he writes: ;<fti//a;?

öXTft) T^c Mfl!/!x/ft)voc x«< T«? 5rep/| aeii-ievxi^ xs-fJiivxz Ttpot; tvjv xP^i^Sitcev s^o^vjyvjerat.'

ci?^?^*iv xw/.itjv Eyvo/^/ÄVÄv—we see that the sects are tabulated according to their

origin—TSTrA^pw/^ev^jv xxt «AAijv ^Apsixvwv tS> 4>wt< tj}? Seoyviiia-ixi; Trpoo'i^yxyov.

Kxi Six TJjv $eixv %«p/v ovSs 'sv 'TTxp' ii(J.~tv xiperiKcSv vve^si<p5yi ^i^xviov. Ep. 145

(IV., p. 1246) he tells how he fought steadily against Greeks, Jews, Arians, Euno-

mians, Apollinarians, and Marcionites ; ibid, p. 1252: tt^biov^ jj i^vpiovt; tcSv toü

Mxpxiaivoi; :re/o-«? Trpoa-ii'yxyov ria Trxvxyica ßxTTTiiTi^xTi. In Hasret. fab. I. 20 he

records that he had confiscated more tlian 200 copies of the Diatessaron.
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front when it was necessary to defend an old doctrine. But

their scientific theologians — Palestine stands by itself—were not

followers of Origen, and in their fights with heretics they could

not use his teaching. They used a more liberal and, again,

a more rational, a less flighty, exegesis, and a sober philosophy.

Both these were given them by Lucian, and it was, lastly, one

and the same school which extended from Lucian to Theodoret,

and stretched far beyond the latter into the Christian schools

of the Persian kingdom.

The character and significance of this school have been dis-

cussed above in various chapters—see especially Vol. III.,

ch. 3. It sharply contested Origen's hermeneutics, but did

not vilify the great man. Its own exegetical and biblical-theo-

logical method, with some admirable features, indeed, omitted,

and a little of the literal and allegorical added, gradually be-

came, in consequence of its appropriateness and thanks to the

influence of Chrysostom, the ruling one. And the use of Aris-

totelian philosophy in the Antiochene school was an indication

for the future. But the ablest of the Antiochenes finally came

under censure on account of his Christology, and, over and

above his Christology, he was charged with various heresies,

especially Pelagianism. In fact, his whole system, and he possess-

ed a system to a greater extent than any other after Origen,

was a rational one; it was natural theology without any tran-

scendentalism. He is therefore a source of great difficulty to

the Church up to the present time ; it declines to go further in

condemning him than the fifth Council, indeed it only recog-

nises conditionally the censure of the "chapters". Theodoret's

work is without the boldness of Theodore, his anthropology

and his doctrine of grace as well as his Christology approxim-

ating to the traditional teaching. Among other things, he

appended to his compendium of heretical fables a fifth book,

" ^s'lxv loyfjt.xruv 6xitdia,t)i
" (an epitome of divine dogmas), which

must be described as the first attempt at a system after Origen, and

which apparently exercised great influence on John of Damascus.

This "epitome" has a lofty significance. It combines the Trini-

tarian and Christological dogma with the whole circle of the

doctrines connected with the symbol. It reveals an attitude
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as markedly biblical as it is ecclesiastical and rational. It

throughout observes the ''just mean". It is almost complete,

the Last Supper being omitted, and it especially takes realistic

Eschatology once more into account. ^ It has adopted none oi

the obnoxious doctrines of Origen, and yet he himself is not

treated as a heretic. "' An actual system this epitome is not

:

but the consistent sobriety and lucidity in the discussion of

details, and the careful biblical proof lend to the whole a stamp

of unity. It could not yet indeed give satisfaction, firstly,

because of the personality of its author, and, secondly, because

there was an entire absence of mysticism and Neoplatonism

from his doctrinal conception.

In the second half of the fifth century everyone was occupied

with the decree of Chalcedon. Cyril of Alexandria, the Christo-

logian whom bishops and monks had understood best, had to

reconquer his whole influence side by side with the creed of

Chalcedon. The only two great theologians whom the Eastern

Church has possessed—Origen and Theodore, the former a

follower of Plato, the latter of Aristotle, both biblicists though

in very different ways,—were discredited, but not condemned. It

was on the soil of Palestine, and among the monks there, that

admiration for Origen came into collision with that for Theodore.

We are well informed as to the living spiritual movements in

the cloisters of Palestine at the beginning of the sixth century.

Origenism experienced a regular renaissance, although it had

never died out, ^ Its '"peculiar doctrines", which had sprung

from rational mysticism, were in particular taken up again, or

at least declared to be arguable. The Cappadocians were

1 Theodoret discusses (i) the first Principle and the Father, (2) the Son, (3) the

Holy Spirit and the divine names, (4—9) creation, matter, aeons, angels, demons,

and man, (10) providence, (11— 15) the Incarnation, and that in general as well

as in reference to separate points of doctrine, e.g.^ the assumption of a real body

of a soul, and generally of the complete human nature, and the resuscitation of

this nature, (16) the identity of the just and beneficent God, (17) God is the author

of both Testaments, (18) Baptism, (19) the resurrection, (20) the judgment, (21) the

jaromises, (22) the second advent of Christ, (23) Antichrist, (24) virginity, (25)

marriage, (26) second marriage, (27—29) fornication, penitence and continence.

' Theodoret has not introduced him into his catalogue of heretics.

3 Walch 1. c, p. 618 ff. ; Möller in the R.-Encykl. XI., p. 112 f. ; Loofs, Leon-

tius, p. 274 ff.; Bigg, 1. c.
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appealed to in support of their validity. Origenism was defended

under very different shades. There was an extreme right, and

even pillars of orthodoxy were found on this side. ' and there

was a left, which surpassed even Origen in daring. He led

some of his admirers over to the Areopagite and the Neo-

Platonists. The works of the Unknown were brought out,

studied, and, as it appears, edited. Some went the length of

undisguised Pantheism, like Stephen bar Sudaili, or the author of

the book of Hierotheus, *• On the hidden mysteries of the

Deity.""' No Gnostic of the second century had erected a nihilistic

philosophy on the ground of Christianity so boldly as this writer.
'*

But the admirers of Origen met with opponents in Palestine,

not only among the dull herd of monks and the traditionalists,

but also among the adherents of the sober science and Christ-

ology of Theodore of Mopsuestia. And, in addition, there was

rising up a new power, Aristotelian scholasticism, which took

possession of the monophysite as well as the orthodox dogma,

but only concluded a firm alliance with the latter, through

Leontius, the great opponent of Nestorianism and of Theodore

—see above, p. 232 f. The Antiochene school was smitten with

its own weapons. The great dogmas of the Church, hallowed

by age, seemed to receive their sanction from the re-invigo-

1 Leontius, as Loofs has shown.

- See the analysis of this exü'aordinarily interesting work, not yet printed, in

Frothingham's Stephen bar Sudaili, 1886, p. 92 f. j the writer ably calls attention

also to the connection with the renaissance of Origenism.

3 Frothingham rightly says, p. 49 f.: ^-His system was openly pantheistic, or,

to speak more philosophically. Pan-nihilistic j for, according to him, all nature

even to the lowest forms of animal creation, being simply an emanation from the

Divinity-Chaos, finally returns to it ; and, wlien the consummation has taken place,

God himself passes away and everything is swallowed up in the indefinite chaos,

which he conceives to be the first principle and the end of being and which

admits of no distinction." The contents of the five books are according to Fr.

as follows : I.—On God, the Universal Essence and distinct existences. II.—The
various species of motion, the ascent of the mind towards God, during which

it must endure the sufferings of Christ. III.—The resurrection of the mind, the

vicissitudes of its conflict with the powers of evil, and its final identification with

Christ. IV.—The mind becomes one, first with Christ, then' with the Spirit and

the Father, and finally becomes absorbed. V.—All nature becomes confounded with

the Father: all distinct existence and God himself passes away; Essence alone

remains.
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rated Aristotelianism, because they were peculiarly adapted for

dialectical treatment. Thus the age of Justinian shows the

Church of the East in a state of the liveliest spiritual agitation.

All the great powers of the past, Neoplatonism and Aristoteli-

anism, Origen and Theodore, were again living forces ; a new
combination was drawing near, and all efforts to stifle by con-

ciliar decrees the living spirit in the Church seemed to have

been vain. But the movements were hut limited in extent and

energy; the "new combination" was in truth the death of real

science—a thinking which started in the middle of its subject,

and for which that which was alone worth reflection was held

to be beyond the range of discussion. Trifling monks, who
excommunicated and denounced each other, talked big ; and

there sat at Constantinople an emperor who, himself a theolo-

gian, thirsted for the fame of creating a uniform science as well

as a uniform belief. The dispute of the Palestinian monks and

the scholasticism of a theologian like Leontius gave him his

chance. The Emperor did not need to publish an edict re-

quiring the followers of Origen and Theodore to annihilate one

another; they took care of that for themselves. The spectacle

of the two "sciences", of Origen and the Antiochenes, tearing

each other to pieces, in the age of Justinian, has something

tragi-comical about it, recalling the tale of the two lions. The
fifth Council confirmed this, after the Emperor had himself, in

his epistle to Mennas, declared, and Vigilius— with other Patri-

archs—had repeated, the condemnation of Origen. The fifteen

anathemas against Origen, ' on which his condemnation at the

Council was based, contained the following points, (i) The
preexistence of souls and Apokatastasis

; (2) the doctrine of the

upper world of spirits, their original equality, and their fall

;

(3) the view that sun, moon, and stars belonged to this world

of spirits, and had also fallen
; (4) the doctrine that the differ-

ences in the bodies of the spirits was a consequence of this

fall; (5) the opinion that the higher spirits become lower ones,

or men, and -i'ice versa
; (6) Origen's doctrine of creation, and

that it was not accomplished by the Trinity
; (7) the Christo-

' Compare witli tliis the ten anathemas in the epistle to Mennas and the Vitce

Sabre. Euthymii and Cyriaci, Loofs 1. c, p. 290 f.
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logy which taught that Christ became for all grades of spirits

—each in its own form— that which he had become for men
through the Incarnation, so that he assumed different bodies

and received different names; (8) the contention that the Logos

was only to be called Christ by a misuse of language {zxrsc-

Xpyi^Tizic:), that accordingly a distinction was to be drawn be-

tween them ; (9) the opinion that not the Logos, but a crea-

turely mind {-jovc) which he had assumed became man; (10) the

assertion of the spherical and ethereal form of the resurrection-

body, and of the annihilation of the material body; (ii) the

interpreting of the judgment to mean this annihilation, and the

view that at the end of the world there would only exist non-

material nature (spirit); (12) the view that the Logos united

with every man and spirit as he had done with the -j^v: he

had assumed : heresy of the Isochristians who appealed to

Origen, see, besides, Methodius; (13) the assertion of the simi-

larity of the -joj:, called Christ, to all other rational beings;

{14) the view of the ultimate cessation of all plurality of per-

sons and of multiplicity of knowledge (gnosis), the doctrine of

reversion to unity and of apokatastasis
; (15) the view of the

identity of the pretemporal with the final life of spirits.

Since the "Three Chapters" were condemned at the same

time, Origen and Theodore were both got rid of. ^ The latter

found more energetic defenders than the former ; but the major-

ity of his admirers held aloof. The fact that the Augustinian

West took up his cause best shows that we must not over-

value this championship. The condemnation of the "peculiar

doctrines" of Origenism meant much more. Henceforth buoys

were laid down, which marked off the Neo-platonic channel in

which men moved under the guidance of the " apostolic " Dio-

nysius. Origen's doctrines of the consummation, and of spirits

and matter might no longer be maintained. The judgment was

restored to its place, and got back even its literal meaning.

The mysticism of the Cultus was carried continually further; it

received a new impetus; but it adhered much more closely to

• The religious policy of Justinian and the fifth Council had accordingly the

same significance for the (orthodox) East as the so-called Gelasian decree for the

West. In the former as in the latter history was extinguished and theology fettered.
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tradition. The anti-gnostic regula fidci was finally restored, and

the great cultus-mystic of the seventh century not only respected

it, but worked within its lines. Maximus Confessor held the

same relation to the Areopagite, as did the Cappadocians to

Origen, and Theodoret to Theodore. ' But he was not only a

mystic ; he was also a scholastic and dialectician. There were

no longer any theologians who reflected independentl)^ " de

principiis." God, the world, freedom, Christ, and Scripture were

no longer the first principles, but, instead, the fixed doctrines

regarding them drawn from tradition. Science took for granted

the foundations guarded by the Church, and passing to the

upper story went on building there. A latent free thought,

indeed, still remained. If everything was symbolical and figur-

ative, then, no matter how closely the spiritual might be combin-

ed with the material, the idea could not perish that the theologian

who was in a position to grasp the subject matter did not

require figures. While mysticism and scholasticism might not

shrink from a figurative philosophy in the most daring sense

of the term, they could not stifle the view that took every

sort of figure and all history as a covering, nor could they

blame the self-criticism of the Christian who was ashamed of

being confined in this body. -

For learning [ij.x(}yi'jiq) the Cappadocians (the two Gregorys,

next to them Athanasius and Cyril) were regarded as the prin-

cipal authorities; for mystagogy {[/.•JTTX'/co'yix), the Areopagite

and Maximus ; for philosophy, Aristotle ; and for homiletics

{:y.i/.ix), Chrysostom. The man, however, who embraced all

that, who had transferred the scholastic dialectic method, which

had been brought by Leontius to bear on the dogma of the

Incarnation, to the whole sphere of the "divine dogma" as

that had been fixed by Theodoret, was John of Damascus.

Through him the Greek Church gained the orthodox system,

but not the Greek Church alone. John's work was no less

• See on him the Art. of Wagenmann in the R,-Encykl. and Steitz XL, p. 209

:

on the Cultus-mystics Sophronius of Jerusalem and Germanus of Constantinople, see

Steitz XI., pp. 238 f. and 246 f.

- The saying is due to Porphyry who has used it of Plotinus (Vita I.) : riÄu-

rlvoc 6 (^iX6!TO(poi siiy.et (msv ciitTX^vo(J.evcii ort iv a-ciii/,ocri s'lii.
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important to the West. '
" He was the cope-stone of antiquity

and the transition to a new age, because his writings, translat-

ed into Latin, became confessedly a foundation of the mediaeval

theology of the West." He was above all a scholastic. To
him each difficulty was but an incitement to split up notions

artificially, and to find a new one to which nothing in the

world corresponds except that very difficulty which the new
notion was meant to remove. John even put the fundamental

question of mediaeval science, that as to nominalism and realism

;

and he solved it by a modified Aristotelianism. All doctrines

were in his view given already ; he took them from findings of

the Councils and the works of recognised Fathers. He held it

to be the task of science to edit them. In this way the two
chief dogmas were introduced into the circle of the doctrines

of the old antignostically interpreted Symbol. A very modest
use was made of the allegorical explanation of Holy Scripture.

The letter ruled wholesale, at any rate much more thoroughly

than in the case of the Cappadocians. In consequence of this,

natural theology was shut out from sight ; it was hedged round

by extremely realistic Bible narratives confidingly accepted.

-

But the most serious fact was that the close connection which

in Athanasius, Apollinaris, and Cyril of Alexandria had united

the Trinity and Incarnation, or dogma in general, with the

thought of salvation, was completely loosened. This process

had begun with the Council of Chalcedon, and John had a

mass of dogmas which it was necessary to believe ; but they

had ceased to be clearly subordinate to a uniform conception

of their purpose. The object which dogma once served as the

means remained; but the means had changed. Instead of dogma,
we have the Cultus, the mysteries, into which Book IV. enters

(IV. 17—25 are to be regarded as appendices). In consequence

of this the system is destitute of inner vital unity. ^ It is really

1 See Bach, Dogmengesch. des iSIittelalters I., p. 49 ff. Bach begins with good
reason, pp. 6—49, with Dionysius and Maximus.

2 Yet the rational method was by no means given upj on tlie contrary, it was

retained; see, e.g.^ the rational arguments for the Trinitv, I. 6, 7.

^ The plan of the work is as follows : Book I. discusses the Deity, the Trinity

and the attributes of God; Book II. the creation, angels, paradise, and man, giving

an elaborate psychology ; Book III. the Incarnation, the two natures, and Christo-
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not an account of faith, but of its presuppositions, and its unity-

depends on the form of treatment, the high antiquity of its

doctrine, and Holy Scripture. The dogmas had become the

sacred inheritance from the classic antiquity of the Church, but

they had, as it were, fallen to the ground. The worship of

images, mysticism, and scholasticism ruled the Church. The
two latter bore much fair fruit in after times ; for the spirit

which strives towards God cannot be stifled by anything, and

is capable even of constructing a restricted science. But the

history of dogma came to an end in the Greek Church a thou-

sand years ago, and its reanimation cannot easily be conceived.

A reformation could only set in in the cultus. The adoption

of a few Catholic or Protestant theologiimena in later catechisms

and books of doctrine has hitherto been without effect, and will

in the future hardly obtain any.

Independent theology had been extinguished in the churches

of the East ; but alongside these churches there arose all the

more energetically, from the seventh century, the sects, old

enemies in new forms, Marcionites (as Paulicians) and Mani-

chaeans, and in addition many other curious bodies, the neces-

sary products of religious movements among tribes falling into

barbarism, and but little trained by the Church. On the

shaping of the dogmas of the Church these sects exerted not

the slightest influence ; and for that very reason they do not

belong to the history of dogma. '

logy—see above, Chap. 3, conclusion: Book IV. continues the Christology up to

Chap. 8 and then discusses—very characteristically—baptism, including the i/.upov,

faith, the sign of the cross and faith, adoration towards the East, the mysteries

(the Eucharists), Mary the mother of God and the genealogy of Christ, the venera-

tion of the saints and their relics, pictures and, only then, Scripture. To the

chapter on Scripiure a series of chapters are appended containing hermeneutical

rules for the exposition of Scripture, dealing with the statements regarding Christ

—

where we have a precise distinction made between the xpoVo* of the hypostatic

union—those concerning God in his relation to evil, the apparent existence of two

principles, the law of God, and the law of sin and the Sabbath. The conclusion

consists of chapters on virginity, circumcision—the position of these headings is

reversed—on Anti-Christ and the resurrection.

1 Besides the old researches of Engelhardt (1827), Gieseler (1829, 1846, 1849),

see now DöUinger, Beitr. z. S^ctengesch. des Mittelalters (1890) and Karapet Ter

Mkrttschian, Die Paulikianer (1893).
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Again, this history has nothing to say about the scientific

hfe of the Byzantine Church, or the many theories and disputes

which arose out of it, and, on the other hand, from mystical

speculations ; for all that had little or no effect on dogma.

No doubt an isolated theological question was decided at this

or that Synod ; or individual theologians elaborated in a praise-

worthy fashion theological conceptions, as e.g., in reference to

the crucifixion of Christ, atonement, and substitution ; no doubt

another rather important dispute—the Hesychastic controversy

—

agitated the Church in the fourteenth century; but dogma, and

to some extent the Church itself, remained ultimately unaffected.

For centuries the intellectual work of the Church consisted in

the development of Church legislation, and its theologians either

Avrote on exegesis, history, and biography, following traditional

patterns, or composed ascetic books.

Finally, to the history of dogma belongs neither the develop-

ment of the schism with the West, nor the silent process, in

which the Eastern Church has taken over, since the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries, a great deal from the ecclesiastically

more vigorous West. Apart from the "filioque" discussed

above, the development of the schism was not determined by
dogmatic factors, and the silent process ' which lasted up to

the end of the seventeenth century, and to which the Church
owes, e.g., the settling of its Canon of the Bible, the doctrine

of the seven sacraments, a kind of doctrine of transubstanti-

ation, a more certain doctrine of purgatory, development of

the doctrines of sin and grace, a more sharply defined theory

and practice of the sacrament of penance etc., has come to an

end at a time when we have accurate knowledge, and will

perhaps never be fully explained. The only definite dogmatic

interests shown in it are anti-protestant.

' Compare as to this Kattenbusch, Vergleichende Confessionskunde I. passim.

The general intellectual life in Eastern Rome is best discussed in the excellent

work of Krumbacher, Gesch. d. Byzant. Litteratur, München, 1891.
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